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Aet. I

—

On Alpine Geology;* by T. Sterrt Hun-T.

Since the days of de Saussure, the Alps have been the ob-
ject of constant study. No other portion of Europe offers so
many problems of interest to the geologist and the physical

geographer as this great mountain chain, whether we consider
its lakes, glaciers and moraines, its curiously disturbed and
inverted fossiliferous strata, which seem, at first sight, arranged
for the confusion alike of paleontologists and stratigraphists, or
the crystalline rocks which form its highest summits. To give
a list of the various investigators who have contributed their

share to the elucidation of this region would, of itself, be no
slight task, and would besides be foreign to our present purpose

;

which is to call attention to the learned work of Prof Alphonse
Favre ofGeneva, in which he has given us the results of more than
twenty-five years of labor in the study of Alpine geology, chiefly
in Savoy and the adjacent parts of Piedmont and Switzerland,

embracing Mont Blanc and its vicinity. It is now twelve years
since the present writer had occasion to review in this Journal (II,

xxix, 118) some points in Alpine geology raised by our author
in his memoir Sur les terrains liassque et keuperien de la Savoie,

published in 1859. Since that time the views then maintained by
Favre, have, in spite of much opposition, gained ground, and are
set forth at length in the present work, supported by an amount
of evidence which seems convincing. We shall endeavor from

* Recherches Geologiquer dans les parties de la Savoie, du Piemont, et de la

Suisse voisiaes du Mont Blanc, avec un Atlas de 32 planches, par Alphonse Favre,
Profeaseur de Geologie A 1'Academic de Geneve. 3 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1867.

Ax. Jour. Sor.—Third Sbkies, Vol. Ill, No. 13.—Jan., 1872.
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its pages to present a condensed summary of our present know-

ledge of the stmcture of Mont Blanc and the adjacent regions.

The crystalline rocks of the Alps, as first shown by Studer,

do not form a continuous chain, but appear as distinct masses,

separated fi'om each other by uncrystalline sedimentary de-

posits, generally fossiliferous. According to Desor, there are

between Nice and the plains of Hungary not less than thirty-

four such areas, standing up like islands from out of the sedi-

mentary rocks, and presenting for the most part a fan-like

structure {en eventail). Of these masses of crystalline rock,

Mont Blanc is the most remarkable, and is described by Elie

de Beaumont as " rising through a solution of continuity in the

secondary strata, which may be compared to a great button

hole." the length of this area of crystalline rock, measured

from the Col du Bonhomme on the S. W. to Saxon in the

Valais on the K E., is fifty-nine kilometers, while its breadth,

from Chamonix on the N. W. to Entr^ves near Courmayeur
on the S. E., is fourteen kilometers. The length of the central

mass of protogine is, however, only twenty-seven kilometers. Of

the numerous peaks in this area the highest attains an elevation

of 4810 meters above the level of the sea, being 3760 meters

above the valley of Chamonix and 3520 meters above the val-

ley of Entr^ves. This great mass is described by Favre as sup-

ported at the four corners by as many buttresses rising from

the surrounding valleys, and 'known as the Cols de Balme, de

Voza, de la Seigne aiid de Ferret. The distance between the

two valleys just named is only 13,500 meters, and the bold-

ness with which the mountain rises from them is strikingly

apparent if we take the Col de 1'Aiguille du Midi and the Col

du Geant, which are about 3460 metei-s above the sea, and dis-

tant from each other 5,000 meters, giving a slope of about 30°.

A still greater inclination is obtained if we choose, instead of

these, the summits of the Aiguilles which bear the same names,

and, although now isolated, represent portions of the former

mass of Mont Blanc.

The crystalline rocks of this region present tvro types, 1st,

the protogines which form the center, and 2nd, the crystalline

schists which occupy the flanks and form the Aiguilles Eouges.

These schists are also found at a great elevation on the mountain;

at the Grands Mulcts (4666 meters), the rocks are talcose and

quartzose schists with graphite, hornblende, epidote, talc, and

asbestua, and similar rocks and minerals are found from thence

to the summit The protogines themselves, according to the

evidence of nearly all who have studied them, are stratified

rocks, gneissic in structure, and pass in places into more schis-

tose varieties, though Favre regards the distinction between

these and the crystalline schists proper as one clearly marked.
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The outlines presented hj the weathering of the protogine are

very unlike the rounded forms assumed by true granite rocks.

According to Delesse, the rock to which Jurine gave the name

of protogine is a talco-micaceous granite or gneiss, made up ot

quartz, generally more or less grayish or smoky m tint, with

orthoclase, grayish or reddish Hn color, and a white or greenish

oligoclase with characteristic striae, often penetrated with green-

ish talc. The mica [biotite], which some previous observer
^ ^ • • ^ ^ reen in color, becoming ot

binaxial, nearly anhydrous,

ttuu uv.utc.iL.0 c "large portion of ferric oxide. The composition

of the protogine rock, as a whole, differs from that of ordinary

granite, according to Delesse, only in the presence of one or two

hundredths of irSn-oxide and magnesia. The name of arkesme

was given by Jurine to a variety of protogine containing chlo-

rite with hornblende, and sometimes sphene. Among the other

rocks of the Alps are various talcose and chloritic

schi=ts with steatites chromiferous serpentines, diallage rocks,

dioriteL, and euphotides, associated with beds of petrosilex or

eurite, frequently porphyritic. Highly micaceous schists, often

quartzose, and holding garnet, staurolite and cyanite, are also

met with among the crystalline rocks of the Alps. A great

belt of serpentine and chloritic schists, traced for a long clistance,

may be seen at the base of the Montanvert overlaid by the

euritic porphyries into which they appear to graduate, the whole

series -herTsupposed to be inverted, dipping at about 60° from

the valley of Chamonix toward Mont Blanc, and overlaid by

the more massive gneiss or protogine. The chloritic and talcose

schists of the Alps have close resemblances with those ot the

Urals, and as Damour has shown, contain a great many mineral

species in common with them, ^avre has moreover re^

marked the strong likeness between the chlontic and talcose

schists and the mica-schists with staurolite of the western Alps

and those found in Great Britain.
_ r ^ + Tiionn

Granite, though not abundant in the vicinity of M^t Blanc,

occurs in several localities, the best known of which is Valomne

where a porphyroid granite with black mica forms considerable

masses, and sends la'rge veins into the adjacent g^^^^^
J^^^j^^^;

with others found at the Col de Balme and in the Aigudles

Rouges, appear to be true eruptive granites. Numerous small

yeinlmet^with among the crystalline schists m the gorge of

Trient appear, however, to belong to what I have described as

endogenous smnites (Notes on Gmnit. i?ocfe this Jour II, i, 87>

Favre has himself maintained that they are the results of aqueous

and has noticed the fact of a jomt runnmg longi-

hrouoh the middle of many of them as an evidence
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Tlie uncrjstalline strata in the region around Mont Blanc
include representatives of the carboniferous, triassic, iurassic,
neocomian, cretaceous and tertiary. The existence of an ap-
parently carboniferous flora, and its intimate association with a
liassic fauna, has long been a well known fact in Alpine geology.
In 1859, Favre pointed out the existence of a zone of tnassic
rocks m this region represented by red and green shales, with
sandstones gypsum, and a cavernous magnesian limestone
(cargneule) These rocks had long before been referred to this
period by Buckland and Bakewell, but their horizon was estab-
lished by the discovery of Favre that their position is inter-
mediate between the carboniferous and the strata containing
AncMto contorta, the Kossen beds, or the Ehsetic beds of
^^umbeJ, wbich are recognized as forming a passage between
the trias and the lias, at the base of the Jurassic system. To
tnese to the northwest of Mont Blanc, succeed the higher
members of the system, followed by the neocomian, the creta-
ceous and the nummulitic strata of the eocene with overlying
sandstones and shales, the flysch of some Alpine geologists'.
Few questions in geology have been more keenly debated,

or given rise to more often repeated examinations, than the as-
^ociaiion ot a carboniferous flora with liassic belemnites in
the districts of Maurienne and Tarentaise, to the southwest of

^oT?. of?'''" A f^? ^* Petit-Coeur, the schists, with impres-
sions of ferns and beds of anthracite were so long ago as 1828
described by Elie de Beaumont as Apparently ilteilalated m

I^reedTr';S''^- ^^^P^^^ ^^ras, andSismonda after him, have
agreea m reoardmg the rocks as constituting one great system,

Ta^ ?. ftr \^•l'^^'^'
is of carboniferous age, but with a ]u-

re' nvrlSl ?' ^^^ ^' Beaumont and Sismondl on the contrary,

IS;rr^ni;^ !f .^v
J""""^'^'^ ^S®' ^"t with a carboniferous flora, and

locat snrl 1

^J some means there had been in this region a

conob^^W
""^ *^' vegetation of the paleozoic period. These

JecTedl7notTfew''Tll^^^
many geologists, though re-

tbnt c\uii Z^\ 1 7' 1 .
^^^^ account of the controversy up to
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discovery by Pillet of nammulitic beds intercalated in the same
series near St. Julien in Maurienne. This fact was, however, in

accordance with the conclusion previously reached by Sismonda
from an examination of Taninge, that " the plants of the car-

boniferous period were still flourishing while the seas were de-

positing the rocks of the nummulitic period."

The question involved in this controversy had more than a

local interest, since it touched the very basis of paleontology,

by pretending that in the Alps the laws of succession which
elsewhere prevail were suspended, and that the same type of

vegetation had continued unchanged from the paleozoic to the

tertiary period. Already in 1841 Favre had brought forward

the suggestion of Yoltz, that these apparent anomalies might
be explained by inversions of the strata, but this notion was
rejected by de Mortillet and Murchison, as inadmissible for the

section at Petit-Cceur. The recognition by Favre in 1861 of

the true age and position of the cargneules and their associated

rocks, however, threw a new light on the question, for it was
shown that these triassic rocks were interposed at Petit-Coeur

between the limestones holding belemnites and the schists with

coal-plants. In 1861, the Geological Society of France held its

extraordinary session at St. Jean in Maurienne, and there also

the succession was made clearly evident, as follows : nummulitic,

liassic, infra-liassic, triassic, and carboniferous ; the last resting

on crystalline schists.

Attempts had been made to sustain the supposed j urassic age

of the so-called anthracitic formation, by maintaining that some
at least of the coal-plants were Jurassic forms ; but Heer, who
had long maintained the contrary, published in 1863 a farther

study of the fossil flora of Switzerland and Savoy, in which

he showed that of sixty species fourteen are peculiar to these

regions, while forty-six belong to the carboniferous flora of

Europe, and twenty-seven are common with that of North

America. One species only has been indentified as of liassic

age, viz : Odontopteris cycadea Brongn., and is found in a locality

near Jurassic belemnites, but associated with no other plant

Both Lorv and Pillet now admit with Favre that the supposed

paleontological anomalies of this region have no existence, and

that this anthracitic system includes carboniferous, Jurassic and

nummulitic strata inverted and folded upon themselves ;
nor is

it without reason in this connection that Lory remarks upon
" the illusions without number to which a purely stratigraphical

study of the Alps may give rise." To this we may add the

judgment of Dumont, m discussing the disturbed and inverted

anthracitic system of the Ardennes, that for regions thus affected

" we cannot establish the relative age of the rocks from their

inclination or their superposition."
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These conclusions were not, however, admitted by Sismonda,

who in 1866 presented to the Royal Academy of Sciences of Tu-

rin an elaborate memoir on the anthracitic system of the Alps.*

In this, while admitting at Petit-Coeur the existence of eyidence

of more or less contortion, rupture and over-riding {enchevauche-

ment) of the strata, he still maintains that the anthracitic system

of Maurienne and Tarentaise is one great continuous 'series

of Jurassic age, from the fundamental gneiss and protogine,

upon which it immediately rests, to the upper member in which

occur thick beds of anthracite with an abundant carboniferous

flora
; which he assigns, however, to the middle oolite (Oxfor-

dian) ; the great mass of strata below being referred to the lias.

He then particularly indicated the line of the great Mont Cenis

tunnel, which, commencing in the upper anthracitic member,
should pass downward through the quartzites and g}^psums,

thence through talcose schists and limestones, as far as Bardon-
necchia. These schists and limestones, according to him, are in
"

r advanced state of metamorphism," and include eruptive

ines, with euphotide, steatite and otlier magnesian rocks.

3 tlie completion of the tunnel, Messrs. Sismonda and
Elie de Beaumont have presented to the Academy of Sciences

of Paris an extended report on the geological results obtained
in this great work. It is accompanied by a description of 134
specimens of the rocks collected at intervals throughout the en-

tire distance of the tunnel, which it will be remembered passes

from near Modane in Savoy to Bardonecchia in Piedmont
(about fifteen miles to the southwest of Mont Cenis), a distance
of 12,220 meters. The direction of tlie tunnel is N. 14° W.,
and the dip of the strata throughout nearly uniform, K 65° W.
at an angle of about 50°. From this we deduce by calculation
that the vertical thickness of the strata is equal to nearly 60
per cent of the distance traversed, or in round numbers about
7000 meters. Of this not less than 5831 meters, beginning at the
southern extremity, are occupied by the lustrous more or less

talcose schists with crystalline micaceous limestones, often cut
by veins of quartz with chlorite and calcite. Above there are

515 meters in thickness of alternations of anhydrous sulphate
of lime (karstenite) with talcose schist and crystalline limestone.
The anhydrite enclosed lamellar talc in irregular nodules, with
dolomite, crystallized quartz, sulphur, and masses of rock-salt.

This was overlaid by 220 meters of quartzite, occasionally alter-

natmg with greenish talcose schists, and enclosing veins and
masses of anhydrite. A considerable break occurs in the series
of specimens above this, but for the distance of 1707 meters
from the northern entrance to the tunnel, corresponding to a
vertical thickness of 1024 meters, we have principally sand-

* Memoirs of the Acad., 2d aeries, xxiv, 333.
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stones, conglomerates and argillites, occasionally with anthracite.

The serpentines and euphotides which appear among the crys-

talline schists at Bramant, near the line of the tunnel, were not

met with, nor was the underlying gneiss encountered. The

work terminated at Bardonecclaia among the crystalline lime-

According to Sismonda and Blie de Beaumont, there is

throughout this entire section no evidence of inversion, disloca-

tion or repetition in the series of 7000 meters of strata, a conclu-

sion which they support by very cogent arguments. Lory, on

the contrary, while he agrees with the observers just mentioned

in looking upon the crystalline strata as altered mesozoic, con-

ceives them to include both trias and lias, and to be placed be-

neath the true carboniferous by a great inversion of the whole

succession. This series of crystalline rocks is very conspic-

uous along the S. E. side of Mont Blanc, extending into the

Valais, and is regarded by Lory as a peculiar modification of

the trias and lial^ so enormously thickened and so profoundly

altered as to be very unlike these formations to the northwest of

Mont Blanc. In this view he is followed by Favre (§ m.
% 753). The serpentines and related rocks of this series are by

de Beaumont, Sismonda and Lory considered to be eruptiya

The latter speaks of these as eruptions contemporaneous with

the deposition of the strata, probably accompanied by emana-

tions which effected the alteration of the sediments. According

to Favre, they are clearly interstratified with the lustrous argillo-

talcose schists, micaceous limestones and quartzites of the great

series, and are by him placed in the trias. He has particularly

described those of Mont Joret and those of the Val de Brugii6

near the Petit St. Bernard, where thej; are immediately inter-

stratified witb greenish schists and associated with steatite, horn-

blendic and gneissic strata. The serpentines of Taninge in the

Chablais, to the nortbwest of Mont Blanc, he also classes with

these in the trias. The conclusions of Lory and Favre as to the

geological age of these crvstalline schists and limestones, appear

to us untenable in the light of Sismonda's investigations. If

we admit with the latter that the whole section of the tunnel

represents an uninverted series, and with Favre that its upT)er-

most and uncrystalline portion at Modane is truly of carbonit-

erous age, it is clear that the great mass of crystalline schists

which underlie the latter should correspond more or less com-

pletely to the pre-carboniferous crystalline strata to the north-

west of Mont Blanc. Among these latter, in fact, as observed

by Favre, there occur at Col Joli and Taninge crystalline lime-

stones and talcose schists like those of Maurienne. Accord-

ing to this view, which harmonizes the conflicting opinions, and

makes the crystalline schists and limestones of the southeast
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equivalents of the gjpsum and cargneule of the trias, but may
\

correspond to the anhydrites, which with gypsum, dolomite,
serpentine and chloritic slate, are met with in the primitive
schists of Fahlun in Sweden.
The existence of great and perplexing inversions of strata in

many parts of the Alps is well known. One of the most strik-

ing cases is that figured by Murchison in his remarkable paper
on the geology of the,Alps in 1848 (Quar. Jour. Geol. See, v,

246), as occurring at the pass of Martinsloch in the canton of

Glarus, 8000 feet above the sea. Here nummulitic beds, dip-

pmg at a high angle S.S.E., are regularly overlaid bv the

succeedmg sandstone (flysch) ; resting unconformably and in a

nearly horizontal attitude upon the edges of which are 150 feet

of hard Jurassic hmestone, overlaid in its turn by talcose and
micaceous schists, which are by Escher regarded as similar to

those which underlie these limestones in the valley below.
This mass of flysch appears near by to dip beneath these lime-
stones, which, in their turn, are regularly overlaid by neocomiau
and cretaceous strata. This remarkable superposition of sec-

ondary and older crystalline rocks to tertiary is explained by
Murchison, in accordance with the suggestion of H. D. Sogers,
as the probable result of fracture and displacement along an
anticlinal. Many striking examples of inversion are described
by tavre m the vicinity of Mont Blanc. The mountain of the
Voirons, near Geneva, shows at its base tertiary overlaid by
cretaceous rocks, upon which Jurassic strata are superimposed.
Similar phenomena are met with along the north side of the
Alps from Geneva to Austria, and at various localities on the
southern side, in Lombardy. This inversion, moreover, is by
no means confined to secondary and tertiary strata. In the val-
ley of Chamonix the secondary limestones dip at a high angle
toward Mont Blanc, and plunge beneath its crystalline schists.
Other examples of the superposition of crystaUine schists to the
tossihferous sediments have been pointed out by Elie de Beau-
mont m the mountains of Oisans, and confirmed by Lory and
Uausse, while similar cases have been recognized by Morlot
and von Hauenn the eastern Alps, and by Ramond, de Bouche-
porn and others in the Pyrenees. All of these cases are by
J^ avre regarded as examples of the same process of inversion
already noticed m so many instances among the secondary and
tertiary strata of the region. He proceeds to contrast these
exanaples with that of the gneisses, chloritic and micaceous
sciusts which m western Scotland, according to Murchison,
o\erlie tossihferous lower silurian beds, and are by him re-
garded as younger. This, upon the authority of Murchison,



Favre regards i

however, be sai

Nicoll, wlio explains the appearances as the result of dislo

tion and oversliding of older crystalline schists upon the newer
fossiliferous beds, in which case the western Highlands will

form no exception to the general law of similar appearances in

the Alps and Pyrenees.*
The fact that the Jurassic rocks in the valley of Chamonix

pass beneath the crystalline schists of Mont Blanc was first no-
ticed by de Saussure, and was afterwards observed by Bergmann
and by Bertrand, who argued from this that the limestones were
older than the gneiss. Bertrand's paper, as noticed by Favre,

occurs in the Jour, des Mines, vii, 376 (1797-1798). Later, in

1824, we find Keferstein inquiring whether these overlying

gneisses and protogines might not be altered flysch (that is,

eocene tertiary), a view which he subsequently maintained.

Similar views have found favor among later geologists : we find

Murchison asserting the eocene age of certain Alpine gneisses,

mica-schists and gi'anites ; while Lyell has suggested that the

protogines, gneisses, etc., of the Alps may have resulted from
the alteration both of secondary and tertiary strata. (Anniver-
sary Address to the Geological Society, 1850). Studer has

taught that the flysch of the Grisons has been changed into

crystalline gneiss, while Eozet and Foumet, with Lory and Sis-

monda, have assigned to the Jurassic period tie great system of

gneiss, with talcose and micaceous schists, which make up Monts
Cenis and Pelvoux, and much of the mountains on the frontier

of Piedmont and in the Valais.

Hutton, as early as 1788, had taught that what he called the

primary schists were sediments, the ruins of earlier rocks altered

by heal, but it does not appear that he attempted to fix the

relative age of any such altered rocks. In fact, the notion of

geological epochs, based upon the study of fossils, was not as

yet fully recognized. The suggestions of Bergmann and Ber-

trand that the crystalline rocks of the Alps are newer than the

fossiliferous limestones which pass beneath them, seems to have
been the first attempt to give to Hutton's view a definite and
special application, and the inception of that theory with which
we have since become familiar, viz : the conversion of moun-
tain masses of paleozoic, mesozoic and even cenozoic sediments
in the Alps and elsewhere into gneisses and other crystaline

rocks. Numerous sections in the vicinity of Mont Blanc show
the sedimentary strata in their normal attitude, resting uncon-

formably upon the crvstalline schists, while in some localities

the whole succession from the carboniferous to the eocene,

* T. Steny Hunt, Address before the American Association for the Advance-
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both inclusive, is met with. In manv parts, however, the

carooniferous is wanting, and the trias "forms the base of the
column, while elsewhere the infra-liassic beds repose on the
crystalline schists, and in the Bernese Alps no fossiliferous
beds lower than the oolite are observed. These facts would
appear to be connected with the movement of subsidence

;

which permitted the deposition of marine limestones above
the carboniferous strata, and Favre has farther pointed out, in

the vicinity of Dorenaz, a want of conformity between these
and the succeeding formations.
To the carboniferous belongs the well-known conglomerate

of Yalorsine, which includes pebbles of gneiss, quartzite, talcose
and mica-schist, and of quartz veins holding tourmaline. The
paste, which is reddish, talcose and micaceous, seems identical
with many of the pebbles, so that it is sometimes difficult to

distinguish these from the matrix. A thin fibrous envelope
often surrounds the pebbles (§ 521). Although the alternation
of these beds with others holding plants shows them to be of
carboniferous age, it is often, says Favre, difficult to fix the
lower limit of this formation on account of the great resem-
blance between certain of the carboniferous sandstones and
portions of the older crystalline schists, which, in cases where
the former are destitute of pebbles, makes it impossible to dis-

tmgish between the two. Necker, in like manner, asserted
that It was impossible to draw a line of demarkation, and was
hence led to assert a passage from the one to the other. The
same close resemblance was noticed by de Saussure, and is testi-
fied to by de Mortillet and by Sismonda, who says of the feld-
spathic sandstone {gres) near St. Jean in Maurienne, that '' un-
less we take care we run the risk of being deceived, and of
confounding it with gneiss," while elsewhere similar rocks
assume the aspect of granite from the predominance in them of
feldspar. Hence it has happened that observers like Dolo-
mieu and Bakewell placed the anthracites of the Alps in the
mica-slate formation, and that Berger described as a " veined
granite the Aiguille des Posettes, which, according to Favre,
con.;i^f« r.f ^oo.]^ vertical beds of carboniferous sediments.

condition of things. Favre
In illu ^ _ _^^^^ ^,^^^^ ^^_
observation of Boulanger, according to" whom the'triassiTsaS
stones of the department of Allier are made up of quartz, feld-

wn^^l J" K .T^'r ^"^*''^- ^^ ^^ g^^^ ^«« *° a sandstone which
would be taken for a pnmitive'rock but for the occasional pre-
sence 01 a rolled pebble of granite.* The paste of this Valor-
sine conglomerate, which seems identical with certain of the
enclosed pebbles, appears according to Favre to have undergone

* See ¥b.ytq Terrains liassique et kmperim. etc. fl859V nn. 78 79. to which in
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a certain re-arrangement, so that the beds of these " pretendus
schists ciystallins" of the carboniferous are v/ith difucultv 'iis-

tinguished from the " vrais schists crystallins " upon wiiicii liicy

rest uncouformablv. I insist the more upon these details, be-
cause in the earlier notice of Favre's investigations I erroneously
represented him as including in the carboniferous a great mass
of the older crystalline schists.

In this connection we may cite the observ^ation of Sedgwick,
who cites similar cases of recomposed rocks in Scotland, "which
it is not always possible to distinguish from the parent rock,"
and remarks that " a mechanical rock may appear highly crys-

talline because it is composed of crystalline parts derived
from some pre-existing crystalline rock."* Emmons also has
called attention to the existence of secondary or recomposed
beds of talcose, chloritic and micaceous schists in the Taconic
hills of western New England, which, according to him, have
been confounded with the older parent rocks. It would hardly
seem necessary to call attention to facts which are familiar to

aU field-geologists who have worked much among newer de-

posits in the vicinity of older crystalline rocks, were it not that

their significance is so great in connection with Alpine geology.

This deceptive resemblance to the older crystalline rocks in

the Alps, as might be supposed, is not confined to the carbonif-

erous. Similar cases are noticed by Favre in the trias, while
at the Cols du Bonhomme and des Fours are crystalline aggre-

gates also noticed by Saussure as closely resembling the older

crystalline rocks, which are shown by the fossils of inter-strat-

ified beds to be of infra-liassic age. Studer, in opposition to

Murchison, maintained that the apparently granitic layers in

the flysch (eocene) near Interlaken are but the debris of an
older crystalline rock, while the crystalline schists of the Bolghen
mountain in the eastern Alps, supposed by Murchison to be in

some way interposed in the flysch, are both by Studer and by
Boue, regarded as merely masses of the older crystalline rocks
in a tertiary conglomerate.

f

In discussing the age of the "true crystalline schists " of the

Alps, to make use of his expression already quoted, Favre, as

we have seen, places them beneath the carboniferous, and in

opposition to the suggestion of Murchison and the opinion of

Gueymard, that they may be of cambrian and silurian age, con-

cludes that we have no proof of the existence of representa-

tives of these systems in the western Alps (§ 808). In this

connection we mav note with Favre the presence at Dienten in

the Tyrol, of a silurian fauna, intercalated in beds of gray and
green chloritic schists (§ 697 b). The gneiss of Mettenbach,
near the Jungfrau, has afibrded to Favre a pale green ophicalce

* Geol. Traasactions (1835), iii, 4T9. f Ibid., iii, 334; Geol. Joum., v, 210.
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resembling that of the laurentian, in which he has detected
Fozoon Canadense (§ 697 a). Having thus declared his convic-

tion of the great antiquity of the ciystalline schists, whose
ruins enter into the composition of the conglomerate of

Yalorsme, he proceeds to remark that " the part played in the

Alps of Savoy by that mysterious force called metamorphism,
to which the formation of the crystalline schists is often attri-

buted, has been greatly exaggerated." He adds, '* I have
always been surprised to find in the Alps so few traces of this

pretended action," and suggests that the question has been com-
plicated by the resemblances already noted between the crystal-

line schists and the recomposed rocks of the coal mea'sures

(§ 697 c). In the same spirit he declared in 1859, that there

are '' scarcely any evidences of alteration after the Valorsine
conglomerate ;" in the paste of which he admits a crystalline

re-arrangement by no means improbable.* It appears incon-
sistent with these expressions of opinion to find our author
admitting with Lory the triassic and Jurassic age of the great

mass of lustrous schists and micaceous limestones which are

overiaid by the carboniferous at Modane, and at various locali-

ties, as we have seen, include serpentines, steatites, etc. Our
author feels this a difficulty, and speaks of these serpentines,
unlike those of the Montanvert, the Aiguilles Kouges, etc., as

belonging to non-crystalline formations, a character which can
hard y be ascribed to them. If, however, Sismonda be correctm placing them below rocks which are, according to Favre,
true coal measures, these serpentines and steatites, with their

accompanying schists and limestones, are, as we have alreadv
shown, in the same horizon with the crystalline schists to the
north of Mont Blanc.
The origin of the fan-like structure attributed to the Alps

by nearly all observers since the time of de Saussure and cor-
rectlv represented in the sections published by Studer in 1851,
and by J^avre m 1859, is explained by the latter in accordance
with the view put forward by Lory in 1860.+ He supposes
that the underlying crystalline rocks forced, by great lateral
pressure, formed an elevated anticlinal arch, which, breaking on
t.hP nr^w>.^ troni the excess of curvature, shows the lowest rocksm the center of the rupture, flanked on either side by the (

lymg strata These, in their upper part, are subjected to a
comparatively feeble lateral pressure, while the deeper portions
are torciblj compressed by the smaller folds on either side, from
which results the fan-like or sheaf-like structure of the beds. The
newer strata m the synclinals are by this process arranged in
troughs, and are more or less overlaid by the older rocks. Such a
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synclinal exists in the valley of Chamonix, between the two rup-
tured and eroded anticlinals represented by Mont Blanc and
the Brevent. In illustration of this structure Favre lias given
a grand section commencing to the northwest in the mountain
known asLes Fiz, which, overlooking the Col d'Anterne, rises to

a height of 3180 meters and displays all the Alpine formations
from the sandstones of Taviglionaz, overlying the nummulitic
beds, down to the carboniferous, which is seen resting on the
crystalline schists. These appear in the height of Pormenaz
and in tbe Brevent, at the northwest base of which the carbonif-
erous rocks are arranged in a sharp fold dipping beneath the
crystalline strata. The latter to the northeast rise in the Ai-
guilles Rouges, which are steep hills of vertical beds including
hornblendic, chloritic and talcose rocks, with petrosilex, eclogite

and serpentine. The highest of the Aiguilles rises 2944 meters
above the sea, and consequently 1892 meters above the valley
of Chamonix. This summit, which was visited by Favre, was
found to be capped by horizontal strata, consisting at the top
of about thirty-seven meters of Jurassic beds, with belemnites
and ammonites, underlaid by infra-liassic strata with cargneules,

sandstones and schists, the whole resting upon vertical strata of

unctuous mica-schists, which enclosed a bed of saccharoidal

limestone. From thence we pass over the valley of Chamonix,
which holds enfolded in crystalline schists, triassic and Jurassic

strata, and over the summit of Mont Blanc to find the same
folding repeated between the base of the latter and the proto-

gines of Mont Chetif. The fan-like structure attributed to this

last is questioned by Lory, according to whom the strata of
this mountain dip uniformly to the southeast, and are overlaid

by the great mass of crystalline talcose schists and micaceous
limestones assigned by him to the trias, but apparently, as we
have endeavored to show, a portion of the pre-carboniferous

crystalline schists. These rocks are well displayed farther on in

the mountain of Cramont, and are regarded by Favre as identi-

cal with those of Mont Cenis,* Lory conceives that the atti-

tude of the rocks of Mont Chetif to the Jurassic strata in the

trough at the southeast base of Mont Blanc is due to a great

fault with an uplift, which has brought these older rocks to

overlie the Jurassic beds.

With the facts before us, we can with Favre trace the history

of Mont Blanc from the time when over a partially submerged
region of gneiss and crystalline schists the carboniferous strata

with their beds of coal and their plant-remains were being de-

posited
; many of the strata being made up from the partially

disintegrated crvstalline schists and scarcely distinguishable from
them. After some disturbance the secondaiy formations were

* See in this connection Hebert, Bull. Soc. Geol. de Fr,, 2, nv, 356.
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laid down unconformablj alike over tlie carboniferous and the

older strata, followed by the nummulitic beds and their over-

lying sandstones, the whole, from the base of the trias, having
in this region an aggregate thickness of aboat 1250 meters.

Subseqently to this occurred the great movements which threw

into folds all these strata, enclosing, as in the Tarentaise, the

nummalites with Jurassic and carboniferous fossils among the

folds of the crystalline schists. This was followed by great

denudation, which removed from the broken anticlinals the

secondary rocks, leaving however, in the horizontal Jurassic

beds which still cap the Arguilles Eouges, an evidence of the

former spread of these formations, which once extended over
^

what is now the summit of Mont Blanc. It is worthy of note,

that the highest portions of this latter do not exhibit the under- f

lying gneiss, but are capped by crystalline schists, which may
\

be supposed to rest upon it, as do the -secondary strata upon the \

schists of tbe Aiguilles Rouges. These elevated points are

evidences of the enormous erosion in this region, the results of

which have contributed to build up in the lower regions of the

Alps and in the Jura, the great ^masses of miocene sediment
known as the molasse; a formation partly marine and partly

lacustrine, which attain in some parts a thickness of more tiian

2,000 meters. This period was followed by other movements,
which have raised the beds of molasse to a vertical attitude and
in some cases inverted them, so that they appear dipping be-

neath the nummulitic formation. It is worthy of note that the

molasse near Geneva includes in its upper part a lacustrine
limestone, followed by marls with gypsum, and by lignites.

That the nature of the fan-like s'tructure of the Alps is cor-

rectly represented in the sections of Studer, Lory and Favre,
can, we think, no longer admit of doubt. Another explanation
was, however, possible

; the dipping of the beds on either side

toward tlie center of the mass might indicate synclinal moun-
tains, lying between two eroded anticlinals. Such a mountain-
structure appears not to be uncommon in regions where the
undulations are moderate ; and is, accordino- to Lesley frequentm the anthracite region of Pennsylvania. Snowdon in Wales,
accoi^mg to Ramsay, and Ben Nevis and Ben Lawers in
the Scottish Highlands (Murchison), are also examples of
this structure, the summits of all of th'ese beino- composed of
newer strata, beneath which, on either side, dip the older for-
mations. When, therefore, geologists of authority from Ber-
trand and Keferstem to Murchison and Lyell maintained that the
crystaUme rocks of Mont Blanc were newer than tke limestones
ol the valleys on either side, and even declared them to be
altered sediments of tke tertiary period, it was difficult to
regard Mont Blanc as any thing else than a synclinal moun-
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tain similar in general structure and origin to those just men-

tioned. Hence it was that in 1860 (this Journal, II, xxix, 118)

I remarked " the weight of evidence now tends to show that

the crystalline nucleus of the Alps, so far from being an ex-

truded mass of so-called primitive rock, is really an altered

sedimentary deposit more recent than many of the fossihferous

strata upon their flanks, so that the Alps, as a whole, have a

general synclinal structure." This view of the recent age of

the crystalline rocks of this region, supported though it lias been

learned professor of Geneva, admitted. It, however,_ remains

true that the extrusion and laying bare of these ancient crys-

talline rocks is, as we have seen, an event geologically very

It would greatly exceed our present limits to notice our au-

thor's learned discussion of the supei-ficial geology, includmg the

glacial phenomena, of the Alpine region, to which the present

work is devoted. His views upon some of the most keenly

controverted questions with regard to glacial action will be

found set forth in his letter to Sir E. I. Murchison on the Origm

of Alpine Lakes and Valleys, which appeared in the L., E. and

D. Philos. Magazine, for March, 1866.

This beautiful work of Prof. Favre is accompanied by an

atlas of thirty two folio plates, embracing maps, sections, views

and figures of organic remains, which elucidate the text ma
very complete manner. It is a magnificent monument to the

industry, acumen and scientific zeal of one who for a quarter

of a century, has devoted his time and his fortune to the pursuit

of science, and has worthily completed the task which his illus-

trious countryman de Saussure commenced.

Since writing the remarks published in the October number

of this Journal (p. 299), I have received from Mr. Dyer a very

•

; of specimens belonging to the two known species

.._^as type. One of these specimens seems almost to

nonstrate that the long, slender, column-like appendage, men-

tioned in the descriptions, cannot correspond to the ventral tube

or so-called proboscis of crinoids. This specimen is a small

individual of L. Byeri, only measuring 0-22 inch m diameter

across the disc
;
yet its column-like appendage measures near

compk
of this
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2-80 inches in length, and tapers ^

from a diameter of O'OS inch neai , _._^
0-01 mch near the free end, where it actually appears tolapei
to a mucronate pomt Of course the canal, within so attenuated

^

an appendage, must be extremely minute, and could scarcely
have performed the same functions as that of the ventral tube
01 a crmoid, even if open at the free end, which is at least
exceedmgly improbable.

T ^^^
extreme tenuity of the free end of this appendage (which

I had already mentioned as an objection to viewing it % a ven-
tral tube), appears to be almost, if not quite, as strSng an objec-
tion to the suggestion that possibly the disc might have been
a root, with the real body attached at the other extremity of the :

long appendage; since it is scarcely possible that a body could
nave been supported at the free end of such an extremely

eration'
""'^'^^ ''''^^^ ^^ *^^* o^ ^^^ specimen under consid-

.

This and som^ of the other specimens also show that, at least \m the species Dyeri, this long appendage, although apparently |

equally divided longitudinally by five sutures along its entire i

length does not always have the pieces of which it is composed, '

distinctly alternating and interlocking along these sutures,
excepting near the disc. On the contrary, these pieces sometimes

.^^^\^"t''^^^^
^^^' ^^^ ^^"^ alternately arranged, until they

appear to the eve, as examined by the aid of a glass, to abut
agamst each other, so as to form regular joints, like those of a
mmute column composed of little rings or discs In the speci- ,

tTo oTttf ^f^^^^^^^^^ ^i^ere appears, at a first glance, to be

wfon ^^^^P^'^^,^^"' ^^'^^^g from one disc, or body,
but a closer inspection shows that there are two of the discs
graving or crushed one against, or partly upon the other.

bPPn li
'^''-

^r ^^? ^^g-gested, whether these may not have

themselvefnrj^fi' T\^^\ P^^f ^^ ^H^chirig and detaching

ate? Z^ ""i^'
V.^^^fi^\^^^e Wosite the long appeud-

TiL ^^ the objections, however, that present themselves

P^n^ \'^^' ""^^^1 ^ mentioned the fact, that the most careful
^examinations under the very best magnifiers, of both the inner

surfaces of this flat side, by which the disc is usually
attached, fail to detect €

pinnulsB, it is difficult" 1undpr^tl^A r. ^^""^ of arms or pinnulse, it is difficult to

and deSo^i^-7^f "^f"'
*^^ animal could thus have attached

ablesS T^^'
^' ^?'«^r^^t, and adjusted itself to, a suit-able station when once detached. In addition to this, they are

confoZ^L T^t
growing upon uneven surfaces, and closely

Ww n? t ' ^inequalities of the same, even to lines anSlunows on the surface of a shell; while the rigid radiating
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laminse of tlie interior would seem to preclude the possibility

of such an adjustment by flexibility.*

It is perhaps scarcely necessary to add, that the irregular

arrangement of the plates composing the disc of this type,

without any tendency to arrange themselves into radial and
interradial series, together with its general habit of growth,
show that it belongs to the Cystoidea, and not to the typical

group of Crinoidea. Its want of arms and pinnulas also ap-

proximate it to the Cystoidea^ in which the arms are generally
in a more or less rudimentary condition, or the former, in some
cases, even entirely wanting. In its apparent entire absence of

both arms and pirmul^e, and especially in its want of visible

openings, and the possession of a system of internal radiating

laminse, it is entirely peculiar, and unlike any other known type,

either of the typical Crinoidea or Cystoidea. How the respiratoiy,

reproductive, and nutritive functions, of such a being as it

appears to be, could have been performed, remains a mystery,
and hence it is evident that something yet remains to be learned

in regard to its structure.

Of course, such a form cannot be properly ranged in any of

the recognized families of the t>T3ical Crinoidea or of the Cys-

Art. III.—J. Cretaceous Basin in the Sauk Valley, Minnesota;

by J. H. Kloos.

AscendDhG the Mississippi from Prairie du Chien to St. Paul,

we pass between the lowest deposits of the Silurian formation,

as it is developed in the Northwest. As far as the mouth of

the St. Croix river, the shores of the mighty stream consist of

the lower or Potsdam sandstone, capped by the lower magnesian
limestone, generally considered to be the equivalent of the

Calciferous sandstone of New York. From the St. Croix river

to Red Rock, the castellated bluffs consist entirely of magne-
sian limestone, and give a peculiar character to the scenery

;

the sandstone, participating in the gradual and hardly percep-

tible northern dip of the strata, having disappeared under the

level of the water. At Red Rock, St. Peters sandstone and

matrix in such a manner as to expose the detached under side of the di?c ; while
pnp of its edges is curved and folded upon itself. As none of the plates, however,
IS broken or displaced, nor any of the sutures between then: gaping along the
tolded edge, I cannot believe this folding due to flexibility, but tliat some- peculiar-
ity of its station caused this individual to grow in this way.
Am. Joi-u. Sci.-Thiri> Series, Vol. Ill, >'u. I^.-Jan., lf>T2.
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Trenton limestone take tlie place of Potsdam and Calciferous,

continuing to St Paul and St, Anthony,
These are the last exposures of Paleozoic strata on the Miss-

issippi
; they disappear above the Falls of St. Anthony under

an extensive covering of drift Nothing but clay, gravel, sand
and boulders are exposed in the low banks of the river, until

near the city of St Cloud, where we reach a belt of granitic, syen-

itic and dioritic rocks, rising in long belts of low hills over the

surrounding prairie. Here and farther above, the river takes its

way in a series of rapids over the ledges of the crystalline rocks.

These extend over 35 miles, the intervals between them being
filled and levelled with drift. On the north, at the village of

Little Falls, they are succeeded by mica and quartzite slates,

dipping to the northwest under angles varying from 66° to 72°.

This belt is an upheaval of Azoic rocks, crossing the State of

Minnesota over its entire length from north to south, and cor-

responding probably to the lower part of the Laurentian system
of Canada. It is exposed on the Eainy Eiver and the lakes in

the extreme nortbem part of the State, as well as on the St
Louis, Eum, Mississippi and St Peter rivers, though over its

greatest extension concealed by recent deposits. Gneissoid
rocks, prevalent in the northern portion of this belt, are not
found on the Mississippi, where, besides syenitic granites, the so-

called anorthosite rocks form a characteristic feature of the for-

mation.* I have not yet succeeded in finding the crystalline
limestones of the Canadian Laurentian, though at several places
west of the Mississippi I have met with large limestone boulders,
which I refer to this period. At St Cloud, Sauk Rapids and
Watab on the Mississippi, the rocks of the Laurentian ridges are

quarried and are commencing to be used extensively for fronts

of large blocks and government buildings at St Paul, Chicago
and even in cities lower down the Mississippi Valley. Some of
the syenitic and dioritic varieties form a splendid material for

ornamental work and monuments.
Leaving the Mississippi at St Cloud and going westward up

the Sauk Valley, we cross the belt of Laurentian rocks at right
angles, and remain among the low granitic hills for 25 miles.

There is no continuous ridge or uplift ; at several places we
find ledges of granite, syenite, granitoporphyry, hypersthenite
and diorite, either exposed at the water's edge or cropping out
on the prairie. The river, however, has not cut deep enough
into tbe solid rock to show the continuance of the ledges, and
the glaciers and icebergs of the erratic period have swept over

* Sauk Centre, 40 miles
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tlie whole country, levelling the surface, and leaving only the

highest uplifts of the older formation exposed to view.

The first rock we met with after crossing the St. Cloud prairie,

is a red feldspathic granite, protruding from the drift at the

point where the Eockville road reaches the Sauk. Like all the

granitic and syenitic rocks which I observed in this part of the

State, it contains, together with the common feldspar or ortho-

clase, an albite or other oligoclastic feldspar with well defined

striated cleavage planes.

Eight miles from St. Cloud on the bank of the river, I saw

the first boulder of an exceedingly course granite, different

from any rock exposed on the Mississippi. These boulders are

frequent on the prairie between Eockville and Cold Spring, on

which they form a marked feature by their large size and pecu-

liar shape.
^ ^ ^,

The exposed part of one is 12 feet long, 10 feet wide and 8^

feet high. Another one measured 24 by 14 by 5 feet. All

planes and edges of these boulders are rounded, except one

plane corresponding with a system of fissures, well defined on

every one of them. At the largest of all, the corresponding

fragment was still visible, though detached from the principal

mass, and a space of four feet now intervening, in which brush

and grass had taken root.

These huge masses of granite have not been transported lar.

At Eockville the same rock forms a distinct ledge, running from

the range of hills toward the river. The cliffs of the outrun-

ning ledge show the same outlines as the boulders.

Near Cold Spring we come to another exposure of granite,

the intervening four miles forming quite a broken prairie, tra-

versed by erratic hills covered with timber. Here the nver

takes a leap over the ledge of rock and forms a good water-

power, which is used for manufacturing purposes. A porphyn-

tic granite, not distinguishable from the same kind of rock on

the east side of the Mississippi, rises in beautiful cliffs above the

water, and crossing these we reach another extensive exposure

of the above described coarse granite. Both cross the Sauk, and

the line between them is marked by a depression, in which a

bridge has been swung across ; they strike very nearly east and

west From here to Eichmond the coarse granite is altogether

the prevalent rock. Several ridges are distinguishable, crop-

ing out on the slightly roUing table land, and their presence is

marked on the surface by a coarse grit of feldspar and quart^

They are seemingly in range with the line of hills at Cold

Spring, bearing generally east and west

Eichmond itsllf is built on a high level prame, entirely

covered with farms, but having rather a sandy soil, lo the
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right the view is bounded by a range of timbered hills, rising

a variety of anorthosite rocks, containing a triclinic feldspar in

fine crystals, with some variety of pyroxene. The texture of

these rocks is generally fine-grained ; some are somewhat coarser

and porphyritic. They are all of dark color, and occur in

parallel veins in the granite.

These kinds of crystalline rocks have a wide range in the

Laurentian belt of Minnesota, and present many points of inter-

est. I hope soon to have an opportunity to compare them with

similar rocks, which in Germany have been the subject of elabor-

ate chemical and mineralogical investigations, and expect to

. - -o Asyet_ _ .
.

determine the nature of the feldspar and the species of pyroxene,

though I expect to find labradorite, anorthite and hyperite, with

hornblende, mica and perhaps protobastite the principal con-

The Sauk river cuts 30 feet deep into the prairie at Rich-

lond. In its banks deposits are exposed, differing entirely

from any which are found in the valley below this point.

They consist principally of plastic clays, of which the prevalent

color is a dark blue ; still there are streaks of a brilliant white

running through these, and some containing more iron are yel-

lowish. At one place we see them rest on a conglomerate of

decomposed granite of a white and light-reddish color. At
another point on the river, a thin seam of iron ore, impure
peroxide of iron, runs through the strata, and a few feet above
the conglomerate a thin seam of an impure lignite can be seen.

All these strata lie apparently horizontal. They belong to an

older period than the Drift formation, and, as I will show further

on, are part of the eastern extension of a Cretaceous basin in the

old crystalline rocks, which extend south and west, and is prob-

ably connected with the Cretaceous basin of Dakota, so exten-

sively developed on the Missouri river.

The banks of the Sauk river do not throw much light upon
the age of the strata, the plastic clay having only furnished me
the small tooth of a Carcharodon. The shaft and borings,

which have lately been sunk by parties expecting to find coal

beds of economical importance, have, however, brought to light

shales and slates containing fossils, from which we may con-

clude with absolute certainty that the formation is an equiva-
lent of the Benton group or No. 2 of the northwestern series of

Cretaceous, as established by Meek and Hayden. Not only are

the remains of fossil shells and of fishes the same as those

found in the Benton group, but the development and nature of

the deposits are entirely similar. In both localities they con-
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sist predominently of plastic clays, with some sliale, slate, im-
pure lignite and iron ore. The plasticity of those heavy clay-
beds IS so peculiar to the Benton group, that it can easily be
distinguished from the sandy and marly deposits, as well as
from the marly limestones composing the succeeding number
of the Cretaceous.

As the explorations in search of coal, above referred to, have
been made by persons entirely ignorant of geology, I received
very imperfect data in regard to the different strata through
which the borings were made. A farmer having discovered
the seam of lignite in the bank of the river, commenced several
years ago digging a drift. After having advanced 60 feet, he
had to abandon his imperfect mining operation, the river rising
suddenly after a heavy rainfall and filling his drift. He after-
wards found coal three miles north of Eichmond among the
timbered hills, and investigated here through three or four little

shafts. ISTot being protected in any shape, the work had also
to be abandoned on account of the water rushing in, after he
had dug a few feet. Nothing was done further until recently,
when some parties from St. Cloud leased all the land in and
around Richmond for the purpose of exploring the supposed
coal fields. They commenced sinking shafts and borings near
the spot where the short drift was driven into the river bank
SIX yeai-s ago. This old drift opens ^ mile northwest of Rich-
mond on the west side of the river a few feet over the conglom-
erate mentioned above, and in the blue clay. Of the coal or
lignite fomierly found here, very little can now be seen. The
small fragments which I found were very impure, and consisted
mostly of bituminous shale. The man who performed the
work in 1865, told me that he had followed a seam of lignite
four inches thick, which kept increasing in thickness, but re-

mained impure and was considerably mixed with shale. The
lignite seems to dip towards the interior of a high hill of drift,

which rises abruptly from the river in a southwestern direction.
He estimated the dip for the whole length of his 60 feet drift

to be four feet, which would indicate quite an inclined condition
of the strata, as would naturally be the case at the Extreme
end of a basin, near the old shore of the Cretaceous sea.

In a southwestern direction from the opening of the drift, al-

jnost on the top of the hill, a shaft was sunk and continued by
boring for 180 feet. The information relative to the traversed
strata, which I received here, was entirely unreliable, and
showed the greatest ignorance on the part of the man who had
charge of the work. The material lately brought to the sur-

face, and that piled up around the shaft, consisted of blue, white
and yellowish plastic clays, with few boulders and some shale.

There must have been a" heavy covering of drift and gravel to
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be traversed before the clay was reached, the opening of the

shaft lying considerably above the plateau or level prairie on

which Eichmond is built, but I have no means of ascertaining

the thickness of the different strata. This boring has since

been abandoned at 180 feet, when no more coal had been

encountered than what the old drift had brought to light.

Nearer the river another shaft and boring had been sunk.

Here I found several fragments of shale containing scales of

cycloid-fishes, which had been met with near the surface. The
boring was afterwards continued to a depth of 112 feet, when
the borer struck a hard rock, which proved to be granite. It

was drilled for eight feet, and the fragments brought to light by
the pump consist of feldspar, quartz and pyrites, such as are

found in varieties of pegmatite or graphic granite, which I also

found at the nearest outcropping ridges of the crystalline rocks.

The profile of the strata on a line running nearly northeast

and southwest, going through the different points where investi-

gations have been made, would show as in the annexed wood-

2eous ; d, d, drift.

Having heard that fossils had been found in digging wells on
some farms situated on the timbered hills south of Eichmond,
I extended my investigations in that direction. There are no
further exposures on the surface, which is exceedingly broken
but entirely shaped out in deposits of a Post-tertiary age. Two
miles south of Richmond I came to a farm, where a well had
excited* the wonder and curiosity of the neighbors. This well
was 30 feet deep, from where a hole had been sunk a further
distance of 10 feet At a depth of eight feet the blue clay (c. c. of
the profile) was struck, passing into shale near the bottom of
the well and containing a number of fossils. The water of this

well was strongly saturated with sulphureted hydrogen, but lost

the taste and smell almost entirely after having been exposed
for some time to the atmosphere. When at the place, I was
not able to obtain more than Segments of the shells, which I
had, however, no difficulty in recognizing as belonging to the
genus Inoceramus. Afterwards the well was dug down further,
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and I obtained some pretty fair casts and parts of the shells,

which will be mentioned farther on, in a note by Mr. Meek.
When last heard from, the well had a depth of 55 feet, and a

boring had been sunk to a further depth of 25 feet. The fol-

lowing section is a nearly accurate description of the strata
traversed

:

8 feet gravel and sand,
30 " dark blue laminated clay. Fragments of Inoceramus pro-

blem aticus and crystals of gypsum.
8 " clay and hard sandy shale of a light blue color, with pyrites,

mica and tish scales. Cast of Inoeeramus. At 40 feet

a thin seam of lignite.

10 " same clay with more shale 3 to 4 inches thick. Shells of
Inoeeramus and Scaphites in the shale having retained
their original color and pearly luster. In 50 feet an-

other seam of lignite.

15 " dark blue clay without shale ; color darker than the clay
above and turning almost black. At 65 feet a hard
shale of a grayish black color had to be drilled through.

10 " clay with thin layers and seams of pyrites.

As this boring is commenced at an elevation of 30 feet above
the level of the base, communicating with the Sauk river, we
are on nearly the same level with the prairie at Richmond. In
a slough, having an outlet to the lake, at the foot of the hills,

the blue clay lies near the surface.

The locality which furnished me the fossils is two miles
south of Richmond, in continuation of the line of our profile.

The formation here has probably a thickness of several hun-
dred feet.

The following note in regard to the fossils already mentioned,
is from Mr. F. B. Meek, to whom they were submitted :

Mb. Kloos—Dear Sir : The specimens sent by you from near
Richmond, Minnesota, were duly received. They consist of casts
of Inoeeramus problematicus, impressions apparently of Ammo-
nites percarinatus, scales of fishes and a small shark tooth allied

to Corax or Galem. Among the drawings also sent by you,
there is one of the inner volutions of Scaphites larviformis, or

some nearly allied form.
From these fossils, and the lithological character of the bed in

which they were found, there can be no reasonable doubt, that it

belongs to the Cretaceous system, as well as to the Benton group
of the Cretaceous series as developed in the upper Missouri country.
As you have suggested, the locality at which these specimens were
collected, cannot be far from the eastern limits of the great Creta-
ceous basin that occupies so much of the country along the Upper
Missouri

; and it is very desirable that the eastern boundary of

this group of rocks should be traced out as accurately as possible,
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through Minnesota. Owing to the heavy deposits of Drift there,
however, this will be a difficult task, and can only be done by
careful observations of all that is revealed by deep w^ells and
other excavations. Consequently it is important that all the facts,
brought to light in this way, should be carefully noted and
published
The amount of labor and money squandered by the parties who

sunk the shafts and borings, and excavated the drifts mentioned by
you, with the vain hope of finding true coal there, is another ex-
ample of the folly of undertaking such enterprises without con-
sulting some competent geologist. A sight of any one of the
fossils already mentioned, and a knowledge of the fact that the
beds in which they occur lie down nearly or quite upon granite,
would, as you are well aware, enable any geologist to decide, at
once, that true coal will never be found there. And from all that
is now known in regard to the Cretaceous series of the Upper
Missouri, it is also exceedingly improbable that even lignite of
sufficient purity, and in proper quantities to be of much practical
value, will ever be discovered in the region mentioned.

Very truly yours, F. B. Meek.
Washington City, D. C, 1871.

Future investigations must develop the extent of this Creta-
ceous basin. At only one more locality have I succeeded so
far in finding the same clay. This is on the north shore of
White Bear Lake, in Pope "county, near Glenwood, a village
situated fortj-two miles west of Richmond, and seventy-five
miles west of the Mississippi. Here it makes its appearance
under a cover of drift, which must be at least 200 feet thick
andm which all ofthe beautiful landscape has been shaped, which
has made Glenwood a favorite resort for tourists and pleasure-
seekers. This locality is the only positive proof I have, there-
fore, that these strata extend over the western portion of ihe
State, though I have not the least doubt that this is the case,
and that the Cretaceous 6lays underlie the Red River flats of

In the southern part of the State, on the Cottonwood river,
Professor James Hall has traced the beds of lignite with friable
sandstones and arenaceous clays, containing leaves of dicotyle-
donous trees, known to be Cretaceous.* This basin, lying in'the
red quartzites of the Huronian formation, is probably an equiv-
alent of the Dakota group on the Missouri. Fragments of
baculites have been found in Noble county in the extreme
southern part of the State, in the clay beds several feet under
the surface. These fragments are now in the possession of Dr.
bweenye, President of the Academy of Natural Science at St.
Paul, and seem to indicate the occurrence of the highest beds of
the Cretaceous series in Minnesota.

* Notes upon the Geology of some portions of Minnesota, from St. Paul to the
western part of the State (Trana American Phil. Soc, vol. liii, pp. 329).
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Though all these localities are fully 250 miles east of the
Missouri, there is nothing in the configuration of western
Minnesota and eastern Dakota to forbid the thought of a con-
nection of the Cretaceous strata from the Mississippi to the
Missouri. There are no uplifts of older rocks in any of the
hills and watersheds, which are met with between the two
rivers in this latitude. Both the Leaf Hills in Minnesota, and
the Coteaux in Dakota, are huge accumulations of drift I
have crossed the Leaf Hills in several places for the purpose of
finding a line for a railroad to the British possessions, and have
nowhere met with any rock in place. These hills are from six
to ten miles wide, and consist of parallel ranges, extending
nearly northeast and southwest. The slopes are everywhere
covered with boulders and gravel, and the whole gives decidedly
the impression of being a glacial formation, in which the long
lines of parallel hills are old side-moraines, and the lower cross-

ridges the former end-moraines.
I have not yet visited the Coteaux, but all information

received from voyageurs and surveyors, having crossed the
country between the Eed River and the Missouri, tends to show
that at least between the parallels of 45° and 47° they do not
contain any upheavals, and that they are in every respect similar
to the Leaf Hills.

Both ranges consequently have a later origin than the Creta-

aceous formation, and did not exist when the country was sub-

merged by the Cretaceous sea. They do not necessitate a sepa-

ration of the Cretaceous series in different basins. The Benton
and subsequent groups being several hundred feet thick and oi a

decidedly marine origin, it is more likely that one large sea has
covered the interior of the American continent instead of shoal
lakes, which would have given origin to lacustrine deposits.

On the maps showing the extent of the Missouri Cretaceous,
the eastern limits of the formation are shown as disappearing
under a heavy covering of drift, and as yet nothing was known
as to the position of the eastern rim of this extensive basin.

The Sauk Yalley and prairie at Richmond form the most
eastern limits of the Cretaceous strata, and it is probable that

they are also situated near the old northeastern shore of the sea,

in which they have been deposited. The blue clay and seams of

bgnite have been traced three miles to the north of the village.

At the present time, all signs of the presence of older deposits

under the accumulation of drift have almost entirely been
obliterated, and it is impossible to get a correct idea of the

position of the strata. The State Geologist, Henry Eames,
visited this locality in 1866, when three little shafts were sunk

]>y the discoverer of the lignite. He describes the strata to be
inclined under an angle of 65°. There seems to have been en-
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countered three separate seams of lignite in short distance under

each other, and separated bj clay and shale. Eames assumes

that they are fragments of the same bed having been brought

into its present position by a great slide.*

Whatever may be the position of the strata in this locality,

there can be no doubt that the granitic ledges of the Laurentian

belt crop out in the vicinity, and that they are covered by

heavy timber. At Sauk Center, a village situated on the Sauk
river, forty miles west of the Mississippi, I found granite and

diabase in parallel ledges, cropping out on the prairie. This

place is only a few miles north of a line drawn from Richmond
to Glenwoo'd. The present bed and valley of the Sauk river

can therefore safely be taken as nearly defining the northern

limits of the basin.

Further researches, to define the eastern and northern bound-

aries of the great Cretaceous sea bordering on the Rocky Moun-
tains, will be of great interest for the geology of the interior of

the American continent. The future will probably show that

Cretaceous strata are spread over a great area in Minnesota,

resting on Laurentian, Huronian and Silurian rocks, and cov-

ered partly by Tertiary deposits.

St. Paul, Minnesota, October, 1871.

Art. lY.—On a Ne.

Cyrtolites costatus. Body of shell nearly cylindrical:

volutions about three, barely contiguous, enlarging rapidly

;

aperture nearly circular, slightly expanded; surface marked
by strong longitudinal costse, smaller costse coming in at dif-

ferent stages of growth, so that as they approach the aper-

ture every third one is stronger and more elevated than the two
between ; strong transverse ribs or lines of growth at irregular

intervals, with fine striae between ; umbilicus large and deep

;

diameter of disk eight lines, but in this respect individuals of

different ages must vary, as well as in the number intermediate

This species may be readily determined by the strong longi-

tudinal costse and deep umbilicus.
Position and locality.—^Lower Silurian, "Warren county, Ohio,

about the middle of the Cincinnati group. Found September,
1871. My cabinet

* H. Eames, Geological Reconnoiaaance of the Northern, Middle and other Coun-
ties of MiQDesota, in 1866, St Paul, 1867.
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On the twenty-first of September last, in company with Mr.
George B. Bird of Portland, a graduate of Harvard College, and
a guide from Sherman, the next town south of Pattern, I ascend-
ed Mount Katahdin, the highest land in Maine, on the south side
bj way of one of the "slides." The weather was fine, with
few clouds in the sky till late in the afternoon. This slide

I take to be the same by which Prof Charles H. Hitchcock and
party ascended to the top of Katahdin ten years ago.* On this

route, after crossing Avalanche Brook at the base of the mount-
ain—the stream of which is fed by springs up toward the top
of Katahdin—we found fossiliferous rocks at various heights in

our path. Boulders of this character were met with well up
toward the " Horseback" ride, and I judged the highest place

of their occurrence to be seven hundred feet below the '
~' "

ney" top. This is the highest peak in the region except Po-
mola, the apex of Katahdin, which according to Dr. Young,
with whom T visited the mountain twenty-four years ago, is

five thousand three hundred feet above the sea, and according
to Prof. Hitchcock, eighty-five feet higher, f I do not think the
" Chimney" top is more than three hundred feet below the top

of Pomola, and probably two hundred would be nearer the truth

;

and if this is added to the seven hundred feet, and the amount
taken from the height, we have four thousand three hundred
and eighty-five feet for the height of the fossils above the sea

;

and if we call the foot of the slide three thousand feet above
the ocean, we have nearly fourteen hundred feet above the foot

of the slide for the locality of the upper fossils.

In connection with these Devonian fossils—all of them im-

pressions of shells of Oriskany beds—we found small boulders

of micaceous sandstone and arenaceous schist, and a specimen of

epidote ; and Mr. Bird found a specimen of flint, undistinguish-

able from chalk flint, higher than the localities of the foreign

boulders found by me. I should judge his specimen to have
lain five or six hundred feet higher than the boulders contain-

ing fossils. The mass of flint would weigh a pound or more,

and was water-worn.
Now the question presents itself, how came these erratic

boulders—fossiliferous and non-fossiliferous— on the south side

of Katahdin ? The entire mountain so far as I saw it—and I

" granite " of Vinalhaven, but generally of £

Report of Scientific Surrey of Maine for 1861, p. 397
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I am not able to agree witli Prof Hitchcock in regard to

the manner of the deposit of these fossiliferous boulders.
He suggested that " thej came round the west side of the

admit the iceberg theory—for the last

d nearly extinct, and which Mr. Hitch-
cock advocated at the time of writing the sentence above,
ten years ago— there is the smallest possibility that those
Devonian fossils could have been transported by icebergs—
or floe-ice—from their native beds just north of Katahdin
from fifteen to thirty five miles, and dropped on the south
side of the mountain. The Oriskany beds are three thousand
feet lower than the locality where the fossils were found on the
shoulders of Katahdin.
The southwestern and southeastern sides of Katahdin bear

evidence of glacial erosion—that is, these slopes have the uni-
form cut-off appearance, that all our northern hills have, even
down to the ledges of our fields. At the base of the slide by
which w-e ascended, we took the direction and found that all the
higher part^ of the mountain bore northwest, north, and north-
east

;
and it is therefore evident that a glacial sheet slowly

moving over this part of Maine, and not investing the higher
parts of Katahdin, could not have had a portion of its mass
so deflected—from the west, or east—as to crowd its boulders
into this southern locality; for the sheering of the glacier
must have been at right angles to its normal path. The
glacial stream would have poured its bo alders into this quiet
and depressed basin of ice on the southern side of Katahdin,
at an angle probably never more than forty-five degrees.
And theory would give a much greater height to the crests of
the deflecting ice-ridges or waves of the glacier, than the height
of the locality of those fossils found by Prof Hitchcock and
myself Furthermore, could these fossils, originally in situ not
far distant from Katahdin, on low-lying lands, have worked
themselves, during their short journey, from the bottom of a
glacier to a position fourteen hundred feet higher into the
body of the ice-cap? Though large boulders do sometimes
appear on the surface of a valley-glacier (having obtained this
position from some mfeiior locality owing to the complex pres-
ure of the moving ice-mass), we may safely doubt, I think,
whether small boulders weighing from half a pound to two or
three pounds, would be likely to be materially displaced as
regards their original position in the great glacier, during a
progress of not many miles, and that up an inclined plain.
Nor is there much probability that those fossils were origin-

ally deposited in the localities where we find them. The
" shde ' is everywhere a plain of yielding sand and gravel,
whose material has a constant tendency to descend.

Eeport of Scientific Survey for 1861, p. 395.
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Along the " Horseback" lie boulders so percbed upon one
another that we are sure -they were not piled up by any frosts
to which the mountain has been exposed in modern times ; in
fact, no fr st agency could have put them in their present
position. The ridge is narrow, and drops at an angle not dif-

fering much from forty-five degrees. We can safely presume
that snow never accumulates on this ridge to any considera-
ble depth. This locality is the very focus of winds at all sea-

sons of the year, and especially during the winter months.
What snow falls there is probably transformed into ice, and
would not have much downward movement over the narrow
ridge as avalanches. These boulders I consider to have been
loosened by the glacier, which invested and overtopped them,
though some of them may be erratic. The evidences in re-

gard to the boulders all the wa}^ to the '" Chimney," is of like

character ; and the same may be said about those lying at the
base of Pomola, on the north and northwest sides of the
high ridge of which it is the pinnacle. This ridge runs for

two or three miles toward the southwest, and is three hundred
feet above the table-land. The entire side of this hill is ob-
structed with granite boulders, generally angular, and some of
them from ten to twenty feet square. The great blocks are

heaped upon each other without order and to such a height
that it is exceedingijr difficult to climb over them.

I believe the top of Katahdin to have been overridden by
the glacier, and that the ice-cap has everywhere degraded its

summit, though, like Hitchcock, I saw nothing of the glacier pol-

ish and scratches there; nor should we expect to find them
on so high an eminence composed of coarse granite, where no
soil can accumulate to protect them from the eroding action

of winter frosts. Prof Hitchcock thinks that the northern sides

of Katahdin at any considerable height have not been stos-

sed by the drift agent.* I can say with great confidence, that

the northern side of the mountain just below the ''Monument,"
which is three thousand five hundred feet above the Wassatta-
Ajook, washing the base of the hill, really " appears like one
great stoss side," and is a glacially degraded wall, just as all

our hills in Maine are, at all heights below that of Katahdin.

We see boulders with rounded corners lying in place there,

and wonder why they have not been toppled down the mount-
ain by the winter frosts.

Furthermore, we have the fact of the disruption of the

top of Katahdin into "strata," as Mr. Hitchcock designates

them. On the south side of the mountain, just under the

"Chimney," this disruption is verv marked, apparently hori-

zontal, though the sheets probably dip toward the south. Now
*Beport of Scientific Sur\-e7 for 1S61, p. 396.
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the case is that the strata everywhere slope from the shoulders of

the mountain downward. On the north side, the dip is toward

the north ; on the east, toward the east ; on the west, toward the

west ; and on the south, generally toward the south. This is the

case with all the " granite " hills of Maine, and is referable to the

action of the great glacier over them. This structure has not

been superinduced by superficial changes of temperature," as

Dr. Hunt conjectures, in Silliman's Journal, July, 1870, p. 88.

Among all the quarries of Vinalhaven, the surface is broken
into sheets or " platforms," and at all depths penetrated by the

workmen. The deeper the quarry is worked, the thicker are

the sheets. They are generally regular in their lines of frac-

ture, running sometimes almost across the quarry, without
much variation as to horizontality

; and again we see the lines

somewhat waved and distorted. The depths of these sheets in

the quarries wholly exclude the idea of tlifeir origin being refera-

ble to variation of atmospheric temperature, or to any other

cause, I think, than that of glacial action.* The first suspicion

I had years ago of the enormous thickness of the great gla-

cier, was suggested by these remarkable fractures. In the

locality under the '• Chimney," which I have just mentioned,
where the formation is in sheets, and which is more than four

thousand five hundred feet above the sea, quite a stream of

water runs out of the fracture and falls into the " Avalanche
Brook," which also, probably, has a similar origin. Wher-
ever, therefore, the bare front of Katahdin is open to view, I

think it will be found to be shattered as I have described ; and
in my judgment these effects must be referred to glacial action.

I^Tow the glacier could not have broken up the top of Katah-
din, unless the ice-cap had been several hundred feet in

thickness above the summit, to insure the pressure necessary
to fracture the rock, in connection with the general progres-

sive motion of the mass. It was the slow grinding motion of

this ice-sheet which broke up all the surface of New England
to great depths. I am therefore not disposed to estimate the

thickness of the glacier at less than eight thousand feet, as I have
done in my article on the " Motion of Glaciers," in Vol. I,

Part II, of the Proceedings of the Portland Society of Natural
History.

I add a word on the route to Katahdin.
Of the different routes to Katahdin taken by tourists, one
by way of the West Branch of the Penobscot, either down

the way of Moosehead Lake, or up it from its junction
the East Branch

; and by the way of Sherman to the

Hunt Farm, and the Wassatacook Stream. On this route, the

* May not the origin of this structure antedate both the ice and the action of

itby t

with t
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path is generally taken to Katahdin Pond, and south to the
mountain, though I should prefer the route up the Wassata-
cook to the place where Katahdin comes down to this stream,

and so up the mountain from the north, where it is easier of
ascent. Before the summit is reached in this direction, there is

a chance to camp in the mixed growth of trees ; and starting

early, you can get over the top of the mountam without that

exhausting labor which attends ascent by the other routes.

The magnificence of this mountain is not appreciated without
a visit to it. Its base above the surrounding country running
north and south must be nearly ten miles long, and its top in

this direction not far from six miles. The summit is in

general flat, though having several peaks.

The computation of relative altitudes by barometrical mea-
surements is so conveniently performed by means of the tables

G-uyot as tables D IV of the Smithsonian collection, that I

some time ago, had occasion to transform these into the units ot

measure commonly used in the United States. I have not

altered the contents given in the Smithsonian edition, but have
extended the tables to Jfrange sufficient to cover several extreme
cases that have come to my notice. The daily use of the baro-

meter in this country for hypsometrical determinations, leads

me to think that the tables here presented will be as convenient

from those given on pages 64-67 of Section D of the Smith-

sonian tables. It is assumed that there are given, the tempera-

tures {t and ^
'
) in Fahrenheit at the lower and upper station, the

barometric readings {b and 6
'

) in inches and reduced to the

freezing point ; also the latitudes or average latitude of the

stations. The altitude h is found in American feet by the for-

"i^la
, , , . i . , .

log A=log u+A+c+e^
where w=logi-logi'

and c and c ' are the small corrections for the change in the

force of gravity with the latitude and the altitude respectively.

Washington, Not., 1871.
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\ll.~ Correction for Altitude.
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Art. Yll.— On the relative proportion of Iron and Sulphur in the

'' Pyrite'' contained in several specimens of Iowa Coal; by
EusH Emery.

The idea of making the following examination was suggested
to the writer by a notice, in a former number of this Journal,

of the results obtained bj Prof. Wormley of the Ohio Geologi-

cal Survey, in his analyses of the compounds of iron and
sulphur found in the coals of that State. In these analyses

the amount of sulphur was found too large for combination
with the iron as FeS^.
The method adopted in the following analyses was :—(1) ^
sighed quantity of the coarsely pulverized coal (see coluir

the Table of Analyses) was soaked in water acidulated
a few drops of HCl, the object being to extract from the coal

all mineral substances capable of solution by this treatment,
and especially soluble salts of iron, the presence of which
would vitiate the accuracy of the results with regard to the

relative proportion of iron and sulphur in the insoluble com-
pounds remaining. This solution was evaporated to dryness

;

and the weight of the residue thus obtained is given in column
3 of the following table. It will be noticed that, with a single

exception, this soluble mineral matter exceeds in quantity the

combined amount of iron and sulphur, as .given in columns 4
and 6. Onlj a qualitative examination was made of the solu-

ble matter, any more extended investigation of it being foreign

to the main question. Very large quantities of Fe and H^
SO^ were found in all the samples, thus showing the extent to

which decomposition of a sulphide had already taken place.

In most eases, however, there was little external evidence of

decomposition. In Nos. 1, 2, o and 10, large amounts of Ca
were found ; in No. 3, a very small quantity ; none in the
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others. In all of the cases where Ca was found, CO^ was also
present, and especially in the first four named. It is believed
that what is frequently regarded as gypsum in coal deposits, is

in many cases a mixture of calcium carbonate and sulphate.
In a large number of examinations of Iowa coals, made by the
writer in connection with his labors as chemist of the late Geo-
logical Survey of that State, there were but few cases where
the application of the test failed to show the presence of CO .

(2) The insoluble—by treatment (1)—iron sulphide was
thoroughly digested with HCl and KOIO3 : the solution thus
obtained, after bemg boiled to expel CI, was divided into two
portions : Ve^O^ and BaSO, determined successively in each;
Fe and S calculated ; and the means of the two analyses taken
See columns 4 and 6.

and b^ carefulh testing the filti ate Iioni the
precii

. „,
"

and then m \en small j

The '=!amples ior analysis were ^lelected with a Mew of obtain
msr the In rgest po=^siblc quantity of M"=^ible ^ulplude while not
excludmg that which existed n\ a form imisible to the e^e and
disseminated through the coal

The results of this, m\ c'^tigation .ue gi^en m the following

Tohle 01 An ilj^i

IJ 356

J '1 SO.'

1-290
l.i015

4M4

2 Tor

1 -32

1(10

107

564

250 1

2L

414

286

Itwi 11 be seen bv the precednig table, that m >
]P llKi SrrnO])id 10 therehtueVopoTtK. wf
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is to be lioped that others may contribute to the investigation

of this subject.

The samples for analysis were furnished through the kindness

of Dr. C. A. White of Iowa City, late Director of the Iowa

Ik the winter of 1867-68, my honored friend, Professor J. D.

Whitney, chief of the State Geological Survey of California,

directed' my attention to a peculiar black mercury ore, which
he had first noticed during a geological journey through Lake
County, California, in the spring of 1863. From its very

peculiar physical properties he had been led to conjecture that

it might possibly, on investigation, turn out to be an isomor-

phoiis mixture of mercuric sulphide and selenide, analogous to

the Onofriie of Haidinger.

I undertook the investigation, in conjunction with other items

of analytical work, for the California Geological Survey. As
however, the issue of the reports of this institution has been
temporarily delayed, and as the results of the investigation
have proven to be not without interest, I have decided, with
Professor Whitney's kind permission, to make them at once

The mineral occurs lining fissures and cavities in a peculiar
siliceous veinstone, and is associated with crystallized and mas-
sive iron and copper pyrites, and very small brilliant ruby-red
crystals of cinnabar.

The latter, which are of prismatic habitus, show the com-
bination I, i (fig. ] ), and are provided with terminal faces at one
end only. Although brilliant, the faces do not give perfect

reflections. The measurements therefore, which could i.

only be made hy observing the reflections of a lamp
flame, are only approximately correct.

1 A I 137° 42' 136° 36'.

In most of the specimens the minerals were arranged in 1

following order.

First, a layer of pyrites of moderate thickness, lining 1

walls of the cavity, then a proportionately thick layer of 1

* From the Journal fiir prakt. Chemie, neue Folge.
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black mineral in question, very irregular in thickness and full

of cavities, lining wbich the cinnabar crystals occurred. The
cionabar occurs also in fine grains, in places so intermixed with
the black mineral as almost to present the appearance of an
intermediate stage between the two. This appearance is, how-
ever, only superficial ; the lens always shows a sharp line of

demarcation, tor the cinnabar occurs always crystallized or cry-
stalline, the black mineral always amorphous.* This admixture
made it difficult to obtain enough of the pure mineral for in-

vestigation. By careful selection with the lens among the
smaller fragments, a sample was, however, at last obtained,
which presented the following properties.

Entirely destitute of structure or cleavage. Fracture sub-
conchoidal to uneven, with brilliant surfaces. Very brittle

when struck Or bent, but tough under the knife. In the agate
rnortar the powder packs readily under the pestle, and takes a
high polish and metallic luster, similar to graphite. Color
greyish black. Streak on porcelain pure black. Luster me-
tallic. Cuts with a shining surface. Hardness about 3 of
Mohs' scale, somewhat greater than that of cinnabar, but diffi-

cult to detei-mine exactly on account of brittleness. Specific

gravity 7-701 to 7-748, varying somewhat in difterent specimens,
owing to intermixed cinnabarl

Pyrognostic characters those of cinnabar. In the closed tube
it sublimes totally except a slight residue of quartz and ferric

oxide. The black sublimate yields a vermilion red powder
when care has been taken, that, during the sublimation, the

temperature of the upper part of the tube has not been very
much lower than the sul)liming temperature of cinnabar. The
experiment suceeds best in vacuo ; the residue is then not oxide
but sulphide of iron.

A qualitative analysis showed the presence of mercury and
sulphur, with very small quantities of iron and silica. The
quantitative analysis was made in duplicate, as follows :

;ation of this pap
' structure. Mr.

3 which I had examined previous

f San Francisco, has, however, discc

!ov»ry in the San Francisco p;iiiers.

Through the kindness of Prof. Geo. J. Brush, I have 1

imimng two of Mr. Dur nd's spi^cimens. The crystals are
ilarly developed, and betr;iy in their frequent re-entrent a

that they are probably t.



I. (a) 1-4065 grm., decomposed by Woehler"s method with chlorine

gas yielded BaSO^ 1-4130 grm., in-^olubie matters (quartz)

0-0036 grm. {b) 0-8310 grm. yielded HgS 0-8290 grm , FejOj

II. (a) 1*4893 grm., oxidized with chlorine gas in solution of

0-0040 grm.
caustic "potash, gave BaSO^ 1-5010 grm., quartz 0-0035 grm.

(b) 1-2365 gi-m., oxidized with nitro-hydrochlorie acid, yielded

HgS 1-2320 grm., Fe^Oa 0-0081 gi-m.'

These figures correspond to the following percentage com-

position :

I. 11. Mean.

S iS'l9 13-84 13-82

Hg 85-69 85-89 85-79

Fe 0-33 0-45 0-39

Quartz 0-26 0-24 25 .

100-25

whicli in its turn corresponds to :

HgS 98-92 containing 13-64 S.

The mineral is, therefore, simply mercuric sulphide with a'

little intermixed pyrites and gangue, the cause of the black

color, absence of crystalline structure, and low specific gravity,

which distinguish it so strikingly from cinnabar, remaining still

to be ascertained. In spite of tlie very satisfactory result of the

quantitative analysis, traces of coloring matter might, in this,

as in the qualitative analysis, have escaped observation. That

the color is not due to"^the small amount of iron pyrites is

evident; Bealey,* for instance, found in his analysis of a beauti-

ful red cinnabar from Califoi-nia as much as 1 -40 per cent of

iron. The only volatile matters which might be supposed capa-

ble of producing such a coloration are selenium, tellurium (?),

arsenic (?)) antiraony,f and lastly bituminous compounds, such

as those to which Idrialite owes its dark color. The large

quantity of sulphureted hvdrogan precipitate obtained during

the analysis might easily" have concealed traces of the first

named substances, while carbon compounds would naturally

only reveal themselves to special tests, therefore

:

The barium sulphate, obtained during the analysis, was ig-

nited in a current of hydrogen, as in the quantitative separation

of selenium from sulphiir, whereby a very slight reduction to

barium sulphide ensued. The powder evolved a trace of sul-

fWehrle Ann. Chem. Pharm.,
r prakt. Chem.. Iv, !
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phureted lijdrogen with hydrochloric acid, but did not lose
appreciably in weight. Furthermore, 3 grams of the mineral
were fused with sodium carbonate and potassium nitrate ; the
mass, boiled with hydrochloric acid to reduce selenic and tel-

luric to selenous and tellurous acids, and then treated with
sulphurous acid, gave no precipitate even after long standing.
A control experiment, carried out on the same quantity of the
mineral, to which a few milligrams of selenium had previously
been added, gave a very good reaction.

Three grams were fused with sodium carbonate and potassium
nitrate. The result, when treated after the usual routine of a
qualitative analysis, gave no trace of arsenic, antimony or any
other impurity.

The powdered mineral yielded no bitumen to ether. 2,1751
grams were, therefore, burned with lead chromate as in an or-

ganic analysis and the resulting gases, after passing over a
stretch of ignited metallic copper, conducted into baryta water.

1^0 precipitate was formed until, toward the end of the opera-

. of air was passed through the apparatus. The
trifling precipitate, which then came down, was quickly filtered

off, washed and dissolved in hydrochloric acid, to whi(

'

chlorine water had previously been added, to oxidize {

pnurous acid which might still be present. After standing
some time, the fluid was filtered from the traces of barium sul-

phate, which had precipitated, and the baryta thrown down as

carbonate. The precipitate weighed 0-0155 grms., correspond-
ing to carbon 0*0010 grms., or 0-04 per cent of the original min-
eral, a quantity so small that it may be safely ascribed to the

imperfect purification of the air used in the combustion.
No chemical reason for the peculiar difference in properties

from cinnabar could, therefore, be detected.

Mercuric sulphide, as prepared in the laboratory, exists in two
forms, which were first recognized by Berzelius as distinct iso-

meric modifications. The first of these is the black preci]Mtate

produced by sulphureted hydrogen in solutions of mercuric

salts. The "second, obtained from the first by long continued

agitation, treatment with alkaline sulphides, etc., is the crystal-

hne red powder, vermilion. Only the latter variety, under the

name of cinnabar, has hitherto been recognized in nature. The
assumption lay near that I had to do with the one first named,
especially, as the very low specific gravity could not^ be ac-

counted for by the presence of traces of impurities. The nat-

ural cinnabar has a specific varying from 8-0 to 8-2, in the mean
8-1. Taking the latter number as a basis, the specific gravity

calculated for a mixture like the one in question would be

8-0165, whereas it is in fact 7-701.
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The most convincing proof of the correctness of this supposi-

tion was afforded by the direct conversion of the mineral into

the red modification. A small portion was triturated with

water to the finest powder, sealed in a tube with solution of

potassium pentasulphide, and exposed to the temperature of

boiling water. The powder, which was pure black at first,

showed on the morning of the third day a decided tinge of red

As soon as no further change could be perceived, the tube was

opened. The powder then showed a brownish red color, not of

course to be compared with vermilion, but still quite satislac-

tory to one familiar with the refinements of manipulation re-

quired to produce the finer shades of color in the latter sub-

stance, and, perhaps, all that could be expected, in view of the

great difference in susceptibility to chemical action usually

existing between a native mineral and an artificial precipitate.

It was still desirable to compare the specific gravity of the

mineral with that of the black precipitated mercuric sulphide.

As, however, I have been unable to find any recorded deter-
-'---

of the latter, it was necessary to determine it myself.

no easy matter. The precipitate possesses in

ith water well nigh unattainable by ordinary means.

When boiled, the mixture spirts with almost explosive violence,

and forms in addition a greasy-looking scum, which cannot be

made to sink. Attempts to use the air-pump in the ordinary

manner were likewise unsuccessful, on account of the strong

foaming which ensued. I was, therefore, obliged to have

spedient of which, as it mav perhaps 1

lilar difficult" ^ -^ ^
^-

Lgh washing and drying, the mass was repeatedly digestea
"'' ~" --bon disulphide, until all free sulphur had been

to others in similar difficulties, a detailed description may not

appear superfluous.

Pure mercuric sulphide was prepared by the action of sul-

phurated hydrogen on solution of mercuric nitrate. Every
taken to insure perfect saturation, and, after thor-

^.^j^

'""^
'

After careful drj-ing, a weighed portion was placed in a

weighed specific gravity flask of the ordinary pattern. This

was connected with a Bunsen's pump,* by nieans of a triply

bent tube, fig. 2, whose middle part had been widened out into

a bulb of about equal capacity with the flask itself, the com-
munications between the bulb-tube, which was filled to three-

fourths with water, and the flask being made air-tight by means

As Bunsen's pump is not alwavs to be found so perfect in construction as to

permit the attainment of the maximum degree of rarifleation, it may be prefera-
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'ifieation, the ap])aratus \'

inclined, whereby the water ran quietly from the bulb into the
flask, penetrating every pore of the mass within it without form-
ing a particle of scum. It w^as only necessary to remove from
the pump, fill up with water, and, as soon as the temperature of
the balance room had been attained, to weigh.
Three determinations made in this manner on respectively

1-9750, 8-8337 and 8-1155 grams, gave for the specific gravity
the mimbers 7-o52, 7-561 and 7-553, in the mean 7-552 com-
pared with water at 15° C*
A sample of vermilion, whose specific gravity had been

ascertained to be 8-090, was reconverted into the black variety
by the method of Fachs',t by heating until the temperature of
sublimation was just attained, and then plunging suddenly into
cold water. (The operation was performed in an atmosphere of
carbonic acid.) The powder, however, conducts heat too slowly
to be instantaneously cooled throughout its whole extent, con-
sequently a perfect conversion could not be effected. The dark
grayish black powder showed a specific gravity of 7-980, and
assumed a reddish color by pulverization.

I think the foregoing results are sufiicient to establish the
complete identity of the mineral in question with the amor-
phous mercuric sulphide of the laboratory. The slight differ-

ence in specific gravity is partly due to the impossibility of get-

ting enough of the mineral for'a specific gravity determination,
entirely free from admixture with cinnabar, partly probably to
the fact that artificial precipitates almost invariably differ

slightly in this respect from native minerals.

* It is worthy of note, tliat the above spociflc gravity agrees very well with
that calculated from the specific gravities of the ingredients. A ccepting as a basis
tor calculation the specific gravitv of mercury at 0°C., 13-5959 (Kegnault), and
that of rhombic sulphur 2-045 (Marchand and Sclieerer), we have for the aioraic

volume of mercuric sulphide 15-1792, which corresponds to the specific gravity
1'6428. A still more perfect accordance is the result when we employ the specific

gravity of monoclinic sulphur. 1-932 (.M. & S.): we then obtain the number f5I88.

f Pogg. Ann. xxxi, 581.
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To facilitate cornparisoD, I have arranged the properties of

the native red and black an<^

phide in the following table

jrphous. Heavy i^lack amorphni
powder, takes by pre

Citute of clt-av- sure a high polish an

Specific gravity, 8-0—8-2. |Specific gravity, 7-701. Specific gravity, 7-552.

The difference between the two minerals seems to me
greater than that between two varieties of the same species. I

cannot see whj the rule bj which diamond and graphite are

classed as distinct species, should not also be applicable in this

instance. I feel therefore warranted in introducing this min-
eral to science as a new species and in assigning to it, under the

name Metacinnabar (Metacinnabarite), a position distinct from
that of its isomer cinnabar.

It IS not improbable that the mineral has been hitherto con-
founded with the darker varieties of cinnabar, from which, how-
ever, its destitution of crystalline structure, black streak and
low specific gravity, eminently distinguish it.

The arrangement of the minerals m the vein would seem to

favor the following theory of the formation of the meta-cinna-
bar. The pyrites were evidently first deposited, Dossibly by
aqueous agency. If now, into a cold cavity thus lined, vapors
of mercuric sulphide were to be admitted, thev would condense,
not to the red, but to the black modification, as Fuchs' method
of preparing the latter sufficiently demonstrates. Later, as the

temperature of the surrounding mass had become somewhat
raised, the red variety would begin to form, and we accordingly
find in all the specimens that the crystals of the latter occur
coating the black. The fine granular mixture of both may
have been the result of an intermediate degree of temperature,
or, what is more probable, as it does not occur in all the speci-

mens and is sometimes included between two layers of nearly
pure meta-cinnabar, it may have resulted from a gradual altera-

tion in molecular condition from this mineral to cinnabar.
This theory would derive additional probability from the fact

that the mineral occurs in a region abounding in the most strik-

ing evidences of volcanic action.*

* Vide Whitney's Reports of the Geological Survey of California, vol. i, Geol-
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At its locality* the mineral occurs in considerable abim-
nce, and, according to the statement of the president of the

any,^H. P. Livermore, Esq., of San Francisco, to whose
"^ am indebted for the material for this investigation,
the most abundant and valuable ore of the mine.

compa

Art. lX.~Norian Rocks in New Hampshire ; bj C. H. Hitch-
cock, State Geologist of New Hampshire.

During the past summer (1871) I have made a reconnais-
sance of the southwest part of the White Mountains, or the
district bounded north by the Ammonoosuc River, east by the
Saco, south by the towns of Sandwich and Tamworth, ' west
mostly by the Pemigewasset River. This area is entirely a
forest country, with several alpine summits covered by dwarf-
spruces, and as even logging roads are scarce, geological explo-
rations were carried on with extreme difficulty. With the aid
of several gentlemen from the class of 1871, Dartmouth College,
the greater portion of this area has been traversed, and enough
specimens have been brought out to enable us to form some
idea of the different groups existing in this terra incognita.

The search has brought to light formations hitherto supposed
to be entirely alien to New England ; and perhaps the key has
been discovered which shall open to us the stratigraphical
structure of the whole State. I refer to the discovery of mas-
sive labradorite and the associated minerals of the Norian or

Tipper Lauren tian Group. These cover an area of several

square miles m Watei-ville and Albany, adjoining towns, and
probably occur in other parts of the State also. Whether the
various gneisses, granites, felsites and jaspers in this part of the

mouatains, all differing' from anything found elsewhere in the
State, are to be assigned to the same series, remains to be proved.
The occurrence of the labradorite in a new locality is of special

interest at this time, when scientists are discussing the funda-

mental question, whether certain predominant minerals in me-
tamorphic formations may be employed like fossils to indicate

difference of geological age.

At the Montreal meeting (1857) of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, Sir W. E. Logan an-

nouncedf that the Laurentian rocks could probably be divided

upon the species of feldsp?

feldspars the other portion. This position

* The '-Redington QuicksUver Mine," Lake Goucty, Cahfoniis

f Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Set, 1867, p. 47.
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the Geology of Canada for 1863, except in a siipplenientary chap-

ter, where, on page 836, considerations are presented favoring

the view that the anorthosite group rests unconformably upon

the orthoclase gneisses. The Canadian Survey proposed to

call this new group the Upper Laurentian or Labrador system.

Eecently* Dr. T. Sterry Hunt has briefly described the various

localities where these rocks occur, and proposed for them the

designation of N'orian, after Norite (from Norway), a name

early used for a labradorite rock in Norway
;
presenting also

further evidence to show the unconformable superposition of

the Norian upon the Laurentian.

The most easily accessible locality is in Waterville, a small

mountain hamlet in the southern part of the elevated district,

about twenty miles northeasterly from Plymouth. For the

convenience of those who may wish to visit this place, it maj

be said that a daily stage runs from Plymouth, the head quar-

ters of the Boston, Concord and Montreal Kailroad, to Grreely'3

Hotel, a house kept open during the summer months. The

accommodations are good, and the house is h'ss than two miles

distant from the first of the labradorite exposures, the route

being by a footpath through the woods, passing a picturesque

cataract. Inquiry must be made for the " slide upon Mount

Passaconnaway." As soon as the end of this so-called slide is

reached, the observer will find an immense amount of boulders

and drift wood that were brought down in the great freshet of

Oct., 1869. The facts concerning this great "wash-out," have been

well described by Dr. Gr. H. Perkins, to whose description the

reader is referredf for further topographical details than are given

here. The rock which Dr. Perkins speaks of as " hornblende,

proves to be the massive labradorite. Mr. J. H. Huntington

went over this slide in 1870, and brought back a number of

specimens which appeared to be labradorite ; one was sent to

Dr. Hunt, who wrote as follows concerning it, about eight

months since. "The specimen brought by Mr. Huntington

is a Labradorite or Norite rock, which resembles in composition

and aspect that of the Labradorian
; with this difference, how-

ever, that it is much more tender and friable, and in this re-

spect resembles the granitic gneisses of the White Mountains

as compared with similar rocks in the Adirondacks." I was not

able to visit the locahty myself till August 18 and 19, and subse-

quently on September 20, in company with Professor Dana

;

whose views with regard to the nature of the rock confirmed

those I had previously entertained.

The great freshet coming down fi-om the south side of Mount
Passaconnaway, or the most southern of the " Tripyramid," has

exposed many ledges that would otherwise have remained con-

Thii Journal, 11, toL ilii, p. 180. f Do., p. 158
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cealed, on account of the easily decomposing character of the
lahradorite. The first rock seen is a gneiss with nodular ortho-
elase, dipping bj compass about 80°, S 70" W. The strata are
indicated by folia of a dark hyperstlienic mineral, often form-
ing bunches or nodules. Jointed planes dipping about 25°
westerly might be mistaken for strata. One might be so easily
deceived, that it seems as if they must be the planes described
at the Cascades and on Mount Osceola by J. P. Lesley.* This
mountain is certainly composed of similar rock, and it covers
quite a large area to" the west and south,

A few rods higher up the stream, which I propose to call

Norway Brook, the first ledge of the labradorite rock appears.
Its junction with the gneiss is concealed by drift. For about a
mile the ledges are mostly composed of this rock, a compound
of labradorite and chrysolite, some exposures appearing for
sixty or seventy feet. It is a perplexing matter to determine
the lines of stratification, as the outcrops are divided by two
prominent sets of jointed planes either of which might be called
layers of deposition, the rock being essentially homogeneous.
One set dip about 20° northerly and are the most numerous.
The other dip about 75°, W. 10° S. The latter correspond bet-

ter in position to the gneissic strata first seen than the former.
This band of dark-colored rock, by some mistaken for basalt,

is abruptly succeeded by a syenitic rock, fine-grained, with little

quartz anS mica. The feldspar seems to be Labradorite. The
line of junction is irregular, averaging the course N. 20° E.,

while the dip of the plane of separation is about 85° westerly.

Some of this feldspathic rock has been injected into irregular

cavities of the dark Norite. Still higher up, the stream has cut
a deep notch into the mountain; and the rock is coarser grained,

consisting of whitish feldspar, which also is Labradorite accord-
ing to recent analyses (see beyond), with hornblende, titanic

iron, and a little epidote. This stream has worn its way along
a ferruginous band, which may indicate the true position of the

strata, dipping E. 15° S. and E. 35° K The surface is almost
entirely decomposed, though recently uncovered. Large nodules
of essentially the same rock, but "very tough, abound; also

geodic cavities with orthoclase, albite. quartz and rarely stilbite.

Above the notch the rock is like that immediately succeeding
the dark compound of labradorite and chrysolite, with geodes,

or feldspathic veins. At the point where the slide proper com-
mences, and the valley turns at right angles, the dip curves,

and a new variety of feldspathic rock is first seen, which con-

tinues to the top of the mountain, the southern of the three

pyramids of Passaconnaway. There is very little quartz, but
two kinds of feldspar, one of them reddish, probably orthoclase.

* Proc. Amer. Acad. Sci., Philadelphia, 1860, p. 363.
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Mica is abundant, and some specimens show hornblende in its

place. The rock has a sjenitic aspect, and it also contains the

same geodes as the rocks below, with actinolite, amethyst and

other minerals not seen before.

This single line of exposure is the only one thus far examin-

ed, as the ledges farther north are entirely concealed by drift.

It would seem as if those highest up topographically might be

the lowest stratigraphically. With our present knowledge, notli-

ends upon the immediate decision of this question, so

Norian bands are concerned. The lowest would be

syenite, next a gray syenite, next the whit
Xe"

are all Norian. If the strata are to be regarded as dipping

west nearly vertically, and not inverted, then the nodular

gneiss first mentioned probably overlies the labradorite series.

In order to determine the adjacent formations, I examined

first the valley of Cascade Brook, which is parallel with Nor-

way Brook to the south, and from a quarter to half a mile

distant. At the Cascades the same nodular gneiss first men-

tioned appears. Above that porphyritic gneiss occurs, much dis-

turbed, but averaging a dip of 75°, N. 20° E. This course is

nearly at right angles to the one thought to be that of the

Norian rocks; or, if the other sort of planes be accepted

planes of deposition, the latter would appear
""

mass which has been traced as far south as Fitzwillij

through Massachusetts, sometimes fifteen miles wide. To the

north of Norway Brook no very satisfactory explorations have

been made. The specimens obtained were of nodular gneiss.

To the north-east and east, the information is much more satis-

factory. The whole of Passaconaway seems to be syenite.

Additional facts are thus stated by J, H. Huntington, Assistant

Geologist

:

" On the east side of Tripyramid Mountain, and west oi

Sabba Day Brook, a branch of Swift river, the labradorite is

so distinctive in its characteristics that it is easily recognized,

and what is remarkable, some of the cleavable crystals show the

play of colors. South it passes into a breccia, which overlies a

well defined gneiss, and north we find the same syenitic

rock that outcrops in the slide on the south-west side'of the

south peak of Tripyramid Mountain. Extensive as this rock

is in Waterville, it is not limited to this locality, for the whole

south-east slope of Ghocorua is labradorite, and it is not im-

probable that it extends from Waterville through the town
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of Albany. On Chocorua, the labradorite outcrops in the
shde that_ is generally followed by people who ascend this

Since my visits to Waterville, I have found similar syen-
ites to those of Passaconaway, together with very interesting
breccias not unlike those of Albany, upon Gunstock and Belknap
mountains in Gilford. These locations are near Winnipiseo-
gee Lake, and also occur in connection with ])orphyritic gneiss.

Eed Hill in Moultonboro is also composed of a similar syen-
ite, though I have not seen in it any labradorite. It seems
to lie upon a gneissic synclinal; other localities of similar char-
acter are Lightning Mountain in Straftbrd, and Mt. Monad-
nock in Vermont, close by Colebrook, on the upper Connecti-
cut. The Quincy syenite of Massachusetts is said to lie con-
tiguous to porphyritic granite in Abington, Mass., and its ex-

tension into New Hampshire, in Seabrook, is accompanied
by porphyritic gneiss, with crystals of feldspar Tess conspic-
uous than usual.

Rocks in this mountainous district recently brought to light,

and possibly related to the Norian or Huronian, are the jas-

pers of Albany and Twin Mountain, and extensive deposits of
felsite capping Lafayette, Flume, Liberty, Twin, and other

mountains. Chemical examination may show them to be rela-

ted to the lime feldspars. They will be analyzed in due

There is an abundance of material afforded by these facts

for speculating upon the ages of the metamorphic rocks in
AT ^- npshire and Massachusetts. One cannot avoid form-
ing conclusions as fast as new facts present themselves ; but
as I hope to be able to make further investigations in this field,

it will be best to reserve our inferences for some other occasion,

when additional information may afford more satisfactory re-

sults.

I am happy to state, in closing, that the minerals of the

Waterville rocks have been recently under chemical investi-

gation by Mr. Edward S. Dana, at New Haven; and that it

is through his analvses that I am able to state confidently,

that the mineral mainly constituting the dark-gray Water-
ville rock is, as Mr. Hunt had suggested, labradorite. By the

same means I have learned that the light colored feldspar,

from the upper locality at Waterville, very unlike the other

in aspect and much resembling common feldspar, is also labra-

dorite; and that the yellow mineral of the dark labradorite

rock is chrysolite. Mr. Dana lias consented to publish his

results in an article following this.

Hanorer, N. H., Dee. 1, 1871
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Aet. X.— Contributions from the Laboratoi-y of the Sheffield

Scientific School No. XXIIL— 0?z the Composition of the

Lahradorite rocks of Waterville^ New Hampshire ; bj E. S.

The specimens of lahradorite rock, which I have had. under

examination, were obtained bv Professor Dana last September,

on a visit with Prof. Hitchcock to the locality at Waterville,

New Hampshire.
There are two distinct varieties, both mentioned bj Prof.

Hitchcock in the preceding article. The first (see page 45, line

13, et seq.) is a dark-colored rock, consisting in the main of a

triclinic feldspar, together with small yellowish grains of a

mineral, which Prof. Brush in a blowpipe examination referred

to chrysolite. A careful examination reveals to the eye also

little of a black mineral, probably hornblende.
The feldspar has a dark smoky color, without iridescence.

and is beautifully striated. It fuses B. B. with somewhat ]e.-s

readiness than ordinary lahradorite, and is scarcely attacked o\-

! carefully as possible, and analyzei

The large percentage of iron (determined volumetrically) 1

not been expected, as the eye had failed to detect any impurit
in the fragments selected for analysis. Some very thin pic-

were afterward examined under the microscope ; and l»v

means it was found that even the clearest pieces containe«;

minute grains of an iron ore, from ^Vth to ^^Ih of an inch
ameter, which were strongly attractable by the magnet A>

scopic dark specks less than yo i^^th of an inch in size wei*- -

observed and at first referred to the same 3ause, but on nia.^

fying them 800 diameters, it was concluded that they were ;

cavities in the structure of the feldspar, and not any fore

matter. The peculiar dark-smoky color of the rock is don
less to be explained by the presence of these particles of i:

This magnetic iron ore, a sufficient amount for the test h

ing been picked out by the magnet, gave a decided reaction
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titanic acid. It is, therefore, probably a very magnetic titanic
iron, though it was impossible to obtain a sufficient amount of
the substance for a quantitative determination of the titanium.
The absence of any octahedral faces or isometric structure in
the grains is in favor of their being titanic iron.

In consequence of this impurity, which could hardly be re-
moved, it is not to be expected that the analysis should give a
satisfactory formula ; the result obtained, however, is sufficient
to prove that the feldspar is unquestionably labradorite.

The_ analyses of the mineral, supposed to be chrysolite,
occurring in yellow, glassy grains, afforded :

The oxygen ratio of the bases and silica afforded is nearly 1 : 1,
and of the iron and magnesia about 1:2; whence the formula
(|^e+|Mg)2S. This is then a chrysolite containing an un-
usually large per-centage of iron (here a constituent of the
mineral, and not owing to the presence of impurities). The
amount of iron is not strange considering the fact that the
rock contains diffused throughout it so much free iron ore.

This chrysolite has the same ratio deduced for hyalosiderite,

bnt still differs widely in fusibility and other characters. It is

in fact a true chrysolite in all respects, while hyalosiderite is a

doubtful compound, probably owing its fusibility in jjart to the

potash present. B. B. the chrysolite is nearly infusible.

In two samples of this labradorite rock, obtained with care so

as to represent the average composition, 1-70 and 1-94 (mean
1-82) per cent of MgO were obtained, which would give 5.94
as the per-centage of the chrysolite in the whole.

This rock, consisting of labradorite with grains of chrysolite

disseminated through it, is one not previously described. Prof
Hitchcock has proposed to call it Ossipyte^ after the name of the

tribe of Indians (the Ossipees) formerly inhabiting that region.

The second variety of the rock (for position, etc., see page 45,

16th line from foot) presents quite a different appearance. I'he

feldspar, here in large, cleavable masses, often half an incla

long, and a dark mineral, the angle of whose cleavage ]>lanes

proves it to be hornblende, form the mass : together with these



eral,"probably epidote. There
This feldspar has a grayish-\

cence, and only careful search

i

Two analyses allbrded :

Fe^O,
McrO
CaO
NaO

100-91

Both analyses show that the labradorite of the region

remarkable for the large proportion of lime present.

Aet. Xi.—Becent German Arctic E:rplorations.

1. Letter of A. PEXER^rAxx, dated Gotha, Oct. 9, 1871.

It will be remembered that the present polar exploration was first

agitated on this account ; that Captain Osbom, R. N,, almost

seven years ago, proposed a new English expedition which had in

view to explore the central arctic region, and to reach the North

pole. The plan was to go up Baffin's Bay and throngh Smith's

Sound ; and had it received hearty approval and support among
nautical and scientific circles, and with the authorities of Eng-

land, there was every prospect that the English government woukl

have equipped and sent out a large scientific expedition.
But when I submitted to the English authorities my views and

project, which recommended the European North sea between East

Greenland and Nova Zembla for the course of such an expedition,

the plan of Capt. Osborn was set aside after the most thorough

discussions of the most distinguished men at four meetings of the

Royal Geographical Society at London, and acquiescence and re-

cognition were accorded to my views. And while the English

were, for seven years, satisfied with mere words and discussions,

the remarkable readiness and generosity, and the lofty scientific

and national feeling of the German nation made possible the equip-

ment and sending out of two German scientific north-polar expe-

ditions, under the command of Captain Koldeweg.
Besides this, at the same time extensive explorations, in the

direction recommended by me, were set on foot by Dr. Dorst ana

Dr. Bessels in ships from Rosenthal, and by Count Zeil and Herr

von Heuglin out of their own means, and important results were
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attained. The k-e-sca fisheries have taken an important advance,
so that Xorwegian fishermen have gained a revenue which realized
a dividend of 5 1 per cent., and in addition most valuable scien-
tific observations and discoveries have been made.

C!i])tain Koldeweg has lately expressed himself publicly that
lie was quite oIl Capt. O^born's" opinion in regard to a Xoilli-polar

the best. Hill I do not think that he will obtain Vrom anxone the
money for u (German expedition, which is to be prosecuted accord-
incf to an English plan, abandoned by the English themselves, and
for which he nevertheless considers two steam vessels and an
equipment for at least three years as necessary.

Immediately after the second German North-pohir expedition,
in consequence of the difference of ojjinion between Ivoldeweg and

than ever, while Koldeweg, as already mentioned, adopts principles

the opposite of mine, and has gone over to Capt. ()8l)orn and the
Eng]i>h, and in relation to the \\hole eastern half of the Euro})eun
North sea has made the following public assertion,—"To ^^ ish to
reach the ?<orth pole (between bpitzbergen and Nova Zembla), I

should consider an entirely wrong undertaking, and slu)uld only
]om mji-self to an expeditioi

^ with me." For this view
he gives no reason, as if he, Captain ^Koldeweg, did not need to

have or to iiame any ground for his opinions an<l assertions.*

Ihit lo how linle'evtenl Capt. Koldeweg's views were shared by
othej- experienced and scientific men, iscvident from this, that

while he expressed that decision in the past 3Iay, already in June
an expedition started out which had especially in view the explora-

tion of that sea wdiich Koldeweg was disposed to investigate only
hi my company

; and what is more, with this expedition there wen*t

his own companion, the deserving Lieutenant Julius Payer, with
the well-qualified Lieutenant Weyprecht, a native of ]?aden, from
the village of Konig in Odenwald.
Contrasted with the last expedition led by Koldeweg, the <>our-

age and eminent scientific minds of these men could not l)ut have
been recognized, even if they had had little success, because they
set out with the most scanty means and merely a little hired Nor-

wegian sailhig vessel, while Koldeweg started with tw(j hue siiips,

elegantly titte<l up. The latter, with sti'am ve-cls, in two mhu-

niors, merely reached to 75° 31' N. hit., onl\ V fafdier than Clav-

Payer and Weyprecht with the little '-aiUiig vessel, in that: r<.iund-

able sea, sailed to 79" N. lat., a distance, compared with their prede-

cessors in that search, which exceeded at least tenfold those with

Koldeweo-.

The tefeoraiu which announced the return of PaycM- and Wey-
precht from ttie extreme north to Tromi)soe on the :M of ()ctol>er.

reads literally : " September offenes Meer von 42 his iiO° Oestlicher

Hansa. 1871, No 10, S. 92.
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Lange von Greenwich tiber 78° N. Breite verfolgt, Groste Breite
79° N. Br. auf 43° Oestl. Lange, hier giinstigste Eiszustande gegen
Nord wahrscheinliche Verbindung mit Polynia gegen Ost, wahr-
scheinlich gtlnstigster Nordpolweg."
The last part of the telegram is unintelligible, but I have rea-

son for understanding it in this way, that King-Charles-Land, dis-

covered in former yeai-s by Count Zeil and Herr von Heuglin,
extends toward the south to 11" 12' N. lat. Of this discovery
and their work in East Spitzbergen in general, Count Zeil and
Herr von Heuglhi have won the most hearty acknowledgment
from the Royal Geographical Society of London and from their
late President, Sir Roderick Murchison.
The voyage and discovery of Payer and Weyprecht prove how

httle heed is to be given to the views and assertions of Capt. Kol-
deweg, but besides how much honor such explorers as Payer and
^'^eyprecht deserve for their treatment of such errors, for their
courage, and their high scientific enthu

In addition, it follows that all news hitherto made known from
our European North sea had been announced under remarkably
unfavorable conditions of ice and weather. It is to be supposed
that Payer and Weyprecht evidently had to pass through a belt
of dnft-ice, before they reached that open Polar Sea extended over
18 degrees of longitude, and that they for the first time actuaUy
broke the North-polar ice belt just as Ross and Weddell had done
at the South pole. In my chart (published June, 1870), in regard
to the Gulf Stream, I have in accordance with the observations of
Bessel, made in the Rosenthal steamship "Albert," of 1869, mark-
ed the Gulf Stream between 75° and 76° N. lat., which there*

face. The name Gulf Stream, and the ^ _., .,.„..,
cient y mark the spot in 79° N. lat. and 43° E. long, (from Green-
wich) which Weyprecht, as qualified and scientific as he is a
thoughtful naval officer, m his telegram expresses as the " gtinstig-
sten Eiszustande gegen Nord der wahrscheinlichen Verbindung

°!!lw^^''

^

gegen Ost, den wahrscheinlich gflnstigsten Nord-

I have also much interesting news of other North-polar expedi-
tions of this year, and already keep a complete iournal of them.
1 have almost ready a very interesting original Chart, which will
be PJiWished m the next volume of the « Geographische Mittheil-

1.—Letter of Lieutenant Julius Payer, of the recent German
Expedition.

This expedition has achieved a result for the exploration of the
sea between Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla surpassing all expect-
ations, and from which a greater undertaking wiirfoUow next

hemisphere
^^^P^^^*"*"^ ^^ ^^^^ ^®^®'' ^een observed in the Northern or Southern

\ Geographische ]
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year. Why it was not with consistency possible, nor right, to
follow up one of the problems proposed, viz: to reach King-
Charles-Land, Lieut. Weyprecht will explain in person. On the
other hand, the discovery of an extended, open Polar sea, in the
place of territory considered entirely unnavigable, and into which,
even in its most southern portion, the Russians, Swedes, and also
the German expedition of 1868 failed to penetrate, is calculated to
give another form to the polar-question, and to aiFord a new and
very promising basis for reaching the pole.

It is exceedingly to be regretted that the great German expedi-
tion of 1869-70 did not adopt this passage through the ''Nova
Zombia sea," which was previously pronounced by Dr. Petermann
the most favorable for penetrating into the heart of the polar basin.

\yhile weighty authorities, even up to our time, have declared
positively against every route bv the east of Spitzbergen, and while
the numerous Russian expeditions, in our century, were not once
even in a position to sail by the north of Nova Zembla, and in
the past year, the voyage of' the Is'orwegiau Johannescn, close to
the coast of this double island from the Kara sea into the Barents
sea was considered an extraordinary, and, in many respects, a ques-
tionable event ; our experience has proved the existence ofmi extend-
ed open sea to the north of Nova Zembla. But when also the sea
was observed by the mariners Simonsen, Mattif
as too before, as almost <

former did
the White Island the ice on which the capture of the
depends, yet in the autumn the connection of the open Kova Z;cm-
bla sea with the Polynia of northern Siberia has been as good as

proved. But with t'his discovery, an immense ice-territory dis-

appears from our charts. It will certainly be represented that the
year 1871 has been a particularly favorable one for ice-navigation,
just as has often been said, wrongly and in absence of proof, of

"unusually unfavorable" years. But throughout Norway the

walrus-hunters and fishermen unite in calling the past summer
absolutely the worst which has been known for a long time, li

even the German expedition-vessel, "Germania," did not succeed in

pushing farther than into the Kara sea, the cause of this backward-
ness of steam, compared with the ordinary sailing-vessel, is attri-

buted, here in Norway, to the very deficient fitting of the Germania.
It well be of great importance in the interest of the subject to

g'^e this ship, which, how^ever, belongs to 1869-70, an impartial

examination.

How now are we to explain the circumstances of the Polar voy-
age just completed, which differ so entirely from the previous one?
VV e are so far from the presumption of imagining that w^e have
acted with more energy and determination than others before us,

that we, ourselves, do not think of desiring to place our little

undertaking, as a genuine expedition, on the same footing w4th
former ones. The" solution of the riddle lies simply in this fact,

tbat almost all expeditions to this region of the sea have started



:u-lv and ret\n-iic.l too t-arly, "^ince the most favorable time lor

1 oFthoso expedition'^, too, have hujjged too closely, either

(.ii-^t of Nova Zeinbla or of Spitzbersreii ; while it seems to be

use tliat the ])ortioii of the \ova Zenibla sea most favorable

vaehiiu'- the north lies between the 10th and 42d degrees of

itiide. "We liave liere, without trouble, reaehed almost to 79°

T\u' (iidf-Strcaiii aj.pears to be the most probable eanse of this

n'ni.-iiiahlc coiiditioTi of the ice, in the autumn, in the Nova Zcm-

lila M':i, which is unt to be compared, on the whole, with that on

I lie <'()nst of Circenhmd. I'ntil the observations already "lade

lja\(' heeii brought together and compared, this cannot be asserted

with ei'rtaintv, l-ut oidyad\auced as probable. Tn our opinion,

lu.ue\er. tlie^e fact- hear on the subject, viz: the temperature of

the air hy 2° to r>="C. ; the prevalence of mi<t, and of thunder

stantV-urreMt'\\')wiml'the'north oT/the\-oast''of Nova Zemhla ;
the

Stream; the remarl<al.le wealth of the waters in the hiferior ani-

the Gulf Stream iJaves the eo'asl of Xova Zemblu, and advances

rface. This

i in strength

An economical result of this expedition is the discovery of the

enormous richness of the hitherto quite unexplored Nova Zerabla

sea in walrusses.

The scientific work accomplished during the voyage consists of

a continuous series of observations of the temperature and density

of the water, at the surface and at different depths ; systematic
meteorological observations in regard to the occurrence of banks,

driftwood, currents in a double and, in part, three-fold series of

deep sea soundings, declination determinations, geological inves-

tigations, collections of plants and rocks, etc.

Coast of Norway, on board the Harald Haarfagr, Oct. 9, 1871.

SCIENTIFIC intelligp:nce.
L Chemistry and Physics.

0,1 n r,e%c method of vMel-plaHng.—Within the last fevr

s a process of nickel-plating by electrolvsis has been invented
>ir. Isaac Adams of Boston, and is now employed to a con-

large cities. Mr. Adams' process,

le employment of a bath of double

1 and of an anode of cast nickel.
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The prices charged by companies working under the patent are
extremely exorbitant, and as a coating of nickel is an excellent
preventive against rust and injury by acid vapor, chemists will
give a hearty welcome to a simple and cheap method of nickel-

plating, which is open to the use of all. The process, which is due
to Prof. F. Stolba, is as follows : The salt of nickel may be the
chloride, sulphate, or double sulphate of nickel and potassium. It

need not be chemically pure, but must contain no metals which are
precipitated by zinc. In addition the operator will require a
solution of chloride of zinc, obtained by dissolving commercial
zinc in common chlorhydric acid, cuttings of sheet zinc, zinc-dust

•hlorhydric acid. The process of plating may be effected

1 of porcelain or metal ; the author prefers copper, which
' ' ^ '

'
' ' "" * '

" ' plated may
or wrought iron, steel, copper, brass, zinc or lead.

itself becomes plated with nickel. The articles t

mpletely immersed in the liquid used for plating,
and their surfaces must be perfectly free from fat and rust. Iron
vessels may be cleaned by treating with a solution containing 3 or
4 per cent of chlorhydric'acid. A sufficient quantity of a concen-
trated solution of chloride of zinc is now poured into the plating
vessel, and from once to twice its volume of water added. The
solution is then to be heated to the boiling point, and chlorhydric
acid added drop by drop until the precipitate, formed by diluting
the chloride of zinc with water, is redissolved. As much zinc-pow-
der as will cover the point of a knife is then added, by which the
metal of the vessel becomes, in a few minutes, plated with zinc

wherever it is in contact with this liquid. Enough nickel-salt is

then to be introduced to color the liquid distinctly green, after

which the articles to be plated, and with them some small cuttings
of zinc, are to be put in, care being taken to afford a sufficient num-
oer of points of contact. The liquid is then to be boiled, when the
nickel is soon precipitated, and the work is finished in about 15

pinutes. If particular parts of the articles are not plated, the boil-

ing must be continued, fresh pieces of zinc, and, if necessary, fresh

nickel salt, being added. It is important, if the coating of nickel
IS to be brilliant, that the liquid on boiling shall not" be cloudy
from basic zinc salt, or acid from free chlorhvdric acid. The nic-

Kel-plated articles must be well washed with water and then
cleaned with polishing chalk. The author found that articles of

copper, plated with nickel, after several months' exposure to the

atmosphere of the laboratory, appeared scarcely tarnished. It is

important to remark that the same liquid may be employed
repeatedly for nickel-plating, especially when chloride of nickel is

employed. The same process applies to cobalt, but the coating
With this metal, besides its cost, possesses no practical value.—

^olytechnisehes Journal cci, p. 145 (July, 1871). w. g.

2. On the direct oxidation of carbon to melUtic acid.—At the

recently held 44th meetiug of German scientists and physicians, at

Kostock, Prof. Schultze exhibited to the chemical section his beau-
tiiul process for the oxidation of carbon by hypermanganic acid,
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in an alkaline solution. Pure wood charcoal, ignited in a current

of chlorine gas, was employed, The products of this oxidation

were oxalic acid in large quantity, other organic acids and mellitic

acid. The identity of the acid was established hy the highly

tion resulting in the formation oi euchron and

by distilling the acid with soda-lime. In this case benzol was

formed, which was then converted into nitro-benzol and aniline.

Schultze's very beautiful discovery furnishes a new synthesis of

" ' ' nportant series of derivatives, and

interest for the publication of the

author's complete research

—

From a letter of v. 3Ieyer in, Berichte

der Deutschen Ohetn. Gesell., Band iv, 18 71, p. 801. w. g.

Gmelin-Kraiit : Handhuch der Chende.—AW chemists will

heartily welcome a new edition of Gmelin's indispensable Hand-
book, the inorganic portion of which has long been behind the

science of the day, though still often consulted and never super-

ceded. We have before us the first, second, third and fourth

Liefenmgen of the second division of the first volume, and the

first and second Lieferungen of the third volume. The entire

work is under the charge of Prof Krant, with Professors N aumann
and Ritter and Dr. Jorgensen as collaborators, to ensure its rapid

completion. The favorite old treatise appears with a larger and

clearer page and better type, and, apparently, v^ith no abatement
of its former thorough and conscientious exhaustion of every topic

treated. w. g.

Neiies Handworterhuch der Ghemie.—We have also to welcome
a new edition of the Handworterhuch, the second supplement to

which was completed a few years ago. The work is under the

chai-ge of Prof, von Fehling, with the'assistance of nearly all the

most prominent German chemists. Two Lieferungen of the first

volume are published, and the entire work is to ejnbrace six vol-

urnes. The type is much smaller than that employed in the first

edition, but is clear and handsome. The new system is adopted
throughout. The work promises to be a noble addition to chemi-

cal literature, but it is earnestly to be lioped that its publication
will be pushed forward with all possible energy, and that, as in the

earlier edition, the first volume will not be out of date before the

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Biscovery of a renwrJcable Fossil Bird ; by Professor O. C.

Marsh. (From a letter to Professor Dana, dated San Francisco,

Cal, Nov, 29th, 1871.)—One of the treasures secured during our

explorations this year was the greater portion of the skeleton of »

large fossil bird, at least five feet in height, which I was fortunate
enough to discover in the

"" ^ ^ "' -- --^^

This interesting specimen, aiinougn a
shown by the vertebrse and some other pj
fers widely from any known i
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and affords a fine example of a comprehensive type. The bones

are all well preserved. The femur is very short, hut the other

portions of the legs are quite elongated. The metatarsal bones

appear to have been separated. On my return, I shall fully des-

cril)e this unique fossil under the name Hesperornis regalis.

2. Oe<mrreuce of JJiamonds in XanthophylUte ; by P. v. Jer-

EMEJEW.—In the xanthophyllite of the Schischimskian Mount-
ains, near Slatoust, v. Jeremejew has observed diamonds of varying

size irregularly distributed through the plates of the mineral.

When magnified 30 diameters they are readily recognized, and

with 200 diameters their crystalline form is seen to be that of the

hexa-tetrahedron S-f, combined with the tetrahedron, the faces of

the first form being distinctly convex, those of the latter flat [like

fig. 59 in Dana's "Min., p. 21, except that there are also small flat

planes of the tetrahedron]. Most of the crystals are colorless and

being vertical to the foliation of the xanthophyllite. The green

plates of this mineral, nearest the rounded masses of talcose slate

and serpentine, enclose unusually large numbers of them, and they

are likewise found in the two "rock's themselves.—^«Ar5McA/m-
Mineralogie, 1871, p. 275.

3. Triassic Sandstone of the Palisade liange.—The composition

of this rock from New Jersey localities, as obtained by Dr. P.

Schweitzer, is given on page 459 of the last volume of this Jour-

nal, and the name felsite was cited from the same paper, as pro-

posed by Prof. Henry Wurtz. In a letter recently received trom

Prof Wurtz, we are informed that he has not applied that name
to the rocks. He has a communication on the subject in the Pro-

ceedings of the K. Y. Lyceum of Natural History for Nov. 14, 1870,

containing his own analyses and giving the same feldspathic con-

stitution essentially to the rock. He found the shaly beds to have

a density of 2-84, and inferred that they consisted essentially ol

disintegrated mica. He states in his letter that Dr. Schweitzer's

analyses were made at the instigation of Dr. Newberry, with a

Tiew to test the ideas previously deduced by him. He questions

whether the albitic character of the material of the sandstone

may not be owing to the alteration of oligoclase to albite, and

purposes to further investigate this point.

4. Geological Survey of India.—Volume III, ^os. 1 to h, ot

the Pala?ontologia Indica connected with the Geological Survey of

India, issued in 1870 and 1871, in all 410 pages 4to, with many
plates, contains an account of the Cretaceous Pelecypoda of India,

l^y Ferd. Stoliczka, Paleontologist of the Survey ;
the plates, 28

m number, are full of good figures. Vol. IV, Part I, contains a

memoir, by Prof, lluxlev, on the Vertebrate fossils of the Panchet

rocks.

^ N'olume VII. of the Memoirs of the Survey (8vo) treats of the

\nidhyan Series in the N. W. and Central Provinces by 1^. K.

^^ allet; of the Mineral Statistics of India, by Thos. Oldham, the

l^irector of the Survey; Geology of the Shillong Plateau, by



[1. ]'., T^Itdlicott; and on the Kuvhurbari, Deoijhur and Karan-

Dura Coal-iield?, by T. li. Hughes.

The Pvecords of 'the Survey which have appeared once in three

months, contain many valuable papers on the Geology and pro-

ductions of India, some of them illustrated by maps.

5. Fridericl IVelic'tschii Sertum Angolense. 4to, pp. 94, tab. 25.

Part 1 of vol. xxvii of the Transactions of the Linnean Society,

1869.—The most remarkable plant of a truly extraordinary flora

is that which commemorates its discoverer, the Welwitschia mira-

MUs, which Dr. Hooker fully illustrated in a former volume of the

Linnean Transactions. Of this strangest of plants, and of Dr.

Hooker's almost exhaustive treatise upon it, we rendered some

account at the time. Dr. Welwitsch now publishes a selection of

a goodly number of very interesting plants from his Angolan and

Benguelan collections, chiefly new genera or remai'kable species

;

and the excellent plates are from drawings by Fitch. Upon

some of the plates the aspect of the Avhole plant is delineated,

e.g., Fachj/pocUum Lealii and Sesamothamnus Benguelleiisis

which, with some most bizarre species of Vitis and with

Welwitschia itself, make the principal part of a queer pigmy-

tumid arborescent growth, in a region too arid for ordinary

vegetation. Another subject, Acanthosicyos horridu^ is a Cuiur-

bitaceous shrub, spiny and nearly leafless, with somewhat the

aspect of a Furze or Broom, which in these same deserts bears

a grateful acidulous fruit, larger than an orange, and some-

times as large as an ostrich's egg; the fleshy and oily seeds

of which are also edible. As a solitary exception to the rule that

all (Jactem are American, RhipsaUs Gassyta is proved to he

indigenous to a long stretch of tropical Africa ; and we are now

informed that our Brasenla peltata, having been found already

in Oregon, Japan, N. E. India and Australia, has been detected

in tropical Africa, solely in lake "Ivantalla," 5,000 feet above the

Atlantic coast and about 120 geographical miles in the interior.

Another .n orth American genus, until now monotypic, is unex-

pectedly found to have an African representative, in Bruwnchia
yifricana, discovered at a cataract in a wooded district, less than

2,500 feet above the level of the sea. Pilosti/les ^thiopica repre-

sents another American type. As all the species known before

are parasitic upon Leguminous shrubs or trees, this also grows

upon Berliniapaniculata^ a Cssalpineous tree. Aristida prodigy-

osa, a grass which flourishes on the sandy hills of the most arid

of regions, on account of its grayish hue hardly distinguishable

from the sand in which it grows', furnishes the sole support ot

multitudes of zebras, antelopes, &c., throughout the long dry

season. The force of Linnsius' remark, that there was aivrays

something new and strange coming from Africa, is not yet ex-

hausted. A. Ci.

6. Hooker's Icones Plantarum. Third Series, vol. 1, p^^
^

January, 1871.—This completes the first volume of the revived

Icones Plantarum, of which ten volumes (a thousand plates) were
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account of its containing some new genera

Eubiacece, in which our interest is renewed since Ur. ilinebrand

has brought hither, and is now ehiborating, his large recent collec-

tions ot Hawaian plants. The most interesting plants of the ])art

now before us are the following: Banimndiis Umosdloides, of

Xcw Zealand, which " mimics," as the expression goes, a Lmuh<ella.

rimJepna 3IageUanica Hook, f, a Fuegian plant, with much the

habit of Binpensia or rather Fyxidanthera, which has been for

years somewhat known, and has puzzled tlie few botanists who
iiave examined it, but only now published, and, for lack of any hap-

pier guess, is doubtfully 'referred to the Fittosporeoi. Raphano-
earpus Kirkii Hook, f, an African Cucurbitaceous plant, winch,

with one erect and one suspended ovule, confirms the idea already

entertained, that the primary divisions of this order in t\w new
Genera Plantarum are not so well founded as could be Avished.

Phyllacanthus Grisehachianus Hook, f, the plant of C. Wright's

Cuba collection named by Grisebach Cateslma phyllac'intha.

Brackenridgea Zanguebarica Oliver, a second species, so far

1. Struetare of the Pistil in Primulacem.—Yzn Tieghem, upon

his first study of the ovary of Primula, &c., finding that the vas-

cular bundles of the free central placenta were disposed in a circle

in a homogeneous parenchyma, adopted the apparently prevalent

view th^t this placenta belongs to the axis and not to the carpels,

t furthi

_„^ observations show that this conclusion does

not follow. Without known exception, the vascular and woody
|

bundles of stems have their spiral vessels on their inner face, their I

liber or bast cells on the outer face, i. e., presented to the circum- I

ference of the stem. Now Van Tieghem finds that the bundles
|

in the placenta of Primula and other plants of the same order (as

likewise in CaryopliyUaceiv, &c.) present their hber-cells inward, \l

their spiral vessels outward, contrary to the manner of vascular H
bundles of stems. These bundles oricjinate in connection witb «

i arrangement being that

those which pass into the ovarian walls, and .

the margins of the five carpels
;
passing into the placenta they

ramify, and the ovules are borne at their terminations. He then

examined the outer floral whorls in cases where their parts pro-

appendage on the iimer face or at its

- '
, of Oleander, the crown of

, --- ^. ^,„.-rissu.% the stamens of Cobaa, etc. In all

these the vascular bundles of the internal appendage or crown

^qnallv have their liber-cells facing toward the axis oi the tlower,

tht'ir spiral vessels turned from it.^ Van Tieghem therefore con-

^l^"les that, as these accessory pieces are appendages or dedupU-

<f
ions of the petals, stamens, etc., so the free central or basilar

P'acenta consists of internal appendages or deduphcations ot tne
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carpels ; also that each ovule answers to the lobe of a leaf. See

Ann. Sci. Nat. for 18o9, published in 1871. In a foliowing paper, on

I'he Anatomy of the Floicer of Santalacem, Van Tieghem dem-

onstrates an analogous structure in the flower of Thesium and

Osyris, and draws the conclusion that each ovule, one for each of

the three carpels, is the termination of an internal appendage or

talon of a carpel. From a corresponding study of the vascular

bundles of the sepals and superposed stamens, be likewise infers

that the stamen is not autonomous, but is theoretically a petiolate

he homologizes

with that of Mistletoe, in which,

according to his view (as already mentioned), the stamen and se-

pal, also the ovule and the carpel, each answer simply to one leaf;

in the Mistletoe confounded without distinction farther than that

the inner face is polleniferous or ovuliferous, according to the sex;

in Snntalaceai a difterentiation into separate organs, the ovule

being here a separate and special lobe of the carpel. Thus, be

concludes, disappears another example of so-called axile placenta-

tion, as it falls under the general law which he expresses essen-

tially as follows :—The embryo-sac is always a cell of the paren-

chyma of a carpellary leaf; the ovule which contains this sac is

always a lobe or part of the tissue of this leaf—more or less trans-

formed, more or less separated from the rest of the leaf. a. g.

8, Tieghem, Comparative Ajiatomi/ of the Cyoadacem, ConiftPX,

and Gmtacece.—The principal results of this investigation (com-

municated to the French Academy of Sciences, published in Ann-

Sci. Nat. for 1869) are given by the author in a resumeiin Bull.

Soe. Bot. France, March, 1870. To determine whether the ovules

or whatever they be, are borne on a leaf or a branch, Tieghem

examined the distribution of the vascular bundles, in the same

manner as in his later investigations upon the.placenta of Prinnihi

and the flowers of Mistletoe. This new evidence led him nns-

quivocally to the conclusion, that
Cycaddcecp, are gymnospermous ; the leaves, produced directly

on the axis of the female bud, develop ovules on their margins, so

that each is an open free carpel.

Conifene also have naked ovules borne upon a leaf, but not

upon leaves of the primary axis, i. e., upon bracts of the first order.

The ovules are always borne upon the dorsal face of the first and

only leaf of an axillary branch, which is therefore an open carpel.

constituting the female flower. This leaf is always inverse, i. e- ^*

directly opposite the subtending bract, so that this bract and tb^

carpellary leaf face each other. The principal variations of this

universal plan are the following.
This axillary branch reduced to its first leaf, and ovuliferous,

is

commonly of the second generation ; but sometimes of the ihn'^

{Cephalotaxus and Taxu^, or even of the fourth generation [for-

reya).

Tlie carpellary leaf bears the ovules either on its base (27«{/"'

Cu2yressus, &c.), or on its middle {Pinus, Sequoia, &c.), or toward
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its summit {Ctinninghamia\ &c.); the ovules thus correspond

each to the lobe of a leaf. In other cases the ovules terminate

the leaf; then each half of the blade may be transformed into an

ovule
(
Ginkgo, Cephalotaxus), or the whole blade may be trans-

formed into a single ovule [Taxus, Phyllocladm Podocarpus)

;

sometimes the petiole is much lengthened
(
Ginkgo), but oftener it

is very short, and the carpellary leaf is then wholly transformed

into two ovules ( Cejyhalotaxiis), or into a single one {Fodocarpns).

The carpellary leaf is distinct throughout its whole length m
Finus, Ginkgo,'Podocarpus, &c. Sometimes a sheath of paren-

chyma unites the vascular systems of the opposed bract and carpel

more or less, so that they may be free only at the summit {Thuja,

Gupressus, &c., Sequoia, Arthotaxis, &c., Araucaria, Bammara,
&c., Barydium) . The diiference here is like that between superior

and inferior ovary, so that one may say that certain ConifercB

have a free or superior, others an inferior or adherent ovary.

It follows that Co7iiferm form one indivisible natural family,—

are all reducible to one and the same type.

Gnetacem are half way between the ordinary Gymnospermm^ and

other Phsenogamia. Ephedra has an ovary, indeed, but it is an

open one, and without style or stigma. It is gymnospermous as

to fecundation, as the action of the pollen upon the ovule is direct

;

angiosperr fructification, as the fertilized

undergoes its transformations within a closed cavity, proper to

each flower, and formed by the infolding of the leaf to which the

ovule belongs. ,. , ,

Such are the principal features of a view which throws new hgbt

upon the morphology of the Gymnospermous plants, vindicates

their claim to this name, and carries throughout a high probability

of its essential correctness.
. „ _^: ^'

9. Van Tieghem, Anatomy of the flowers andfruit ofMiMoe
[Vismm alhum).—Vvon this subject the distmgmshed Dutch

Vegetable Anatomist has published in Ann. Sci. Nat,, ser. 5, t. 12,

an elaborate and interesting, albeit considerably theoretical, paper,

following up the line of research, and the ideas which he had pur-

sued with great advantage in his earlier memoir on the floral

structure of Gymnosperms, and determining whether an organ is oi

cauline or of foliar nature by studying the plan of the arrange-

ment of its vascular bundles. Van Tieghem stoutly maintains

that ovules in all cases pertain to a carpellary leaf, never to tne

axis ; that the ovule is not an axis nor a bud, nor jet an organ mt

generis, but is a dependance of a leaf—a lobe (as it were) ot a car-

ary leaf transformed, to protect the embryo-sac^ and to aid i

fecundation; that in vlseum this ovule is reduced to the greatest

possible simplicity, viz : to its essential part, the embryo-sac. mis

niain conclusions are,^

—

. , , i„ +i,ot

. (1.) That the male flower consists of four simple leaves onl^^^^^

18, of two decussate pairs, each poUiiuterous upon the supenor o

inner face, and not of 8, as before supposed, i. e., 4 sepals and 4

stamens superposed to and connate with them.
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(2.) In the female flower the ovule is reduced to an embryo-Mi ,

which is a cell of the parenchyma of the base of the upper 'face ot

the third pair of bracts, i. e., the carpels. a. g.

10. Clarence Kmg's Geological Exploration of the i^th PamlUl:

Botany, by Serexo Watson, aided by Prof. Dakifx C. Eaton

and others. Illustrated by a map and 40 plates. Washington:

Government Printing Office, 1871. pp. 525, 4to.—We propose to

notice this volume particularly : indeed it well deserves a more

thorough examination and more extended review than our time

and space will now allow us to devote to it. It is published "bv

order of the Secretary of War, under the authority of Conore^s,"
- - - ...

en carefully edited andthe Engir
ly printed,

Errors of the press are to be found,

beautifully printed, so that the volume is every way a

md, but the

is naturally

dth corresponding volumes of the Pacific Rail-Road Survey, and

of the Mexican Boundary Survey, upon which the present volume

is a notable improvement. The forty plates, filled with well

chosen subjects, if not of the very highest style, are so well done and

of such excellent promise that the name of the draughtsman (who

is new to this class of work, we believe), Mr. J. H. Emerton, of

Salem, Mass., should properly have been appended to them.
The General Report, of 53 pages, forms a separately-paged

introduction to the "Catalogue," as it is termed, Vith excessive

modesty, i. e., the systematic account of the plants collected, which

makes up the principal bulk of the volume. This General Report

will naturally be most interesting to general readers and natural-

ists, but no less so to special botanists. It is thoroughly readable

nals. Four or five pages sketch the geographical features of the

region, tersely and clearly. But, when a stream of water is said

to " become demoralized with alkali and is lost," we could wisli that

this popularized use of the word were buried with it. The meteoro-

logical notes, with tabulated observations by thermometer, evapo-

rator, &c., are equally interesting, displaying the dryness of the

Great Basin, its cold winters, and hot summers. The notes onthe

geiiirul character of the vegetation picture to us the botanical

asjject of the region, the relative prevalence of the predominant
species, the slow and cross-grained growth of what timber therv

is in the caiions, &c, A dead branch, apparently of Finns mono-^

phylla, « inches in diameter, had the fibres so twisted that in 7

feet they made four complete circuits, A saw-mill in Ruby ^'al-

ley offered the opportunity of ascertaining the age and dimen-

sions of several specimens oi' Piniis JlexiUs^from the upper canons

of the Humboldt ilountains ; sections from 22 to 30 inches m
diameter sliovved from -iOO to 486 annual rings. The "everlast-

ing sage-bush," Artemisia tridentata, displayed 65 rings on a

section 8 inches in diameter, 37 upon 4 inches, &c. A Junipers
occiden talis 12 inches in diameter showed 250 rings. Cercocar-
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alkaline species, aquatic and meadow species,

those of the drier valleys and foot-hills, the mountain species, &c.,

are separately enumerated ; the introduced species, about 30 in

number, are recorded, and finally the number of indigenous genera

and species is given under their orders, and their distribution in

the basin or over the borders on either side is tabulated. Of the

1141 species of the basin and of the Wahsateh and Uintas, GO per

cent, appear to inhabit also the Pacific slope, about 60 per cent,

are not found east of the Rocky Mountains, 15 per cent, only ap-

proach the Mississippi or the Saskatchawan, 25 per cent, api^roach

the Atlantic, 17 per cent, are Mexican or southern, and nearly 15

per cent, are Arctic.

A few pages at the close are devoted to the consideration of

the agricultural resources of the basin, the limit to which is fixed

by the deficiency of water. " The most fertile localities lie at

the base of the sierras ; but, as a rule, there is an apparent ab-

sence everywhere of a true soil or mould resulting from the

decomposition of vegetable matter." A moderate amount of

alkali in the soil appears not to be detrimental to culture. The

soil which produces " sage bush " seems to be always cultivable

when it can be irrigated. With the present supply of water,

most economically used, it is thought that only one thousand out

of 84,000 square miles of Northern Nevada could be brought

under cultivation ; of the southerly portion and of Western Utah

much less. Eastern Utah, with larger and more constant supplies

of water from the Wahsateh and the Uinta mountains, is much

more favorably situated. The absence of graminivorous animals, ex-

cepting rabbits in the valleys and rarely a few mountain sheep or

antelopes in the higher ranges, shows that the country is ill

adapted for grazing. Eurotia lanata and a few other chenopo-

diaceous plants are eaten by sheep as a substitute for grass.

Mr. Watson raises the question whether—considering the

amount of low shrubby and perennial vegetation which mha'Dits

the plains and thrives without irrigation,—these phiuts them-

selves, or some more serviceable substitutes equally adapted to

the climatic conditions, may not be turned to some profitable

account under the necessities of a future population
; |'|^'

whether, in time to come, some forms of orchard, vineyard, or tre.'

culture may not possibly be made to thrive in that region, lie

finds that the present plants on the whole are not lacking in
^^P=^^'^'^"

sion of foliage or succulence, at least that the more pre-s a en

plants had an average of from 55 to 80 per cent of loliage oi

working surface : and a series of rough, but seemingly well de-

vised experiments demonstrated that they give ofi by evap-

oration daily an amount equal to three-eighths of the weight ot

their available material. Dry as the soil appears to be, it is

this, and not the atmosphere that must funush the supply to

^ake good this loss. Yet water is rarely to be ^^^ ^"^^^^^
•lepth of 100 to 300 feet, often not even at that depth. Ihe
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porous soil ]

also of deep
j

An excellent map is given, exhibiting the district from above

the 42d parallel to below the 39th, on which the routes of the three

several years are traced in colored lines, and the mountain ranges

with the general configuration of the surface represented. We
Mall endeavor hereafter to review the systematic part of this

1
1." Prof. Oliver's Flora of Tropical Africa, vol. ii (Reeve & Co.,

London, 1871), has just been received. It comprises the Polypet-

alous orders from Leguminosm to Ficoidem inclusive. The first

of these orders fills over half of the volume ; the Papilionaceous

portion is by Mr. Baker, the other suborders, both largely and

interestingly represented, are by Prof. Oliver himself. Of Consal-

piniece in particular there are several remarkable and peculiar

genera. Prof Oliver also elaborated the Mosacem and Saxifra-

gaceoe, which are scantjr, as well as other small families ; jMr.

Britten, one of the promising assistants at Kew, now transferred

to the British Museum, has done the Crassiilacecs ; Professor

Lawson of Oxford, the VombretacecB and the few Myrtacea>:

Dr. Hooker, the Melastomacece, which are considerable ;
Mr.

Hiern of Cambridge, the Lythracem ; Dr. Masters, the Samy-
dacece and Passifloreoe ; Dr. Hooker, the GucAirhitaceoe, which are

represented by 34 genera, also the BegoniacecB ; and Prof. Oliver

concludes with the somewhat miscellaneous group named Ficoidem.

The contrast continues notable between the miscellaneous char-

acter of Tropical African Botany, and the most peculiar character,

richness and great diversity of South African vegetation, a. g.

12. Heer : Flora Fossilis Arctica. Die FossiU llora der Polar-

lander, 2*" Band mit 59 Tafeln. 4to. (Winterthur, Wiirrter &
Co., 1871.) This second volume of Heer's Arctic Fossil Flora is a

collection (with title page, preface and index) of the following

(1.) Contributions to the Fossil Flora of JVorth Greenland, being

a Description of the Plants collected by Mr. Edward Whymper
during the stimmer of 1867. This is from the Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society, London, 1869, and is in English,

illustrated by 18 plates.

(2.) Flora Fossilis AlasJcana, with 10 plates. This is a paper

contributed to the Transactions of the Royal Swedish Society of

Sciences, Stockholm, 1869. It is in Latin, with a preface in German.

(3.) Der Miocene Flora und Fauna Spitzbergens, &c., with 16

plates—from the Transactions of the same society. This is in

German, but with Latin diagnoses of species.

(4.) Fossile Flora der Daren Insel, with 15 plates—from the

same Society's Transactions, 1 870 : in German and Latin. The
plants described are of the coal formation.
The very interesting results which these memoirs contain have

already been brought to our notice in this Journal. a. g.
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13. On Kansas Vertebrate Fossils.—Prof. E. D. Cope has given

a brief account, in the Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of

Philadelphia, October, 18Y1, of some fossil vertebrates in the

collections of the State Agricultural College of Kansas, They
include the following species :

Liodon dyspelor Cope, now for the first time announced as a

Kansas species ; a species of Liodon near L. proriger Cope, and
another near L. ictericKS Cope ; Liodon latispinus Cope, a new
species of large size, nearly equalling the L. Mitchillii, that is 40
or 50 feet long; CUdastes Wyrnaniif Marsh; Clidastes cinera-

rium Cope ; Ichthyodectes near I. ctenodon Cope ; Anogmius
contractus, a new genus and species, near Ichthyodectes in the

vertebrae wanting lateral grooves, but like those of Saurocephalus
in having the basal elements of the neural and hjemal elements

not coossified with the centrum ; a Saurocephalus near prognathus
of Cope.

Professor Cope also gives brief notices of some fossils observed
by himself on an excursion in the valley of Smoky Hill River, in

Kansas. On Butte Creek a large part of the skeleton of a monster
saurian, the Liodon dyspelor Cope, was exhumed. On the same
bluff another Liodon and a Clidastes were discovered, with some
fossil fishes. In neighboring bluffs, bones supposed to be those

of a Pterodactyl, of two species of Clidastes, a Dinosaur, a

Crocodile and of numerous fishes were brought to light.

At a similar location on Fox Creek, M. V. Hartwell found the

skeleton of a very large fish, with " uncommonly powerful offen-

sive dentition," probably of the Saurodonts. He names this Cre-

taceous species Portheus molossus. In the same region the very

slender bones of a re]>tile were obtained, probably of the Testudi-

nates, which he named Protostega gigas. The remains of a large

Liodon proriger Cope, were found scattered, " his huge truncate,

browsprit-like snout betraying his individuality at once;" also

others of several species of Clidastes. Near Russel Springs, on

the Smoky Hill, twentv-six miles distant, a large Clidastes was
found, also bones oi Liodon ictericus and of two new Clidastes.

Prof Cope adds that the giants of this Cretaceous sea were the

Liodonproriger Cope, L. dyspelor Cope, Polycotylus latipinnis

Cope, and Masmosaurus platyurus Cope. Of these, the first was

apparently the most abundant ; the second was the longest, ex-

ceeding in length perhaps any other known reptile; the last

named had the most massive body, and exhibited an extraordmary

appearance in consequence of the great length oi^ its neck.

14. Illustrated Catalogue of the Muse
m. No. IV. Deep-Sea Corah; by L.
bndge, 1871. 93 pp. quarto, '' '

'

.^^ ..... ^^^^ bfthe U. ^ ^, - .^
purpose of exploring the bed of the Gulf Stream, off Flonda, a

fttUy described, and most of them are beautifully figured. 1

vork is not only the i



and hnp(,rtaiit points in tiu- .!nu-tu.v" :iml A\fauUv^

eni and s])Oc'io^ are discussea at h-noih. K i. a(

The inti-oduction foutains a history of the expeditions, together

whieli tluve were dea<i, and prohaMv aecidcntuUy tnmsr.orted

from shallow vsatevs. Of thehe. 2S !s])e(-i( s oecnrred' at depth? ex-

of thelatter were perliap^ tran^^porrcd from somewhat' shalloA\er

•ire Miilepores^bclon'o-h^i t o thc*"llydroideir
'*'''''

In several instances the writer would disagree with Mr. Pour-

tales in reference to tlie synonymy of si)ecies and Jnii-jier groups,

as well u^ in re^])cct to their atKnitie^ and chisslfication, but a dis-

cussion of the'^e points would lead too far for the present occasion.

In general the classiiication of ^liliie Edwanls and Tlainie has

been followed, hut several important ami judicious changes have

been adopted from others, and some new ones luu e been intro-

duced. Anions: others, the following points se< ni to re<inire special

notice. Tnrbinolido^ of E. and 11., as adopte<l by .Mr. Pouital^J,

is erroneously made svnonymous with ('arvo[)hyllidje AVrrill.

The latter included only a part of the formcV oroup, the second

part having been ina<U' a family nn«Ur t he former name. Stylo-

phoridiv had previ<msly been characterized a^ a family by the writer

in the work referred to in the note. In the -ame work the writer

has shown the necessity of uniting the Cladoeoracete and Aetran-

gracea- into a sincrle family, the distinctions being hardly of gen-

eric value, and vet th^.y are still kept apart by Mr. Fourtalcs.

The family St v lasteriche Gray (emended), is fully iliscussed on page

their ,st!iu-tim'. The oiyxt-wation that theV have finely "porous

EBr^;

' Transactions Conm
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iee any reason for separating it very
approximating it to the Tur-
latter are very superficial,

while it is united to the former by many intermediate forms. To
Isophyllia Guadulpensis (p. 71), i! rigida Verrill is referred as a
synonym, on the ground that it is not the Astrcea rigida Dana.
The latter identification is, however, correct, and was made after a
careful examination of Dana's type, which had the septa and walls
considerably worn. Ellis and Solander are given as the authority
for Mmandrina cUvosa Verrill, but their name was Madrepora
clivosa. The name Astrma should be adopted instead of Favia
(p. 75), for A. rotulosa was made the type of the genus by
Lamarck in 1801 when it w^as first proposed, and he mentioned
only one other species {A. radians) which he referred to a second
division of the genus and which now forms the type of the genus
SiderastrcBa, belonging among the Fungians. We see no reason
whatever for supplanting the oldest name of the latter species (S.

radians) by a later one, as has been done by Mr. Pourtal^s.

Among the genera now first made known as belonging to the

fauna of Florida and the West Indies are Fun,gia, Bendrophyllia,
Astrocmnia and Colangia, the last a new genus allied to J'hyl-

langia. a. b. v.

in. ASTEONOMY.

1. On the mean motions of the four outer Planets. (Extract
from a letter of Prof. Benjamin Pkirce to Prof, Newton, dated
Dec. 13th, 1871.)—I have discovered three fixed equations between
the mean motions of the four outer planets. If the mean motions
of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are respectively repre-

sented by w^, ?i^', w^'' and w^'", these equations are

4m" +9?^vii'= 16/^"'

Of the fixedness of the first of these equations I have no doubt

;

and am almost equally certain of the second, but feel rather more
doubt concerning the third. Their reception involves a laborious

revision of the theory of these planets, which I cannot hope to

have the strength to accomplish, and must seriously change the

elements of their orbits. If all the three equations are admitted,
the mean motions of three of these planets can be computed when
the fourth is given. Thus, I find

«v =109256"-719 (1-fi)

w" = 4400l"-8054(l+i)
^vii_ 15428"-1822(1+A)
^viii_ >r87l"-5215(l+^)

in which il is a correction to be ascertained after the revision of the

theories.



If the third equation is rejected, the other two will give the

mean motions of two of tlie planets when two are known. 1 have

found in this case,

n'' =109256"-7l9+249i
n'-^ = 43996"-127 -J-249A'

w^" =: 15425"-1Y2— 18^4-132^'

w^'"=r '7S68"-694- 32^4-124^'

in which i and ^' are corrections to be determined after the revis-

ion of the theories. I presented my argument concerning the es-

tablishment of these equations to the American Academy last

evening. Even if they should be finally rejected, it is evident that

in the present uncertainty, the corresponding planetary inequalities

are so exceeding long, and of such uncertain length, that it will be

necessary to present the corresponding perturba^tions in the same

way as if they were exact.

2. The Edipse.—ThQ telegraph informs us that the eclipse ob-

servations on the 12th of December were successful, the weather

being very favorable.

The expedition from England under the charge of Mr. Lockyer

was destined for Jaffna in the island of Ceylon. It was joined

upon the way by Jannsen and Respighi, from which we presume

that the original design of the former to go to Java was given up.

It was expected that East Indian expeditions would occupy
one or two stations near the Malabar coast, and one near Trichmo-

poly. Also expeditions from Australia to the line of the ecHpse

across the northern part of that continent were projected, and

probably carried c "

Star Maps—Suggested Improvement ; by E.

,
N, C. (Communicated.)—All thosewho u

vithout the benefit of i

tar maps

lave felt

venience and loss of time incuiTed by leaving the teles-

cope to consult the map. And as the light used to illume the

maps causes the pupil of the eyes to contract, when a return to

the tube is made nothing can be distinctly seen. Especi

The following method is suggested as, in a measure, capable ot

remedying the trouble. Instead of stamping the stars on the

map, as usual, let punctures be made, differing in size, so as to

represent the different magnitudes. When a map thus prepared

is spread out, and a light set behind it, all those punctures shine

as stars. The eyes suffer no inconvenience from increase of ligW,

and if the map is placed at or near the instrument, one eye may
view the map, while the other looks into the tube. Thus a com-

parison may be made without much effort.

In order to better direct the eye where to look, in a blank sheet

of paper, cut a hole the size of the field of view of the telescope,

As successive portions of the

slip thi;^ sheet along. Where
ght into view by the rotary motion of the earth,

lono-. Whprp wirpa a-ro nco/1 in t.liP instrument.
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threads may be stretched across the hole in the paper, and thus fur-

ther assist the eye in the comparison of the map with the heavens.

The writer has himself profited much by this s

having punctured a common star map for the purpose.

4. 2'he Wisconsin Meteorite; by I. A. Lapham.—Two addi

tional fragments of this meteorite have been discovered, since the

notice in this Journal,* one of 16^ pounds in 1869, the other 33

pounds in 1871, making a total of 143 poimds. These last present

the same external characters, and doubtless have the same chemical

composition ; the six fragments were all found in the same field.

5. New Comet.—A comet (1871, V.) was discovered at Milan,

by Tempel, on the 3d November. It was small and faint, and
with a declination of 9°25' south (R. A. 18'' 37'"-9) was moving
rapidly southward. The following elements are given by Oppolzer
in the Astron. JSfachr., Nov., 1867, from the observations of the

first four days.

Tz=Dec. 20-1155 mean Berlin time.

n= 22° 25' 39" )

log ^izr9-87628

The resulting ephemeris gives a south declination of 37° 4' on
the 5th of December.

6. Magnetometer Indications on September 1th ; by C. A. YouNa
(dated Hanover, Nov. 14, 1871).—Immediately after the remark-

able solar disturbance of which a description was given in the last

number of the Journal of Chemistry, a letter was addressed to the

Greenwich Observatory, requesting information as to the beha-

vior of the magnetic instruments at that moment. In due time,

but too late for insertion last month, a courteous reply was received

from Professor Airy, inclosing tracings from the photographic

record-curves of the'declinometer, and of the horizontal and ver-

tical force magnetometers. These are shown in the cut below.

Contrary to my expectation, there was no specially marked dis-

turbance of the magnets simultaneous witli the " explosion " (il

explosion it really was). It is not impossible that the small dis-

turbances indicated on the first and second curves were really

caused by it.

Professor Airy writes : " The day was one of magnetic disturb-

ance, but it does not appear that any remarkable movement coin-

cided with the beginning of your observation. There was a sudden

movement nearly at the Pud."
About 24- hours after the " explosion," tlie magnetic storm

began which developed into the beautiful aurora of that evening.

pied in transmitting a magnetic perturbation from the sun to the

earth
; or else, what is perhaps more probable, that mere mechan-

ical movements in the solar atmosphere, such as the phenomena
in question appears to have been, are less efficacious in disturbing
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our magnetometers than certain other actions which are less «

spicuous.

Royal Ohservatory, Greenwich.

Magnetic changes, Sept. 1, 1871, from 2h. to lOh.

Houra. Greenwich Mean Solar Time.

2h. 3h. 41i.

19025'HH| HHHHI
1 30'^^^H ^^^^^^^^^^^1
1 ^'

^^^H ^^^^^^^^^^^H

li ^^H
0-100

1 i
1 s1 ^^^1

^^^^^^|b
^^^Hw ^m

9h.lC

^^^HI PHHUH
Hanover Mean Solar Time.

While there can be no possible doubt that there is a close con-

nection between the condition of the solar surface and magnetic

disturbances on the earth, much further investigation will he

required to elucidate the matter.

—

Boston Journal of Chemistry,

December, p. 68.

1. The first Appendix to the Washington Observations for

1869, being Reports on observations of the total solar eclipse of

Dec. 22d, 1870, by the observers of the U. S. K. Observatory,
^''^

Prof. Newcomb arranged to observe

ts of the sharp cusps of the solar crescent

across the wires of a telescope, in order to obtain materials for cor-

recting the lunar theory. The telegraphic determination of the

longitude of Gibraltar, which is necessary to the completion of his

purpose, was not possible at the time owing to an unfortunate

break in the cable. Profs. Hall, Harkness and Eastman, at Syra-

cuse, made successful and detailed observations for time, and upon

the nature of the light of the corona and prominences.
Prof Harkness concludes an extended discussion by proposing

this theory of the corona. " When seen in a clear sky the corona
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is a purely solar phenomenon, produced by a vast l)oily of self-

luminous gas,—not improbably incandescent vapor of iron,—which

envelopes the sun and is erupted from it in the same manner as

the red prominences."

The observers were aided by Capt. Tupman of the British Navy,

whose report is also oriven.

8. Annals of the Dudley Observatory. Vol. II.—This second

volume of Annals of tlie Dudley Observatory contains the descrip-

tions of the several self-recording meteorological instruments con-

structed by the Director, ]Mr. Plough, a series of hourly oljscrvations

of barometric pressiire during five years, with other meteorological

records made at the observatory. In the ap])eiidix are observa-

tions on the total eclipse of Dec. 1869, on the meteors of Dec, ] 4th,

1867, &c., and the several annual reports of the Director to the

Board of Trustees. Thirty-six charts are added, exhibiting the

changes from day to day of the meteorological phenomena dunng
the years 1868-70.

9. Astronomische Tafeln imd Formeln ; by C. F. W. Petees,

Hamburg, 1871. (AV.Mauke.) 8vo, 233 pages.—This series of

tables isl"or the use of observers with fixed or portable instru-

ments, and for general astronomical computations. It consists of

nearly forty numerical tables, followed by a dozen pages of trig-

onometric "and astronomic formulas. Some of the tables are

like those in Warnstorfs edition of Schumacher's Ilulfstafeln,

but there are many new ones, and most of the old ones are recom-

puted or enlarged. The volume includes tables for conversion of

mean into sidereal time, arcs into time, degrees, &c., into arcs;

tables for computing parallax, nutation, aberration, figure ot the

earth, reduction to the meridian, refraction; also Kuhlmann s

hypsometric tables, a very conveniently arranged table of squares

of numbers, up to 10,000, for use in the method of least squares,

a table of natural sines, tangents and secants, to five decimals for

each minute of the quadrant, an interpolation table for use when

2d, 3d, 4th and 5th differences are employed, and tables for reduc-

tion of barometers of various scales.
^

10. The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanacfor 18<4

is just out, two years in advance.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Masses of Meteoric Jro«.-At the meeting of the Geologic^al

Society held on the 8th inst., there was read a letter from the

Embassy at Copenhagen, transmitted by Earl Granvdle, mention-

ing that a Swedish scientific expedition, just returned from the

coast of Greenland, had brought home a number of masses ot me-

teoric iron found there upon the surface of the ground, inese

masses varied greatly in size ; the largest was said to ^eign ^^^

tons. Mr. David Forbes having recently returned Irom Stock-

holm, where he had the opportunity of examimng t^ese remark-

able masses of native iron, took the opportumty of statmg that
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hich had been found on the coast of Greenland. The expedition
of this year, however, has just succeeded in bringing back more
than twenty additional specimens, amongst which two were of

enormous size. The largest, weighing more than 49,000 Swedish
pounds, or about 21 tons Enghsh, with a maximum sectional area

of about 42 square feet, is now placed in the hall of the Royal
Academy of Stockholm ; whilst, as a compliment to Denmark, on

whose territory they were found, the second largest, weighing
20,000 lbs., or about 9 tons, has been presented to the Museum
of Copenhagen. Several of these specimens have been submited
to chemical analysis, which proved them to contain nearly 5 per
cent, of nickel, with from 1 to 2 per cent, of carbon, and to be quite

identical in chemical composition with many aerolites of known
meteoric origin. When polished and etched by acids, the surface
of these masses of metallic iron shows the peculiar figures or

markings usually considered characteristic of native iron of me-
teoric origin. The masses themselves were discovered lying loose
on the shore, but immediately resting upon basaltic rocks (proba-
1.W ^f^u ^ :.. ^jj-pj^ ^j^gy appear to have originally

„„i_i._„_ ^_ . ^'"'ir iron been

, „jj. J examined,
is found to contain minute particles of metallic iron, identical in

chemical composition with that of the large masses themselves,
whilst some of the masses of native iron are observed to enclose
fragments of the basalt. As the chemical composition and min-
eralogical character of these masses of native iron are quite dif-

ferent from those of any iron of terrestrial origin, and altogether
identKjal with those of undoubted meteoric iron. Prof. Nordensk-
jold regards them as aerolites, and accounts for their occurrence
in the basalt by supposing that they proceeded from a shower of

meteorites which had fallen down and buried themselves in the
molten basalt during an eruption in the Miocene period. Not-
withstanding that these masses of metallic iron were found lying
on the shore between the ebb and flow of ride, it has been found,
upon their removal to Stockhohn, that they perish with extraor-
dinary rapidity, breaking up rapidly and falling to a fine powder.
Attempts to preserve them by covering them with a coating of
varnish have as yet proved unsuccessful ; and it is actually pro-

posed to preserve them from destruction by keeping them in a

tank of alcohol. Mr. Maskelyne then stated that the British
JVluseum already possessed a specimen of this native iron, and
accounted for its rapid destruction on exposure by the absorption
of chlorine from terrestrial sources, which brought about the

tormation of ferrous chloride. This was particularly marked in

the case of the great Melbourne meteorite in the Brirish Museum;
he had succeeded in protecting this, as well as the Greenland
specimen, by coating them externally, after previouslv heating
them gently, with a varnish made of shellac dissolved in nearly
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absolute alcohol. He considered it probable that a meteoric mass

falling with immense velocity might so shatter itself as to cause

some of its fragments to enclose fragments of basalt, aud even to

impregnate the neighbouring mass of basalt with minute particles

of the metallic iron : but he considered the question of meteoric

origin could only be decided by examining the same mass of

basalt at some greater distance from the stones themselves, so as

to prove whether the presence of such metallic iron was actually

characteristic of the entire mass of the rock.— Chemical News,

Mv. 17.

2. On the Phosphorescence of the Eggs of the common Glow-

worm ; by M. JoussET.—On the 16th of July last, in very warm
weather, I collected in the part of the Chateau de Monjay two

glowworms which shone brilliantly. These two females were

coupled, and escorted by a supplementary male. I carried them

^aris in a glass tube ; and the next day they laid about sixty

, of the size of a pin's head, which is very large in comparison

1 the size of the insect.

The shell of these eggs is so delicate that they cannot be touched

without breaking it. The micropyle is very apparent ; and their

colour is yellowish.
It is worthy of note, and, as far as I know, has not yet been

indicated, that these eggs are endowed with a bright phosphores-

cence. They are not only phosphorescent immediately after lay-

ing, but they remain phosphorescent. Those which I collected as

above, presented the phenomenon without any diminution until

the 23d of July—that is to say, for seven days.

I could not continue the observation any further, because, hav-

the tube containi

of these eggs
spreads upon the glass is phosphorescent,
vintil it is quite Ax^.— Gomptes Bendus, September 4, 1871, p. 629.

Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., IV, viii, 372.
, ,

3. Coast Survey Deep-Sea Dredging Expedition.--'l\^^%^^^r^}

organization and plan of this expedition is stated in Vol. II. ot this

Journal, on page 228. The vessel—the steamer Sassier—^
finally sailed, having left Boston on the 3d of December. ITie

expedition is under the command of Captain P. C. Johnson and

Messrs. Kennedy and Day are the lieutenants. On account of the

lateness of the season, the projected work in the Atlantic will be

mostly given up, and probably be performed another season oy

the A. D. Bache, a consort of the Hassler. A letter frona Prof.

Agassiz to Prof B. Peirce, Superintendent of the Coast Survey,

?ated the day before the sailing of the expedition, has been pub-

lished, announcing in a prophetic way what discoveries the expe-

dition may be expected to make through its deep-sea dredging^ in

the Southern Ocean and elsewhere. The idea, that Tertiary Cre-

taceous and earlier types may be looked for m the depths ot the

ocean, has animated all the more recent dredging expeditions, and

the success in this direction has been regarded as their greatest

triumph. In view of this success, Prof. Verrill observed, in
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this Journal, vol. xlix, 134 (January, 1870): "The discovery of

the living Cystidean, noticed in the 'last number of this Journal,

is another fact of the same kind, and so remarkable that it may

not seem unreasonable to anticipate hereafter the discovery of

living Ammonites and Trilobites." The new expedition, if its

plans are carried out, may do much toward ascertaining whether

such predictions are to be verified or not.

4, Jay's Cabinet of Shells.- -The very extensive collection of

shells of Mr. John C' Jay, comprismg 14,000 species and 50,000

specimens, has been generously given by him to the American

Museum of Natural History, established in the Central Park, New
York. The letter of Mr. Jay, announcing the gift, is dated No-

Charles Babbage, the author of the " ninth " Bridgewater

Treatise, inventor of the calculating machine, and author of vari-

ous memoirs on mathematical and physical subjects, died on the

20th of October last.

There is no fear that the worth of the late Charles Babbage

will be over-estimated by this or any generation. To the majority

of people he was little known except as an irritable and eccentnc

person, possessed by a strange idea of a calculating machine,

which he failed to carry to completion. Only those who have

carefully studied a number of his writings can adequately con-

ceive the nobility of his nature and the depth of his genius. To

dlminislied the value of Ms labours, would' be useless, for they

were readily apparent in every part of his life. The powers of

mind possessed by Mr. Babbage, if used with judgment and per-

sistence upon a limited range of subjects, must have placed him

among the few greatest men who can create new methods or re^

form whole branches of knowledge. Unfortunatelv the works ot

Babbage are strangely fragmentary. It has been stated m the

daily press that he wrote eighty volumes ; but most of the eighty

publications are short papers, often only a few pages in length,

published in the transactions of learned societies. Those to which

we can apply the name of books, such as "The Ninth Bridge-

water Treatise," "The Reflections on the Decline of Science," or

"The Account of the Exposition of 1851," are generallv incom-

plete sketches, on which but little care could have been expended.

We have, in flict, mere samples of what he could do. He was

essentially one who began and did not complete. He sowed ideas,

the fruit of which has been reaped by men less able but of more

thrifty mental habits.

It was not time that was wanting to him. Born as long ago as

the 26th of December, 1*792, he has enjoyed a working life of nearly

pghty years, and, though within the last few years his memory tor

immediate events and persons was rapidly decaying, the other in-

tellectual powers seemed as strong as ever. The series of publica-

tions which constitute the real record of his life commenced in 1^1=^
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with the preface to the Transactions of the Analytical Society, a

small club established by Babbage, Herschel, Peacock, and several

other students at Cambridge, to promote, as it was Immorously

expressed, the principles of pure D-ism, that is, of the Leibnitzian

notation and the methods of French mathematicians. Until 1822

Mr. Babbas^e's writings consisted exclusively of memoirs upon

mathematical subjects"^ which, however little read in the present

day, are yet of the highest interest, not only because they served

to awaken English mathematicians to a sense of their backward

position, bvit because they display the deepest insight into the

principles of symbolic methods. His memoir in the " Cambridge

PhilosophicalTransactions" for 1826, "On the Influence of Signs

in Mathematical Reasoning," may be mentioned as an admirable

example of his mathematical writings. In this paper, as m many
other places, Mr. Babbage has expressed his opmion concerning

the wonderful powers of a suitable notation m assistmg the

human mind.
As early as 1812 or 1813 he entertained the notion of calculatmg

mathematical tables by mechanical means, and in 1819 or 1820

began to reduce his ideas to practice. Between 1820 and 1822 he

- npleted a small model, and in 1823 commenced a more perfect

engine with the assistance of public money.
as well as impossible to pursue in detail the

taking, fully stated as it is in several of Mr. Babbage's volumes.

Suffice It to say that, commencing with 1,500^., the cost of the

Difference Engine grew and grew until 17,000^., of public money

had been expended. Mr. Babbage then most unfortunately put

forward a new scheme for an Analytical Engine, w^hich should in-

definitely surpass in power the previously-designed engine, lo

trace out the intricacies of negotiation and misunderstanding

which followed would be superfluous and painful. The result was

that the Government withdrew all further assistance, the practica

engineer threw up his work and took away his tools and i\lr.

Babbage, relinquishino- all notions of completing the Diff-erence

machine, bestowed allliis energies upon the designs of the wonder-
" "

iject of his aspirations was *^'"

lathematician embodied

J be capable of any analytic

operation, for instance, solving equations and tabulating the most

complicated formuL-e. Nothing but a careful study of the pui>

1 adequate r of the vast mechani-

cal ingenuity lavished by Mr. Babbage upon this fascnatmg

design. Although we are often without detailed explanations of

the means, there can be little doubt that everything which 3Jr

Babbage asserted to be possible would have been theoretically

possible. The engine was to possess a kind of power of previsio",

and was to be so constructed that intentional disturbance ol all

the loose parts would give no error in the final result
_

Although for many years Mr. Babbage entertained the intention

of constructing this machine, and made many propositions, we can
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hardly suppose it capable of practical realisation. Before 1851 he
appears to have despaired of its completion, but his workshops
were never wholly closed. It was his pleasure to lead any friend
or visitor through these rooms and explain their contents. No
more strange or melancholy sight could well be seen. Around
these rooms in Dorset Street were the ruins of a life-time of the
most severe and ingenious mental labors perha
man The drawings of the machine were alone i. >,

ot^skiU and industry; cabinets full of tools, pieces
..„^,„.,„ „.„._•-._

, ^^^ facilitating exact workmanship,

Uiactures and Machmery," first published in 1832, is in reality a
tragment of a treatise on Political Economy. Its popularity at the

nnhrr'/''*'^/' ^^^.' ^^'''^^' ^^P"^^^^ i" America, translations were
published m four Continental languages. The book teems with
onginal and true suggestions, among which we find the system of
Industrial Partnerships now coming into practice. It is, in fact,
impossible to over-praise the work, which, so far as it goes, is im-
comparably excellent. Having assisted in founding the Statistical
^ociety of London m 1834, Mr. Babbage contributed to their
iransactions a single paper, but as usual it was a model research,
containing a complete analysis of the operations of the Clearing

coZL.r^"^. 5^'- }\ ^^^ P^^^^^ly the earliest paper in which
complicated statistical fluctuations were carefully analyzed, and it

W <S .Vi f uv,® .

^^'"^ y^'^^^ that bankers have been persuaded

longer to ,^'

Lubbock to recognize the value of such statistics, and no

veafr.! « fuT '^""^ ^^ ^""^^t- I" this, as in other cases, many

of m7S if
^' °'' P'^P^" generally had any notion of the value

he ^P ^,^^^t^^ ?
^^<\uxvi^^

; and there can be little doubt that, had

VolfZTv
^"' l^^ty powers to economic studies, the science of

rolitical Economy would have stood by this time in something

?plf"'".'? ^'^™ '^' P^'^^^t pseudo-scientific form.
Perhaps the most admirable of all his writings was the Xinth

serief^ l.'*-*r?J''^l,^°^"^^P^«t^^ ^d<iiti«« to that well-known

7u^A\J ., ,

^ahbage showed the bearing of mathematical

which thf" '^- ?^^^^^-
.
^^'^ '' «"^ ^^ the few Scientific works in

k cTp.rW 7TT^^ "^tural laws with breaches of continuity

hemt^irK K-*t-
?at Power which can assign laws can set

infe?p.;p t^'
'^^\ ^^^^^- ^^P^^-t from all partic^ilar theological

bv RTbh!' T Tl ^" "^ ^'^^^tion of the truth of the views stated

f/n^itv // ^IV^^ ^^^^ ^^ hardly more remarkable for the pro-

in wSv. I
philosophy than for the elevated and eloquent style

,
probably, i
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language was clear, and lucid beyond i ^

ever elegant, and rose at times into the most unaifected auu nue
eloquence. We may entertain some fear that the style of scientific

writing in the present day is becoming bald, careless, and even

defective in philosophic accuracy. If so, the study of Mr. Bab-

bage's writings would be the best antidote.

Let it be granted that in his life there was much to cause disap-

pomtment, and that the results of his labors, however great, are

below his powers. Can we withhold our tribute of admiration to

one who throughout his long life inflexibly devoted his exertions

to the most lofty subjects? Some will cultivate science as an

amusement, others as a source of pecuniary profit, or the means of

gaining popularity. Mr. Babbage was one of those whose genius

urged them against everything conducive to their inomediate inter-

ests. He nobly ujjheld the character of a discoverer and inventor,

despising any less reward than to carry out the highest conception

which his mind brought forth. His very failures arose from no

want of industry or ability, but from excess of resolution that his

aims should be at the very highest. In these money-making days

can we forget that he expended almost a fortune on his task ? It,

as people think, wealth and luxury are corrupting society, should

they omit to honor one of whom it may be truly said, m the words

of Merlin, that the single wish of his heart was "to give them

greater minds ?"—i\^a^«re, Nov. 9.

Rev. J. A. Swan.—It is with regret that we have to announce

the recent death, in Boston, of Rev. J. A, SwAif, on the 31st ot

October last, at the age of 48. Mr. Swan has been long known

among his New England friends for his love of natural history and

for his skill in the use of the microscope ; and during his residence

at Kennebunk, although a devoted pastor in that village, he found

time to make numerous important explorations and observations

in the natural history of the vicinity. Failing in health a tew

years ago, he visited Europe, and on his return was appointed to

the responsible post of secretary of the Boston Society of Natural

History, in connection with Professor A. Hyatt, succeedmg 3lr.

Scudder in charge of the business of the society. Apart 1

scientific accompli^ ' ^'~ a,„„„ ..oo ...rl^nvprl to

friends by persona
Harpers Weekly.

Miscellaneous Bibliography.

^ 1. A Report of Surgical Gases treated in the
^^^^IJ^'

United States fiom 1865 to 1871. Circular No 3. Surgeon

General Ofiice,-^Washington.-The reports of the medical and

surgical cases occurring in the army, and presenting the con-

densed tabular statements of the results of each five years, have

always been looked for with interest by the profession, aiid more

•or less carefully read. The report of
««j;g^^f^""^J',,^^7Swhifh T,ao ^„„/u.„„ \....^A «B Circular No 3, is of more than

i just been issued as Circular No 3,
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usual importance. Instead of the statistical tables of former
years, this volume contains abstracts of more than a thousand
cases ot surgical operations, selected as among the most interest-
ing and instructive, and presented with details^sufhcient to render
them extremely uselul. The capital operations seem to have been
remarkably successful, and the small ratio of mortality in thiffh
amputations (38.5) is certainly exceptional. Of the cases of punc-
tured wounds, those by arrows are not among the least interest-
ing, on account of their novelty in the present age, and as having
furnished the occasions for the earliest\ecorded triumphs of mil-
itary surgeons of antiquity. Of the nine cases of lithotomy, aU
successlul, four were for calculi having for their nuclei missiles of
various kinds that had perlbrated and lodged in the bladder; one
ot these being an iron arrow-head, which singularly enough had
entered the bladder through the obturator fortrum The volume
has been compiled by Asst. Surgeon Otis, and is a very valuable
con ribution to surgical literature, besides being creditable to the
skill of our army surgeons.

2. Appleton'8 American Annual CyclopcBdia and Begister of
l^P^J^^^^^entsy the Year l^li,. Vol X, 1871. Royal 8yo,

S;?l r ^'""^""^^ ^n^i^m^ the high character of its precursors,
wnicn ot course are chiefly devoted to the great interests of poUtics,

d&n7 ^^^
««^^.^^,f

?f the world, with special reference to

an fn .11
^^^^^^^^Pecially interesting to Americans ; it touches, in

covTrii Sf ^""^ comprehensive minner, upon the importan '•

coveries and resparflieu rv^^A^ ?„ ,.„..: .^ . .
^ ^ •

Thu

;;
Astronomical Phenomena" and'^Prog^^ss ;'

Chemical Examination of American Grapes and Wines ;" " Unem-

«r^^
"^^''^?'^"^''" "East River Bridge;" "Electricity;"

Geog, aphica Explorations and Discoveries f "Metals ;" " Storm

cfZ '• w^'^T^ .^^ '^^ S"° i» December, 'l 870." The Franco-

ItalV .n^ fl!""'
™PO?ant political and ecclesiastical changes in

r3'f,ol*^'^r^' ^^*^! U. States for 1870, naturally occupy a

^11 r^c^v^^, ^^v. •
*^^ world's progress, and are as essential to

all reference libraries as they are convenient to men of research.

11^1 ^dinlSR^ \Y''' ^- ^^^^^^^' A-M.-This monthly was estab-

o he sU. '

? V

^'' ^^.^^e^ched its 6th volume. It is "devoted

lucuLn^ I .
^"^^ ^'^®' *^^ a^S' agriculture, and medicine,"

iWructivP t
' r'^^'^f

^"•^"^ theselieads, ar^ interesting and
uibtiuctive to a large class of rpn.iovc t* I—i.^^. ^^^rfcr
original contributors

i

trge class of readers. It numbers among its

..AA
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ o^^ first writers, who do good ser-

1 addressmg, on matters of current interest in science; a larger

of Uke characTe; T?
''

""^^'^f \^ ^""^ ^*^^^ American journal

sionT^
^^aiacter. The papers by Prof. C. A. Young on an explo-

also tLt o
"' P'^^K^.^^d i^ the last number of this Journal, and

at thp tim!''./.r^'''''H''^. P^g^' g^^i^g magnetometer indications

the use^ tf ' ^^Pi^«ion, were copied from tliis Journal. For
lue use ot the cut on mere 70 wp «vo ir^^^w.^ *„ :*., „j;*^^
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4. An Eleuieiitati/ Treatise on Heat; by IUlfouk Siew.
LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosopliy at the Owens «

lege, :\Ianchester. Second edition. 12ino, pi), xx, 415. ()xf<

1871. (Clarendon I'ress. XeNV York : .Macmillan ct Co.)—We
lievo we were nowise in error in regardint,^ t^ie first edition of
little l)ook as altoo-ether tlie l)e>t manual on tiie subject of whic
treats to be (ound in any lanouaoe. Jt N o-ratifyinu- tliereforc

find it ^o^^\e]l apin-eciatcd/that a se< uix! edition Ts already

tional problems on "Sir William TliJnisonV aiTplic actions of
dynamical theory of heat to the e.^Jtabli.slnnent of relations betw
the physical properties (

yino-this, welia\<' in mind llie

fact that its author is one of the foremost (hinlver- of the hi) in

the department of the conseryation of eneru\. We liihl (on^t-
qtiei.tly in the book a \yealth of thought as enurcly ori-iMal a-> it

IS inyaluable. The chai)ter on the Theory of Kxchan-x- is inom-
purable; and IJook 111, Ayherein is treated the nature and '•ources
of heat and its connection A\ith other jjroperties of matter, most
admirably exidbits the great power and clearness with which

5. A Treatise upon Terrestrial Maqnethm. 8yo, pp. \iii, 179.
Edinburgh and London, IhT!. (Wni. Blackwood k Nnis).—The
object of the author in wntinsr this book wa^, as he >tates, to

adyanee a w^w theory of his own to explain the i.henomena of
terrestrial magnetism'. He assumes at the out^t't, 1st, that the
earth is a great mau-net ; an.! -Jd, th:it electricity is united with
the matter of wbich it is composed. This rkVtricitv - l)eing

the earth \\ hich is directly under the sun; Icsst-uimz- <rraduall\

from this ])oint in all directions. :\[oreo\i'r, he assumes tiuit when
a ferruginous body mo\es through electricity of yarjing density,

the same effects arc produced as when a current passes lound such
a body. On this hypothesis he proceeds to account for the phe-

nomena of terrestrial magnetism: 1st, it f)llo\yh that a current

would exist oyer the upper part of the earth's rrusi, ex en though
there are in it non-conducting portions; lid, the ai ranuenunt ui

the magnetic poles is as the ^hypothesis re<|uins: .M, itixj.lains

^^'hy the magnetic poles are so' distant from the ternsnial : tth,

are thus accounted for.' The book is well wiitten, but is apparently
the work of an amateur in science, who unfortunately publishes it

anonymously, assuming that this would ensure it a better reception.

6. Sur les TrtmUemeatH de terre ft les eruption.^ volcaniques

^i»s VArchipd Hawaie),, en 1 S68; par .M. Alexis Pekkey, Prof
Hon. de la Facultc des Sciences de Dijon. 64 pp. 8vo.—Prof.
Perrey continues his yaluable labors in connection with the subject
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of earthquakes, and here presents a review of the facts relating to

the great Hawaiaii earthquakes of 1868. The memoir was pre-

sented to the Soc. Imp, d' Agriculture of Lyons in February, 1860.

Besides the above, Prof. Perrey has also published a " Note sur

les Tremhlements de terre en 1868, avec SuijpUments pour les

ann'ees anterieures de 1843 ^ 1867, in the Proceedings of the Bel-

gian Academy, February, 1 8 70,

7. Uehersicht der seit 1847 fortgesetzten Untermchungen ilber

das von der Atmosphare tmsichtbar getragene reiche organische

Leben, von Christian Gottfried Ehrenbeeg. 150 pp. 4to,

with two plates. BerUn, Abh. d. K. Akad. der Wiss. zu Berlin,

1871.—Prof, f^hrenberg has here given a very valuable review of

the facts relating to organisms from dust showers and other atmos-

pheric sources, adding also the results of new observations. Plate

I contains numerous forms of organisms from recent dust showers

;

that of Ispahan in 1870; the Dardanelles to Sicily in 1869;

Apulia in 1868; Janina in 1870; Island of Sora in 1869; Swit-

zerland in 1867.

8. Crustacea Atnphipoda horealia et arctlca, Auctore Axel
BoECK. 200 pp. 8vo.—A prodromus in Latin of the large work,

illustrated with 32 plates, soon to be published by the author.

These Amphipod Crustaceans have their greatest diversity of

forms in the cold latitudes of the globe ; and hence, a work on

Arctic and boreal species has a special interest. This prodromus
contains full descriptions of all of the species, and a complete

synonymy.
9. Elbthalgebirge in Sachsen, von Dr. Hanns Bruno Geinitz.

—The second number of the first part of this fine work has been

just issued. It treats of the corals of the Lower Quader Sand-

stein (Upper Cretaceous), and is illustrated by three excellent

plates, 11 to 13.

^ 10. Die 3Im€ralogie, leichtfasslicht dargesteUt ; by Franz voN
KoBELL. 4th enlarged edition. 272 pp. 12rao, with five plates.—

An excellent manual for the young student. It is brief and

precise in its descriptions, simple in its treatment of the crystallo-

grahic and physical branches of the subject, and convenient in its

classification.

11. Revite de Geologic pour les a?inees 1867 et 1868, par MM.
A. Delesse et M. de Lapparent. 372 pp. 8vo. Paris, 1871.

(Dunod, Editeur).—This is the seventh volume of this valuable

review of the progress of geological science. It was nearly com
pleted nine mouths since, but, like much else of science in France,

was interrupted, as the preface says, by the two sieges of Paris.

It treats at considerable length of rocks and their metallic con-

tents, reviews also the more important memoirs on historical

geology, and also, in the last chapter, on dynamical geology.

Die KeptUfauna der Gosau-Pormation in der neuen Welt bei Wiener-Neustadt

;

von Dr. Emanuel Bnnzel. 20 pp. 4to, with 8 plates. Abh. d. K. K. geoL Reich-
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Art. XIL— Observations on Micke's Comet at the Dartmouth

College Observatory; by Prof. C. A. YouNG.

The spectrum of this comet was observed on Dec. 1st, 2d

5th and 6th, and found to consist of three bright bands of

which the central one is by far the most conspicuous. The

bands are pretty sharply defined at their lower (i. e., less refran-

gible) edge, but fade' gradually toward then- upper limit.

There was no indication of resolvability into lines, but the

light was too feeble to allow the use of great dispersive power,

or of a very narrow slit. I think that with the power and

adjustment employed, no lines nearer to each other than 6' and
^'^ could have been distinctly separated.

^
,.„

No continuous spectrum could be detected, nor any differ-

ence, except in brightness, between the spectra of different por-

tions of the comet.°
After tiying several arrangements, with dispersive powers

ranging from one to five prisms, it was found that the best

results were obtained with a chemical spectroscope having a

single 60° prism, and collimator and telescope of such power

and focal length as iust neatlv to divide the D lines.

In this inttrument the eye-piece is provided with a bar

crossing the center of the field of view parallel to the slit, while

the telescope itself can be moved by a tangent screw so as to

bring any portion of the spectrum to the edge of the bar

There is also the ordinary scale viewed by reflection from the

surface of the prism. -r,

The observations were made in the following manner: By

means of the tangent screw, the bar was so placed as to mae

Ax. JouB. Scl-Thibd series, Vol. Ill, No. 14-Fkb., 1872.
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the whole band, whose position was to be ascertained, except a

just visible line of light, and then, the scale being for the

moment illuminated by a small Geissler tube, the correspond-
mg division was read off at the edge of the bar. The value of

Lgbr(
il vapor, each Hn

ube containing

avoid parallax,

being brought to the edge of the bar before reading off. The
spectrum of the tube was compared directly with that of sun-

light by means of an instrument of high dispersive power, ana
thus the data were obtained for constructing a curve accurately

representing the relation between the scale of my instrument
and the map-scales of KirchoS* and Angstrom. By means of

this curve the observed readings were finally reduced.
The precaution was taken to adjust the scale to a new read-

ing, and to reverse the slit (which opens only from one side)

several times during the observations, in order to reduce the

chance of constant errors.

The following table presents the results of the observations,
each evening's work consisting of from three to twelve sets of

measures. The numbers given relate to the bright, compara-
tively well-defined, less refrangible edges of the bands.

Kirchoffsscal Angstrom's sea e.

Date. istband
1

2d band. 3d band. 3d band.

1245

j

1645

.,0 .S3

2265 5569
5172

5174

4698

is
Means^ 1240

1 1645 2265 1 5575 5174;5j_i702_

.angstroms scale.

The figure* gives an idea of the appearance of the spe-
and the position of its bands.

* The irregularity observable in the spacing of Angstrom's scale at tl.^

ot the diagram is no fault of the draftsman or engraver but represeur-
The irregularity, however, is really in the scale of Kirchoff, the prisms o:
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The spectrum of this comet appears to be the same with that

of comet II, 1868 (Winnecke's comet), described by Mr. Hug-

gins in the Philosophical Transactions for that year. No data

are given in the paper by which to refer the scale of his instru-

ment to that of Kirchoff, except such as can be deduced from

inspection of the figure. The scale appears, however, to be the

same as that used in his observations of star spectra (see Philo-

sophical Transactions for 1864, p. 435). If so, D corresponds

to 1000, E to 1252, h' to 1297-5, and F to 1483. Assuming

these numbers, I find that the relation of this scale to that of

my own instrument is verv closely represented by a straight

hne, and that the readings i094, 1298 and 1589, corresponding

to the lower edges of the bands observed, give respectively wave-

lengths of about 559, 517 and 469 millionths of a millimeter.

Dr. Huggins considers that he has satisfactorily identified

this spectrum with that of carbon.

The brightest line falls in the b group, where also a strong

line appears in the spectrum of common air under the influence

of the electric spark ;
although quite probably merely accidental,

it may also be worth noting that the principal line of the aurora

spectrum (wave-length 5568) very closely coincides with the

lowest band.
On the evening of Dec. 1st, at 6^ 04™ p. m., Hanover mean

time (5*^ 45'" Washington time), the comet passed centrally over

a star of the 9th magnitude.
My attention was called to it by the sudden appearance ot a

bright, narrow spectrum running longitudinally through that

s disturbed and adjusted during the

Comparison of the Scales of Ang troma dKirchojf

Ang. Ang. K. Dlff. Ang. K. -

4300 -
1 .. 5100 1747

145! 5900 1000

llf.
-B 5200

1489
122 895

4600 2397
]f^

1.S92

4800 1219

Jl
4900

5000
5700

680?
__

Below C (694 K) no accurate coordination of the scales seems possible, as ot

^ery few lines are recognizable on Angstrom's maP
,i ^^,

There is very ereat need of a new map of the solar spectrum equauy mim
^nd faithful in deteU Vi^ that of Kirchoff, but constructed throughout on a «
"Stent scale; and for this purpose I am convinced *»^^ ^P^'^j" "**'fl°f ,^ .

^/w, as already proposed by Herschel and Stoney, would be incomparably t
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of the comet. On looking into the telescope with a power of

200, the star was for about thirty seconds of time so near the

center of the comet that I should certainly have mistaken it for

a nucleus but for the spectrum.
The star did not appear to be dimmed in the slightest degree.

On this night, and also on Dec. 2d, the comet appeared as a

nebulous mass about 5' or 6' in diameter. It was much
brighter in the center, though without any stellar nucleus; verj'

indefinite in its outline, but on the whole rather more distinctly

bounded on the side opposite to the sun, fanning out a little

toward the sun—a very unusual occurrence in a comet. Other

observers have, however, noticed the same thing in this comet
during the last few weeks.

""'
i barely visible to the naked eye.

On the 5th,

detected a tail about 25'

liar, one-sided

which I have

long, of singular,

confori •

attempted to represent in the

accompanying figure. One

edge was pretty bright and

well-defined, a rectiUnear

streamer of light directed at

a position angle of about 43°

(i.e.,N. 43° E.) from the cen-

ter of the comet. The other

edge was curved in the usual parabolic form, but was very famt,

mdefinite and difficult to trace. On the 6th, the straight streamer

could still be faintly seen, but the comet was so low and the air

so hazy that nothing further could be made out.
The telescope employed in the above observations has an

aperture of 9*4 inches.

Dartmouth CoUege, Dec. 8, 1871.

An- interesting locality of fossils has recently been discovered

by Mr. J. E. Clayton, and specimens have been placed in mj

hands for examination, through the kindness of Professor

Joseph LeConte. These fossils indicate most unequivocal y

the Potsdam period of the Silurian age, since they belong ^
those most characteristic families, the Lingulidoe and

ParadoxidoR. The specimens contain a great number of

viduals, but few species ; and these much broken and cl

compacted together. Among the fragments are several 1
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of Agraulos {Arionellus and Arion of Barrande, Crepicephalus

of D. D. Owen), and the species seems to be the same A. Owem

which has been described by Meek and Hayden as occurrmg

in the Big Horn Mountains. This is by far the most abundant

species in the specimens obtained by Mr. Clayton ;
but there

are also other fragments, one of which seems almost certamiy

to be a Conocaryphe {Conocephaliies of Barrande), and others to

belong to the genus Paradoxides. The class of brachiopods

is represented in these specimens by two or more genera, all ot

the family of Lingulidce. Among these I thmk that 1 am able

to recognize the genera Lingulepis (Lingula) and Ohoklia. At

all events, the character of this assemblage of fossils is thor-

oughly and peculiarly Primordial.
1 -r,

• ri
This is an interesting discovery, since it carries the Pnmordial

fauna much farther west than it had been found before, ine

most western locality of Potsdam sandstone fossils Feviousiy

described, is that in the Big Horn Mountains, at the head ol

Powder river, in longitude 107°, while that discovered by Mr.

Clayton is nekr the 116th meridian. It is, indeed, wonderful to

see 'the persistence of this grouping of forms which cbaractemes

the lowest subdivision of the fossiliferous series, and whicn nas

been found recurring at so many points over ^^ejast area ot

this continent, as will as on the other side of the Atlantic.

This persistence seems the more remarkable, when we con-

sider the very different lithological character of the rocks m
which these constantly recurring trilobites and brachiopods are

found at various localities. In Bohemia they occur ^ argilla^

ceous shales; throughout the United States, rom ^^w York to

the Rocky Mountains, in the ''Potsdam sandstone, or m shales

or slates;'' in Texas, and now in Nevada, in hmestones.

This discovery will also indicate the necessity of cau

theorizing on the geological structure and age ot regions wuicu

have only been hastily examined. It will not do to P^^ do^^

p,.^,.,. Ja .i„^„„^ l^^„r. l.^1nw the Tnas m the far West as

r slates;" in Texas, and now in Nevada, m limestones.

This discovery will also indicate the necessity ^^ .^^^^^^^^^

leorizing on the geological structure and age ot regions wmcn

have only been hastily examined. It will not do to P^^ do^^

every red-sandstone gronp below the Tnas m the far West as

"Potsdam," for that subdivision may be much
^^^J ^^^^^J.

' - Itskf as a modest limestone of a very^ 1? gtin w?s
mumg itseii as a moaesi, umcBtcn^^ v^-

, >, . -Ooo^r, w
color. It is not many years ago that the Great ^asin w
believed to be occupiedby a masi of volcanic

^^^J^^^^^.
rocks, in which but few, if any, organic forms ^^^^^^^f^

^f,
found Every year, however, brings us some ^^^"l^^^^^^

dence of the existence of numerous ^f\l?f^^°;;V^^mit atl th^

extremely interesting region.
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Among the specimens sent by Mr. Clayton are several small

pieces of a mottled buff and gray limestone, filled with frag-

ments of minute trilobites and bracbiopods, and from a locality

on Schell Creek, seventy-five miles northeast of White Pine,

not far from lat 40°, Ion. 115°. These specimens also clearij

demonstrate the existence of the Primordial fauna at that

locality
;
but the fragments are so imperfect that I will not

attempt to name any of them, unless it be one, which may be

either Agraulos Oweni, or another species of the same genus

closely resembling this. There are also many very minute
brachiopods hardly 015 of an inch in diameter, which have a

form not much different from that of Lingulepis prima.

Art. XLY.—Notice of the Address of Prof T. Sterry Hunt before

the American Association at Indianapolis:^ by James D.

Dana.

In a brief notice of the recent address of Professor Hunt,

contamed in the last volume of this Journal (p. 205), it is stated

that, while the discussions show learning and research, and his

review of the progress of opinions with regard to the Taconic

and associated rocks is an able presentation of the subject, its

conclusions are throughout open to doubts and objections,

bmce it IS fairer to an author to make special, rather than gen-

eral, criticisms, I propose to state here a part of the objections

referred to in that remark. They are as follows :

1. That, while accepting the ordinary views with regard to

most pseudomorphs by alteration " (crystals chemically altered

without a loss of form), he rejects them with respect to those

that are silicates in composition ; that is, he denies that the

crystals of serpentine having the form of chrysolite, pyroxene,

dolomite, etc., are pseudomorphs
; and the same of those oi

steatite, having the form of hornblende, pyroxene, spinel, etc.

;

ot those of pinite having the form of nephelite, scapolite, etc. :

and so in other cases :—notwithstanding that (1) they bear posi-

tive evidence of change in having ordinarily no polarizing prop-

erties, and no other interior features or qualities conforming to

the external form ; that (2) the crystalline forms are just those

presented by the species after which thev are supposed to be

pseudomorphs, and the idea of their being real forms of a sinf
polymorphous species is wholly inadmissible, as pronounced by

every crystallographer who has written on the subject; that (3)

the pseudomorphs show all stages in the process of change froi«

'' %* Prof. Hunt's address hp° i i.,.-.^.. . „ . :„_ xT«+„rali8t ftf

September, and, since then, i

fully the criticisms here oflfere
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incipient to complete alteration, in the latter case not a trace of
the .original mineral remaining.

In his assumption, for it is little better, he opposes the views
of every writer on pseudomorphs, excepting one—Scheerer

;

and Scheerer's chemical speculations, which are at the basis of
his opinions, he rejects, like all other chemists.
This unwarranted assumption has a profound position in the

system of views on metamorphism which Professor Hunt holds,
and gives shape and intensity to his opinions of the views of

2. That, in commencing a paragraph with the sentence, " The
doctrine of pseudomorphism by alteration, as taught by Gustaf
Rose, Haidinger, Blum, Volger, Eammelsberg, Dana, Bischof,
and many others [meaning thereby other writers on pseudo-
morphism], leads them, however, to admit still greater and more
remarkable changes than these, and to maintain the possibility

of converting almost any silicate into any other"—he grossly

misrepresents the views of at least Rose, Haidinger, Blum,
Rammelsberg, Dana ; and that he completes the caricature in

the closing sentence of the same paragraph, in which he says,
" In this way we are led from gneiss or granite to limestone,

from limestone to dolomite, and from dolomite to serpentine, or
more directly from granite, granulite or diorite to serpentine at

once, without passing through the intermediate stages of lime-

stone and dolomite;"—part of which transformations, I, for

one, had never conceived ; and Rose, Haidinger, Rammelsberg
and probably Blum and the "many others," would repudiate
them as strongly as myself. Next follows a verse from Goethe,

that is made to announce his personal vexation with their

" sophistries ;" alias absurdities, as the context implies.

Professor Hunt's rejection of established truth alluded to

under §1, here manifests its effects in leading him to misrepre-

sent—although, unintentionally—the views of writers on pseu-

domorphism
; and to add to his misrepresentation by means of

the strange conclusion, that, because such writers hold that

crystals may undergo certain alterations in composition, there-

fore they believe that rocks of the same constitution may
undergo the same changes ; as if it were not possible that c--

ternal or epigenic agencies might reach and alter crvstals under
"

ircumstances of position, when they could not gain

I great beds of rock. Haidinger, the eminent cry^stallo-

grapher, mineralogist and physicist of Vienna, and one c

the subject of the alteration of rocks at all, and this is true of

others against whom the above charge is made by Mr. Hunt.

With a little clearer judgment, part at least of that vexation of

spirit, which required the help of a gTeat German poet, and the
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3. That he charges me with the opinion of Bischof, that

" regional metamorphism is pseudomorphism on a grand scale:"

—when I make no such remark, neither express the sentiment,

in my Mineralogy of 1854, in which I give an abstract of Bischofs

views and make my nearest approach to them ; and when, if

there was any occasion for a notice of my opinions, a critic of

1871 should have referred to the formal expression of them in

in 1863. The reader

agenesis " of Giimbel, which Mr. Hunt

takes occasion to commend, applied, as had been done by others,

although Giimbel had not then announced it ; and also other

points discussed, with but a brief allusion to pseudomorphism.

The above remark by Mr. Hunt is not made with special

reference in his address to magnesian silicates, or any other

particular class of siliceous minerals ; but, as the context shows,

to rocks in general. I have held to views respecting the origin

of serpentine which Prof Hunt rejects, and have sustained them

on the ground that the pseudomorphous crystals of serpentine

show what transformations are chemically possible, and that

hence they may possibly illustrate the changes which beds ot

rock have undergone. I have not applied this principle m

accounting for the origin of ordinary metamorphic rocks,

because, as above observed, crystals may often be reached dy

agencies which can never reach or affect rock-formations, and

for various other reasons against it. But the case of serpentine

has been regarded as somewhat different ; and I have believed,

and still believe, that extended beds of rock have been turned

into this mineral by a method analogous to that which takes

place in pseudomorphism. Had Mr. Hunt's statement heen

made a special one, restricted to this case, I should have had

little objection to it. I may add that the method of origin lor

serpentine which I have deemed most probable (though perhaps

not the only method) is one which he once advocated,—that oi

the alteration of beds of dolomite, or magnesian carbonate oi

lime, by waters containing alkaline silicates in solution ;
and i

has appeared to me that the facts (1) that serpentine i^ coin-

monly associated with beds of limestone or dolomite, V'jf^L
chrysolite crystals are sometimes found in these rocks, and W
that the forms of crystals of both dolomite and chrysoUt

occur among serpentine pseudomorphs, give strong support

this view.

Professor Hunt's opinion on this point in 1857 he thus ex-

pressed in a letter to the writer, sent for insertion in this JournaJ,

where it appears in volume xxiii (1857), at page 437, as a con-

clusion to his brief statement

:
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" Suppose a solution of alkaline silicate, which will never be
wanting among sediments where feldspar exists, to be diffused

through a mixture of siliceous matter and earthy carbonate,

and we have, with a temperature of 212° F, and perhaps less,

all the conditions necessary for the conversion of the sedi-

mentary mass into pyroxenite, diallage, serpentine, talc, rhodo-
nite, all of which constitute beds in our metamorphic strata.

Add to the above the presence of aluminous matter, and you
have the elements of chlorite, garnet and epidote. We have
here an explanation of the metamorphism of the Silurian

strata of the Grreen Mountain range, and I believe of rock
metamorphism in general." Again, in a letter dated July 6th,

published in volume xxiv, at page 272, he says :

" I have already in a previous note indicated the manner in

which I suppose these siliceous and argillaceous magnesites and
dolomites to have been in certain parts of the formation trans-

formed by the intervention of solutions of alkaline carbonates
into silicates, such as talc, serpentine, chlorite, pyroxenite, etc.

A further development of my views of the metamorphism of

sediments, with the results of the investigation of a great many
altered rocks, will appear in the Report of Progress of the

Geological Survey of Canada for the last three years—now in

press."

It should be added, that Professor Hunt acknowledges his

change of opinion in his address. But, in view of it, some
moderating of his positiveness of assertion would have been

reasonable.

4. That he attributes the origin of beds of serpentine and
steatite,—here following nearly Delesse,—to the alteration of

beds of different hydrous magnesian silicates related to sepiolite

(meerschaum), formed in the surface waters of an era—Paleozoic
or earlier—while fossiliferous rocks'were in progress :—when,
as a matter of fact, no such sepiolite-like beds are known to occur

anywhere in unaltered stratified formations of Paleozoic or pre-

Silurian time, and they are found, of limited extent only, m some
strata of comparatively recent origin. The hypothesis, although

deserving of consideration, is therefore without any solid founda-

tion. The doubts that have been recently thrown about the

Eozoon affect unfavorably the hypothesis, since these supposed

fossils have been made prominent in its support The view, if

true, would, as Professor Hunt imphes, bring the making of

serpentine and steatite rocks under the kind of metamorphism
styled by Gumbel diagenesis, instead of that of epigenesis

;

making them a result of change without an addition of ingre-

dients from any external source, like most other metamorphism,

instead of through the agency of outside ingredients. But it

wants facts to rest upon.
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5. That he attributes an origin similar to that for serpentine
and talc to beds of chlorite and hornblende :—notwithstanding
the fact that chlorite schist and hornblende schist—the purest
forms of any large beds of these minerals—are always more or

less impure, and often graduate into clay slate on one side, and
mica schist on the other ; and, that these schists are thus so

involved with others, that if one is derived from ordinary sedi-

mentary beds, all must be.

6. That he devotes some pages to a '• theory of envelopment"
as a method of accounting for the silicate pseudomorphs re-

ferred to—beginning a paragraph with the sentence :

" By far the greater number of cases on which this general

theory of pseudomorphism by a slow process of alteration in

minerals has been based, are, as I shall endeavor to show, examples
of the phenomenon of mineral envelopment, so well studied by
Delesse in his essay on Pseudomorphs :"

While, in fact, this theory has almost nothing to do with the

subject, since pseudomorphs of serpentine, steatite and other

species, with regard to which there is the dispute, consist often

oipure serpentine, steatite, etc., and therefore have no enveloper,

and are not cases of envelopment. This theory supposes the

material of the so-called pseudomorph to be an impurity taken

up mto a crystal in process of formation—a thing of common
occurrence

;
and, if satisfactory, would account for the want of

conformity between internal qualities and external form. It is

unfortunate for it that, as just shown, it does not apply where

it is wanted.

7. That he makes Delesse the author of the " theory of envelop-

ment :"—when Delesse has not proposed any such theory for

cases of ordinary pseudomorphism, but has simply commenced,
and very judiciously, his work on Pseudomorphs (1859) by

distmguishing the examples of mefe impurity, or envelopment,
m crystallization, in order to clear the way for the actual facts;

and then gives a long list of admitted pseudomorphs, including

m It nearly all kinds so recognized by^ other authors, and all

that affect the question discussed by Prof Hunt; serpentine

occurring in the list as forming pseudomorphs after chrysolite,

hornblende, garnet; sfea^tfeafter pyroxene, hornblende, epidote,

scapohte, mica, topaz, magnesite, dolomite, etc. In his work

on metamorphism (1861), Delesse takes back none of his views

udomorphism
; and in his late Eeviews of the Progress

ology, down to the last just out (1871), he reiterates the

ordinary views with regard to pseudomorphism, and mentions
the occurrence of other pseudomorphs consisting of talc, ser-

pentine, etc.
^ ^

on pseud'

of G-eoloj
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8. That he cites Naumann as sustaining the " theory of envel-
opment :"—when this learned crystallographer and mineralogist
has only commended Delesse's chapter on the envelopment of
minerals in crystals, and presents in his Mineralogy (the last

edition of which, that of 1871, is now before me) the subject of
pseudomorphism in the usual way, with nothing whatever on the

theory of envelopment; and, under the description of the species
serpentine, he speaks of "large pseudomorphous crystals of
serpentine from Snarum which still contain a nucleus of un-
altered chrysolite."

There is hence no foundation for Mr. Hunt's

the ''

any warrant for the remark (p. 47) that Delesse and Naumann
hold the " view " " that the so-called cases of pseudomorphism,
on which the theory of metamorphism by alteration has been
built, are, for the most part, examples of association and en-

velopment, and the result of a contemporaneous and original

crystallization." These men of science are not to be counted
upon for aid, countenance, or comfort; though claimed as

friends, it has not been their fault, as they have always avowed
the opinions of Haidinger and the "many others.'' It is a
strange fact that, neither these claimed friends, nor the many
announced opponents, with one or two exceptions, hold the
views which Prof. Hunt has attributed to them in his address.

We are glad to know that this is not the usual American
method of dealing with authorities.

Giimbel and Credner are the other two claimed supporters of
his views. They have sustained Mr. Hunt's opinions as regards
the Eozoon and the origin of the serpentine constituting it.

But whether they disagree with Haidinger and all others as

to pseudomorphs of serpentine, and of other hydrous -silicates,

I cannot say.

9. That while setting down the Taconic rocks, and rightly,

as Lower Silurian in age, he denominates the micaceous gneisses,

diorites, epidotic and chloritic, steatitic and serpentinous rocks,

talcoid mica schists, quartzites, and clay-slates (which are always

without staurolite or andalusite), in fact, the whole range of

metamorphic rocks, with small exceptions, between the Connec-
ticut river and the great limestone formation of the Green Moun -

tains (admitted to be Lower Silurian), as the Green Mountain

^ies, and makes the whole "jsre- Ca/nAm» " in age :—although
the region has not been examined by any one stratigraphically

with the care necessary for a positive opinion ; and although

there are gneisses, mica schists, and chloritic talcoid (or mica)

schists in the Taconic series, and therefore of admitted Lower
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10. That lie denominates, in like manner, the gneisses, mica

schists (said to be richer in mica than those of the Green Moun
tain Series), homblendic gneisses and schists, micaceous and clay-

slates containing andalusite, cjanite, or staurolite, and certain

limestones, existing east of the Connecticut river, as a Wkik
Mountain Series, and makes these a newer " pre-Cambrian" than

the Green Mountain Series :—when there is the same want of

stratigraphical evidence as to age as in the former ; and when

Prof C. H. Hitchcock's discoveries of Helderberg corals (Lower

Devonian, according to Billings, or else upper beds of the

Upper Silurian) at
_
Littleton, not far north of the western ex-

tremity of the White Mountains, makes it more probable that

part of the White Mountain Series of beds are of Helderberg

age rather than pre-Silurian ; and his discovery of labradorite

rocks on the southwestern margin of the White Mountains,

wholly unlike any of the so-called White Mountain Series,

shows further that a vast amount of study in the field is needed

before the dictum of any one respecting the age of New Hamp-
shire rocks is worth much.

It is now proved that there are labradorite rocks in Water-

vdle and Albany, K H, on the borders of the White Moun-

tarn region, which are probably of Laurentian age; that on

the other side of the White Mountain line, but 25 miles to

the north-northwest, there are fossil-bearing, metamorphic rocks

of the Helderberg (upper or lower) period; that 100 miles

south-southwest, in Bernardston, Mass., or central New Eng-

land, there are other fossil-bearing metamorphic Helderberg

rocks, some of the well-presei-ved crinoidal stems (as the

writer has seen, as well as read of in the account of Pro •

Hitchcock) an inch in diameter. Who then knows whether all,

or any, of the long intermediate periods of geological time, from

the Laurentian to the Devonian, are represented in the New

Hampshire metamorphic rocks lying between these limits.

When observation has given positive knowledge, we may then

have several "White Mountain Series."

11. That he has relied, for his chronological arrangement of

the crystalline rocks of New England and elsewhere, largely on

lithological evidence, and commends this style of evidence ;-;

when such evidence means nothing until tested by thorongi

stratigraphical investigation. This evidence means something,

or probably so, with respect to Laurentian rocks ; but it dia

not until the age of the rocks, in their relations to others, wjs

first stratigraphically ascertained. It may turn out to be wortn

something as regards later rocks when the facts have been care-
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fully tested by stratigraphy. A Jbssil is proved, by careful
observation, to be restricted to the rocks of a certain period
before it is used—and then cautiously—for identifying equiva-
lent beds. Has any one proved by careful observation that
crystals of staurolite, cyanite, or andalusite, are restricted to

rocks of a certain geological period? Assumptions and opin-
ions, however strongly emphasized, are not proofs.

It is no objection to stratigraphical evidence that it is diffi-

cult to obtain
; is very doubtful on account of the difficulties

;

may take scores of years in New England to reach any safe

conclusions. It must be obtained, whatever labor and care it

costs, before the real order and relations of the rocks can be
known. Until then, lithology may give us guesses, but noth-
ing more substantial.

Mr. Hunt's arguments with reference to the White Mountain
Series, as urged by him in 1870, will be found in this Journal,
II, 1, 83. Both there, and in his address, may be seen the
kind of evidence with which he fortifies, or supplements, that

based on the character of the rocks. Direct stratigraphical

investigation over the region itself, in which all flexures, faults,

and unconformabilities have been thoroughly investigated, is not

among the foundations of opinion which he brings forward.

He endeavors to set aside the objection to his views suggested
by the existence of Devonian or Helderberg rocks in central

strata that are part of, because conformable to, these Helderberg
beds. Had he studied up these stratigraphical relations with

the care requisite to obtain the truth, and all the truth, perhaps
he would not longer say—it is "contrary to my notions of the

geological history of the continent to suppose that rocks of

Devonian age could in that region have assumed such litho-

logical characters." Notions often lead astray.

Abt. XV.—On the Age of the Quarlzites, Schists, and Conglom-

erates of Sauk County, Wisco7isin ; by KoLAND Irving, M. E.,

Professor of Geology, Mining, and Metallurgy at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin.

Thhough the central portion of the county of Sauk, Wis-

consin, run two ranges of hills or ridges, having an east and

west trend, and a height varying from a mere rise above the

general prairie to an altitude of five hundred feet. The width

from north to south- never exceeds three or four miles, and in
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places is mucli less than one mile. The total lengths from east

to west, or rather, the exact points at which the peculiar rocks

which make up the ridges give place to the ordinary country

rock, are not as yet accurately known. These lengths, however,

seem to be from fifteen to twenty miles.

The rock material of the ridges is mainly a hard dark-colored

quartzite ; with this in some places are siliceous and talco-silice-

ous schists, and two or three kinds of conglomerate. The dip

of the strata, which, though in some places obscure, is in others

very marked—and can everywhere be determined by careful

obser\'ation—is uniformly toward the north. The angle varies

from 20°-25° in the south range, to 75°-80° in the north.

The occurrence of these bold ridges in the midst of a |)raine

country, together with the marked contrast between their up-

turned and metamorphosed layers and the entirely undisturbed

strata of the Potsdai^i and Calciferous epochs, which for miles

around form the co?tatry rock, has caused much speculation

and discussion. From time to time, during the past twenty

years, brief notices have appeared in various journals and re-

ports, but no careful investigation of the localities in question

seems ever to have been attempted. In most of these notices,

or rather in most of those that are not absurdly inaccurate m
their statements and wild in their ideas, the main point under

discussion has been the relative age of the metamorphic strata.

Do they, or do they not, antedate the Potsdam period ? Are

they the results of local metamoi-phism on the Potsdam saflcl-

stones, or are they the remnants of pre-existing rocks ? Ij^

advocates of the former theory have had the last word m the

discussion.

The facts recorded in the present article are the results ot a

series of visits made to the localities by the writer, dunng the

months of September, October and November of this year

(1871), and they will, I think, be seen to prove beyond all

doubt or cavil, that the quartzites and schists antedate entirely

the Potsdam epoeh, i.e., are either Huronian or Laurentian in age.

Of all of the notices mentioned, none are more than bnei

mentions and only a few seem to have any value at all i/

Shumard, in Owen's report on Wisconsin, Iowa and Min-

nesota, makes the first mention o£ the quartzite. He gives no

opinion. Dr. James G. Percival, in the report of progress ot}'^^

Wisconsin survey for 1866, refers again to the quartzites, c^^|P^°

them merely " metamorphic sandstones," but intimating tpa

they result from a change on the Potsdam sandstones,
^r.

James Hall, in his report of progress to the governor of _Wi
•

consin for 1860, gives by far the most accurate descnption ^

have been able to find. He refers the quartzites unhesitatmgij

to the Huronian—but gives no proofs whatever. His pa^
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phlet did not fall into my hands until after my own investigations

were entirely completed. In the first volume of his iinal re-

port, Mr. Hall again mentions the quartzites, but still more
briefly, expressing the same opinion as before, and still giving
no proofs. In 1864 there appeared in this Journal (II, vol.

xxxvii, p. 226) an article by Mr. Alexander Winchell of
Michigan, in which he describes, among others, some fossils

from the conglomerates overlying the quartzites; and upon
them bases his claim that the quartzites are a downward con-
tinuation of the Potsdam sandstones. He himself never visited

the localities. Finally, Mr. James H. Eaton of Beloit College,
in a paper read before the Wisconsin Academy of Science, in

February, 1871, expresses the same opinion, though on some-
what different grounds. The foregoing list includes everything
of any value that has been published on the subject

3 accompanying map includes those portions of the two
5 where most of my observations hayie been made.
The South Eange, to which my attention was first di-

rected, presents, on approaching it from Sauk Prairi

south, a bold, and, i '
' ' ' "

from 350-450 feet.

ridge.

all places as yet studied, a much more gradual slope

o the valley of the Baraboo river, this slope being in

^>laces determined by the northward dip. Eunning en-

thely through this ridge is a deeply cut valley, which has at

first, for about two miles, a direction slightly north of ^

and then turns due north quite abruptly. This northern end
holds the Devil's Lake, which entirely fills the valley from
side to side. Throughout its whole length the sides of this

cleft are precipitous masses of quartzite rising everywhere more
than four hundred feet above the bottom, and reaching at the

lake an altitude of 501 feet above its level, and of 1,474 feet

above the sea. The bottom of the valley is covered with a

heavy mass of Drift material, and the lake is held in its position

by low Drift hills at its northern and southeastern extremities.

The bottom of the lake itself seems to be in a Drift sand, and
IS over most of its area about thirty feet Ih-Iow thf' surface of

the water. The lake has no outlet; but draining- as it does a

very small amount of surfacf, the extraordinarv evap.. ration

caused by reflection from the cliffs above, together witli the

high winds of Wisconsin, is quite sufficient to account for its

maintenance of level ; whilst the character of the surrounding
rock shows readily the reason for its not becoming saline.

The great exposures of cliff at this locality, and tlie deep rock

cuttings on the newly-opened railroad, afford most excellent

opportunities for study. The change of direction, too, of the

valley, gives facilities for approaching the rocks from different

sides, not elsewhere easily obtainable.
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The rock here is mainly a hard, dark-c

Lartzite, though the colors vary from i

deep brownish-red. The bedding joints of the

though the colors vary from a very light grey

deep brownish -red. The bedding joints of

quartzite are in some places rather obscure, but the railroad

cuttings have so far exposed them, that with a little c

able readily to ascertain the dip. This on both sides, and

throughout the whole length, of the valley, is uniformly about

20°-25° a little west of north. Some of the writers mentioned,

and notably Winchell, have described this valley as correspond-

ing to an old anticlinal axis, but the uniform dip of the strata

tliroughout its length proves of course that this is not the case.

A' ^qSi?fzUe8 wUh'some^scW^te

The quartzite, although often looking massive, show in

many places on weathered surfaces the lamination and cross-

lamination of more modern sandstones. Many of the fal-

len masses show, too, on exposed surfaces of lamination, the

most distinct ripple markings I have ever seen. On the shal-

low sandy bottom at the north end of the lake below, may be

found their very counterparts. Between the beds of quartzite,

in many places, are thin layers of a schist principally siliceous,

but having always some talcose material. These correspond

apparently to the clayey or shaly layers between the beds ot

sand now represented by the quartzite. In some places these

layers seem to be merely a thinly laminated quartzite, with

talcose films covering the laminae ; in others the talcose ma-

terial pervades and gives character to the whole mass, the

siliceous material, however, always being present.
The most remarkable feature of this locality is, however, the

very striking system of vertical joints which 'everywhere inter-

. the quartzite. The bearings of these joints, taken in some

r or sixty different localities, I found to be uniformly ^-^

S.W. and S.E. and N.W., the variations in a few places

being evidently due to local displacement. On the cliff siae|

and more especially about the lake, these joints, together wrtii

the bedding joints, have so cut the rock into separate blo^J^

that these have from time to time been thrown down the blue

by frost and atmospheric agencies in huge rectangular masse^

weighing by calculation from seventy-five to two hundred tons

apiece.

fifty <
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In many places along the north flank of this ridge and lying
always above the quartzite, are outcrops of a conglomerate,
containing pebbles unmistakably from the quartzite below,
always rounded, and in size varying from a few lines to four or
five inches in diameter. In some few places there seems to be
a second conglomerate in which the sandy cement itself appears
altered to a quartzite. This is a point, however, deserving of
further investigation. There are also places where distinct
layers of coarse and fine conglomerate occur, the latter always
above and graduating into a simple sandstone.

In this conglomerate are found in one locality just north-
east of the lake, the Potsdam fossils described by Mr. Win-
chell in the article referred to, viz: Scoliihus linearis Hall,
Orthis Barabuensis Hall, Delphinocephalus Mmnesoiensis Owen,
&c. I have examined a collection of these fossils from the
above locality in the possession of Dr. Lapham of Milwaukee,
and have seen the fossils and quartzite pebbles in the same
fragments side by side.

II. The observations on the North Eange were made about
the Lower Narrows of the Baraboo river and westward
from there about half a mile. This north range seems to be
less continuous both as to elevation and as to the character of
its rock material. I am told by Dr. Lapham that it seems
rather to be made up of detached masses of metamorphic rocks.

The rising ground, however, never entirely disappears, and the

quartzite seems to be found as far to the east and west as in

the south range. At the Baraboo Narrows the metamorphic
rocks are in great force, the cliffs on either side the river, which
here makes a direct cut through the range from south to north,

being as much as four hundred feet in height. The body of
the bluff on the west side is made up of heavy beds of quartzite,

with, in places, intercalated beds of a metamorphic conglomerate,
and of a talcose schist like that in the south range. These beds a 11

stand at a very high angle, between 75°-80° from the horizontal,

the dip being north with possibly a slight inclination to the

east. At the bottom of the hill on the south side is an ex-

posure of a peculiar light-colored siliceous schist, entirely dif-

ferent from any of the other rocks of the series. An old shaft

sunk some thirty feet on the schist, affords most excellent op-

portunity for examination. The total thickness seen was about

twelve feet, the layers varying in thickness from a few 1

four or five inches. Very thin films of a talcose material

sometimes appear between the layers. Directly above this

schist, I found a horizontal undisturbed sandstone, laid open
for some distance by quarrying. The beds are generally a foot

or two in thickness. In the loose pieces near by are found

Scolithus linearis, and I was assured by residents of the fossil-

Am. Jour. Sci.—Thibd Sebies, Vol. Ill, No. 14.—Feb., 1872.
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iferoiis nature of the sandstone in places to which we did not

have time to go. The sandstone is, of course, the Potsdam of

the surrounding valleys. Section 2 will serve to give a clear

idea of the structure of this bluff.

The naiTow detached ridge just to the westward, represented

on the map, is also made up of horizontal Potsdam sandstone.

There are many other such detached ridges along the Baraboo

valley, bearing the same relation to the quartzite ranges and

showing the same horizontality of strata.

The following arguments in favor of the priority of these

rocks to the Potsdam period will, I think, after what has been

said, be admitted as valid. I give them in the order in which

they became apparent to me.
1st. The limited area of disturbance ; the undisturbed Pots-

dam and Calciferous strata being found north, south, and be-

tween the ridges, and in close proximity to them.
2d. The absence of any anticlinal axes. Dipping as the rocks

do uniformly to the north, in order to place them in the Pots-

dam category, we must imagine a metamorphism of the strata

accompanied by a great fault, having on one side the unchanged

sandstones, and on the other the tilted quartzites and schists, an

idea new, I think, to geology.
3d. The occurrence of rounded pebbles of quartzite in the con-

glomerate on the north side of the south range. To suppose tUis

conglomerate, which by its fossils is unmistakably Potsdam, to

be of the same period as the quartzites below, we must sup-

pose that period to have lasted long enough to cover the de-

position of the quartzites as sandstones, their metamorphisiDr

and the rounding of the pebbles by beach action, before the

formation of the conglomerate; not to speak of the time suin-

cient to erase all signs of an anticlinal.
4th The occurrence of horizontal sandstones resting

^i^con-

formnbly on theflanks of the mted strata. This last is, of course,
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absolutely conclusive as to the north range, but lest it might be
claimed that the two are independent, I have given the others.

Mr. Winchell argues, that, since Mr. Hall states that the fossils

I have mentioned as occurring in the conglomerate are restricted

to the Middle Potsdam, either this statement must be untrue or
the quartzite must be the downward continuation of this forma-
tion. This argument, however, loses all force when we regard
these ranges as high ridges in the Potsdam seas, never having
been entirely covered by these seas, but having merely had the
new sandstones and conglomerates deposited about their flanks.

The place where these fossils were found must be at least 200
feet above the base of the sandstones of the surrounding coun-
try. A single glance at Dr. Lapham's geological map of Wis-
consin will show this. The conglomerate is by no means neces-
sarily the base of the Potsdam because it rests immediately on
Huronian or Laurentian rocks.

In the final report of Mr. Hall already referred to, he men-
tions a low hill north of Baraboo, in which the middle of the
hill is quartzite, and the flanks conglomerate and sandstones

graduating upward into calcareo-sandy layers, without giving
any further explanation. This statement, before somewhat un-

intelligible to me, now throws further light on my own results.

To my mind, these ridges were unquestionably islands in the

Potsdam sea, and a more beautiful illustration, than is furnished
by the sandstones and conglomerates of wave action on a

rocky coast, can hardly be imagined.
There are several more of these scattered quartzite ranges in

Wisconsin, all but one of them occurring within the Potsdam
and Calciferous areas. During the coming season, I hope to be
able to make a connected study of them.

Art. XVI.

—

On Canon Moseley's views upon Glacier-motion; by

William Mathews, President of the Alpine Club.*

The argument bv which Canon Moseley attempts to prove

that the descent of glaciers by their weight alone is a mechani-

cal impossibility, as contained in his communication to the

fioyal Society, read January 7, 1869, may be stated in the fol-

lowing propositions :— '
•

i r
1. In every transverse section of a glacier every particle of

ice is, at the same moment of time, moving over and alongside

its neighbors.
2. The absolute motion of any point in the surface of a glacier

is proportional to its distance from the nearest side, and to its

height from the bottom of the channel.

» From the L., B. and D. Phil. Mag., Dec, 1871.
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3. This differential motion can only take place by the p
?srhicli. in mechanics, is known b}' the name of shear.

A m\. :_x___^^ which ice offers to shearing, or its she

But in order that the Mer de Glace may descend by it

own weight, at the rate at which Professor Tyndall observed it

descending at the Tacul, its shearing-force per square inch can-

not be more than 1'3193 lb.

I propose in the present communication to examine these

propositions.

The first has been challenged more than once in the course

of the controversy, without eliciting any rejoinder from Canon

Moseley, no doubt from the absence of any materials available

for the support of the hypothesis. The fact is, that while we

have numerous observations of the absolute motion of vanous

points of the surfaces of glaciers, observers do not appear to

have been sufficiently alive to the importance of attending to

the differential motion of determining the law of its vanation

from molecule to molecule, and of ascertaining whether it is

continuous or not. ,

Observations of this kind are by no means easy to make, and

require to be conducted with great care and delicacy, errors

which might safely be disregarded in a determination of aver-

age daily velocity becoming serious when relative and not abso^

lute motion is the object of investigation. These errors anse

from the difficulty of boring with the augur vertical holes m

the ice, of driving the stakes vertically into the holes that have

been bored, of renewing the holes in the same vertical wnen

the glacier has melted
"

^ — • ^— +1^

stant tendency of the
consequence of their heated faces enlarging the holes

direction of the sun. ^.
j

During a short tour in the Alps in the autumn of
18/J^.

attempted, in concert with my friend, Mr. A. A. Reilly, toni^^

some observations upon differential motion, and selectea

side of the Great Aletsch Glacier as the field of our ovf^f^.
By means of a well defined station on the right hank ot tn

glacier, and a well-defined object on the left bank, we
^^^f'^^

a Ime between 60 and 70 yards long. We drove our hrst
y

into the ice 20 feet from the station, as near to the fS^""'.-,
glacier as we could conveniently get it. I shall denote

stake by 0. We had intended to stake out the Ime even
^^

yards; but, from certain local difficulties, we were obUg«
^

drive in stake 1 at a distance of nine yards from Ste^^^

was eleven yards from 1 ; and the remaining four stake^
^.^^

placed at successive distances of ten yards each, -i^
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of six feet.

Our work was completed in the afternoon of Monday, the

22nd of August ; and the line was re-examined on Wednesday,
the 24th, after an interval of forty-eight hours.

In the first place, the spaces between the stakes were carefully

remeasured, with the following results :

—

We were surprised to find that during the two days' interval

the space between and 1 had been shortened by two inches.

It is not probable that this was due to an error of observation,

as the difference was found to be distributed over most of the

subdivisions. The elongation of the space between 3 and 4 was
due to the widening of a crevasse which crossed the line

obliquely in that part.

The following are the absolute and relative motions of the

stakes during the two days' interval :—

.5, 4-50 I'OO

6, 5-00 0-50

These figures show an increase of differential motion in pro-

ceeding from the edge of the glacier to a point about thirty

yards distant, and a subsequent decrease in proceeding t^^wurd

the center, with a relative regression of the ice in the neighlwr-

hood of stake 4, as indicated by the negative sign. The
greatest differential motion is between stakes 3 and 4. It

amounts to no more than -875 inch in twenty-four hours over a

distance of 360 inches, or about ^^« of an inch in twenty-four

liours in points one inch apart. Between 5 and 6 it is only t x\r
of an inch for the same time and space.

The displacements of the stakes intermediate between and 1

and 5 and 6, were also determined. Each intermediate stake

was found to share in the differential motion.
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The measurements were confined to a breadth of 60 yards in

a part of the glacier wliere the distance from side to center

was not less than 600 yards, and consequently only exhibit the

deportment of the side ice. It was important to supplement
them by examining a glacier in the central portion of the stream;

and, I being obliged to return home, Mr. Heilly devoted three

weeks to this purpose, and has generously placed his notes at

my disposal.

The spot selected for his first operations was a part of the

Glacier of Bionassay, where the stream is very slightly inclined,

and the central portion nearlv level from. side to side and free

from crevasses. The width of the glacier at this part was 320

yards, for 200 yards of which, measuring from the left bank, the

surface was composed of '' avalanche-ice without veined stnic-

^^iV
^^^ rcmaining 120 yards being ordinary glacier-ice.

Mr. Eeilly bored the first hole about 70 yards from the right

bank of the glacier, and ranged, with a theodolite, a hne 170

yards m length, terminating about 80 yards from the left bank.

Ihis line was divided into seventeen equal spaces by holes bored

10 yards apart; the line was ranged and staked on the 7th of

September. The holes were deepened from time to time as

the glacier surface melted, and the final measurements made on

the 27th, after an interval of twenty days.
Ihe results are exhibited in the following Table—the motion

on each side of No. 10, where the velocity was greatest, being

exhibited in parallel columns, the negative signs indicating

;ive regressions of the ice at the points to which they refer:-relativ

Right moiety.

xiere we have a superficial area of ice 170 yards m ^j-
moving through a space of nearly 12 feet in twenty days, wit^

an advance of the center during that interval only 10 incbes i^

excess of the sides, the differential motion at the side bemg^
inches, and at the center 1 inch in a width of 860 inches,

^that two nomts an innK .—^ ,„„„ij :„ . ^„ f^,.r hours mo^^
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past each other to the extent of a little less than the t„V5 of an
inch at the sides, and the y^'^^, of an inch at the center of the
area under consideration.

Mr. Eeilly has not supplied me with any note of the motion
of the edge of the glacier during the interval; but as the edge
of the Great Aletsch was found to move at the rate of only an
inch and a quarter in twenty-four hours, it probably did not
exceed 2 feet We shall therefore be justified in saying that
while, in the right-hand moiety of the glacier, a differential

motion of 10 inches is distributed over a width of 100 yards
from the line of maximum velocity, a differential motion of at
least 100 inches must be distributed over the remaining 70 yards
up to the edge of the glacier.

Two of the thirty-feet spaces were staked out into subdivisions
of 2 feet each. Each of the intermediate stakes exhibited a
differential motion, with occasional negative signs—the greatest
relative displacement observed being 2-25 inches in the twenty
days, equivalent to the ^{3 of an inch in twenty-four hours for

points 1 inch apart
During the intervals of his labors on the Glacier of Bionassay,

Mr Eeilly ranged a line across the Mer de Glace, on the Cha-
mouni side of the Montanvert. His measurements on this

line during a period of nineteen days indicate a motion very
similar in its character to that of the Glacier of Bionassay.
The length of this line from the left-hand edge of the glacier
to the point of maximum velocity was about 1000 feet. The
central 500 feet had an absolute motion of 18 feet 7-75 inches
at Its left-hand extremity, and of 21 feet 2 inches at its right,

equivalent to a mean daily motion of about 12 inches. Its

total differential motion was 28-25 inches, equivalent to a

niean daily differential motion of about 1-5 inch, or ^,,\v,y «>r an

inch for points 1 inch apart. The nearest station to the ^-ylsnA'

the glacier was about 165 feet distant from it ; and ut this sta-

tion the absolute motion in nineteen days was fonnd to hv lo

feet 11-25 inches. This would indicate" a marginal motion of

about 4 feet, and would leave us 14 feet 6 inches ol dillerential

motion to distiibute over the lateral 500 feet of the line, or six

times as much as that of the central moiety.
The law of variation of the differential motion indicated by

the observations above described is not new. It appears clearly

from the measurements made by Professor Tyndall on the Mer
de Glace, described in a communication to the i.oyal Society,

read May 20, 1858, and published in vol. cxlix of the Philoso-

phical Transactions. But nowhere is it brought out with more
striking prominence than in the observations made by Agassiz

e Unter-Aar Glacier, from 1842 to 1845, as described in

XII. of the NouveVes Etudes and in plate 4 of the

accompanying atlas, where curv^es showing the motion, for three

iipou thi

Cha])ter
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consecutive years, ot a series of points originally in a straight

line, are plotted to scale. The diagram exhibits the very small

motion of points close to the side, whence the curves extend

with their concavity downward as far as the point of maximum

differential velocitv, where thev become convex, and gradually

increase in curvature up to about one-fourth of the width of tte

glacier, whence thev sweep across to the corresponding point on

the opposite side in a curve so flattened as to be scarcely distin-

guishable from a straight line.

The above considerations lead to the following conclusions

upon the five fundamental propositions of Canon Moseley

1. It is probable that every molecule of a glacier moves with

a verv slow differential motion, which, whenever the ice is con-

tinuous, is continuous from molecule to molecale, and from

moment to moment of time.

2. The hypothesis that the ditfereiitial motion is ui

from center to side is wholly contrary to fact. The semi-

surface of every glacier may be rough Iv divided into two equal

longitudinal strips, throucrh the lateI^•a^>f which from 80toi>t)

per cent of the differential motion is distributed, while the cen-

tral strip moves downwards almost like a rigid body, with a large

reserve of gravitating force capable of affecting the sides.

Canon Moseley is of opinion that this divergence between

theory and fact greatly strengthens his position ; but he has no

made good this part of his case.
,

,. , „^

3. 4. The Canon has Ihiled. as it secnns tome, to estabhsb anT

analogv between the disruption of adiaecnt surfaces of a son

body in a shearino-mar-hme and the slow relative displacemenfe

of the molecules of a o-lacier. He has yet to prove that, becau^«

he was obliged to employ a force of 7o lbs. per square men
^

shear asunder adjacent surfaces of a solid cylinder of ice turo c^

a space of 1 inch in half an hour, it would require as gre^

j^

force to produce the relative displacements which f
cur lu

;^

actual glacier,—the latter havino- been shown, from the od.^^^
_

tions above described, to ran<Te'' for molecules the tenth o
^

inch apart, and an interval of twenty-four hours, from ttiefT3«

^ the Yn.Vflo of an inch.* .gof
5. On the other hand, the slow continuous disp\acenieD

the molecules of a glacier are undlsiinguishahle in ^^''^^T.ai
displacements of the molecules of an ice-plank, supportea^

.^

extremities and allowed to subside under the influence u
^

weight, displacements which require for their production,

have shown in the Pliilosophical Magazine for Novembei, i

^
a force considerablv less than U lb. per square inch—l^^, .

^^

fore, than the very force which the Canon considers sufficie^

shear the Mer de Glace if it descends by its own g'-^^^*^^'^'

.
* ^is objection has been forcibly urged by Mr. BaU in the

Philosophical
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We shall not attempt in this article to do more than to give
a brief description of the hot springs and geysers of this

wonderland.
^
Their origin does^not differ from that of similar

Iceland, New-
nail scale in other portions of the world.

-But it was not until comparatively recent date that it was
known that such a wonderful region existed in our own coun-
try. For eighteen years past the writer has heard various
accounts from Indians, trappers, guides, &c., of the singular
spouting springs and mountains of sulphur in the vicinity of
the Yellowstone Lake; but the difficulties of access to an
unknown country, and its remoteness from settlements, have
prevented an examination of the region by competent persons.

The party under the command of Col. Wm. F. Reynolds, U. S.

Engineers, in 1859 and '60, endeavored to enter the Basin by
way of the Wind River Mountains, but failed on account of
the ruggedness of the mountains and the depth of snow. Our
guide, Mr. James Bridger, the best mountain man the West has
ever produced, was quite familiar with the country, and fre-

quently entertained us with marvelous descriptions of the won-
ders of that great Basin. The rapid settlement of Montana has
now rendered it an easy matter to explore this strange region ;

and last year Gen. Washburn and party, escorted by Lieut.

Doane, U. S. A., gave us the first glowing and impressive

accounts of the country.
Before entering upon a description of the hot springs, it

jnay be well to present a brief summary of the principal geo-

logical features of the Yellowstone Basin. We may remark
at once that nine-tenths of the area is covered with volcanic

material in some form. The basis rocks are the usual ineturnor-

phic granitoid series of the country, with basalts and t.nsaltic

conglomerates in every variety. The sedini.nta!y r> M-ks hcjong

to the Carboniferous, Jurassic, Cretaceous un>i Teniarv airos.

It is doubtful whether any unchanged rocks older than the Car-

boniferous occur there. The Triassic is probably wanting. The
sedimentary rocks occur in patches, covering very restricted

areas, yet presenting evidence that, up to the period of the Eocene
Tertiary inclusive, they once extended uninterruptedly over all

the country. In the Yellowstone vallev, as in the valleys of all

the streams of the West, there is a chain of lake basins that must
nave existed during the Pliocene period. Below the fii-st canon

near the mouth of Shields river, there is one of these basins ten
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miles long, and on an averag3 four miles wide. Between the first

and second canons there is a basin about 20 miles long, and on

an average four miles in width, with tbe modern Pliocene marls

and sands covered by a floor of basalt in some places. Tliere

was a continuous chain of these lakes, of greater or less size, to

the source of the river; thence it expanded out into an immense

double lake, of which only a remnant now remains. The Yel-

lowstone Lake is now about 22 miles in length from north to

south, and has an average widtb of about 10 or 15 miles from

east to west. This lake was once mucb larger tlian at present,

and it was partially connected witb another lake about 30 miles

long and 20 wide, which terminated at the commencement of

the Grand Canon, at the Upper Falls of the Yellowstone.
^Warm springs are not uncommon in the valley of the
'

branch flowing into the Yellowstone from the west side, that

the true hot springs commence in their full force. This pomt

is located about midway between the second canon and the

Grand Canon opposite the third canon. In ascending the \ el-

lowstone valley, our trail left the main river and turned up

the valley of Gardiner's creek About three miles above its

junction with the Yellowstone we found the valley bottom

covered with a thick calcareous crust, the deposits of not

springs, which are now extinct; but flowing swiftly from beneath

this crust, is a stream of hot water six feet wide and two feet

deep, with a temperature of 132°. A little distance farther np

is a group of four placid springs, with nearlv circular basms, b

to 10 feet in diameter, and two to three feet"" deep. A number

of invalids are hving in tents near these springs, bathing and

drinking the water ; and thev were enthusiastic in their praisea

of its curative effects, especially for cutaneous diseases.^

The chart accompanying this paper gives the localities ana

temperature of these springs. Near this last grouD of springs fl-e

ascended a high semi-wooded hill, with here a

pines. A system of
"

hill, each from 200 t

covered with a thicv v^^^woit m nine, xuc ouix«v- -- —
and second was fast decomposing, and the springs were nearly

extinct. One only reached a temperature of 140°. ^f^
ascending the hill among the pines, about three-fourths ot a

mile from the river bottom, we came suddenly upon one of tne

most remarkable exhibitions of the hot spring deposits tUa

we have seen in this laud of wonders. In the distance

looks hke a vast glacier of snow and ice, and on that accoum

we have named it the White Mountain. Indeed the ^f^f\
terraces can be compared for their wonderful beauty only to

pines. A system of terraces has been formed on the slope of the

hill, each from 200 to 300 feet in height, and these terraces were

covered with a thick deposit of lime. The surface of the tu^^
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frozen cascade. The main portion of tlie area occapied by these

deposits is two miles square, or four square miles, and if the

reader can conceive numberless springs flowing out from the

mountain side and spreading over the surface, and the water

slowly congealing into ice, he may have some conception of the

wonderful architectural beauty of these terraces. But let us pass

along the west side of this beautiful structure, and examine it in

detail We find, first, a broad flat terrace, on which are plainly

visible the remains of once active springs. Old chimneys,

irregular openings, like entrances to caverns, which extend

beneath the crust, are numerous, and greatly excite the curios-

ity. How thick this crust is, it is not easy to determine, but it

is probably from 20 to 50 feet, and underneath it, it is supposed

that the surplus water fi-om the active springs above flows

down to the river. A little farther up we come to a series of

basindike pools, varying in diameter from 4- to 8 feet, with

water from one to four feet deep, having semi-circular rims most

beautifully scolloped ; and underneath^ these rims are rows of

-o,— "- ......^ .^ ^iahrupt declivity of about one^hundred

and fifty feet, rising in steps formed of these exquisitely

moulded pools, of every size and variety. Upon the terrace

above are numbers of the active springs, with basins twenty to

fifty feet in diameter, some of them with several centers of vio-

lent ebuUition in the same basin. The temperature of these

springs at the point of outflow varies from 150° to 162°. As
the water flows from the basin down the declivity from one of

the beautiful pools to the other, it loses a portion of its heat,

and one mav find a bathing pool with any desired temperature.

These beautiful rims are higher in proportion to the steepness

of the descent, and the architecture is consequently varied and

attractive. Upon this lower terrace, springs are continually

dying out and others are breaking out anew, and during the

past summer one of them burst through the crust and now has

a basin about fifteen feet in diameter. There are also several ex-

tinct geysers, or more properly speaking, springs once spouting,

which at this time have entirely ceased. One of these cunous

cones we called the " Liberty Cap." It is a circular deposit oi

carbonate of lime 50 feet high, and about 25 feet m diameter jU

the base, looking in the distance somewhat like a conical col-

umn. The layers of deposit are arranged on the almost vertical

sides of the cone like the straw on a thatched roof, or ha:j on^a

stack. This was probably
IT. 1.

^^ ha^m arouna ix ^y uvuiu=ua..v. xv..^.v.,

jcrtain heiffht, when that force ceased, and i

t the top in a conedike point. The water then con-

ing up its own basin around it by hydrostatic force, unril it

rM,.K^.i „ .„__• i,„;„i,* ^T.^T, +lif.t force ceased, and it closed
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tinned to flow through apertures in the sides until it ceased

entirely. There are many examples of these rounded cones.

Upon the terrace, down about midway on the side of

the mountain covered with this deposit, the principal por-

tion of the active springs are now located ; and here is

presented another picture to the eye which transcends any

description in words. It is only through the eye that the

mind can form any adequate conception of it. Here the won-

derful transparency of the water first attracts attention and

excites wonder; we looked down into the clear depths and

saw with perfect distinctness the minutest ornament upon the

inner sides of the basin, and the exquisite beauty of the color-

ing and the variety of forms baffles any attempt to portray

them, either with pen or pencil. And then, too, around the

borders of these springs, especially those of rather low tempera-

ture, and on the sides and bottoms of the numerous little chan-

nels of the streams that flow from these springs, there is a strik-

ing variety of the most vivid colors. I can only compare them

to our most brilliant aniline dyes. Various shades of red, from

the most brilliant scarlet to light purple; also yellow, from deep

bright sulphur through all the shades to light cream color;

then also various shades of green. All these colors are

rendered very vivid by the water. These springs also are

full of a kind' of vegetation, which under the microscope prove

to be composed of Diatoms, among which Dr. Billings discov-

ers Palmella and Oscillaria. There are also in the quiet springs,

and in the little streams that flow from the boiling spnngs,

great quantities of a fibrous silky substance, apparently vegeta-

ble, which vibrates at the slightest movement of the water, ana

has the appearance of the finest quality of cashmere wool.

I have mentioned only a few of the attractive features about

these springs, which so charm the visitor. There is neither

time nor space in an article of this kind to describe all.

Above this middle terrace are one or two other localities about

three hundred feet farther up on the sides of the mountmn-

Here most of the springs have become extinct, a few occurnn„

here and there on a small scale, where they formerly existed o

the largest size. Now the surface is covered with the remains

of an exhibition of natural architecture that must have been

on even a more beautiful and grander scale than any ot to

others. Here we find a splendid series of those semi-circnia^

basins, rising in steps to the very summit ; but the rich scm

loped borders, resting upon rows of stalactites, are ^o^^^jj

going to decay under atmospheric influences. A few snw

springs send up streams of water in jets two to four feet mg

The orifices are lined with a light cream-yellow substance, e^^^^

dently a mixture of lime and sulphur, covering the sides ol
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declivity, over which the water flows with this brilliant coat-

ing. There are also a number of chimneys, with walls from
four to ten feet in height. Some of them are nearly circular at

base, with an aperture at top of a foot or more, lined inside with
a coating of carbonate of lime, which is hard, smooth and like

porcelain in luster. The oblong mounds vary from a few feet

to one hundred yards in length, ten to twenty feet in height, and
fifteen to twenty feet around the base. These generally have a
fissure along the summit, in some of which the waters can be
heard seething and boiling like a cauldron. These fissures all

have the same beautiful white porcelain lining, and in some of
them the brilliancy is greatly intensified by the precipitation of
vivid yellow sulphur in acicular crystals, but so delicate that

they disappear at the touch. On the east side much of this

deposit has been rednced to a fine powder, so that the surface

A qualitative analysis made at the springs,

contains sulphuretted hydrogen, lime, soda,

alumina, and a slight amount of magnesia. Carbonate of lime

predominates over all other elements in the deposits, and they
may therefore be called calcareous springs.

There are two classes of springs in the Yellowstone valley,

one in which lime predominates, the other, silica. With the

exception of the White Mountain Springs, on Grardiner's river,

and one or two of not much importance, the other springs of
the Yellowstone and Firehole Basins are siliceous. They
mav be divided again into intermittent, boiling and spouting,

and quiet springs. Those of the first class are always above
boiling point during the period of action, but during the inter-

val the temperature lowers to 150°. Those of the second are

always at the boiling point, and some of them throw the water

^p two to six feet, by regular pulsations. The springs of the

third class may have once been geysers, but are now quiet, and
have a wide range of temperature, from 188° to 80°. Where
the temperature is reduced below 150°, great quantities of the

sesquioxide of iron are deposited by the water, lining the inside

of the funnel and covering the surface wherever the water flows.

These are designated as iron springs on the chart

An interesting question now arises in regard to the probable

time required for the deposition of this material. The position

of the active springs is continually changing. Taken in the

aggregate, these springs have been in constant operation during

our present period. The center of activity may have removed
and returned to its present position several times. I have not

the data to estimate with any degree of accuracy the period of

any one era of deposition. Around the springs which are now
active are dead pines standing from six to eighteen inches in

diameter, buried in the calcareous deposit four to six feet
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From such evidence as I could gather, I should estimate tkt

under favorable circumstances, at least six feet of the deposit

have been precipitated within the space of one century.

There is another interestinjr feature connected with these

hot spring deposits, and that is the great antiquity as well as

compactness of some of them. Upon the summits of mountains

1500 to 2000 feet above the river, and having evidently beea

lifted up bv the forces that elevated the whole range, is a bed

of regularly stratified limestone, varying in thickness from 50

to 150 feet, very hard, white and yellowish-white, and appear-

ing in the distance like very pure Carboniferous limestone.

It is evident that this bed of limestone extended over a large

portion of the valley at one time, for immense masses have brokeE

off and are scattered all over the sides of the mountain, evendowa

to the river. Near the margin of the mountain there is a belt

a mile long and a fourth of a mile wide, covered with the

masses of limestone broken from the main bed. This rock is

so hard that it would make excellent as well as remarkably beau-

tiful building material, and could be converted into the whitest ot

lime. We may ask the question whether the geological struc-

ture of this region has anything to do with the calcareous char-

acter of this deposit. On the side of Gardiner's river opposite

the hot springs, there is a bluff extending about six miles com-

posed of 1500 feet, in the aggregate, of Upper Cretaceous and

Eocene Tertiary strata, with some irregular intercalated beds ot

basalt A thick bed of basalt upon the summit rests unconlor-

mably on the Tertiary beds. This group of strata inchnes

northeast at a moderate angle. This group undoubtedly ex-

tended across the river, southwestward over the area now occii-

pied by the hot springs. Underneath the hot spring deposit

beds of older date incline in the same direction, the angle ol

dip increasing as we ascend the mountains. The entire side oi

the mountain is covered either with basalt or a thick deposit ot

local detritus, but here and there we find an outcrop of arena-

ceous limestones full of Jurassic fossils. We therefore know

that beneath this calcareous deposit there are at least 1500 lee

of Carboniferous limestones. If the origin of the heat that so

elevates the temperature of the waters of these springs is as deep

seated as is generally supposed, then the heated waters have

ample play for their powers in dissolving the calcareous rocKS

beneath.

As a general rule, the groups of hot springs are in the lower

valleys, either along the margins of streams or nearly on ^}^^
,

with them. In the case of those just described, Gardme

river is 5,545 feet elevation, while the summit of the upper te
-

race, as shown on the chart, is 6,522 feet, so that the upper

springs are nearly a thousand feet higher upon the sides ot ta
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mountain than those along the immediate margin of the river.

Near the head of the East Fork of the Yellowstone there are

two or three localities where these calcareous deposits cover

limited areas. At one locality near the margin of the stream,

there is a very instructive mound, about fifty feet high, with a

broad base of 150 feet, rising more gradually to the summit,
which is broad, mammiform. The deposit was originally made
in thin layers overlapping each other like a thatched roof.

This was undoubtedly at one time a spouting spring. It com-
menced with a very moderate force, nearly overflowing its basin,

and building up about 10 feet in thickness of thin, nearly hori-

zontal layers; then it commenced gradually rising until it

reached a height of about 50 feet, when it closed itself up at

the summit and died out. There is not a sign of water in it at

the present time, and none of the springs in the vicinity are

above the temperature of ordinary spring water.

We must omit an account of the basaltic columns ex-

posed in the canons of the Yellowstone and Gardiner's river,

and of the great canons, falls, cascades, and other wonders

of this unique region, and pass to the hot springs of the upper

basin. A few springs are seen at the mouth of Tower Creek,

at the lower end of the Grand Canon, but it is not until we
pass the range of mountains which forms the north wall of the

upper basin, about 20 miles above the Lake, that the great hot

spring district of the Yellowstone commences. There is here

an area, within the drainage of the Yellowstone, 40 miles m
length, and on an average 15 miles in width, that either is at

the present time, or has been in the past, occupied by hot

springs. The old deposits cover the region, and here and there

are groups of active springs, mere remnants of what formeriy

existed. The Grand Canon is a deep channel 1,000 to 1,500

feet in depth, carved out of the basaltic rocks and hot spring

deposits, and on the sides of the walls may be seen the irregu-

lar fissures which communicate from the surface with the heated

interior. Resting upon an irregular surface of basalt are

immense deposits of silica of all colors, every shade of red,

yellow and white ; much of the deposit is as white as snow.

The remarkable beauty as well as grandeur of the great canon

is largely due to the exquisite delicacy and variety of colors

arising from the former action of hot springs.

On the west flank of Mount Washburn there is a remarkable

group of springs in a constant state of action at the present time.

Alum, sulohur, soda and common salt are found upon the sur-

face in considerable quantities. Sulphuretted hydrogen is emit-

ted from the springs in such quanti*'"- "° ^-^ ^'' ^^"^ '*'"'

rendering it oppressive with sulphurou
tends across the Yellowstone t'

"^
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The springs, wliicli are now in active operation, are only a few-

out of hundreds which once covered the entire area, but which
are now dead or dying out.

The two groups, which. I will notice next, are called the Sul-

phur and Mud Springs (see the accompanying charts). The
largest group is found on the east side of the Yellowstone, at

Crater Hills, eight miles below the Lake. This district covers

an area of about half a mile square, and is sometimes called the
'' Seven Hills," from the fact that there are here several mounds
of siliceous deposits from extinct springs, varying in height from

50 to 150 feet The old craters of dead and dying springs, and
the immense quantity of the siliceous deposits, show that tiie pre-

sent active springs represent only the last stages of what must
have been at some period in the past a magnificent group. Even
those which now remain excite intense astonishment. All around

the base and high up on the sides of the hill are numbers of

vents from which steam is constantly issuing, and around the

edges and inside the orifices a layer o^ sulphur of the most

brilliant yellow color has been precipitated. On the west side,

one of these jets produces a sound like that of a locomotive, which

can be heard for a long distance. The surface is fairly riddled

with little steam vents, and the crust sends forth a hollow sound

beneath the tread ; and on removing this shelly covering at any
point, hot vapors come forth, while its under surface is encrusted

with the most beautiful crystals of sulphur.

The springs at this point are either boiling, mud, or quiet

springs. The principal boiling spring is near the base of the hills,

and is in a constant state of violent ebullition, sending up a col-

umn of water two to four feet It has a basin about 15 feet in dia-

meter, and' gives forth such a column of steam that I could not

approach it except upon the windward side. The rim of this

spring is a marvel of beauty. It is composed of silica, but

scolloped and covered over with the most delicate bead-work,

and upon the pure white silica is deposited a thin layer of sul-

phur of the most delicate cream color. One large quiet turbid

spring had a basin of 30 by 50 feet, and a temperature of 163°.

But perhaps the most interesting objects here are the mud
springs, which are of eveir size, from an inch in diameter to

twenty .feet One of the largest has a basm about 20 feet m
diameter, and is filled with fine light-brown mud, which is ma
constant state of agitation, the surface covered all over with putts

like hasty pudding. Othera send forth a thud-like noise every

second, with an impulse at longer intervals that throws the

mud up several feet The water in the vicinity, as well as the

mud, seems to be thoroughly impregnated with alum
;
a small

stream that flows from this group of spnngs is called Alum
Am. Jour. Sci.-Thikd Series, Vol. Ill, No. 14.-Feb., 1873.
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creek. In the valley of this stream are hundreds of little mud
or turbid water vents, which keep up a simmering noise, show-
ing the nature of the earth beneath the crust. Several of our

a broke through the thin covering, and were severely scalded

e hot mud.
Two miles above, on the same side of the Yellowstone, is

another group of springs, which, like those just noticed, are boil-

ing, turbid, placid or mud springs. Besides, there are the geysers,

to which I will just allude. One of these is a true intermittent

spring, and throws up a column of water ten feet in diameter,

for fifteen to thirty feet. The crater becomes filled with boiling

water ; suddenly immense columns of steam shoot up with a

rumbling noise, t]je water overflows the basin, and then a

column of water is thrown up for the space of ten or fifteen

minutes, when it quiets down and the basin is nearly empty. This

operation was performed eight times in twenty-six hours. Upon
the side of the hill bordering the river is one of the most terrific

mud cauldrons we saw during the trip. A large column of

steam is constantly ascending, 500 feet or more, from a deep

funnel-shaped basin, 25 feet in diameter; when the wind carries

away the steam for a moment, the thin black mud may be seen

about 20 feet below the rim in the most violent state of agita-

tion, with a noise like distant thunder. The ground as well as

the trees for a horizontal distance of 200 feet around were

covered with the mud which had been ejected at some of its

periodical outbursts. It would require a volume to describe

these springs in detail.

[To be continued.]

(Continued from vol. i, p. 191 •)

-§ 32, Laurentian gneisses; §33, Pyroxenites_andlirae8tone8;

§ 34, Absence of mica-schists
; § 35, Classes of veins; § 36, Granitic veinstones

;

?i 37, Similar veins in Norway
; § 38, Minerals of granitic veins ; fe 39 hvidences

of concretionary origin; banded structure ; S40. Incrustations of crystals: § 41,

Skeletoii-crystals: 8 42, Rounded crystals; §43. Quartz crystals m metalliferous

veins; §44, Types of veinstones; feldspathic; §45, Calcareous veinstones;

§46, Order rf sJLssion of minerals; §47. Attitude of the veins; §48. Calcare-

ous veinstones in higher rocks
; § 49, Supposed eruptive hmestones.

§32. It was mentioned at the close of the second part of this

paper that the third part would be devoted to the consideration

of the granitic veinstones found in Laurentian rocks. The stra-

tified rocks of this ancient gneissic series, as I have elsewhere

i^ointed out, differ considerably from those of the White Moun-



tain series, which, witli their veinstones, have been treated of

in the second part of this paper, § IB—§ 23.*

The Laurentian series, the Lower Laurentian of Sir William

Logan, as studied by him in a region to the north of the Ottawa,

the only area in which it has yet been examined in detail,

appears to consist of an alternation of conformable gneissic and

calcareous formations. The latter are three in number, each

from 1000 to 2000 feet or more in thickness, and separated by

still more considerable formations of gneiss and quartzite ;
a

mass of gneiss of great but unknown thickness forming the base

(Greology of Canada, page 45). The gneissic rocks of the

series are very firm and coherent, reddish or grayish in color,

often very coarse-grained and granitoid, sometimes with but

obscure marks of stratification ; and frequently porphyritic from

the presence of large cleavable masses of reddish orthoclase,

occasionally with a white triclinic feldspar. They are often

homblendic, and sometimes contain small quantities of dark-

colored mica. A white granitoid gneiss, composed chiefly o|

orthoclase and quartz, sometimes contains an abundance of red

iron-garnet. The latter mineral is often disseminated, or forms

subordinate beds in the quartzites of the series.

§ 33. With the crystalline limestones of the calcareous par^s

of the series are often found strata made up of other minerals

to the entire exclusion of carbonate of lime, by an admixture ot

which, however, they graduate into the adjacent limestones.

These beds generally consist of pyroxene, sometimes nearly

pure, and at other times mingled with a magnesian mica, or

with quartz and orthoclase, often associated with hornblencle,

entine, magnetite, sphene and graphite. These pyroxemte

:s are generally gneissoid or granitoid in structure, an

5 very coarse-grained. They occasionally assume a

great thickness, and are then often interstratified with beds oi

granitoid orthoclase gneiss, into which the quartzo-feldspatwc

pyroxenites pass by a gradual disappearance of the VJ^^^^f'
The limestones often include serpentine, pyroxene, hornblena ,

phlogopite, quartz, orthoclase, magnetite and graphite; so m
the same minerals are common to them and to the pyTOxen

strata, which may be looked upon as marking the transition

between the gneissic and the calcareous parts of the sene

* A good example of a large vein of this kind of intersecting rocks, m^'lfl
of the White Mountain series, may be seen in the Ramble in the Central rar*

Srec^^ove^^"^
York. Its place is marked by a great erratic block percM

The banded structure described in § 21 is well shown in a narrow granitic v«J

which I owe to Prof Haughton of Trinity College, Dublin, got from Three ^
Mountain near that city. It consists of white orthoclase, with quartz and sou^_

mica and garnet, and exhibits near the middle two bands of prisms of Wac^

mahne pointing towards the centre, which is filled with a coarsely crys""

X
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These strata, marked by the predominance of calcareous and

magnesian silicates, appear, so far as known, to accompany

each of the limestone formations of the Laurentian, sometimes,

however, developed to a greater and sometimes to a less extent.

§ 34. I have elsewhere called attention to the fact that the

highly micaceous schists and the argillites of the Green Moun-

tain and White Mountain series of rocks, are, so far as known,

wanting in the Laurentian, and with them the characteristic

minerafs of the latter series, staurolite, andalusite and cyanite.

There are, however, beds of a highly micaceous rock in the

Laurentian, which contain an unctuous magnesian mica witli a

pyroxenic admixture; these are very unlike the mica-schists

composed of a non-magnesian mica and quartz, with orthoclase,

which abound in the White Mountain rocks. These magnesian
"

" ns in the Laurentian

umerous veins and the

principal minerals of economic value. It is also along these

horizons, marked by softer rocks, that the valleys and the arable

lands of the Laurentian areas are chiefly found, and lor this

reason also the mineralogy of these parts is better known than

that of the harder gneissic portions. The above observations

on the lithological character of the stratified rocks are impor-

tant on account of the relations between these and the mcluded

veins, in which the characteristic minerals of the gneissic and

calcareous rocks are often found associated.

^ 35. The history of these veins, as seen m the Laurentian

rocks of the Laurentides in Canada, the Adirondacks of northern

New York, and the Highlands of southern New \ ork and New

Jersey, has been discussed at length by the author m an essay

on The Mineralogy of the Laurentian Limestones, m the Keport

of the Geological Survey of Canada for 1863-69, pages 181-

223.* In this essay, which will be frequently referred to in the

present paper, the 'veinstones found in the Laurentian rocks

have been noticed under three heads: 1st, Metalliferous veins

carrying galenite, blende, pyrite and chalcopynte in a gangue oi

calcite, sometimes with bar>tine and fluorite : these, which are

of Paleozoic age or still younger, cut the Potsdam sand.stone,

the Calciferous sandrock, and probably also the overlying irtn-

ton limestones. 2d, Quartzo-feldspathic veins with niusco\ ite,

tourmaline, zircon, etc. These veins I have descnbed as ]jass-

ing by insensible gradations into the third class, m whicli caicit*

and apatite, with pyroxene, phlogopite and other cahiuvou> aini

mncmoo^oT, o;K»otoo",^r^f1r.minate, though Irequcntlv aceonipanu a
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Potsdam sandstone, which rests upon tlieJr eroded outcrops,

and sometimes includes worn fragments of apatite derived from

§ 36. It is these last two classes which it is proposed to consider

in the present paper under the name of granitic veinstones.

In justification of the extension of the term granitic to the

whole of this series of veins, it must be repeated that it is not

possible to draw a line of distinction between those in which
quartz and orthoclase are the characteristic minerals, and those

in which calcite, apatite, pvro;

tz and feldspar, both

of which minerals are, however, frequently intermixed with

the preceding species in the same aggregate"! In one example,
in Burgess, Ontario, the sides of a large vein are occupied by
a mixture of calcite and apatite, while the center is filled by a

vertical granite-like layer of reddish orthoclase, with a httle

quartz and green apatite. Of another vein in the township of

Lake in Ontario, one portion was found to consist of calcite

with yellow phlogopite, while an adjacent part consisted of

quartz, with brown tourmaline, bismuthine, native bismuth, and

graphite.

§37. The resemblance between the minerals of these Lauren-
tian veinstones and the same specias brought from Norway, was

noticed so long ago as 1827, bv Dr. William Meade' (this

Journal I, xii, 303). Daubree, in"^his account of the metallifer-

ous deposits of Scandinavia, published in 1843 (Ann. des Mines,

IV, IV, 199, 282), has given us a careful description of the veins

from which these minerals are derived. From this, together with

the observations of Scheerer and Durocher, we are enabled to

compare these veinstones with those of the Laurentian rocks in

JNorth America, and show, as I have, in the essay referred to,

done in detail, and for each principal species, the great similarity

which exists between the two. In the so-called Primitive
Gneiss formation of Scandinavia, these veins occur either in

gneiss or in a gneissoid rock consisting of various admixtures
of pyroxene, hornblende, garnet, epidote and mica, the whole

associated with crvstalline Hmestones. The veins which abound
m the gneiss near the iron mines of Arendal in Norway, accord-

ing to Daubrt%, though occasionally containing calcite, apatite,

hornblende and scapolite, are sometimes destitute of all calcare-

ous and magnesian minerals, and become granite-like aggre-

gates of orthoclase and quartz. He hence describes these veins,

as a whole, though frequently abounding in lamellar calcite, as

essentially granitic in character. As already noticed in §8,

Daubree agrees with Scheerer in regarding these veinstones as

produced by a process of secretion, in opposition to Durocher,
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who looked upon them as having been formed by igneous

injection.

§ 38. The principal mineral species known in the correspond-

ing veinstones of the Laurentian rocks of North America are

the following : calcite, dolomite, fluorite, apatite, serpentine, chry-

solite, chondrodite, wollasionite, hornblende, pyroxene, pyrallolite,

gieseckite, scapolite, petalite, orthoclase, oligoclase, alldte, musco-

vite, phlogopite, seybertite,* tourmaline, garnet, idocrase, epidote,

allanite, zircon, spinel, chrysoberyl, corundum, quartz, sphene,

rutile, menaccanite, magnetite, hematite, pyrite and graphite. To
which may be added some rarer species, such as tephroite,

willemite, franklinite, zincite, warwickite, found in a few locali-

ties only, and others of less importance. Of the above list,

those species whose names are in italics have been recognized

as constituent minerals in the stratified rocks in which the veins

occur, as pointed out by me in the essay already noticed.

The most important species in these veinstones are calcite,

quartz, orthoclase, phlogopite, pyroxene, apatite and graphite,

of which some one or more will generally be found to prevad

in the veins in question. The greater part of the species named
in the first list were observed by Daubr6e in the veins near

Arendal, and to these he adds axinite, gadolinite, and more

rarely beryl and leucite ;t while in the island of Utoe, associated

with iron ores, crystalline limestones, and hornblendic rocks

passing into gneiss, are similar granitic veinstones containing

orthoclase and quartz, with tourmaline, cassiterite, and in the

middle of the veins, petalite, spodumene and lepidolite. This

association is the more worthy of notice, as the only other

known locality of petalite (if we except the castor of Elba) is

in the crystalline limestone of Bolton, Massachusetts, where it

occurs, probably in a veinstone, with scapolite, hornblende,

pyroxene, chrysolite, spinel, apatite and sphene.

§ 39. Evidences of the concretionary origin of these granitic

veinstones of the Laurentian rocks appear in their banded

structure, their drusy cavities, the peculiar incrustations and

modes of enclosure often observed in the crystals, and finally

:anthophyllite) has

3 in the Laurentian n
pyroxene, graphite, etc.

t For a notice of tlie e
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in the rounded forms of certain crystals, which show a process

of partial solution succeeding that of deposition. A banded

arrangement of the materials parallel to the sides of the vein is

often well marked. Thus, while the walls may be coated witli

crystalline hornblende, or with phlogopite, the body of the veia

will be filled with apatite, m the midst of which may be found

a mass of loganite, or of crystalline orthoclase mixed with quartz,

filling the center of the vein, as already noticed in § 36. In

other instances portions of the vein will be occupied by crystals

of apatite, pyroxene or phlogopite imbedded in calcareous spar,

which in some other part of the breadth of the vein, or in ita

prolongation, will so far predominate as to give to the mass the

aspect of a coarsely crystalline lamellar limestone. Prisms of

apatite are often observed extending from either side toward

the center of the vein, which in some cases may be filled with

calcite or another mineral, and in others is a vacant space hned

with crystals. Drusy cavities of this kind a foot in breadth

and several feet in length and depth, are sometimes met with

in these veins in Ontario.

§ 40. Further evidence of concretionary origin is seen in the

manner in which the various minerals incrust each other. Thus

small prisms of apatite are enclosed in large crystals of phlogo-

pite, in pyroxene, in quartz, and even in massive apatite;

crystals or rounded crystalline masses of calcite are imbedded

in apatite and in quartz, and well-defined crystals of hornblende

(pargasite) in pyroxene. In another example before me, small

crystals of hornblende are implanted on a large crystal ot

pyroxene, and both, in their turn, are incrusted by small crystals

of epidote. Crystalline graphite in like manner is enclosed

alike in orthoclase, quartz, calcite, phlogopite and pyroxene.

§ 41. Another noticeable evidence of the concretionary ongio

of these veins is the phenomenon already referred to in § 2o,

where the external skeleton or frame-work of a crystal is com-

plete, while the space within either remains empty, or is filiea

with other minerals, often unsymmetrically arranged. J-l^is

condition of things is rendered intelligible by the forma-

tion of similar hollow ciystals during the cooling of certam

saline solutions, as for example potash-nitrate. Small hollow

prisms of red and green tourmaline, closely resembling

the hollow niter crystals, are common in the well-known

granitic veinstone of Paris, Maine. I have elsewhere refer-

red to the formation of such moulds or skeleton-crystals as

having taken place in vein-cavities, and as servinij to explain

many cases of enclosure of mineral species (Address to the A.

A. S., Indianapolis, 1871. Amer. Naturalist, vol. v, page 4^1)-

In addition to the examples there cited, the Laurentian vein-

stones afford some curious cases. Thus a prism of jelw^
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idocrase half an inch in diameter, from a vein in Granville,

Ontario, composed chiefly of orthoclase and pyroxene, is seen

when broken across to consist of a thin shell of idocrase filled

with a confused crystalline aggregate of orthoclase, which

encloses a small crystal of zircon. In like manner large crystals

of zircon from similar veins in St. Lawrence County, New Y ork,

are sometimes shells filled with calcite.

§ 42. The rounded forms of certain crystals in the Laurentian

veinstones, was, I believe, first noticed by Emmons, who observed

that crystals of quartz imbedded in carbonate of lime from

Rossie, New York, have their angles so much rounded that the

crystalline form is nearly or quite effaced, the surface being at

the same time smooth and shining. This appearance is occa-

sionally observed in other localities, and is not confined to

quartz alone, crystals of calcite and of apatite sometimes exhibit-

ing the same peculiarity. At the same time the orthoclase,

scapohte, pyroxene and zircon, which are associated with these

rounded crystals, preserve all their sharpness of outline, as was

observed by Emmons for the orthoclase in contact with the

crystals of quartz just described. He suggested that the rounded

outHnes of these crystals were due to a partial fusion, although

he did not overlook the fact which renders this explanation

untenable, that the species presenting rounded angles are

much less fusible than those which, in contact with them, pre-

serve their crystalline forms intact {Geohgy of the First Dis-

trict of New York, pages 57-58). These facts are well shown

in the apatite-veins of Elmsley and Burgess, Ontario, where the

crystals of apatite rarely present sharp or well defined forms;

but, whether lining drusy cavities or imbedded in the calcite or

other minerals of the veinstone, are most frequently rounded or

sub-cylindrical masses, while the pyroxene and sphe

..V.IUUUUS uum wuiuu tiic ix.1.1^..*- -. .. - .
'i^<2^ '

thrcrystoirpreviously^f^^^ partially redissolved by

some change in the temperature or the chemical constitution oi

the solution. Heated solutions of alkaline silicate, as shown

by Daubrde, are without action on feldspar, as might be

expected from the fact observed by him ot the production oi

crystals of feldspar, as wellas of pyroxene, in the mids ot such

solutions. These liquids would, however, doubtless attack and

dissolve apatite, which is in like manner decomposed by solu-

tions of alkaline carbonate, and these latter at elevated tempera-

tures dissolve crvstallized quartz. That this solvent process

has been repeated during the filling of the i

specimen in my possession, ''shows crystals of calcit
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previously rounded and enclosed in a large crystal of quartz,

the angles of which are also nearly obliterated. From the

alternations in the deposited mineral matters in many veinstones,

as well as from what we know of the changing composition of

mineral springs, it is evident that the waters circulating in the

fissures now occupied by veins, must have been subject to

periodical variations in compositioru

§ 43. In the Geology of Canada (page 729), I have noticed an

example of rounded quartz crystals in the veins at the Harvey

Hill copper-mine in Leeds, Quebec. Large terminated prisms of

limpid colorless quartz are there found imbedded in compact

erubescite, their angles being much rounded, while their faces

are concave, and have lost their polish, retaining only a some-

what greasy lustre. A thin shining green layer, apparently of

a silicate of copper, covers the surfaces of the ore in contact with

the crystals. From the mode of their arrangement in certain

specimens, it is evident that these prisms of quartz, lining drusy

cavities, were partially dissolved previous to the deposition ot

the metallic sulphide.

§ 44 Some of the more important types of Laurentian vein-

stones may now be noticed. Those made up of quartz with

orthoclase, muscovite and black tourmaline, often with zircon,

are not unfrequent in the Laurentian gneiss, though so far as

yet observed less abundant than in the gneisses and mica-schists

of the White Mountain series. It is true, as already pointed

out, that from the greater softness of the enclosing rocks the

veins of the latter series are often weathered into relief (§ 20),

and are thus rendered more conspicuous than those in the

harder Laurentian gneisses. Among other examples of this

first type of granitic veins may be mentioned those in Yeo s

Island among the Thousand Isles of the St. Lawrence, and the

well known vein in Greenfield near Saratoga, remarkable for

affording crystals of chrysoberyl. A fi-equent type among the

Laurentian granitic veins is characterized by great cleavable

masses of reddish or reddish-brown orthoclase, with quartz and

but little mica. With these are sometimes associated equally

large masses of white or pale-colored albite ; these veins are

sometimes of great size, 100 feet or more in breadth, i-f
perthite of Thompson, well known as a cleavable feldspar made

up of alternate thin plates of reddish-brown orthoclase and

white albite, forms with quartz a large granitic vein ;
while the

pensterite of the same author is an opalescent or chatoyant al-

bite which occurs with quartz in another vein in the same region-

Some of the veins of red orthoclase include large cleavable

masses of dark green hornblende, occasionally with magnetite.

A remarkable vein about eighty feet in width, in Buckingham,
Quebec, is composed entirely of reddish-white orthoclase and
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cleavable magnetite, the latter in masses sometimes two or three

inches in diameter, scattered through the feldspar.

§45. The veins hitherto noticed occur in gneiss, but on the

river Rouge one consisting of large masses of quartz and albite

is found in crystalline limestone. A remarkable vem described

by Sir William Logan in Blythefield, Ontario, traverses alter-

nate strata of limestone and gneiss, and has a breadth of not less

then 150 feet. It consists in great part of a coarsely cleavable

pale green pyroxene (sahlite), with a dark green horablende,

phlogopite and calcite. Portions of the vemstone, however,

consist of an admixture of orthoclase, quartz and black tourma-

line, showing the transition from the calcareous to the feld-

spathic type of veins. In Ross, Ontario, a vem holds large iso-

lated crystals of white orthoclase imbedded with black spmel,

apatite and fluorite in a base of lamellar pink carbonate ot lime.

One of the most remarkable of these composite veins ism Gren-

ville, Quebec, and was formerly worked for graphite. It cuts a

crvstalline limestone, itself holding graphite and phlogopite, and

has afforded not less than fourteen distinct mineral species, viz :

calcite, apatite, serpentine, wollastonite, pyroxene, scapolite,

orthoclase, oligoclase, garnet, idocrase, zircon, quartz, sphene

and graphite. An adjacent vein abounds in phlogopite, with

pyroxene and zircon. A not less remarkable vein is that de-

scribed by Blake in Yernon, New Jersey (this Journal, 11, xiii,

116), in whicb calcite, fluorite, chondrodite, phlogopite, marga-

rite, spinel, corundum, zircon, sphene, rutile, menaccanite, py-

rite and graphite occur. Some of these contain barytine, and m
one case I have observed natrolite, both seemingly filhng cavi-

ties, and of later origin than the other minerals. The remark-

able zinciferous minerals, franklinite, zmcite and dysiuiie,

found in the Laurentian limestones of New Jersey api)ear

from the descriptions of H. D. Rogers to belong to calcareous

veinstones. Granitic veins are found traversing the magnetic-

iron ore beds of the Laurentian series. I have described one

in Moriah, New York, which includes angular fragments ot the

magnetite which forms its walls, and consists of a cleavable

greenish triclinic feldspar, with quartz crystals having ^o^";^

angles, octahedrons of magnetite, allanite, and a solt gretni.n

mineral resembling loganite. . . • „^„i. ;,.

§46. As regards the order of deposition ^i rnmer^.vn

these veins, we find apatite enclosed alike in calcite, ^n <Pia.t^

in phlogopite, in spinel, in graphite and m pynte. On the othe,

hand, apatite sometimes includes rounded crp^als of calci e

or of quartz; and graphite, which itself encloses apatite, js

found included alike in quartz, m orthoclase, m p\r.-)xt

- calcite, in such ? -^^— ^^ to lead us to conclude

crystallization was contemporaneous of all these
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minerals; while from the other facts mentioned it would appear

that the order of deposition was subject to variation and to

alternations. In a vein in Grenville, large prisms of a white

aluminous pyroxene (leucaugite) penetrate great crystals of

phlogopite, while at the same time small crystals of a similar

mica are completely imbedded in the crystallized pyroxene.

Many facts relating to the association of various species in

these veiDstones will be found in my essay, but the subject is

one which still demands careful study. The banded structure

of these veins is well shown in some of those which contain

graphite. This mineral, though sometimes irregularly dissemi-

nated through the veinstone, frequently occurs in sheets or

layers alternating with orthoclase, quartz or pyroxene, parallel

to the walls of the vein and exhibiting a peculiar structure

due to the formation of successive layers of crystalline

lamelliB more or less nearly perpendicular to the plane of

! the stratification. Of many of"them which have been

explored to some extent for apatite, mica and graphite, it is not-

iced that they are subject to great changes in dimension as weU

as in mineral contents. They often appear to occupy short irreg-

ular fissures, and in some cases are to be described as more or

less completely filled geode-like cavities rather than veins.

§ 48. In the reprint of my essay, already mentioned, several

veins are noticed in the county of Hastings, Ontario, in rocKS

which were at that time referred by the Geological Survey ot

Canada to the Lauren tian, but have" since been found to belong

to a younger series. Such are the veins containing argentiler-

ous fahlerz with mispickel, and that holding native gold with a

quasi-anthracitic form of carbon, both from Madoc, and
^l®^

the vein already noticed as occurring in the township of ba^^

(§ 36), which contains in one part bismuthine with tourmaline,

quartz and graphite, and in another part calcite with phlogop"«-

This latter vein occurs in an impure limestone, associated witn

quartzite and micaceous schists, and belonging to a series un-

conformably overiying the Laurentian, and resembhng t&e

rocks of the White Mountain series (this Journal, II, 1, 83)-
^'

will be noticed that this vein is lithologically similar to tho^

of the Laurentian, which are not improbably of the same age.

Calcareous veinstones like those already described, are not un-

known in the White Mountain rocks in^Maine, where are touoa

on a small scale aggregates of crystallized pyroxene, idocra^

and sphene, and others of calcite with hornblende, apatite anu

graphit*^ '^SiftN oi-o^i^ i.i:__ .IX. ._.;„„ „«.;-not.nnes 01
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§ 49. The various minerals of these calcareous veinstones are

generally described as occurring in crystalline limestones,

though C. U. Shepard, H. D. Rogers and W. P. Blake have

each recognized the fact that these mineral species, with their

calcareous gangue, belong to true veins. Emmons, however,

failed to distinguish between these veinstones and the stratified

limestones of the series, which, as already stated, often contain

disseminated many of the same species, though in a less per-

fectly crystallized "condition than in the veinstones. Since the

latter are clearly seen like dykes to traverse the gneiss, Emmons
was led to look upon them as eruptive ; and generalizing i'rom

this, he declared that all the crystalline limestones of northern

New York were non-stratified rocks of erui)tive origin (6^60^.

of the First District of New York, 1842, pages 37-59). This

view of Emmons was to a certain extent adopted by Mather,

who while maintaining the stratified character of the crystalline

limestones of southern New York, admitted the exLstence of

eruptive limestones. Von Leonhard had already, m 1838,

asserted that limestones have sometimes come from the interior

of the earth in a liquid state, like other igneous rocks, and a

similar view was at that time maintained by many other

geologists. Among others we find Rozet asserting the eruptive

origin of the crystalline limestones which are associated v.'ith

gneiss in the mountains of the Vosges (Bull. Soc. Geol. de Fr.,

215-235). In support of this view could be urged the dyke-

like Emmons, confounded with the bedded limestones. The
- - " ' nisconception, were, I believe, tirst

aunication to the American Associa-

..^.. .wx ... ..^vc....^.... of Science in August, 1866 {Can.

Naturalist, II, iii, 128), and subsequently more at length in the

essay so often referred to {Bepori Geol Survey of Canada, 1863-

69, p. 182) It was there shown that many of these cal-

careous veinstones are nearly free from foreign mmera s and

so closely resemble in lithological characters the stratiiied lime-

stones, that the different geognostical relations of the two alone

enable us, in some examples, to distinguish between them, m
this connection I called attention to the great dykes of granular

limestones found traversing Auerbach

Bergstrasse, which Bischof has described as ^^^ ; ^^"f^^"^'

'

These endogenous concretionary limestones are in lact to the

stratified limestones, what endogenous granitic veins are xo

gneiss rocks.
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Art. XIX.

—

Brief Contrihidioris to Zoology from the Museum of

Yak College. No. XVll.—Descriptions of North American

fresh-ioater Leeches ; by A. E, Verrill.

Cystohranchus vividus, sp. nov. Figure 1.

Body elongated, somewhat depressed, tapering both ways, but

most so anteriorly. Surface smooth ish, but with minute,

hemispherical hyaline vesiclea Fip. i. a

Length in extension about or

inch; breadth in middle -10 1

•12 of an inch. Head
trically pedicellate upon a slen-

der neck, small, disk-like, ',

rounded in front, or somewhat '

heart-shaped with the rounded point forward. Ocelli four,

small, brownish, placed near the attachment of the neck, on

each side, those in the anterior pair farther apart Acetabulum

large, well-rounded, as wide as the body, disk-shaped, and

attached nearly centrally, Male organ, when protruded, elon-

gated, conical, acute, placed just behind the fourth pair of large

lateral white spots.

Color of back dusky brown or purplish brown, finely specked

with stellate points of darker brown, and with three irregular

rows of conspicuous, small, round, opaque white spots along

the upper surface of the back. Sides with a row of about 16,

larger and more conspicuous, semicircular, white spots along

the margin, each consisting of a cluster of 3 to 9 small round

spots, enclosing a more transparent area in which a diaphanous

pulsating vesicle or enlarged vessel mav be seen to protrude at

each dilation. Lower surface of body light grayish, specked witn

darker and often with obscure transverse bands of whitisn;

acetabulum similar in color to the body, with small round

white spots, the margin more or less radiated with lighter and

darker. Upper surface of head similar to the back, the sides

and front Hghter.

West River, near New Haven, on Fundulus pisculentus,

November and December, 1871,—F. S. Smith ; Savin Boclc,

in salt water, among eel-grass,—Prof. J. E. Todd.
This very active species lives in both fresh and salt

^^*f^',

,

The transparent lateral vesicles referred to are probably

organs of respiration, analogous to the much more highly devel-

oped branchial appendages of Branchiohdella.

Ichfhyobdella FunduU, sp. nov.

Body smooth, distinctlv annulated, subterete, t^ii^kest a

about the posterior third, tapering considerably toward lo^

head, and slightly posteriori y. Length about 'To of an incn

,
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greatest diameter about -08. Head small, rouuded in front,

scarcely explanate, and separated only by a slight constriction

from the body. Ocelli two, distinct, well separated, placed

near the posterior part of the head ; two others, very small and

scarcely distinguishable in my specimens, are placed in front of

these. Acetabulum scarcely wider than the body, obliquely

attached, sessile, and scarcely separated by a constriction from

the body. Color light green, finely specked with dark green

and brown points.

West River, on Fundulus pisculenim, Nov. and Dec, 1871,—

F. S. Smith ; near New Haven, on the same fish,—Prof J. E.

Todd.

This species differs greatly, in the form and arrangement of

the acetabulum and head, from the typical species of the genus,

and when living specimens can be carefully studied, may re-

quire separation.
. , ., ,

Tchthyohdella punctata Verrill, from Lake Superior, descnbed

in the December number of this Journal, is the only other

species of this genus known to me from the fresh-waters of this

country, but others probably exist. In addition to the charac-

ters mentioned for the last species, the specimen has a median

pale dorsal line and a row of eight spots on each margin, alter-

nate with the dark punctate bands.

Clepsine Savigny.

This genus is very abundantly represented in our waters,

both in individuals and species. Although but two recogniz-

able species have hitherto been described from this country,

several others are very frequently met with, and are widely dis-

tributed. They are most frequently found adhering to the

under surfaces of floating logs and old pieces of boards, or be

neath the loosened bark of submerged branches and trunks ot

decaying trees. Occasionally they adhere to the lower surtace

of turtles or other animals, but they seldom, if ever, suck blood.

They feed upon insect larvae, small worms, etc. Most ot the

species are elegantly, and some are quite brilliantly colored, bu'

the colors are often quite variable in the species, and cannot be

relied upon for distinguishing them, without other characters ot

more importance. When disturbed, these species curl^ thei

""'

V/
posterior sucker, and before quitting the parent usually presen

the essential characters and often nearly t\e pattern of color ol

! adult, though paler.
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Clepsine parasitica Diesing,

rasitica Say, Major Long's 2nd Expedition to the source of St

,
Lake Winnepeek. etc., vol. ii, p. 266, 1824.

rasitica Diesing, Systema Helmintlmm, vol. i, p. 450, 1850.

Body smootb, but distinctlj annulated, much depressed,

broad, tapering anteriorly to the obtusely rounded head, broad

and emarginate posteriorly, with a broad round posterior sucker

or acetabulum, about half of which is exposed behind the end

of the body. Length in extension 3 inches
;
greatest breadth

3 to -5 of an inch, according to the degree of extension. Ocel

usually united into one inconspicuous spot, placed near the

anterior margin of the head ; two or three other minute black

spots, somewhat resembling ocelli, sometimes occur along the

margins of the head anteriorly.

Upper surface variegated with green, yellow, and brown;

the ground-color is usually dark greenish 1
'''

'
^"""

median vitta of pale greenish ye"
pands into several large irregula

rounded spots are also irregularly scatterea over ine uauji-. -'"~

entire margin is surrounded by a series of alternating square

spots of dark green and yellow. Lower surface longitudinally

striped with numerous purolish brown and black lines, the

margin spotted like that of the upper side. ,

West River, near New Haven, on lower side of floating wood,

and at Norway, Maine,—A. E. Yerrill ; frequent in the lakes

of the Nori;h-westem States, adhering to the sternum of tortoises,

—Say.
_

This species is one of the largest and most conspicuously

colored of the genus.

Clepsine picta^ sp. nov.

Body smooth, much depressed, broad posteriorly, somewhat

tapering anteriorly, about 2-50 inches long in extension; vaiy

ing in greatest breadth, from -25 to "30 of an inch. Acetabulum

large, rounded. Ocelli two, close together, and sometimes con-

fluent, surrounded bv a triangular white area, which extena

backward. Color of upper surface dark brownish green, nney

variegated with orange ; toward the margins the green ^ecome^

brighter ; a row of semicircular orange spots, centered wi

flesh-color or white, extends along each margin ;
small, distan t

flake-white spots are scattered over the upper surface, an

arranged in about five irregular longitudin al row s.
Acetabui

id with green and orange, the green forming rays tow

nargin, alternating with salmon-colored spots. I^^^®''!.

darker than the upper, deep ffreenish on the central part
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Another variety agrees in most respects with the preceding,

but has a median brown line along the back, interrupted by

about six, irregular, light green blotches, the last one largest

and elongated ; the rest of the back purplish brown, varied

with greenish, the colors appearing as if in fine checks, owing

to hghter and darker lines running in both directions ;
a row of

rounded light green spots on each side, midway between the

dorsal line and Tnargins, and a row of flesh-colored, semicircular

spots, alternately large and small, along the margin. Acetabu-

lum varied with light purple and flesh-color. Lower surface

pale bluish with lighter lines. .

A young specimen, about -75 of an inch long, had the same

pattern of color; but the upper surface was lighter, reddish

brown, and the dark brown lobes of the intestine were visible

through the integuments.

Other variations of color were observed. In some the

blotches interrupting the median brown line were dull orange

and the marginal spots were orange-yellow ;
the sides of the back

were orange-brown, thickly specked with dark brown and with

a row of small pale green spots on each side ;
lower surface

plain purplish brown;' and there was a whitish spot in front of

the ocelli. In one specimen the dorsal brown line was not

interrupted, and the back was finely variegated with green,

orange, and flesh-color, the green in stellate specks, with a

row of small white spots on each side ; the marginal spots pale

orange-yellow.

WhitneyviUe Lake and West Biver, near New Haven, com-

mon, on submerged or floating wood, and beneath dead bark,—

A. E. Verrill.

Clepsin^. modesta, sp. nov. Figure 2.

Body in extension elongated, tapering and very slender an_

terioriy, broader and obtusely rounded postenoriy. Length r&

inches"^ in extension. Back smooth, Fier. 3.

faintly annulated, translucent Head
small, obtuse, whitish. Ocelli * "

gene

bro)

erai

color above is pale purplish brown,
, „ ,

,

or purplish flesh-color with minute specks of brown, and

small round spots of dull yellow, and often of light green ;
mar-

gins and a median dorsal line pale. Acetabulum moderatelv

large, whitish. Auditorv vesicle or "cervical gland placed

near the head, small, rounded, slightly prominent, conspicuous,

deep brown, surrounded bv a whitish circle. Lower suriace pale

purplish. The attached young, about -3 of an inch long in ex-

tension, were slender, whitish, and sub-diaphanous, with the

brown intestine showing through posteriorly.
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West River and Whitneyville Lake, with the preceding,

Clepsine ornata, sp. nov.

Body somewhat depressed, rather broad and obtusely rounded

posteriorly, in extension tapering, but not slender, anteriorly,

about 1-25 inches long. In contraction elliptical, and about -20

broad in the middle. Back with a median papillose dorsal

carina, and two similar ones midway between it and the margins.

Head broad, acuminate, whitish in front and at the margin.

Ocelli united into a single, small, transverse spot, situated at

the edge of the white area. Acetabulum moderately large,

round, about half of its breadth exposed behind the end of the

body.
^

A dark green line passes along the median carina, interrupted

anteriorly by several transverse orange vittse, and farther back

by some pale orange spots ; the first of the transverse spots or

vittse is pale orange, and is just behind the white area of the

head; this is followed hy- a transverse greenish brown one,

which is succeeded by a longer transverse orange
''""'^"''

back is another transverse vitta, or band, of th(

The posterior part of the back and upper side of acetabulum

are flesh-color, specked with pale orange and purplish. The

papillas of the lateral carina are partly orange and partly brown.

The margin is pale purplish, with conspicuous squarish spots,

alternately bright green and orange. The rest of the upper sur-

face is variegated with bright green and pale brown, ana

specked with darker brown. Lower surface pale green, with a

median light line ; the margins colored as on the upper side.

:;,The attached young, June 6th, were about '12 of an inch

long, and very slender in extension. Anteriorly they were

purplish red with bright red specks, and with a median row ot

red points, while several median white spots occupied the posi-

tions of the large transverse orange spots of the adults, pos-

teriorly the branched lobes of the intestine gave a greenish coioi

to the body. Ocelli closely united into a transvei-sely tnangU"

lar or bilobed spot of bright red. ,

West Eiver, on the lower sides of submerged wood and

pieces of boards.

Clepsine papillifera, sp. nov.

^ Body decidedly convex above, broad and obtusely rounded

long, slender, and tapering anterioi

Length, when extended, about 1 inch; greatest breadth, m co^

traction, about -20 of an inch. Back covered with small, dis-

tant, subconical papillae, arranged in transverse rows, of wnic

the anterior contain about three papillae, and the posterior one
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eio-ht or nine. Head small, narrow, subacute, white in front.

Ocelli two, distinct, but close together, black, placed at the pos-

terior edge of the white area. Color above obscure yellowish

brown, produced by alternating narrow lines of flesh-color and

olive-brown, which are crossed by fine longitudinal lines of dull

olive-p-reen, giving a checkered appearance under the micro-

scope.'^ The dorsal papillae are specked with opaque white at

the tips, and usually surrounded by a darker spot of olive green

at the base.

West River and in small tributary streams, among the stems

of water plants and on floating wood, common,—A. E. Verrill.

Variety b. Specimens taken in Whitneyville Lake, Oct, 4tli,

carrving youncr, differ considerably from the preceding, and may

prove distinct! These have the form of body, head, and

ocelli as described, but the tubercles of the back are less nume-

rous, forming a single median row anteriorly, which becomes

double posteriorly, where there is also a row on each side, mid-

way between it and the margin. The general color above is

dull greenish yellow, transversely an;i longitudinally lined with

lighter ; the tubercles are dark brown, and small flesh-colored

spots are scattered over the back, but form rows posteriorly.

Lower surface lighter.

Variety c. One specimen, perhaps distinct has the ocelli

united into a single spot, and the back covered with numerous

small, scattered papillae. The color was not recorded.

Section B. Pour ocelli.

No American species belonging to this section are known to

Section C. Six ocelli.

Sub-section a. Back smooth.

Clepsine 'pallida, sp. nov. Figure 3, a; head enlarged.

Body depressed, broad and obtusely rounded posteriorly,

tapering, but not very slender, anteriorly; about 1 inch long

in extension, and 15 of an inch broad m con- a Fig. a b

traction. Back smooth, somewhat ""''

Head obtuse, with six ocelli, those of 1

rior pair nearer together. Acetabulum rat.

small. Intestine whitish, showing through ...-

integuments, with two large anterior lobes and about s.^ .........

lateral ones. Auditory vesicle very distinct Color abox e pa

yellowish, with scattered blackish specks and wit i a ineaia

light line, interrupted by a row of distant, small, black si>ot

Beneath pale flesh-color. . -r. tt -n
West River, with the preceding -A. E. VernlL

adincon- « Fig. a b

t convex. r\ /HX
'the ante- := r^
urn rather

/ )
trough the ' ^ ' »
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Back papill

Vlepsine ekgans, sp. nov. Figure l

Body depressed, strongly annulated, broadly rounded poster-

iorly, tapering, but not slender, anteriorly. Length in <

I about 1-25 inches; breadth j

Qteriorly. Length
n contraction "20 of an men.

Acetabulum moderately large, projecting considerably beyond
vi,

^gj.JQj. gjj^ Qf ^^^ ^^^^^ jjead small, obtusely pointed,

L front and along the edges. Ocelli six, the three pairs

gether, on the white area of the head, those of the

niddle pair largest, black. Back covered with distant, slightlymiaoie pair largest, black. Back covered with distant, slightly

elevated, yellow papillae. Color olive-green, thickly specked,

especially toward^ the margins, with purplish-brown, and with

dark-brown transverse lines con-esponding with the intervals

between the annulations ; anteriorly there is a pale yellowish-

green median line; a slight distance from the middle there is,

on each side, a narrow black line extending the whole length,

and between these and the margins there are other faint longi-

tudinal lines. Along each margin there is a row of about six,

sulphur-yellow spots, and^ a few smaller raised yellow spots

are scattered over the back, the anterior ones often becoming

greenish. Lower surface pale green specked with brown, and

with a light median and two black longitudinal lines, corres-

ponding to those above.
West River, with the two preceding,—A. E. Verrill.

This is a very active species. It adheres firmly by means ot

Its posterior sucker, but when much disturbed quickly roils

Itself into a ball. One of the specimens, taken June 6tli, car-

ried about a dozen slender jonns ones, of a pale pink color.

described sufaciently to be recogni:
tioned applying equally to nearly every species of the genus.

Clepsine swampina Diesing is thus described. " Body suo-

elliptical, depressed, anteriorly narrowed, above transversiy

sulcated, below plumbeous. Ocelli six, two closely appro^^'

mate. Acetabulum orbicular. Length 6-7 lines, width

lines."

Carolina, upon the surface of tortoises and frogs,—Bosc.

Liostomum coccineum Wagler.
Isis, 1831, p. 533; do. 1832, p. 53; Diesing, Sitzungsb. der kais. Akad. der

Wissenschaftea, xxxiii, p. 495, 1 859.

This genus is remarkable in having no ocelli, and no fohiS'

lobes, nor plications within the mouth and oesophagus.
Mexico,—Karwinsky.
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Nephelis quadristriaia Grube.

Farail. des Annel. pp. 110 and 149; Diesing, Sitzungsberichte

Akad. der Wissenschafteii, Math.-Naturwiss. Classe, xxxiii, p. 496

Body in extension 2 to 4 inches long by -12

slender, subterete, tapering to the anterior end ; in

broader and somewhat depressed posteriorly, the sides rounded.

Posterior sucker large, nearly as wide as the body, to which it

is broadly attached. Mouth rather large, suborbicular, the

upper lip a little expanded, rounded in front, wrinkled witliin,

smooth externally and not distinctly annulated. The oesopha-

gus has the three longitudinal folds slightly prominent, rounded

at their exterior ends. Six ocelli were all that could be dis-

tinguished ; of these those of one pair, situated on the front of

the first segment, are much the largest ; two pairs of much

smaller, inconspicuous ones, are placed well apart on the sides

of the buccal segment. Anal orifice large, with a raised border,

situated a little in advance of the posterior end of the back.

Color above brownish-black, dark-brown, fuscous, or dark

cinereous, with four longitudinal royrs of irregular, nearly con-

fluent, black spots, intermingled with light-brown or grayish

spots, which often also form the center of the black spots.

Lower surface plain brown or fuscous, usually a little lighter

than the back, ^ ^^ ... ^ ,

New Haven and Farmington, Conn.,—A. E. Yernll: l^al-

mouth, Mass.,—Dr. Edw. Palmer. This species is very common

in the fresh waters of New England.

Nephelis lateralis Verrill.

HiTucb lateralis Say, Long's Second Expedition, vol. ii, p. 267, 1824; Diesing,

Syst. Helm., vol. i, p. 474.

Kephelis lateralis VerriU, this Journal, ii, p. 451, 1871.

The original specimens, described by Say frorn the waters

between Eainy Lake and Lake Superior, were dull livid witu

" a few very remote minute black points, and a rufous line aOiig

each side;" the "six ocular points are placed in a regular y

^ -'jccimen from New Haven appears to Ih!-'

-. This was 3 or 4inches long in extfiisi. i

; rather slender and subterete ant-non .

. -v.d posteriorly, with the margins roun'!.!.

i-oiinded in front, not very distinctly

distinct, with faint indications of anotli.

ment ; the front pair on the first seguu -

much larger than any of the others, v.
•

;

<

and blackish ; the two pairs on the suk-:> v.i luo ;>.....; " r-

are verv small and well separated. Acetubuaun as ^vj- e a. nc

body when extended, with a circular row ot blacki.h sub-
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marginal spots. The three folds of the oesophagus are about

as in the preceding species. The color above is dull dark

orange-brown, with numerous fine longitudinal lines, alternately

darker and lighter, and with many small irregular black spots

scattered unevenly over the surface, except along the middle of

the back ; an obsure reddish line passes along each side near

the margin, apparently due to an internal vessel showing

through the integuments. Lower surface plain, dull orange-

brown, somewhat lighter than the back. Head light flesh-color.

Whitneyville Lake,— A. E. VerriU.

lilad., 1870, p. 89.

This species, found by Say associated with the preceding,

appears to differ in no important particulars, and may be only

a differently colored variety of the same species. It is descnbed

a^ blackish or fuscous, with irregular whitish or light colored

spots ; beneath pale, generally immaculate, but sometimes with

confluent black spots. Ocular points six, in a regularly curved

When a larger series of living specimens from various locali-

ties can be studied, the three preceding forms, admitted here as

species, may prove to be mere varieties of one species, no less

variable than the Nephelis vulgaris of Europe. The agreement

in the number and arrangement of the ocelli is very close ib

the three forms.

The leech described by Dr. Leidy from the vicinity of Phila-

delphia, and Beverly, N. J., appeare to differ in no essential

characters. It was blackish olivaceous above, the annuii

minutely punctate with yellowish olivaceous or dusky white,

and narrowly bordered with the same ; beneath grayish.

Nephelisfervida Verrill, described in the December number

of this Journal, from Lake Superior, appears to be quite dis-

tinct from any of the preceding, judging from the preserveU

specimens. The eight ocelli are alf small and nearly equal.

The color when living was bright brick-red, but the preservea

specimens show many faint longitudinal lines of brown. ,

Egg-capsules, apparently of this species, were found in

August by Mr. Smith, attached to the leaves of Nupfia,inA

sniall lake near Simmon's Harbor. These are broad oval or

elhptical, above smooth and convex, translucent yellowu-n

brown, with a thin, flat, lighter border, each end prolonged

shghtly into a short tubular neck, with a terminal oritice.

Lower surface flat. Each contained two, three, or more young

leeches, mostly upwards of half an inch long, plain whiti^n.

with eight distinct black ocelli. The largest capsule was -to oi
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an inch long by -35 wide, including the margin ;
the smallest

was -37 long by '30 wide.

Nephelopsis, gen. nov.

Body broad and flattened behind the clitellus, rounded and

tapering in front of it. Upper lip large, dilated, wrmkled and

radiately sulcated beneath ; oesophagus with three broad folds

as in Nephelis. Intestine simple, resembling that of Trochela.

L which there is a four-lobed orifice t

IVocAeia. The internal male organs resemble those of Aulas-

lomum and Hirudo, the testicles being rather large rounded

or pvriform vesicles, apparently but eleven on each side.

This genus has a remarkable combination of the characters

of Nephelis, Trocheta and Auhistomum. In general habit and

form of body it is much like Trocheta, but there are no maxillae.

Nephelopsis obscura, sp. nov.

Body much elongated in extension, depressed posteriorly,

distinctly annulated, a little rugose anteriorly, m contraction.

Length in extension 4 to 5 inches ; breadth '25 to "35 of an inch.

Head obtusely rounded in front Ocelli eight ;
two pairs on

the first ring near the front, the inner pair larger, well separated ;

two pairs on the sides of the buccal segment, small, distant, tHe

upper pair a little below the level of the outer pair ot anterior

ones. Inner surface of the upper lip very rugose, the sulca-

tions and folds diverging outwardly. Mouth large; folds ot

the oesophagus broad, prominent, the outer end pointed, tri-

angular. Anal orifice large, with raised borders, on the dorsal

surface, a little in advance of the posterior sucker, which is

large, rounded, the disk expanded and considerably larger than

the pedicle. Clitellus much thickened ; male organ short pro-

truded as a low truncate cone, with disk-shaped end \y
hen

examined by transmitted light, a row of eleven rather large

translucent/pyriform spots may be seen midway between the

dark intestine and the flattened margin, ^'^^.^^^PP^^'l^i i X
respond with the testicles. Color, above and below, dull, ciurK

brown, umber-brown, or fuscous, usually with numerous ob-

scure, narrow, longitudinal stripes of lighter and darker brovv n

Ma.lison, Wisccmsin, very abundant m the lakes near the

''fetpedelwaftakeninMay, 1870,
^^^^^^^^'Z^l'f^s.

capsules were also found attached to the stones along the shores.

Aulastomum lacustre Leidy.

Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia, for 1868, p. 229.

This species, well described by Dr. Leidy, ha.s 10 ocelli
;

eight

in the upper lip, the last pair separated by an annuius irom
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i the 29th. (Esophagus capac-ious. with twelve folds. "Jaws

tnin, small, wheu at rest included in pouches formed by an

aversion of the mucus membrane. Teeth 12 in number to

each jaw, bilobed at base." Color throughout ohve-green,

closely maculated everywhere with confluent spots of a darker

hue of the same color. A variety was lighter green with

fewer spots of black.

Twin Lake, Minnesota, and Lake Superior,—Leidy.

Semiscolex Kmberg.

Ofversigt af Kongl. Vet Akad. Forhandlingar, xxiii, p. 357, 1S67.

According to Kinberg this genus has the following charac-

ters: maxillae wanting; phamvx with a transverse sulcus he-

low the posterior margin of the buccal segment, and below that

provided with longitudinal sulci ; habit of Hirudo.

Semiscolex juvenilis Kinb., loc. cit.

This, the typical species, has a smooth body with a narrow

median dorsal fascia, and a series of spots on each side.

Cephalic lobe a little elongated, three-annulate; ocelh eight,

with the fourth pair on the second segment of the body
;

ab-

dominal orifice in the 26th segment ; segments 97 ;
length 40

Montevideo, in fresh-water.

The following species, although evidently allied to Semiscolex,

differs decidedly in the structure of the cephalic lobe and

pharynx, and in having ten ocelli. These characters seem to be

of generic value.

Hexabdella, gen. nov.

Body depressed posteriorly. Cephalic lobe prolonged, com-

posed of four segments, with three longitudinal folds heneatn,

followed by three transverse fleshy lobes, or folds ;
below tliese

the oesophagus is furnished with six longitudinal P^catjon^

Ocelli ten ; the fourth pair on the buccal segment, the httQ u

the second segment behind the buccal Anus dorsal, at xu

posterior end of the body. Acetabulum round, separated iroi

the body by a deep constriction.

Hexabdella depressa, sp. nov.

Body strongly annulated, broad and much flattened
posteno

to the clitellus, tapering and somewhat rounded in J^ont
oi •

Length, in partial contraction, 1-50 inches; breadth 40. iiem

or cephalic lobe, somewhat elongated, rounded in front, >

four annulations, the first or terminal one oval, separate^!
tro

the following by a decided depression, or fossa. Ocelli ten

,

first pair, near together on the posterior edge of the first cepl^a

segment, the second pair on the second, and the third on
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third segment, form a nearly regularly curved line ; those of the
fourth pair are on the sides of the fifth or buccal segment ; and
those of the fifth are on the seventh segment, or the third ol' the
body. Cephalic lobe divided beneath into three broad lobes

by two deep sulcations, each lobe subdivided into smaller ones
by less marked, divergent grooves. Behind each of the three
lobes there is an elevated, transverse, rounded, fleshy lobe or
fold ; behind these, and separated by a deep groove, there are

six well-marked plications in the oesophagus. Anus with ele-

vated, crenulate borders. Male organ between the 24th and
2oth segments of the body. Acetabulum round, of motk'ratc;

size. Color of the preserved specimen, dark slate- brown, abcne,
with few irregularly scattered remote black spots, and with still

fewer, small, white specks. Beneath lighter slate-brown, with
very few black spots, toward the margins.

Near New Haven,—A. E. Verrill.

Democedes Kinberg, loc. cit, p. 356.

This genus, according to Kinberg, has " three muscular, com-
pressed, edentate maxillse," with the habit of Hiruclo. The two
species first named by him are from Port Natal and have 10
ocelli. The remaining species has but 8 ocelli, and is described

as follows.

Democedes maculatus Kinberg, loc. cit, p. 856.

Body tuberculose, with minute tubercles, cinereous, with

irregular black and white spots ; cephalic lobe 5- or 6-annulate
;

ocelli 8 ; fourth pair on the buccal segment ; abdominal orifices

in the 25th and 30th segments ; segments 94 ; length 88™"".

Wiscon sin,—Kumlin.

Macrobdella, gen. nov.

Body strongly annulated, stout, broad, depressed tlin.iigiiout,

tapering but little. Cephalic lobe large, rounded in irniit. r,.iii-

posed of five segments, its lower surface rugose wirli Iniinitiwli-

nal sulcations, and at the base having a transverse tnld. u;i,.-i

'forms sockets for the protection of the maxillae, when i<n;:- • •

-Maxillte three, stout and prominent, the outer cdp> 'i.-nti.

witii about 50 to 60 teeth. Nine plications within \ur >>-

g^^^. Stomach voluminous, divided into several conp;!!

\vitli very large and irregular dilations or pouches on .'aci, -

Oceih ten. Male orifice between the 26th and 27th* sogmmrs
behind the mouth ; vulva between the 81st and 32nd. Anal

opening dorsal, in advance of the posterior sucker.

This genus has a remarkable combination of the characters of

several diverse genera. It has, like Bdella, sulcations on the

* Leidy says that the male orifice perforates the 25th annulus, but he appar-

ently exeiudea the buccal segment from his count.



cephalic lobe, beneath : m;ixill;e similar to those of Ilirudo, but

more prominent: a plieated <L'S'>iiha,L;us, siiuihtr to that of

Aulastomum ; a stomach nio-st like that of //a-rnop'S ; internal

reproductive organs similar to those of Hirudo ; while the

external male organ is more like that of Hcemopis. The getius

differs from all the others, however, in the situation of the

genital orifices, in the form of the maxillse, the number of

plications in the oesophagus, etc. It includes

Macrohdelh. decora Verrill. Figure 4 ; a maxilla.

Hirudo decora Say, Long's Secnd Expedition, vol. ii, p. 268, 1824; Diesing, Sys-

tenia Helm., i, p. 474; Leidy, Proc. Phil. Acad. Xat. Sci., 1868, p. 230.

Body large, stout, broad, considerably depressed throughout;

in extension much elongated and gradually tapering anteriorly,

stroiigly anuulated. Length of the larger y\s. 4. ¥
specimens 12 inches or more; greatest I

breadth upwards of an inch. Head
rounded in front, the cephalic lobe capa-
ble of considerable dilation, consisting,
apparently, of five segments. Ocelli ten

;

the first pair between tke second and
third segments

; the second on the third ;

the third on the fourth ; the fourth pair
on the sixth or buccal ; and tbe fifth on
the ninth segment, or fourth behind '

the mouth. Cephalic lobe rugose and wrinkled beneath, acti

with conspicuous longitudinal sulcations, of which three, corres-

ponding with the maxillfe, are deepest
;
posteriorly with a con-

spicuous semicircular fold, surrounding and partially conceahng
the maxillae, when retracted into their foss». Maxillse thict,

very prominent, higher than broad, outer edge rounded in frout,

and finely and closely denticulate (figure 4).^ Below each max-

illa, m the oesophagus, is a broad plication or fold, which divides

into two a short distance beyond ; alternating with these are

three simple narrower folds, making nine in all. External male

organ stout, conical, the broad wrinkled base rising from the

24th to the 30th segments ; tbe terminal portion smoother, ^^'ltll

SIX sulcations
; the orifice small, with six lobes. Female oritice

also with small lobes, surrounded by a slightly elevated area,

formed upon the 31st and 32nd segments; posterior to these

there are conspicuous rugose elevations on the 36th and 3-th,

and on the 38tli and 39th segments, with less marked ones on

two or three of the previous and following segments ;
correspon|i-

mg to these rugosities, there are well developed internal glanas-

itie reproductive organs are here described from preservea
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specimens of large size, taken in the breeding season, in sjirinu'.

At other seasons and in smaller specimens, these cliar;!;- vr< ;i'.v

not so obvious. Acetabulum large, separated from tlic Ixniv li\-

a well marked constriction.

Color above, dark livid brown, or olive -green, with a median
dorsal row of about 20 to 22 bright or pale red spots, whicli nir

sometimes obsolete, and a row of rounded black spots near each
margin, corresponding in number and nearly in size with the

red ones. Lower surface bright or dark orange-red, or reddish
brown, sometimes with black spots near the margins.

Vermilion River,—Say ; Norway, Maine ; in many lakes and
streams in other parts of Maine ; and in streams and ponds near
New Haven,—A. E. Verrill ; Minnesota,—Dr. Leidy.

This species is very common and widely diffused in the fi-esh-

waters of the northern United States. Its range nnithwunl
and southward is unknown. It is the only true blood -snc king
leech known to me from the Atlantic States. It is ca])aL)lc of

drawing blood from the human skin, but ordinarily subsists

upon frogs and tadpoles. It often attaches itself to tiie throat,

and speedily kills them, even when of large size. It is fre-

quently used instead of the imported leeches by physicians,

equally efficacious,

following sp(The following species, which I have not seen, have been
described from North America

:

Hirudo ornata Ebrard, Nouv. Monog. Sangs., p. 55. North-

western America.
Hirudo Q) Costaricensis Grube and (Ers. ; Diesing, op. cit, p.

509. Costarica,—(Ersted.
Hirudo Billberghi Kinberg, op. cit, p. 856, 1867. Montevideo.

This species is described as having eight ocelli, with the genital

orifice in the 28th segment. It probably belongs to some
other genus.

Oxyptychus striatus Grube, Fam. d'Annel., p. 110. 1 is : 1
>

mg, op, cit, p. 510. Montevideo,—Burmeister.
Centropygns Jocensis Grnhe and (Erst, 1857; Dies.. (<\:

P- 511. St Joce, Central Americn.—(Erst^^d.

SCIENTIFIC IX

I. Ohemistky

paring thallous platino-cyanide, Friswe
thallous carbonate and potassium platirio-cyannle.

moments, while the solution was yet warm, tufts

c crystals began to grow from 1

ivere collected, and dried at lOO".Sel



mitted light they are nia<rniticeiit criiuson-re.l in color, while by

reflected light they are of an intense bronze-Lcreeu, with a metallic

luster so strong as easily to be mistaken fur brass chips. Upon
examination, this salt proved not to be the platino-cyanide iu

question, but a compound of thallous carbonate with thallous

platino-cyauide, having the formula TUPtCy^, TlgCOg. Its for-

mation may be represented thus :

—

K2PtCy,+ (Tl2C03)3 ^TlgPtCy,, Tl^COg+ K^COa.
Treated with warm nitric acid, it effervesces, leaving a pink

residue of thallous platino-cyanide. It is nearly insoluble in cold

water, and dissolves with difficulty in hot. It may be recrystall-

ized from a hot solution of thallous carbonate. Its aqueous solu-

tion is colorless, and yields no absorption bands to spectroscopic

examination. The crystals are cubes, sometimes so united together

Thallous platino-cyanide—obtained by decomposing barium

platmo-cyanide with thallous sulphate—occurs in yellowish-white

crystals, entirely destitute of any dichroic properties,—J] Ck Soc,

n,ix, 461, July, 1871. G. f. b.

2. On Aurine.—DAi.^ and Schorlemmkr have made an examina-
tion of commercial aurine—obtained by tlie action of concentrated
sulphuric acid and oxalic acid upon phenol. They tind that this

aiirin. (called also yellow coralline) is a mivture and have sue-

[v.l ni-LMlles, with an adaman-
tme luster, having the composition C. Al^ ^O^, (11,0)2; or m
smaller dark-red needles havana a steel-blue rJllexion, with the

composition Cg^H, ^O,, 2J(H„0). Both lose their water at 160 ,

and assume a tine beetle-green luster, producing the anhydrous
compound C^.H, ,0,. By heating the red solution of this suh-

stance in an alkali, with granulated zinc, it is reduced, becomes
colorless, and giyes, with acids, a white crystalline precipitate,

crystallizing from acetic acid in thick monoclinic prisms, having

*J?^,/«™'^la^24H2oO,. Pure aurine heated with zinc-dus

'

yields benzol and other bodies having a higher boiling-pom •

-'/ Ch. Soc, II, IX, 466, July, 1871. Ber. Bed. Ghem. Ges., I^-

+i.'^V u""
*^^ Preparation of Camphoric ac?:d—Weeded proposes

of /k T?.^""^^^^"^
^^'' preparing camphoric acid :* A solution

of about 150 grams of camphor in two liters of nitric acid of

specific gravity 1-27 (two volumes commercial acid diluted with

ii^L? f T^i"'"")
^' ^^^^*^*i «» the water-bath in a capacioiis

S flft^^f^'^' "'^^^l ^« ^"*^^e nitrous fumes are produced,

its In "f^^
^^ furnished with a wide glass tube narrowed a

may l^f ?'^' ? ^^"^^7 ^he fumes into a chimney. This tiibe

Te^W '"''^'^ *^" ^^'^ ^y a Piaster of pans luting. ^^^^
the above quantity of materials, the process is terminated m oO

as?aUciJlreU^i?'''T'?P^' P'""P^'"^'^ ^'5*^ this substance in the same,^-ay
u, magnificent objects with polarized light.—G. F. B.]
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4. On the Synthesis of Oxaluric acid.—By the action of

ethyloxyoxalyl chloride upon urea, Henet has succecdod in form-

ing oxaluric acid. The reaction takes place according to the

equation :

—

Thpse bodies act upon each other at ordinary temperatures with

evolution of great heat. No hydrochloric acid gas is evolved, it

being combined with the urea ; hence twice the quantity of urea

required by the above equation must be used. A hard crystalline

mass results, from which after cooling, the excess of urea is ex-

tracted by water or alcohol. The residue recrystallized from boil-

ing water yields ethyl oxalurate in the form of fine, white, silky

needles, which are tasteless and anhydrous, slightly soluble in

jr, easily soluble i

ammonia. Heated 1

and leaving cyanuric acid. Boiling with water decomposes^

yielding oxaluric acid. Heated with alcoholic ammonia to 100 .„

yields oxaluramide.—^en Berl. Chem. Ges., iv, 644, July, 1871.

5. On the Coloring matter of (7ocAm6a?.—Liebermann and

VAN Dorp have recently studied the chemical characters of the

colorino- matter of cochineal. They commenced their investiga-

tion with the nitrococcusic acid of De la Rue, which they prepared

by adding finely-pulverized carmine gradually to nitric acid ot

specific gravity 1-37, so long as active evolution of red vapors took

place. By moderate evaporation, the entire mass sohdihed in

crystals of oxalic and nitrococcusic acids. Recrystallization from

water containing nitric acid, gave the latter substance pure, m
large silvery plates. This acid, when heated in sealed tubes with

water to 180°, evolves carbon dioxide and yields a new pubstancts

as a yellow oil while hot, but solidifying on cooling in Ioi^l: >^' ''!^^

needles, having the composition of trinitrocresol, C^H^UNOv) ,
H.

In properties, It agrees with the trinitrocresol obtained Kv Dn. l..s

from the cresol of coal tar, fusing at 104°, and yieMmg :i

potassium salt which crystallizes from water in yellow needles.

The nitrococcusic acid is therefore one of the isomeric trini-

trocresotic acids, though which one cannot be determined till they

have all been prepared and examined, from this relation ot

nitrococcusic acid to cresol, it is clear that the coloring ""^^^^r o^

cochineal contains a benzol residue combine<l with metn>i groups.

To obtain that part of the carmine niolecnl<> wln< h yHMiKi tne

nitrococcusic acid; free from the action of the n.tP<. and his car-

mine was wai-med with concentrated suli.lnmc acid. ^^At 1 2.) the

yellow color of the solutioi

of CO 2 and SO,. After
]

whole was poured into wat
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precipitated in "brown flo<-k>. Athr uashinic and drying it was

extracted with alcohol and tlu- t'xtr:irT uvapniatt-d. The coloring

matter thus obtained, which tlu- authors rail Kuticoccin, is diffi-

cultly soluble in cold water, readily sc in alcohol, giving a yellow

fluorescent solution, partially volatile, giving a red vapor con-

densing to yellow-red iitn dies, and colors mordanted cloth like

cochineal though le^s lirilliaiitlv. Its formula is CigHijOj.

From the mode of its production and its behavior, the authors

believe it to be a derivative of dimethylanthracene and assign to

it the formula: / iru \

This view is strengthened by the fact that when the vapor oi

ruficoccin is passed over ignited zinc-dust, a hydrocarbon of high

fusing point is produced, which sublimes in white plates and forms

with picric acid a red compound. From the production too, of

succinic acid when carmine-red is fused with potassium hydrate,

as observed by Hlasiwetz and Grabowsky, and its analogy to the

coloring matters of logwood and Brazil wood, the authors think it

not improbable that it is either a derivative of succinic acid itselt

or of an acid decomposable into it by fusion with potassium

hydrate.—5er. Berl. Chem. Ges., iv, 655, July, 1871. g. f. b.

6. On the Betaine of the Phosphorus Series.—^ome time ago,

Scheibler discovered a new base in the beetroot, to which he gave

the name betaine. It proved to be identical with oxyneurine, a

base obtained from neuriue, which Liebreich had derived trom

protagon. Neurine, being trimethyl-oxethyl-ammonium chlonde,

gives oxyneurine by oxidation and subsequent removal of hydro-

chloric acid, thus:

—

(ij (CH3)3(C2H,0)NCl+02 =(CH3)3(C2H3O2)^rCl-fH20.

(2) {CH3)3(C,H303)XC1-HC1 = c^i\^{cn^)^^o^.
Oxyneurine is therefore trimethylated glycocoll. Hoftnann

havmg produced, by the action of triethylamine upon monochlor-

acetic acid, a triethylated glycocoll, and by the action of triethyi-

phosphine, a similar body containing phosphorus in place o

nitrogen, Meyee at his suggestion undertook the production oi

trunetbylated glycocoll containing phosphorus, by actmg on

monochlor-acetic acid with trimethyl-phosphine. The reaction

takes place at ordinary temperatures but was completed by heal-

ing in sealed tubes for five or six hours to 100°. The V^^^^f
double chloride afforded on analysis the formula [CgHattUsh
PO,HCl],PtCl,. Treated with^H.S, it yielded the sinip^

chlonde, from which the sulphate was prepared ; this, by treat

ment with barimn hydrate, yielded the pure base as a.m^l,.
splendid radiating crystals. It was neutral in its reaction, verj

hygroscopic, and readily foimed salts. The iodide is quite solawe

in water and crystallizes in beautiful plates. This base theretore,

there can be little doubt, is the oxyneurine or betame of the

phosphorus 8eries.-^er. BerL Chem. Ges., iv, 734, August, 18 a-
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11. Geology and Natural History.

J. H. Klippakt, Assistant Geolo-

gists; T. G.'WoRMLEY, Chemist; G. K. Gilbert, M. C. J^ead,

Henry Newton, W. B. Potter, Local Assistants. 568 pp. 8vo.

Columbus, 18T1.—This Annual Report of the Ohio Survey is not

a mere statement that something has been done, but an extended

series of Reports on the results obtained, giving details as to the

surveys carried forward, the observations made, and some of the

conclusions reached, thus making a volume of real scientific value.

It opens with a general Report^of Progress, by Dr. Newberry, the

head of the Survey, announcing, among other things, that it is

proposed to have the final Report consist of two volumes on Geol-

ogy and Paleontology, one on Economic Geology, and one on

Agriculture, Botany and Zoology. He also states that a Geologi-

cal Map, on a large scale, is in preparation, to accompany the vol-

umes on Geology ; and that a surveying party is in the field for

the improvement of the topographical map of the State, which is

to serve as its basis.

Dr. Newberry mentions the interesting fact that the valleys of

the streams of Ohio " are all cut far below the present stream

beds. The valley of the Beaver is excavated to a depth of over

150 feet below the present water level. The trough of the Ohio

is still deeper. The Tuscarawas at Dover is running 175 feet

above its ancient bed. The borings made for oil, along the

streams of the region, afford many remarkable facts bearing on

this subject."
. ^^ ,

The structure of the Lower Coal Measures in Northeastern

Ohio is particularly described; and, in connection, he observes that

the noted fish-bed of Linton is connected with the coal seam,

which he numbers (counting from below) 6. The coal lies under

the ]S[ahoning sandstone, in the valley of Yell-.w (nek, :iml is

the "Big Vein" of SalinviUe, Hammondsville. Lmtun. uimI New
Lisbon, being 4 to 7^ feet in thickness ; at the nu.uth ot tin- ( reek

this seam is underlaid by four --^-- -^ '•"-"' -""1 '" '^"^ '^«t

are the remains of fishes an
having been afforded by the bed.

^

of Ca^lacanthus and Eurylepis, with

Pvhizodus, and many spines and teeth

r the origir

in the'coaTraalih."" While it (•ontinuVd to be » 'agoon,

ccous mud, derive of the iXi^lants gro^vnng in the water and the surrounding i

ated at the bottom, Avith innumerable remains oti

mated forms that for ages lived and died in the water above.

There came a tune, however,-after enough of this carbonaceous

mud had gathered to form a layer of cannel four inches thick—
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when, just as so many of our little lakes are 'growing up' now,

the lagoon was closed and ultimately all filled up by the peat that

formed its margin. This peat produced the ordinary cubical coal

which composes the mass of the seam."

The Report of E. B. Andrews relates to the Second Geological

District, the southeastern quarter of the State. Prof. Andrews

first speaks of the occurrence of large boulders, one of a hundred

tons, in the eastern part of Fairfield Co., others in Perry Co. and

Vinton Co., and alludes to the locality of boulders of white

quartz, " some as large as a nail keg," near Ashland, in Boyd Co.,

Kentucky; stating that this is the most southern point where he

lias seen regular drift boulders. They are on the high hills, bor-

dering the river, at least 200 feet above the bed of the stream.

Under the head of the several geological formations of this

part of the State, the results of his recent observations are next

given, including numerous sections, and a large amount of valua-

ble detail with regard to the coal beds, limestones, etc. Proi

Andrews shows that the beds of coal, as well as of intermediate

rocks, are often quite limited in lateral extent, and well illustrates

the point in many carefully made sections. The number of coal

beds consequently is not the same in dilFerent regions, but is con-

stantly varying. " The facts throw much light on the varying con-

ditions of the great Carboniferous marshes of Ohio.
This notice will be continued in our next number.
3. Geological Survey of California.—A letter from the State

Geologist of California to the Governor of the Statfe, recently

published, gives an account of the progress of the work during the

years 1870-71. A notice of some of the important results have

already appeared in this Journal, viz : of the publication of one

part of the map of Central California, on a scale of six miles to an

inch, embracing about one-third of the area of the State, and tne

completion of the fii-st volume of the Ornithology of California,

comprising the land birds of western America, west of the KocKy

Mountains and north of Mexico. Besides these results, as we

learn from the letter, the great map has been so far finished, througn

the topographical labors of Mr. C. F. Hofmann and his assistants,

that the second quarter of the map is already drawn, and the en-

graving will be finished in February next ; the third is also drawn,

and will be given to the engraver on the completion of the seconrt;

the fourth is about two-thirds drawn, and only the field work tor

the remaining third is yet to be done. The whole map may tberfr

fore be finished two years from the present time—the engravin„

of each part requiring a year.
Prof. Whitney announces that a smaller map of the I

nmediate

tion with the publications of the Survey. It is already in tu^

engraver's hands, and " it is hoped that it will be completed belor«

the adjournment of the Legislature." This map will be made tn^

basis of the preliminary geological map of the State. The c

for the second volume of the Ornithology are well advanceu
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toward completion, and will probably be finished in the spring.
Drawings have been begun for the volume on Conchology, under
the charge of Prof. P. P. Carpenter. Mr. Lesquereux has been
engaged to describe the fossil plants, the extent of the collections of
which have been greatly increased. Dr. Leidy has made prelim-
inary reports on the vertebrate fossils, and will go forward witli

the volume whenever the State is ready for its publication ; tlic

B of great interest, embracing, as " later Tertiary '* species,

ant, mastodon, rhinoceros, tapir, camel, llama, several
species of the horse family, bison, elotherium, and many otlur
extinct species. The Botanical volume has been making progress
under Professor Brewer. The geological investigations have been
continued along the Sierra and elsewhere, preparing the way for
the final reports. These will make two volumes, one on general
geology and the other on the mines and useful minerals, or econom-
ical geology.

The survey under Professor Whitney has performed its work
thoroughly and faithfully, and produced volumes of reports unsur-
passed hi excellence in the country. Large appropriations to it, to

hasten on the completion of the field labors and the publications,

would contribute to the honor and best interests of the State, as

well as to the progress of science throughout the country.

The United States ought to have a complete geological map of
its whole territory ; and, in this land of independent States, it is

the duty of each State to furnish its part in s "- " ''—

the science of the country admits o£ The ct

vey of California has been earnestly desired,

western border of the map may be finished oui

at large will have reason to rejoice if this Pacific State does not
fail of its part of the duty.

3. Note on the discovery offossils in the " WinooaU marble'' <it

Canton, Vt.; by K BiLLmes, F.G.S., Palaeontologist of the Geo!.

Surv. Canada.—A few days ago Mr. Solon M. Allis, of Burlington,
Vt., visited our museum and informed me that he had a specinuii

of the Winooski marble of Swanton which contained some fossils.

1 he has sent it to me. It contains, abundantly, a specii s

describetl inof SaUereUa, which I believe to be the >.S'. pulchella <

mv Pal, Fobs., vol. i, p. 1 8. This marble, both at Swanton ana r>r.

Albans, seems to underlie the Georgia slates. It is generally of a

reddish, mottled color, but sometimes gray or greenish. The lime-

stone at the straits of Belle Isle, in which ^S. pulchella is found, is

also red, gray and greenish ; and is, I have no doubt, of the same
age. At this latter locality it overlies a red or brownish sand-

stone, conformably, which holds Scolithus linearis. I consider the

Belle Isle sandstone to be the "Quartz rock" of the Green moun-
tains of Vermont. In that case, the limestone at Belle Isl.' <h«ii-

pies, stratigraphically, the position of the Stockbridge linu st<^iu

as represented by Dr. Emmons in his American GeoU.gy, i>art 2,

P- 19, On page 19 of the same work. Dr. E., speaking of tht

Stockbridge limestone, says: "It is reddish at Williamstown and
Am. Jodk. Scl-Thibd Sbbxes, Vol. Ill, No. 14 -Feb., 1872.

10



Geolooical Di^^tI•iet of Nrw Y..rk. in 1 ^:i-. pauf _':',•_> lie oives a section

of the' rocks at Burlinitton onihiiu.il with one of 'the strata at

Port Kent. He there notices a gray limestone (at Burlington^
-*^

which he says:—"It is a stratum, which in Berkshire county.:.

other parts of the country, has generally been placed amoim

primary rocks ; it is identical with the "limestone at the b;i-

Saddle mountain, and which covers more or less of the west

flank of the Green Mountains." If the limestone to which u.

alludes is one of the gray varieties of the AYinooski marble, tku

he is most probably right. I believe Mr. AUis's fossils are the

first that have been found in the Winooski marble.
Montreal, Dee. 21st, 1871.

4. Yale College Expedition to the Rncky Mountains and Pacijic

Coast.—The second scientific party froi^ Yale College, in charge

of Professor 0. C. Marsh, which lett Xew Haven in June last to

make explorations in the Plockv Mountains and on the PaciQC

Coast, returned to this city on the 14th of January. This party,

like that of the previous year, was a private one, consisting ot

Professor Marsh and ten recent graduates of the College.

The special object of the expedition was to study the extinct

vertebrates of the far west, and the first investigations were made

m July and August in the Cretaceous deposits of southwestern

Kansas, where numerous new species of birds, reptiles and m^^
were discovered. During September and October, the Tertiary

beds of Wyoming and Idaho were examined, and a large number

of new fossil mammals, birds, reptiles and fishes were collected.

The remainder of the autumn was spent in eastern Oregon, where

many new and interesting Tertiary mammals were found. Am
a short visit to California the party returned east, some by km^^'

and others with Professor Marsh via Panama.
^ ,.,

_
Ihe Expedition was in all respects successful, and the moi

important scientific results will soon be made public. ,

o Discovery of a tooth of a Mastodon in Massachusetts;^)
K Hitchcock. (From a letter to one of the editors, dated Am-

herst Jan. 12, 1872).--I have seen and identified a mastodon's mol^
which was found m the town of Colerain, Mass. It was shovel ed

out of a muck bed, on the farm of Elias Bardwell, just as tie

ground was frozen for the winter
; and in the spring he proja^^^

me to make more thorough search for the remainder ot t'A

Colerain is a north border town in our state I believe that vfi

mastodon remains have ever been found before in Massachnpett^^

cl" u-'''''^(.^^f*'"^^^ of^orth Carolina; by Dr. F. A. OE>"r •

Consulting Chemist and Geologist. 32pp.8vo. Philadelphia, 18
;

(i^rom the Journal of the Franklin Institute).-Dr. Geuth has w

bored much in the gold regions of North Carolina, and made van

fT fi^^f^l investigations of the minerals. This memoir conta
,

the results of his researches. No better authority on the subj^^^

of h,s paper exists in the country.
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7. Final Beport of the United States Geological Survei/

Nebraska, and portions of the Adjacent Territories, made uihI

the direction of the Coramissioner of the General Land Office, 1

F. V. Hatden, U. S. Geologist. Ex. Doc. No. 19, House of Kc
resentatives, 42d Congress. Ordered to be printed ."Maich 'i:\

264 pp. 8vo,jwith several lithographic

01

;? terc

oTthe^

> Commission of the General Land Office,

I the first of March, 1868. It contains Reports

of different counties of the State, with a chaptei
^ the facof Colorado, (including a general review of

with the Lignite formations west of the Mis

account of the geological formations along the route ot tlic I nion

Pacific Railway, Eastern Division. Dr. Hayden ol)serves ia his

introductory remarks, that the State of Nebraska, while over

tlircc hundred and sixtv miles in average length from north to

south, and one hundred and seventy in average width, i)reseiit8 to

view the rocks of only three geological formations—the Upper

Carboniferous, the Cretaceous and the Tertiary. The Carbonife-

rous beds thin out in their western extension and almost disappear

in the region of the Rocky Mountains. The thickest coal beds

are 12 to 30 inches thick.

The largei- part of the volume is occupied by the Paleontologi-

cal Repoit of Mr. F. B. Meek, in which details of sections and

descriptions and figures of fossils are given ^\ itli ^Ir. fleck's usual

thoroughness and fidelity, and the facts connected witli tlie a^e of

the beds are described at length. Mr. ]Meck sliowi that nistcad of

being part Permian, as some have urged, the l)e«ls belong to the

Upper Coal-measures, and contain precisely the same group o.

fossils that are found at that horizon throughout the V\ est, and

eastward to Virginia. He also discusses the question of age on

the broader ground of the affinities of the species and genera, in-

dependent of their known range in this country.

There are eleven plates of figures of fossils, and tlicy include

nearly all the Upper Coal-measure invertebrate specio
;

with a

few exceptions all are from Mr. Meek's drawings. I'ollownii:- tins

Report, there is a short paper by O. H. ^t. John on to-il h-=hes

from the Upper Coal-measures of Nebraska, and anoilnr u\ .-. ii.

Scudder on the Orthoptera collected in Xchra-ka.

^
B. Jfiers, Contributions to Botnt.y. /v^/ny/v/'/'/c -_'/"/ /'-^'•''y-

^ive, detailing the Characters >f J'hintA ''"i' -v '
'^ '"''."

'^''

J"'.

iinperfectly described, to which "/v 'nl.h,! lUni't,-':-^ <> > tin ,
.
..//'/"-

ties. 4to. London: Williams and Xe>r-ate. l>-.I-!-,l. Inc-n



Yolume is before us, a collection of the Memoirs which our autho

has published in the Transactions of the Linnjean Society o

London between the years 1839 and 1869, fourteen papers, illt

strated by twenty-two plates. The earlier papers of this last serie

are those upon Burmanniacew^ and upon his remarkable nev

family of TriuriacecB ; the most elaborate are the papers on th

seed, etc., of Clv^iacece and Magnoltacece (which ^ ' '

penetration of pollen-tubes to ovules denied), that upon Crescentia;

that upon Goetzia and Espadea (taken as distinct genera), with a

good figure and discussion of the Cuban plant, of most uncertam

relationship, and one in which three new genera of Verhemm
are described.

Returning to the other series of "Contributions," the first

volume comprises the elaborate articles of Mr. Miers upon Ok-

cacem and Icacinacem ; those upon Canellacece, Winteracem (with

nme species of BHmys), Lardizabala, and the Styracece ; upon the

" vegetable ovule called anatropous ;" additional observations on

^
some Olacaceous genera ; and a monograph of Colletia and its

' allies. The second volume begins with the monograph on the

Calyceracem, admirably illustrated by ten plates, and largely ex-

tendmg our knowledge of this small family,—in which the genera

are doubled and the species quadrupled in number ; and contains

papers on the Bignoniacem, the Mate plant and other species of

Ilex employed in the preparation of Paraguay Tea; on various

genera; on Goupiacem ; on Ephedra; on the Tricvspidan&x

>

and upon Heliotropiem and Gordiacem. The third volume con-

tains a complete monograph of the Menispermaceoe,'' the result

o a long and diligent investigation of this family, with sixty-seven

plates, from a selection of the vast number of drawings made

during studies extending over about thirty-five years. Nea^lj

Mty-six years have passed since the publication by Mr. Miersw
his travels m Chili and La Plal

"

career of botanical authorship c«
he collected.

^

J'.^U^'S''"'^ -^^^^^y o/« Geological Mcploration of the

ForUeth ParaUel under Glarence King. (Second Notice.)-;

Under the modest name of a catalogue of the known plants o^

Neva(ia and Utah, Mr. Watson has g?ven us a treatise, not to^
I^aII 1/

T*^^«t^^t«b of country^between the Sierra Nevad
and the Rocky Mountains, which is invaluable to the hotani^^

studymg the plants of that region in herbaria, and still
more^to

explorers on the ground,-of which we hope there may be m^
For not only are new or revised species described, but aU spe«;^

not contained m the common eastern manuals, &c., which ere^

collector is supposed to possess; the characters of western gen^'J
are appended m foot-notes, and synopses of recently elaboraj^

genera- some of them reprints or translations of scattered p^g
with corrections or additions, others original revisions by the edt

himself-are added in an appendix, sols to afford every po^^^^^'
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After thus calling attention to a volume of so much importance,
we propose to restrict our comments to sundry details of criticism,

or points of information, where opportunity occurs.

Under Thalictrum Fendleri some synonyms are adduced which
are not all certain ; as there is another Oregon species which has
been confounded with T. dioicum, but is distinct from both in the
fruit, which was sparingly collected in the British Boundary ex-

pedition, and lately by Mr. Hall.

Ranunculus alismmfolius var, montanus is essentially equiva-

lent to the var. alismellm Gray ; although the specimens from the
" head of Provo River in the Uintas " are a stouter and larger-

flowered form, identical with Parry's No. 79, which we had
wrongly named when distributed and which may be rightly charac-

terized as merely a dwarf mountain state of Geyer's B. alismce-

folius. We may now add that there is a much older name for

this species, especially for this mountain form of it, viz., M. Faeudo-
Hirculus of Schrank, 1842, a Songarian plant. It may also be
noted that, while this species in Eastern America takes the place

of the European B. Flammula, both occur on the western side of

the continent (as also in Siberia), and in forms so much alike that

only the character of the style and that of the petal and its scale

(so well indicated by Mr. Watson) will serve to distinguish them.

Of amply developed R. Flammula—as large as any European
form—copious specimens have been collected in Oregon, last year,

by Mr. Elihu Hall, and are soon to be distributed.

As to B.fascicularis, there is no clear evidence that this species

extends to California, Nevada, or even to Oregon. The plant

referred to and so named in Lyall's collection, though not in fruit,

is apparently B. orthorhynchus, a plant most rare in collections,

but now, thanks to E. Hall's collection of last summer, likely to

be supplied to botanists. As to Mr. Watson's B. orthorhynchus
var, alpinus, that is certainly not of this species, but a wholly new
one, unless it be the rare and to us obscure B. pedatijidus of

^'^mith, or at least of Hooker. For since Schlechtendal's plant of

that name has been referred to B. affinl-^, the Siberian one of

Smith may also be of that species.

A yellow-flowered Aqudegla, \\\\\\ \\^>\\i-r^ ratluM- sinajler an.i

sometimes much smaller than those of .1. r,nin<lt'„!<ts, alid with

spurs shorter than the widely t^pn-adint,' sepals, after tin- niuniur

of A. formosa, and more or less curved (flms appruaelmi- the

European type), which has been collected by Lyuli, iM-ur-eau, an.

I

others, is now characterized as a new species, uiMler the name of

-4. flavescem Watson. It should be noted that rhi- has i.e<n

cultivated in European gardens, from seeds eolleeiid by ''"'^',

under the name of A. aurea, but it is doiiOttul if yit publislied

undtT that name.
The Crucifene constitute an important order in the interior

^>asiii and its borders. One of Mr. Watson^ most notable dis-
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'(is in a terete

tnbent in the

as had also been tentatively su--L;tstcil. t^ Thj:t>ii>odhun. Which

is all to be highly approve.l. cxctpt. ]Hi!i;ii;s/tlie expediency of

the new genus, when all could be disposed in the two irenera:

Streptanthus for the species with Hat or tiattish pods, flat seeds,

and truly accumbent cotyledons
; Thebj}><><riHiii, for those with

more or less terete pods, narrow seeds and more or less incumbent

cotyledons.

We are bound, moreover, to take steps for the suppression of

a nominal species which is here introduced in conse(}uence of our

own short-sightedness. In an evil moment we -ave the name of

SmelowsJciaf Califarnica to a plant of Piof Brewer's collectioBS,

^r^^^^^}
^"^ ^^ perennial, with exceedinolv siiort few-seeded pods-

This Mr. Watson identified with a common .Sisyrnhvum of the

region, distinguished from S. mnescens by its seeds, strictly m a

single series, and transferring the name calls it S. Californicm.
He had overlooked an article"^in this JoJrnal (for Sept. 1866) upon

this boiyhia group of SisyH.bHnnK from which it would have been

seen tbat the plant in question is Sisymbrium incimim of Engelmann,
and the later 8. longipedicellatum of Founder, besides one or two

other names of the same author more or less strictly referable to

10 Plants of Oregon.-Uv. Elihu Hall, well-known as an

excellent and enterprising collector, during the past season mad

dWHW 'r
•
"^^^^^-ti^^ <^f dried plants in Oregon, which are to be

Mists'"T ^'
''"V^ '^^ ^^'''^^'' ^^" ^' P^'. Z 'h i

offers ti.u^^"^^'" ^^^^ «^ «i^ h^^^i'-^d species, and Mr. Ha

U

V^fJfl '^^^.^"bers at eight dollars per hundred specimens.

terisH
*^%^^a°^ination has gone, a good number of rare aiulm

PlantrS'.r
'^•"^^ .^^^l^y °^^ «Pe«es are brought to bgh^

rallv it- ?i''T\^"^"g f^^ from common in herbaria gen^

Mr H.n n "f
^'^ *^^* *^^«« «et« ^ill at once be taken up. /^^

\ll^-
"" ^^"^^.^ ^^ ^^^T «««" engaged in another exploration,

Univetif '^'T\'''
ma/ address Mr^Charles Wright, Har^;ard

University Herbarium, Cambridge, Mass. . ^•/,,

AuL.tTTir ^'f^'dium Botanicum.-Th\s Botanical Bep^f^

dPT^ F ?ff^-^ established and maintained by W. Wilson Saao

ders, F.R.b., is not an asylum for decayed botanists, but a penodx



cal or occasional })uWicalion, and its di'M-rijiix l']iiL:iM, <\\\v is

.Fif/iires and Descriptions^ from liviny Sp, . 'nnns. ,,/ Hit!, Lninni
or new Plants of B,>tani<-al Interest.

*

It is in iu\ jifoi-i.-n .. lonii

;

the plates are by W. H. Fitch; the (Icsciiptioii- 'l.v J'n.t: K'cidi-

<3n))ach of Hamburgh as to the Orcliids, and lor otiuT |, hints l,v

]\fr. Baker of Kcw, whoso name :ti)j»(-ars alone npon tht tiil(-|,:iLM'

of the hiter parts. Each part contains alioiit u'4 |.l;;ti's ;md ;i x .n i;i-

ble amount of letter-press—comnioidy a sirigle leaf or a sinnle p,i^<'

accompanying the plate; sometimes a genus or a group is treat e<

I

systematically and more at length. The first and second jiarts

were issued in the year 1868; part three, completing the first

volume, early in 1869. Of vol. II, devoted to Orchids, the tiist

part appeared in the summer of the latter year; tiie other parts
still lag. But vol. Ill was promptly if^sued in the autumn of 1NG1»

and the early part of 1870; the first part of the fourth volume
bears the date of Sept, 1870, the second of April, 1871. The
plates are neatly lithogra})hed by the artist himself, and are ])artiy

colored—all that is needful in this respect for botanii-al jmr-

poses. The editor, .^[r. Saimders, supplies n.-tcs resporting the
culture and the sources of the ])lar>ts illu-t rated. Tlu- plants

preferred for illustration are succulents Li-oncnilK , l.iin.oiis plants,

Aracea^, Orchids, Genmiacca^, &c., which ti.e editor l,as , u!ti%ated

for the sake ofa better understanding of tlnir sn-nrimt \\\\>\ char-

acters, these not being well to be made out in dried spccinicns,

nor easily rendered in a description. Am<>nu- tlioc the ^yy-'w^ of

(Cotyledon (including Echevtria)^ now faxorite suculcnt- in culti-

vation, are fully illustrated; and an analytical tal.le of tlie Am. li-

can species {Echeveria^'l^ in number), drawn up by Mr. liakir,

will be very useful to cultivatore. So, also, in the third \oliime,

^Ir. Haker has given a monograph of Ledehouria, treated as a

section of Hcilla^ with some revision of that genus and its nearest

relatives. From HcMli 3Ir. Haker decidedly cxclu<les (•„,„ii^>^n,

(both eastern and western American species')_as Dr. T<.n•r^ had

previously and Mr. Watson recently dom—on the «_:r.)inid <if -co-

graphical distribution, several-nerved perianth, and li\ |.<._^\ noiis

stamens. The latter character, however, !> i.ni <piitr .Icrid.d.

VK-w, which a])pears to have r

pleted and fully developed,
has ^cn recently combated
revived the Linna?an idea tl
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Warming has _ _ „ .

common species of the genus ; by it and by a comparison with the

plan of ramification, as well as by comparison wdth other genera

of the family, he is led to re-affirm the Brunonian doctrine. The

involucre, he maintains, is composed of five leaves, as Roeper had

concluded, but on less exact grounds. Its glands, however im-

portant the part they play in fertilization, are not foliar organs,

nor homologous with stipules, &c., but are to be likened to those

on the margins of the leaves of various Euphorhiaeetey and upon

the bracts and bractlets of several species of Euphorbia. The

male flowers (single pedicellate stamens) develop from five axillary

buds, one in the axil of each leaf of the involucre, and so are in

five fascicles, each fascicle representing a uniparous scorpioid

cyme. The intei-floral scales develop, as Paven and Baillon had

shown, much later than the male flowers they accompany ; but Dr.

Warming is not disposed for all that to deny that they are true

leaves, though it is an objection that they are not constant as re-

spects position or number, being sometimes fewer, sometimes more

5 than the male flowers, and sometimes only one between

two scorpioid cymes. In the development the involucre is formed,

and the first flower of each of the five male fascicles sketched,

before the female blossom originates. The three carpels, having

a divergence of 120°, cannot be exactly opposite three of the five

bracts of the involucre (Baillon describing the cells as superposed

to the first three sepals) ; nor is the median carpel turned toward

the main axis, but away from it, just as in Wydler's diagram, i. e.

facing the space between the leaves two and five of the invo-

lucre, that toward which the Cyathium inclines in anthesis.
.

So Euphorbia, upon the conception now re-vindicated, is "»

harmony with all other EaphwUacem, in having unisexual flowers,

m themselves simple, but with inflorescence often very compUcated.

13. Botanical Necrology, 1870-1871.— Taking up anew the

record which has been omitted for the last year or two :—
Franz Ukgee, of Gratz, was found dead on the morning

of the 13th of February, 1870, under mysterious circurastance^,

which suggested violence, but the suspicion has not been verihea-

linger was distinguished first in Thysiological, afterwards m fos-

sil Botany.
Jean LIiveille died at Paris, Feb. 3, 1870, a well-kuown

Mycologist.
G. S. Peeottet, for many years director of the Botanic Garden

at Pondicherry, died near the beginning of the same year.

Gael Muller of Berlin, the continuator of Walpers' Annales,

publication of the 7th ^
this wort

has been completed smce his decease. ^ :,»

P RANz RuPEECHT, of the St. Petcrsburgh Academy, a botani_

of distmction, August 4, 1870. His oflice as keeper of the Ueru^

num is filled by Dr, Maxiraowitz.
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Baron Charles von Hugel, an Australian explorer and scien-

'rince Demidoif, and lately dispersed at the sale oi"tlie collections

t the Villa Demidoft",—died in Belgium, where he was Austrian
liiiister, in the summer of 1870.

TiiojfAs AxDERsoy, late Superintendent of the Botanic Garden
t (.'alcutta, an excellent botanist, who has done much tjood work
nd from whom much more was expected upon Acanthactie, died
t Kdinburixh, Oct. 26, 1870.

F. A. W. MitiUKL, tlui most distiniruishod botanist of the Neth-
rlands and Director of the Levden Herbarium, as well as J^rofessor

f Botany at Utrecht, died January 23, 1H71, at the age of only

lCs%. Lantzils-Bk.mxga, chiefly known for hi. n'M^.-urhes

*- Ai:i, 11. St'iirLTZ-S(;nrLTZEXSTKix, rrotessor ot I'liy^ioio

and Vessels of the Latex', died March 23, 1S7].

William Wilsox, of Warrington, Enijland, the veteran Mu:
gi^t, for.ner associate with Sir Wnu Hooker in the Musc(

Brituiinica, and sole author of the last e<lition of that wo
rather of the Bryologia Britannica, died April S, 1871, a

collector for tlie London Horticultural Society in Mexico, !

America, and California (the dried plants enumerated by Ben
in Plantic Hartwegianjv), and of late director of the Grand ]

Gardens at Swetzingen, Baden, died February 3, 1^71.

Paul KoiiRnAcfi,\)f J>erlin, a most ])r(»mi>iii^ Ix'tani^t, \s I

June' 3, 1871. belbrelu' had ('ompjeted'his'-JStli y^ur.

l;a<T of i-Vrns; died Ju'lv 'j! 187 I.

the iiuiWicatiou .
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direction, among the soa-wee(r as if ' a coujiU' "i" liiuulfnN <'f

branches of sargassum had been 'rolled \ip t<.iret]ur as it). ^!a^n^'

threads trending in every direction. Put back i„to a laro. l^u.

ol water, it became apparent that this mass of >.a-\N.^'l ^^'';
=^

iirtl
'^"'^''''' "^^^ of ^^'^li^'h was more closely bound up to''/thev

various directions, by which the whole was koi>t floating.
A more careful examination very ^ooii revealed the fact that the

elastic threads which held the Gulf weed to<^ether were beaded
at intervals, sometimes two or three beads boiii^'' close together, or

a bunch of them hanging from the same clusteiM)f threads, or they

^ ere, more rarelv, scattered a^ a <rre'iter distance one from the

dlf^i ,.^^^^^^'1'T
^^""^ *^*^'-^ "^^»^^' I'egularity observable in the

distribution of the beads, and ihev were found scattered through-
out the whole ball of sea-weeds' i)rettv uniformly. The bcW^
themselves were about the size of an ordinary pin's head. ^^

Jhad, no doubt, a nest before us, of the mo^t cunous kind: luU ot

eggs too
;
the eggs scattered throughout tiie mass of the nest anj

.l.?^^^^^^r'^'' "^ " '^^V «^- tt><> ^vhole structure. ^ ^^^

k n^dnn t '^^IT^^ ^™^- to Ascertain the class of thea.nnKl

rPv?MilT+
,"" ''"^ '^ belongs. A common pocket len. at on^

nvettl T Y'^! ^^'' ^^-ynth^ side of the head, and a tail be

oier the back of the body, as the embryo uniformly appears i"
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opportunity of seeing some embryos freeing themselves f

envelope. Meanwhile, a number of these eggs vt'ith live embryos
were cut out of the nest and placed in separate glass jars to

multiply the chances of preserving them, while the nest as a whole
was secured in alcohol, as a memorial of our unexpected discovery.

The next day I found two embryos in one of my glass jars ; they
occasionally moved in jerks, and then rested for a long while

motionless upon the bottom of the jar. On the third day I had
over a dozen of these young fishes in my rack, the oldest of which
began to be more actire, and promised to afford further opportuni-

ties for study.
* * * But what kind of fish was this? About the time of

hatching, the fins of this class of animals differ too much from
those of the adult, and the general form exhibits too ftAV pecnlinri-

ties, to afford any clue to this problem. I could sui»posc only tliat

it would probably prove to be one of the pelagic species of the

Sco])elus, Chironectes, Syngnathus, Monacanthus, Tetraodon and
Diodon. Was there a way to come nearer to a correct solution of

my doubts?
As I had in former years made a somewhat extensive study of

the pigment cells of the skin, in a variety of young fishes, 1 now
resorted to this method to identify my embryos. Happily we had
on board several pelagic fishes alive, which coiild aftord means of

comparison, but unfortunately the steamer was shaking too

and rolling too heavily, for microscopic observation of even i

ately high powers. Nothing, however, should be left untrie

the very first comparison I made secured the desired result. 'The
d identical with

t comparison
pigment cells of a young Chironectes pictus prov
those of our little embryos.

It thus stands as a well authenticated fact that the com-

mon pelagic Chironectes of the Atlantic (named Chironectes pirtm
hy Cuvier), builds a nest for its eggs in which the progeny is

wrapped up with the materials of which the nest itself is com-

posed ; and as these materials are living Gulf weed, the fish-

cradle, rocking upon the deep ocean, is carried along as an undying

arbor,_ affording at the same time protection and afterward food for

Its living freight.

iMidages, and the

With these limb

with their mode of reproduction, it may tairly be asked it the mo
important use to which their peculiarly constructed fins are put

not probably in building their nest.
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of A7iimals.~Frot: Panceri, of

uaymg tor some time past the phosphorescence
ui iua.1me aijimais. He has examined Xoctihtca, Beroe, Fyrosoma,
Pholas, Chmtopterus^ and has lately published a paper on the

phosphorescence of Pennatida. He i

)tf bv the animal—it is a prop-

erty ot dead separated matter, not of'tlie liviiiiz tissues. In all

cases (excepting Noctiluca) he also tinds that this matter is secreted

by glands, possibly special for this purj)0se, but more probably

the phosphorescence is a secondary property of the secretion. Fur-

ther, the secretion contains epithelial cells i'n a state of fatty degen-

eration, and it is these fatty cells and the fat which they give rise

to which are phosphorescent. Hence the ])hosphorescence of mar-

ine ammals is brought under the same category as the phospho-

rescence of decaying fish and bones. It is due to the formation in

decomposition of phospheric hydro-carbon, or possibly of pbos-

phuretted hydrogen itself. In Pennatula Prof Panceri has made

phosphorescence the means of studying r

logical question—namely, the rate of trau.
For when one extremity of a Pennatida
phosphorescent light runs along the whole length -

colony, indicatmg thus by its passage the rate of the

eparated from tin

also a proof of the

ng tlieYstudynig the light of phosphorescence.—i\^//^Mre, Dec. 14.
16. Apphcatton of Photograph,/ to Illustrations of muf

f'^ory Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology^ iu, No-

il if
^^^^^»ER Agassiz.—This paper is accompanied by two

excellent samples of what can be done toward securing most accu-

mPtbn^
permanent plates by some of the new photographic

Sf!l uP^' P^'l"^ ^^^ «*^^e «f those that have been prepared

enlfl^
Revision of the Echini," upon which Mr. Agassiz is now

bv^t^P^: x?^^l.?!
^^^'^' ill'istrating Echinocidaris }yundviata,i^

Tnl^l • • P'"''^^'^' ^"d the other, representing a section ol

rJ^ntT!?''^ P"""^^*^^ hy the "Woodbury'' process. The latter

reta ns the appearance and beauty of a fine photographic print

XpX! '''^^.- ^^''^ ^^° ^« ^« doubt but that thefe and similar

processes are destined to create an entire revolution in the iUustra-

fidelitvtr f
""^ ^^*""^^ "i^tory, where absolute accuracy and

1-7
^ /^ "^ ^^® ^^® ^^ paramount importance. ^:

„

unon .f^'^'^f^^fy
and the American Raturalist.-ln entering

annoumrtl''fl^ ^^^°^"' *^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ the American Naturah^

^^hvi^
that they have established a department of microscopy,

with Dr. R. H. Ward, of Troy, IST. Y. as special editor. Th^
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judicious improvement in a journal already so ably and satisfac-

torily conducted, and so universally approved by naturalists, can-
not fail to please the former subscribers, and secure new ones,

and considering the small amount of microscopic literature pub-
lished in this country, as compared with the amount of work act-

ually done by our microscopists, and the very general interest in

the subject, it is a change in every way desirable. v.

18. Anatomisch-systematische Beschreibung der Alci/onarien^
erste Ahtheilwig; die PennatuUden, zweite Halfte, erstes J/eft, m?t
vii Ta/eln; by A. Kolliker, Frankfort, 1871.—In this part of Dr.
KoUiker's excellent and almost exhaustive work upon the Pennatu-
lians, he describes and illustrates the genera, Halisceptrum, Virgu-
laria {15 species), Stylatula (8 species), Acanthoptilum, anew genus
founded upon two species from the Gulf-stream explorations of

Pourtales, Scytalium, Favonaria, Halipteris, and Fuuiculina.
A large part of the work is devoted to descriptions of the anat-

omy and histology of the various genera and species. v.

19. Illustrated Catalogue of the Museum of Comparative Zool-

ogy. No. VI. ^pplement to the Ophiuridm and Astrophytidm,
with two plates; by Theod. Lyman, Cambridge, 1871.—We defer

to the next number a notice of this work by Dr. Chr. LUtken.

Ill Astronomy.

1. Stellar Photography.—^g are happy to learn that, through

the liberality of members of his own^and his wife's family, means
have been obtained to enable Dr. B. A. Gould to avail himself of

the inventions of Lewis M. Rutherfurd, Esq., and obtain photo-

graphs of the principal constellations in the southern heavens.

The importance of this in a scientific point of view is thus clearly

stated in a letter from Professor Peirce to Hon. Josiah Quincy.

"This addition to astronomical research is unsurpassed by any

step of the kind that has ever been taken. The photographs afford

just as goodan opportunity for new and original investigation of the

relative position of the near stars, as would be derived from the stars

themselves as SMn through the most powerful telescopes. They a re

indisputable facts, unbiased by personal defects of observation, aii<l

which convey to all future times the actual places of the stars when
the photographs were taken." Dr. Sellack, Ph.D., a scientific photo-

grapher, after spending some weeks in the observatory of Mr. Ruth-

erfurd, has sailed for Buenos Ayres with all the necessary apparatus

for obtaining these photographs. Since his residence m Cordoba, Dr.

Gould has been making an uranometry of the southern heavens—

a catalogue and maps of all the stars visible to the naked ejx- on

the clearest nights, together with a determination of their positions.

Owing to the clearness ofthe sky, he has found many more than have

previously been known. For instance, Argelander found from the

Xorth Pole to 30° S. 3256 stars visible to the naked eye
;
and Dr.

Gould has already found from the South Polo to 10° N. 4600. To
do this the sky has been divided into seventrtu maps, and he and

his four assistants have labored night and <lay in mai)i>iiig and
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estimating magnitudes, and makin^,^ tla' calculations necessary for

finding the position of each star fruni the itos^ition it held when

previous catalogues were made. Ariiclaiidcr writes that no

work could be more important/' Whvn in addition to this an

American astronomer, aided by an American inventor, can bring

back exact photographs of the great

addition will be made to astrouomii

cans we may justly be proud. .

2. Eclipse of the ,Sioi of Bee. 12.—A telegram from Mr. i)avi8,

) the English Eclipse expedition, says :
3Iang-

ive totality negatives ;
extensive <

"'*°"'

"

rifts; slight external changes." Another fro

; matidre loin qu' atmosphere du SoleiL"-

hich as Amen-

photographer to the l^nglisn n^ciipse expetuuou, b.i> =
.

x..—,

dore, Baikul. Five totality negatives ; extensive corona; pers

ent rifts: slight external changes." Another from :\Ir. Jaiiss.^,

Lch xVcademy of Sciences, dated Octacamund :
" Spectre

JSfature, Dec. 21.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Chicago Academy of ^ckm^es.—1V^^ active Academy, we

are glad to learn, is likely to resume work under far more layor-

able conditions than was at first thouglit possible. While the loss

of special collections cannot be repaired in all cases, and the losse

of the results of years of labor by Dr. Stimpson in memoirs,

then nearly complete when destroyed, are beyond repair, yet tn^

property of the society in its real estates, owing to a change i

the business centers consequent on rebuilding the city, is m^c

enhanced in value. The academy hope to receive, through dona-

tions, an entire square whereon to rebuild, and they wiU na

860,000 or more for a building fund. The total destruction ol tne

- — ^ ^ , - --pirate copies ot

..-.,, ..g,.., ....^ the Academy.

- .- -_j authors and publisliers have already sent lU

offers of importance, and, no doubt, an organized effort, in response

to the circular lately issued by the President, Col. Foster, and vx.

Stimpson the Curator, will be fruitful of good results.

Let us hope that this second total destruction of t^^.'^j^"^-^.

Academy by lire will lead them, in rebuilding for the third tiro ,

to the exercise of every possible means of security against a si

lar disaster.
'

. ,

lie schools of Boston has been established through the enhgbtene^

liberality of John Cummings, Esq., whose interest and zeal m p

moting public education are well known. Professor A. Uy^^
J

and W. H. Niles, and many of the officers of the Boston SocietT

Natural Histoiy and Institute of Technology have coopemea
making the plan successful. The system of objec^teachlDg

chiefly relied upon. The intention is to impart knowledge ot ^

kinds, and in such modes, that the teachers can give it in theu"

to their pupils. Thus even the youngest pupils may receive mo

or less of the sciences in the most suitable and practical mani^er.
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directed to the study of Natural History, niul Imbits of cureful

observation of natural objects and pheiionn'iin be tlius fstubliHlied

much more readily than later in life; and tlu-re can be no doubt
but that such studies will ultimately become an essential part even
of primary education. The first course of lessons, on Physical
Geography by Mr. W. H. Niles, was attended by upward of live

hundred teachers, and was very successful.

Y. Miscellaneous Bibliography.

1. A Treatise on the Origin, Kature, and Varieties of Wine :

l>eino- a complete manual of Viticulture and (Enology ; l)y J. L.

W. TnuDioHuvr, M.D., and August Dkpue, Ph.D., Lecturer on
Chemistry at Westminster Hospital. Large 8vo, pp. xxiv, 760.

London and New York, 1872. (Macmillan & Co.) $9.00.—Tliis
book appears to us fully to justify its comprehensive title. The
first four chapters, comprising 123 pages, are devoted to the viue

and its culture, including vintage and vinification. The next five

chapters—181 pages—treat of the chemical constituents of wine
and the methods of estimating their amounts ; and the succeeding

eighteen chapters describe minutely the various wine-producing

districts, the character of the cultivation in each and the pecu-

liarities of the products. In the preface, the authors say that

their statements are based, as far as possible, upon their own per-

sonal observation; and that for the purpose of sujiphnxnting

these observations, they have consulted nearly two huiidnd out of

the six hundred works which compose the world's (enolouical lite-

rature. The wide range which thev have given to the (liM'u-^vi<,„,

they say, is for the purpose of maknig the book avaiiablr to ^i\ t-

ral classes of readers; to planters and wine-growers, to nicn li.t:.;-.

5 are declared preferabl

spirit or to wines fortified by such." To I'm

commerce, of pure wiius, thov condemn the

either the must or the witu"
;' ;m<l th.'V .\]>

remember that the grajx' gives the in<li\ idii:i

hence that "the most renowned wim- an- al

varieties." Consequently, the gr<at<r tlic u

grapes used to produce a' wine, the h'ss cii:

sesses, and therefore the more readily it niay

ted. "The thoroughly fermented, unsu-a

wines," say our authors, " cannot be imitatt

wine-cooks." "Wines should be devi-rii.td

they maintain, "that the grapes iVoin ^\Ili^•

cannot be distinctive, .-ince ^\lHll ma h- iVo!]
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it differs greatly from that made from the :Mantno castellano, even

when both are grown in the Xeres district. The same is true of

the words "Claret" and "Hoek," which lack significance and

should be amended so as to designate the variety of the grape

from which they have been prepared. At the close of the ninth

chapter, very complete analyses of 133 leading wines are given in

considerable detail.

This book must become at once the authority on wine and wine-

making, and cannot fail to add to the already excellent reputation

of its authors. The wood-cuts are superior, the letter-press is ele-

gant, and the binding is superb. Mechanically the book is all

that could be desired.

2. Journal of the Anthropological Institute of New York.

Vol. I, No. 1. New York, 1871, 1872. (Westermann & Co.).

The Anthropological Institute of New York is the American

Ethnological Society reorganized—a change which was effected

during the past year. Hon. E. George Squier is the President ol

the Institute, and J, C. Nott, M. D., and George Gibbs, Esq.,

Vice-Presidents. This first number of its publications contains

several valuable original papers, besides a translation of the ad-

dress of Dr.-M. Paul Broca, before the Anthropological Society ot

Paris, on the progress of Anthropology. These papers are entitled

—von Martins on some points of South American ethnology, by t.

Ran ; Antiquities from the Guano or Huanu Islands of Peru, witn

illustrations, representing silver fishes, wooden idols, etc., by ii-

G. Squier; Sculptured rocks, Belmont Co., Ohio, with figures ot

slabs with human and other footprints, by J. W. Ward ;
Canoe m

Savannah river Swamp, by C. C. Jones, jr. Trepanning among the

Incas, with a figure of the trepanned skull, by J. C. Nott; the

Arch in America, by E. G. Squier; Indians of Oregon, etc., oy

George Gibbs ; besides notes from other sources. ,

Z. Organic Philosophy, Vol.111. Outlines of Biology, lio^y;>

Soul, Mind, Spirit; by Hugh Doherty, M.D., 566 PP- ^^^•

London, 1871. (Trilbner & Co.)—The previous volumes ot l^r.

Doherty's work, already noticed in this Journal, treated, the hrsi,

of Epicosmology, the second, of Ontology. This third volume

takes up systematic Biology. A fourth is to follow, on Systematic

Sociology, and a fifth on Dialegmatics or Biological Methods, m

parallel with Mathematics as a Science of Method.
^^^}^^^l^

discussed from a physical, a physiological, a psychological,

intellectual and spiritual point ot view. ^. i u
4. 3Iap of the Geyser Region of the Yellmmtone and J'lre^^^

Rivers, Wyoming TerHtory : Map of the Lower (geyser JjOM-^,

FirehoU Evoer ; MapoftheYeUo^stoneZake.-Them handsome

maps are issued by the Department of the Interior, as P^"/ r*.

Report on the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories, under v-

F. V. Hayden. They present the features of OT^%«f,[^^,ta^er-
markable regions on the continent. The positions ot all tne "^

ous geysers are laid down, and also the temperature ot the wa .•^

A reduced copy of one of the maps of the geysers is issue

illustration of a paper by Dr. Hayden, and another will app^a

the following number.
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In an article, in the Febraarv number of this Journal, we

closed with a brief description " of the mud sjmno? six miles

below the Yellowstone Lake. The term Yellowstone Basin is

sometimes applied to the entire valley; but the basm proper

comprises only that portion enclosed within the remarkable

ranges of mountains, which give origin to the waters of the

Yellowstone, south of Mount Washburn and the Grand Cafion.

The range, of which Mount Washburn is a cous])icuous peak,

seems to form the north wall or rim, extending- ti.'arly <;i-t and

west across the Yellowstone, and it is thro. i-!i tin- ]H>rtinii of

the rim that the river has cut its chaniich iornmi.L; lh<- rrmark-

able falls and the still more wonderfiiN-;ir.<m. Thl^ ha>in is

about forty miles in length from north t^ M,iit!i. ;i!h. <.ii an

average thirty miles in width from ea>t i.' -.m'-i. I".-"iiitin'

summit of Mount Washburn a bird's vyy \i'V. -'I' tii- >
nMn-

basin may be obtained, with the mountm:,- onT-ut,'; irj n ni|

every side, without any apparent break in the nm.

This basin has.been called, by some travelers, the va^t crater

of an ancient volcano. It is probable that during the Pliocene

period, the entire countrv drained by the sources of the V eno\y-

stone and the Columbia "was the scene of as extensive volcanic

activity as that of anv portion ot the globe.
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It might be called one vast crater made up of tlioiisanJ^

smaller rents and fissures, out of which the fluid interior ot :..

earth fragments of rocks and volcanic dust have been erui/::

in unlimited quantities. Hundreds of the nuclei or cones of

these volcanic vents are now remaining, some of them rising to

a height of ten thousand to eleven thousand feet above the sea.

Mounts Doane, Lang-ford, Stevenson, and more than a hun-

dred other peaks, may be seen from any high point on either

side of the basin, each of which was once a center of eruption.

Indeed the hot springs and geysers of this region are only the

closing stages of that wonderful period of volcanic action, which

began in Tertiary times. In other words, they are the escape-

pipes or vents for those internal fires w^hich were once so active,

but are now gradually dying out. The evidence is clear that,

ever since the cessation of the more powerful volcanic action,

these springs have been the .escape pipes, and have been declin-

ing to the present time, and will continue to do so until thev

entirely cease. The charts accompanying these articles will

enable the reader to form a clear conception of the position and

number of the most important springs in this basin ;
but an

equal number of the dead and dying springs have been omitted.

Even at the present time there are connected with these

manifestations of internal heat, earthquake phenomena, whicii

are well worthy of attention. While we were encamped on the

northeast side of the lake, near Steamboat Point, on the nigW

of the 20th of July, we experienced several severe shocks of an

earthquake, and these were felt by two other parties, fifteento

twenty-five miles distant, on different sides of the lake. VVe

were mformed by mountain men, that earthquake shocks are

not uncommon, and are, at some seasons of the vear, very severe,

and this fact is given by the Indians as the reason why they

seldom or never visit this portion of the country. I haje no

doubt that if this region should ever be settled and carefiil ob-

servations made, it would be found that earthquake shocks are

of very common occurrence.
The lake itself is about twenty-two miles long Und averages

ten or fifteen miles in width. Our soundings show it to have

an unusual average depth, though the greatest depth which we

were able to find, after a careful series of observations, was about

three hundred feet. It is fed by the snows that fall upon tbe

surround it on every siat^- ;"

me most Deautitiil sheet of water I have ever seen in the West^

The clear pen shading, with the deep ultramarine t^e of tne

waters adds not a little to the effect of the scene. The la^

has at all seasons, nearly the temperature of cold spring
^ater^

Its height above the sea level is about 7,427 feet. We ^er

able to discover but one species of fish, a trout weighing tro"
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one to three pounds each. They are very abundant ; but five

out of six of them were infested with a singular parasitic worm,
which is found in the abdominal cavity, or interwoven in the

muscular portions in sacs or cysts, or" sometimes in the gills.

Dr. Leidy has described these worms under the name of Diboth-

rium cordiceps. It is possible that this diseased condition of tlie

fislj is caused by the proximity of the hot springs, which are

abundant all around the shore of the lake and sometimes ex-

tend far out into the waters.

We cannot at this time present a full description of a lake
which would of itself furnish the material for an extended
article. We may remark, in passing, that we regard the lake

basin as due in part to erosion. All along its margin are high
banks and terraces composed of a modern stratified deposit,

passing up into an aggregation of sand, pebbles, &c., which is

not unfrequently cemented into a tolerably firm conglomerate.

These deposits, which are made up of eroded volcanic rocks,

have in some instances the white appearance, and somewhat the

composition, of the Tliocene ch\s marlb md «;ands of the other

lake-basins along the Missouri ind the lower 1 cllo\\btone In
the northern portion of the bi'='m these d(j)osit'> leach i thick

ness of three hundred to <5ix hundicd ftet a^id must be of the

later Pliocene age, and peihap^ extended d)\\n to the present

time. The two lakes were then connectc d although piobabh
never completely united 1 he belt of mount ims that ^( p ii ited

them was about foui mile«? m width I hi\e t^tim it( I that

since the period of volcimc acti\ ]t\ the dq)th ( f tli 11 hi

been about five hundred feet greattr than at prt u t tl 1 i

line being then high up on the sides of the >uiroiin hi i it

ains. During the time of the greatest \ olcina a( t! ii 1
1

i

must have covered the loftiest peik^ f-.i m ii\ I n i i

composed of the breccia oi conglomtritt m i i ii li u n 1

condition. This breccia surrounds tlu h i r I i

or nuclei, as Mounts Doane Stevenson \ 1
i ij

'

by the lake is now griduall} but veiv 1 \ I in n i I ii

On the shore of the southwest irm ot tli hi i tin t i ti

group of hot springs \^hlch extend d( ii tl i i n \ m
a belt about three miles long and nc 111 \ Mini n \ i tti II

springs have built up 1 seiies of bed i n i I It

been worn into a" 1.1 ilt \\ ill 1 tli



chimneys extend out into the lake several feet, and the hot spmg

deposits may be seen through the clear depths for fifty yaWS-

Bubbles may be seen on the surface of the water some distance

from the shore in many spots and show the presence of a spring

beneath. ^j

The same va

ruins, &;c., that
,

sers were observed, but the group of mud springs keep up a

constant thud-like noise, which can be heard with great distmci-

ness for half a mile. c

On the east and northeast sides of the lake are a ^'^'^^^\?

groups of living or dead springs. High up on the sides ot tn

mountains are two quite extensive patches of the sihceou

deposit, which look in the far distance like an immense bank

snow. They are called by the mountaineers, brimstone basm^

The large double basin on the southeast arm was once cover

with hot springs, though at the present time, there is no wa

there with temperature above ordinary spring water. ^ ,

quantities of sulphur are mingled with the silica, and hence m

At Steamboat Point there are two vents which keep up^a

constant pulsating noise like a high-pressure engine on a rn

steamboat. Columns of steam are thrown out at each
pnlsahoti

> the height of 100 feet or more. Hundreds of small simme^

ing vents are scattered all around ; dead and dying sp^^J^^.
j^

great numbers can be seen along the shores of the lake, ant^^g^

up among the foot hills of the mountains, a mile or *^^^ ,

-^e
the InkR One of the most conspicuous of these

g^'f\^^ -.;

from all sides of the lake, is called Sulphur Mounw
^^

d on the side of the mountains at the north enu
hills,

it is located
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the lake. The summit of this deposit rises about 600 feet above
the lake ; it is the remains of one of the most interesting group
of springs in the vicinity; there are now many steam vents

lined with a brilliant coating of sulphur. The deposit is from
50 to 150 feet in thickness, and when not mingled with sulphur,

is as white as snow. Silica predominates over all other mate-

rials
; but it is much variegated by oxide of iron, sulphur, &c.

At the foot of the mountain, near the margin of Pelican Creek,

a few springs issue from beneath the crust with a temperature

from 150° to 180°, but this great group may now be regarded

We will now leave the Yellowstone Basin, and, pursuing

a westerly course, make our way over the high range, or divide,

into the great Greyser Basin of the Firehole river, a branch of

the Madison Fork. The mountains that surround the Yellow-

stone Basin are of the same character as those whiclr extend

down the branches of the Madison and Gallatin Forks for thirty

miles ; and not until then do the sedimentary or granitic rocks

appear to any extent. Immense quantities of obsidian also are

found on both sides of the range. Little lakes, varying in size

from the diameter of a few hundred yards to four or five miles,

are scattered all about the sources of the Missouri, Yellowstone

and Columbia. Some of them are situated on the very sum-

mits of the mountains, ten thousand and eleven thousand feet

above the sea.

Traveling in this region is attended with great difficulties,

on account of the fallen timber. The uplands, as well as the

lowlands, are covered with a dense growth of pines, the majority

of which ha\e a trunk not over six to twelve inche<i m diameter,

but run up to a height of 100 to 150 teet, as straight ah an ar-

row. These pmes often grow ^o thicklv together, that, for

miles, it is vers difficult to fnid ^paoo lictucen tlieni loi the ])as-

sage of our pack ammal^. Ahiio-t t\t!\ \t ti iiu .u tumnil

fires rage among these den-,*'

1

1.). -1- d^ -'p ^ i i_ t'u u..- nil

then come the strong win(K tli it 1 i\ ri mi i. n m . \ - . \ > i-

tion. We have traveled loi tlmtx t- nitx ' ,i ~ -sm i t m .< t

network of these hdleii pine-, ik-mi tin-. r<-i\ im i iii.n i.-i'i't

ing great i]igcnuit\ and Ldioi to tnak' oui lopnou- u.i\ .moim-

a group ot dead or dvmg bprmgs
much water at the present time, 1

hundreds of vents. There was oi

acres, that presented one of the mo
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entire area was covered thickly with conical mounds of various

sizes, ranging in diameter from a few inches to a hundred feet

or more, and these cones or hillocks were full of orifices, from

which streams were issuing. All these little chimneys or

orifices were lined with the most brilliant crystals of sulplmr,

and when the heated crust was removed, we found the under-

side adorned in the same manner. The basis of the deposit was

silica, as white as snow ; but it was variegated with every shade

of yellow from sulphur, and with scarlet or rose color from

oxide of iron. In the distant view the appearance of the whole

country may be not unaptly compared to a vast limekiln in

foil operation. The east branch of the Madison is almost en-

tirely fed by water from the hot springs, and its temperature is

60° or 80° all the time. The vegetation that grows along its

branches and in the stream itself is a marvel of luxuriance.

The mountains that enclose the vallev on either side are com

posed of basalt and obsidian. The valley itself, which vanes

from half a mile to a mile in width, is underlaid with hot-spring

deposits. The surface waters pour in abundantly from numer-

ous springs, at the base of the hills on either side, and cover

the valley, so that it is one great marsh or bog. Among the

foot hills are a number of old ruins, or groups of dead and dy-

ing springs, with a few steaming sulphur vents remaining to

East Fork with the main Madison^ the springs grow more abun-

dant, and we soon come to the great basin of the Firehole, in

which the most powerful geysers are found.
First, before reaching the valley of the Firehole, there is a

large group of springs, on both sides of the East Fork (see chart).

Here there are no true geysers, but great numbers of boding

and quiet springs, having basins varying in diameter from a

few inches to fifty feet, and temperatures ranging from 100 ,

to

197° F. The elevation here is such that the boiling point is Irom

192° to 196° F. Only the more important springs are located on

the chart, a large number of dead or dying ones being not con-

sidered worthy of attention.
^ "

,

A broken range of hills, forming a kind of ridge, extends

down between the valleys of the Firehole and East Fork. ^
eai

Its terminus it is broken into several isolated butes, which are

largely made up of old hot spring material, as well as basalt

Indeed, the igneous rocks on either side of both the valleys

show plamly that during the time that the volcanic forces were

dying out, the hot-springs were in their most active condition,

tormmg very thick deposits, which made up a large portion oi

the mountain.
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From the large group of springs on the East Fork, we passed,

between the isolated butes, to the valley of the Firehole, where
the principal springs and geysers are located. The entire valley,

averaging about three miles in width, is covered with the sili-

ceous crust as white as snow. Among the dense pines in the

foot hills, and even quite high on the mountain side, a column
of steam, rising above the tops of the trees, reveals tlie loeniion

of a spring or a steam vent As we came out into the level

open plain of the Firehole valley, the elevated mounds and
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numerous columns of steam revealed to us where the most im-

portant groups were located. It will be seen on the chart that

all these gi'oups, and nearly all the springs, occur along the val-

leys of the streams, and for the most part very near their banks.

On the east side of the valley are scattered groups of springs,

the aggregated waters of which forni quite large streams. By

the side of the largest stream we encamped for two days, mak-

ing use of the water for drinking and cooking purposes. Some

of these springs have the most beautifully scalloped rims, with

the inner and outer surfaces covered over with delicate bead-like

elevations. The basins vary in diameter from a few inches to

one hundred feet. Some of them have nearly circular nnis,

with funnel-shaped orifices, and are filled with water up to the

verv margin, which is so transparent that we could look down

into the clear depths for five to forty feet and see the smallest

tubercle upon the surface. The funnel-shaped orifice or basin

usually extends down until it closes up to a very narrow fis-

sure, and then extends on below to an unknown depth.

In the Lower Geyser Basin, although there are many groups

of most interesting springs, none of them can rank as geysers ot

the first class. Over an area of about three miles in width and

five in length, the surface seems to be literally riddled with the

orifices of active, quiet, dving and dead springs. There must

be, at least a thousand of them ; only the most important are

noted on the chart. Some of them may be called true geysers

having rather regular periods of activity, and throwing up col-

umns of water from two to six feet in diameter to the height ot

15 to 30 feet One geyser, with quite a small orifice, played

every fifteen minutes or so, sending up a column of water

20 to 80 feet high. A large number of the springs were

in a constant state of violent ebullition, throwing the water

up two to four feet. Occasionally an unusual impulse^^
given to the column, sending it up 10 or 12 feet. One of ttie

most remarkable of the springs in this lower basin had built up

for itself a cistern, which for beauty and elaborateness would

compare well with those of the springs on Gardiner's nver.

We called it the architectural fountain. The whole basin is

about 150 feet in diameter. Near the center is the rim of ttie

spring, which is about 25 feet in diameter ; the water is in con-

stant agitation, occasionally spouting up a column of water

like an artificial fountain, and filling up the reservoirs ana

the sides for a radius of 50 feet or more. The siliceous accu-

mulation made by this spring descends for several hundred feet

in innumerable semi-circular steps varying from one-fourth ot

an mch to two inches in height, and is exquisitelv beautiful in

all its details. When in active operation a column of water is

thrown 30 to 60 feet high, when the waters spread over a radms
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)irs that surround the

other funnel-shaped

basins with elegantly scalloped rims, which were covered all

over the inner side, to the depth of 10 to 20 feet, with bead-like

tubercles of silica. Sometimes these siliceous beads were ar-

ranged in large numbers like Fungia corals, or like the heads of

cauliflowers.

In the Firehole Basin, silica predominates in the deposit, and

so far as we could determine there was very little, if any, lime.

Sulphur occurs in very small quantities in the lower basin, al-

though there were two or three springs the orifices of which

were lined with it.

A short distance from this beautiful geyser is a remarkable

group of mud springs. One of them has a basin fifty feet in

diameter, which is covered over thickly with puffs, like an im-

mense cauldron of thick hasty-pudding. The exact symmetry
of these puffs, their uniformity of size and the fineness of the

material render them exceedingly beautiful ; and there is

among them every shade of color, from a bright scarlet to the

most delicate pink or rose, with a base as white as snow. Ihe
vhite siliceous clay, when dried, has the appearance of the finest

• of porcela:meerschaum.
ware, would go into ecstacies over this' magnificent be^ of mor-

tar, that has perhaps been worked and re-worked for many
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These springs occur in small groups all over the basin, and

are often in close proximity to geysers or to perfectly clear

quiet springs. They are found in every stage, from simply tur-

bid water, through all grades of consistency, to thick stiff mad,

through which the gases force themselves with a suppressed

thud-like sound. Each of these mud springs probably com-

menced as a geyser or at least as a boiling spring. The water

is at first clear, then becomes turbid, and grows gradually

thicker until the heat dies out.

About half of the springs are in the last stage of action.

They have been either geysers, or very active boiling springs,

as is shown by the character of their basins ; but now their

temperature is diminished to 150° and all the way to 80°.

When the temperature diminishes to 160°, oxide of iron is

thrown down, and they become what are marked on the charts

as iron springs. A thick coating of a dull iron-rust color is

deposited all over the inner side of the basin, and over the sur-

face where the water flows. This coating in the old springs

becomes broken up, so that it is suspended all over the sides of

the springs like rotten mouldy fragments of leather. The iron

is undoubtedly held together by vegetable matter. When these

springs entirely dry up, these leathery fragments are blown

about the surface in every direction by the winds.
In the vicinity of the active geysers, the surface over which

the surplus water from an eruption flows is sometimes covered,

to the thickness of two to four inches, with a substance which

appears to the touch like jelly or pulp. All over the surface

there are irregular depressions with sharp raised edges, like the

inner surface of a cow's stomach. The colors are varied, being

usually a white base with every variety of scariet, pink or rose

color, with brilliant shades of green. ,

Another interesting feature was the quantity of incrusted

and silicified wood found scattered about the springs. Very fre-

quently the pine trees, which are abundant in the vicinity, have

fallen across the basin of a geyser, or an active boiling spnng-

The wood becomes permeated with the hot water holding sihca

m solution, and soon becomes like paper pulp. When tbe

spring dries up, the wood remains in the basin thoroughly

siiicified and incnisted with a coating of silica. The entire cel-

lular structure is permeated with the silica, and the process o

petrifaction is most clearly shown. Into one of the large tioi

springs, about fifty feet in diameter and twenty feet deep, ally-

ing pme tree had "been blown by the wind, and all the branches,

leaves and cones were completely incrusted over and partiaHj

permeated by the silica.
^

^, ^Up the Firehole river about ten miles, there is the Uppe^

Peyser Basin, where the gi-eat geysers are found.
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In the Lower Geyser Basin on both sides of the Firehole,

1 up among the foot hills of the mountains on either side,

are springs in a state of greater or less activity, and upon the

very summits of the mountains is here and there a steam
vent. But none of the Grrand Geysers are found here. For
four or five hours in the early morning, this valley presents one
of the most interesting pictures that can well be imagined

:

columns of steam are rising from a thousand vents, completely
shrouding the valley as with a dense fog. A view of the city

of Pittsburg from a high point would convey some idea of the

appearance of this valley, except that in the former case the

dense black smoke arises in hundreds of columns, instead of

the pure white feathery clouds of steam.

The Upper Geyser Basin is located very near the source of

Firehole river, and between it and the Lower Geyser Basin
there is an interval of about five miles in which the hills come
close to the river on both sides, and the springs occur only in

small groups. Although possessing some interest, yet there

were so many others in the region that they did not attract

much attention. The valley, as well as the bed of the creek,

is covered with old deposits," showing clearly that these springs

have been successively breaking out, reaching their culmina-

ting period of activity, and then dying out, ever since the

Pliocene era. Above this woody and rocky interval, the val-

ley again expands, and a branch' comes in from the southwest,

li we call Iron Spring Creek, on which are located many
springs, as the chart indicates. This stream receives its

: from the vivid yellow and pink clays, on both sides, from
^h to source. Ascending the Firehole. we find the sur-

ith a thick siliceous
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crust, and completely riddled with springs of every variety.

Quiet springs, with basins varying from a few inches to a hun-

dred feet in diameter, are distributed everywhere. Some high

pyramidal cones, with steam issuing from the summits, indicate

tlbe last stages of what were once important geysers.

Near the center of the basin, which is about two miles long

and half a mile in width, there is one of the most powerful

geysers of the basin. During our short visit of two days it

operated twice. Our camp was pitched within a few yards of it.

The preliminary warning was indicated by a tremendous rum-

bling, which shook the ground all around us with a sound like

distant thunder. Then an immense mass of steam burst out oi

the crater as from an escape pipe, followed by a column of

water eight feet in diameter, and rising by steady impulses to

the height of two hundred feet ; I can compare the Qoise and

excitement which it produced only to that of a charge in bat-

tle. This wonderful fountain continued to play for the space

of fifteen minutes, when the water gi-adually subsided and set-

tled down in the crater, about two feet, and the temperature

slowly diminished to 150°. There are here two separate basins,

one of which is in a constant state of violent agitation, while

the other plays only at intervals of about thirty-two hours;

and although, so far as the eye could detect, there was a parti-

tion of not more than two feet in thickness between them,

neither of them seemed to be affected by the operation of tne

other. The decorations about these springs were beautiful

beyond anything I had ever seen in nature. The most delicate

embroidery could not rival them in their wonderful variety and

complexity. The surface within and without was covered oyer

with little tubercles of silica, which had a smooth enameiea

appearance like the most delicate pearls ; down on the sides oi

the basin were large rounded masses like corals, formed entirely

of siHca. There was one spring with a small elevated crater

about two feet high, which threw up a small column of water,

about twelve feet high, by continued impulses, like the move-

ments of a saw, and thus it received the name of the Sawmill

Geyser. There were probably from twenty to fifty geysers ot

greater or less importance in this valley ; and it is quite possi-

ble that some of the sprigs placed in the quiet class operatea

at times as first class geysers. There were also the Grotto

Geyser and Castle Geyser. The crater of the latter is about ^
feet m height, and one hundred and fifty to two hundred feet m
diameter at its base ; it was built up of thin layers of the sihca,

which rise, much like steps, to the chimney on the summit,

which is about ten feet high. Clouds of steam issue constant^
from this chimney, and every few moments a column of heated

water is thrown up fifteen to twenty-five feet.
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But the most accommodating, and, in some respects, the most
"^"'""""^ geyser in this basin was called by Messrs. Langford

'':x^-^^^'^

and Doane "Old Faithful." During our stay it operated every
hour, throwing up a column of water six feet in diameter from
one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet When it is about
to make a display, very little preliminary warning is given.
A here is simply a rush of steam for a moment, and then a col-

umn of water shoots up vertically into the air, and by a suc-

cession of impulses is apparently held steadily up for the space
of fifteen minutes, the water falling directly back into the cra-
ter and overflowing in large quantities. It then ceases, and
with a rush of steam for a few seconds closes the display for
the time. Words can convey but an inadequate conception of
tK^ ,^4.

. ,
^jjjgjj ^^ scene produces upon the mind.
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Night and day some of the geysei-s are in operation continually,

and, at certain periods, several of them perform at the same

The two kinds of deposits in these regions, the calcareous

and siliceous, have been mentioned in the preceding descrip-

tions. According to analyses by Dr. Peale, Chemist of the U. S.

Geological Survey, the springs^^ on Gardiner's river which we

call the White Mountain Springs deposit carbonate of lime

mostly. There is present also sulphate of magnesia, chlonde

of lime, sulphate of soda and a little silica. In the deposits ot

the Firehole Basin not a trace of lime could be detected, but

about 85 per cent of silica, 11 per cent of water and the remain-

der mostly chloride of magnesia ; and only a slight trace oi

lime was found in the water. In but one locality west of the

lake, Col. J. W. Barlow found a calcareous deposit. There are,

scattered over the great area, about forty by fifty miles m ex-

tent, a few patches of the sedimentary rocks, and it is most

probable that underneath the deposit of this small group ot

springs, there are portions of the Carboniferous limestone.

So far as we could ascertain, in all the deposits of the Yel-

lowstone Basin proper, and in the Firehole Basin, silica is the

dominant constituent. The springs are, with very few excep-

tions, and those not important, near the borders of the streams

below any beds of limestone. It is quite possible that under-

neath the vast masses of volcanic material, which compose the

mountains on every side, the sedimentary rocks exist, but i am

disposed to believe that they occur only' in isolated and much

restricted patches, if at all.

We may therefore state, in general terms, that the great hot

spring region of the sources of the Yellowstone and Missouri

rivers is covered with rocks of volcanic origin, of comparatively

modern date.

In this article I have been able to present only a few of the

wonderful and most attractive features of this unique region.

A bill has been introduced into Congress which has for its pur-

pose the setting apart of this wonderland as a great National

Park for all time. We have, as a precedent, a similar action

with regard to the Yosemite valley, and this noble act has met

with the hearty approval of the people. The speedy passage

of this bill, which will prevent squatters from taking possession

of the springs and destroying the beautiful decorations, wiii

also meet with the cordial approval of all classes. We hope

that before this article is published to the worid the act wui

have become a law.
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More than a year ago the writer undertook, at the suggestion

of Prof. Hermann Kolbe, the study of the phenomena attending

the electrolysis of monocyanacetic acid. The question for

whose solution the work was undertaken is the following

:

It is well known that Kolbe obtained by the electrolysis of

acetic acid a gaseous product, which he held to be identical

with the univalent radical methyl. According to the generally

received opinion the products of the action of chlorine, iodine,

and bromine, etc., on acetic acid, stand in the very simple

relation to the parent substance, that one or more atoms, of

hydrogen in the methyl group are replaced by a corresponding

number of atoms of chlorine, iodine or bromine. According

to analogy, therefore, the electrolysis of these substituted acids

should result in the formation of substances which represent

such substituted radicals. Prof. Kolbe formulated this reaction

as follows

:

2& 1
^ [CO]OH+H,0:=2(^^

I

Cy+2C0, +H,0+H„
^

in other words, the univalent radical monocyan methyly^j^
^ Qj

was to be expected, a substance which would probably be

either a gas or a readily volatile fluid.
.

For the purpose of answering this question, a quantity ol

rather more than 200 grm. of pure monocyanacetic acid was

prepared, and purified from every trace of chlonne by a very

tedious fractional crystallization of the lead salts of the mixture

of monochlor- and monocyan-acetic acids fii-st obtained.

With this material the electrolysis was performed m the

month of December, 1870. The result obtained was decidedly

negative; the expected substance could not be detected among

the products of decomposition, and the question for w^hose

solution the investigation was originally undertaken was there-

fore to be considered as settled. j + f
It appeared desirable, nevertheless, to subject the products oi

the electrolysis to a more thorough examination ihe> are

of very diverse nature, and their examination is by no means

completed; as, however, temporary postponement ol the work

tas become necessary, it may not be without interest to com-

municate a few of the more interesting results already obtained

;

all analytical data are reser^^ed for a future detailed communi-

cation.
^

of Mav"22™T8n '
^° ^" ^^°'^'

Am. .Jock. Sol-Third Series, Vol. Ill, No. 15.-March, 1872.
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If a concentrated neutral solution of pure potassium mono-
cyanacetate, free from chlorine, be subjected to tlie action of

the current from six Bunsen's elements, a voluminous evolution
of gas ensues at the positive pole, which is, with the exception
of a slight residue, soluble in potash solution. The unabsorbed
portion appears to be, after the removal of a trace of gases

absorbable by bromine, an entirely indifferent gas, probably
nitrogen. The strongly acid solution in the positive cell, was,

after the completion of the reaction, repeatedly shaken with

ether and the latter distilled from the water-bath. The residue

of the distillation, a deliquescent acid substance, was dissolved
in a large volume of ether, the solution rendered neutral by
agitation with the least possible quantity of potash solution,

filtered and the ether distilled off from the water-bath. There
remained a brownish residue, solid at ordinary temperatures,
which agreed in its crystalline texture and other external

properties, as well as in its fusing point (37° "8 C), with ethylene

cyanide C ,H ,
(CN) , . When boiled with a concentrated potash

solution it evolves ammonia, and leaves a residue in which, by
means of its suffocating vapor and reaction with ferric chloride,

ethylene succinic acid may easily be detected.
The course of this phase of the decomposition may therefore

be represented by the following equation

:

CH.CN CH,CN

precisely analogous to the reaction by which, during the elec-

trolysis of potassium acetate dimethyl ?^'
is obtained.

The study of the associated products of\he electrolysis being
stiil incomplete, I abstain from a further development of the

theoretical bearings of the facts already communicated until

the missing data can be obtained.
As far as studied the reaction affords a very clear and positive

evidence regarding the constitution of ethylene; it proves by a

simple synthesis that this body is formed by the direct union of

two methylene groups, and, that its formula should be written,

in accordance with what is now the general usage i
' and not,

as it is stiU occasionally written,
/^l

3 1 C)", or, what is the

same thing, /
i

=•).

.}a "^-V i^Je^tioii to extend this investigation to the doubly
and tnply substituted acetic acids, and, as the corresponding
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cyanogen derivatives are still unknown, I shall try if it be
possible to obtain a similar series of reactions among tlie chlo-

rine derivatives. Monochloracetic acid should give ethylene di-

CH^Cl
chloride i , and, by a precisely analogous reaction, we

might expect from the electrolysis of dichloracetic acid acetylene

CHCL
tetrachloride i . In the same manner the electrolysis of

trichloracetic acid would probably yield dicarbon hexachloride

CCI3

CCL"

On the Quartziie; by

The quaii^ite of the Green Mountain region is the most
remarkable of its rock formations. It has a wide distribution

along the range, occurring in Connecticut, Massachusetts and
Vermont, and some parts of New York adjoining. It is peculiar

in the isolation and bold obtrusiveness of its outcrops ; for its

hills and ridges often rise out from among the other rocks with

the look of independence that belongs to an eruptive intruder.

While some patches barely show themselves above the general

surface, others make mountain ridges or peaks, the summits
two thousand feet and more above the sea.

The outcrops are smallest to the south, in Connecticut, and
largest in the southern half of Vermont. In the latter region,

the quartzite departs somewhat from its habit of isolation, and

forms, according to the geological map of Vermont in the Report
of 1861, a ridge, with but small interruptions, over one hundred
niUes in length, rising near Bennington, in Bald Mountain, to

a height of 3100 feet.

The quartzite has still another peculiarity in usually crop-

ping out in the vicinity of the great metamorphic limestone of

tlie Green Mountain range, called the Stockbridge limestone

;

and in largest amount, but not exclusivelv, near the eastern

border of the limestpne region. When the conclusion was

reached, or assumed, that this limestone was of Lower Silurian

age, it was, obviously, a natural inference that the quartzite, in

many places manifestly an underlying rock, was the Potsdam

sandstone, the great quartz formation of the eariy feilurian.

These views were brought out as parts of one scheme by Profes-

sors W. B. and H. D. Rogers in 1841,* the slates between

* Proc. Am^r Pr.;i s„^ t=t, 1 isai- also. Trans. Assoc. Amer. Geol. and Nat.,
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the Hudson river and the Stockbridge limestone being regarded

as in part the Hudson river shales folded and partially meta-

morphic.

Professor Emmons in his Geological Report (1842), treating

of his Taconic system, reversed the order, putting the Stock-

bridge limestone over the quartzite ; but the Taconic slates,

lying to the west, with some limestone strata associated with

these slates, conformably below both, and making all older than

the Potsdam, or the basal rock of the New York series. The fact

that, in the New York series below the great Lower Silurian

hmestones, there were no beds corresponding to the extensive

range of Taconic slates, was the prominent reason urged in his

Geological Report of 1842 for the pre-Silurian age of these

rocks ; and the occurrence of fossils (trilobites, proved since to

be Primordial) in the Black slate of Bald Mountain (near Chat-

ham Four-comers), unlike any known in the American Lower

Silurian, was an additional argument in his Agricultural Report

published in 1843.
In the Report of 1842, the Taconic region is made to extend to

the western base of the Taconic mountain, and the slates west

are called, in the sections (plate xv), Hudson River slates. In

that of 1843 the slates all the way to the Hudson river are

referred to the Taconic system. Besides this change of view,

the order of the strata of the Taconic series is reversed in the

latter Report, the quartzite being placed at the bottom ;
over

this, conformably (in some localities), the Stockbridge lime-

stone
; next, the schists and slates, to the west ; and last, the

Black slate of Bald Mountain, the newest of the series ;
and

this order is made consistent with the easterly dip throughout,

by supposing, in order, "to assist us in maintaining these

views," that the "superior members," or newer rocks, were

removed by abrasion to the eastward before they were upturned,

and were "thus limited in an easterly direction;" and, besides,

the upper strata were probably "scantily extended east and

west, "the whole system having been formed in a trough,

i he quartzite is still made conformable to the limestone, while

the black slate is at the other end of the series conformable
also. In his American Geology, published in 1855, this order

is m the main sustained, the quartzite and associated slates

being overlaid conformably by the Stockjbridge limestone, tins

by the "talcose" slate of Graylock, and the Taconic slates to

the west
; and, finally, the Black slate of Bald Mountain beiog

made Upper Taconic, and the Georgia slates of Northern V er-

mont being brought into parallelism with it. , . ,Had Professor Emmons made out ri^htlv the relations ot the

quartzite to the Stockbridge limestonefthe argument presented

m 1842, and since, for the pre-Silurian age of the Taconic

would have been without any foundation worthy of note.
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Later geologists have accepted the conclusion that the Stock-

bridge limestone and the Taconic slates, to the Hudson, make

one series of rocks ; but they have made all of Lower Sdunan

age, and the slates older than the Trenton. Logan has referred

the beds to the Quebec group on his geological map of Canada.

The quartzite, however, is still of undetermined relations, some

regarding it as at the base of the Lower Silurian, and Logan

placing it at the top.
, t i, -u

I propose to state the more important facts which I have ob-

served in connection with the Green Mountain quartzite at a

few of its localities, and some of the conclusions which they

^Several louries of uncertainty attend the investigation of the

quartzite formation.

In the first place, there are quartzites of more than one age m
New England, west of the Connecticut river. A Helderberg

quartzite exists at Bernardston, Massachusetts, m the Connecti-

cut river valley ; and it does not differ in characters from much

of the Green Mountain quartzite. Another quartzite, oi diher-

ent age, is interstratified with gneiss, about three mdes west ot

Plymouth, Vermont, on the road to Cuttingsvdle ;
and the

gneiss of the region is apparently the ordinary Green Mountain

gneiss. Then there is the great quartzite of the Green Mountain

range, whose relation to the quartzite in the gneiss is unascer-

tained. .We cannot assume, therefore, that this last is ail ot one

from the

facTtlarthrq^a'tzitris'' ver7generally~;jomted, and the joints

are often so numerous and regular that they are easily mistaken

for planes of bedding. The only safe course in all cases was

found to be, to doubt as to the bedding unless there were

alternate layers differing distinctly in structure or fineness ot

texture, especially when the divisional planes dip at a n »

angle. So far as my observation goes, its joints are commonly

nearlv or quite vertical; while the beds seldom have a greater

dip than 45°, and often are nearly horizonta,l.

The obliteration of the bedding by impulses ^nateml pres^

sure is well illustrated in the quartzite fa^^.P«^^f^.H^^^;^t

Dutchess Co., K Y., where the bedding is ^beautifully distinct

and nearly horizontal. In two or three places, in J;^ie
cu

of a long section of the well stratified beds, there are naro^

vertical portions, of the whole height of ^be .section exposea,

which have lost entirely the bedding, or d-^^jon J"to
la^^^^^

and are divided only by vertical joints. The ;^ec^mpan>mg

sketch illustrates one of them. The jointed vei cal str p
is

only 8 feet wide, and looks a little way oft like a uikc
_ ^^,-^^|

ous rock. Yet it is only a narrow vertical section oi

* Pronounced as if spelt Fogua.?.
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fied quartzite, in which, under the lateral pressure, fractures
were produced, and where, consequently, the successive move-
nients shook down- and re-arranged the 'sands adjoining, so as to

obliterate the planes of bedding and substitute vertical planes.

In a case of this kind only a force that was comparatively light

could have acted, since nearly all the rest of the rock has its

stratification perfect, although much jointed. But the same
process if continued, might result in a universal obliteration of
the bedding.

It should be noted that after a quartzite had been consolida-
ted this obhteration of the bedding would be an impossibility,
however powerful the forces at work. The sand beds must be
leebly compacted, or the sands could not be shaken down an
re-arranged into a series of vertical or nearly vertical bedi
iience the jointed structure, when connected with absence c

p anes of bedding, is proof that the forces producing the strm
ture acted before, or at the time of, the final solidificatton-ce^
tainly not after it.

J^ J J

.

Again, the quartzites of different periods are almost identicalm structure and mineral characters, so as to afford nothing hj
wmch they may safely be distinguished. In the same region

c^u^^''^ ^?t? T"^^^
^^^^^ *^^ finest and hardest granular

quartz to pebbly layers, and to conglomerates made of stones as

t>.?lf
cobble-stones, on one side, and to thin friable layers od

xne omer._ 1 he presence or absence of a pearly micaceous or

tteTame strlf
'^ *^'

^J^'' '' "«^ ^ ^^^^^'^^^^^ ^' ^^^^"=
^'l

P^L 1 1

^^'^^^^ni may be a pure quartz rock in one place, and
even look gneissoid in another.

onif -r^ r^''''
^^ *^^ ^^«1« "matter is, that the age of each

spee-aTl't T^^^P,"^^ ^" detennined by' an examination of its

special stratigraphical relations to the adjoining rocks.

Mminf^?!^ ^V- ^"^ ^n account of the quartzite of a few Green

f^A^^t]'"''^}^-^^- r.^^^ observations^ at the first two of the

unc Iiw.l A?''V^^^^^^ '^^^ Poughquag, were made in con-

'^T^^lZ'^^l- ^-^-l T. Gardner^ all Scellent stratigraphi-
one of the corps of the Clarence King Sur-

cal observer, and
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'. along the 40th parallel, west of the Rock_y

1. QUAETZITE OF CaNAAN, CONNECTICUT.

The village of Canaan is situated in Northwestern Connecti-
cut, in the town of North Canaan, the northern town of the
State on the east bank of the Housatonic River. Canaan
Mountain, an east-by-south and west-by-north ridge, stands
along the southern border of the town. The quartzite out-

crops occur to the north of this mountain, and within a mile of
it, not far from the residence of Dr. Adam, on Blackberry River.

The Green Mountain series of outcrops of quartzite, consist-

ing in Massachusetts of prominent ridges and ridgelets, here
has one of its southern terminations, none existing in Connec-
ticut, as far as known, south of Canaan Mountain. This is not.

however, the most southern extension of the rock, for other

outcrops occur at distant intervals twenty^ miles farther west,

in Dutchess Co., New York, and to the southwestward.
The quartzite of Canaan constitutes low ledges in a region of

crystalline limestone and metamorphic schist There are six of

plai

* I am indebted f
«. Adam of Canaan,

Western RaUroad.

Casaas quabtzttb I

3xceeding but little a

le from north t

the annexed map,* the scale of which is 1,600 feet to the inch.

Ledge No. 1 is 250 feet long, 80 wide and 20 ^\?b^ *^«^%*^,^

de and ''long, and 24 feet high

;
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feet long, and 120 feet wide, and 45 higli ;
4* is 1,080 feet lon^

and 450 wide and 70 feet above the road on the southeast; 5 is

1,400 feet long, and 80 feet above the plain
; 6 is 400 feet long.

ihe surface between the quartzite ledges is covered with
limestone; and this limestone is part of the great crystalline
limestone of the Housatonic valley, which has in Canaan a
breadth, as laid down by Percival, of nearly ten miles. It is a
continuation of the Stockbridge limestone of Massachusetts
ana the l^ohan of Vermont ; and the same wide band stretches
southward, and somewhat westward, through Salisbury, Conn,
and Dover and Pawling in Dutchess Co., K Y.

1 his limestone is generally admitted to be of Lower Silurian
age, and to represent more or less of the time from the Gal-
cilerous to the Trenton periods. The fossils from the Eolian
limestone of Whiting and Sudbury, Vermont,* identified by
rrot James Hall, included species 'of the genera Euomphalm,
^aphrentw, Stromatopara, VhfjeMes, and Stictopora, with large
encnnal stems and have been regarded as indicating that ^i-

e^dence? ''d^!ll^^''
^^'^ Trenton.

.

Mr. Billings has presen

are included ii

verticaUo nearly horizontal, the latter pTevaibng^; and"th~ere I
a like diversity m the strike. Such an irregularltV of position
^common m this rock elsewhere in the Green Mountain region,
wneneyer it is not tilted throughout at a high angle; and it is

evidently owing to the inflexible character of a limestone stra-
tum when subjected to lateral pressure.

arpr.;l!f®^^'^'''P^'^.
""^^^^^ associated with the limestone is an

arenaceous mica schist, which is in part an arenaceous gneiss. It
alternates with, or overlies, the limestone, as may be seen in

mln?tl V?? ?n?' ^^^^^^^-^ of the quartzite. -^Rattlesnake

ZntS 'i.^Y ^^? ^'^^ ^ig^ ^bove the plain around it, and
situated about a mile and a half north of Dr. Adam's house, has

soWo fi

°'^'*°'''^ ^^^^^ «^^^« ^P mainly of the overlying

iX ' %°^e-grained, fragile arenaceous rock, in part gneiss-

ieculi.. w! f^?''^°^
"^^^ ^«<^ks are nearly horizontal. The

Ss «nT" • ^f"^°^««
in this superincumbent arenaceous

gneiss and mica schist may be owing to the fact that the heat

* Geol. of Vermont, 2 vols. 4to, 1861, i 418

bridge limestoL^Ly not merely Tol;.^^^- p^\'^f^.^"r«*^, ^'Vt'maSemade up of it H;q i^ "i
perely include tins Primordial limestone, but may oe

I shall show bSe th r '^ ^.^^""^ "*" «®°tio°« by Professor Emmons, which

Moreover it will anT^«7 . I . -}^^ P^P®*"- ^re not of a kind to sustam it

does not ent^r ,t i^ ^' T Z^^^ ^ ^^""^ '^ ^^"d evidence, that the Primordial

constitute other areas not f A'
^™^*''" ^^P^'^'^ri'ige limestone, although it may

rig to prove that limestones of the Quebec group
I the formation ; and if so, the Chazy is proba-

y present also.

t

' ^ ^
The dip of thehmestone about Canaan varies from "'^^^l^
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of metamorphism*liad to reach it through the thick horizontal

hmestone formation ; for the gneiss where much tilted is a

firmer rock. In some places about Canaan it is decomposed to

a depth of thirty or forty feet or more, and then resembles a

fine-grained soft sandstone.

The quartzite is for the most part the ordinary fine or

coarse-grained hard quartz rock. The ledges indicated on the

above map are more or less completely surrounded by hme-

stone. so that you cannot get from one ledge to another without

crossing a limestone interval, although the distance between is

in no case over 400 yards, and in one but little over 100. The

quartzite evidently underlies the limestone.

The rock is very strongly and evenly jointed, and nearly

vertically so, and the joints are generally the only divisional

planes, or are far more distinct than any plaaes of bedding.

The direction of the joints in the several ledges is N. 30° E. to

There is an exception in ledge No. 5 to this remark with

regard to the absence of planes of stratification. This ledge

has a bluff front facing the northeast, thirty feet high, m which

the bedding is displayed in great perfection. It is made dis-

tinct by the alternation of very fine crumbling layei^ with

others of the hard rock. The crumbhng layers look as it they

might be a calcareous quartzite, but on examination with a lens

they proved to be an aggregation of the finest of quartz sand

The strike of the beds' was N. 35° W. (compass course), and

the dip 50° to the southwestward. The rock was also jointed,

and the direction of the joints N. 32° E., conforming to the

principal joints in other localities.

In the ledge No. 6, also, the stratification is distinct,^ but in

an opposite direction to that of No. 5, the dip being 2o to the

northeastward
; as if the two, which are but 400 feet distant,

were parts of a small fold in the stratification.

The quartzite and the associated limestone ave tmconformabte

While in so close association, an interval of but a dozen

yards of soil sometimes separating the outcrops, they are no

where seen in conformable layers. The schist and limestone

outcrop together among the quartzite outcrops, and manitest

plainly their intimate relations] but nowhere is tins true of the

quartzite and limestone. Along the rail-road there is a section

of ledge No. 3 ; and then, but a few rods to the «o^ ^ea.t one

of gneiss and limestone together. This isolation of the quartz

ite is calculated to excite a strong impression that t^ie tv^o aie

wholly distinct in stratification. As the quartzite is so nam a

rock, 'its outcrops ought to be continued through
J'^^

limesio «

areas in long lines if they are conformably mterstratihed ,
but,

instead, it is in short, low, island-like outcrops.
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Again, the jointing is essentiallv uniformm all the quartzite

ledges from 1 to 6, varjdng little from N. 35° E. In the limestone,

on the contrary, there are all kinds of dip and strike, as above
stated. Such a hammering as the quartzite formation (sand-

beds at the time) must have undergone, before its stratification

became so completely obliterated as in most of the ledges,

should have left an ineffaceable impression on the limestone, if

the limestone were then in existence and overlying it. In ledge

No. 1, the jointing is nearly vertical and very decided, while the

limestone near by is almost horizontal. This uniformity of

structure in the quartzite demonstrates that its origin antedates
the deposition of the limestone.
The ledges 5 and 6 (see map, p. 183) are stated to have the

opposite dip that indicates a fold. But No. 6 is altogether too

narrow to be the counterpart of No. 5, or the other half of the

arch. Put the limestone out of the way, and then the difficulty

would disappear. If therefore the uplifts of the quartzite. and
its uniform system of joints, were produced before the deposi-

tion of the limestone and its associated schists, the condition of

the rocks would be intelligible.

But the unconformability is directly demonstrated about
ledges No. 5 and 6, in which the stratification of the quartzite

is distinct The dip of the quartzite in No. 5 is, as has been
stated, to the southwest and that in No. 6 to the northeast-

ward. Between the two, as it were in a basin made in a decap-
itated fold, limestone lies having a dip nearly that of No. 6.

To the northward-and-eastward of No. 6, the strike of the lime-

stone is N. 50° E., with the dip to the northwestward (N. 40°

W.) 40°. This dip is persistent around the north and east

sides of the quartzite ledge No. 6, and shows a total independ-
ence in the positions and relations of the two rocks.

Ihe limestone between the ledges 5 and 6 corresponds more
nearly m dip to the quartzite in No. 6, than to the limestone
on the north and east ; showing that the tilting it underwent
was somewhat dependent on the ledges between which it lay ;

and It thereby indicates that the ledges had a previous exist-

ence. The facts favor the idea that the great irregularity m
the tiltings of the Canaan limestone and schist, sometimes con-

lormmg to the jointings of the quartzite but oftener not, may
Have been in part due to the resisting ledges of quartzite beneath.

nx mu^^^^^^^^^^
^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^a<^ts lead are, therefore :—

W\ rpu
^ ^^^ quartzite is the inferior rock.

^_
(2) ihat It IS everywhere unconformable to the overiymg

(3) That the jointing, uplifting and consolidation of the
quartzite took place before the limlstone was deposited.
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Art. XXIII.

—

Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum
of Yale College. No. XVIII—On the Affinities of Paleozoic
Tabulate Corals with Existing Species ; by A. E. Verrill.

The works of Milne Edwards and Haime upon corals are so
extensive and important, and their classification is so well
understood and generally adopted, especially by geologists,
that it is of great importance that their errors of classification
should be pointed out and fully understood.
A very unfortunate mistake was made when they instituted

the exceedingly heterogeneous and artificial group known as
'' Madreporaria Tabulata." This division was based wholly
upon a single character of uncertain value, found in certain
corals differing very widely among themselves in all other re-

spects. This character, regarded by them as of such funda-
mental importance, was merely the existence of complete
transverse septa or plates across the coral tubes, or cells, (

^,..1 ^--^^--
lower , " - ^ - " - ^ -•pied by the :

dividing the
parts of the bodies of the coral-polyps, thus

ling the lower, unoccupied portion of these coral-cells into
a series of closed chambers, each plate in turn marking a
former position of the base of the polyp, which occupied the
cell, as it grew upward. In most of the other corals, on the
contrary, there are either no transverse plates, or else they exist

between the radiating lamellae or septa, thus dividing each of
the radiating chambers into a series of transverse cavities, which
are usually not exactly on the same level in the different cham-
bers. At the time when this classification was proposed the
polyps of but few of the " tabulate corals" had been examined,
and no characters were drawn from the soft parts. The explana-
tion of the transverse septa seems to be, judging from my own
dissections and also from analogy with other animals, that they are

formed after each discharge of ova; the vacuity thus jjroduced,
oeing useless, is cut off from the visceral cavity above it by the

formation of a septum. Therefore, if the eggs be discharged
from all the radiating chambers simultaneously, or if from any
pther cause the polyp abandons all the chambers simultaneously,
It is obvious that a complete septum or transverse plate will be
formed across the entire tube ; but if the eggs be discharged at

different times from the ovaries occupying the various radiating

chambers, the septa formed below them in the different cham-
bers will not be coincident, or exactly at the same level in all.

At would seem, therefore, that the existence, or non-existence, of

complete transverse plates is simply a matter of periodicity m
tbe discharge of ova.
We should, naturally, expect to find such variations in peri-

odicity among the species and genera of many diverse groups,
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—and this. I think, can easily be shown to be the case. Thus,

for example, the genus Coelastroea V., an undoubted Astrsean

coral, has the septa in all the chambers on the same level, thus

forming true tabulse ; the genus Alveopora (figure 1, a), and

others allied to Poriles and Aladrepora, have true tabulae ; also

the genus Astrceopsammia V., of the Eupsammidae ; the species

of Pocillipora^ a genus closely allied in its animals, and other-

wise, to Oculina and Siylophora, have very numerous and per-

fect transverse septa ; even among the Alcyonaria, the genus

Tahipora occasionally has transverse internal septa ;
and the

same is true of Millepora, belonging to the class of Acalephs.

Notwithstanding the very slight basis upon which the group

of " Tabulata " was established, and disregarding the very great

-- ' ' aportant differences which exist among the corals thus

aturally brought together, most writers upon corals, whether

;nt or fossil, during the past twenty years have adopted this

classification without hesitation.

And yet this is but another instance forcibly illustrating the

general rule that classifications based on single characters are

very likely to be artificial and erroneous. It also illustrates the

manner in which such an error often leads to others of still

greater importance.
In 1857 Professor Agassiz made the very important discovery,

that the animals of Millepora are not true polyps, but genuine

hydroids, belonging to the class of Acalephs or'Medusse.f But

since Millepora is a genus belonging to the "Tabulata,^ he

immediately concluded that all the "Tabulata" are, therefore,

hydroid Acalephs ! And not content with this suf&ciently bold

teopora spongiosa Dana; 1 &, a
^^J

J;"

L enlarged, copied from Dana's atlas
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generalization, he extended it likewise to the extinct " Rugosa"
or Cyathophjlloid corals,* at first apparently with some hesita-

tion, but more recently without qualification.

f

From this conclusion, if admitted, it followed that in the

Paleozoic ages there were few, if any, true polyp-corals, but, on
the other hand, the class of Acalephs was abundantly repre-

sented by a great variety of coral-making forms, some of them
of great size, and capable of building extensive coral-reefs,

similar to those made by true polyp-corals in modem times

!

Thus the geological importance of these two classes of animals
would be completely reversed, as well as our ideas of the nature
of corals and coral-reefs.

These views have been held and advanced by Professor

Agassiz for many years, and have been urged quite recently,

notwithstanding the great amount of evidence that has been
pubhshed to show that the " Tabulata " include corals very
diverse in structure and af&nities. The proposition of Professor

Agassiz to consider all "Tabulate" and "Rugose" corals as

Acalephs, has not been very generally adopted, but has been
received with more or less hesitation and doubt, by many zoolo-

gists and geologists. In fact, it is not easy to see how Professor

Agassiz could reconcile, in his own mind, the structure of many
of the Tabulata and Rugosa with his own definitions of the two
classes, Polyps and Acalephs. The distinction upon which he
and others have chiefly insisted is the existence in the former of

radiating fleshy lamellse, dividing the interior of the body into

a number of radiating chambers, in the center of which, in coral-

making species, the radiating plates are formed ; while in Ac-
alephs no such radiating lamellae and chambers exist. There-

fore it would not be possible for an Acaleph to form a coral

having distinct radiating plates or septa, unless we alter our

definition of an Acaleph. In that case I do not know what dis-

tinction would remain. And yet we find many Tabulate corals,

both recent and ancient, with twelve or even twenty-four well-

developed radiating septa; and among the Rugosa there are

very many genera in which numerous radiating septa are as

highly developed as in the ordinary modem corals of un-

doubted polyp-origin, while in some there are not even traces

of transverse"se^tsi. If we regard the relations of the soft parts

to the corals, it will, therefore, be necessary to consider all

corals in which distinct radiating plates are formed as true

polyp-corals, but the absence of such plates is not of itself

proof that the coral was not made by a polyp, for many corals

now living, and formed by genuine polyps, have no radiating

septa (e. g., Tuhipora, some species of Pocillipora).

. 292-6, a
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In tlie present state of science, the only stony corals whicli

are knovm to be formed by hydroids are the several species of

Millepora. We can reasonably infer that a few other genera

having essentially the same structure, or belonging properly to

the same family, are also the corals of hydroids. But as to tlie

great majority of the " Tabulata" and " Eugosa," there can no

longer be any reasonable doubt that they were made by true

polyps, essentially similar to those of the existing corals.*

But among the Tabulate corals, after excluding the Millepo-

ridce, great diversities of structure still remain, and no doubt

representatives of several families that ought to be widely sepa-

rated in a natural system, are thus combined together on ac-

count of a single unimportant character. Many of these genera

are extinct and apparently have no very closely allied repre-

sentntives among living corals. The af&nities of such genera

may long remain doubtful But in other cases there are living

corals having very close relations with certain Paleozoic genera,

and these we are even now able to classify with as much cer-

tainty as we can the ordinary forms of existing corals.

Among the best known of the tabulate corals are the numer-

ous species of PocilUpora and allied genera, which evidently

constitute a distinct family {PocilUp&ridce\ largely represented

in the tropical waters of the Pacific and Indian oceans. These

corals are characterized by rather small, tubular cells, usually

with 6, 12 or 24 radiating septa, which even in the same speci-

men may be obsolete in some of the cells ; by imperforate, com-

pact walls ; and by a more or less abundant, compact ccenen-

chyma between the lateral cells, which may, however, be absent

Mus. of Comp. Zoology,

:

as early as the Fungians or the Turbinolians. If there has ever been si

^^^ geological sequence of the groups of corals as Agassiz imagines, it^m

ng. In the Lower SUurian seas the order was already well developed a
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where the cells are crowded, as at the ends of the branches.

The writer has shown in several previous papers* that the
PociUiporidce are the corals of true polyps. The animals of
PocilUpora are exsert in expansion, with a regular circle of 12,

nearly equal, stout, tapering tentacles, surrounding the circular

disk ;f and 12 internal, radiating, fleshy lamellas show through
the disk. Thus they closely resemble the polyps of Siylophora,

Pontes, and Madrepora, which are among the most typical of
true polyps. The existence of stellate cells, with 6, and even
12, well-developed, radiating septa in several species of PocilU-

pora (e. g., P. elongata Dana, P. plicata D., P. stellata V.) should
be sufficient evidence that such corals have no Acalephian
affinities whatever, even without the conclusive evidence de-

rived from a study of the living polyps.
The Silurian genus. Columnarla, appears to belong to a dif-

ferent family, and if not actually a member of the Astraeidse,

it should at least be referred to a family very near that group.
It has 24 to 36 well-developed, imperforate, radiating septa,

those of the first cycles wider, and in G. stellata (Hall, sp.) reaching
the center, while those of the last cycle are quite narrow. The
larger septa have the upper edge finely serrate. The walls of
the adjacent cells are united together as in Coelasircea and Goni-

astroea
; they are solid, and apparently imperforate. The genus

closely resembles Coelastrcea, but the budding is marginal or

interstitial, while in the latter the cells divide across the middle.

Another well-known and important group of tabulate corals

was abundantly represented in the Paleozoic seas by the genus
Favosiies, with its numerous species, and by several other allied

genera, constituting the sub-family Favositinse of Edwards and
Haime. In these corals the walls are thin and perforated by
more or less numerous pores or foramina, which are small in

Pavosites, but large and numerous in Koninckia. The cells are

usually crowded and polygonal, and there is no coenenchyma.
The radiating septa are sometimes obsolete, but usually 12 or

24, which may be continuous, or represented only by vertical

rows of spine-like points, as in Favosites and the existing genus,

Alveopwa (figure 1, h). The transverse septa are variously

developed, being often nearly flat, but with the intervenmg

spaces variable, as in Favosites; sometimes partly vescicular and

incomplete, as in Emmonsia ; not unfrequently convex and

vescicular, as in Michelinia; rarely infundibuliform, as m
Roemeria. It is obvious that this group has no relationship

.
.On the Affinities of the Tabulate Corala, in Proceedings of the American Asfio-

cation for Adv. of Science, 1867. p. 148. Proceedings of the Essex Institute, rol

Ih P- 90, 1869. Transactions of the Connecticut Academy, i, p. 518, 1870. Ihis

Journal, voL i, p. 389, May, 1871. _ „. ,

^ Trans. Conn. Academy, i, p. 623, {PocilUpcyra Uuera Y.). The polyps ot /'.

<iamicarnis, as figured by Quoy and Gaimard in the Yoyage of the Astrolabe, are
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with the Milleporidie, and at best only a distant one with the

Pocilliporidce, although Edwards and Haime placed it in the

same family with the latter.

In the Eeport on the Zoophytes of the U. S. Exploring Ex-
edition, 1846, p. 509, Professor Dana instituted the family,

Favositidae, in which he included three sub-families: 1st,

Alveoporinae, including the genus Alveopora ; 2nd, Fayositinse,

embracing Stijhphora, PocitUpora, Seriatipm-a, with Faimites
and other extinct genera ; 3rd, Helioporime, for HeUop<yra, Milk-
2)ora, Heliolites. This family was placed next to the Poritida.

Although more recent discoyeries haye shown that this arrange-

ment is incoiTect in several points, it is, nevertheless, much
nearer cori-ect than the classifications of Edwards and Haime,
and Agassiz. In thus bringing Alveopora and Favosites near to-

gether. Professor Dana made a very important step in advance,
and one that has unfortunately been lost sight of, or overlooked,
by recent writers, and most unfortunately by Edwards and
Haime, by whom these genera are very widely separated. In

describing the genus Alveopora, Professor Dana gives, as one of

Its characters, " transverse septa remote," and on Plate 48, fig-

3, d, of his Atlas, from which the accompanying cut has been
copied, he figured a vertical section of Alveopara spo7igma, in

which the transverse septa are well shown (figure 1, a). In this

species the walls of the cells are exceedingly thin and pierced

by^nunierous large openings, often leaving a mere skeleton of a
mL- X

^ septa, although thin, are perfectly devel-

parts of the coral, but nit more than do many species of

This
I into successive layers by broad thin transverse plates.

ppearance is due merely to the thinness and porosity of

the walls and coincidence of the plates. The same arrangement
of plates IS found in the Silurian genus, Bania, which is said,

however, to have imperforate walls.
The structure of the walls in the tabulated genus, Koninckia,

trom the Cretaceous, is very similar to that of A Iveopora. More-
over the latter, like Alveopora (figure 1, h) has vertical rows of

spme-like points, representing the twelve radiating septa. In
some, if not all, species of Favosites the septa were likewise
represented by just such rows of slender points. And the same

WT^^*??
of other extinct genera belonging to the same group.

Whether all the species of Alveopora have complete transverse
septa is uncertain, for they appear to have been generally over-
looked by the describers. Edwards and Haime make no allu-
sion whatever to such septa in their descriptions of the genus
and its species. In all the species which I have examined, how-
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ever, tliese septa are to be found, but they are usually more re-

mote and less evident than in A. spongiosa, while the walls in
most of the other species are thicker and perforated by fewer
and smaller openings, thus producing firmer corals.

"^

In A.
dcedaka Dana * the walls are much thicker and perforated by
smaller, rounded orifices, of which there are two or three verti-

cal series on each side of a cell. The cells are very deep and
the transverse septa are complete though distant, and coincident
in adjacent cells. The radiating septa are represented by twelve
vertical rows of stouter spines, which often meet at the center.
Mr. W. S. Kent f has described and figured a recent coral,

under the name of Favositipora Deshayesii^ which has well devel-
oped transverse septa, and agrees in all other respects, according
to Mr. Kent, with Alveopora. But as the presence of such septa
appears to be characteristic of Alveopora, the Deshaysii should
be regarded as a species of Alveopora, in which the transverse
septa are, perhaps, unusually numerous. Mr. Kent also men-
tions a Paleozoic fossil coral, supposed to be from North Amer-
ica, which he refers to the same genus {F. pakeozoica). This
may prove to be an ancient species of the genus Alveopora, and
in any case cannot be more than generically separated, either

from Alveopora or Favosites, as remarked by Mr. Kent. The
genus Koninckia of the Cretaceous is, perhajps, not generically
(iistinct from Alveopora, approaching A. dcedaka very closely,

and differing from J.. Ve/rilliana D. chiefly in having but six

vertical rows of septal spines, instead of twelve The genus
Goniopora is closely related to Alveopora, differing chiefly in

having about 24 radiating septa, which are more fully devel-

oped, but perforated by large irregular openings ; and a dis-

tmct columella. The walls are usually rather firm and rough,
as if composed of coarse irregular granules, so united together as
to leave many openings through the wall The lateral and
younger cells are often very shallow, with a large rough colu-

mella, and with six small paliform lobes arising from the inner
part of the septa, while in some cases the walls are much thick-

ened and roughly granulous at the surface, in these characters

closely resembling Porites, to which it is also allied in the internal

structure of the coral. In fact, (J-miopora combines many of
the characters of Alveopcyra and Porites, and has some additional

special characters. The transverse septa are usually quite

numerous and thin, usually irregular, but with an evident ten-

dency to coincide in height in all the chambers of the same
Poljp-cell, though much broken up and forced out of the trans-

verse plane by the presence of the large irregular columella.

^
* This species, which nrovea to be distinct from the dcedaiea of Forskal, etc. has
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In one species of Goniopora I have occasionally seen cells with

a deeply infundibuliform septum completely closing its cavity

below, thus recalling the septa of Rcemeria.

The tliree genera, Goniopora., Alveopora, and Porites, agree

closely in the "characters of their polyps ; the first has, however,

24 tentacles, while the others usually have but 12, although

there are often a few larger polyps with 24 tentacles, scattered

among the smaller ones, in both genera. It seems necessary,

therefore, to place these genera and the others that are evidently

closely alHed to each of them in one family, Poritifke. It will

also be understood, from what has already been said, that it is

impossible to assign any characters sufficient for separating the

Favositince, even as a family, from the Paritidce. It is very

doubtful whether the group can be maintained even as a sub-^

family, for Alveopora and Goniopora combine the characters oi

both groups. The family, Poritid^,* thus extended, might

perhaps, be provisionally divided into three subfamilies ;
Fob-

ITIN^, for Porites and the closely allied genera ;
AlveopoeiN^,

to include Alveopora, Goniopora, Litharcea, and, if considered

distinct, Koninckia and Favositipora ; FAV0SITINJ3, to embrace

Favosites, Emmonsia, Michelina, and the other closely allied

genera. It is probable, however, that even such a slight sepa-

ration of Alveopora and Favosites is greater than the differences

actually observed will warrant.
. ,

Admitting these necessary changes in the classification,!

it follows that the Madreporaria perforata, or Madreporacea,

which is generally regarded as the highest division, or sub-

order, of the true corals, was abundantly represented even m
the Silurian seas. Moreover, the family Poritidfie, which now

includes many of the most important of reef-building corals,

was also, even in Paleozoic ages, a family rich in reef-forming

species, for some of the species of Favosites grew into hemi-

spherical masses eight or ten feet in diameter. It also seeins

probable that the genus Alveopora has existed through all

periods from the Paleozoic to the present time, which woula

seem the more remarkable, considering the extreme delicacy and

fragility of these corals, and also the fact that, so far as known,

they are all shallow water and reef species.

* The genus Montipora, for which Edwards and Haime constituted their secon

sub-family of Poritidse {MontiporinoB), belongs properly to the Madrepondae as e

^
plained elsewhere by the writer (Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. i, p. 501), and where

was also placed by Prof. Dana. , ^^
t The opinion that the Favositinae belong to the Madreporacea was advancea j

the writer in 1870 (Trans. Conn. Acad., i, p 518). Mr. Kent, in the article referrej

taneously with mine, expressed the same opinion a°Jl
""^gf.

'• the same arguments. He also uses the argument wit

comeimpossibUitythatacoral with radiating septa could be formed DJ^

polyps, aa I had also done both in the paper referred to and m that

This coincidence of opinion, arrived at through studies pursued m d.ffere^

ad approac-hed from different directions, could not faU to be gratifying
'^
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eotogicai

Mining Districts of Utah Territory, and especially those of the

Wahsatch and Oquirrh Ranges ofMountains ; by B. Silliman.

Within the last two or three years, important developments
have been made in the mineralogical and metallurgical re-

sources of the eastern ranges of the North American Cordilleras

of the Great Basin, and especially in the Wahsatch and Oquirrh

Mountains of Utah, in the valley between which flows the Jor-

dan river, pouring the fresh waters of Utah Lake into the

Great Salt Lake. It is in these two ranges of mountains thatvomngesof
pouring the fresh waters of Utah Lake into the

Lak - • - " .....
the most important and best known
of Utah Territory are established.

Commencing on the western slopes of the Wahsatch, near

Salt Lake City, we find in order, going southward, the districts

known as "New Eldorado," "Big Cottonwood," " Little Cotton-

wood," and "American Fork"; on the eastern flanks of the

same range are the "Uintah" and "Snake Creek" districts;

while on' the southern extension of the Wahsatch, are the
" Spanish Fork," " Mount Nebo" and " Tintic" districts.

On the Oquirrh range, looking to the east, are " the West
Mountain" and " Lower Districts

:"—" Bingham Canon" bemg
the most important locality of the first named district On the

western side of the Oquirrh range, looking, in part, over Eush
valley, are the " Tooele," the " Stockton," the " Ophir," the

"Camp Floyd" and the "Osceola" districts: "East Canon"
in the Ophir district being one of the most important of the

new mining regions.

There are other mining districts in the lower extension of the

above ranges and also in other ranges of Utah, but we need
not dwell on them at present*
The characteristic metallurgical feature of all the mmmg dis-

tricts of the Wahsatch and Oquirrh is the occurrence of ores of

lead, rich in silver. The two ranges mentioned fall withm the

zone of argentiferous galena lodes which extend through New
Mexico, Utah and Western Montana.
The writer had occasion, in 1864, while studying the structure

of the parallel ranges of Nevada, to note the fact, that these ranges

were characterized by the existence in each of parallel zones of

metalhc veins ; sometimes of the precious metals, almost without

admixture of base metals, as in the Plutonic rocks of Western

p.* Two hundred miles farther south, and chiefly in the
<;f"".*'^J

j^ j.^^^g';!"
''JJ^

^"aahington, Star, Lincoln. Granite and Beaver districts in Beaver county, and the

Ohio and Warsaw districts in Piute county : some of these are probably important,

^ut are as yet only imperfectly explored districts, yielding copper, iron, gold,
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Nevada, full of evidence of hot springs, solfatara and volcanic

action, and yielding such mines as those of the Comstock lode and

of Aurora, Bodie, and the White Mountains ; or again, those like

the Toyabe range, yielding silver with base metals, as antimony,

lead, arsenic, copper, zinc, &c., as is also true in a more marked

degree of the Humboldt range. So, in the present case, we find

in the Wahsatch and Oquirrh ranges ores of silver, either argen-

tiferous galenite, or largely epigene species secondary to galenite,

with some ores of copper, antimony, zinc, &c., from which silver

is rarely entirely absent Prof. W. P. Blake, in his catalogue of

Californian minerals sent to the Paris Exposition (1867), dis-

tinctly points out this parallelism in the metallic contents of the

ranges of the American Cordilleras, and the same feature is

fully recognized by Mr. King in his chapter on Mining Dis-

tricts introductory to " Mining Industry," vol. iii of the Geo-

logical Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, p. 5.

The structure of the Wahsatch and Oquirrh ranges is fortu-

nately exposed to view by the canons, which cut profoundly

mto them from the valleys. It is in these canons that most of

the mining districts are located, and through them the summits of

the ranges are conveniently reached.
The Big Cottonwood "and Little Cottonwood canons, for

example, expose profound sections of the Wahsatch range, cut-

ting eastwardly across the structure of these mountains, forming

a V-shaped "
-.-..-

transverse

direction of

cutting the main range at an angle of about thirty degrees.

Entering this canon, above the mesa over the Jordan valley

(Salt Lake Valley), the observer finds himself at once withm
veiy precipitous cliffs of gray granite, and surrounded with

massive fallen blocks of the same rock of remarkable uniform-

ity of texture and with broad cleavages. The bedded structure

ot this granite is conspicuous, the beds dipping easterly into the

itain at a high angle, recalling the fan -like structure of th«

3rn slopes of the Sierra Nevada as seen in California. This

rock extends up the canon for several miles, the lines of ongmal
bedding being distinctly visible. These granites are probably

metamorphic of conglomerates, an opinion first suggested to me
by Prof W. P. Blake. Besides the conspicuous patches ot

darker colored material pasted into the light gray matrix, witn

the aid of a glass one can detect a certain pebble-like roundness
in the quartz of this granite, and an absence of crystalline

structure suggestive of a mechanical origin. It is in the lower

part of this canon that the granite has been quai-ried for build-

ing the Mormon Temple al Salt Lake City. These quarry
mg operations have been confined to splitting the great fallen

'-shaped chasm with very precipitous sides and obliquely—-"? to the axis of the main range. Thus the average

of the Little Cottonwood canon is about N. 62° E-,
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masses of granite on the surface, and we may here see fresh

faces thus split, measuring, at least, twenty feet vertical by more
than this laterally.

At a cabin known as " Garrard's house," some six or eight

miles up this caiion, is a fine terminal moraine of the ancient

forming a complete dam across the canon, over
d now winds and through which the mountain

torrent finds its way after giving motion to Garrard's mill. The
surface of this old moraine I found to be approximately 2140
feet above the Townsend House in Salt Lake City. The Town-
send House is about 60 feet above Great Salt Lake, so that the
lower end of the ancient glacier system of the Wahsatch at this

point was, in round numbers, 2200 feet above the present level

of Salt Lake, or 6400 feet above sea level, assuming 4200 feet to

be the proper elevation of this inland sea, as commonly stated.

The following heights were determined by one of Green's
aneroid barometers, and may be considered as approximate.

Above Salt Lake.

Townsend House, in Salt Lake City, 60 feet.

Mesa over Salt Lake Valley, 510 "

Emmaville, half-way house, 655 "

Garrard's House, top of old moraine, 2200 "

Central City, six miles above Garrard's, 4460 "

Emma Silver Mine, 5560 "

The loftiest point yet measured in the Wahsatch is the Twin
Peaks, which Clarence King has determined. I have not seen

Ms figures, but they are said to make this point over 12,000 feet

above tide.

The granite in the Little Cottonwood canon is followed by
Qeavy bedded quartzites, and these are succeeded by slates, upon
which rest conformably thick beds of crystalline white lime-

stones. Obscure forms, probably organic, are occasionally seen on
the weathered surfaces of the white limestones, but all I was able

to collect of these are so much altered by the metamorphism of

the matrix and by exposure as to be mostly unintelligible. A
well characterized Archimedes, in the possession of Prof. Blake,

fenders it highly probable that the limestones are, in part at

least, Carboniferous, though the geological position of the beds

indicates for a large part of the mass a lower horizon. I find

f>y chemical analysis that the white limestones, contammg the

obscure fossils, are not magnesian. They contain a little silica,

with minute scales of white mica, and a little combined alumina
and sesquioxide of iron. But the limestones in which the silver

ores are found are saccharoidal, and without crystalline struct-

They are moreover dolomite in chemical
niost completely free from silica and iron, but containing a little

alumina. This latter rock breaks up into small rhombic ma.=.ses,umma. This latter rock breaks up i
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and is easily reduced to a fine granular non-crystalline powder,

while tlie non-magnesian beds beneath resemble dolomite in

fracture, though quite free from magnesia. They are non-fos-

siliferous so far as observed bv me. Whether they are strictly

conformable to the crystalline white limestones is doubtful,

and further explorations are needful to decide this point, which

is one of considerable interest in view of their metallurgical

The ores of the mines thus far opened in the Wahsatch Moun-

tains are largely composed of species resulting from the oxida-

tion of sulphides, especially galenite and antimonial galena,

with some salts of zinc and copper, all containing silver and

rarely a little gold. Iron and manganese ochres occur m con-

siderable quantity, mingled with the other products of decom-

position. Masses of unchanged sulphides occur, and especially

galenite in considerable quantity in some of them ; but the pro-

cess of oxidation has prevailed very extensively, so that the

ochraceous character of the ores is the striking feature of most

of the mines in this range.
,

The great chamber of the Emma Mine, which is an ovoidal

cavity measuring, so far as explored, about 110 feet vertical by

about 80 by 110 feet transverse, was found to be filled almost

exclusively with epigene species, the product of oxidation ot

sulphides, and capable of removal without the aid of gunpowder,

tor the most part The study of this mass reveals the interest-

ing tact that it is very largely composed of metallic oxides, witn

but comparatively small proportions of carbonates and sul-

phates. Fortunately I am able to present an analysis of an

average sample of 82 tons (=183,080 pounds) of first class ore

from the Emma Mine, made by James P. Merry of Swansea,

April, 1871, which is as follows,Viz

:

Silica,.. .--- 40-90

...-. 34-14
^^'-- -';::o-35

i^fc::::: Magnesia'" ..--0.25

Antimony,..-.
Copper, .

.... 2-27 Se ^'^^

Carbonic acid, -^^

Oxygen and water by m,J;^^IE-----
.... 2-92

0-15

The quantity of silver obtained from this lot of ore was lou

troy ounces to the gross ton of 2240 pounds.
This analysis sheds important light on the chemica nistou

of this remarkable metallic deposit, and will aid us in the stuay

of the paragenesis of the derived species. It is pretty certai

that all the heavy metals have existed originally as sulphities,

and we may, therefore, state the analysis thus, allowing b o^

sulphur to convert the heavy metals to this state.
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Silica, 40-90
Metallic sulphides, _ 62-60

95-02

Water, caxbonic acid and loss, 4-95

This calcuktion assumes that the sulphides are as follows, -viz :

Galenite, 38-69

Stibnite, 3-30

Bornite, ._ 1-03

Sphalerite (blende), 3-62

Pyrite, 5-42

Argentite, 0-54=52-60

This statement excludes the presence of anj other gangue
than silica, and considering that the ores exist in limestone, the
almost total absence of lime in the composition of the average
mass is certainly remarkable. The amount of silica found is

noticeable, since quartz is not seen as such in this great ore

chamber, nor so far as I could find, in other parts of the mine.
The silica can have existed in chemical combination only in the
most inconsiderable quantity, since the bases with which it could
tave combined are present to the extent of less than li per cent,

nor do we find in the mine any noticeable (^[uantity of kaolin
or lithomarge, resulting from the decomposition of silicates, nor
are there any feldspathic minerala It is most probable
that the silica existed in a state of minute subdivision diffused
in the sulphides as I have seen it in some of the unchanged
silver ores of Lion Hill in the Oquirrh range.

The absence of chlorine and of phosphoric acid in the analysis

corresponds well with absence of the species cerargyrite and
Pyromorpkite, of which no trace could be found by the most care-

nil search among the contents of the mine The miners speak
ol the " chlorides," and unscientific observers have repeated the

--J that silver chloride is found .„

the ores indicated to me as such are chiefly antimonic ochres.

The general (perhaps total) absence of the phosphates of lead in

the mines of the Wahsatch and Oquirrh Mountains, so far as

explored, is a striking peculiaritv of the mineralogy of these

^nges. On the other hand, the absence of chlorine m the mines
ot the two Cottonwoods and the American Fork is m strikmg

contrast with the constant occurrence of cerargyrite (horn sih^er)

'n the Oquirrh and also in the southern extension of the T\ ah-

satch. I have sought in vain for a trace of this species in the

„f
* "^^re exists generally amouR the minrag population of the central temtorieB

of the United States a distinction between hcyrn silver and ddorxde of silver.^n
«n-or arising, as I am persuaded, from supposing the ochreous ores to be chlondea

not so perfectly developed as to be sectile.
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districts of the Wahsatch just named, and the (

pjromorphite is extremely doubtful.
Molyhdic acid, however, exists pretty uniformly <

in the mines of the Wahsatch, in the form of wuJfinite.

Although it occurs in minute quantity, it is rarely absent, and
may be regarded as a mineralogical characteristic of the districts

of the two Cottonwoods and of the American Fork. For this

reason a few particulars will be in place here.
Wulfenite is found associated with calamine, cemssite,

malachite, azurite and more rarely alone in little cavities

in the ochraceous ores. In the "Emma Mine," vugs, or

geodes, are occasionally found lined with botrj-oidal, apple-

green calamine, rarely crystallized, often brownfsh and some-
times colorless, but invariably associated with wulfenite.

The calamine encloses and covers the crystals of wulfenite,

which form the backing of the calamine and extend into

and among crystals of cerussite, which form a lining of con-

siderable thickness. The wulfenite is in thin tabular crystals

of a yellow color, resembling the Carinthian variety of this

species. The crystals are very brilliant and perfect, but quite

mmute, rarely two or three millimeters in width, and not over

1mm. m thickness, often less. Thev are quite abundant in

this association, no piece of the calamine which I have seen

bemg without them. They sometimes, but rarely, penetrate
through the globules of the calamine so as to show themselves
on the upper surface of that species. But the calamine has

obviously formed in botryoidal ma "
'

a crystal of this species being often i

the calamine globules.
These facts are of interest in the paragenesis of these epigene

species. The order of production has obviously been, first, the

cerussite resting on ochraceous iron, manganese, and other metal-
lic oxides

; next, the wulfenite crystals were deposited upon and
among the crystals of cerussite, and lastly came the calamine,
crystalHne at first, and as it accumulated becoming fibrous and

staff, the " Savage," and "Robert Emmet," without the
mine, but never, as far as observed, without cerussite and other

carbonates. In the " Savage," masses of cerussite with various
oxides are interpenetrated by the tabular crystals of wulfenite.
Although wulfenite forms a very minute factor of the entire

ore naass m these mines, bv the law of mineral association it

may be considered as the characteristic species of the ores or
these districts, occurring in the magnesian limestones. So far as

I am mtormed, or have observed, wulfenite has not been hither-
to tound m any of the other mining distiicts of Utah ;

but by
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the same law, it may be reasonably looked for wherever de-

posits of epigene minerals are explored in the same geological

and mineralogical relations in tlie Wahsatch range of mountains.

has performed its work with remarkable thoroughness. A care-

ful study of its action discloses some other facts of interest in

the paragenesis of species. From the appearance of numerous
large blocks of ore forming solid boulders in the general mass,

a concentric arrangement is easily recognized. On breaking

these masses across, the fresh fractures disclose a dark center

which consists almost entirely of decomposed sulphides, com-

posed chiefly of cerussite blackened by argentite and metallic sil-

ver in a pulverulent form. This dark center, chiefly of cerussite,

is often pseudomorph of galenite in its fracture. Next is usually

a zone of yellowish and orange yellow antimonial ochre, cervan-

tite, often quite pulverulent, at times only staining the cerus-

site
; then follows a narrower zone of green and blue copper

salts, malachite, azurite, cupreous anglesite, with, rarely, wulf-

enite ; then follows cerussite, sometimes stained with antimony

ochre, and not unfrequently associated with wulfenite ;
outside of

all are the iron and manganese ochres. This concentric arrange-

ment 'I have observed in a great number of cases ;
and the above

order of species, while not invariable, is believed to reflect accu-

rately the general arrangement. Well crystallized species, as

mineralogical specimens, are rare in this great mass, but the fol-

lowing may be recognized as its chief components

:

Galenite', sphalerite, pyrite, jamesonite (?), argentite, stephan-

ite, boulangerite (?), antimonial galenite, cervantite, mimetite_(r)

limonite, wad, kaolin, lithomarge, cerusite, anglesite, linante,

wulfenite, azurite, malachite, calamine. The names of those most

abundant or best crystallized are in italics. This list can no

doubt be extended as opportunity occurs for the more careful

study of the ores, the great mass of which, amounting to many
thousands of tons, have gone into commerce without passmg

under any mineralogical eye.
In a subsequent paper will be presented some remarks upon

the Oquirrh range and some of its ores, and notices of minerals

from other distrfcts of Utah.
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I. CORNTILITES AND COXCHICOLITES.

The genus Cornuliies was founded by Schlotheim (Petrefacten)

to include certain Silurian fossils, of somewhat doubtful a£5nities,

but apparently most nearly allied to the tubicolar annelides.

The remains included under this head consist of calcareous

tubes, with tolerably thick walls, often attaining a considerable

size, and tapering towards one extremity, so as to form an

extremely elongated cone. The entire tube is somewhat
flexuous, and is ringed with irregular annulations ; and the

smaller end of the tube is not only attached by its sides to some

foreign object (McCoy, Salter, &cl), but is usually more or less

bent. It is obvious that these characters approximate veir

closely to those of the recent Serpulae; and if tWs were all,

there would be little hesitation in regarding Cornulites as a

tubicolar annelide secreting a calcareous tube.' The tube of

Cornuliies^ however, has an extremely complex structure, wholly

unlike that of the Serpulae. The walls are of very considerable

thickness, and are composed of
a number of large rounded or
oval cellular spaces or cavities,

bounded by thin walls ; which
are especially conspicuous in
tlae transverse ridges or annula-
tions, which surround the tube
(fig. 1 a). When a cast of the
tube IS obtained (fig. 1 h\ we are
presented with a solid tapering
rod-like body, composed of a
longitudinal series of imbrica-
ted rings.

Each ring is in the form of
a truncated cone, having its

smaller end directed toward the
mouth of the tube, and fitting \
into the larger aperture of the erst ofTheTubl' of thT^mernat size,

nng next it in tbe series. The ,

nngs are generally narrower and more crowded together toward

the fixed end of the tube, and the entire surface of the cast is

quite smooth. The best known species is the CornuUtes serpu-

larius of Schlotheim, in which the tube attains a length ot

several inches, and a circumference of about two inches at its



aperture. This

that the external surface of the tube Is covered with very

numerous and fine longitudinal striae, communicating to the

fossil something of the aspect of a coral.

Eecently, several specimens of a new fossil have come under

my notice, which T at first referred to Cornulites, but which I

am now disposed to place, provisionally at any rate, in a new
genus, under the name of ConcMcoHtes, under the specific title

of 0. gregarius. Prom their peculiar mode of occurrence, these

fossils are of considerable interest, and no doubt r— '^ *""

tained as to their being truly the n
Conchicolites gregarius occurs in

the form of small clustered tubes
(fig. 2), generally slightly curved,

]

tapering towards one end, and
)

attached by their smaller extrem-
ities to some foreign body. Most
of the specimens in my possession
occur attached in great numbers
to the dead shells of Orthocerata
(fig. 2), generally along with
crusts of ^tenopora fibrosa Goldf.
It is clear, therefore, that Gon-
chcolites gregarius very closely

resembled in its habits the mod-
ern ,^

affiniL.

doubt
AH of my specimens, which show more than the mouths of

the tubes, are in the state of casts ; and I am unable to speak

positively as to the characters of the tube itself, except from one

or two fragmentary examples. The disappearance, m some

cases, of the walls, leaving merelv the internal casts, renders it

tolerably certain that the tubes were calcareous. It is also to

be regretted that the materials at present in my hands do not

render it possible to determine the presence or absence ot the

cellular structure which is so conspicuous m Cornuhtes serpu-

^rius. In the specimens growing on Orthocerata, as m fig. 2,

the tubes themselves are in part preserved; but it is almost

impossible to determine their characters. Over all parte ol vae

surface of the shell, where the view is not obscured by the

adherent matrix, the tubes are so accurately and closely com-

pacted together that no portion of their lateral surface is ex-

hibited, and nothing can be seen but the mouths of the tube^

Where the Orthocerl is broken across, one would have expected

to get a view of the surfaces of the tubea Owing, however, to
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their growing obliquely and not exactly at rigbt angles to the

shell, this is only partially the case, and they appear ou this

surface in a very fragmentary and obscure condition. A care-

ful examination, however, of this portion of the fossil has

me that the exterior of the tube presents the s

appearance as the cast, consisting, namely, of a series of imbri-

cated rings. There are, therefore, no traces of the longitudinal

striae which distinguish, the outer surface of the tube of Cornu-

lites serpularius.

The caste of the tubes of Conchicolites gregarius (fig. 2 h) have

exactly the characters of those of Cornuliies serpularius, but on

a greatly reduced scale. Each consists of a succession of short,

imbricated, conical rings, the wider ends of which are directed

towards the smaller end of the tube, whilst their surface is

smooth. From their small size, the casts, on a cursory examina-

tion, are not at all unlike specimens of Tentaculites ; audit

seems extremely probable that some of the uncertainty which

has prevailed as to the true nature of the latter has arisen from

its having been confounded with specimens of the present

fossil

The following are the characters of the gener^ CornuUtes and

Conchicolites, and of the species already alluded to :

—

GoRNULiTES Schlot.—Animal solitary, inhabiting a long

shelly tube of carbonate of lime. Tube tapering, flexuous,

attached by its smaller extremity to some foreign body. Tube

annulated externally, with numerous fine longitudinal striae.

"Walls of the tube very thick, composed of numerous cellular

cavities. Cast of the tube composed of short conical rings ht-

ting into one another in an imbricated manner. Surface of the

cast smooth and polished, with one or two longitudinal furrows.

Cornulites serpularius Schlot.—Tube when fully grown attain-

ing a length of three or more inches, with a diameter at its

aperture of half an inch or more. Cast of the tube exhibiting

about twelve rings to the inch in the fully developed portion.

This well known species is distinguished by its large size, its

solitary habit, its thick cellular investing tube, and the hne

longitudinal striae of the external surface.

Locality and formation.—Wenlock limestone of Dudley,

and Ludlow rocks of Westmoreland, England.
Conchicolites Nich.—Animal social, inhabiting a calcare-

ous (?) tube, attached in clustered masses to some solid body

The tube is conical, slightly curved, attached by its smaller

extremity. The wall of the tube is thin, its external surtace

devoid of longitudinal striae. The tube thin, composed of short

imbricated riugs, but apparently destitute of any cellular struc-

ture. Cast of the tube composed of short conical rings, its sur-

face completely smooth, and destitute of stri* or furrows.
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ConchicoUtes gregarius Nich.—Tubes closely in contact, at-

tached by their smaller ends to dead shells. Tube varying in

length from ^ to ^ an inch, and having a diameter at its mouth
of about half a line. Conical rings which compose the tube

about four in the space of a line.

From the great similarity presented by casts of the tubes of

this species to those of CornuMtes, I was at first disposed to

regard this as a small example of the latter genus. A more
careful examination, however, of my specimens has led me to

think that they may well be placed in a separate genus. Con-

chicolites is distinguished Irom Cornulites by its social habit, its

small size, the thinness of the wall of the investing tube, and
the absence, so far as can be made out, of any cellular structure

of its tube. In the face of these differences, it is somewhat
singular to find that the internal casts of the two should be so

absolutely undistinguishable except in point of size. Conchico-

Utes presents some resemblances to the genus Salterella of

Mr. Billings, definejj as consisting of " small, slender, elongate-

conical tubes, consisting of several hollow cones placed one

within another, the last one forming the chamber of habitation

of the animal.'.' In Salterella, however, the tubes appear to be

solitary, and no evidence has been adduced to show that they

were attached to foreign bodies, though Mr. Billings regards

them as allied to Serpulites.

Locality and ionn^Xion.— ConchicoUtes gregarius occurs not

uncommonly attached to the shells of Orthoceras Brongniarti, m
dark flaggy shales of Caradoc age, Dufton, Westmoreland, Eng-

land.

II. Tk^taculites.

It may not be out of place to add here a few remarks on the

genus Tentacultes of Schlotheim, though most palaeontologists

are now agreed as to its zoological affinities and systematic posi-

tion. The genus Tentaculites was originally founded by Schlot-

Heim in 1820 (Petrefact, I, p. 377), for certain minute tubular

fossils at that time believed to be the terminations of the jomted

arms of Crinoids. In more modem times, there have been two

leading opinions as to the nature of the fossils in question, some

regarding them as tubicolar annelides, whilst others, following

Austin, refer them to the Pteropoda. Amongst those who held

the former view mav be mentioned the late Mr. Salter who

retained this opinion up to the time of his death. A good deal

of this difference of opinion may doubtless be explained upon

the supposition that casts of Cornulites, Conchicobtes and >^^

ierella have been in some cases confounded with the shells ot

Tentaculites : and it is curious to note in thus connection that

whilst Tentaculites has been referred to the tubicolar annelides,
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there have not been wanting observers who would place Cornu-

lites amongst the Pteropodi

The shell of Teniaculites

straight conical tube, tapenn
pointed closed apex, and exi
rounded apertu

surrounded with numerous thickened rings or annulations, some-

times with intermediate striae, over the whole or part of the

length of the tube.

No specimen of Teniaculites has ever been found attached to

anj foreign body ; and though this of itself would not be fatal to

the view that the genus belongs to the Tuhicola, the mode of

occurrence of the fossil completely ne,uatives this supposition.

Thus, Tentaculites are usually found in great numbers together,

often over large areas, confusedly scattered over the surfaces of

the laminae of deposition. If we had to deal with a tubicolar

annelide, it seems certain that specimens would be found im-

bedded vertically in the rock, with the closed apex downwards,

and the aperture directed upwards; or else we should find

them attached by their smaller extremities to shells and other

foreign objects. On the contrary, the aspect presented by a

slab covered with Tentaculites is precisely that which would be the

result of the fortuitous aggregation on the sea-bottom of a num-

ber of small shells, sinking from the upper strata of the ocean.

All the evidence, then, at present in our possession goes to

show that Tentaculites was an oceanic genus, comprising minute

pelagic creatures which swarmed at the surface of the Silurian

seas, and the shells of which were scattered in myriads on the

floor of the ocean when their tenants died. If this be admitted,

there can be little hesitation in adoptinc^ the view, now almost

universally held, that Tentaculites is a genus of the Pteropoda.

There are, however, two points of resemblance to be noticed

by the practical palaeontologist between Tentaculites on the one

hand, and Cornulites and Conchicolites on the other hand. In

the first place, the internal cast of Cornulites is not unhke Tenia-

culites; and when we have a small form like Conchicolites, the

resemblance, if superficial, is very decided. In the second

place, Hall asserts that the cast of the shell of Tentaculites elm-

gatus IS smooth, and "presents the appearance of a series ot

reversed truncated cones, or short cups, placed one within the

other, having all the characters of CornuUtesy It might, there-

fore, m some cases, be impossible to decide whether a given

specinaen were the cast of a Tentaculites or the mould of a

t^-nuhtes or Conchicolites, which had been accidentally broken
ott from Its point of attachment.



Meteorites of the Hacienda ''La Concepcion" etc.

; Hacienda " La Concepcion'

Snd jSan Gregorio ; by JuAN XJrgindi. (Extract from a letter

to Prof. Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, to

whom we are indebted for the communication.)

sembles the enclosed drawings [drawmgs not sent].

Nothing is known, with certainty, regardmg the fall ot this

meteorite, nor is it mentioned in the deed of this Hacienda.

There is 'an inscription engraved on the upper part of it which

reads thus : " A 1600"
;
and the antiquated form of these char-

acters has created the general belief that they refer to the

year in which the meteorite fell, or rather to that of its dis-

covery, since historical tradition (not to speak of the absurd

fable to the effect that Malinche let it fall, while transporting it

hidden through the air, on account of a cock having crowed)

only tells us that, during the last century, it was discovered

buried in the sand, on a piece of bushy land which had been

drained, situated eight hundred yards south of this bouse,

whence, unburied, it was taken about a hundred y^^rds ott,

where it remained a long time ;
and that in the year 1810, Don

Manuel Concha, then Administrator of this Hacienda, removed

it and placed it as a sign at the door of a blacksmith s shop, sit-

uated about 15 yards from the said corner. There it was when

I first knew it, in 1823, and from there my brothers and i

managed to roll it to its present place. Lately it has been

necesfary to straighten it, as it was leaning, in consequence of

the sinking of the ground, or of the efPects of a stroke of light^

ning in 1859, which probably damaged also the walls of the

""""with mucrdTfficulty, and after spoiling chisels of g??^
f^^^'

several pieces have been cut at different times, resembling the

two which I now send you, leaving a brilliant surface where

separated. Even a bridle-bit, knives, and some other smf ob-

jects have been made of it, the first of which articles jUs said,

was presented to the late Spanish Commander General otl> hi

huahaa. The blacksmiths assert that the metal is very ductik
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39,299 cubic inches. Considering the metal as cast iron, tk

weight of which is to the weight of distilled water, frozen, as

72,070 is to 1000, and that the cubic centimeter of such water

weighs 20-031 grains, we may infer that the meteorite weighs

1M^\\\ "arrobaa."*

This is all the information I can give regarding the meteorite

of this Hacienda, and I fear it is too scanty, and perhaps too lit-

tle exact, to satisfy the learned professor ibr whom it is intended

The pieces that I send will enable him to ascertain the sub-

stances of which it is composed ; and if some photographer

should come in this direction, I will have it photographed, and

will take much pleasure in sending you a copy.

I am still less informed in regard to the"^ meteorite of San

Gregorio, since I have seen it only twice, in ISSG.f It is larger

than the one at this place, and seems to consist of the same

niaterial, has very much the shape of a sofa, and bears an inscrip-

tion, which reads thus (translated)

:

" Only God with his power
This iron will destroy,

In my opinion, this meteorite and the one we have here are

fragments of another much larger one, that probably burst at a

sufficient height from the earth to cast one piece on this Haci-

enda, another one on that of San Gregorio, 10 leagues to the

northwest, and other larger ones on Chupaderos, 20 leagues to

the northwest of this place. I have not seen the latter ones,

which are said to be the most curious ; but I have already taken

some steps to have them carefully examined, and I promise to

myself the satisfaction of transmitting the result to you.

Art. XXVIL—On the Afean Motions of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus.

and Neptune; by Professor Daniel KirkWOOD.

The recent note of Professor Peirce,:j: announcing bis dis-

covery of some interesting relations between the mean motion,

of the four outer planets, has recalled my attention to a nurnber

of similar coincidences detected by myself several years since,

while engaged in a somewhat laborious examination of ttie
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planetary elements. Of these, the following may be worth

putting on record for future discussion

:

2w^'—21w"'H-30?i^"' =0 ... (2)

3w^ — Sri"^ — 271"'' 4- 7w^'''=0 - - - (3)

With the values of rj^, w^', and n^" adopted in the American

Ephemeris, the value of w'Hi obtained from either of the above

equations differs by less than one second from the latest deter-

mination.* The second equation was submitted some two years

since to Professor Newcomb, of the U. S. Coast Survey. That

distinguished astronomer was inclined, however, to regard the

coincidence as merely accidental. Be this as it may, I have

strong confidence in the accuracy of the third. The re-exam-

ination of this last has recently led to the discovery of two

68n^''-325w^"-f257n"''=0 - - - " (*)

257n^ ^SUn'-' +587n^'i =0 - - - - (5)

both of which, I believe, are accurately true. The fifth, how-

ever, is not an independent equation, but is derived from the

third and fourth. By means of these equations I have found

the remarkable cycle of 11657-24 Julian years, which separates

the epochs at which the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and

Neptune, return to the same relative positions. It is obvious,

moreover, from the same equations, that no three of the /our outer

planets can ever be in conjunction at the same time.

Blooraiaprton, Indiana, January, 1872.

Art. XXYUl.—Brief Contributions to Zoology, from the Mmeum
of Yale College. No. XIK.—Beceni Additions to the Molluscan

Fauna of New England and the adjacent waters, with notes on

other species ; by A. E. Verrill.

The new edition of Gould's Invertebrata of Massachusetts,

edited by Mr. W. S. Binnev, and published in 1870, was m-

tended to include all the Mollusca, exclusive of the Bryozoa,

hitherto observed on the coast of Massachusetts, as well as those

from the adjacent waters farther north. Practically, theretore,

it included all, or nearly all, the species known from I^ew ±.ng-

land and the adjoiuin^r British Provinces. A few New England

species, previouslv described or recorded, were, however, omitted

or accidentally overlooked. In the present communication it

IS my intention to enumerate the marine species from i^ew il.ng-

land and closely adjacent waters, not included in Binney s trouid,

* Xewcomb's Orbit of Neptune, p. 16.

A.M. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. Ill, No. 15.-Mabch, 1872,
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whether previously known or more recently discovered, so far

as known to me from personal observation or from the state-

ments, believed to be reliable, of otliei-s ;* to describe several

new species recently discovered ; and to record a few observa-

tions on the distribution, structure, and affinities of species

previously known.
As more detailed descriptions and fuller synonvmy will be

given in a work on the Mollusca of the coast of southern New
England, now in preparation for the Transactions of the Con-

necticut Academy of Science, the species will be treated here as

brieEy as possible. It is believed, however, that the figures

will prove sufficient even with short descriptions, for the easy

identification of the new species.

List of species not included in Binney's Oould.

Rossia palpehrosa Owen (?) ; Hyatt in third Annual Eeport of

the Trustees of the Peabody Academy of Science, p. 79, 1871.

Manchester, Mass., in stomach of Hake,—A. Hyatt.
Mangelia cerinum=Pleurotomacerinum Stimp. and Kurtz; Shells

of New England, p. 49, pi. 2, fig. 2, 1850. New Bedford,

Mass.—Dr. Stimpson; Vineyard Sound, 8 to 10 fath..—A.

E. V. and S. I. Smith.
Scalaria Humphreysii Kiener. Greenport, L. I.,—Sanderson

Smith
; near Great Egg Harbor, N. J.,—J. E. Todd ; Stoning-

ton, Ct,—Linsley {'' S. clathrus'y The occurrence of this

species at Stonington needs confirmation. Linsley's species

may have been S. Grcenlandica.
Acirsa borealis Morch. = Scalaria borealis Beck, 1841, =>S! Esch-

richtn Moll, 1845. Eastport, Maine, 10 to 40 fatb., shelly

bottom,—A. E. Verrill and S. L Smith ;
Greenland,— Holier.

Aclispohta v., sp. nov. Plate vi, figure 5, X5 diameters.
Eastport, Maine, 20 fathoms,—A. E. Yerrill.

Turhonilla ehgans V., sp. nov. PI. vi, fig. 4, X5 diameters.
Vineyard Sound, 8 to 10 fath., shelly,—A. B. V., S. L Smith.

Stylipr Stimpsonii V., sp. nov. On Euryechinus Drobachiensis V,
m 32 fathoms, off Long Island,—Capt. Gedney.

tcecum costaium = Ccecum Cooperi Smith (non C. Cooperi Carp.),

1863. PL vi, fig. 6, X 24 diameters. Vineyard Sound, 6 to 8

fath _-A. E. Verrill; Long Island,—Sanderson Smith.
noris bifida v., this Journal, II, vol. 1, p. 406, 1871.

Eastport, Me., and Savin Rock near New Haven, under stones

at low water, laying eggs Oct., 1871,—A. E. Verrill.
noTidellaobscuraY.^ this Journal. II, vol. 1, p. 408, 1872. ^ ^Near New Haven at Savin Rock and off South-end, 4-6 fath-

Towl^^Jf]?^''^ ^^^""^^^ ""^^"^ confirmation: Lepton fahagella Con., Newport;

s£,,irf,tf ^r.f'^?^'
'^'"'''^ ^^'i'o^ Dekay (Stratford, Conn.,-Linsley^,

owert viridi^ Say (Stomngton,—Linsley : N. Jersey—A. E. V.): Fu^ imbncaW
i^ekay; LittorxnOUL levis (Dek.) = Rissoa Stimpsoni Smiih (Stratford, Dekay).
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K
Dendronotus robusiusY., op. cit, p. 405, fig. 1.

Eastport, Me., and Grand Menan,—A. E. V. and O. Harger.

Cavolina tridentata. Fresh shells dredged in 20 to 25 fathoms

off Martha's Vineyard,—A. E. Y., Dr. A. S. Packard.

Styliola vitrea Y., sp!' nov. Plate vi, figure?, X3 diameters, off

Gay Head, among Salpce.—A. E. Y. and Dr. A. S. Packard.

Martesia cuneiformis Adams, =Pholas cuneiformis Say.

New Haven, in shells,—G. H. Perkins, perhaps imported.

Angulus modesta Y. Plate vi, figure 2, X5 diam. ; 2*, nat. size.

Yineyard Sound, 6 to 8 fath., and off New Haven,—A. E. Y.

Gastranella tumida Y., sp. nov. PL vi, fig. 3, X 16 diam., 3*, X 6

diam. Off South-end, near New Haven, 4 to 6 fath.—A. E. Y.

Semele equalis, =Amphidesma equaiis Say.

Stonington, Conn.,—Linsley. This has not been found by

recent collectors on this coast, and therefore needs confirmation.

Cryptodon ohesus Y., sp. nov. Plate vii, figure 2, X3 diam.

Off Martha's Yineyard, 20 to 25 fathoms, mud,—A. E. Y.,

Dr. A. S. Packard.
Cyclocardia NovangUce = Actinoholus {Cychcardm) Novanglm

Morse, first Annual Eeport of the Trustees of the Peabody

Academy of Science, p. 76 (figure), 1869.

Astarte lutea Perkins, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist, xiii, p. 151, fig-

ure, 1869. Near New Haven,—Perkins. The relations of

this form are not yet fully ascertained.

Modiola hamatus. PL vii, fig. 3, X 2 ^{^m-.^Mytilm hamatus Say.

New Haven harbor and vicmity, usually attached to oysters,

—G. H. Perkins, A. E. Yerrill ; Gulf of Mexico,—Say.

Cynthia pulcheila Y., this Journal, III, voL i, p. 98, 1871.

Eastport,—A. E. Y. ; Newfoundland Banks,—T. M. Coffin.

Glandula arenicola Y., sp. nov.

Murray Bav, Gulf of St. Lawrence,—Dr. J. W. Dawson

Molgula retor'kformis Y., this Journal, voL i, p. 56, fig. 3, 1871.

Bay of Fundv,—A. E. Y, S. I. Smith, O. Harger.

Molgula papulosa Y. PL viii, fig. 4, X2 diam. ;
op. cit, p. 57,

Eastport, Me.,—A E. Y. : off Martha's Yineyard,—A. Hyatt

Molgula Uttoralis Y., op. cit, p. 56, fig. 4^ 1871.

Eastport, Me.,—A. E. Y., S. I. Smith, O. Harger.

Molgula panuosa Y., op. cit, p. 55, fig. 2.
^ ^ ^

Bay of Fundy,-A. E. Y.' ; Murray Bay,-J. W. Dawson.

Molgula pellucida Y. =^ Molgula productaBmnej, pL 22, fags. dl5,

316, but not the description (non Stimpson).

^ugyra pilularisY. ^Molgulxi paularisY.; Ic, p. 50, fag. 4 c.

Eastport, Me. and Grand Menan,-A. E Y. and & L Smith,

off Martha's Yineyard, 20 fathoms, mud,—A. E. V.
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V. and S. I. Smith.
', glabrum V., this Journ., vol. i, p. 288, figs. 20-22,

1871. Eastport, Me. and Bay of Fuiidy,—A. E. V. ; Murray

Bay,—J. W. Dawson.
Amouroucium pallidum Y., op. cit., p. 289.

Eastport, Me. and Bay of Fundy,—A. E. V. ; off Martha's

Vineyard,—A. Hyatt.

Amouroucium pelhicidum Y.. op. cit., p. 290.

Point Judith, R I.,—J. Leidy : Yinevard Sound, etc—A. E.

Y, S. I. Smith, J. E. Todd.
Amouroucium steliatum Y.. op. cit, p. 291.

Yineyard Sound, Mass., 1 to 10 fathoms,—A. E. V., S. L

Smith, J. E. Todd, H. E. Webster.
Amouroucium constellatum Y., this Joar., ii, p. 359, 1871. Witli

cit., i, p. 292, figs. 23-25, 1871.

Banks of Newfoundland,—T. M. Coffin.

Lissoclinum avrmm Y., op. cit, p. 444, fig. 26, 1871.

Eastport, Me.,—A. E. Yerrill.

Lissoclinum
' "^

Eastport,-

Lcpioclinum aUndum Y, op. cit, p. 446.
Long I. Sound to Labrador; common in Yineyard Sound,

8-10 fathoms, on shells and stones.
Leptoclinum luteolum Y ; op. cit, p. 446.

^

Yineyard Sound, 8-10 fath.,—A. B. Y, S. I Smith; Bay ot

Fundy,—A. E. Y.

Bryozoa.
Alcyonidium ramosum Y., sp. nov. PL viii, fig. 10, X2 diam.

Long L Sound, near New Haven, in 1 to 5 fath., common,

forming large, mucb branched, arborescent clumps, a foot or

more high,—A. E. Y. ; Yineyard Sound, Mass., and Great

Egg Harbor, N. J.,—A. E. Y., S. L Smith and J. E. Todd.

The following species have been found on the shores of Long

Island, but probably not in New England waters :

I)<max fossor &aj ; Area ponderosa Ssij ;
Sigaretus perspectwus

Say; Diplothyra Smithii Tryon (Staten L) ; Margarita ornata

Changes in the N^omenclature of Species previously recorded-

It is not intended to revise, at this time, the entu-e list o^

JNew England species; but merely to enumerate a few ot tje

more important and necessary changes. Mr. Dall* has alreaci)

* Proceedings of the Bost Soc. of Nat. Hist, xiii, p. 240, March, 1870.
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the Messrs Adams i

Nassa vibex, var. fretensis =K vihex (pars) Say ; Binney —N.fre-
tensis Perkins.

Asiyris lunata = ColumbeUa lunata (Say) +R Wheathyi Dekay
(var.)=G QouUianaKg.

Lunatia heros =Naiica heros Say +N. triseriata Say (var).

Eiy.siella catulus (gen. nov.) Plate vii, figs. 5, x3 diara., and 5*^,

=Placobranchus catulus Ag.
Onchidoris tenellaY., this Jour., vol. 1, p. 407, = Doris tenella Ag.
Onchidoris grisea V., 1. c. =D(yris grisea Stimp. (MSS.) in Gould.

Onchidoris pallida V., 1. c, —Dorin pallida Ag., in Gould.

Ensatella Americana (Gould, nom. prov.) = Sokn ensis Gould
(non Linn.)

Periploma papyracea. Plate vii, figs. 1, l^ X4 diam., l**, X30
diam.

;
pi. viii, fig. 1 (anatomy) ^Anatina papyracea Say.

Turionia nitida V. (sp. nov.) Plate vii, fig. 4, x40 diam., and

fig 4% = T. minuta Gould (not of European authors).

AsUjTte undata Gould (nom. prov.)=^. sulcata Gould, pars (not

of European writers).

Astarte lens Stimp. (MSS.) =A. crebricosiata. Gould, fig. 440 (not

of Forbes).

Astarte quadrans Gould= J., quadrans, +JL. Porthndica Migh.

Pecten tenuicostatus —P. tenwcostatus, -\-P.fuscus Linsl. (young).

Anomia glabraY. =A. ephippium (pars) Linn. ; Gould, +.4. dec-

trica Binney (non Linn.), +A. squamula Gould (non Linn.),

Ostrcea Virginiana Gm. = 0. Virginica Lam. + 0. borealis Liun.

+ 0. Canadensis Lam.
Leptoclinum luteolumY. =^Didemnvum roseww Binney (non Sars).

Botryllus Gouldii V., 1. c. =B. Schhsseri Gould (non Pallas).

Molgula ManhaitensisY., 1. c. =Ascid'aMankattensis Dekay +A.

amphora Ag.
Molgula psammophoia Y. -A. psammophora Ag. ;

Bmney.

Eugyra glutmans V. (Moll, sp.) = Glandula fihrvsa B., pai-^ -

eies figured), not of Stimpson.
Glandula mollis Stimp. -= G. mo'dis B., pars (not the ii-ui-. -

Pera crysiallina Y. (Moll, sp., 1845)^ Pem pelluod., :- :

i

= :

;

Cynthia partita Stimp. PL viii, fig. 7, = C partd'.

Ag. (MSS.) + C stelUfera V. (var.)

Cynthia carnea Y. =Ascidia carnea A^. +C.rr^'

placenta (pars) Pack, (species figured by Bmir ..
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Cynthia monoceros (Moll, sp.) =0. condylomata Pac

C. echniaia (Linn, sp.) =C. echinata, +C. hirsuia A
C'ona tenelh V., 1. c. =Ascidi<t tenella Stimp. +A.
Ascidiopsis complanaius, gen. nov. (Fab. sp.) Pli

part of gill, =Ascidia callosa Stimp.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. On an essential improvement in the method of fractional

distillation.—Liy^jiyiAis^N has successfully applied to laboratory

purposes the principles of a method largely used in the arts, m
the construction of the so-called dephlegmators. This principle

consists in partially condensing locally the vapor which rises

from a boiling liquid, in such a manner that the vapors which

subsequently rise shall pass through the condensed Uquid, and

thus be in a measure washed. The apparatus employed consists

simply of a vertical tube attached to the iiask, in which the liquid

boils, and containing six or eight little caps of platinum wire

gauze, separated from each other by small intervals. The tube

may also have two or three bulbs blown on it, each bulb being

placed first above a wire gauze cap. From the upper part of this

tube a lateral tube passes to the condenser, while a thermometer

is inserted in the upper end of the tube. The proportions are so

selected that more liquid condenses in the bulbs and caps than

flow back through the meshes of the wire-gauze. It is, there-

! caps are easily formed by stamping i

or mould of hard wood. The tubes and wire caps are easily

cleaned by alcohol or ether, without removing the caps. W
author gives a number of new determinations of the boiling pouits

of familiar organic liquids in a state of purity. These abundantly

illustrate the great value of the method.—^««. der Chetnie wul

2. On the preparation of Absolute ^IfcoAo/.—Elenmeykk has

modified Mendelejeff's method of preparintr absolute alcohol by

means of quicklime, so as to obtain the same result in much less

! liquid may flow <>.i'

^^
into the flask. The condenser is then to be reversed, and the alcohol

distilled over. If the alcohol contains more than 5 per cent ot

water, the process must be repeated two or more times. H the

alcohol contains much water, the lime should not, on the first boU-
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t to prepare, in a few
nn. der Chemie und

ommunicated t

to show conclusively that chlorine and bromine expand whei

Leslie, the bulbs being filled with chlorine, and ex-

different rays of the spectrum. The bulbs were 5-6

tube 1""" in diameter and
3(1 centimeters in length. The liquid used was sulphuric acid,
jireviously saturated with chlorine. The bulbs were so placed
that each could be illuminated, by a definite portion of the spec-
trum. Their distance from the prism varied from 1 to 2 meters.
The index w-as illuminated wath gas and observed by a telescope
with cross lines. When the temperature had become stationary,
the zero point was noted, and the illumination then varied. Call-
ing the two bulbs A and B, it was found that whenever A was placed
in the red of the spectrum and B was dark, a change of from ^ to

1 millimeter, indicating a trifling expansion of the gas in A, was
observed. When A was placed in the blue, violet, or ultra-violet,

and B was dark, the expansion amounted, as a maximum, to 7""".

Corresponding results were obtained by reversing the relative

positions of the two bulbs in the spectrum. Budde considers it

proved that substances exist which increase in volume when ex-

posed to the chemical rays, as all bodies do when exposed to heat.

He suggests th(
" -

'
'

'

(1.) Light m^
(^.) The refrangible rays of light may produce in chlo

other unknown species of w^ork, which may, in its turn, oe con-

verted into heat, and thus cause expansion.
(•i) We may assume that there are bodies which are warmed

by violet more than by red light. The usual .livisie.n of the spec-

relation of the incfdent rays to the lamp-black siirface of the

; of the whole subje-
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Platosamine (Reiset's second base), Pt
] 5u^

Platoso-semi-diamine, Pt { NHj . KH3

Platoso-mono-diamine, Pt
]
^^3 •

^Hj

Platoso-diamine (Reiset's first base), Pt
|
^^ '^

Platinamine (Gerliardt's base), Pt
]
'^

Platino-semi-diamine, Pt | NHg . NHj

Platino-mouo-diamine, Pt
]
^ '

^^»

Platino-diamine (base of Gros & Rawsky), Pt
| ^^ \ ^{j^

fNHg
Diplatinamine, Ptg \ SJJ^

Diplatoso-semi-diamine, Pt^
| ^^ '

1^3

Diplatino-serai-diaraine, Ptjj
|
^g'' " jfgj

rNHl.NHa

Diplatino-diamine, Ptg \ ^^' '

^h^

In the present paper the author describes the salts of several

very complex radicals, understanding simply by this term a com-

plex of atoms which may be transferred without change from one

compound to another.

re }^^^
If we denote by R the molecule, Pt } l^^^

* ^ ' '

we have the following compounds as crystalline salts

:

RCl+2H,e, PtCl, . 2RC14-2H,0, RB,-f2H,0, RNO3,
R,Se,+3H,0, R,€>,+ 2H,0,' R,€rel+xH;0, R^^a^r

roH
If we denote by R the molecule, Pt J

^xh"*

we have the following crystalline salts

:

j^jCl

2Rci,+H,e, cncip^ci,+2H,o, R.2NO3, 2(R.sej+

^ici
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NH3 . NH „ , , - I NH3 . NH,
NH3 . NH +^8^ '^"^ ^2-) ^*2

] NH3 . mil '

2NH3 .

1

2NH3 . NO^
I [l

The first of these bodies gives with nitric acid a nitrous-iodo-

nitrate of platino-diamine, Pt< 2NH^ " NO ^ ' *^^ second gives

with nitric acid the iodo-nitrate of diplatino-diamine,

2NH3.Ne3
^, J 2NH3 . NO,
^^^] 2NH3.Ne3-

2NH3.Ne3

his salt is decomposed by chlorhyd

itrahedrons having the formula, Pt-

Ici
decomposition it gives the salts

:

K • 8NH3 . ^e, J't., . SNUa . (SO,)^!^, Pt2 . 8NII3 . (Pe JI),I,,

Pt,
. 8NH3 . (<^2^J2I2, Pt2 . 8NH3 . (Ne3),(HO)2,

Ptj
. 8N-H3 • 6NO3+4H3O, Pt, . 8XH3 . Cl,(OH)2+H2<^,

Pt2
. 8NH3 • {sej2(eH),+2H,o, Pta . 8NH3 . (Pej^4-2H,o,

Pt2
. 8NH3 • (€r,0,),(eH), and Pt^ . 8NH3 . {€,0,), +211,0.

^y tlie action of bromine ou tlie basic nit 1 ale

Pt^.sXH.,. (N^slidlH. ,

^J^U' obtained tlie bromo-nitratc Pt,.H\n. <X ,),r.r,.Jrom

Pt.
. .^XIl3 ^'h • Br„, Pt2 . ^NH 1 .

(SOj,r,r_,+ -IL-*>.

P2-^XII,.Br,.(t\lie,),.(',
,. . ,,

•'• Cnjnllary nUractlon.—
lary attraction the product
tlH. height to which it rises i,

ot lithuim, the dcnsitv of ^

t'^ 59 millimeters; and the
solution of nitrate of silver.
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11. Geology axd Xatueal History.

Report of Progress hi 1870 —
iuced on page 14.3, is here con-

tinued.

Prof. Edward Orton reports on the geology of HighlaBcl Co.

The rocks of this county range from the upper beds of the Cm-

cinnati group, through the Clinton, Niagara and Helderberg lime-

stones, the Huron Shales (Black Slate) to the Waverley Sai^l-

stone. The maximum thickness in the county is 875 feet, W) ot

this being the Cincinnati group (Lower Silurian), 50 the Clinton;

275 the Niagara, 100 the Helderberg, 250 the Huron shale (Dtv.)-

nianj, 100 the Waverley (Lower Carboniferous); but this maxi-

mum thickness does not occur at any one place. The highest ele-

vations of the county are Stults's Mountain and Fisher's Knob,

the former 1,325 feet above the sea, and the latter about 20 less;

Long Lick Mountain, east of Carmel, is 1,254 feet above the sea.

Prof. Orton reports the occurrence of the red lenticular iron ow

of the Clinton group (an important ore in Central New York),

near Sinking Spring, just south of the Highland county line. The

following paragraphs relate to an important point connected witn

the Clinton beds and the earlier condition of Southern Ohio :—
" A very interesting fact in the Clinton limestone of Highland

county remains to be mentioned. A bed of limestone conglome-

rate, several feet in thickness, occurs near the base of the series in

the southern part of the county. But a single exposure of the

conglomerate has yet been noted. This is found one mile due

west of Belfast, on the Belfast and Fairfax road, on the land ot

Charles Dalyrymple. The pebbles that compose the conglomerate

appear to have been derived from the blue limestone or Cmcmnati

rocks. The conglomerate is also fossiliferous, well-worn forms ol

ancient life being incorporated with it. The fossils can be reter-

red either to the Cincinnati or Clinton group, as thev consist ot

forms that are common to both formations, ^az: cyathophylloid

corals of the genus Streptelasma and the remarkable fossil—Ortiiis

lynx—a bivalve shell of immense vertical range, as is shown bj^its

occurrence in the Trenton, Hudson (Cincinnati), Clinton and ]Siag-

ara limestones of the Lower and Upper Silurian ages, successively.

It seems more probable, however, that the fossils in question were

derived from Clinton seas rather than from the waste of rocks oi

a previous age. .
" ""' occurrence of this conglomerate attests the existence o

land near by—the shores of

on the floor

geology of the Mi ^^. .„__^, ^__ .

that a Silurian island stretched northeastward from Nasli

toward and beyond Cincinnati. Highland county furnish*

le shores of which were wasted by the sea, an^

nd rounded fragments of which were re-depositea

he sea. Since the first svstematic study ot pu
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daries of this ancient _ liind. Other facts will he juhhiced that

tions of the county. The .Inte of the uplift of this inland is":t].prox-
imately determined hy the fact aln ady (pioted—as land at the
westward is found iii existence larlv 'in the liistory of CMinton
time. This fohlino- of the <-ru-t, then', that transformed a porlhm
of the ancient sea-l)ottoni inf. drv land, prohahlv occHrre<l about
the clove of Lo\\or hiluria)) time, "and it s.nms alCo safe to sav that
it not ordy marks the date, but furnislu^ the ],ro<lucin^ caiisr of

N<'\t foll()\\s^i full Au-riculturi

'i"h( Chemicid Ke])ort b\' T. (;. Wormlev
nalyses of the coals, iron-oVes, fire-clavs. Fun
H' ^tate, a discussion of the yield of the co

Jc skill f!d chilnist' We cVte a few facts."'"'

than at 212
of 240"' F. ally
absorption of oxyg.„.
Two coals which at 2]2°F. lost 7-70 an(

regained, on coolino:. in 5 hours, 4*20 and 4-

4-VO and 5-10 parts^
'

The averajvc of ash in 88 bituminous coa
the line of the Central Ohio Railroad, was
coals north of said line, .5-120 p. c. The m

AVith ] \trard to the sulphur

/'Asampleof StraitMille coal <-o.,taincd <r-,7 p.r -ent of Md-

Pjmr, of which 0-20 were left i^nliie eoke. Of irnn, th-^ -•-mI (.m-

t<^ h)rrn bisuli.huret of the metal, onl\ 0-., j.art- ot -iilphiir. thus

^^^>wing that about 0-48 of the o-oT "parts of the -dpimr p,..ent

*' Arrain, another sample of coal containin- o 08 per cent of sul-

Phur, of which 0-GO parts remained in the coke,^ contained only

?^' sulphur, leadngTbout'o-lo parts of >ulphur uncombined with

iron. '
'

S ^
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" The following table exhibits the amount of sulphur and of

in found in several different coals, and the proportion of the sul-

ur that could have been combined with iron :

—

Sulphur required by iron, 0-086 S-lS 097 -486 -139 -06 -116 'lie 2343

The analyses of the limestones of the State show that the most

of them are magneskin
;^

the Cincinnati or Blue limestone contains

ordinarily little magnesia
;
yet an analysis of the Blue limestone

of Miami valley gives 5-06 p. c. of carbonate of magnesia. The

Clinton group limestone contains in general about 12 p. c. of the

magnesian carbonate, the Niagara 35 to 49 p. e. ; the Comiferoua

28 to 40 p. c. ; the Water-line mostly 38 to 44 p. c. The facts,

with others through the country, show that, if the making of dolo-

mites required the presence of mineral springs, such springs must

have been in almost universal outflow throughout most limestone-

making regions.

The remainder of the volume is occupied by the reports on local

geology by M. C. Read and G. K. Gilbert ; a sketch of the pres-

ent state of the manufacture of iron in Great Britain, by W. B.

Potter, E. M. ; and a sketch of the present state of the Steel Indus-

try, by Henry Newton, E. M. Mr, Read speaks of the ab
of glacial markings in Geauga Co., and states that their direction

-aries much, but has a close relation to the topography.
Mr. Gilbert, speaking of the Lake beaches in Fulton (

that the highest beach,°on which the villageof Fayette is situated,

feet lower; and the third, which is an excellent !

and is so used through half of the county, has a height of 165ieei

above the Lake.
2. On neic Tree Ferns and other Fossilsfrom the Devonian; hy

l)r. J. W. Dawsox. (Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society

for August, isn.)—Of the numerous ferns now known in the Mid-

dle and Upper Devonian of North America, a great number are

small and delicate species, which were probably herbaceous;
but there are other species which may have been tree ferns. Lit-

tle definite information, however, has, until recently, been obtained

with regard to their habit of growth.
The only species known to me in the Devonian of Europe is the

Canlopteris Peachii of Salter, figured in the Quarterly Journal ot

the Geological Society for 1858. The original specimen of this i

had an opportunity of seeing in London, through the kindness o

Mr. Etheridge, and have no doubt that it is the stem of a small

ai-borescent fern, allied to the genus Caulopteris of the Coal-for-

In my paper on the Devonian of Eastern America (Qug^-
Journ. Geol. Society, 1862) I mentioned a plant found by 3lr.

Kichardson at Perry, as possibly a species of Megaphyton using

that term to denote those stems of tree ferns which have the leaf-

scars m two vertical series; but the specimen was obscure, and l

have not yet obtained any other.
^
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York, including two trunks surrounded by aerial roots,
which I have described as Psaronius textiUs and P. Erianus in my
' Revision of the Devonian Flora,' now in the hands of the Royal
Society.* In the same collection were two very large petioles,
Rhachiopteris gigantea and B. palmata, which I have suggested
njay have belonged to tree ferns.

My determination of the species of Pmronim, above mentioned,
has recently been completely confirmed by the discovery on the
part of Mr. Lockwood, of Gilboa, of the upper part of one of these
stems, with its leaf-scars preserved and petioles attached, and also
by some remarkable specimens obtained by Prof. Newberry, of

whole of these specin
examine, and has permitted me to describe the (

as connected with those which I formerly studied in Prof. Hall's
collections. The specimens from Ohio he has himself named, but
allows me to notice them here by way of comparison with the
others. I shall add some notes on specimens found with the Gil-

boa ferns, and on a remarkable plant from the Devonian of Caith-
ness, kindly placed in my hands by Dr. Wyville Thomson.

It may be further observed that the Gilboa spe<!imens are from
a bed containing erect stumps of tree ferns, in the Chemung group
of the Upper Devonian, while those from Ohio are from a marine
limestone, belonging to the lower part of the Middle Devonian.
The paper continues with descriptions of Caulopteris Lockicoodi

Dawson, C. antiqua Newberry, C. peregrina Newberry, and some
other species, and is illustrated by a plate.

3._ Supposed legs of Trilohites.—Mr. Henry Woodward, of the
British Museum, in a reply to the paper by
volume i, p. 320, of the present series of this J<•f the present series of this Journal, supports

supposed legs are real legs. "" — '^"'

that the calcified arches were plainh
that the supposed legs are real legs. He says that

rk that the calcified arches were plainly a calcified por-

e membrane or skin of the under surfac

•epresented a part of

fident that there is on the specimen an impression of the skin of

the under surface, and that this surface extended and connected
with the arches, so that all belonged distinctly together.

Moreover the arches are exceedingly slender, far too much so

for the free legs of so large an animal; the diameter of the joints

w hardly more than a sv^eenth of an inch outside measure; and
nence there is no room inside for the required musd^s. In fact,

legs with such proportions do not belong to the class of Crust-

- Moreover the shell (if it is the shell of a leg instead c

calcified arch) is relatively thick, and this makes the matter wo

* Abstract in Proceedings of Roval Society. May, 1870.



We still hold that t

under surface renders

Had they been closely

of less weight ; but while so

inch apart, Mr. Woodwa
form of the arches in a Macrouran and that in the tribolite does

not appear to us to prove anything. We therefore still believe

that the specimen does not give us any knowledge of the actual

legs of the trilobite. Mr. Woodward's paper is contained in vol.

vii No. 7, of the Geological Masrazine. J. d. d.

4, Rep(yrt on the Geological Structure and 3Imeral Resourm

of Prince Edward Island; by J. W^ Dawson, LL.D., assisted by

B. J. Hareixotox, Ph.D. 52 pp. 8vo, with 3 lithographic plates.

(Printed by autliority of the Government of Prince Edward Island).

—We gather from this excellent report the following facts.

The rocks are (1 ) newer Carboniferous, red-brown and gray sand-

stones like those of Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, occurring

5 in Governor's leland,principally between Orwell
and in Hillsborough Bay, i.

nd Pownal Bays
of coast facing nortli-

,. ..t
; (2) Triassic^bright red sandstones, much like those of Nova

Scotia and the Connecticut Valley
; (3) drift deposits, and (4)

those of later date. The unconformability of the red sandstones

of the Trias over those of the Carboniferous is ''not very percepti-

ble," and in aspect they are often very similar.

In the Carboniferous there are numerous trunks of coniferons

trees, the largest observed a foot in diameter, which are of the

species Dadoxylon materiarvm Dawson, a Nova Scotia species.

They have afforded also in some localities Calamites Suchovn

Brngt., a cistU Brngt., G. gigas Brngt., C. arenacemS-Agev, iJ^'

daites simplex Daws., Walchia {Araucarites) gracilis Daws., ^»«'-

chia {A.) robusta Daws., Pecopteris arborescens Schloth., P.rii^d'^

Daws., P. near oreopteroides Brngt., Neuropteris rarinervis pun-

bury, Alethopteris nervosa Brngt. ,

The Triassic beds have a thickness not exceeding 500 feet, and

the lower 270 feet are regarded as constituting a lower division-

The dip is very small, and tlie beds are often characterized by

oblique lamination. The fossils are almost the only means oi

distinguishing the beds from those of the Carboniferous. At -N ew

London, in the lower part of the Upper Trias, or upper part oi

the Lower, was found the jaw of the Bathygnathus borealis dv-^

scribed by Leidy. Besides this species, the Trias of the island ha^

afforded remains of Dadoxylon {Araucaroxylon) Edvardianwi^^

Daws., Cycadoidea (Mantellia) Abequidensis Daws., a Knorna.
Sternbergia, Fucoids. ^

5. Peculiar Phenomena observed in Quarrying ; by W. H-

NiLES, Prof. Phys. GeoL and Geogr. in the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology.—The phenomena here described are fractures,

sudden movements, and expansions of beds of stone connectea

with quarrying, and due apparently to the state of tension to

which the bed was subjected when in its original state m tue
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quarry. The author mentions a spontaneous fracture m a bed of
gneiss three feet and nine inches thick, which was sixty-one feet

long, and mainly in the direction of the strike, but in the south-
ern half with some abrupt transverse (to the east) turns. The
transverse fractures were opened wider than the north and south,
—ii) two and a half months, the former five-eighths of an inch, the
latter nowhere over one-fourth—showing that there was less resist-

ai KH' to motion in the direction of the strike. He mentions cases
of unticlinals fomied by movements in beds. In one instance a
Ijcd of gneiss twenty inches thick had been elevated an inch and
a half, the northern slope of the anticlinal measuring twenty-three
feet. The fold trended east and west, and at one end there was a
crack three-sixteenths of an inch wide. In another instance in a
bed three inches thick, the amount of elevation at the center was
one inch, and there was a fracture along the whole length of the
crest, trending east and west. Prof. Niles observed a bend form
m a bed two and three-quarter inches thick; in a few hours
the portion of the bed forming the crest was elevated three inches
and a quarter, and the crest—five and a half feet long—had a
fracture along it. He learned that sudden sounds or explosions
sometimes attend the movements and fracturings; and the sounds
occur in all seasons, though more frequent in summer. Some-

3 they are louder than the report from a blast, and at one time
. . - ,

.
• ' ^ ' ^jd.

ample ot tne expansion oi ine rocK uuring
quarrying. A mass split oiF along one side, by wedges m a series

of drill holes, for a length of 354 feet (requiring 1,'200 wedges) in

the du-ection of the strike, or nearly north and south, had a width
of eleven feet and a thickness of three. By one end it was still

attached. Soon after the fracture was made, it was observed that

the halves of the drill holes were not opposite, and at the free

extremity the amount of dislocation amounted to an inch and a

half; or in other words, the stone was an inch and a half longer
after the fracture than before. The subsequent exposure of the

stone to the varying temperature and conditions of the weather
for two months produced no change. As the free extremity was
higher than the other, the phenomenon was not produced by grav-
ity. Three other instances are mentioned of similar effects, on a

smaller scale.

6. Fossils from the so-called Huroniayi of Xeirfoundland.--

^>Jr. E. Billings read a paper on this subject before the Natural

History Society of Montreal, on the 29th of January. '1 In- 1 liiro-

"'"" -" Newfoundland includes, according to the ir(cl<..„ri<t in

5 survey, A Murray, sandstones,

^ unconformably beneath the V
'

largely developed and abound i

erates, lying unconformably beneath the Primordial beds, which

latter are largelv developed and abound in fossils. The lossdi-

species, une 18 oroau uvuic V"

T-like border, inside of this a grc

fike, with an an '

I allusion to the shield-li

aised roof-fikerwith an angular ridge or crest

- - • ' ^ like form, a httle like
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an oblong Patella, it is named by Billings Aspidella Terranovka.

Two specimens occur on one slab of stone. The relations of the

fossil are not determined. The other fossil is regarded by Bil-

lings as identical with the Arenicolites spiralis, found in Sweden

betow or at the base of the Primordial.

These fossils were first found by Mr. Murray in 1866, and others

were subsequently obtained by Capt. Kerr, Mr. Robinson and Mr.

7. Bathmodon, a new genus offossil Mammals; by E. D. Cope.

(Read before the Am. Phil. Soc, Feb. 16, 1872.)—This genus has

a remote affinity to Palseosyops and Titanotherium. The charac-

ters of the molar teeth indicate that it belongs to a new family.

Two species are described, £. radians and B. semicinctus. They
» species are aescriDea, ±i. raaians ana Ji. semicmcius. i"^j

; from the Tertiary beds of the Wahsatch group, near Evans-

, where they were obtained by Dr. F. V. Hayden.

beds are inferior to the Bridger group, and are supposed

Lower Eocene. Prof. Cope writes us, that by the printer s neg-

lect, the date to his paper is wrong ; it should be, as above given,

Feb. 16th.

8. Illustrated Catalogue of the Museum of Comparative Zo-

ology. Supplement to the Ophiuridce and Astrophytidm ; oy

Theodoee Lyman.—In this little volume, which will be heartily

welcomed by those zoologists who have been obliged to fom their

ideas of the new deep-sea OphiuHdoe discovered by Mr. Pourtales

in the Florida Straits, from Mr. Lyman's descriptions in the tentu

Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, is included :

1st,

a list of publications in this part of actinology, published since

1865, to which is added some papers not included in the previous

list;* 2nd, descriptions of one new genus [Ophiomaza) and n^e

new species of Ophiuridae
(
Ophiomaza, Ophiothela, Ophiocnida,

Ophioglypha, and Ophiomastix) ; 3rd, a note on nomenclature ana

classification ; 4th, two plates, representing in an analytical man-

ner the new species mentioned above, and all the new genera anQ

some of the new species established by the author in his prelim

nary report.

* Among these is a little pamphlet by Mr. Dnchassaing (Animaui I^^'^f)5® 5!^

Antilles, 1850). Owing to the kindness of Mr. Riise, I was well acquaintea w

this pamphlet before the pubhcation of my Additamenta, part ii, and I ^^^T
U in my other papers on the West Indian Echinodermata ; but being

^^^^^^^}^^

applied, or nnder the completely inexpUcable diagnoses, I thought it best to let
1^

part of Mr. Duchassaing's on the whole not highly creditable publication res

darkness; the more so, as the attempt I made, through Mr. Riise, to Pfo^"'?
^

original specimens of Mr. Duchassaing's Ophiurida;, faUed altogether, ana x
^

told that they had not been preserved at all. Now I learn from Mr. Ly™''° V"
-9

letter dated Dec. 11, 1871), that he has discovered the greater part of D"^^^^^)!

and has been able to identify them. Of course I^qi^te^agree with Mr. ^'^^^^
^'^*^« short Latin descriptions are so incomprehensible and vague,"

^^^^^^^^^g^ience

be totally disregarded; fortunately the species\hat might make such a claim ai«
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Respecting the plates—whose execution leaves nothing to be de-

sired—the only thing I have to say, is to give vent to a gentle sigh

that a greater number has not been given ; several species that are

now only figured from one side might otherwise have been figured

from both ; but as the author has no doubt done in this respect

what he could, or what he deemed necessary for enabling the

student to form a fair conception of the new genera, we must be

grateful for what we have got, and not grumble that he did not

satisfy our thirst for information in a more copious manner. I

would also ask permission to intimate that it would have been

more convenient for the student if the descriptions of the new

genera and species had been reprinted from the "Bulletin," as

he will now be obliged to seek the figures and descriptions in two

different works; but perhaps a future number of the Catalogue

will embrace them, as well as the other new observations of Mr.

Lyman on this branch of the animal kingdom.

On some of the new genera established in these two works, and

of which a full conception could be formed only after the publica-

tion of figures illustrating their character, I have a few remarks to

make. I do not see in what respect Ophiomaza is generically

different from Ophiocnemis ; its diagnosis will apply equally well

to Ophioenemis ohscura Ljn. ; in fact, I entertain a strong suspi-

cion that this species is identical with O. cacaotica, and I see no

reason to separate it generically from O. marmorata. Further,

Ophiomitra is separated from Ophiacantha, because of its "naked

scales and conspicuous radial shields " as opposed to " the long,

very narrow radial shields, covered, together with the disk, by a

thick skin," in the latter eenus. But the small difference that may
perhaps exist as to the thickness of the skin, in which the gram or

i imbedded in both ge
- - -lields

ble quite in the same manner in Ophiacantha spinulos"
generic importance, and the radial shit

genus, t

my intention t

) state my personal impression,

that these three presumed new genera are not distinct genera at

all, in the commonly accepted sense of the word; and my l»eiiet

that if, after this suggestion, Mr. Lyman will reconsider the que^

tion, on the base of the lately acquired fuller knowledge o the

genus Ophiacantha, he will feel himself satisfied as to its contin-

ence with Ophiomitra and Ophiothamnm.

.
[This notice, by Dr. Ltitken of Copenhagen, will be continued

in the next number of this Journal]
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III. Astronomy.

1. Eclij^se of the Sun, Dec. 12, 1871.—Extract of a letter of

Dr. Jaxssen to Pro£ Newtox, dated Slioloor, Nilgherry, Dec.

26th, 1871.—I have the honor to send you the results of my

observations upon the eclipse of the sun on the 12th of Dec, made

Hindostan,
I sky of almost absolute transparency. This

v:iii;uixi«Liiu^c, aud thc wholly novel optical arrangements which I

had made, have enabled me to establish facts about the corona

which prove its solar origin, at least for the greater part.

In my telescope * the spectrum of the corona does not appear as

continuous, but is remarkably complex. I have found in it

:

1. The bright rays of hydrogen gas, which forms the principal

element of the protuberances and the chromosphere
;

II. The bright green ray, previously remarked in the eclipses ot

1869 and 1870, and certain other fainter ones

;

III. The dark rays of the ordinary solar spectrum, particularly

D. These rays are much more difficult to detect.

My observations prove that, independently of the cosmical mat-

ter which should be found near the sun, there exists, about this

body, an atmosphere of great extent, exceedingly rare, and AVith a

hydrogen base. This atmosphere, which, doubtless, forms the

last gaseous envelope of the sun, is fed from the matter of the

protuberances which is shot up with great violence from the inte-

rior of the photosphere. But it is distinguished from the chromo-

sphere and the protuberances by a much smaller density, a lower

temperature, and perhaps by the presence of certain difterent

gases. There is a reason then for distinguishing this new solai

atmosphere. I propose to call it the coronal atmosphere, a na

which indicates that it is this atmosphere which produces the large

part of the phenomena hitherto denoted by the name solar corwa.

In announcing this result, I do not, on my part, forget ho^

much we are indebted to the labors of those who have preparea

the way for it, especially to the labors of the American astrono-

mers who observed the eclipses of 1 869 and 1870. ,,,

I do not doubt that the observations of others this year wm

agree with mine.

2. On the Solar Eclipse of Decemher 12, 1871 ;
by J. ^J^^^l^^

LocKYEE.— * * * As the 'mail, the first available one alter
^^

eclipse, leaves this place to-day, I must lose no more tune m^^^^

cording preliminaries. I will therefore at once state the gen
^^^

arrangements of the parties, and what I at present know ol

^^^
observations. The stations and observers as finally arranged -^

as follows :

—

,

^eA"«;—Analysing Spectroscope, C^pt. Maclear and Mr. Pring e-

Polariscoj.e, Dr. Thomson. Photography, Mr. Davis

Jl/a«a««ocM2/—Analysing Spectroscope, Mr. Friswell; Integrating.

Spectroscope, Mr. Abbay.



Polariscope, Capt. Tupman and Mr. Lewis ; Photography, Cap-

tain Hogg.
Trineomalee—Spectroscope, Mr. Moseley.

Besides these observers, we had at Bekul the valuable assistance

of General Selby, commanding the troups in Canara and Malabar
(for whose help in supplying guards, tents, &c., the friends of

science cannot be too thankful). Colonel Farewell, Judge Wal-
house, and othere, in sketching the corona. At all stations, of

course, most precious help in various ways was given by all

present who volunteered for the various duties, though some of

them lost a sight of the eclipse in consequence. Among those

who helped in this way at Bekul were Mr. Mclvor, Mr. Pringle,

Captain Bailey ^who timed the eclipse), Mr. Cherry, and Captam
Christie, the Inspector of Police, whose presence there turned out

to be of the most serious value, for the natives seeing in the

eclipse the great Monster Rahoo devouring one of their most

sacred divinities, not only howled and moaned in the most tre-

mendous manner, but set fire to the grass between our telescopes

and the sun to propitiate the representative of the infernal gods.

Captain Christie, with his posse of police, stopped this sacrifice at

the right moment, and no harm was done.

Now for the observations. Perhaps I may be permitted to

begin with my own, as at the present moment I know most about

them. I determined to limit my spectroscopic observations to

the spectrum of a streamer, and to Young's stratum, thereby liber-

ating a number of seconds which would enable me to determme
the structure of the undoubted corona with a large refractor, to

observe the wliole phenomena with the naked eye, and through a

train of prisms with neither telescope nor collimator, and finally

with a Savart and biquartz. I found the 120 .seconds gave me
ample time for all thil but owing to a defect in the counterpoiSr

; the last contact Mr. Pringle

'iUched for it and saw no lines.

Having missed this, I next took my look at the corona. It was

^ beautiful as it is possible to imagine anything to be. btrangely

'<'ii-'l and unearthly did it look—that strange sign m the heavens .

^^hat impressed me most about it, in my momentary glance, was

ts serenity. I don't know why I should have got such an idea,

'ut get it I did. There was nothing aw^ul abouj it, or^the lands-

air was dry and ti
'

r the gloomy earth,

of"bloml-"ti;e" great Indian Ocean almc

death-shadow cast on the faces of mi

5 centered in the corona, and there it was,
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the purest silvery whiteness. I did not want to see the promi-

nences then, and I did not see them. I saw nothing hut the star-

like decoration, with its rays arranged almost symmetrically,

three above and three below two dark spaces or rifts at the extrem-

ities of a horizontal diameter. The rays were built up of in-

numerable bright lines of different lengths, with more or less dark

spaces between. Near the sun this structure was lost in the

brightness of the central ring.

But from this exquisite sight I was compelled to tear myself

after a second's gazing. I next tried the spectrum of a streamer

above the point at which the sun had disappeared. I got a vivid

hydrogen spectrum, with 1474 (I assume the point of this line

from observation) slightly extended beyond it, but very faint

throughout its length compared with what I had anticipated, and

thickening downwards, like F. I was, however, astonished at

the vividness of the C line, and of the continuous spectruni, for

there was no prominence on the slit. I was above their habitat.

The spectrum was undoubtedly the spectrum of glowing gas.

I next went to the polariscope, for which instrument I had got

Mr. Becker to make me a very time-saving contrivance—a double

eye-piece to a small telescope, one containing a Savart and the

other a biquartz. In the Savart I saw lines vertical over every-

thing—corona prominences, dark moon, and unoccupied sky.

There was no mistake whatever about this observation, for 1

swept three times across and was astonished at their unbroken-

ness. I next tried the biquartz. In this I saw wedges, faintly

colored here and there; a yellowish one here, a brownish one

there, with one of green on each side the junction, are all the

colors I recollect. Then to the new attack—the simple tram oi

prisms which, the readers of Nature know. Professor Young had

thought of as well as myself; its principle being that, in the case

of particular rays given out by such a thing as the chromosphere,

or the sodium vapor of a candle, we shall get images of the thmg

itself painted in that part of the spectrum which the ray inhabits,

so to speak, we shall see an image for each ray, as if the prisons

were not there. What I saw was four exquisite rings, with pro-

jections where the prominences were. In brightness, C came nr^h

then F, then G, and last of all 1474! Further, the rings were

nearly all the same thickness, certainly not more than 2' high, ana

they were all enveloped in a line of impure continuous spectrum.

I then returned to the finder of my telescope, a 3| inc^'

^

studied the structure of the corona and orominences. One ot tie

=1 .!-_ -„:jj^ of the field,nve prominences was admirably placed in the middle (

and I inspected it well. I was not only charmed with what 1 s^'^'

but delighted to find that the open-slit method is quite competem

to show us prominences well without any eclipse. I felt as n

knew the thing before me well, had hundreds of times seen u>

exact equivalent as well in London, and went on to the structure

of the corona. Scarcely had I done so, however, when the siena

was given at which it had been arranged that I was to do this i



the 6-inch Greenwich refractor. In this instrument, to which I

rushed, for Captain Bailey had just told us that we had " still 30

seconds more "—which I heard mentally, though not with my ears,

as ''only 30 seconds more"—the structure of the corona was

simply exquisite and strongly developed. I at once exclaimed,

"like Orion!" Thousands of interlacing filaments varymg m
intensity were visible, in fact I saw an extension of the prommence-

structure in cooler material. This died out somewhat suddenly

some 5' or 6' from the sun (I could not determine the height pre-

cisely), and then there was nothing ; the rays so definite to the eye

had, I supposed, been drawn into nothingness by the power of the

telescope ; but the great fact was this, that close to the sun, and

even for 5' or 6' away from the sun, there was nothmg like a ray,

or any trace of any radial structure whatever to be seen While

these observations were going on, the eclipse termmated for the

others, but not for me. For nearly three minutes did the coronal

structure impress itself on my retina, until at last it faded away in

the rapidly increasing sunlight. I then returned to the Savart,

and saw exactly what I had seen during the eclipse ;
the vertical

lines M^ere still visible

!

u- if
Captain Maclear has promised to forward to you himselt an

account of his observations. I need only here therefore reter to

their extreme value, adding what I should have stated before, that

I saw the bright lines at the cusps, as he was so good as to draw

my attention to them. I am, however, not prepared to say that

they were visible through a large arc of retreating cusp.

I)r. Thomson confined his observations to the polariscope, using

the Savart. He states that his observations were identical witn

Mr. Davis's photographic tent was below the cayali(-r '" ^vluch

our telescopes had been erected; and immediately after the ob-

servations I have recorded were over, I went (l<n\ii to sec
\j

success had attended his eflfbrts. I was hailed when ii:Ut-way i

with the cheei-ing intelligence " five fine photograiihs, :uhI m> tmc.v^

are, those taken at the beginning and end of the eeiij^e >< ^
wonderfully similar, with, Ifency, slight changes here mnt rru

. ^,

but on this point I speak with all reserve until thev ha\ e

"'Y'

*

'j

amined more carefully than the time at our disposal has
l'J'yj|^^ J^^

and until they have been compared with those taken a

mund, Avenashi, and, I hope, at Jaffna and ^^^''^1! ,'*!'.'„
^.\xh.

This exhausts the principal work done by the l.ekni p.
/'^^^^^

the exception of the sketchers, with General Sei)y a^^^ ^i^^^^

^^^^^^^
who have recorded most marked changes '" * '^'

|'
|j^^

,.,..
Ii ^lic

corona, and Mr. Webster, who was so >-'*.,''''
*^'\^j'ii.'j',r^. |..\,,,(.,'-ji^

eclipse from a fort some eight miles away, with an oi< ma
.

•

and obtained capital results.
f r'uirite lu I an

Xext a word about the Poodoeottah, the otiier (^
^ '^^^^ ^^^ ^-^^^

party. Prof. Respighi has promised to
J'V'"^ '

J;,,/, ^.^.".ept
with this. About Mr. Holidays labors 1

^hoh

that he has obtained three sketches.



from the telegrams. "From Jatt'iia: "Exceedingly strong radial

polarisation, :)5' above the prominences; corona undoubtedly solar

to that height, and verv prol>ablv to heitiht of 50'." From

Trincomalee Mr. Mosclev informs me' that he eVefuUy watched for

Young's bright line stratum, and did not see it, and that 1474 was

observed higher than the other line.

This is the sum total of tlie information which has at present

reached me. It is clear there are discordances as well as agree-

ments, the former being undoubtedly as valuaVde as the latter.

It remains now to obtain particulars of all the observations of all

the parties, before a final account can be rendered of the ecUpsed

sun of 1871. This, of course, will be a work of months; but if all

goes well, I trust to obtain information shortly of the outlines of

the work done by the Indian observers and M. Janssen, as I am

now remaining in India for that puri)Ose, and this I will communi-

cate to Nahire bv the earliest opportunity. In the meantuiie 1

hope the good people at home will think we have done our duty,

and that all the members of the Government Eclipse Expedition

of 1871 will soon be safely with them to give an account of then-

work.—iVa^M^e, Jan. 18.

3. Inauguration of the Cordoba Observatory.—This event, one

of great importance to astronomical science, as well as to tlie

country which has the honor of establishing the observatory, toot

place on the 24th of October last. The Standard of Buenos Ayres,

of October 27th, contains an account of the inauguration, together

with the address on the occasion of Professor B. A. Gould, the

director of the observatory. The address is published in English,

but was delivered in Spanish. The Standard says, by way oi

introduction:
" The formal inauguration of the Argentine Observatory at Cor-

doba took place with all tlie pride, pomp and circurastam-e o[

glorious science, on Tuesday last, in the presence of the dignitaries

of the land and the kUte of Cordoba. The Bishop took the imtia-

tive by blessing the enormous telescope, the largest instrument o

the kind on the South American continent. Professor Gould then

stepped forw-ard and pronounced the following remarkable

address ; we make no apology for its length, but commend it t

the attentive perusal of our readers. It is a document for histoiy,

beautiful in its composition, and highly felicitous in its reniaii^--

Even amongst the audience every pause of the Professor >^;i~

welcomed with applause."
Most of the facts in the very able address have been already

communicated to this Journal by Dr. Gould. We cite the loi

lowing paragraphs

:

,

_
"In the year 1751 a French astronomer, Abb6 de laCaiHe,

ited the Cape of Good Hope for the purpose of determining the

positions of the princinal southern stars. With a little telescope
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ing the materials for so complete a catalogue—as far as the limit

of brightness which his telescope permitted—and in determining
the positions of those stars so well, that this catalogue of about
9,800 stars constitutes to-day the chief reliance of astronomers for

their knowledge of a large portion of the southern sky. Since
that time a permanent observatory has been established by the
British Government at the same place, and a large number of

Other 'observa''''-^''''^^
'*'''' '^^'' '^'' ^ y

various emment men.

at Paramatta,
have contributed essentially to our knowledge of the southern sky

;

as also has the observatory at JMadras, which, although north of
the equator, commands a view of the greater portion of the south-

ern heavens. Yet how much remainsto be done in this direction

T evident when I state that, while the numbers of stars

I hemisphere whose positions and magnitudes have
been determined cannot fall short of about 330,000, the number
in the southern hemisphere whose observed places have been pub-
lished does not probably exceed 50,000. But this is not all. The
greater portion of those which have been observed lie in that part
of the sky which is clearly visible in Europe : and if we consider
the regions beyond 30 deg., there are scarcely 13,000 southern
stars whose places and magnitudes have been determined and
made available for scientific use, while the corresponding portion

of the northern sky contains something like 164,000 such stars.

The late astronomer Gilliss, the originator of what is now the

National Observatory of Chile, as well as of the Naval Observa-
tory at Washington, of which latter he was the Director at tiie

time of his death, devoted much time and labor to the effort to

supply this pressing need ; and while at Santiago, he made the

r^qni'iite (Observations for determining the places of no less than

23,000 stars within 40 deg. of the South Pole. The computations
"'"

airied on at the expense of the U. S. Government, and were

JOS, after which the

^ »..«... V ^,..,,.„w.^ . ». ^ lately received the

gratifying assurance that the calculations are now to be completed,
and tho resulting catalogue published by the Observatory at \\A>h-

^ or has the progress of the work failed to afford its due sliare

of discoveries. It 'has given us the knowledge of a con-idc rable

miinbor of stars wbicb possess the singular eharacteingular character in;n \i\

been seen to rise 1

way until telescopes

Pdlv :

dh k-
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rds, thanks to the assiduity and zeal of tht-

one of whom has failed to make man-

ifest the existence of several. One of those most remarkable for

the rapidity of its changes is a little star in the constellation

" Musea," which is invisible to the unaided sight during one half

its period, and visible during the other half, while the observa-

tions of Mr. Rock show that it goes thi-ough all its changes with-

in the short interval of 21 J- hours. Another in the constellation

of the "Southern Triangle," which has been regularly observed by

Mr. Davis, exhibits regular fluctuations of light, comprised with-

in a period of aljout 3^ days, similarly alternating between visi-

bility and invisibility. These two exhibit the most rapid changes

of any of the stars which we have hitherto observed ; but there

are others not less interesting, observed not only by the two

gentlemen mentioned, but also by Messm Thome and Hathaway,

who are likewise pursuing these investigations with much success.

The transparency of the sky of Cordoba upon favorable mghts

may be judged of by a single additional fact. You will find nj

the treatises on astronomy, as I have already mentioned, the total

number of stars in the entire heavens visible to the naked eye,

estimated at from 5,500 to 6,000. Now, we have already record-

ed in the " Uranometria Argentina " the places of not less than

6,400 stars, visible to the unaided sight of every one of our obser-

vers, in the southern hemisphere alone ; while in the 1st 10 deg--

of the northern hemisphere we have 800 more, making '

least 7,200 stars; so that we are
' '

the sky equally transparent for

hemisphere, the total number of stars visible to the ordinary eye

would be estimated at certainly not less than 11,000, instead ot

half that number."

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

_
1. Exploration in Southern Nevada and .4r«20«rt.—An expedi-

tion under the auspices of the Department of Engineers, U. i^- ^_'^

for the exploration of unexplored territory in Southern Neyadii

and in xVrizona, and placed under the immediate charge ot Lient.

Geo. M. Wheeleb, took the field early in May last, and contin-

ued its labors until December. The snow blockade on the IvocKj

Mountains and other difficulties delayed, until late in January, the

arrival of the scientific corps in Washington, where they are now

engaged in preparing an official report. The prmcipal o^>)p<'\^?;

the expedition was to map and describe a portion of inhospitaDie

territory, of which our previous knowledge was limited to tbe

incoherent accounts of a few bold " prospectoi-s." With this vie« ,

a large topographical force was organized, and though it «'=»s

afterward reduced from seven to three members, an average oi

four topographical parties was maintained through the season.

Messrs. E. P. Austin and A. R. Marvine were the astronomers

of the expedition, Dr. W. J. Hoffman the naturalist, Messi-s. 1" •
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Bischoff and J. Kohler the collectors, and Messrs. G. K. Gilbert
and A. K. Marviue the geologists. The entire company, includ-

ing escort, &c., numbered eighty or ninety persons, and was
divided into two principal parties, meeting at designated points
once in every month. 'J'hese were subdivided as circumstances
allowed, so as to deploy over as great an area as possible. Leav-
iiHjT the Cent)-al Pacific Railway at Carlin and Battle Mountain in

XortluTii Nevada, the parties moved rapidly southward to Bel-
mont, where the main exploration commenced. Thence to the
Culoriido the lines of survey were spread in a connected web over
tlie entire width of Nevada, and even into California and Utah.
^^ itli some contraction of its field, the suinrey was carried south
.'icross Arizona, and terniinated at Tucson. A small party with
h():it>; explored the Colorado from Fort Mojave 200 miles to the
mouth of Diamond Creek, more than 100 miles above the point
.•ittaiiu'd by Lieut. Ives, and 40 above the mouth of the Big
<:in->ii. Niunerous phol()graj)hs A\ere made in the celebrated
IJlack ;iii(l Big Canons, as well as at many other poh ' " ' '

'Iitrniiination, by zenith telescope, was made of the latitude and
lonijfitudc of six points. Barometric profiles and meteorological
observations were made throughout.

Ill natural history extensive collections were nuide, which can-
not lail to atford a considerable mimber of new species, an<l a mass

animals and plants. In geology material lia- been (-..llecte.! for a

N^'wberrv^ Bi?iL^in(l\\Se^ 'tiut If Kin- <.n

and two other'mt^nbirs'of the expJ<liti*oi.,"were' kllK .1 i.\ \y:vU-l
Mr. Hamelhad a deser\ed reputation as :i l.jk.ukm'Ih i <! fare

skill, and his loss was a great one to the e:niM ..f :., :,i- iphieal

science. The results of his la.st work, how c\ -r. ;m, n-t .miivly

the compilation of the map.
A preliminary rej.ort and maj. will be pul.ii^lu-1 in :, leu u.eU.

,
-^ Notice

<,f the Eurtluiuab' In Xc>r En<ji;n.l „f .i-nn wy .i /-
.•
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few seconds, and the last bcinrj the more violent. The shocks were

nowhere very severe, and being of very short dnration, were gene-

rally unnoticed, except by those who" happened to be favorably

situated to perceive them. The direction of the vibrations was

well defined and approximately from west to east. Probably the

would coincide nearlv with the course of the St. Lawrence river,

and with the shorter diameter of the region shaken.

At Quebec and at Bangor, Me., slight tremors were also felt

about 3 p. M. and lip. m. of the same day.
Brunswick, Me., Feb. 3, 1872.

3. Monthly RainfiU at San Franchco ; bv Punt Earle

Chase, Professor of Physics in Ilaverfbrd College. (Communi-

cated to the Meteorological Section of the Franklin Institute, Jan.

1, 1872.)—Mr. Thomas Tennent has published a chart, compiled

from his own observations, of the monthly amounts of rain in San

Francisco for twentv-two years, from July 1, 1849, to July 1, 1871.

I have grouped the amounts in seven short periods, and computed

the normal ordinates (X) for the several curves, which are given,

together wdth the observed amounts (R), in the following table.

ihere is so much similarity between the different curves

general character is so much like that of the Lisbon curve

tbey accoi-d so nearlv with the annual temperature curve, th:i

may reasonably be regarded as t\ pical, and the daily record
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probably iimiish luateriuls for moro minute and detaik-d proiitiible

\mZ\'^ the doduction>, in niv pa])er on the "tidtd ridnfall of
Ihila.lelphia" (Proo. Amer. rhil Soc, x, 5:U)j, wore the two fol-

'
I C) The tidal rainfall, like the oeean tides, i^ allVct^Ml by ' estab-

piv\;dlii)g winds, and other climatic hilliieiH-o.'

"(2.) It is also, liketlie ocean tides, more uv.wlvd \u U\^ than in

hij^h latitudes."

These inferences are strikingly corrolioraUMl ij\ tlir Lisbon
records, and I h)ok conlidently for equally strikiui:- ;Ml.liti..iial con-
firmation from observations on our l*acilic coa-t. .M..iv(,\ cr, I

think that my previous discussions, combineil wilh Licncrali/aiions
from the meteorological reports of the Signal >{'r\ ice liiinau and
with well known tidal laws, are sufficient to jnstitV the following

predictions.

(1.) The ti<lal rainfall will generally be tounrl inore strongly
marked on the western shores of the several conlinviit,-, than in

\X) A\lKM.\']Vn.infal]s' afIn^ arc gnaipcl b„th in

accordance \vith the age of the^noon and the .lin-cfi<". <>f the

.'iffivt IVe* thhd "airvJ siniilaHrt''^'^'l'p^''^iti.')'i'i' nt'\lin'cti<!n"fr.>n'!

(•<.) A certain degree of apparent oppo.sitio?i will I)c found to c\-

tidal crests of deep Tnd shallow-fl.'ill envel..|KS.

^^) The satisfactory detcrmina;ioH of the lunar intln.-nrr upon

GSlhcr''ha!;''iliou!iv^show^^

•^""n,,,| is i.idcbtcd'to' the favor of Prof. ll~nr\. >c'<rc'ary -t the



Pueblo.—Aiter eight o'clock a fire-ball was seen to start from

the direction of Popocatepetl, running toward the top of Orizaba

and leaving in its course a cloud of dense reddish smoke.

Huamantla.—At fourteen minutes past eight o'clock there was

seen a fire-ball about the size of the face of a large clock, which

- coming from the west disappeared in the horizon toward the east,

somewhat inclining to the south. It looked as if coming from the

moon, and illuminated extraordinarily the earth, leaving in the

sky a track of light which lasted about ten minutes and showed

the course of the inflamed body.
San Andres.—TtiQ meteor has been observed here, and left a

line from east to west.

Perote.—AX forty minutes past eight o'clock the meteor was

observed here and lasted four minutes, leaving in its course a

Tehuacan.—At a quarter to nine o'clock the meteor was observed

here. It moved from west to east, looked like an inflamed cannon-

ball, and left in its course a luminous track which remained per-

fectly distinct for the space of ten minutes, and then gradually

disappeared about five minutes past nine o'clock.

Jalancinqo,—As a very dense fog was prevailing, we were able

to see only for a moment a light in the sky in the form of a ram-

Jahipa.—At forty-five minutes past eight o'clock there was

noticed here a whitish luminous band only ; but other persons saw

the meteor itself. ,

Vera Cruz.—At nine o'clock the meteor was observed here. «
moved from west to east, and lasted about a minute. Its wake

Forty-five minutes elapsed from the moment the meteor was

observed at Mexico, till the moment it made itself visible at vera

Cruz, three hundred and twenty kilometers distant. ,

I shall be very glad if this information may serve as a means o

ascertaining at what distance from the earth the meteor occurrea,

and what was the velocity of its motion.
o. iJatalogue of the Meteoric Collection of Charles XJpham

Shepaud, deposited in the Wood's building of Amherst College,

Amherst, Mass.—Prof. Shepard has one of the largest collections

-"*
- ^ rites in the world. It embraces, according to his enumer-

this catalogue, 146 different meteoric stones andj^

aviest specimen of the irons is o

Aeriotopas, weighing 438 pounds, and the largest of the stones i

that from New Concord, weighing 52 pounds.
,, ^

Speaking in the latter part of the pamphlet of a eoUec

^--
" rpentine rocks from Havana (W. I.), which he ha(

arranged in the same room, he introduces th.

pentiue mineral, which he supposes
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an analysis affording the composition Si 39*30, lflg"36-12, i'e B^O,
fi 16-79, with traces of Cr, Oa, fc It is in dark greenish-hrown
laminae, with a fibrous cleavage and also occurs massive infusible

B, B. except on the edges. [The analysis affords very nearly the
oxygen ratio for the protoxides, silica and water 3 : 4 ; 2| ; or the
composition of a ferriferous serpentine with excess of water.]
Prof. fShepard observes that, among the serpentines, numbers of
the series of specimens, even when several inches across, are
plainly pseudomorphs after chrysolite, amphihoKte, augite and
titf/nife ,' and that these psendomorphs so abound in the matrix
that they constitute the largest portion of the mass, and may he
easily separated hy a blow of the hammer.

6. The Runford Medals.—At the last annual meeting of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences held in Boston, May 30th,

1871, the Rumford premium was awarded to Mr. Joseph Harrison,
Jr., of Philadelphia, ''for his method of constructing steam boilers,

by which great safety has been secured.'" According to the direc-

tions of Count Rumford, this premium was given in two medals

—

one of gold and one of silver—together of the intrinsic value of

three hundred dollars ; and at the last monthly meeting of the

Academy a formal presentation of the medals was made.
The medals presented to Mr. Harrison are the sixth award of

the Rumford premium, made hy the American Academy, The
other awards have been as follows :—
In 1839 to Dr. Robert Hare, of Philadelphia, for his invention of

the compound blow-pipe and his improvements in galvanic

apparatus.
In ] 862 to Mr. John B. Ericsson, of New York, for his caloric

In 1865 to Professor Daniel Treadwell, of Cambridge, for his

In 1867 to Mr. Alvan Clark, of Cambridge, for his improvements
in the manufacture of refracting telescopes, as exhibited in

his method of local correction.
In 1870 to Mr. George H. Corliss, of Providence, for improve-

It was directed by Count Rumford that the jjremiura should be

^iven "to the author of the most important discovery or useful

improvement which shall be made and published by {•ruitmg, or

in any way made known to the public, in any part ot the C on-

^ .y tend most to promote the good of manl
Count Rumford's original letter of donation, dated Lon

12th, 1796, besides the above, several other directions ;
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acting under a decree of the Supreme Judicial Court of the Com-
monwealth of :Massachusetts, especiallv authorized by an Act of

the Lecrislature of the State, ai>i.roved hy the Governor, March
16th, 1831. This decree enables them to 'award the premium at

any annual meeting, and relieves them from the necessity of limit-

ing it to discoveries or improvements made during the two years

immediately preceding the award.
All interested in the subject will find a full statement of the

facts in the Life of Count Rumford, bv the Rev. George E. Ellis,

D.D., recently published for the Academy (in connection with an

edition of Rumford's complete works) bv Claxton, Remsen and

Haffelfinger, 819 and 821 Market street, Philadelphia.
A committee consisting of seven Fellows, called the Rumford

Committee, is annually appointed by the Academy, and it is their

duty to investigate all claims for the Rumford premium. The

premium is awarded only on the recommendation of this commit-

tee, and at the " annual meeting" of the Academy, held on the

fourth Tuesday of May. The Rumford fund would enable the

Academy to give the medals every year ; but the premium can

I light

>fthes
of life, whose usefulness has been tested by experience. AH com-

munications on the subject of the Rumford premiums should be

addressed to the Chairman of the Rumford Committee, American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston.

; life, and con

not better supplied inabysses <

than the littoral region or the shallo,, ^„.
than the surface of the sea itself The question whether this

osity IS given to marine animals for the purpose of preying or

being preyed upon, suggested in the Reports of the dredging expe-

ditions of H. M. S. Porcupine, is decided adversely.
Mr. Mcintosh also combats the conclusion of Dr. Carpenter

that the turbidity of the lower waters of the Mediterranean ren-

ders the bottom barren of life, pointing out many facts with regard

to the growth of life, in great yariety, over the muddy bottom ot

8 Manna from a Linden in the Fo,?r/e5.—Boussingault
has

made the following observations on a manna obtained from tbe

leaves of an old linden, in the Vosges. In composition it is almost

Identical with that of Mt. Sinai, studied by Ehrenberg and Bert he-

lot. It contains, in round numbers 55 p. c. of cane sugar, 2o oi

inverted sugar, and 20 of dextrine. It occurred on the upp«^

part of the tree, not the lower. Although there were other tree>

ol the same kind in the vicinity, only this one afforded the mann^.

Ihe manna of Mt. Sinai was attributed by Ehrenberg to the pau^

ture ot an msect; but Boussingault thinks that this is not to

source ot it m the case of the linden manna ; for he had seen no
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lich could have produced such a result.

—

Acad.

„ ' ' *,
.,

-Prof. Kenngott, of
Zurich, states that in a hailstorm, lasting five minutes, on the 2()th

of last August, the stones, some of which weighed twelve grains,
consisted essentially of common salt, mainly in imj)erfiH-t (•ul)ical

crystals. He supposes that the salt had been U\.\<vn up fioni the
salt plains of Africa, and brought over the .Midiltrrain'.in.

Hailstones containing each a small crystal of sulphide of iron are
reported as having fallen recently, by Prof. EvLrsuianu of Kasan.
Till! crystals were probably weathered out of some rocks in the
vicinity.—iVa«'Ure, ^fan. 11.

1 0. Temperature of the iSun,—The temperature of the sun, ac-
ccjrding to Secchi's calculations, is at least 10,(100,000° C. ; and
according to Mr. Spcerer's, 27,000° C. ; while Pouillct })laced it

between 1461° and 1761° C. Mr. Vicaire, in a note to the French
Academy of Sciences, objects to Secchi's use of Newton's law of
radiation, because applicable only in case of low teu\periiture, and,
accepting that of Dulong and Petit, arrives at llie more proba-
ble conclusion that the temperature does not exceed 'Mn)0° C.
(5400° P.). He observes that the greatest heat of the oxyhydro-
gen blowpipe is 2500° C. (4500° F.), and the highest furnace' heat
not above 2000° C. (3600° P.).

V. Miscellaneous Bibliography.

I. I'afalogne of Photographic Illustrations bi/ Wm. H, J a. i-.

^'N. Plunographer to the Survey of the Territories under Dr. 1'.

\'. irAYi)KN, Department of the Interior, Wa>hingron, D. ( .,

Hooky Mountain photograplis, movtly eiixht l>y ten iiiclje^^ in size,

representing scenery of geological a-- well a>- g'^nera] iul crest,

Indian villages, Indians, etc. \\'e liave seen (i^hteei) "i tliem

taken in the Geyser region of the \ ellow stone, and tliey areadrni-

derful in beaut v and intt-n -t, ^up

/ Dr. Hayden iii this Journal. \>y

gh character, they speak well for the rest in tin- h-t.

I>resent lakes and boiling springs, basins and <'.)!i<s, ai <!

(piiet and in action, and show even the textiin o) tlie

and the borders of the basins. They e

ize what kind of deposits springs or '

presenting nothing to ftivor the itlea ti

uary even-grained limestones, however

'7^"" ><u/>jects coni.ectid irith I<i'- r;/-

-^" 'lot,,, A.M., M.D. New York, 1-7

^ il'Highton.)—Dr. Nichols has made
the tireside literature of science in the
a clear manner many important facts
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language, adapted to the tastes of all intelligent people. In some
of the essays the author states important results from his own
researches, as in his '• Experiments with air furnaces," and tlie

agricultural papers. Many of these essays, in substance at least,

have already appeared in the author's Boston Journal of Chemis-
try.

^
s.

3. A Treatise on Localized Electrization, and its applicatiom t"

Pathology and Therapeutics; by Dr. G. B. Ddchejje. Transla-

ted from the 3d edition of the original, by Hekbeet Tibbits, M.D.,

Royal Coll. Phys., London. With numerous illustrations and

notes and additions by the Translator. Philadelphia, 18Y1. 8vo,

pp. 322. (Lmdsay & Blakiston.)—This is Part First of the great

work of Duchene on Localized Electrization, and its translation is

a good service done to English and American students. Its value

is by no means confined to the physiological or medical student,

as nowhere else can the physicist and chemist find a bettep state-

ment of the fundamental principles and stnictur^^l details <lf elec-

tncal apparatus and methods of producing electrical currents,

The publication of the original work was suspended by the invest-

ment of Paris by the German array, so that the translation

appeared before the original was published. The American edi-

tion is an impression from the English types, and is most excellent

4. The Lens : A Qua/rterly Journal of Microscopy and the

allied Natural Sciences; with the Transactions of the State Micro-

scopical Society of Illinois. Edited by S. A. Beiggs. Publishing

Committee : C. Biggs, E. H. Sargent, C. Adams. No. 1. 64 pp. 8vo.

Chicago, January, 1872.—We have barely space to annoimce

the appearance of the first number of this new scientific journal

While especially devoted to Microscopy, it will also include
cles on other branches of natural sciei

the Natural Historv of the
^," together with notices of oth

L btaies that its " aim is to be thoroughly scientific
lomprehensive;" and it has made a good beginnin

I its first number.
Treatise on Natural J

T T^ 17
-anslated and edit<

J. D. EvEEEiT, M.A., D.C.L. F R
pp. each 8vo. 1872. (D. Appleton & Co., New'York.)-The pu^
hshers of this work have done the American public a good service

in setting before it a book so well fitted for the general reader or

studeiit. The treatise is especially adapted for the use of tlio^^

who desire to make themselves familiar with the general princii'le^

of Physics, but are not in a position to go into the mathematical
difficulties oi the subject.

"

consequent lack of precisi

conokp Ti. T? ,-
^^P^a^arions and descriptions u.

oricSn!i V ?"4''^ ^^^^^^ has largely increased the
original work by the additions he has made.
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Art, XXIX.—Discovery of Additional Remains oj Pterosauria,

with Descriptions of two new Species; by Professor 0. C. Maesh,
of Yale College.

The first remains of Pterodactyls detected in this country
were found in the upper Cretaceous shale of Western Kan-
sas, by the writer, during the explorations of the Yale College
party in the autumn of 1870. The specimens then obtained,

although very fragmentary, were deemed sufficiently character-

istic for determination, and the gigantic species they were be-

lieved to represent was briefly described under the name Ptero-

daclylus Oweni* The great interest attached to these remains
led to a careful reexamination of the same region by the Yale
party of the following year, and with most gratifying results.

An excavation at the point where the first specimens were found
.yielded further portions of the same skeleton, and, at various

localities in the same strata, other specimens were secured,

which not only throw much light on the species first discovered,
out also prove the existence of two other Pterosaurians, like-

wise of great size, showing that these peculiar reptiles, so long

deemed wanting in America, were apparently well represented
here during the later Cretaceous.

Pterodactylus occidentalis Marsh.

The additional remains of this species, discovered by our
party daring the past summer, consist of portions of five indi-

.*This Journal, vol. i, p. 472, June, 1871. As this name had already been ap-
ed nr...„;„_-„^

^^ ggJgy ^ ^ Pterodactyl from the Greenaand of England, the

Series, Vol. Ill, No. I
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viduals, which differed somewhat in size, hut all tend to con-

firm the conclusions based on the fragments first examined.

From the locality which furnished one of the original specimens,

we recovered the proximal end of the right wing-finger meta-

carpal, which evidently belonged with the distal extremity de-

scribed, and proves the entire bone to have been at least fifteen

inches in length, or much more elongated than any hitherto

known. With this specimen were found portions of the second

and third phalanges of the same wing-finger, all indicating the

great size and power of the wings. Another specimen, found

by the writer at a higher level, in the yellow chalk, pertained

to a larger individual, and is of much interest. It consists of the

distal extremity of the left-wing metacarpal, articulated to the

adjoining proximal end of the first phalanx. Both bones are

in excellent preservation, and show this characteristic joint most

perfectly.

The most important remains of this species yet discovered,

however, consist of nearly all the bones of a right wing, from

the humerus to the last phalanx inclusive, which were found

by the writer in place in the gray Cretaceous shale, during our

investigations near the Smoky River. Although i
^"''°

fractured, the bones i
"

^ ^

clearly the peculiar st

as the especial characters that mark the present species.

The humerus, which is nearly perfect, is remarkably short

and robust, and in its main features surprisingly bird-hke.

The articular head is large and crescentic, convex on its anconal

face, and concave on the opposite side. Its proximal onthne

is concave transverselv, thus differing widely in this respect

from the avian type. The ulnar crest is very promment, and

its proximal extension is continued to the line joining the radial

and ulnar angles of the articular head. The radial crest is

prominent, but scarcely exceeds the ulnar ridge in size, and is

hence proportionally much smaller than in most of the Ptero-

dactyls described. Its point of greatest extension is nearly

opposite the distal subsidence of the ulnar crest. There is no

pneumatic foramen on the an(;onal side of the proximal ex-

tremity. The shaft of the humerus is smooth, sub-cyhndncai

in transverse outline, and apparently less sigmoid longitudinally

than in the species already known. The osseous walls are thm,

and very compact The distal extremity is much flattenea,

and has the articular condyles very similar to those in the Hu-

merus of birds. The radial condyle is the larger, and more

prominent. It is oval in outline, and extends obliquely rather

more than half way to the ulnar side. Near its termination on

the palmar surface, and on the ulnar side of the median line, is

a large, oval, pneumatic foramen. There is here no indication
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of an impression for the attachment of the anterior brachial

muscle, as in the humerus of birds. The ulnar condyle is

transversely oval in form, and is separated from the radial

condyle by an oblique groove. The principal dimensions of the

humerus are given in the table below.

The fore-arm in the present specimen was composed of two

separate bones, which differ much in size. The larger bone was

apparently the ulna, and its proximal end covered with its ar-

ticular faces the greater portion of the condyles of the humerus.

The smaller or radial element was closely attached to the larger

bone on its front or palmar side. Both of these bones had un-

fortunately been crushed, and the shafts badly fractured, so

that their exact length cannot be accurately ascertained. They
were, however, at least thirteen and a half inches long, and

probably much more. With exception of the much greater

difference of the two bones in size, they appear to resemble

most neariy the anti-brachial bones of Pterodadylus Suevicm, as

figured by Quenstedt* With the above specimens were ex-

humed three bones belonging to the wrist; a large proximal

carpal, a distal one of nearly equal size, and a third, much
smaller, which is probably a lateral carpal. The two larger

bones correspond essentially in their main features with those

of Pt. SedgwkUi, figured by Owen,t although they indicate a

superior size for the present species.

The metacarpal of the wing-finger in this series of si)eciraens

is represented only by its distal extremity, so that its dimensions

must be determined mainly from a coniparison with the other

specimens pertaining to this species. The part preserved re-

sembles strongly the distal end of the tibia of a bird, but differs

essentially in the obliquity of its condyles—which have a sweep
of about'two thirds of a circle—and in the presence of a large

pneumatic foramen on the palmar side, in the depression be-

tween the condyles. On the opposite side there is no indication

of a similar opening. There was also, apparently, no median
rising in the groove of the distal end, either in the present speci-

nieu, or in others of the same species. The outer trochlear sur-

lace is most developed, and has its exterior margin angular, in

Its proximal extension on the palmar side, it bends outward,

and terminates in an obtuse lateral tubercle, which forms, on its

articular surface, nearly a right angle with the side of the ad-

joining shaft The inner trochlear surface has a rounded inte-

rior margin, and, on the anconal side, ends abruptly in a promi-

nent ridge, which limits the lateral motion of the joint

There were four phalanges in the wing-finger, and the greater

portion of all of them is preserved. The first phalanx is almost
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entire, and measures about seventeen inches in length. Its

proximal end presents the peculiar articulation for union with

the metacarpal, which is well shown in the figures given by

Quenstedt, von Meyer and Seeley. The outer articular face, or

that on the ulnar side, is broad, nearly flat transversely, and

forms almost a light angle with the adjoining side of the shaft

The inner face is shorter, deeply concave transversely, with a

thin exterior edge. The two articular faces converge, and unite

on a sub-triangular olecranoid process, which projects proxi-

mally from the anconal side of the shaft, thus moving between

the condyles of the adjoining metacarpal, and preventing the

flexure of the joint beyond the full extension of the wing. ^On

the opposite side, between the articular faces, there

this bone presents an elliptical, convex, articular face, which

does not entirely cover the distal surface. The second phalanx

has its proximal extremity adapted to this articular face by a

shallow elliptical cup, which does not extend over the most

proximal portion of the extremity. The distal end resembles

in everything but size the corresponding part of the first phal-

anx. The next or third phalanx is quite similar to that which

precedes it, except that it is more attenuated. The slender ter-

minal phalanx appears to have been more nearly circular at its

proximal end, although apparently compressed toward its other

extremity. The articular surfaces of all the bones preserved are

smooth and well defined, like those of mammals and birds. An

the bones of the wing, moreover, even the carpals, appear to

have been pneumatic. ,

The teeth found with remains of this species, and supposed to

belong with them, are very similar to the teeth of Pterodactv^

from the Cretaceous of England. Thev are smooth, compressed,

elliptical in transverse outline, pointed at the apex, and some-

what curved.

The following are the principal dimensions of the specimen?

mentioned in the previous description. Some of the measure-

ments are only approximately correct, owing to the distortion

by pressure of several of the specimens

:

Length of humerus on radial side, ^^^.
Length on ulnar side, ^

'

*

Greatest diameter of articular head, - - - ^^'

Least diameter of articular head, ^^

Greatest diameter or width of proximal end,
f.

Greatest diameter of distal end,
"*

Vertical diameter of shaft, where least, ^^'

Length (minimum) of ulna, or larger bone of fore-arm, -.-33fa
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( ; reutest diameter at proximal end, 48-

( iivuttst diameter of articular surface,

( ircatest diameter of distal end,

Greatest diameter of radius, at proximal end,

(Inutest diameter at distal end,

Transverse diameter of proximal carpal,

Aiitcio-posterior diameter of proximal carpal,

(ucatost diameter of articular face of distal carpal,

l.< ii^th of lateral carpal, -
l.tnuth (minimum) of metacarpal of wing-finger,

l-(iii;th of first phalanx of wing-finger, .-. *^o

Transverse diameter of proximal end, -
53-

Chord of greater articular surface, 30-

Length of olecranoid process,

Greatest diameter of distal end, -

Greatest diameter of distal articular surface,

Least diameter, 8"

Greatest diameter of second phalanx, at proximal end,..

Greatest diameter of proximal articulation,

Greatest diameter of distal articulation, . _ - - -

Least diameter,

Greatest diameter of proximal articulation ofthird phalan

Least diameter, '

Greatest diameter of proximal articulation of fourth phalanx, 10-

Length of crown of tooth,
'"^'

Antero-posterior diameter at base, . - - - -

Transverse diameter at base,

The above measurements of the wing-bones would indicate

for the entire wing a length of at least eight and a half feet,

and, for the full expanse of both wings, a distance of eighteen

to twenty feet. The present species, therefore, contains some
of the largest "flying dragons" yet discovered. Its main dis-

tinctive features are readily seen in the very short and stout

bird-like humerus, with its moderate radial cfest, and large dis-

tal pneumatic foramen ; in the separate radius and ulna, difter-

»ng greatly in size ; and in the extremely elongated wing-

raetaearpal. The latter character renders it almost certain that

the species belonged to the short-tailed or true Pterodactyls as

|n the other groups this bone has been found to be invanably
1«>.< than one-half the length of the fore-arm. The large laniary

' iearlv indicate the carnivorous and predacious habits oj

•ies,"'and its food was doubtless fishes, which it captured

v by plunging into the water, like the Pelicans and

/Similar birds.

known remain
"Pi>er Cretaceous strata, near the Smoky Elver in Western

Kansas.
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Pterodactylus ingens^ sp. nov.

The existence of a second and much larger species of Ptero-

dactyl, in the same strata with the remains just described, is

clearly indicated by a number of specimens, pertaining to four

individuals, which were discovered last summer during the ex-

plorations of the Yale party along the Smoky River and its

tributaries. One series of these specimens consists of the greater

portion of an ulna, part of a radius, the distal end of a wing-

metacarpal, and portions of the corresponding phalanges, evi-

dently belonging to the right wing of the same animal Tlie

other specimens secured are equally characteristic, and serve to

supplement this series.

A comparison of these various remains, especially the bones

of the fore-arm, with the corresponding parts of the preceding

species, shows several important differences, aside from that of

size. In the former species, the ulna, or Lirger anti-brachial

bone, has, on its proximal end, two large articular faces for

union with the condyles of the humerus, and between them a

low elevation, which extends only to a line joining the proxi-

mal margins of these surfaces. In the large species, this eleva-

tion is represented by a very prominent, flattened protuberance,

which projects far beyond the rest of the proximal extremitv.

The smaller articular" face in this specimen, moreover, is much

less inclined from the axis of the shaft. The distal eads of the

same bones show equally marked differences. In Pt ocaden-

talis, the articular face on the outer side extends transverseJ)

only to the margin of the central tubercle. In the species under

consideration, this face does not terminate until it reaches a point

opposite the middle of the corresponding projection, whichis

]nuch more compressed than, in the smaller specimen. 1"^

radu, also, of the two species exhibit essential differences, espe-

cially in their proximal extremities.
The metacarpal bone of the wing-finger is very similar at it^

distal end to that of the species above described. It ''•"'^'•

however, unmistakable indications of a median ridge on .-

conal side
; and since this is also the case with all the otli- '

-

mens preserved, there can be little doubt that this feiiti.

a specific character. The remaining portions of the })hii
' - ~^

so far as the present material allows of comparison, v^how U'

essential difierences in the two species.
With one series of the above specimens, a small bone ^^a=

found, which is probably the distal end of a metatarsal, i" '

'

arly solid bone would be an argument f
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it tlie latter, as all tlie wing-bones examined during the present

investigation are clearly pneumatic.

The dental characters of this species are at present only

known from a single crown of a tooth, found with one series of

the specimens, and from two larger and very perfect teeth

found by themselves, which agree so closely with the former

that they deserve notice in this connection." These specimens

are less curved and less compressed than the teeth referred to Ft.

occidentalism but in other respects they are nearly identical.

Greatest diameter of ulna, at proximal end, 67-

Greatest diameter, at distal end, 68-

Greatest diameter of radius, at proximal end, -44-

Transverse diameter of wing-metacarpal, at distal end,.. -38-75

Transverse diameter of shaft, at junction with condyles, .32-

Antero-posterior extent of outer condyle, on palmar side, -34*

Antero-posterior extent of inner condyle, on palmar side, -35'

Transverse diameter of proximal end of first wing-phalanx,+l-

Length of olecranoid process beyond outer articular face, 32'5

Transverse diameter of supposed metatarsal, at distal end,14-

Length of crown of small tooth found with above remains,18'6

Antero-posterior diameter, at base of crown, "^'25

Transverse diameter,
^"

Length of large isolated tooth,
48-

Anteroposterior diameter at base of crown, - - 14'

Transverse diameter,
^^'^

The present species was evidently one of the most gigantic

of Pterosaurs. It was at least double the bulk of Pterodactylus

occidentalism and probably measured between the tips of the

fully expanded wings nearly twenty-two feet

!

The various remains on which the species is based were dis-

covered, in July last, by Lieut. J. & Whitten, U. S A., Mr.

0. Harger, of Yale College, and the writer. The loca ities

were in the blue shale and yellow chalk of the Upper Cretace-

ous, near the Smoky River, in Western Kansas.

Pterodactylus velox, sp. nov.

This species, which was apparently about two thirds tlie size

of Pterodactylus occidentalis, is at present represented, so tar as

known, by the distal end of a right metacarpal of the wing-nn-

ger, and by the proximal extremity of the adjoining hrst plia-

^anx. These bones, however, are among the most characteristic

parts of the Pterosaurian skeleton, and m the present instance

the specimens appear to show several pomts of distinction Irom

the species already described. ,. . ^ .. •

In the metacarpal bone, the articular distal extremity is

smaller in proportion to the size of the shaft which supports it,

tbau in either of the species above described. In other respects
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it appears to present no essential difference except that of size.

The first phalanx, however, shows in its proximal end several

differences which are clearly of specific importance. The outer

articular surface in the present specimen is proportionally much
narrower, and has its posterior margin more extended proxi-

mally. There is, moreover, no indication, on the inner side of

the bone, of the large obtuse tubercle which is a prominent fea-

ture in all the corresponding specimens of the other two spe-

cies. The epiphysis which bears the olecranoid process has dis-

appeared from the present specimen, leaving an elongated oval

depression, with a well defined margin. Both of the above

bones are somewhat distorted by pressure.

Transverse diameter of wing-metacarpal, at distal end,. -.26- '"'°.

Proximal extent of outer condyle, on palmar side, 2'2-6

Proximal extent of inner condyle, 20'

Transverse diameter of shaft at junction with condyles, .-21'

Antero-posterior diameter of proximal end of first phalanx,38-

Greatest transverse diameter, 12'

The specimens of this species at present known do not afford

perfectly reliable data for estimating the size of the animal, but

the wings, when fully expanded, were probably from twelve to

fifteen feet in extent. The fossils here described were found

by the writer, in July last, in the gray cretaceous shale, on the

south side of the Sm^oky Eiver, in Kansas.
Yale College, New Haven, Conn., Feb. 26tli, 1872.

Art. XXX.— On a new method of measuring the Velocity of

dotation; by Prof. A. E. Dolbeab.

While experimenting with the gyroscope, I have often

wished to know its velocity, but knew of no wav to determine

It when it was set in motion in the usual way with a string, i

have lately found a simple and exact way of doing this, and a

description of the plan may be of interest to others, as it can be

used to measure the velocity of wheels of every size, and every

possible speed, without inconvenience and without expense.

If a short piece of wire be soldered to the end of one branch

of a common tuning fork, one end of the wire projectmg a

httle on one side, and the fork made to vibrate at the same time

that the point of the wire is drawn over a piece of smoked glass,

an undulating line is made, and if the rate of vibration of tbe

fork IS known, the velocity of the moving hand can be found

by counting the number of undulations in an inch on the glass.

rhis has been used to determine linear velocity ;
but it can also

be applied to rotary with great precision. I have a large forK
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with branches eight inches in length that vibrates one hundred

and seventy-one times in a second as determined by a resonant

tube; it has copper wire fastened to one branch and projectmg

about one-fourth of an inch,—made for showing to a class the

waving line upon smoked glass. A brass disk four mches m
diameter, mounted gyroscopically, was smoked upon one side

and set revolving bv a string. The vibrating fork was then

brought to it in such a manner that its vibrations were along

the radius of the disk, but as soon as it touched it bounded

away and nothing could be determined with it. A cone oj india

rubber, about a quarter of an inch in height, was then fastened

with sealing wax near one end of the branch, and this tried as

before with entirely satisfactory results, the markings being

well defined and unmistakable. .

When the number of vibrations the fork makes a second is

known, and the number of undulations made once round the

disk, the former number divided by the latter will give the

rate per second of velocity. Thus if the fork made 100 vibra-

tions in a second and the disk turned round but once m the

same time, it is evident that there would be a hundred undula-

tions on it, and if the disk turned 50 times a second, there would

be but two undulations for each revolution. In any case, it a

equals the number of vibrations per second of the fork, and 6

equals the observed number of undulations in a single turn ot

the disk, then V=-|.

A single wave, or even half of one, is sufficient for deteraiina-

tion if the length be measured in degrees, in which case it d-

the length of one wave in degrees, the formula will stand y=^^-

If the rotation be very rapid the quickest possible touch is

needed or the undulations will return and confuse each other :

but this is not troublesome at any speed I have been able to

obtain, which is in the neighborhood of 90 per second.

I have found that a common pocket tuning
/^Jj'j^^^-*^'^^.'j^^|{

as before. So far as 1 now know, the swifK'st niDtioii that
^

ms

been given to a disk was that in Foucault's apparatus i<>r s im -

ingthemotion of the earth which he estimated at Irom ^•'" ^*'

y

revolutions per second. Such a velocity would he iv<'oi-<ic' >}

from 2 to 3 undulations of a C fork, making ori vil)iati<)n> per

second. If it would not be best to smoke the disk-, a piece ox

white paper can be pasted upon it and smoked without "^^^'"^j,

'^nd it answers every purpose. To the t-ertamty ami caj,e o

this method may be added another advantage, that the slightest

touch needed for this cannot sensibly retard the motion ot the

disk, as anv mechanical fixture attached for such a purpose

must do. "^

Physical Laboratory, Bethany College, Bethany, W. Va.. January 19.
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(Continued from page 186).

2. QUARTZITE OF POUGHQUAG, DUTCHESS Co., N. Y.

The town of Poughquag is situated on the road from Paw-
ling (a village on the Harlem railroad) to Poughkeepsie, and is

abont five and a half miles northwest of Pawling,* near the

parallel of 41° 38'.

In order to arrive at the true relations of the Poughquag
quartzite, the position and age of the other rocks of the region

must be considered.

1. Taconic rocKs.—As has been stated (p. 184 of this volume)

the Stockbridge limestone extends from Canaan, west of south,

through Dover to Pawling. It continues beyond this latter

place southward along the valley, for seven or eight miles,

where both valley and limestone narrow outf
In the region "of Pawling the limestone dips to the eastward

at a large angle, between 55^ and 70° ; and in the two and a

half miles of breadth there must be a thickness of at least

3,000 feet, perhaps of 5,000 feet. Supposing that there are no

folds—none were detected by us—the thickness would be

much greater than this.

West of the Pawling limestone region to Poughkeepsie on

the Hudson,—a distance of twenty-one miles, directly across

the strikes—the rocks all the way, with some small local excep-

tions, dip easterly (to the south of east) the observations c

^"""'"'
"

^" " ~
' those published in Pruie»-

Eeport. This region of

Pawling to within three

New Milford (on the Housatonic), or twenty-seven
nles from Poughkeepsie.
Leaving Pawling on the way to Poughquag, going northwest-
"'"^ pass from the Stockbridge limestone (of Pawling) to

rly dif

?t of

paper are i

80. The abrupt ending _ ^„ ,^ „„„
Azoic Highland ridges on the west and south
Williamsburg au.l along the Harlem n.ilroad ,

Stockbridge band, but of other bands of lime

of the Stockbridge li

Percival' s map
i£Syselfint.u

al Report);^by Mr.
ire opposi^ of a'^sTnXar^''
chist-, ov•erlie th.e Stockbridge limestone, I

"""'

™

s referred to in the preceding n
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mka schist, part of it gneissoid ; and this schist unqiiestionablj

underlies conformahly tlie limestone. Along the plane of junction
of the limestone and schist, both here and to the north, occur
beds of limonite, which are a result of the alteration of iron-

bearing minerals in the schist, as stated by Percival, the beds
often retaining in some parts the structure of the schist* The
strike of the schist is N. 10°-40° E., and the dip about 50° to

the eastward. It is a southern extension, as recognized by Per-
cival, of the schist or slate of Taconic mountain. It has the
same lithological characters as the I'ocks of Mt. Washington,
the principal elevation of that range, which is situated in Massa-
chusetts but on the borders of Connecticut, and spreads west
into New York. The rock passes in some places into what has
been called talcoid schist, or a smooth fine-grained mica schist,

somewhat greasy in feel ;f it is often chloritic, and in Salisbury
and some parts of Mt. Washington, as Percival states, con-
tains staurolite. Quartz seams and veins are common in many
parts, and nests of chlorite occur occasionally in the quartz.:}:

The same rock occurs also in Grraylock, near Williamstown,
Mass., which may be looked upon as a northern part of the
range

; and even a chloritic variety occurs in the Graylock
region. It is not an irrelevant fact that the schist of Mt Mans-
field, Vermont, is a very similar mica schist to that of Graylock,
and that on the highest point of this mountain I broke off a

piece of chloritic mica schist not distinguishable lithologically

fi-om a specimen I collected from one of the ridges on the ascent
of Graylock.

About a mile and a half southeast of Poughquag (and four

from Pawling) the mica schist is left for a light-gray fine-grained

ihick-bedded gneiss, partly granitoid. The gneiss has essentially

the same strike and dip as the overlying mica schist, the

strike being N. 10°-35° E., and the dip mostly 50° to 60° to the

Sterry Hunt L
Cannda rocks.

tl h.-.ve examined the rocks of Taconic I

con,-. ^:^5J^ ^'' ^'«l«»5cal Report of Conn
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eastward. This gneiss is, therefore, conformable to the schist, and

an inferior bed of the Taconic series.

2. Poubghquag and more western limestones.—West of this

gneiss, about Poughquag, there is a great limestone formation,

which, judging from the width of the area and its dip, is as

thick as that at Pawling. It has the same strike with that

rock, or N. 30°-40° E., with the dip also about the same, or

40° to 60' to the southeastward. This range of limestone

extends northward, and although interrupted for some distance,

appears to be the same with that which Perciyal and Mather

lay down as passing through eastern Washington, western

Amenia, Boston Comers, by the east side of Winchell's Mount-

ain (a ridge just southwest of Boston Corners), to Copake on

the east side of Ancram Creek valley. It is distinct, according

to Mather, from another limestone range in Copake. which lies

on the weM of Ancram Creek vallev, and stretches south on the

west of Winchell's Mountain to Pine Plains and Stissing, and

thence, by Wappinger Creek valley, to Barnegat on the Hud-

-a range of limestone called by Mather the Barnegat lime-""
' " ' '

atermediate line, extending

ugh Washington, and half a mile east of

Verbank; and this line appears again at Arthursburg and

Beekman, and continues down Fishkill Creek to Matteawan on

the Hudson,*
Calling the Pawling (or Stockbridge) limestone No. I, the

Poughquag and eastern Copake is No. II; the Arthursburg

and Fishkill Creek, No. Ill ; the western Copake, Pine Plains,

Stissing and Barnegat (Barnegat limestone), No. IV.

In an excursion to Poughkeepsie, we passed No. Ill a*

Arthursburg, ten miles from Poughkeepsie, and No. IV, or

the Barnegat limestone, at Manchester, three miles from Pough-

keepsie. Barnegat is a place on the Hudson, about four miles

below Poughkeepsie.
The limestones in Nos. Ill and IV may in many places be

seen to be underiaid and overiaid bv clay-slate, the prevailing

rock of the region from the meridian of Poughquag to tlie

Hudson River.t Whether the four ranees of limestone ditler

in age is not yet ascertained. Faults undoubtedly occur oyer

the region, so that the uniform easteriv dip is no proof that

the western strata are the older. The folds in the slates sup-

* Mather has an obvious error in his statements about this band and the tirst

of the bands h-re mentioned ; for he makes the first to extend to FishkiU. ana
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posed to exist there by tlie Professors Eogers we found no cer-

tain proof of, but were rather disposed to believe in a series of

faults and monoclinal uplifts.

The Poughquag limestone is bluish and less perfectly crystal-

line than the Pawling; and, both the limestones and the

slates show a continued diminution in the degree of metamorphic

changes as you go farther west. The Barnegat is very slightly

crystalline, and evidently contains fossils, as has been reported,

although none have yet been found that could be determined

;

and the slates pass from micaceous or talcoid schists to simply

glistening slates, and in some places to earthy slates, which are

almost shales.

The question is especially important here, whether the

Poughquag limestone (No. II) is older than the Pawling (Stock-

bridge), or whether it is the same rock, separated from the

Pawling by a fault along the eastern side of the Poughquag

ongly suspected both by Mr. Gardner and myself, on

the ground of the nearly equal extent of the Poughquag and

Pawling limestones ; and it further seemed probable that this

fault and the uplift were but a southern portion of a north and

south series of similar faults and uplifts, which resulted m the

making of Mt Washington and the rest of the Taconic range

;

these elevations, like the elevated gneiss near Poughquag, stand

along the east side of this supposed line of fault. Gneiss is onlv

an occasional rock as far west as Poughquag, and wherever it

occurs among the schists and clay-slate it appears to be evidence

of a great uplift. The identity of the two limestones is also

favored by the fact that limonite beds occur in Araenia between

the limestone range No. II and the underlying schist, just as

they do in Pawling between No. I and the underlying schist

8. Arehcean roc^c-s.—Besides the limestones and Taconic schists

and gneiss, there is. near Poughquag, in still more intimate

connection with the quartzite, rocks of the Azoic age, a continu-

ation of the Highland range of New Jersey—a range recognized

as Azoic first by H. D. Eogers, and shown to continue mto

Dutchess county by Logan and Hall (this Journal, II, xxxix

96). They are probably Laurentian, as stated by Logan and

Hall, that is, thev are equivalents of the oldest known Azoic

rocks of Canada." But as this point is not definitely settled,

and since the term Azoic has been ruled out by facts provmg

that the era was not throughout destitute of life, I propose to

use for the Azoic era and its rocks the general term Arckmn (or

Arche'an), from the Greek dpxaio?, pertaintng to the beginning.

* Whatever part of the Archiean beds are proved to belong to an era in which

there was life, will be appropriatftlv atvled the Arch^zoic, This term avoias tne

objection which Eozoic derives fi
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These Archaean rocks of the Highland range are exposed to

view in_a deep cut on the unfinished Hartford & Fishkill Rail-

road, within a mile of Poughquag. The light-gray gneiss east

of Poughquag, above referred to, lies to the north of the stage-

road; while 300 or 400 yards to the south of it, and in sight

from it, there is a high railroad embankment, leading westward

into the cut The Archaean rock is a coarsely crystaUized

gneiss, containing red orthoclase (feldspar), some white albite

(or possibly oligoclase), and in places a little hornblende, with

a few spots of magnetic iron. Some portions were a black-

ish gneiss. The strike is N. 40°-55° E. ; the dip is nearly

vertical, but varies from 65° to the southeastward, to 80° to

the northwestward, while mostly 70° to 80° to the southeast-

ward. This gneiss was thus wholly unconformable to that

before described, and also widely different in its lithological

characters. Some layers of it at Brewster, fifteen miles to the

east of south, on the "Harlem railroad, contain zircons and are

really a zircon syenite ; but they alternate with others that are

simply gneiss. A bed of magnetic iron ore is worked in the

vicinity of Brewster.
It should be here stated that the lithological distinction of

this Laurentian area in Dutchess county was first noticed by

Percival, who defines it on his map, and numbers it K 3. The

locality above described is situated at the very extremity of his

area K 3.

4. Quartzite formation.—The quartzite constitutes a northeast

and southwest ridge on the west side of the Archtean range, the

two being parts of the same elevated region. The height of the

ridge is by estimate two or three hundred feet above the Pough-

quag plain. The railroad track, after leaving the Archaean

cut, enters a deep cut through the quartzite. The latter rock

appears to rest in nearly horizontal layers on the flanks of the

Archasan or Laurentian ridge. The contact of the two is not

in sight ; but only sixty to^ seventy yards intervene between

their nearest out<?rops, and the small valley along the junction

is just such as usually occurs when two meeting rocks are of

unequal hardness.

The quartzite is in general evenly bedded. While there are

hard compact" layers, many are very thin and friable, looking

sometimes as if argillaceous, though really consisting of fine

quartz sand. This finer kind is often a little silvery, with mica-

ceous or talcoid scales, and sometimes contains traces of chlorite.

The stratification varies but little from horizon tality, and the

variations are in large undulations toward different points ot

the compass, the dip being mostly but 5° or 10°, though some-

times 15°. There is hence no conformahiKty to the Archcean

gneiss, and none to the gneiss, mica schist, or limestone, of th(
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Taconic series. The nearly horizonta] beds of quartzite lie on
the nearly vertical Archsan, and both occur within a few hun-
dred yards of the steeply inclined Taconic beds. The rocks
are sparingly faulted; but in some narrow vertical sections
this faulting has been carried so far as to obliterate the stratifi-

cation
; a case of this kind is represented in the figure on page

5. Relation of the Quartzite to the Poughquag limestone adjoin-
ing it—At the west end of the cut we open upon the plain of
Poughquag, and come immediately to the Poughquag lime-
stone (No. II). There is no section exhibiting the quartzite
and limestone together

;
yet it is obvious that the quartz is the

inferior rock, and that the two are unconformable.. Out-
crops of the two occur within 200 yards of one another and
on the same level ; and while the quartzite is nearly horizontal
in these outcrops as elsewhere, the limestone in the nearest
exposure has a strike of K 45° to 50° E., with a dip to the
northwest of 40° to 45° ; showing not only unconformability
to the quartzite, but also a wide divergence from its ordinary
dip m the region, which is 40° to 50° to the eastward.
The Poughquag limestone continues westward for two miles,

and becomes to the west interstratified with the glistening
c ay-slate of the region, the rock which is the prevalent one
all the w^ay to the Hudson, fifteen miles. In this clay-slate,
there are intercalations of limestone, as has been already stated,
^^t none of quartzite.

6. Conclusions.—The conclusions that appear to be sustained
by the observations are :

1. That the quartzite is older than the Poughquag limestone,
and was consolidated and jointed before the deposition of the

2. That the quartzite is older than the rocks of the Taconic
beds that outcrop between Poughquag and Pawling, and uncon-
tormable to them. For (1) the two are widely diverse in posi-
tion

; (2) beds of quartzite are nowhere found intercalated
among the Taconic beds, or overlying them ; and (3) the Taconic
beds are not found underlying the quartzite between it and the
Archaean rocks, but each *is wholly independent in all respects
01 the other, although in so close proximity.

3. That the Archaean or Highland ridges of Dutchess and
Putnam Counties, N. Y., were Green Mountain heights stand-
^Tig in the sea in which the sands of the quartzite were accu-

mulated
; for (1) the beds of quartzite rest unconformably on the

Archaean rocks, and (2) their sands were evidently sea shore or
sand-flat depositions. [The heights were probably the southern
extremity of a range of Archaean ridges, now lying underneath
the Green Mountain formations, the origin of which was the
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initial step in the making of these mountains, and the position

of which modified the action of the causes depositing later beds,

and also, by their unyielding nature or resistance, the action of

forces uplifting them.]

4. That, either the quartzite was a ledge within or along the

shores of the sea in which the limestone was deposited, the

two being unconformable and no intermediate beds being pres-

ent ; or else there is a fault between the quartzite and limestone,

along which the Archaean rocks (overlaid by the quartzite) were

brought up to their present position so as to be on a level with

the limestone beds.

The latter view is favored by the fact that the line of this

supposed fault nearly accords with that to the north between

the limestone and Taconic gneiss. The former view is supported

by the facts that (1) the Taconic slates, schist or gneiss, which

ought to have been carried up on top of the Archsean rocks

and quartzite, in case of such a fault or uplift on its east side.

nowhere exist in the vicinity of Poughquag, and are not known

to the south, along the Highland range. It is in its favor (2) that

the irregular or westward dip of the limestone where it borders

on the quartzite, although a possible result along a fault, is such

as might naturally have arisen from pressure during a period of

uplift against a resisting ridge like that of the Archaean ;
and

to faulting, since the knolls and ledges of quartzite stand isola-

ted in the limestone area, so that faults adequate to produce

their present position, cutting around the irregular areas, are

not supposable. The facts which I propose to communicate

in a continuation of this paper may throw some light on this

doubtful point.

5. That the clay-slates which directly underlie the Po^g^^

quag limestone on the west, having a thickness of at least 10,000

feet, probably represent the mica schists west of the Pawlmg

(Stockbridge) limestone, and therefore have the same relation

to the limestone and the quartzite.

It is a remarkable fact that in this Poughquag region no bed^

intervene between the Archiean and the quartzite, although

some pre-Silurian strata might reasonably be looked for, and

none between the quartzite and the limestone, although so great

a thickness of strata really exists in the vicinity inferior to the

limestone.
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Akt. XXXIL—Descriptions of two new staY-fishes, and a Cri-

noid^from the Cincinnati group of Ohio and Indiana; \>j P.

Pal^aster? Dyeri Meek
Among the specimens loaned to me for study and description

by Mr. Dyer, there is a very imperfect example of one of the
largest known Silurian star-fishes. When entire, it must have
been from five to five and a half inches in diameter across from
end to end of the rays of opposite sides ; while its disc, as seen
in a flattened condition, measures about two inches in diameter.
As near as can be determined from the published description of
Paloeaster gramdosa of Hall (which has not yet been figured),
this very large specimen would seem to be related to that
species, and may possibly be the same. Still, from its much
larger size {P. granulosa being described as " of medium size "),

as well as from the want of exact conformity of some of its

details of structure, I am led to believe it distinct. The speci-
inen, however, is unfortunately much obscured by the adher-
ing matrix, and detached and confusedly mingled spines. Like
P. granulosa, it has the dorsal side composed of numerous small
pieces, bearing very small short spines-f These pieces, how-
ever, are not, as described in that species, " tuberculose," but
merely convex, while the dorsal pores passing through the su-
tures between them, are apparently so large that the pieces only
seem to connect with each other by a few salient points, so as
to form a kind of reticulated structure ; a feature not mm-
^^oxied in P. granulosa.

Again, while agreeing with that species in having its margi-
nal and adambulacral piece convex, small, tuberculose or
coarsely granular, as wide as long, and alternately arranged,
It apparently presents the important difference of having very
nearly the same number of pieces in each of these ranges,
instead of nearly twice as many in the inner as in the outer
^ange. It likewise shows indications of a few disc plates inter-

calated, on the ventral side, between the marginal range and
toe mner adambulacral pieces in the only axillary space of that
side exposed ; which character, if it really exists, would sepa-
rate It perhaps generically from P. granulosa. A comparison of
better specimens would probably also show other di^erences.
Each piece, on the ventral side, shows a small central pit for

g 'J^^res and descriptions of these fossils are to appear in the Ohio Geological

pietJ^fh
^^"'* *'"® articulated, and not merely projecting points of the dorsal
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the articulation of a spine, measuring from 016 to 0-23 inchm length, and about 0*04 inch in thickness, and consequently
distmctly larger than those of the dorsal side. On the dorsal
side, the so-called madreporiform body can be seen near the
margin of the disc, in one of the axils between two of the
ranges. It is nearly flat, of a transversely suboval or subtri-

lobate form, the lobed side being directed inward ; while the
little divisions are seen radiating and bifurcating inward on the
middle lobe, and laterally on the lateral ones, like the nerves
of the pinules in some kinds of ferns.
From some of the characters imperfectly seen in the species,

it IS possible that better specimens may show it to belong to the

genus Petraster, and render it necessary to write its name Petras-

ter Dyeri. The structure of the dorsal side of Petraster \5,l

believe, not certainly known. In the published species of

Palceasier, the dorsal pieces are illustrated as if close-fitting, or

at least without very obvious pores passing between the pieces.

Indeed, it was originally supposed that the dorsal pores passed
through these pieces, instead of through the sutures between
them, and this was mentioned in the generic description as one

of its most important characters. I have no typical examples
of that genus at hand, showing the dorsal side ; but as no such

characters are shown in the figures of any of the published
species, or alluded to in connection with the genus, in later

publications, we may perhaps infer that it would not now be

insisted upon as an essential character of the genus.
Locality at^d position.—Cincinnati group of the lower Silurian

;

from the horizon of about one hundred feet below the tops of

the hdls at Cincinnati, Ohio ; where it was discovered by Mr.

C. B. Dyer, to whom I have dedicated the species.

Stenaster grandis Meek.

Attaining a very large size, with the body or disc compara-
tively small, or only of the breadth of the united inner ends of

the hve rays. Rays long, slender, gradually tapering, and very

flexible, widest at their immediate connection with the h-'^^

where they seem to be more or less depressed, but becoming
more nearly terete farther out. Dorsal side of body and arms

composed of numerous subtrigonal pieces that rise into pointed

tubercles, or sometimes assume almost the character of short

spinules, and are arranged in quincunx, so as to form about

eight rows near the middle of the ravs ; those of the outer two

rows being a little larger than the"' others. Dorsal pores ap-

parently rather large, and passing through between the concave
sides of contiguous pieces. Ventral side of body unknown.
ihat of the rays composed of the usual single row of trans-

verse adambulacral pieces on each side of the well defined,
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rather deep, and moderately wide ambulacral furrows. Adam-
bulacral pieces rather more than twice as long as wide, with their
longei- diameters at right angles to the ambulacral furrows, and
rounding over from end to end so as to be most prominent in

the middle
; while they do not connect with each other by flat

sides, but have little projecting processes, and corresponding
sinuses, apparently for the purpose of imparting greater flexi-

bihty to the rays.

Breadth of "'body, 0-63 inch; length of rays, 240. inches

;

breadth of same at their connections with -the body, 0-36
inch. Diameter across from the tips of rays on opposite sides,

about 5-50 inches.

Not having seen the under side of the body of this species,
I am not quite sure that it is exactly congeneric with Mr. Bil-
ling's typical species of Stmaster. It does not show the peculiar
contraction of the inner ends of the rays, seen in his IS. Salteri,

from which it also differs in a marked degree in the much
greater length and slenderness of its rays. In these characters,
however, it agrees more nearly with his S. pulchellus and S.

Huxleyi; though it differs from the first specifically, in having
proportionally larger rays, with more numerous dorsal pieces,
and m attaining a much larger size. I had suspected that it

might possibly be the S. Hitxhyi, but on comparing drawings,
and the foregoing description, sent to him for that purpose,
with his typical specimen of S. Huxleyi, Mr. Billings writes that
he has no doubt whatever that it is entirely distinct
The specimen shows a few short spines connected with the

adambulacral pieces ; but neither their exact mode of attach-
ment, nor their arrangement, can be very clearly made out.
Ihey seem, however, to connect with these pieces along their
joining edges, instead of springing from their crests.

Adopting the suggestion already made by another, that the
name Sienaster for this group should be replaced by McCoy's
name, UrastreUa, previously suggested, incidentally, for ap-
parently congeneric forms, the name of the species here de-
scribed would become Urasirella grandis.

Locality and position.—Upper part of the Cincinnati group at

Richmond, Indiana. I am under obligations to Mrs. M. P.
Haines of Richmond, for the use of the only specimen I have
seen of this species, which was discovered by her at that place,
some time back. It may not be out of place to state here, that
this lady has by her own zeal and industry, stimulated by a
taste for scientific studies, succeeded in getting together one of
the finest and most valuable private collections of minerals and
fossils in the West
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Glyptocrinus Baeri Meek.

Body of about medium size, globose-obconoidal. Sub-basal
pieces apparently not developed, or very small* Basal pieces
short and pentagonal. First primary radials of comparatively
moderate size, presenting a general 'pentagonal outline; second
a little narrower than the first, but of nearly the same length,

with a general heptagonal outline
; third a little narrower than

the first, but of nearly the same length, with a general pen-

tagonal form.
. Secondary radials, consisting of about four

pieces in succession, on each upper sloping side of each third

primary radial; the first two or three of each series only

about one-third smaller than the second primary radials, while

above these the succeeding pieces soon become much shorter

free brachials. Interradial pieces numerous, small, of very

unequal size, and without any regularity of arrangement.
Anal series unknown, but probably consisting of a mesial series

of hexagonal pieces resting one "upon another, and a greater

number of much smaller pieces irregularly arranged on each

side. Axillary spaces each occupied by some six or more very

small pieces.

Arms ten, rather long, simple, widest a little above their

bases, and thence gradually tapering to their ends ;
composed

of very short pieces, so strongly cuneiform as to appear almost

to taper to nothing alternately on opposite sides, while each

supports a pinnule at its thicker end, along the inner margins.

Pinnules very long, moderately short, nearly in contact, and

composed of pieces three to four times as long as wide. Sur-

face of body plates without cost» or striee ; those of the pri-

mary and secondary radial series more prominent than the

much smaller pieces filling the interradial spaces, and thus

forming somewhat flattened ridges, more or less interrupted at

^i- "utures, and abruptly beveled at the s'
^ " ' " '

""'^

iry areas roughened by a minute pn
«h of the little pieces filling them.

Column of moderate thickness, apparently nearly round, or

perhaps sub-pentagonal near the base, and composed of alter-

nately thicker and thinner pieces, the former of which project

a little beyond the others.
The body of the only specimens of this species I have seen,

are too much distorted bv pressure to afford accurate measure-

ments, but it seems to have been about 045 inch in height, by

the^sutures, and abruptly beveled at the sides ;
interradial and

projecting central point
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I little less in breadth ; while its arms measure O'OT inch in

part, a little above the top of the

pieces may be counted in a length (

breadth at the widest part, a little above the top of the body,
where about eight arm pieces may be counted in a length of the

; extent.

This species will be readily distinguished from all of the de-
cribed forms of the genus, resembling it in other respects, by
aving only ten simple arms, and by the large number and
mall size of its interradial pieces. In the latter character it

esembles 0. Nealli, of Hall, from which, however, it differs

uiterially in almost every other respect, but more particularly
1 having only ten instead of twenty arms, which are also
touter. Its interradial and axillary spaces likewise differ

a little projecting point.

The specific name is given in honor of Dr. 0. P. Baer, of
Richmond, Indiana, to whom I am indebted for the use of the
specimens from which the description has been prepared.

Locality and position.—Upper part of the Cincinnati group of
the Lower Silurian, at Eichmond, Indiana.

Since the publication of the note on the genus Licheno-
crinm^ issued in the January number of this Journal, Mr.
Dyer, at my request, sent on a specimen of this type which
I had seen in his collection last summer, that shows the disc
separated from the matrix in such a manner as to expose both
the upper and the lower sides. In this one alone, of all the
numerous specimens that have been found, there is on the flat

or under side, a small central opening, that I have supposed to
be due to some accident, and radiating from this, are seen
numerous regular fine raised lines, with little linear furrows of
the same breadth between them. In looking at this specimen
alone, without any knowledge of others, one could scarcely
entertam a doubt that this opening, situated so exactly at the
center of radiation, must be the mouth, and the minute radia-
ting fuiTows the ambulacral canals. A careful examination
under a magnifier, however, shows that the little raised lines

between the furrows bifurcate regularly several times, so that
the httle furrows, in part, do not reach the central oj)ening, but
f"iKl abruptly at the points of bifurcation. Again, as has al-

Tf^^ady been several times stated, specimens that grew attached

Jj'

the surface of some smooth body, have been separated frimi

fbe same, so as to show the under surfiice of the basal layer, or

platfomi, as it may be called, of the disc; and here we find it

^Hthout any opening whatever, or traces of radiating stria», on
the under surface. But when moistened, and examined under a

»iagnifier, these regular radiating striae can be seen through it>
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thin translucent substance within. In numerous other instances

where these basal platforms can be seen still firmly attached to

their original station, with the plates of the upper side and the

internal lamellaj wholly, or in part removed, the inner, or upper
side of this platform can be clearly seen to be without a trace

of a central or other opening, and rnarked by numerous slender

radiating lines corresponding to the lamell8e''of the interior. A
portion of these striae can be distinctly traced to the central

point, where, instead of an opening, there is often even a

minute elevation. It is also worthy of note, that here, on the

inner surfaces of these basal layers, the little raised radia-

ting lines, like the lamellae within the disc, do not increase by

Ufurcation, but by the intexcalition of shorter ones between the

longer ; so that if we were to place the specimen mentioned
above, showing the central opening and striae of its under side,

on one of these basal platforms, the elevated striae of its under

side would conform to the little furrows of the platform in such

a manner that these little furrows would all be closed.

If it were not for this fact, and the absence of any indica-

tions, so far as yet known, of any minute openings around the

base of the periphery of the disc, at their connection with the

bodies upon which they grew, I should be half inclined to sus-

that there might be a double basal layer sometimes capa-

3f accidental separation, with a central opening to an in-

ternal mouth through the upper one, and numerous minute

ambulacral canals passing to this opening between the two layers.

The bifurcating striae on the flat under side of this specimen

showing the opening, can hardly be, as I at one time supposed,

the edges of the internal lamellae exposed by weathering, because

their bifurcating character would seem to show that thev do

not coincide with the lamellee within, but with the interstice

between then; while there are no open slits between these

striae, as we would expect if they were the edges of lamellae,

but mere furrows.

As I have already remarked, if these discs are really bodies.

they must belong to a form constituting the type of a strongly

marked family of the Cystoidea, if not typical of a more im-

portant section.

Art. XXXIII. —/Vote on Recurrent Vision; by Prof C A.

Young, of Dartmouth College.

In the course of some experiments with a new double plate

Holtz machine, belonging to the college, I have come upon a very

cunous phenomenon, which I do not remember ever to have

ble
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seen noticed. The machine gives easily intense Leyden jar

sparks from seven to nine inches in length, and of most daz-

zling brilliance. When, in a darkened room, the eye is

screened from the direct light of the spark, the illumination
produced is sufficient to render everything in the apartment
perfectly visible ; and what is remarkable, every conspicuous
object is seen twice at least, with an interval of a trifle less than
one- quarter of a second—the first time vividly, the second time
faintly ; often it is seen a third, and sometimes, but only with
great difficulty, even a fourth time. The appearance is pre-

cisely as if the object had been suddenly illuminated by a light

at first bright, but rapidly fading to extinction, and as if, while
the illumination lasted, the observer were winking as fast as

possible.

I see it best by setting up in front of the machine, at a dis-

tance of eight or ten feet, a white screen having upon it a black
cross, with arms about three feet long and one foot wide, made
of strips of cambric. That the phenomenon is really subjective,
and not due to a succession of sparks, is easily shown by swing-
ing the screen from side to side. The black cross, at all the
periods of visibility, occupies the same place, and is apparently
stationary. The same is true of a stroboscopic disc in rapid
revolution: it is seen several times by each spark, but each
time in the same position. There is no apparent multiplication
of a moving object of any sort.

The interval between the successive instants of visibility was
measured roughly as follows: A tuning fork, making 92^
vibrations per second, was adjusted, so as to record its motion
upon the smoked surface of a revolving cylinder, and an
electro-magnet was so arranged as to record any motion of its

armature upon the trace of the fork : a key connected with this

magnet was in the hands of the observer. An assistant turned
the machine slowly, so as to produce a spark once in two or
three seconds, while the observer manipulated the key.

In my own case the mean of a dozen experiments gave 0''-22

as the mterval between the first and second seeing of the cross

^pon the screen ; separate results varying from d*'17 to 0*-30.

Another observer found 0'-24 as the result of a similar series.

Whatever the true explanation may turn out to be, the

phenomenon at least suggests the idea of a refiection of the nerv-

J^'oii upon the retina, after being the first time propagated to the
f^rani. were there reflected, returned to the retina, and from the
retma traveling again to the brain renewed the
'''ve ventured to call the phenomenon " Kecurreni
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It may be seen, with some difficulty, by the help of an induc-

tion coil and Leyden jar ; or even by simply charging a Ley-

den jar with an old fashioned electrical machine, and discliarg-

ing it in a darkened room. The spark must be, at least, an

inch in length.

Aet. ILXXIY.— Ohservations on the Total Eclipse of the Sun of

1869
; by Cleveland Abbe, Director of the Cincinnati Ob-

servatory, Assistant in the Of&ce of the Chief Signal Officer,

Washington.

Among the parties organized to observe the total eclipse of

1869, Aug. 7th, that sent"from the Cincinnati Observatory was

probably favored above all others in the advantages of having

a comparatively elevated station and exquisite atmosphere.

The publication of the work done by this party has been de-

layed by the fact that, for a year subsequent to the eclipse, I

was wholly absorbed in the labor attending the maintenance of

the "Weather Bulletin of the Cincinnati Observatory," and my
subsequent occupations in the present office have entirely pre-

vented me thus far from even attempting the reduction of our

obsei-vations ; the original note books are at present packed

away with the library of the observatory, awaiting the removal

and rebuilding of that institution.

My own attention was expressly given to the structure of the

corona and coronal streamers, for which I used the full aperture

of an exquisite six-inch objective (one that had received a prize

at the Paris Exposition Universelle), and which was loaned to

the eclipse expedition by Mr. T. Gr. Taylor of Philadelphia.

A short notice of the principal features noted by myself was

sent at once to the editor of the Astronomische Nachrichten,

but has not yet been published, and I therefore take the liberty

of restating, through your Journal, the simple phenomena that

I then saw.

Our station was at Sioux Falls City (formerly Ft. Dakotah),

m the southeastern comer of Dakotah Territory, latitude 44 ,

longitude 97°, elevation about 1,500 feet above sea level, in the

midst of an extended plateau.
Rain and cloud had continued up to a lew hours previous to

the critical moment, but the atmosphere during the eclipse was

of surpassing steadiness and clearness. The altitude of the siui

at the time of totality was about 40°, the local time 3^ P. M., the

duration of totality four minutes. No sooner had totality begun

than after sketching in most of the prominences as points oj

reference, I viewed the corona without darkening glasses, and

with a magnifying power of probably 120 diameters.
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The whole interval of totality was unfortunately not at my
disposal, owing partly to the very rough and faulty stand sup-

porting the telescope (everything had to be transported an hun-

dred miles by mules into a wilderness), and partly to an inter-

ruption by one of the members of the party ; but there seemed

to me to be no doubt of the facts as recorded, nor was I con-

scious of the least undue emotion that might have interfered

with my reliability as a witness, although it was the first total

eclipse I have ever had the pleasure of observing.

As seen through my inverting telescope, the structure of the

largest protuberance on the right hand lower limb was wx^ll

nuidc out. The neighborhood of the sun was examined to a

distance of its own diameter (a radius of possibly one degree

from the sun's center), but no trace of the coronal rays as

they were seen by others of my party. The evidence as to the

existence, shape and positions of these streamers as given by

my six assistants, was conclusive as to their actual appearance,

with the usual variations as to details. That they were not

detected by the six-inch glass was probably due to their dif-

fused light and the small field of view. On the apparent upper

and right hand limb of the sun, the six-inch glass showed the

long series of red prominences depicted in the photographs pub-

hshed by the Naval Observatory ;
above the greater portion of

the arc of the sun's limb thus covered, and extending somewliat

Zenith, further to

se up thr

ght, ai^pear

d po>>sil)lv
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bases of the cones was probably included between seven auu

three mmutes. Each apex was of a slightly dusky shade com-

pared with the body of the cone.

The most interesting feature was an unmistakable striation

upon the surface of each cone, the stri« apparently twisting

spirally around up to the apex opposite to the movement of

the hands of a watch as represented on the accompanying

I noticed no colorations of these stri* other than their darker

hue. The details of this striking and new phenomenon inter-

ested me so much that I naturally enough lost the observation

of the third contact. The pearly cones were on that limb of tiie

sun from which the moon was moving, and the details were

every moment becoming more distinct, when the growing height

of the bank of red protuberances was followed by the too speedy

apparition of the glowing sun beneath.

Chagrin at the loss or imperfect observation of the third con-

tact, caused me to forget to note whether the three cones con-

tinued in view for any number of seconds thereafter. From

the time of first recognizing the pearly cones until their disap-

pearance probably thirty seconds elapsed (I am writing without

my note book or other aid to memory), and I did not note any

change in the appearance of the strii. The middle one of ^ne

that the other two, especially that on the right, was some ais-

tance behind it, or possibly obscured by a cloud of haze m the

solar atmosphere.
At the time it seemed to me that I saw in the central cone a

column of smoke and hot gas ascending high above the area o

red flame, then visible on the surface of the sun, and that the

other two cones corresponded to other areas of red flame tar

behind. The difference in character and position between these

cones and the coronal streamers, as observed by the others witU

the naked eye, and with opera glasses, seemed to argue that the

latter were very probably individual and subjective phenomena

or that they originated in the earth's atmosphere, while tae

pearly cones existed in the solar atmosphere and constituted a

My long delay in making this communication to the scientinc

world will be excused, I trust, in view of the imperative ae-

'^•^^ds made upon my time during the two years that ba^

sed since the eclipse of 1869. I shall be deeply interested

earn whether the phenomena seen by myself may not be

repeated on some other occasion and be studied by more expe-

rienced observei-s.

I may add that I had hastilv provided myself with f ficoVs
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coronal light ; but the rude apparatus did not work satisfacto-

rily, and I confined myself to details of structure; indeed in

my earnest gaze upon the novel phenomena I quite forgot the

polarizing apparatus.

Art. XXXV.

—

Acoustical experiments^ showing that the transla-

tion of a vibrating body causes it to give a ivave-kugth dij/'ering

from that produced by tJie same vibrating body when skitionari/ ;

by Alfred M. Mayer, Ph. D., Professor of Physics in tlie

Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J.

Four tuning-forks
note UT^,= 256 compieie viorauouK per &cv:<

I will designate them as Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Nos. 1 and 2 were brought into perfect unison by a process

to be described.

No. 1 was placed before a lantern, and just touching one of

its prongs was a small ball (5 or 6™" diam.) of good cork, sus-

pended by a silk fiber. The images of the fork and of the cork-

ball were projected on a screen.

No. 3 had one prong weighted with wax, so that it gave two
beats a second with No. 1 or 2.

No. 4 had the ends of its prongs filed off, until it also gave

two beats per second with 1 or 2 ; thus No. 4 gave two

^^brations a second more than No. 1, while fork No. 3 gave

two vibrations a second less than No. 1.

In the experiments, one to seven inclusive, fork No. 1 re-

mains before the lantern, with the suspended cork-ball just

touching one of its prongs.
^ , ,

%>. 1. Fork No. 2, screwed on its case, was held m the hand,

at a distance of 30 to 60 feet from No. 1, and soun.hd ;
the

ball was projected from the prong of fork 1, which vibrated m
ith 2.

while the case was held in the other. I now walke.l rapia
;

toward fork 1, and after I was in regular motion, I placed th

fork on its case, and just before I ceased walking I took it ott

although, when I did so, I was only about a foot from fork J

yet the cork-ball remained at rest against its prong

%J. 3. Again I walked toward 1 as in Exp. 2, but i did no
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remove the fork from its case after it was placed on it. The
ball remained at rest until the moment I suddenly stopped

walking ; at that instant, the ball flew from the fork, while an

assistant, whose ear was close to the case of fork 1, while his

eye was directed to the screen, found that at the instant I

stopped walking, the fork 1 sounded, while the ball jumped
from its prong.

Exps. 4 and 5. These experiments were exactly like Exps.

2 and 3, except that I walked away from fork 1 instead of

approaching it. The results were the same as in Exps. 2 and 3.

Exp. 6. Fork No. 3, giving 254 vibrations per second, was

sounded as in Exp. 1. It had no eifect in moving the ball. I

now screwed the fork off its case, and standing about 30 feet

from fork 1, with my arm, I swung the case toward fork 1,

and while it was approaching it, I placed fork No. 3 on the case;

the proper velocity (from eight to nine feet per second) having

been obtained, the ball was suddenly projected from fork 1.

On greatly increasing or decreasing the above velocity of the

moving case, the vibrations of fork 3 produced no eifect on

fork 1.

Exp. 7. Fork No. 4, which gives two vibrations per second

more than No, 1, was substituted in Exp. 6, but was placed on

its swinging case, when this was receding from fork 1. The

effect of this motion and of varying velocities was the same as

Exp. 8. I placed fork 3 before the lantern, and swung fork 1

as in Exp. 7. The eftects were the same as described in Exp. 7.

Exp. 9. I now placed fork 4 before the lantern, and moved
fork 1 as in Exp. 6. The effect on the ball was the same as

in Exp. 6.

By these simple experiments I have shown the change of

wave-length produced by the translation of the vibrating body,

and have given an experimental proof of the important theorem

which Doppler established in 1841. By analogy they clearly

unfold that exqiiisite modern method of determining the motions

of a heavenly body by variations in the refrangibility of the rays

which it emits—motions often impossible even to detect by any

other means. I, therefore, deem it proper that I should proceed

to state the delicate conditions on which depend the perfection

of experiment, which so satisfactorily elucidate the nature ot

those grand and refined problems offered to spectral observation.

It is, first of all, essential that forks 1 and 2 should really be

m unison. Two forks, sounded together, may give no percep-

tible beats, for they may constrain each other into a common
forced oscillation, and thus both will give the same number ot

vibrations, yet mav be removed from equality when sepa-

rately vibrated. The process I have adopted is as follows:
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Three forks are taken which are supposed to give the same

number of vibrations in a given time. They are supported on

india rubber tubing, and are thus insulated. One of the forks is

now loaded so that it gives two or three beats in a second, with

one of the other two that are to be brought into exact unison.

The interval of time occupied by 20 or 30 of these beats, is

accurately determined by means of a chronograph (one of

Casella's registering stop-watches does very well). The interval

occupied by the same number of beats given with the second

fork, is now ascertained, and if it differs from that given by tlie

first, the quicker, vibrating fork is made to give the same num-
ber of beats as the slower by loading it with wax. When the

forks have thus been carefully adjusted, I have had no difficulty

in projecting the ball, in Exp. 1, at a distance of 60 feet, and I

believe that it could have been accomplished at a distance of

LOG feet. The ball of cork should be spherical, so that it will

always just touch the fork, no matter how much it may rotate

around its suspending thread ; which latter should consist of

only one or two fibers of unspun silk. The cork is rendered as

smooth as possible and is then varnished: this is important, for

the varnish gives a firm coating to the ball, without sensibly

increasing its weight, and is especially useful in covering the

minute asperities or elastic projections on its surface, which

otherwise would act as " buffers"' to the impacts of the fork and

deaden its projectile effects.

The above stated conditions having been obtained, no phys-

icist will have any difficulty in repeating these experiments.

A machine has been devised by which a uniform motion of

translation can be given to the forks, and with this I propose

making a quantitative investigation of the phenomena, using an

apparatus essentially the same in its action as the one here de-

scribed.

We may substitute for the suspended cork-ball a light plane

mirror, held between two stretched vertical fibers, while one of

Its edges touches the fork. The motions of a beam of light

reflected from the mirror to a screen, indicate most beautifully

the vibrations of the fork. This ingenious and most delicate

device for detecting vibrations, is due to Prof. 0. N. Rood, of

Columbia College, N. Y., who first used it in a public lecture,

delivered in New York, on the 28th of last December. We
have, however, in our special work, found the image of the pro-

jected ball more convenient, and sufficiently delicate, for our

experiments.

Quantitative relations in the experiments and analogicalfacts in

the phenomena of light.

The UT„ No. 1 fork, makes 256 complete vibrations in one

second, while fork No. 8 makes 254, giving for the respective
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wave-lengths of these vibrations 4-367 and 4-401 feet, which we
will designate in order as A and X' We will take 1118 feet per

second as the velocity of sound at 60° Fahr.

Now 256 vibrations in 1118 feet make A=4-367 feet.

and -254 " " 1118- 2A (=1109-266) give A=4-367 feet.

As the velocity of propagation of the vibrations and A are the

same in both cases, it follows that |n = —
|, the number of vibra-

tions in a second, reaching a distant point, is the same, and,

therefore, 256 vibrations from a body at rest will produce the

same effect on a distant surface, as 254 vibrations emanating

from a body which moves toward that surface, with a velocity

of 2A, or of 8-734 feet per second; and this is the velocity we

gave the fork in Exps. 6 to 9.

We will now examine the analogical phenomena in the case

of light Let fork No. 1, giving 256 vibrations a second, stand

for 595 millions of millions vibrations a second, which we will

take as the number of vibrations made by the ray D , of the

spectrum. Then fork No. 3 will represent 590 millions of mil-

lions vibrations per second
; which give a wave-length -0000042

millimeter longer than that of D
, ; and nearly corresponds with

an iron line situate -42 div. below D , on Angstrom's chart We
saw that fork No. 3, giving 254 vibrations a second, had to

move toward the ear with a velocity of 8*734 feet, to give the

note produced by 256 vibrations per second, emanating from a

fixed poitit ; so a star sending forth the ray which vibrates 590

millions of millions a second, will have to move toward the eye

with a velocity of 28470 miles per second to give the color pro-

duced when ray D , emanates from a stationary flame.

February 8th, 1872.

Art. XXXVL—iVofe on a Question of Priority; by E. Billings,

Paleontologist of the Geological Survey of Canada.

In the Canadian Naturalist, published on the 29th of Dec,

1871, I proposed two new genera of Brachiopoda, Monomerella

and Obolellina, both belonging to that group which includes

Trimerella, so abundant in the Guelph limestone of Canada.

Obolellina is intended to include at least one of the forms de-

scribed by me under the name of Obolus Canadensis, in the re-

port of our survey published in 1858.* A second species is

The form here alluded to ia fig. 20, p. 189, of the report. It shows the in-

terior of a dorsal valve imperfectly. This may not be 0. Canadensis; but at

present I think it is. Should it be otherwise, it does not affect the question.

The foasd will only require another specific name.
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0. Qaltensis, an imperfect cast of a dorsal valve of which was
figured in iny Pal. Foss., p. 108, in 1862. Neither of these

^-
'^

^

been found in New York.
About three weeks after my paper was published, I received

iformation from Thos. Davidson, Esq., of Brighton, England,
Brachiopodist, that Prof. Hall had descibed

Oholellina, under the name of Rhynobolus, in a pamphlet of

five pages, purporting to have been published in March, 1871.

As no copy of this paper had been received at our survey,
"

immediately caused extensive enquiries to be made in the United
States, among those who would have been the first to have pro-

cured it, had it been regularly published. I have heard from a
number of geologists, professors in colleges, and scientific insti-

tutions, including five geological surveys, besides that of
Canada. With a single exception, no one had received the
pamphlet. Several expressed the opinion that the copy sent

to Mr. Davidson was the only one that had been issued. One
gentleman, on the 12th Feb., sent me a copy, but did not state

when he received it, probably because he did not like to med-
dle with the matter. I cannot find that it is noticed in any of
the scientific journals of the United States or Europe. We
know that in America, where geology and paleontology, are

so actively and ably cultivated, any book or pamphlet relating

to these two branches very speedily finds its way to those

interested. It is almost impossible for this pamphlet to have
been regularly published, in the United States, for the long
period of ten months, and yet to have remained totally un-
known to the leading geologists of the country. It seems quite

certain that it was not published, but only printed, and perhaps
two or three copies privately distributed.
As I understand the laws laid down by both the British and

the American Associations, a species or a genus must be pub-
lished in a book, or in a journal circulating among scientific

raen. The book or the journal must be obtainable by the

public, by purchase. If an author having a book in the press,

should make an abstract of four or five pages, and give
away a few copies to his friends, it would not be publication,

but only private distribution. This cannot take priority over
fair and open publication in a scientific journal. Yet this is

exactly the case with Prof. Hall's pamphlet. The laws in

question are good and wise rules, intended to prevent dis-

putes among naturalists, and also to aflford the public a

means of deciding questions of priority, without resorting to the

testimony of either of the parties disputing. He who claims
that printing is sufficient desires to make himself judge and
witness in his own case. He and his printer can evade the law

whenever they think proper. If printing is sufficient, then let
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us strike out the word " priority " from the pages of science. A
rule that can be evaded by every one is a dead letter.

In addition to the above, I beg to give a short statement of

facts, to prove that I am not to blame for the unfortunate col-

lision that has occurred. During the winter of 1871 there was

a correspondence in progress, between Mr. Davidson, Mr. Dall,

myself and others, on the subject of the genus Trimerelh. In

February and March, Prof Hall, on two occasions, apphed to

Mr. Selwyn for the loan of specimens of Tnmerella^ Kuiorgina,

and 0. Canadensis. He stated that he wanted them in order to

decide a question relating to his species, 0. Conradi. He gave

no notice of his intention to found a new genus on any Cana-

dian specimens. I consented to the loan of all but 0. Canaden-

sis. 1 was then studying this species in connection with the

Trimerella question. I afterward arrived at the conclusion,

that at least one of the forms figured under that name might

constitute a new sub-genus along with 0. Galtensis. In a letter

to Mr. Selwyn, dated April lOth, 1871, in allusion to my declin-

ing to lend 0. Canadensis, Prof Hall says :
" I certainly have

no wish to take advantage of Mr. Billings in any way, and de-

sired only to make my position as secure as practicable." How
this assertion can be sustained, by what came to hght nine

months afterward, I leave the public to judge. In the same

letter he intimated that he had made a little abstract of his

investigations,—that he had saved a few copies from the fire

that had occurred at Albany about that time, and that he would

send Mr. Selwyn one. He never sent it, however, as he after-

ward admitted.

On the 6th Dec. I received a letter from Mr. Davidson, in

which he mentions Prof Hall's pamphlet, but makes no allu-

sion to Rhynoholus. Mv paper was at this time in print, and I

sent Mr. Davidson a proof of it on, or about, the 8th of Dec,

and at the same time some specimens. I heard no more from

Mr. Davidson until the 17th of Jan., 1872. On that day I re-

ceived several letters from him, some of which had been delayed

at sea. Fi-om these letters T first learned that Prof: Hall had

proposed the name Rhynoholus for my genus Oholellina. I then

made the inquiries above mentioned, and having satisfied my-

self that the paper had not been regularly published, asked Mr.

Selwyn to apply to Prof Hall for a copv. He wrote on the

30th Jan., and the pamphlet arrived here on the 9th Feb.

There is a plate stitched to it, with a manuscript description ot

the figures. The genus is proposed on a Canadian specimen

from Gait, the original Trimerella locality. Prof Hall says he

procured the specimen there, "many years since." It thus ap-

pears that at the time he borrowed our specimens, he was

engaged upon one from the same localitv, and wanted oui-s tor
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comparison. Mr. Selwjn, when he lent the specimens, gave
him notice of the correspondence then going on between Mr.

Davidson, Mr. Dall and myself, and also that I was at work
upon a Canadensis. Prof. Hall should have notified Mr. Sel-

ls engaged on the Canadian
)lished his genus. He did n

dde whether he was
should have published his genus. He did neither, and ]

Davidson) and Prof! King had in preparation on the Trimerella

group. 1 knew nothing of this. We can now see why it was
kept so quiet in America. Fortunately, Mr. Davidson delayed

pamphlet has been regularly published.
What is stated above, can be authenticated by a number of

letters written by Prof. Hall, Mr. Davidson, and some of the
best scientific men in the United States.

Excepting the auroral cloud-band of October 24th-25th, 1870
—an account of which was given by the writer of this article

m volume i, No. 2, of this series—no aurora ever before observed
m the United States has exhibited, so far as our knowledge
extends, any feature essentially identical with the crimson band
or belt in the south seen here throughout Sunday evening,
the 4th of February last. It was composed of large illuminated
clouds or banks of red light, aggregated in the form of a zone,
which began far down in the east and passed south of the zen-
ith far on to the west. Its visible parts shifted place a few
degrees, from time to time, but without altering very much the
general position of the zona No " aurora's bow" ever possessed
half, and rarely more than one-third its breadth, or had either
the like consistence or constitution, or the like color and time
w continuance, or the like invariableness of position. Indeed,

Jt
IS a fact which the writer can avouch from his own observa-

"ons, that—excepting the extreme western parts, which he did
not observe early in the evening—the zone maintained essen-
"ally the same extent and situation, relative to the stai-s, at a
quarter past ten o'clock in the evening which it had here at
-^ew Haven at a quarter before seven. The same fact, it

A>f. JocR. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. Ill, No. ]6.-Aphil, 18T2.



will be noticed farther on, was observed for a muct looger

time—four houi^ and a half

—

by intelligent and trustworthy

witnesses, at Brunswick, Maine, and at Hudson, New York,—
respectively 170 miles N.N.K, and 80 miles N.W. from New
Haven. This anomaly, however, is no more than was noticed

for a much longer period in 1870—essentially for not less than

a full twenty-four hours, as will be seen by referring to the

writer's account of it in the article above quoted. Besides all

this, it is curious—whatever want of significance there may be

in the coincidence—that this new manifestation, after a year

and four months, almost, from its predecessor, was posited in

the celestial vault much like the zone of 1870, only advanced

upon the ecliptic over one sign, but keeping its inclination to

that circle nearly the same : for, in 1870, the middle line, as

seen here, was a great circle crossing in 18° of Pisces, and

inclined 40°, while the same line, in this last instance, crossed

at about 24° of Aries, and was inclined 37°. The zone, cer-

tainly, was not cosmical ; for it embraced auroral streamers, both

red and white, although, in this instance, very short. It was

also part of a display which was showing itself simultaneoiisl;Sf

in the opposite quarter, as the ordinary " Northern Lights.

Besides these things, it was affected by parallax, as will be seen

abundantly from the concurring testimony of observers at distant

places, when compared together ; and it also showed the usual

spectrum lines of the aurora. The fixed position among the stars,

although extremely surprising, may be explained, perhaps, by

a reference to facts which are known respecting the frequent

western movement (although sometimes eastern) of auroral

clouds, arches and streamers ; but the coincidence of inclina-

tions to the ecliptic cannot be surmised to be more than fortui-

tous, so long as it does not appear from known facts that the

earth, by motion in its orbit, crosses lines of magnetic force

which can exercise an exciting and determining influence upon

its electric currents.

Another respect in which these zones of 1870 and of 187^

are distinguished is their great height above the earth's surface.

In both instances the data for computing this element are but

rude, yet they are unmistakable in their reality and general result

The former height (339 mUes) is less to be relied upon as a near

approximation to the truth than this last (352^ miles), because,

for this last, the observations are more ample and more definit^

What the writer himself saw, both north and south, mav ^
described briefly, as follows:—At 7^ p. m. there were three

bands, apparently parallel, from east to west, having thei

general aspects and their general situation the same as observea

accurately half an hour later. At 7^ 30" the most northern ap-

pearance was a white and moderately brilliant arch that crownea



a dark space or disc beneath it Its breadth was 16°, and its

upper boundary lay at or closely contiguous to Eegulus and to
Delta Ursa Maj. Thus it enveloped the handle of the " Dipper,"
and it extended down to the horizon both on the east and on
the west. Between this and the zenith there was a rosy band,
obviously parallel to the last described, rising from the eastern
horizon, and passing up between and grazing Gamma Gremin.,
on the north and Betelgeux on the south, but becoming difiPused
and indefinite soon after passing the meridian. South of this a
streak, partly white and partly azure, adjoined the last named,
separating it from the cloud-band of red lights in the S.E.,
the S., and the S.W. This last began a few degrees below
Cams Major, and just enveloped the bright stars of that constella-
tion. Its north margin passed V south of Beta Orionis, and
Its south margin nearly reached Epsilon Leporis. Farther
west the north margin reached 1° or more above Alpha Ceti,—
from which star the band passed far westward, irregular and
less brilliant, but in the same circle and of about the same
breadth. About 8 o'clock it all became temporarily faint. At
lOh 15™ both margins remained, in general situation as before,
and also the eastern extremity nearly or exactly, and appar-
ently also the western extremity, which faded out at about the
distance of Andromeda. Thus the arch was about 123° in
extent and 11° in breadth, conforming substantially in these
respects with the similar arch of 1870. At the time of last
observation the band was equally brilliant as at first, but clouds
rapidly formed and covered it from sight.

Pi,n *^i T^^
^^^"^^ and accurate observer, B. V. Marsh, Esq., of

rbiladelphia, among other observations, has obliginglv commu-
nicated the following, made by himself at Haverford,''ten miles
west of that city :—

."Feb. 4th, 7h 20°' p. m. Brilliant crimson light in S.E.,
principally in Canis Maj. and Orion ; Sirius wa^ near the center
ot an exceedingly fiery patch, which extended some 0° or 6°
|)elow and eastward, and in the west joined another but little
le^ brilliant, enveloping the brightest part of Orion.

,

7h 23--7h 30-. Several crimson streamers in Canis Maj.
and Orion, with one crimson and white from the west, and one
laint white from the north, form a partial corona, which dissolved
before 7^ 35™.

7'> 55"". Yellowish white glow [continues] over N. and N.
^v especially the latter, involving the whole handle of the
i^ipper." Sirius still neariy central in large patch of crimson,

extending 5° to 10° below, and about the same distance
roward the E., connecting in S.W. with another at about the

^^®jevel under Orion. Crimson less splendid than at 7" 20°».

Uni* 1 ^ ^^^^s ^aj- and Orion still enveloped in crimson
"gQt, higher than at 7*' 55"". Sirius still in brightest part.
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10" 20'". Crimson in S.E., S., and S.W.—especially in

Canis Maj. and lower half of Orion,—extending 10° to 20' E.

of Sinus, which was stUl in brightest part. Upper margin per-

haps 10° N. of Sinus—lower as much S. of it."

Respecting this same aurora, Prof C. G. Rockwood of

Bowdoin College, obligingly communicates, among other things,

the following:

—

''On the evening of Feb. 4th, at Hudson, I saw it first a

little before 7 P. M., being a brilliant patch of red hght in the

S.E. It was of irregular shape, the brighest part being about

over the three stars Alpha, Beta and Gamma Leporis—say in

A.R 82° Dec. —20°, and extending with a variable breadth, like

a bank of colors, toward and over the triangle formed by Delta,

Epsilon and Eta Canis Maj.—sav across a point in A. R 105°,

Dec. -28°. At 7 P. M. there were visible two or three faint

white streamers stretching far ':p toward the zenith and resting

upon the red as a base. The i jd mass continued visible, though

varying in intervals, until alter 1 1 o'clock. At ll** 30" P. M.

it had faded away.
I had given up all hope of any parallax, from the remarkable

fact that the red patch retained the same position among the stars

all the evening, moving with them from west to east. Proi-

Brackett, who observed the phenomenon here [Bowdoin Coll.,

lat. 43° 54' long. 69° 57'], noticed the same thing."

In addition to the foregoing. Assistant Arthur Searle of Harv-

ard ColL Observatory, has obligingly communicated the tol-

lowing

:

"The red southern arch of Feb. 4 was very ill defined.

I have the following notes :
' At 6"" 25'" P. M. reddish hght

diffused from below Orion to square of Pegasus' [90° extent];

at 7'' 35™ band in the south nearly white, covering most ot

Canis Major. Mr. Trouvelot, observing here, made the following

notes :
' At 8^ 15™ p. m., arch dark purple, about 8° or 10° wide

where it was broadest ; its northern edge nearly reaching the

nebula of Orion, very vaporous and ill defined.' At S** 40 it

just reached the Orion nebula. At 10'' 50'° lower than before,

and almost exactly resembling in form the pale arch in the

north, as if it were a reflection of it." . .

The problem relative to actual height in the early eveningis

somewhat rejractm-y. The displacement of the zone, measurea

in a direction across itself, appears to have been
the station of Hudson and that of Haverford, 17S _

28i° W. from it,—and 5i° between New Haven and the same,

being 158| miles, S. 54° W. These give, consistently, 10 ana

7i° of parallax in the azimuthal planes. An extraordinary

height would seem to be indicated by the foregoing, d^'

specific results cannot be attempted at this point.
r^ f nx

This anrora was observed with the spectroscope by Protesso
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Brackett of Bowdoin College. He obtained tivo lines in the

white aurora, one of which was wanting in the red. Prof. Geo.

F. Barker, of Yale University, has obligingly furnished the Ibl-

!; observations of his own :

IS observed with the spectroscope about 8

Three bands were then plainly visible, two of them
quite sharply defined. The least refrangible of these was the

well-known red line, first observed by Zollner, On measure-

ment, it gave a wave-length of 623 millionths of a millimeter.

The second in order was the bright line of wave-length 657, as

given by Angstrom. The third was a nebulous band slightly

more refrangible. Mr. C. S. Hastings informs me that at seven

o'clock he was able to detect five lines in the auroral spectrum.

Beside the three above mentioned, there were two others more
refrangible. These were, however, too feeble for measurement.

The white auroral cloud which lay for a time beneath the

western end of the fiery red tract, and the white streamers

which shot up from the north, aflbrded a similar spectrum, but
without the red line."

The illustrated British journal "Nature" is our authority

for the statement that this display was very brilliant over all

England and Ireland ; also in France, Turkey and Egypt. A
telegram from Alexandria is therein quoted, as saying that a

large space of the sky was seen illuminated at that place for

five hours. Varying descriptions by different observers abound
in the same journal, and are very glowing ; but nothing new
appears beyond the splendor, variety and duration, unparalleled
for those parts. In several instances the green and red lines of

the spectrum were recognized, and in some instances blue also.

Red is mentioned as the prevailing color of the auroral clouds
and sometimes of the streamers ; and the illumination at times

was so great that large print could be read by it. The dipping
needle also was disturbed, in advance of the visible phenomena,
and changed all the way from 56'' to 45°. The splendor was
visible in the bright twilight of sunset, and continued bright

from 5 o'clock p. m., until about 10 o'clock.

The same phenomena were witnessed at Eome in Italy, as

we learn from the " Bulletino Meteorologico." At 5*" 47™ p. M.

they were visible in the twilight, first in the N. and N.Pl, but
soon after in the N.N.W., and then in an arch of light from K
to N. 60" W.; and a rosy light also, beginning in the N.W.,
spread over the entire heaVens. The vellow light gave, iii the

spectroscope, one greenish-vellow line, and the red columns
gave a red line. At 7 o'clock festoons of light passed the

zenith, and appeared at the Pleiades and in Orion. At 7'' 7"

the corona first formed by rays converging to Aldebaran ;
and,

at ^i\ a luminous cloud-zone, normal to the meridian, moved
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from north to south, but became merged in a vivid purple radi-

ance diffused over the whole sky, and streaked with yellow.

At 7'' 55™ the point of convergence was at Alpha Orionis. The
whole reminded one of the vast cupola of St. Peters. The
apex was and continued at the magnetic pole. About 9

o'clock the illumination became languid, and only remained as

a homogeneous rosy radiance from N.E. to N.W. At 10

o'clock this revived somewhat, but disappeared entirely at half-

past three in the morning. There were great magnetic disturb-

ances, occasioned by strong electric currents along the wires.

Telegraphic communications from Modica and Palermo gave

information that the display was seen in Sicily.

The Cologne Gazette of Feb. 9th contains a complete and

vivid description of the appearances in that part of Germany.
Beginning at 5^ P. M. in the east, in appearance like a reflec-

tion of the western twilight, it was attended, after some min-

utes, by a reddish bnghtness in the west, and banks of green

light in the southeast which soon faded, excepting a bright

border to the south. Toward 6 o'clock streamers arising dis-

closed the unmistakable auroral character. The masses be-

came more richly and sharply grouped, and at 6*''26"' a corona

was formed. Nothing was then in the N. for 20° of altitude

;

but, in the S.S.E., a dark gray bank of mist, never before seen

in the south, culminated in the south magnetic meridian at 30°

altitude. Canis Maj. shined through it, and a green shimmer-

ing border formed its upper boundary. Above it there was

white light passing into bright red crossed with streamers. In

the S.E., under the Pleiades, ^^^ above the horizon, rested its

center—in form as a dark circle six to ten moons in diameter,

and rays from it on every side,— short to the S., moderately

long to the N., long and rich to the east and west. This corona

stood five minutes, then was gone ; but after five minutes it

produced itself with yet greater splendor. Again it formed

complete at 6^ 37°'—beautiful to the east, while to the west two

mighty red streamers wonderfully enclosed a ruby red space,

like a sunken ground, which streamed on nearly in a true hne

almost to the western horizon. This faded in a few minutes.

Just about 7 o'clock a third corona formed, with pale and deh-

cately white rays, in a sky whose lower parts were occupied by

irregular luminous mists and streamers. When these were

gone they left behind, even so late as 10 o'clock, a weakly shin-

ing phosphorescent mist, which showed the bright stars through.

The display was an utter novelty in the region, in these par-

ticulars : 1st, the formation and aspects in the east and west at

the outset ; 2d, in the three coronas,—of which sort of deve -

opment never one had been witnessed before ; 3d, in the darK

disc m the south, instead of the north, as usual. Unfortunately
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science is helpless with reference to these phenomena, because,

in these parts (!)
" people are more disposed to wonder at the

auroras than to observe them." The telegraph reports these

appearances in Silesia, Posen, Western Prussia, and in Paris,

with much disturbance of the wires,—also at Alexandria, over

all the skj, for five hours,—and at Constantinople at lOJ
o'clock, at least, and till 1^ o'clock in the morning. At" Car-

diff the same was spoken of, as in the zenith, with an elliptical

corona of silvery blue streamers toward the north, the east,

and the west.

At Cologne Dr. Schellen observed the spectrum for two
hours, with three differently constructed instruments. It

agreed essentially throughout with that of October, 1870, by
Prof Zollner, described in Schellen's "Spectrale-Analyse,"

2d ed., p. 597. The intense green, 1474 K, was seen in every

direction,—the same as in the corona of solar eclipses, and in

the zodiacal light, but never identified with a spectrum line of

any terrestrial substance. Two dark and apparently absorp-

tive lines were also seen traversing a continuous white band.

Transiently and but once a red line appeared in the spectrum
of the east only ; and not then unless the instrument was so

turned as to lose the green. When observed, about 8 o'clock,

the magnetic needle was much disturbed ; and the telegraph

operated with great difficulty or interruption.

It is worth noticing in the foregoing account, and in certam

other foreign descriptions, that the aurora of October, 1870, is

referred to as a parallel, in its main characteristics, with this of

1872. Also that this last is spoken of as unequalled in vari-

ety and completeness, even by the great displays of 1831-36.

In these respects, however, there appears little, if anything, to

exceed, either in scope or magnificence, a few which the writer

has witnessed in northern New England and even here, at

times—excepting onlv the peculiar and novel soutli develop-

ments. But, although in a difi'erent mode of manifestation,

the phenomena of 1870 and 1872 were, evidently and equally ^
real and grand an anomaly to the other continent as, in a dif-

ferent way, they have been to our own.
. ,

But the fact of a sympathy, and even of a oneness, in and

between the distant manifestations is not purely conjectural As

^ illustration. Professor E. T. Quimby of Dartmouth College,

New Hampshire, in this instance, observed the magnetic nee-

dle during much of the day of February 4th. His chart of the

curve of disturbance is in possession of Prof H. A. Newton,
who has brou^^ht it to the writer's notice. It manifests a sur-

prising amount of disturbance—beginning, in a marked degree

at 10 o'clock A. M. The north end of the needle then pointed

13 east of the normal variation. In eleven minutes the varui-
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tion had increased to 50', where it remained unsteadily for six

minutes, and thereafter advanced to 65' increase at'lC 20".

Eesting about at this four minutes, it suddenly reached an
an eastern variation of 93', and, at lO** 26"^, of 118'. Dechning
back however, in 1™ to 62', it kept traversing, through a range
of 10', at about that average till lO*' 85"°, when observation was
suspended an hour and eighteen minutes. On renewed obser-

vation, at ll*" 58™, the same was found at 138' eastern devia-

tion. It started on in If™ to 173', and so traversed till just

before noon. At I*" before 12 o'clock it started on to 193', and
traversing through a back and forward range of 18', advanced,
at 12'^ 6"^ p. M., to 313', and, at 12^ 7"", to 823'. At this instant

the north end of the needle—which has. normally, 11° of decli-

nation W. at that localitv (Hanover)—had varied to its east-

ward extreme, and to the unwonted extent of 5° 23'. It

deserves notice that it was but a few minutes after this maxi-

mum in absolute time, that the phenomenon was observed to be

established in England and at Cologne, and probably it had be-

come established in fact before it. From this extreme the needle

fell back 30' in less than five minutes, and began, three min-

utes still later, to fall back yet more, and, at 12" 201"". '

"

" edto: . 12" 22i". It found a

second minimum of 83' at 12" 28™, and a third of 53' at 12"

371™, and a maximum of between 293' at 12" 35f™ It grad-

ually came to a normal position at 2 o'clock, and in after

instances deviated to the west The extreme western devia-

tion was 17' at 3" ; but at 9", and for a quarter of an hour later,

the deviations were east, about 48'. It will be seen from the

above that there were three epochs of extreme and sudden

deviation followed by as many of sudden change back again,--

that the extreme fluctuation was 5° 40' in three hours time, and

that the violent disturbance preceded the visible, although per-

haps not the actual, phenomena.
Reverting, in conclusion, to the enquiry concerning the

actual height of the zone of 1872, although the early observa-

tions at Hudson, New Haven, and Haverford, as already admit-

ted, are not favorable for its determination, yet it is evident, on

a review of all the observations, that at the two places la?t

named the very latest are so nearly coincident as to time, and

so favorable as to situation in azimuth and altitude, as to be

available for the object. In fact, having the distance between

those stations (158-7 miles) as a base, and the azimuth of the base

54 W. of S. from New Haven, and the observed point of the

— - at the star Sirius, the parallax is found by measure-

t on the globe to be 9° 5'. The oblique azimuthal angle at

r Haven is found 36° 40', and the corresponding zenith dis-

e 65° 10', and the zenith distance at Haverford 57° 28.
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The computed result is, rigorously, 352-25 miles of height

above the earth's surface. The distances of the point observed

from the two stations were respectively 720-08 miles and 600-31

miles. This ascertained height, like the same found for the

similar zone of 1870 (339 miles), is, no doubt, extraordinary

;

but, considering the novelty of these zones in other particulars,

and the now more advanced state of knowledge respecting

auroras, it is less surprising than were the several far lower

heights deduced by the author from observations in 1835

and 1836, but received then and for a time with incredulity.*

The great circle of the zone of 1870 is cut by the great circle of

the zone of 1872 in A. E. 77° and S. Dec. 14^°, and at the cor-

responding opposite point ; but the latter is inclined to the for-

mer 24° north.

seum of Yale College. No. X^i.—Recent
Mfjlluacan Fauna of New England and the adjacent wati

with notes on other species ; by A. E. Verhill.

[Coutinued from page 209.]

Spiralis balea (Moll, sp.) =Heterofusus halea Morch ;
Binn

= Spiralis Gouldii Stirapson.

Heterofusus Alexandri Y. =H. Fkmingii Bim\ey (non aut

Taonus pavo Stp. — Loligopsis pavo Fer. and D'Orb. ;
Bini

(description) ==i>o%o pavo Les. ; but not the figure (pi. xx
which is an Ommastrejyhes {? 0. illecehrosa).

Ommastrephes illecehrosa (Les. sp.) = 0. sgiltatus Bun

(description), but not the figure (pi. xxv, fig. 340), which

Loligo {f L. Pealii, female).

Loligo = Ommastrephes Bartramii Binnev (non Les. sp.). J

figure (pi. XXV, fig. 339), represents a Loligo, but does not sh

the long tentacular arms.

De8criptio7i8 of Genera and Species.

Scrjlaria angulata Say, Amer. Conch., 1831, - ^S: 7/"//^''

Kiener, 1838.

Say described this species as a doubtful variety of M '"•

under the above name, which should, therefore, be au.
;

instead of Kieuer's.

Acirsa borealis Morcb (Beck sp.).

Shell white or pale flesh-color, elongated, turreted, a.

Whorls ten, convex, with numerous revolving strite
;

tlie n^
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whorls with slight transverse undulations or faint costs, which
are wanting on the lower ones ; last whorl slightly carinated.
Aperture roundish, effuse and slightly angulated in front.

Length about '75 of an inch ; diameter -28.

Eastport, Me., shelly bottoms, 10 to 40 fathoms, dead shells

frequent, rarely living,—A. E V. and S. I. Smith.

Lunatia heros^ var. triseriata.

Since there are no positive characters by which the Natka
triseriata Say can be distinguished from heros, except the color,

—a character well known to be very unreliable in this family,

—I have for several years suspected that the two forms Avere

but varieties of one species. The size and outlines are gene-

rally described as different, but the shape varies in both, pass-

ing through the same series of forms, while specimens of the

triseriata type, although usually smaller, are sometimes found
as large as^the full-grown heros.

This view was fully confirmed two years ago at Eastport, by
breaking up large and characteristic specimens of L. heros, when
in one such specimen the inner whorls were found to have the

distinct color markings of the triseriata. This specimen was a

well-marked triseriata until half-grown, when it changed to

_

The two varieties are associated and have the same range, be-

ing common everywhere on sandy shores from the Gulf of St

Lawrence to Cape Hatteras, and probably farther south.

Aclis polita v., sp. nov. Plate vi, figure 5.

Shell white, elongated, regularly tapering, slender, acute.

W horls thirteen or more, convex, rounded, scarcely flattened

;

surface smooth, polished, shining, with faint or scarcely distinct

striae of growth. Aperture broad oval ; outer lip sharp, slightly

effuse; columella slightly curved, without a fold. Length -33

of an inch
; breadth -08.

"

^
Eastport Harbor, 20 fathoms, shelly bottom. Only one per-

fect specimen was obtained.—Exp. 1864, A. E. Verrill and S.

I Smith.
^

Turbonilla ekgans V., sp. nov. Plate vi, fig. 4.

h, elongated, mo<
well rounded, not distinctly :

suture rather deeply impressed; surface somewhat lustroos,

with numerous rounded vertical costs?, narrower than the

concave interspaces, fading out below the middle of the last

whorl
;
and with numerous fine revolving grooves, which are

interrupted on the costse, but distinct in the intervals ; on the

upper whorls there are about five; and on the lower half of the

last whorl usually five or six distinct and continuous ones.
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Aperture broad oval, anteriorly rounded and slightly effuse;

outer lip thin, sharp ; columella nearly straight at base within,

shghtly revolute outwardly, regularly curved anteriorly where

it joins the outer lip, and not forming an angle with it. The

epidermis is thin, light yellow, sometimes with a darker, yellow-

ish revolving band on the middle of the last whorls, and also

with the revolving striae darker.

Length -22
; breadth -07 of an inch.

Several living specimens were dredged in Vineyard Sound,

in 8 to 10 fathoms, shelly bottom,—A. E. Verrill and S. I.

Smith (on U. S. Fish Commission).

This species is allied to T. interrupta.* but is less slender imd

has the whorls more rounded. The sculpture is nearly the

Stylifer Stimpsonii Y., sp. nov.

Shell white, short, swollen, broad oval ; spire short, ]-apidly

enlarging. Whorls four or five, the last one forming a large

part of the shell ; convex, rounded, with the suture iinpi;essed,

surface smooth, or with very faint striae of growth ;
a slightly

impressed revolving line just below the suture. Aperture large

and broad. Length about '15 of an inch ;
breadth •12. I have

seen no specimens with the aperture perfect.

Off the coast of New Jersey, on a bank in 32 fathoms, para-

sitic on Euryechinus Drohachiensis V.,—Capt. Gedney.

(kaim costaium V. Plate VI, fig. 6.

C<mim Cooperi Smith, Annals Lyceum Nat. History, vol. ix, p. 394, fig. 3. 1870,

(nou Carpenter).

Mr. Sanderson Smith has described and figured this shell m
a later stage of growth than the one here figured. In my hg-

ure the longitudinal costae are, by an error, not so distinctiy

brought out as they should be, and the annular grooves m the

depressions are too distinct.

In the adolescent stage of growth this species enlarges rather

rapidly, and has 12 or 13, distinct, elevated, rounded costa?, nar-

rower than the intervals between; the circular grooves are

numerous, unequal, interrupted over the cost®, and bn.;

toward the aperture. The aperture is rounded withm ;
its :

"'" ' ' ally stellated by the costae.

«,.„,,,! « +^ in f..tl.nm«— A. E. v.; ban!;;

Elysiella, gen. nov.

Allied to Elysia and Placobranclms. Head rounded, with

two short, obtuse tentacles ; eyes sessile behind the bases of tlie

tentacles, on the neck. Lateral lobes united behmd, rounded
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and separate in front, and raised from the back, leaving a
cavity beneath for respiration. Blood vessels, commencing in

the anterior part of the back, extend backward, forking and
diverging, in the area enclosed by the lateral lobes.

This genus differs from Placohranchiit and Elysia in having
the lateral lobes united together posteriorly over the hack, so

that the respiratory cavitv partially enclosed by them is closed
behind.

, figures 5, 5^

Gould, Invert, of Mass., 2iid ed., p. 256,

This species is well described by Dr. Gould, but the figure is

incorrect in representing the lateral lobes as separate poste-

riorly,—perhaps a theoretical mistake on the part of the artist

It is cominon adhering to eel-grass in harbors and estuaries

from^ Boston to New Jersey; Great Egg Harbor,—A. B. V.

and S. I. Smith ; New Haven, Conn., and Wood's Hole, Mass.,—S. I. Smith.
It often floats with the bottom of the foot at the surface of

the water,

Styliola vitrea V., sp. nov. Plate VI, figure 7.

Shell smooth, polished, diaphanous, almost glassy, long coni-

cal, rather slender, slightly curved toward the acute apex.

Animal white
; swimming organs obovate, with the end broadly

rounded, and bearing the slender tapering tentacles near the

middle of the anterior edge ; intermediate lobe short, rounded

Length of shell 46 ; diameter -08 of an inch.
This species was taken among Salpce^ off Gay Head, Martha's

Vineyard, in the afternoon, Sept. 9th, 1871,—Dr. A. S. Pack-

ard and A. E. Yerrill.

Ensatella Americana (Gould sp.)
Solen emis of American authors, not of Linn^us.
In addition to the differences in the shells of the American

and European species, noticed by Gould and others, there are,

apparently, still more marked differences in the soft parts, to

judge from the figures and descriptions of the ensis of Europe.
In our species, when full grown, the siphonal tubes protrude

an inch or more and are united for about half their length, be-

yond which they are round and divergent, subequal. Both
orifaces are surrounded by a similar circle of numerous papiH®.
ot three sizes

; the larger ones are enlarged in the middle, acute

at tips with a large black spot on each side of the base ;
alternate

with these are somewhat smaller ones of the same form and
with similar basal spots ; alternating with the primary and sec-
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ondary ones are small tapering papillae, less than half the length

of the longest ; numerous slender tapering papillae are also scat-

tered irregularly over the sides of the free portions of both

tubes, in some cases in irregular rows of four to six, while on

the ventral side of the branchial tube two rows of alternating

papillaj extend along the whole length of the siphon. The

mantle is open ventrally for more than half its length
;
the pos-

terior portion of the opening has small conical papillae along its

margin. Foot long ; the end bulbous, obliquely truncated and

beveled laterally.

Periphma papyracea Y. Plate Vll, figs. 1, 1% I''
;
ph Vlli, fig. 1.

AnaMnavapyracea Say; Gonld, Invert. Mass., 2nd ed., p. 67, flg. 382.

An examination of the soft parts of this species (pi. viii, fig.

1) shows that it is very different from Anaiina, and agrees

closely with Periphma, with which the shell also agrees well.

The siphonal tubes are separate from the base, slender, sub-

equal; the orifices are both surrounded by a simple row ot

small papilla. One pair of gills, with a well-marked longitu-

dinal fold on the dorsal side posteriorly. Palpi with the ante-

rior and ventral margin thickened, revolute, and strongly stri-

ated transversely, the ends prolonged and rolled into a point

posteriorly. Mantle with thickened margins, united except at

the small antero-ventral opening for the foot.
, .

supported beneath by two slender brace-]
,. i .

valves ; in larger shells one of these usually becomes obsolete.

This species occurs from New Jersey to Labrador.

Angulus modestus V., sp. nov. Plate VI, figures 2, 2^

Shell smooth, shining, more or less iridescent, with very fine

concentric strise. Form similar to that of A. tener, but more ob-

long and with the anterior dorsal margin nearly straight or even

slightly concave ; the beaks are at about the posterior third and

scarcely prominent; the posterior end slopes rapidly, and is

subtruncate at the end ; the ventral margin is but slightly con-

vex in the middle, and sub-parallel with the dorsal margin.

The shell is often a little thickened and firmer than in A tener,

but is sometimes as thin. Color pink, light straw-color or

white; often banded concentrically with these colors ine

binge margin is stouter and the teeth stronger than m^. tm^,

and different in relative size and proportions, as may be seen

by comparing the figure (pi. vii, fig. D with that ot^- ^''^^

(fig. 2) magu^ified to the same extent. The ligament plate is

'J
ThtTpecies occurred sparingly in

"^i%^^V^and^s'''l^
Buzzard's Bay, in 6-10 fathoms, sand,—A. E. V. and ^ j^

Smith
; it has also been found in Long Island bound, off ^ew

Haven, 4^-5 fath., mud,—A. E. V.
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Gastranella v., gen. nov.

Shell oblong, more or less irregular, and sometimes with
the ventral margm inflexed

;
pallial sinus large

; ligament exter-
nal, elongated. Right valve with two small cardinal teeth

; the
posterior one thm, directed obliquelv backward. Left valve
with two cardinal teeth

; the posterior one stout, bilobed ; the
antenor one smaller. No distinct lateral teeth. Animal with
long slender, separate siphonal tubes, with a simple circle of
papillae at the ends

; mantle well open anteriorly ; foot ligulate.
Ihe curious httle shell for which this genus is constituted appar-
ently resembles Gastrana more than any other described genus.

Gastranella iumida V., sp. nov. Plate vi, figures 3, 3^.

Shell small, variable in form, swollen above, more or less elon-

gated oval, or oblong, with rounded ends, compressed pos-
tenorly. The beaks are rounded, somewhat prominent, incurved
but not approximate, and directed somewhat forward ; the ante-
rior dorsal margin is deeply concave in front of the beaks, but
without a distinct lunule, at the anterior end regularly rounded or

a little prolonged, compressed
; ventral margin slightly convex,

or nearly straight and sub-parallel with the dorsal margin, or

mcuijed, m the different specimens
;

posterior end broadly
rounded m some, decidedly prolonged in others ; dorsal poste-

rior margin usually nearly straight for at least half its length,
sometimes a little convex and gradually sloping throughout
feuriace with fine, somewhat irregular, concentric stride, slightly

iridescent. Color white, with the umboes purple. Long Island
bound, near New Haven, 4-6 fathoms, shelly and gravelly bot-

tom, among hydroids and sponges,—A. E. Verrill.
This species appears to be a "nestler," and quite variable in

form. About 20 specimens were obtained, of different sizes

;

one of the largest, which may not be mature is 18 of an inch
long, -09 high and about the same in thickness.

Turtonia nitida V. Plate vii, figures 4, 4a.

Tarlmiia mmuta Gould, 2d ed., p. 85, fig. 395 (not of European authors).

The American specimens of this shell differ so widely in

form and especially in the structure of the hinge, from all the

Hiuropean specimens with which 1 have compared them, as well

as from the descriptions and figures, that I cannot regard them
as identical. Dr. Gould has well defined the form and exter-
nal characters of our shell. The much enlarged figure of

the interior, which is now given, illustrates the structure of the

hmge better than any description could. I have seen no Euro-
pean specimens so elongated in form as the American examples
seen by me invariably are, but depend lesson the external form
tnan on the structure of the hinge for distinguishing them.
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Grassina latisulca Hanley, Recent Bivalve SheUs, p. 87, pi. 14, fig. 35, 1843.

This is by far the most abundant species on the northern

coast of New England. It ranges from Cape Cod to Labrador.

In the Bay of Fundy it is very abundant at all depths, from

3 to 125 fathoms, on muddy bottoms. It varies greatly in form

and sculpture, but can easily be recognized in all its varieties,

by any one familiar with the species of this genus. The beaks

are less prominent and the lunule less deeply excavated than

in A. sulcata, and other differences exist in the hinge, etc.

The figure in the new edition of Gould (fig. 432) is not charac-

teristic, having been made from an old eroded specimen, of

unusual, if not abnormal, form.

Astarte lens Stimpson, MSS.
Astarte crebricostata Gould, 2d ed., p. 126, fig. 440 (non Forbes).

This species is very well described and figured in the work

referred to. It is unquestionably distinct from the A. crebricostata

of Europe. It occurs associated with the preceding species m
Eastport Harbor and the Bay of Fundy on soft muddy bot-

toms in 20 to 130 fathoms. This, however, is much more com-

mon at 100 fathoms and below, being by no means abundant at

20-30 fathoms, where the former occurs in the greatest profusion.

The two species, although somewhat similar, are easily recog-

nized. This is more compressed, more rounded, lighter and

brighter yellowish in color, and generally has much more numer-

ous and regular undulations. The hinge is also quite different.

Astarte quadrans Gould, 1st ed., p. 81 ; 2d ed., p. 123, fig. 434.

Astarte Portlandica Mighels, Boston Jour. Nat. Hist., iv, 320, 345, PL 16, fig. 2.

Among the specimens dredged in Eastport Harbor are some

that agree with the original Pm-tlandica, in color, form, and

size, while other specimens are intermediate between these and

the typical quadrans, so that a complete seiies can be formed

connecting the two varieties together. Differences of the same

kind and equally great occur in other species of Astarte.

Cryptodon obesus Y., sp. nov. PI. Vii, fig. 2.

Shell white, irregularly and rather coarsely concentncally

striated, much swollen in the middle ; the transverse diameter

nearly equal to the length ; the height considerably exceeding

the length. The beaks are prolonged and turned strongly to the

anterior side. The lunular area is rather large and sunken,

somewhat flat, in some cases separated by a slight iidge into an

mner and an outer portion. Anterior border with a prominent

rounded angle; ventral margin prolonged and rounded in the

middle
; posterior side with two strongly developed flexures,
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separated by deep grooves. Interior of shell with radiating

grooves, most conspicuous toward the ventral edge.

Length of the largest specimen -60 of an inch ; height -72

;

thickness •52. The smaller specimens have about the same

proportions.

Off No-man's Land, in 19 fathoms, muddy bottom,—A. E. V.

and Dr. A. S. Packard ; Labrador,—Dr. Packard.

Six single valves, some of them quite fresh, were obtained off

No-man's Land at several ditferent localities. They were all

right valves, and the smallest w^as -50 of an inch in height. The

specimen from Labrador agrees nearly in form and structure,

and is only -23 i ght and -20 in length.

This species appears to be more nearly related to C. Jlexuc

ope than
ntermediate between

"
;
from the spec^

Oouldii, The European species is nearly

'
* ^ " • foj-m; but

vhich I have had opportunities to

ine, the three'forms ought to be kept distinct. C. GouUii

is common in Eastport Harbor, and occurs sparingly in Buz-

zard's Bay and Vineyard Sound. It is a thinner and more

delicate shell, more rounded, relatively much longer, and is

seldom more than '25 to -30 of an inch in breadth.

Anomm glabra V.
Anomia ephippium (pars) Linn. ; Gould and most American authors.

A. electrica Binney, in Gould, 2d ed., p. 205, fig. 499 {iu>a Liun.).

" Pennsylvania." He, therefore, doubtless includ
mon southern Anomia under that name, but it appears to oe

quite distinct from the common European species. Its range is

quite southern. It is very abundant everywhere from Cape

(Jod to Florida, but north of Cape Cod it is rare. Although occa-

sionally found as far north as Nova Scotia, I have never met

with it at Eastport or in the Bay of Fundy, where it is replaced

by the typical A. aculeata and its squamose variety.

Glandula arenicola Y., sp. nov.

Body sub-globular, rather higher than broad, the whole sur-

face covered with grains of sand forming a continuous layer.

When the sand is removed the surface of the test is reticulately

wrinkled and pitted, not furnished with fibres, except at base.

where there are a few long, slender, thread-like, white ones.

Tubes tei-minal, near together, in the alcoholic specimen short,

forming low verrucae, swollen at base, the ends a little prominent

and naked. Apertures square, with four small lobes. 10^

test IS tough and opaque. Height -45
; breadth -35 of an mcD.
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Molgula pellucida Y. Plate vili, figure 2.

Body sub-globular with a smooth, thin, pellucid test Tubes
terminal, contiguous, much swollen at base, long, divergent,

tapering, reticulated within by longitudinal and circular white
lines (muscular fibers). Branchial aperture with six small

papillae. Intestine conspicuously visible through the test;

stomach covered by deep orange-colored hepatic glands. Ova-
ries large, whitish. Color of test, pale hyaline bluish ; tubes
toward the ends, dull neutral tint

Diameter of the largest specimens about 1 inch.

Mass. Bav,—L. Agassiz; Long Island,—Coll. Peabodv Acad-
emy of Science ; Bird Shoal near Beaufort, N. C.,—Dr H. C.

Mr. Binney has published characteristic colored figures of
this species under the name of M. produda Stimp., which is a
very different, sand-covered species, (plate viii, fig. 6).

Eiujyra glutinans V.
Cynthia glutinans M6U., Naturh. Tidsskrift, iv, p. 94, 1842.

Several specimens from Greenland, which I have had oppor-
tunity to examine, were sent by Dr. Chr. Liitken to Dr. A. S.

Packard as Moller's species, and agree well with his description.

These are subglobular, -20 to -35 of an inch in diameter, with
a thin translucent test, covered with fine sand, which adheres
to very slender and delicate fibers which thickly cover the
whole 'surface, but are longer and more numerous below, those
of the base being as long as the diameter of the body arid bear-

ing grains of sand along their whole length. The tubes are

naked and entirely retractile, connected by a thickened ridge

surrounding their bases. The branchial aperture is six-lobed
;

Ae anal is square. It is more nearly allied to E. pilularis V.
than to any other American species.

Ascidiopsis complanata V., gen. nov. Plate vili, fig. 8.

Ascidia complanata Fabr. ; VerrUl, this Journal, i, p. 98, fig. 11, 1871.

Asadia caOosa Stimp., Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. iv, p. 228, 1852.

The remarkable and complex structure of the gill in this

species seems to require its separation as a distinct genus. A
small portion of the gill is represented in the figure, much en-

larged

Alcyonidium ramosum Verrill, sp. nov. Plate Vlii, fig. 10.

Much branched, when full grown ; the branches irregularly

dichotomus, usually crooked. Surface glabrous, smooth, or
Tiearly so, the cells "rather small and crowded ;

zooids with six-

we^ slender tentacles. Color ashy brown, or dull rusty brown.

Diameter of branches mostly '20 to '25 of an inch. Height
10 to 15 inches.

'

Am- Jocr. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. UI, Na 16.-Apkil, WTO.
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Oflf South-end, near New Haven, 1-4 fathoms, commou,

—A. E. y. ; Vineyard Sound, Mass. and Great Egg Harbor.

N. J.,—A. E. V, and S. I. Smith.

Errata.—p. 210, for Mangdia cerinum, read Mangelia cerina.

Fiifure 1. Artaulus tener, enlarged 5 diameters ; 1 a, the same, i

Binney's Gould, by E. S. Morse).

" 3'. oZrlneUa Si'v." enlarged' l™^dkmeters; la^i

" 4. Turbonilla elegans Y., enlarged 5 diameters.
^' 5. Aclispolita v., enlarged 5 diameters.

" 7.' StylioJa vitrea V., enlarged 3 diameters.

Plate VIT,

Figure 1. Rriplamapapyrccea, left side, exterior view (from Binr

the ossicle in place, enlarged 8 diameters ; 1 &, ossi

enlarged 30 diameters.
" 2. Cryptodon obesus V., enlarged 3 diameters.

3. Modiola hamatw (young), from New Haven, enlarged n
. rr..........^ ........ ^ .r _..._.„ -. ., = . ^. .. enlarged 40 d

Art. XXXIX.—Discovery of the Dermal Smtes of Mosasauroid

Reptiles; by Professor O. C. Maesh.

The great abundance of Pythonomorpha in the Cretaceous

deposits of this country is rapidly affording- material for a lui

understanding of the structure of these peculiar reptiles, aboui

which, until recently, so little has been known. The explora-

tions of the Yale College party in Western Kansas, m lo'"'

first proved the existence of posterior limbs, in three of ttie
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genera * and the same party, during their investigations of the

past year in that region, have added several other important

facts,' one of which is, that these reptiles were protected by

osseous, dermal plates, a point of much interest in determining

their true affinities. An examination of a large number of

specimens has shown that this covering existed in Edesix)saurus,

Liodon, Holcodus and Clidastes, and hence there can be little

doubt that it was common to the entire group.

The plates were first observed in a specimen of Edestosaurus,

on which several were adhering to portions of the skull and

li.wrr jaws. A few of these were attached together, apparently

in liieir original position with reference to each other, thus

iiP Heating their natural arrangement. There were evidently at

least two or three kinds of scutes, and all of those preserved arc

essentially quadrilateral in form, the posterior margin l><inu llie

shortest. The lower surface is smooth. The up})er si-le l:a>

the margin more or less beveled, to admit an imbncato arran-v-

111 L^oneral, quite thin, but one shows that it was united by

<iitm-e. There are also indications of an imperfect articulation,

^miewhat like that seen in the plates of some species of

PaJ't'oniscus.

The exact arrangement of the scutes when in place is difficult

to ascertain from the limited number of specimens observed,

but a complex pattern was evidently produced by alternate rows

of scutes of different shape and size. In some places, the edges

overlapped in such a way as to bring three' thicknesses together.

Tlie position in which the plates were found would mdicate

that they were mainly from the lower part of the neck.

I AMiGctli of large scute of Edestosaurus,
\^ i'lth at anterior margin,

w ' f.F"
^''''^' '^^'^^"'

'greatest thickness, - -
-

beiicrth of small scute of Edestosaurus,

J^.iflth at anterior margin,..- -

** ii'th at posterior margin, -

* 'leatost thickness ? - - -

Ill the L'enus Liodon, the scutes are also imbricate, ami

'Vhat similar to those above described ;
but all observed f

'" he proportionallv smaller. Those found with ene spe
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so far as observed, resemble those of Liodon. In Clidastes, the

only scutes detected were some fragments adhering to the

caudal vertebrae of C. Wymani Marsh. They are very thin,

and quite smooth.

The various specimens examined in this investigation render

it probable that the cranium of these reptiles was not covered

with plates, but the body only, as in some of the Crocodilia.

The scutes are apparently different in each species, and hence

are important as a means of identification.

Yale CoUege, New Haven, March 5th, 1872.

Aet. XL.—J. New Method of Estimating the Sun's Mass and

Distance, hy means of the Heating Energy of Flames ; by PliNY

Eaele Chase, Professor of Physics in Haverford College.

miliar postulates, the following proposition :

The kinetic energy of dissociated water should be to the kmetK

energy of terrestrial revolution, as the mass of the earth is to the mass

of the sun ;

And the energy of hydrocarbons should he to the energy of dis-

sociated water, as elastic energy, under constant volume, is to elastic

energy under constant pressure.

As the proposition has obvious important bearings, I submit

to the readers of this Journal the following illustrations ot my

method.
Various experimenters have estimated the heating equiva-

lents of chemical combination, for hydrogen and other elemen-

tary and compound substances. The earlier estimates are very

discordant, but successive improvements in apparatus led to a

satisfactory approximation of results.

Molecular, as well as cosmical forces, being presumably cen-

tral, the hypothesis that chemical forces vary as gravitating en-

ergies does not seem unreasonable. Stephenson and Herscnei,

nearly a half century ago, spoke of our various forms ot tuei

as containing, within themselves, solar energies which had nee

stored up during the processes of organization. The ^^P^

ments, to which I have just referred, gave approximate measure-

ments of those energies, but I am not aware that any o^^' P"* i

vious to the appearance of my barometrical and magnetic

discussions,! attempted to show any direct and commensurawe

relation, between any forms of cosmical and molecular ^"^^^jf:,
^

In Muspratt's Chemistry, I find, among other estimates ot

} American Philosophical Society, Feb. 16, 1872.
^^^
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)ilbermann, Grassi, and Hess.

According to the" mean of their several results, one pound of

H, burned with eight pounds of 0, liberates enough heat to

lift the nine pounds of gaseous H^O in vacuo, feet.

If such a lift were accomplished, it would establish an oscilla-

tion, which would be perpetually sustained by terrestrial attrac-

tion and elastic rebound, if not counteracted by opposing

Let h= mean height of oscillating vapor (|x '—^ feet).*

m= mass of sun, in units of the earth's masa
d= mean distance of sun in units of earth's equatorial

radius =mean height of oscillating earth.

yo= 365d 5h 48'" 49^

yi= time of satellite revolution at earth's equatorial sur-

face = 2.jA
r= earth's equatorial radius (20,923,654 feet=mean of

Airy and Bessel.)

g= 32-08744

According to my hypothesis

h:rd::l:m.:m='^.

We have also, according to well known mechanical laws,

m= i^\ '^xd\ Solving the equations, we obtain the follow-

ing values (C), which I collate with the careful astronomical

estimates of Newcomb (N), and Stone (S).

C. N. S.

Mass of the sun, 330,260 326,800 329,000

Distance" " 92,639,500 m. 92,380,000 m. 91,945,000 ra.

If an elastic fluid is lifted above the earth s surface, subject

to the (nearly) constant pressure of gravity
;

The superficial pressure oc 1^-^^] •

And the volume oc (^^^

)

Therefore, under equal increments of heat,

vol. under const, press. : const, vol. X (r-fA)^ :
^'•

In the case of H,0, from the values already adduced, we

obtain ('*-i"-\'= 1-488. This corresponds, approximately, to

• My theoretical mean specific heat of H,0 being f.
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the experimental valuation adopted by Tjndall (1421), and is

virtually identical with the mean result of the experiments of

Dulong, and Favre and Silbermann, upon ether and olive oil

(1494 and 1495), as well as with the theoretical volumetric con-

densation of HgO (1'5).

If my postulates are admitted, the field which they open for

the verification of astronomical, thermal, electrical and chemi-

cal observations and experiments, seems unlimited. I have

already in view special researches pertaining to solar tempera-

ture, aethereal density, atomicity and valency, specific uud

latent heats, temperature of fusion, vaporization and dissocia-

tion, mixtures of gases and vapors, periods of planetary rota-

tion, terrestrial rigidity and tides.

Art. XLL— TTie Yellowstone National Park; by F. Y. Hayden.

With a Map.

In order that the Park, or reserval

limits the wonderful falls, hot springs, geysers, and other ob-

jects of interest mentioned in our preceding articles may he

more clearly uTiderstood by the readers of this Journal, we

have prepared a map expressly to show the Park with its sur-

roundings ; the scale is ten miles to an inch. The Report ot

the Committee on Public Lands, as well as the law itself, which

are appended to this article, will serve to explain the map in

general terms.

A glance at the map reveals to the reader the geographical

locality of one of the most beautiful lakes in the world, set like

an emerald among the mountains. It will be seen also that

the mountains that wall it in on every side, form one of the

most remarkable water-sheds on the continent. The snows

that fall upon their summits give origin to three of the largest

rivers in North America. On the north side are the sources

of the Yellowstone; on the west side those of the Three Forks

of the Missouri; on the southwest and south those of the

Snake river flowing into the Columbia and thence into the

Pacific Ocean, and those of Green river rushing southward to

join the great Colorado, and finally emptying into the Gulf ot

California ; while on the east are the numerous sources ot

Wind river. From whatever point of view we survey this

remarkable region, it is unsurpassed in interest.

On the' 18th of December, 1871, a bill was introduced into

the Senate of the United States, by- the Honorable S. C. P>"J-
eroy, to set apart a certain tract of land lying near the he;i'i-

waters of the Yellowstone river, as a public park. About the
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same time a similar bill was offered in the House of Represent-

atives, by Hon. Wm. H. Claggett, the delegate from Montana.

After due consideration in the Committee on Public Lands in

both Houses, the bill was reported favorably. In the Senate

it was ably advocated by Messrs. Pomeroy, Edmunds, Trum-

bull, and Anthony. In the House, the objects of the bill were

so clearly and forcibly set fortb in the remarks of Hon. H. L.

Dawes, that it was voted upon at once, and passed.

The above is a brief history of an event which marks an era

in the scientific progress of the country. That our legislators,

at a time when public opinion is so strong against appropriating

tlu: public domain for any purpose, however laudable, should

vrM'vve for the benefit and instruction of the people a tract of

•^uo square miles, is an act that should cause universal satis-

larrioii through the land. This noble deed may be regarded as

a tribute from our legislators to science, and the gratitude of

the nation, and of men of science in all parts of the world, is

line them for this munificent donation.

Mr. Bunnell, from the Committee on the Public Lands, made
tlu' following Report.

Tlie bill now before Congress has for its object the withdrawal

from settlement, occupancy, or sale, under the laws of the United

"States, a tract of land fifty-five by sixty-five miles, about the

M)ui(es of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers; and dedicates

and sets it apart as a great national park or pleasure ground for

the benefit and enjoyment of the people. The entire area com-

prised within the limits of th« reservation <

bill is not susceptible of cultivation \

and the ^\dnters would be too severe for stock-raising. W heneve

the altitude of the mountain districts exceeds 6,000 feet abov(

ti<le-wator, their settlement becomes problematical unless there an

vahiable mines to attract people. The entire area within th(

limits of the proposed reservation is over 0,000 feet in altitu<l<'

and the Yellowstone Lake, which occupies an area 15 by 22 milos

or .330 sqnarc miles, is 7,127 feet. The rauires of mountain'; tha

hem the valleys in on every side rise to tlie height of 10,('00 aiu

12,000 feet, and are covered with snow all the yoar. Tlu-e inouii

>^ or mil leruls of value will ever be found tli. IV Dui-riiuMli.-

hs of J une, July and August, the climate i^
^
pure and mo.t

tln^nn!J;i'leter frequTntiy sinks as low a< 20 .

f :uiv kind; Imt

Then' i< frost

n comparativelyviriontli of the vear This whole retrion was i

oudcal fimes" the scene of the most wo,„derful volcanic

spri..- and theityof'auy portion of our country. The hot

^-••s rrp,(-e„t the last staires—the vent^ or escape pipes—of

internal tun-es.
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of years for the cunning hand of nature to form. Persons are now
waiting for the spring to open to enter in and take possession of

these remarkable curiosities, to make merchandise of these heauti-

ful specimens, to fence in these rare wonders so as to charge vis-

itors a fee, as is now done at Niagara Falls, for the sight of that

which ought to be as free as the air or water.

In a few years this region will be a place of resort for all classes

of people from all portions of the world. The geysers of Iceland,

which have been objects of interest for the scientific men and

travelers of the entire world, sink into insignificance in compari-

son with the hot springs of the Yellowstone aud Fire-Hole Basins.

As a place of resort tor invalids it will not be excelled by any

portion of the world. If this bill fails to become a law this ses-

sion, the vandals who are now waiting to enter into this wonder-

land will, in a single season, despoil, beyond recovery, tliese

remarkable curiosities which have required all the cunning skill ot

nature thousands of years to prepare.

We have already shown that no portion of this tract can ever

be made available for agricultural or mining purposes. Even ii

the altitude and the climate would permit the country to be made

available, not over fifty square miles of the entire area could ever

be settled. The valleys are all narrow, hemmed in by high vol-

canic mountains like gigantic walls.

The withdrawal of this tract, therefore, for sale or settlement

takes nothing from the value of the public domain, and is no

pecuniary loss to the Government, but will be regarded by the

entire civilized world as a step of progress and an honor to Con-

gress and the nation.

DEPAETMEJfT OF THE InTEBIOE,

Washington, D. (7., January 29, 1872,

Sir : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your com-

munication of the 27th instant relative to the bill now pending m
the House of Representatives dedicating that tract of country

known as the Yellowstone Valley as a national park. ^ .

I hand you herewith the report of Dr. F. V. Hayden, United

States geologist, relative to said proposed reservation, and have

only to add that I fully concur in his recommendations, and trust

that the bill referred to may speedily become a law.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

C. DELANO, Secretary.

Hon. M. H. Dunnell, House of Representatives.
^

.,,

The committee therefore recommend the passage of the bin

without amendment.

An Act to set apart a certain tract of land lying near the head-

waters of the Yellowstone river as a public park.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives ''J

the United States' of America in Congress as.-^embled. That tH''

tract of land in the Territories of Montana and Wyominsr, Iv"'^'

near the head-waters of the Yellowstone river, and described as

follows, to wit, commencing at the junction of Gardiner's rnt'
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stone river, and running east to the meridian pass-

the eastward of the most eastern point of Yellow-
ce south along said meridian to the parallel of lat-

ssing ten miles south of the most southern point of Yellow-
ake ; thence West along said parallel to the meridian passing

niieen miles west oi the most western point of Madison lake

;

thence north along said meridian to the latitude of the junction
of the Yellowstone and Gardiner's rivers ; thence east to the place
of beginning ; is hereby reserved and withdrawn from settlement,

occupancy, or sale under the laws of the United States, and dedi-

cated and set apart as a public park or pleasuring-ground for the
benefit and enjoyment of the people ; and all persons who shall

locate or settle upon or occupy the same, or any part thereof, ex-

cept as hereinafter provided, shall be considered trespassers and
removed therefrom.

Skc. 2. That said public park shall be under the exclusive control
of the Secretary of the Interior, whose duty it shall be, as soon as

practicable, to make and publish such rules and regulations as he
may deem necessary or proper for the care and management of the
same. Such regulations shall provide for the preservation, from
injury or spoliation, of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curi-

osities, or wonders within said park, and their retention in their

natural condition. The Secretary may, in his discretion, grant
leases for building purposes, for terms not exceeding ten years, of
small parcels of ground, at such places in said park as shall require

the erection of buildings for the accommodation of visitors ; all of
the proceeds of said leases, and all other revenues that maybe
derived ti-ora any source connected with said park, to be expended
under his direction in the management of the same, and the con-

struction of roads and bridle-paths therein. He shall provide
against the wanton destmetion of the fish and game found within
said park, and against their capture or destruction for the pur-

poses of merchandise or profit. He shall also cause all persons

trespassing upon the same after the passage of this act to be
removed therefrom, and generally shall be authorized to take all

such measures as sliall be necessary or proper to fully carry out

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I Chemistry and Physics.

1- On the wave-lengths of Fraunhofer's ///^e.>f.—Ditscheixk
recomputed the values of the wave-lengths determined by hi

after again counting the lines upon his ruled plate of glass,

total breadth of the ruled surface was found to be 13-8765

nieters and the number of lines 3001. Ditscheiner's values,
the corresponding ones as determined by Angstrom and va
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Willigen, are given in the table below, which is taken from 1

paper. A comparison of the results of the measurements of th(

different observers, provided apparently with equally good inst

ments, will serve to show that the subject is by no means <

hausted, and that new series of determinations are required.

2489-4 453-49

254'7-2 449-86

445-40

443-45

.1-63 441 -48

^ 2854-7 431-12

2869-t 430-13

o 4-.>8-96
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The flook-

2. On the spectroscopic observation, of the rotation <>J
n,< x>u,.—

Ztii.LXKR uiul Vo(JKL htive siu'cee.led in applying Ww -iKctn.M-oj.r

to the moasuivmont of the velocity of the sun's ixtution. \w

llicDtli (.iMiiiif and Mil)<e'(pient days by Vogel and Lohse with

<'niiil.hte Mic.-css, the instrument employed being the reversion-

-iKctroscope of Zollner attached to the large refractor of the ob-

Hivatory at Bothkamp near Kiel. The slit of the spectroscope

Ns.'.s Hrst directed bv the aid of the clock-work to the receding

i<lue i)i the sun, and" the coincidence of the D lines ni the

jK-ipos^.d spectra eftccted with the utmost precis

work was then sto]>ped, and the moment of the disappoanince o

the second border of tlie sun observed. The non-comcKhnct' <>

the 1) lines at the second border was distinctly seen ni all Uu' <>l

servations. On June 10th the observafons were re])e;it(d with
:

highly dispersive spectroscope by Schroder, con^istm-- <>t ti\

diri-ct-vision ])risms and five other prisms arranged ni a cinli

<(= IsS-JirVralfu'r moL"^^^^^^^^ than F. The ''^'^-^''^^^y

tlie coincidence for the first border having been established. 15

measuring the amount of the displacement, Vogel found tor tn

motion of a point on the snn's equator a velocity ol 0-42
(^Tj^y"!^"

miU's piT second in one series of observations, and 0-.'35 miles

sicon/l >,.ric^s These velocities are -reater than those at prcsen
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consequence of its well-marked diehroism. Its formula is, in the

old notation employed by Rose, C02CI3 . 3XH3 + 2HO, which
maybe written -Go^Clg . GNHa-j-L^OHg, so that it is probably the

chloride of cobalt-hexamin. Erdmann lias described a correspond-

ing nitrite and Kttnzel a sulpliite ; both these salts probably be-

long to the same series. Hose does not state whether the chloride

unites with metallic chlorides to form salts. The light-green salt

formed at the same time is identical with the salt discovered by

Genth and Gibbs, and called by them praseo-cobalt. The exist-

ence of this body was denied by Braun. The salt forms beautiful

bright-green crystals, which dissolve in water with a pure green

color, which, however, soon passes to rose-red. Strong chlorhy-

dric acid precipitates chloride of purpureo-cobalt from the so-

lution. The formula of this salt is C0.CI3 . 4ls"H3+2H0 or

CogCle . SNHg-f 2eH2. It appears to be the chloride of the

tetramin (octamin) series, the hyposulphate of which was discov-

ered by Kunzel and has the formula, C02O3 . 4NH3 . 28^05 or

-Goa . 8N"H3 . S^Ojg. Rose does not state whether the chloride

combines or not with metallic chlorides, nor whether it yields

other salts by double decomposition.— Untersuchtoigen ueber am-

moniakalische Kohalt- Verbindungen von Dr. F. Rose. Heidel-

4. On some new salts of roseo-cohalt and luteo-cobalt.—K^oi.

has studied a number of interesting salts of roseo cobalt and luteo-

cobalt in the laboratory of Blomstrand. The iodosulphate of luteo-

cobalt, a yellow salt slightly soluble in hot and nearly insoluble m

cold water, has the formula €o2{NH3) ,212(804)3. By evapora-

tion with chlorhydric or nitric acid it yields the chloride or nitrate

ofluteo-cobalt. The corresponding chlorosulphate, €og(NH3),2
Cl2(S04)2-4-6aq, forms beautiful quadratic prisms, rarely octahe-

drons. Other salts of the same base have respectively the tor-

The salts of roseo-cobalt obtained were

:

€02(NH3),J,(SOJ*2+2aq
€o2(NH3),,b" a(SOJg-f2aq
-eo2(NH3),„Cl6-f2aq

€02(NH3),„{NO3)e-f2Hq
€o2(NH3),^Cl . SO4 . (S04NHJ'3

<^o.(NH3),„cvr^^'^+^-^

€o3(NH3),„|^^3^^3HgCl2

€o2(NH3),„Cl . (Vo2),+3 aq.
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They are not described in the letter from which this abstract is

taken ; the chloride and nitrate have long been known. The only

salts of parpureo-cobalt mentioned are the well-known chloride

and a chloroxalate, with the foraiula, €o2(NH3),oCl2(€20j2.

This last salt was obtained by precipitating the chloride by am-

monic oxalate.—^er^cA^e der Beutschen Chemiachen Gesdlschaft,

Jahrgavg iv, p. 749.
_ , ^* *^'

j
5. On the tratisformation of glucosides into monatomic and

hexatomic afcoAoZs.—Bouchardat has studied the action of an

amalgam of sodium—in other words, of nascent hydrogen—upon

ghicose and milk-sugar. By the action of an amalgam contaimng

about 3* of sodium, upon glucose, the author obtained, together

with a considerable quantity of mannite, an oily liquid containing

common alcohol, €oH,0, isopropylic alcohol, ^gH^O, and hexylic

alcohol, -GgH
,
^O. This last is identical with the alcohol obtained

by Erlenmeyer and Wanklyn from the iodide formed by distilling

mannite or duleite with iodhydric acid. The same volatile pro-

ducts were obtained from milk-sugar, but in place of mannite, dul-

eite was formed. By the hydrogenation of inverted milk-sugar, a

mixture of duleite and mannite was obtained.— 6'ow/>?e« Rendus,

Ixxiii, p. 1008.
"^' **•

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Notice of a new species of Hadrosaurus ; byO.C Marsh.—

Among the Reptilian remains obtained by the Yale College party

'1"ring the past summer was the greater part of a skeleton ot a

.n^rr.T^ 1= J i.5.i,„ „,^^r.^ \r, the blue Creta-small Hadrosaurus, discovered by the wnier lu tuc ui«^ ^---

ceous shale near the Smoky Hill River, in Western Kansas. This

species was somewhat smaller than 11. minor Marsh, from ^^ew

Jersey, and hardly more than one-third the bulk of H. J^oxdkei

of Leidv. It was of more slender proportions, with the tail much

elongated. The cervical vertebra are proportionally shorter than

in H. Foulkei, and the caudals appear more compressed, home ot

the distal caudals have a longitudinal ridge on the lateral sunace.

The sacrum, which is composed of six confluent vertebrae, « 414-
•

in length. The first caudal vertebra is 62- "'"" m length. Ihe

feet are nearly entire, and are proportionally more slender than

the known remains of the other species would indicate. 1 he third

metatai-sal is 235-"""- in length, and n"""'- in transverse diametei

at its distal end. This species, which may be called Hadrosaxtrus

<tgili8, will be fully described in this Journal at an early day.

Y»le College, New Haven, March 1 9th, 1872.
, v

2. Corundum of North Carolina.—Comndxim has long been

known to occur in Franklin, Macon Co., N. C, in large loose masses

Through the energy and labors of Col. C. W. J^xks, the masst^ have

been traced up to their source, near by, in veins m the Blue Ridge

about 2500 feet above the sea level. Col. Jenks informs us that

the main vein is four feet wide, and has a northeast course it is

made up of crystalline masses and crystals of the corundum, ol



chlorite, and h:is a coiivi.UTal-le tliickness of the chlorite either

side. The chlorite is supposed t<> he the eorundopldliU of Shepard,

of the corundum. There are six other veins, according to Col.

Jenks : one of them is pure corundum ; in others, it is associated

with chlorite, or tournudine, or feldspar, or mica. One chloritic

vein has the chlorite packed with zircons ; while another contains

a greenish black variety of spinel, partly in disseminated -li : .

and partly in octahedral crystals, often grayish externally. 1

mountain there are talcose or talcoid schists with some serjM k

. other minerals. The crystals of corundum uro < ;

"
ize that are red and him- -

;

lations, to others of gigantic dimensions,

one prism weighing 300 pounds. These large masses are often

fine in their red and blue colors.*

3. Tusk of an Elephant or Mastodon found in Colorado.—k^-

cording to Capt. Berthotjd, at the Patch or Hill diggings in the

valley of Clear Creek five miles above Golden, and about one

mile east of Guy gulch, he has recently discovered a portion

of an elephant or mammoth tusk two feet eight inches long and

eight inches in diameter, which in the ground sluicing of that

placer was freed from its ten or fifteen feet of superincumbent

gold-bearing gravel. This fragment of tusk lay some 25 feet

above the bed of Clear Creek, and seems to have been brought to

the position where found by glacial drift from a northwest course.

4. United States Geological SSurveys.—A bill has passed tbe

House in Illinois making liberal appropriations for the; publication

of the 5th volume of the Geological Report of the State, and it is

confidently expected that the Senate will concur in it.

Dr. Newberry has asked from the Legislature for $10,000 to

finish the Survey of Ohio and the Reports. The Legislature has

not yet acted on the question, but a tavorable result is expected.

The good of the State and country will be promoted by the

passage of the bill. The survev has been well carried iorwaij

under its able head, Prof J. S" Newberry, and the Reports wui

be a highly valuable contribution to science. ,.

A large appropriation is looked for from the Legislature o

California for the continuation of the Survey of the State undei

Prof. J. D. Whitney and the printing of its Reports.

5. Second Report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, maae

during the year 1 870, by E. T. Cox, State Geologist, assist'^'i

Prof. JoH?^ COLLKTI and Dr. G. M. Levette. 304 pp. 8v(

plates, maps and sections. Indianapolis, 1871.— This ^—
; _

Report of Prof. Cox is occupied mainly with details respectm

the coal beds and the associated rocks especially of
J^^^^^^^^'Davies and Martin counties, with notes also on some of the co

ties adjoining. There are also brief observations on the Qiia^^
'

nary and the various economical products of the counties, uumtr

* The veins are being opened by tlie American Corundum Co. of St. Louis, o

which CoL Jenks is the " business manager."

secona
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ous Miifilyses of coal by Dr. Levette, and orcneral observations on

the subdivisions of the coal formation of the State.

The cliapter on Snllivan Co. is eontribnted by Prof. Collett.

S])euking of the Qnaternary of this county, he observes that the

drift consists, in descending order, of blue and gray clays irregu-

larly mixi'd with coarse and tine gravel ; below these, the same

clays with coarse gravel and boulders of granite, gneiss, (juartz-

ito,' porphyry, with a very small quantity of gold, copper, lead

whi\rpSstii\Sv"two To' five feTthkrk" Tile sJratXd mat< rild

called "loess," stated to be next Iti time, contains ai loit A/:i1-

lan near Merom, a number of land shells, all of which :in' idciiti-

occulta, which has not been found living north of Arkansas.

Prof. Cox states that he is unable to find any ground for subdi-

vidiiio: the coal formation into parts corresponding to separate

epochs. He observes that there are two well defined zones of

coal in the State, an eastern and a western. The area of the east-

ern is about 450 square miles; and the coals are of the free-burn-

ing or non-c-aking variety. The number of coal se;ini< is eight

;

of these four are of good' workable thickness over a portion of the

field, making together fifteen feet. Adding six feet for the others

it gives in all twenty-one feet of coal. Supposing one half this

thickness to exist over the 450 square miles of area, it nlake^, as

I'rof. Cox says, the whole contents of coal to excee.l i'wr and ;i

quarter millions of tons. The coal from tliis zone has ivcrivcd

the name of Block-Coal on account of readily coming out lu large

blocks when mined. It breaks into thin sheets paraUcl wiih the

bedding, but
remarkably free from sulphi
idly into use for the manufacture of Bessenu-r »iir..

The western zone covers full 6,000 square miles, aiul contams

three or more thi<-k beds of good coal, which are in geiu-ral cakmg-

/fhe lieport closes with a list of the Plants of the St

nils and Furnaces of tU Pacific i<ta

.v:«r-rT.-.. W TJ AYunvTi Ph.D.. Unite»-
S'ew \

mils and Furnaces of tU Pacifi.c /<tafes and T-i

liossrxEu \V. Raymond, Ph.D., United

)f Mining Statistics. 8vo, pp. 55(1.

d Company. 1871.—This volume ton

^sioiK'r for the year 1870, and is issued

ice of the eon^ressional edition, whicl

tred. Tt is the iifth report, in the seri
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visited by Dr.

. Tilers. We find, for example, p. 230, the best de-

scription of the nature and extent of the great basaltic bed along

the Gila river that has yet been given.
In the five chapters devoted to metallurgical processes, there is

one upon the treatment of auriferous ores in Colorado, which in-

cludes a description in detail of the stamp batteries, and the

arrangements for concentration. It is thorough and scientific, and

is a valuable contribution to the literature of the mechanical treat-

ment of ores. The only regret experienced in reading it is, that

the same critical care and labor could not have been bestowed up-

on the superior mills and working in California. The chapter

contains an elaborate discussion of the capacity, the '

"^"
^ of stamps. The cost (

" " '"

f gold extraction at steam

deduced as %8.74 per ton, including the interest on capital

and the loss of quicksilver. Mr. Hague, in the volume upon Min-

ing Industry, p. 555, makes the cost, exclusive of interest on cap-

ital, $3.69 per ton.

The total production of bullion gold and silver for 1870 is

estimated at 166,000,000, of which California is supposed to have

produced $25,000,000, and Nevada $16,000,000. Of quicksilver,

the nroduction was 29.546 flasks, beintr about 4000 flasks less than

1 869, and the price had advanced from
29,546 flasks, being about 4000 flasks 1

price had advanced from 60 to 90 cents,

throughout, gives evidence of great labor and

care in its preparation, and is a most acceptable addition to our

knowledge of the mineral resources of the western portion of the

country.

7. Geology of Oxford and the Valley of the Thames; by Jonx

Phillips, M.A., F.R.S., etc.. Prof. Geol. in the University of Ox-

ford.—Professor Phillips, one of the best geologists of trreat

Britain, has done a great service to general geology in the pre-

paration of this work on Oxford geology. The rocks of nearly

the whole geological series exist within the region described, or

upon its borders, and the work consequently has nearly the com-

prehensive character of a general treatise on the science, ^iove-

over, it is written in an attractive style, and illustrated with a very

large number of cuts of fossils and sections, besides a colorea

geological map. The Malvern Hills, forming part of the boundary

of the district, are claimed to be the oldest rocks of England-
as old as any in Scotland—and the representatives, therefore, oi

the Laurentian of North America. The next rocks described are

the Cambrian (now proved to be Primordial) and the rest of the

Lower Silurian, which occur in the Malvern region. The larger

part of the volume is taken up with the lias and oolite, and in thi>
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v.art especially the work contains the results of mucli oi-iginul

ii'ivc'stio-ation. The great Ceteosaurus is deserihed in <k't;ul, and

witli many new facts and figures; and the other British rti>tiles

of the period are well illustrated. The volume should he m the

iiaiids of every teacher of geology, and of all who have specuil

interest in the science. Moreover it is a model for a treatise of

8 Papers on the Eastern and N<yrthern Extension of the Gulf

St,; am —From the German of Dr. A. Petermann, Dr. W. von

1< i:i Ei>EN and Dr. A. Muhny. Translated, in the United States

llvdrographic office, in charge of Captain R. H. Wyman, U. S. N.,

hv- K. K. Knorr. 388 pp. 4to. Washington, 1871.—The Bureau

o\ Navigation in this translation has made accessible to English

readers several valuable memoirs by European geographers and ex-

plorers. The subjects of the Gulf Stream, the circum)iolar curnMits

and the temperature of the Arctic are treated at length, \\ itli a lull

presentation of facts from all sources. The volume conlanis t\v<.

colored maps, one giving the course of the Gulf Stream aud the

north of latitude 35° in July, and the other

wdth also the temperature hnes over Europe

IpartofAsia. ,_ , , . .._„-r. t^.... qo« ,.^. large

yuoim 00 meaa, voz Droauway;.—This work is a general treatise

on coral animals, and on the structure and origin of coral reets and

islands. It is based on the report on Zoophytes published by

the author in connection with the Wilkes Exploring Expedition

and a chapter of one hundred and fifty pages on Coral Keets ami

Islands in the author's Geological Report of the same Expedition

Over one hundred pa<res are devoted to the subject of polyps and

coral animals, their st'ructure, habits, coral secretions, their classi-

fication, geographical distribution, etc., and many figures of corais,

some of them of living corals, are given. The frontispiece con-

^iXn

tains colored figures c
• Sea-Anemo.

of reefs and islands, a

the origin of their peculiar forms and conditions am

growth of reefs, an account of the completed atoll,

geographical distribution of reefs, a survey of the pre

tion and subsidence over the Pacific derived from ("i

islands, and a chapter of geological conclusions iron

the volume. In an appendix the acce])ted names of a

ti'iurrd in the author's P.eport on Zoophytes are givei

l-npare-l l.y Pn.f. Wrrill.
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College. 82 pp. 8vo. 1871.—This report contains brief notes on

some of the rocks of the State, but is occupied mainly with the

meteorological observations and other records made durinn; the

" Mount Washington Expedition " in the winter of 1870-1871.

11. Report of the Geological Sitrvey of Wisconsin ; by Joiix

MuKRisH, Commissioner of the Survey of the Lead District. Ad-

dressed to the Governor of the State, and submitted with the

Governor's message, Jan. 11, 1872. This report is evidently the

work of no regular State geologist. It is a trashy docuTiuut,

miserable in the most of its science, and often bad grammatie:iliy.

12. Annual Heport of the State Geologist of New Jers^jj j'^r

the year \S7 1. 46 pp. 8vo.—Prof. G. H. Cook, State Geoloui^t,

here presents briefly facts connected veith the economical ge< •

logy of the State.

13. Das Elbthalgebirge in Sachsen von Dr. Hanns Bkux)

Geinitz. Erster Theil. Der untere Quader. III. Seeigel, Sees

terne und Haarsterne des unteren Quaders und unteren Planers,

Mit tafeln 14-23, This continuation of Prof. Geinitz's tine work

on the Elbe valley geology, contains descriptions, as the title page

.
of the fossil Echinoids, Asterioids and Comatulids ^vlth,

plates of excellent crowded figures.

Scheutz, Prodromus Monographim Georum.

' the subject of a very careful monograph by a young bot-

anist of the Upsal school, working under the eye of the veteran

Fries. The genus is here received in the widest sense, as inclu-

ding both Stylipus and Sieversia. The North American species

admitted are

:

6^. Virginianum L. and G. alhtm Gmelin, characterized as we

now understand them, but with more absoluteness than is ioiina

to prevail here where they grow. To the latter Scheutz inclines

to refer Walter's G. Carolinianum. From the character there is

hardly a doubt of it, and Walter's name is much older ttia

Gmelin's.

G. Oregonense Scheutz is a new " sub-species" under G. m'"''','^

num (otherwise recognized only from the Old World)
:

it '

described from a specimen in the Stockholm herbarium ^^^''^
,

^

by Waerngren; nothing of the sort from Oregon has fallen un t

our notice. . .

G. strictum Ait. Its extension into Corea and Japan is

"

referred to. The Scandinavian G. hispidum of Fries, admitit^

as a distinct species, seems too like G. strictum. ^,
G. Japonicum Thunberg. To this, on the authority ot u'

^
berg's specimens, G. macrophyllum Willd, is referred. ^^[^ ^,

Japanese specimens (Oldham's, and one from the Leyden ner

urn) have neither radical leaves nor mature fruit ;
they at

with Thunberg's character, and their rounder, scarcely l^"

cauhne leaves, and soft close pubescence or tomentum 0}^^^^^
„„i^. "--^ upper pa" " ''

' ''

• la'n
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G. agrhnonioides (Pursh ?) C. A. Meyer. As to Pursh's plant,

Scheutz has overlooked the positive affirmation in Torr. and Gray-

Flora, that it is Potentilla arguta, as was long before suspected by
'lOriey. Scheutz has no authentic materials of this, but describes

tVnm ;i specimen cultivated in the Upsal Garden, which accords

witli ^leyer's description. The latter describes a specimen re-

vived from New York, in flower only, of which the petals are

s.ild to be " alba, vel oehroleuca, certe non aurea," three lines long

and two wide, oval, and rather shorter than the calyx. We ha\ e

no white flowered species with densely pubescent receptacle, which

is the special character of G. strictum^ and none of tlic Katie r

with petals oval instead of orbicular, and rather sliortir tlnui the

calyx. Meyer's plant lies between G. strictum and G albiun or

I 'mihiianum. It is to be noted that there is a Geum in Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, &c., with greenish-yellow or yellow petals, but

with the receptacle and mainly the other characters of G. album.

Tiiis w-e have once referred to G. urhanum L., and the question

is whether G. album altogether should not be so referred, as is

intimated in the last edition of the Manual.
G. rivale L. and G. geniculatum Michx., our only C((r>/o/>//>/ilf>-

ta. The latter, we still presume, was not found in Caiia<la.

G. glaciale Adams, G. trifiorum Pursh (to which his (r. ,-}Unt<nn

is also referred), and G. anemonides Willd. (the first and last

barely reaching our northwestern shores), are the Sieversioi with

plumose styles.

G. radiatum Michx. and G. PeoMi Pursh (regarded as distinct,

but surely without grounds), of the east; and G. rotwidifolmm
Laniisd. and G. calthifolium Menzies (probably not distinct), of

the northwest coast, are our round-leaved Sieversim with styles

naked above.

G. Roiisii Seringe has styles wholly naked, and the pinnate

foliage of G. triflorum.
G. vernum Torr. and Gray, the Stylipm vernus Tiaf., our

outlier is much disposed to rehabilitate as a genus. \- '•

i^. Baillon,mstoiredes FlanfesiUsi*' ' "
^- " -^ -

''i-

Besides those noticed in our December number, we
before us the monograph of Papaveracem and Capparl
Following his extreme bent for combination, Baillo

ranks the Pumariacem as a mere tribe of Papaver<ire<

bines Ruonemnnnia with EsehschoUzia (yet, singula

he keeps Adhonia distinct from Dicentra), reduces all

-'tticra to (Jhnmeiind WisUzenia, in place of nine gene

I Hooker, and finally, though somewhai

xri ph, that of CntciferCB, ^

'if'r, rather expecting that the 170 genera ^

•iitliam admitted might be reduced to a moiet_, ,
..-v ..^

'"rt oiUv ten, and, in fact, has followed his predecessors

hat literally.



><Jnr,,. tlKMv is no novelty t

In CVflwswiaceoe^oniy Beven jreii* ra ;uv Kl'i, P> nVnoriDaSi^x

ferred to Saxifragacece, Tillo'i :i> well as Rnrhcoio CVassw/a, aud

Diamorpha reunited to tSeduut.

SaxifragacecB axe more remarkably treated. The order,—widened

beyond all former limits by Bentham and Hooker, who included

the FrancoecB, Brexieoe, the Grossulariece and Cephalotus,—\s now
to comprehend, 1. JPenthorum, to which no particular objection

need be made ; 2. JPterostemon, with seeds at length detei-mined

',osporecB / 4. the Bnini-

the 'Hamamelideoe ; 6, Ziguidamhar and
opiously abuminous; 3. the Pittospi

aeeoi ; 5. the Hamamelideoe j 6, Liqiddat

BucMandia ; 1. Platanus ; 8. Myosurandra smd another g
,nd, 9, with a

ng mark of doubt, the Datiscem. As to number of genera then

is not much reduction. How such a family group is to be chai

terized, or why the author stops where he does, is not for us to say.

^iperacece constitute the next monograph, and are made bodily

include, not only the Saururece, but the Chlorauthm, and

Ceratophyllum as an appendage ; tbe genera nearly

volume of the Prodromus. In Urticacece, the order is taken in the

strict sense, and Weddell is quite implicitly followed. a. g.

III. ASTROKOMY.

1. On the Eclipse of the Sun on September 29th, 1 875 ;
by Robeet

Tbeat Paine.* (Communicated to this Journal.)—In the remain-

der of this century there will be, in that large part of the United

States north of North Carolina and east of the Mississippi, only

one central eclipse of the sun, viz., the one which will be annular,

in part of the State of New York and of four of the New Englantt

States, soon after sunrise on Wednesday, September 29th, 187o.

In the list of all the eclipses of the sun, visible at Boston, tim

1824 to 1901, computed in 1823, by the solar and lunar tables tne

used, and pubHshed in the American Almanac for 1831, this eclipse

is thus E

1875 Sept. 29th, Sun rises three-fifths eclipsed S'^ 56™ 30^ mean ti

Formation of the ring, ^ 20 21

Rupture of the ring, 6 22 ,
52

^^

End of the eclipse, 7 30 43

With the aid of the English Nautical Almanac for 1875

which the places of the sun and moon are given according to

recent and more accurate tables of Le Verrier and Hansen^,^

eclipse has been lately recomputed for lat. 42° 22' 48", long- •

40", and will take place as follows

:

* Mr. Paine states in a note to the editors :—My list of all the solar ec.

Boston between 1824 and 1901, was computed in 1823 (the year alter

college) when in my 19th year. It contains 30 eohpses, of which 20 liav

place, aU of which but two, I think, I have observed; four of t^em (tej.

Sept., 1838; May, 1854, and Oct., 1865); annular, at Chatham, C C i

y^«fj|
Middlebury, Vt. ; and Charleston, S. G. and two total: (Nov. SOth, i=

August 7th, 1869), at Beaufort, S. C. ; and Boonesboro. Iowa ; and I have b^

hope it is not impossible that I may observe here, the annular one oi d^v -

and at Denver, Colorado, the total one on .Tnlv 29th. 1878.
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Formation of the ring, 6^^ 21™ 22^-7 A. m.

Least distance of centers of© and 3) , 6 22 37-0 "

Rupture of the ring, 6 23 51-5
|'^

End of the eclipse, 7 32 35' 4

Least apparent distance of centers 29"-64, difference of semi-diam-

eters 45"-78, do. of apparent latitudes, moon north,_29"-35.

The central eclipse will begin on the earth at sunrise, in lat. 43^°,

long. 77% or near Oswego, in New York, and taking an E^by b.

direction will reach the ocean at 6'' 24'" 2*5^ local or at 11 *" 7'"_ 22*8^

Greenwich time in Salisbun/, in the northeastern extremity oi

Massachusetts, in lat. 42° 52 57", long. 70° 50' 5"; it thence passes

in an E.S.E. course across the Atlantic, reaching Africa in lat. 17

N. long. 16° W. near Cape Verd, and leaving the earth at sunset^

having occupied 3" 41^'" in crossing it, in lat. 15° south,_loug 46

cist, in the island of Madagascar. The duration of the ring where

lono-cst will be 3"' 39% but in Salisbury, Mass., and the adjacent

t<nvii of Seahrook, N. H., 3'" 17-2^

The distance between the northern and southern hmits ot the

annular eclipse in New York and New England will be about 110

map, from Watertown, N. Y. about
'^

, and three south of Portland,

the northern limit, and another

nd of Hudson, N. Y., over

Hadley, Franklin, Duxbury and Truro, Mass., the southern. Be-

tween 'these lines are included a large part of central New \ork

east of Cayuo-a county three quarters of Massachusetts, the

southern half "of Vermont and New Hampshire, and the south-

western extremity of York and part of Cumberland counties,

Maine; also/»6 astronomical observatories, viz: those ot Hamilton

College near Utica, and at Albany, in New York, at Haiward Uni-

versity and Amherst College, Mass , and at Dartmouth College,

New Hampshire; but the eclipse will not be annular at Vassar

College, Ponghkeepsie, in any part of Connecticut or \^\\ode

Island, at Sprmo-field Fall River or New Bedford, Mass., :NIiddle-

bnry, Vt., or p'^^rtland, Maine; at the last city, however, m lat.

43= 39' 54", lontr. 70° 14' 34", the least distance of the centers,

47"-62, will excelid the difference of the semi-diameters 45 -61, by

two seconds only.
. i t' -it

^ince the magnificent total eclipse of five minutes duration,.

I'"<ton and Albany, near noon of June 16th, 1^06 then- have

''t»'nin New England only two central eclipses, i)oth '^""'^^

Massachusetts, viz., on February 12th, 1831, in Nauturkct aixl nn -

^tal.le comities, and the second on Mav 26tli, l'^-^*, "i a large i)art

of New York, an.l of the same New Fngland States as yic <.no

I a map, fr<

ry nearly 1

th of Itha<



1876, March 25th, a centnil
couver's Island and of Britisli ,

, ^^ ^ ,„_ ^^^^^ ^
very few seconds, but generally anmihir,\vhere"tiie altitudeoTtlie
moon will be less.

1878, July 29tli, the great eclipse of June 16th, 1806, wiU
return for the fourth time, and the shadow of the moon will pass
over British Columbia, Montana, Colorado, Texas, Cuba, the city

of Havana, etc. At I)en>,er, Colorado, at about 3^ p. m., the
eclipse will be total nearly three minutes, so that for careful ob-

servations on this eclipse Denver appears to be very favorablY
situated.

^^ y .

1885, March 16th, the eclipse of Feb. 12th, 1831, will return
the third time, and be annular in the northern part of California
and m Montana.

1900, May 28th, a total eclipse of the sun in the southern States,

and the shadow of the moon, coming from the southwest, will

reach the ocean in North Carolina, a "little south of Norfolk, but

the duration of totality w^ill not exceed a minute at any place in

the United States, where the eclipse is central.
Boston. February. 1872.

2. Solar eclipse of Dec. 12. Observations made at Bekul by

J. P. MaCLEAR, dated S. S. Indus, Jan. 6, 1872.—* * * The
morning dawned bright and clear, only a few small clouds to be

seen near the western horizon, a light breeze from the N.E. All

were early at their stations watching anxiously the appearance of

the sun, which rose over the distant hills about half-an-hour before

the commencement of the eclipse. But now I shall speak only of

my own observ^ations ; Mr. Lockyer has already given the account

of those made by himself.
The instrument I used was a double equatorial of two 6-iDch

refractors mounted on the same base, one at either end of the dec-

miation axis. To one was attached a G-prism spectroscope irom

Kew, lent by Mr. Spottiswoode, of great dispersive power. To

the other was fixed a spindle bar, carrying an erecting eye-i>HHe,

and a 7-pnsm direct vision spectroscope, either of which couM be

was viewed in both telescopes. The 6-prism was worked tieai'

the whole of the time by myself, and the direct vision by M
^ringle, who had practised with it constantly during the la-t tt

days. I add the observations made by him. At the connneiu
ment of the eclipse the slit of the 6-prism was placed tangential
the point of contact, that of the direct vision ra.lial, width ^^H'

that the absorption lines Avere very distinct, but not to.) lino. >

change was observed from the ordinarv solar si)eetruni. K^epn
the slit for the next quarter of an hour tangential to the north*;

cusp, C was very bright the whole length ; F brioht, but tb.

Ihe sht was then placed radial to the cusp, and four briglit li"

near C (besides C itself) became visible, due on the .lin.-t m^

within 10 units Kirchhoff, and three on the red ^de witbm :

units, the length of all five varying, but not together, the a vera;
bemg about one-eighth the height the visible spectrum.
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ive minutes after contact, on a large

half height of spectrum ; nine min-

after-^ai'ds cu^p was at another prominence ; the positions of

these must have been about N. 13°, and nearly north.

At 7h. 8m. M.T. I watched with the direct vision radial, and, be-

sides the hydrof^en and " near D" lines, observed another bright

Urie a little more refrangible than the air band between b and F.

At 1830 Kirchhoff it was very faint, and soon disappeared
;
soon

after this I saw F line double about the same height as usual, one-

oisrhth spectrum.

At 7h. 23m. M. T., having returned to the 6-prism radial to the

cusp, T observed the hydrogen D, E and b very plain
;
several

lilies then began to come into view, as near as 1 could judge all

the iron lines from halfway between D and E to beyond b. Ihese

;. or farther, and the

"lookiriii- tliroimh tlie

cxc'oeditigly rapidly in inunber and brightr

if every line in the solar s]>ectrum was rev

ished, not instantly, but so ciuickly that I (

order of their going, except that tlie hv«i

others between I) and 6, remained last. Vh

all was darkness. I then undamped, an<l s\\

but saw nothing; then went to the direct vi

placed the telescope on the moon's limb by
in the spectroscope, but the light was not

spectrum
;
pointed the telescope carefully, i

and then on a bright i)art of the corona, bu
the naked i

bus painted round ;

half. Looked throii

very much reduced i

ttbe light, [cannot "state what to

l->uring the remainder of the par
«•» cusp us the moon uncovered 1



C
; but saw nothing else worth

The color of the corona appeared to me a light pinkish white
very briUiant. I saw no streamers. The rest of the sky and
everythmg around had a bluish tinge. * * * Nature, Jan. is.

3. The Solar Eclipse of Bee. \^. Observations made at Poo-
docottah; by L. Respighi.—The spectral observations of recent
total eclipses of the sun had plainly demonstrated the existence
ot an incandescent gaseous stratum or atmosphere, surmounting
the chromosphere or stratum of hydrogen which ' envelops tlie

body of the sun, but they had not sufficed to determine its true

conlormation and extent. This question, therefore, constituted
one of the principal problems remaining to be solved by observa-
tions of the eclipse of the 12th of December, 1871.

The sht-spectroscope applied to large telescopes doubtless affords

the best means of verifying the existence in the circumsolar
regions, of this gaseous stratum, which may be termed the superior

chromosphere, and of determining the materials of which it is

composed; but from the shortness of the time available in an

Preceding observations having shown that the light of the solar

corona is composed for the most part of a small number of elemen-
tary rays differing considerably in refrangibility, it appeared to

me that the form and dimensions of the higher chromosphere
might be much more conveniently studied by means of a lar?e

prism hxed in front of the object-glass of the telescope, whereby
the several chromatic images of the corona would be distiuetly

lortned m the focal plane. If the prism has but little dispersive

power, and the eye-piece does not magnify too much, all the

simultaneously in the same field, and their form and dimensions
directly investigated.
Towards the end of the year 1868, a small flint-glass prism was

made tor me by t^ignorMerz, of Monaco, to be fitted to the object-

glass of the equatorial belonging to the Observatory of Campodog-
lio, for observations on the spectra of the stars ; and this appara-

tus, in consequence of the dispersion of the prism, and the good-

ness of this prism and of the object-glass was found to be ad-

mirably adapted for observing the eclipse in the manner just

described. ^

^
The dispersion of the prism from the lines C to H of Fraunhofer

p about :^2'; the free aperture of the obiect-glass is 4i French
inches; the field of the telescope is about 1°, with a magnifying
power of 40.

My conviction of the great advantages which would be afforded

by this mstrnment in the observation of the approaching cclii-^e

ndi,ccd me to carry it to India tor that pn^-j,oli; and I was ghul

maimer n^oh^d"
^^"^^^^^ *''^' '^''''^ "*' ^^'^ eij edition, had in hk^^

without a sht, being persuaded that this would be the most con
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vt'iiieiit method of solving the questions relating to the corona

it-i If. Witli this iiistrun'ient, then, I ])repare(l to observe the

(.(•lip^c, propoMng to mvselfthe following problems:—

1 To ascertain whether, just before the beginninsr, and at the

eiul of totalitv, the solar spectral lines are reversed—a i)henomeuon

ohser\ed by Prof. Young in the eclipse of 1870.

2. Amidst the several chromatic images of the prominences, to

obHTve especiallv whether the image given by the yellow line

I) , coincides with that of the lines of hydrogen gas.

':l To (htiiie tlie form and dimensions of the chromatic nnages

the point of second contact.

At thii-ty sec")n<ls before totality, the spectral image ot

iuminous crescent wa^ alreadv sutliciently weakened to allow

its observation by the naked e'ye without a dark glass
;
and it a

then that the i)riiicii)al dark lines of the solar spectrum came
^

I-anillefto the bright edge of the sun; but a few secoiuK bet

totality, the reversal of the lines, although 1 was watchiuL^ u

iutentfy for this phenomenon. I would not, however be uu(

f«t.)<.(l a^ denying altogether the reversal of the hues, lor it i-

iiiilM.ssible that a thin film of mist, or the bright atmo>>pliene li

at tliat time diffused over the spectrum of the solar liml), t

ha\e concealed the bright lines.

At the very instant of totality, the field of the telesco[)e

liihited a most astonishing spectacle. The chromos])here at

<-dgo, which was the last to be eclipsed—surmounted tor a sj

of about 50° bv two groups of prominences, one on the right,

other on the left, of the point of contact—was rci)rodnce(l m
'>iir si)ectral lines, C, D=
>f liuht and the most suri)rising (

" that the four spectral images cc

111 cuiii^enuence oi the achn mati-

or branches*,

hile the colon

her in the gree
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1474 of Kirchhoff's scale, and a third in the blue, perhaps coiiician
.;

with F.

The green zone surrounding the disc of the moon was the briilis-

est, tlie most uniform, and the best defined. The red zone w i-

also very distinct and well defined, while the blue zone was faint

and indistinct. The green zone was well defined at the summit,

though less bright than at the base; its form was sensibly circular

and its height about 6' or 1'. The red zone exhibited the same

form and approximately the same height as the green, but its

light was weaker and less uniform. The height of the green zone

was estimated by comparison with the moon's diameter, and from

the observed distance of the spectral lines of the prominences.

These colored zones shone out upon a faintly illuminated ground,

without any marked trace of color. If the corona contained ray»

of any other kind, their intensity must have been so" feeble thai

they were merged in the general illumination of the field.

Soon after the middle of the total eclipse, there appeared on the

eastern limb, at about 110° from the north point, a fine group of

prominences formed of jets rather low but very bright, some rec-

tilinear, others curved round the sun's limb, and exhibiting the

intricate deviations and all the characters of prominences in tlie

neighborhood of solar spots. The brightness and color of the.'*'^

jets were so vivid as to give them the appearance of fire-works.

The spaces between some of these jets Avere perfectly diivk, ^-o

that the red zone of the corona appeared to be entirely wanting

there. Perhaps, however, this was only an eifect of contrast 'lue

to the extraordinary brigh^.ness of the neighboring jets. I ^^'^^^

thought it right to refer to this peculiarity, because the appeiuance

of interstices, or dark spaces, between prominences of cousiderabw

brightness^ is often observed by means of the spectroscope, u^e-

peudently of total eclipses. , , ^
The want of an assistant to note the time, and to write do^ro

the observations as they were made, occasioned me some lo>s

time, and the end of the total eclipse was already at hand before

The green and red zones \

at the eastern limb, while tl

Soon after the ;

edge, there was si

limb, which then appeared beyond that of U.^ , , ,,..

of bright lines, separated by dark spaces; but I could not de
^^^

mine whether they were due to a general or partial reversal o

spectral solar lines, or to a simple discontinuity in the spectn
^^.

since they were too soon immersed in a flood of light, wim'" P .'

an end to the totality of the eclipse. * * *—y„tHre,-f'i"-^'^-^

4. Prof. Young on the results of the Eclipse ob'^ey)-t't">"^-

an article in the Boston Journal of Chemistry, Prof. ^"^"*--,-
,,,

speaks of the results of the observations on the recent solar cell-

in establishing his interesting discovery in 1870, of the rcv*' -

of the Fraunhofer lines in a stratum close to the sun

:

,.

" The reversal of the Fraunhofer lines seems to have been ^.

j^

factorily observed by Captain Maclear at Bekul, Colonel U'un-
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, and Cai)taiii Fyors at Jaffna.

-Bokul,
. .. _.... ^.. ^

vas with Janssen I do not know.

>!",M.ly!".-.t' Trim'f.malccviid not see i^ ^MrLm-kyer niisx-d it

.111 ,icci.l(>iit;il dt'rajif^einent of tlie telescope. lie says furtlicr,

t the l.'i^t contiut Mr. Prinfjfle >vatched for it and saw no linc-^.'

'U tlic mi-take oecurred I do not understand, but Mr. Prin^le's
M u•M|•<l>^ .lie, -M the end of totality a considerable nunil)er of
^ tl.islicd in; what proportion of the whole I cannot say, jkt-

',i[>t,iiii .M:i<'K;ii- writes, ' As totality came on the light decreased,
1 the liiK's iiiciv.iscd exceedingly rapidly in number and bright-
-, (iiitil it si'c'iried as if every line in the solar spectrum was
(i-c(l ; then they vanished, not instantly, but so rapidly that
-iiM not make out the order of their going.'
IliK description applies exactly to what I saw in 1870, except
1' the lines then made their appearance more suddenly—they
•lii'l out like the stars from a rocket head; but the discrepancy
imIv (Mioiigh accounted for by supposing that the portion of
-iiii\ liiril) Ijist covered by the'moon was then more quiet than

tl-^- lime of C'a])lain ^laclear's observations."

1
\'. AClSCKLLAXEOUS SCIENTIFIC InTELLICJEXCE.
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T\w [lerl.VriuMi'wIiirii hr.'Ku'n' u'a^-^•l

ground ot gross misroiuluct of the former, so it would oi -

seem to imply misconduct. And the Commissioner makes tlio i

plication explicit at the next stage of the proceedings, iiai"^'')'

his reply to the memorial of the botanists who solicited a rco<

sideration, and that gratuitously, as the memorial docs not a-^K.

the reasons. When infoi-med that they were of a nature ' '»

greeable to utter and likely to disparage Dr. Parry in the e^J^-

tion of his friends," they were of course immediately asken

The claim for them was responded to; and it only remains to

siderwhat the reasons turn out to be. , . '

First, the Commissioner, on takino- possession of hi^ "^'

"found that nothing at all had been done by Dr. Pf,"'y[l^
nis attention to the preservation of the herbarium. »*

'
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topping to enquire what more the Commissioner might have

oiiiKl if he had waited until more familiar with the work and

lutics which Dr. Parry had fulfilled under General Capron, it

nay l)e remarked that the " preservation " of the herbarium in this

- Micaus the whole arrangement, and in a good degree the for-

I of it, out of an accumulation of collections, in part un-

1. requiring long labor and much study; that this was obvi-

. ;!r' first thing to be done, and Dr. Parry was specially

t
;

inted to do it ; and that the herbarium was in the midst of

(Viinvnl to new quarters prepared for it when the work was thus

uuniuu-ily arrested.

X'xt, as to the investigations which the Commissioner would

the botanist to undertake, "the principles of vegetable
^ *

r relations to climate, soils, and the food of plants,

3 of plants, which are principally of fungoid ori-

L;ni, and the throwing of " some light upon the origin and con-

dition of growth of the lower orders of cryptogamio botany ;

"

it is clear that Dr. Parry could not yet have had much time for

thorn : it is not said that he had been asked to undertake, or had

shown any disposition to evade them ; all that the Commissioner

eh:uges is, that " this is a domain into which I could not discover

that Dr. Parry had ever entered, so far as his practical work here

gave any indication." Thus far there is nothing to explain the

urgent action resorted to.

The next charge is that there were letters written by Dr. Parry

which the Commissioner " deemed objectionable because of his

mode of expression, wanting in perspicuitv and not creditable to

the department." That is a matter somewhat of taste and opinion.

We have read Dr. Parry's published reports and articles without

noticing any deficiency in this regard. We have also read, with £

siology, 1

t Commissioner, one or two extracts

pubiisnea reporis ui t»^

..ii»»iuu«r, uu« ux .«u c...«v.. from which are appended

spondence we are noticing. Such things it would

":udlv be worth while to notice, except by way of a demur to the

t'-nnnissioner's judgment. If the want of perspicuity and gooa

^-'i-ammar is as urge^ntly felt in the Agricultural Bureau, as it is

l"-'*ti,allv illustrated, let these accomplishments be supplied at

1 li<" Commissioner's remaining specifications, detailed at so.,

''"^'n, iVuni all that we can learn, amount to this. ^> hil«' an.i:

"''-;' fin- herbarium. Dr. Parry was in the habit of transmittui.;

';i'iil occasional specimens to be examined by other '''^ani-

"ix'im.'iis were also sent to him for naming. The mnv '^ •'"'.

sioner and his clerk appear to have suspected somethm^^ion
or irregular in this, and required that all notes accompanying sucu

* Yet it is hard to insist upon them, since, when sought at "
«°f^

'^^
'If^eclarei

colleges," they nre to be acquired at such fearful risk. 1 he Commissione

T-m one of the choice excerpts referred to-that " our «Pe"^°^^^^ffX7 n tlie
a farmer's son, graduated in such an institution, finds no Pja<^;.^''^'f*^u; °

s-
^omestic circle of his family ; ke is actually driven by his

«f"^'^ff
"T '

ofession,aty of resorting to some neighboring tovvn, in pursuit of a learned protessi
,

*«»-e Ac soon forms habits of idlenest
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enclosures, however trivial, should be strictly copied, and should

receive the Commissioner's own signature. This was novel to

the botanist, who could not at once see the sense of it in such little

matters ; it appears to have led to some bickering with the clerk,

and this to a request foi- definite instructions on the point from the

Commissioner himself. That the botanist should ask for " detinite

written instructions " was not unnatural when a new practice was

thus pressed upon him, which he thought could hardly be meant to

apply to such particulars ; but he asks them in order that he may

be enabled to comply strictly with the regulations of the depjiit-

ment, and his letter appears *to us respectful and proper, both in

form and substance. That our readers may judge, we append a

copy of it.

Depaetment of I

C. C. Parry, Botanist Agr. Dpi.

In the Commissioner's account of the matter he states :
" I ^^^

not think that he [Dr. Parry] was in want of the information he

asked for, and my answer to his note was that the Department

did not longer require his services." The letter of dismissal,

which, as an English scientific journal remarks, "may well stand

as a model of epistolary curtness," we have already cited m tiiU-

Here is the upshot of this petty and truly pitiful business. It is

not pleasant to call attention to it. But if such be the treatmeni

to which scientific men may be exposed upon entering the servic

of the Government, the more widely it is known, the sooner it may

perhaps be amended. Edit«>i:s.

2. Spectrum Analysis in its application to Terrestrial Subsm'''^

and the Physical Constitution of the Heavenly Bodies, faroUiai

.

explained by Dr. H. Schellen, Director der Realschule, l. ^

Cologne, etc. Translated from the second enlarged and ^evl^ei

German edition by Jane and CAEOLmE Lassell. Edited, wii

notes, by Wm. Huggins, LL.D., F.R.S. 662 pp. 8vo., with name

ous woodcuts, colored plates, and Angstrom's and Kirchhoff s map^^

London, 1872. (Longmans, Green & Co.)—Schellen's w^^^,'

Spectrum Analysis has a high European reputation. It is esce^

m all respects, in its paper and typography, its clear and thorou^n

treatment of the subject, and its admirable illustrations, wDiC"
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numerous and include many colored spectra of the elements, others
xuu'olored of the sun's spots, corona, etc., several of comets and
stars, and many beautiful colored .views of the protuberances of
the sun. It contains also descriptions and figures of instniments
and ail account of the methods of observations, together with a
list of the memoirs and works hitherto published on the subject.

8. Kansas Academy of Science.--nA^ Academy is a State So-
ciety, and has no special location in the State. A list of the papers
presented at the annual meetings in 1869 (the second), 1870 and
1871, is contained in the Eleventh Annual Report of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction of the State of Kansas, 1871. The
papers on the plants of Kansas by J. H. Carruth mention 600
species, and one on the birds by F. H. Snow describes 164 species.

Among the titles are those of geological papers by Prof. B. F.
Mudge and J. D. Parker.

4. Ilunfs Green Mountain Series.—In my notice of the address
of Prof. Hunt, on page 9a of this volume, I speak of the Green

morphic rocks between the ^Connecticut River and Mesozoic on
the east and the Green Mountain (Stockbridge and Eolian) limestone
on the west. A correspondent observes that the exceptions are

'JfgtT than is implied in the above expression. In order to give
the facts correctly, I cite here the paragraphs from the Address
|>t'ariii<T on tlie subject, although they do not affect the argument
in my paper. Mr. Hunt says: " The rocks of the second [Green
-Hountain] series are traceable from southwestern Connecticut
northward to the Green Mountains in Vermont; and the mica-
ceous schists and gneisses of the third or White ^fountain series
are round both to the east and the west oi the Mesozoic valley in

Connecticut and Massachusetts. They also occupy a consideral>Ie
'jreaui eastern Vermont, where they are separated from the White
fountain range by an outcrop of rocks of the sec<»ii(l series " He

> l^eidval (hisKl and K2), may prove to be Laurentinn. The
''l';*'ss contains not!ling more definite on the s abject . In his article

:>;
^^' ^-eology of New England, in this Jou,nal, II, 1, 8:^, he says

.'^'' '•^\ixard to the

.'nnont: " I believ

occurrence of the Whii
e that much of the cak

;e Moi
''"mi(Vslafe of

"'>ton. \ermont w ill be found to belong to tlbe Ternui.>van
^^ f'Ue Mountain, as! now designated by him] seric!'"

''•
^- ^-

^>«W.M.BAmi,,c)f the British Museum, died <m the 27th of
»nu;iry last. The Standard writes of him :—

'

^'Inlosing Dr. Baird,
'^' 'British Museum has lost one of the most valual^le members ot

^ ^^ ift". Dr. Baird.
, who was born in Scotlaiid in 1S0.3, was cdu-

;;;'!
at Edinburgh, Dublin, and Paris, for th^e mod ical pruft's^ion,

!.:;"'
p'^

^r ^^'"'e years as a surgeon in thcii av.il s-Tvict' of

' !'iT*' East India Company. His voyages .

"" ''"Mde opportunities for the study of hiis t-iv

'IheZo^do^ical'^'i"^y. In 1841 Ile accepted an appointm^ent in



vice of all who desired to protit by it, M'as hiddi'ii uikUt tlif i\nn'i

modesty of bis demeanor ; but the amiability of his disposition and

the kindness of his manners were instantly a])])art'nt, evnitoa

stranger who had the honor of an introduction to liim. On those

days when the Museum is closed to all but students, lie was usually

to be seen in the conchological gallery, bending over one ur other

of the table-cases, patiently and carefully arranging and exuiiiining

specimens of shells ; and so closely is he associated in our iniml with

the scene of his duties, that when in future we enter tlie iralliry

on such days, it will be long ere we cease to look instinctivfly, as

of old, for the familiar blue skull-cap, and the gentle, placid face

beneath it, and the kind, genial smile, and the cordial greeting of

Dr. Baird. They can never more gladden and encourage u;^, but

they will take and retain a place in the treasury of our pleiis^ftn^

recollections of good men whom it has been our privilege to know

and appreciate."
^

W. Harper Pease died recently at Honolulu, where lie liad

lived since 1853, collecting and studying the moUusoa of the

Hawaian seas and of Polynesia generally. During the Mexican

war he made a large collection of birds, which were depoMtci

with the Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia, und aiii -

them were some new species, which were afterward descril h
.

i

Mr. Cassin.—X. in Harper's Weekly, Feb. 10.

Rev. Canon Moseley, F.R.S., author of papers on the !i-

ing of ice and the movement of glaciers, died on the 20tli

January last in his 71st year. .

Dr. Adolph Strecker, the able Professor of Chemistry »

Warzburg, has recently died.

Appendix to the Fifth edition of Dana's Mineralogy, by Prof. George J. Bni»'

24 pp. 8vo. 1872. New York. (John Wiley & Son, Astor Place). Contain^"^

scriptions of eighty-seyen mmerals announced as new during the four years

the publication of the Mineralogy. , p^-n^t
Illustrated Catalogue of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard |-ouc»

No.V. The immature state of the Odonatafpart I. Sub-family GomphmaJJ
Lewis Cabot. 18 pp., with three plates. No. VI. Supplement to the upm'"

and Astrophytidas
; by Theodore Lyman. 18 pp., with two plates. j^

Catalogue of the Principal Minerals of Colorado, with Annotations on ^ ^
peculiarities of several species; by J. Alden Smith. 16 pp. 8vo. oenin. -

Colorado, 1870. ,^^Colorado, 1

New York Croton
'

ng the y(

n York, :

observations during the years 1870-71
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Art. XLIL—Becent Geographical work in the United States.

A. Rkpoet of the Cokps op Engine ebs, U. S. Army.

The report of tlie Chief of Engineers of the United State

srhich this corps is making to an accurate knowledge of

the structure of the country. The chief work of this scientific

hodj, in time of peace, is to superintend the construction and
repair of the national fortifications, to devise and carry forward
the improvements which commerce requires in the harbors,

rivers and lakes of the country. Full details in regard to their

work are given in the report referred to, but attention may
here be called to some of the inquiries and examinations which
have a general geographical importance.

.
(a) Ihe U. S. Lake Survey.—The survey of the Great Inte-

rior Lakes, now under the direction of Major 0. B. Comstock,
U. S. Eng., has been in progress during the past year in Lakes
juperior, Michigan, St Clair and Champlain, and on the St.

Lawrence river.

"In Lake Superior the survey of the Apostle Islands has been
completed; the primary triangulation has been carried from Por-

cupme Mountains to Duluth, a distance of one hundred and
twenty mUes ; the base line at Minnesota Point has been measured

;

the longitude of Duluth and St. Paul determmed by telegraphic

connection with Detroit ; and longitude, latitude, and azimuth ob-

servations have been made at several primary stations in the west
end r>f tv,^ i„i-_ ^ •'



In Lake Michig
have been carried

Buffalo, a distance of one hundred and forty miles, and on the

west shore from Manitowoc to Oak Creek, south of Milwaukee, a

distance of eighty-five miles, leaving but. one hundred and twenty

miles of shore-line to finish the lake. The off-shore hydrography

has nearly kept up with the shore-line work.
A reconnaissance has been made, and stations erected for a tri-

angulation, to connect Green Bay with Milwaukee, over a distance

of one hundred and twenty miles, and a part of the angles meas-

Lines detennined by azimuth and latitude are in progress c

the two shores of the lake. "^ " "' 1---— ^-^ —i^-

topography of Lake St. Cla:

erected for a triangulation, reaching from the forty-fifth parallel

(the northern boundary of New York) to the east end of Lake

Ontario, and a part of the angles have been measured. The topo-

graphy and hydrography have been carried from the forty-fifth

parallel to ten miles above (south-west) Ogdensburgh.
In Lake Champlain surveys of Plattsburgh and Burlington Bys

have been made, and the narrows have been surv^eyed for a dis-

tance of thirty miles from the south end of the lake.
.

In the office, besides the ordinary computation and plotting o

the field-work, final chart No. 2 of Lake Superior, and a chart ot

Isle Royale, have been prepared for the engraver, and preliminary

chart No. 3 of Lake Superior has been engraved on stone and

published. Final charts Nos. 1 and 3 of Lake Superior, and hnai

chart of St. Clair are now in progress.
The expansions of the 15-foot brass bar, and of the two Mse-

tubes, have been determined ; observations for difference of longi-

tude have been made with Duluth, Minnesota; Washington, U.^^>

Austin and Battle Mountain, Nevada; and Fort Leavenwortn,

Kansas. The Washington work has been reduced. ^ „
The meteorological work of the survey has been contmued.

The preliminary report of Prof. S. L Smith of New Haj'en,

on the zoological results of the dredging which was carried on

in August and September, 1871, is appended to Major to

stock's report.

The longitude of Detroit (site of the present Lake Surve

observatory) has been determined as west of Washington £

00^12 db 0«.02. The longitude between Detroit and l^uiui

-

and between Duluth and St. Paul, has also been determinea v

telegraphic connection, but the result is not published. A^^^

is given showing the progress of the survey, indicating no
^^^

the shores are triangulated, how far carefully surveyea,

how far the maps are ready for publication. , ^.
{h) Wheeler's Survey in Nevada and Arizona.—The expior

tion of the territory south of the Central Pacific R B-i
^'^
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ing parts of Eastern Nevada and Arizona, wliicli was begun in

1869 by Lieutenant Wheeler, Corps of EDg., has been in pro-

gress during tbe past year. An outline of the results was printed

ill this volume, p. 232,

(c) Raymond's Survey of the River Yukon, Alaska.—Qsc^l. C.

W. Raymond, Corps of Engineers, has made a reconnaissance

of the river Yukon in Alaska, with especial reference to a

determination of the exact position of Fort Yukon.
His report, with a map of the river, has been separately

printed by Congress.

(rf) Kiiufs Survey of the ^Oth Parallel—The survey of the

Fortieth Parallel, to which frequent reference has been made in

these pages, is still in progress. A succinct account of all the

work begun by this survey from March 22, 1867, to Oct. 3, 1871,

by Mr. King, is printed in the report
We cite the latter half of his Report on " the methods of work,

the character of the problems investigated, and what I consider

the chief results."

"The foundation of our explorations has been a

system of triangulation, carried from mountain-top to mountain-
top, over the whole extent of our work, by theodolite observations
upon stone monuments. These triangles have been located

geographically, and their distances computed from a base and
check-base, and a system of astronomical stations. Within the

y triangles a large number of secondary triangles were lo-

cated, by a large theodolite, from the primary points, and from
these, working always inwardly, a thorough system of minor tri-

anoles has been measured with the gradienter, and the topog-
rn\M filled in by compass and gradienter, basing the system upon
300-foot grade-cuiwes, located approximately by the barometer.
In connection with this, the altitude of all prominent mountain-
peaks and localities upon the plains have been determined.

In the department of geology careful and actual sections have
been made over the whole area ; the superposition of the immense
variety of irruptive rocks has been, in almost all cases, accurately
ftetermined

; the dynamical questions, such as the build of mount-
:^'"S the upheaval of chains, and the formation of mining districts

•'"'l of mineral-bearing lodes, have received our careful attention.

An extensive series of observations was also made upon the

I'r^seiit climatic conditions of the Great Basin, as regards its iso-

f'l'Tnial lines, annual and monthly averages of temperature, rela-

"\ f evaporation, and the outlines of storms and rainfall.

''> the department of botany a very large collection has been
'"^I'le, resulting in the discovery of somewhat over a hundred
^l'"ies of plants new to science, in a complete knowledge of the

'''>tnbution of timber, and the leading families of the Desert flora.

l'> zoology, the collection has been equally careful, and the re-

^"lt>. according to Professor S. F. Baird,in whose hands they now
=""e, are of interest and value.
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The work embraces a very complete scienti:

section of country which traverses, from west to east, nearly the

entire CordiUera system. The rocks at our eastern terminus are

already those of the Atlantic formations, and are being exten-

sively studied by a number of geologists.

In the department of mining industiy our labors have been com-

pletely worked up, and the volume and accompanying atlas,

embracing the elaborated results of our three years' study, is

already printed, and being bound at the Congressional establish-

ment [since published]. Also, the topographical maps of the

fortieth parallel belt are plotted on a scale of two miles to the

inch, and have been photographically reduced to a scale of four

miles to the inch, resulting in three maps, about 30 or 40 inches

each. These maps, assembled in grade-curves, are now being

drawn in hachure, preparatory to lithographing them upon stone.

The volume of botany is completed, transmitted, and in process

r^f —;.,4-;— 'T'l,^* ^i- 1^—

1

:., ^i„^ -.^>v,»^i-^4^^/l ar^A lios bpennd has \

ngressional printer,

who is unable to keep up with our rate of furnishing material.

To complete the series, I propose two more volumes :
one de-

scriptive geology, and one embodying general results. That oa

descriptive geology is now in active preparation, and the geologi-

cal maps accompanying it are already in the hands of the engraver.

These volumes, making thus far four, will be brought out as

quickly as the printer can execute them. For the first, or genei^

volume, I am unable at present to fix a definite time ; its scope be-

ing somewhat unique, forbids a definite estimate.

When finished, the series is designed to embody, first, a ground-

work topographical map, upon which shall appear all the feature?

of the country surveyed ; second, a series of geological maps, iU1>-

trating the formations of rocks, soils, alkaline deposits, anci e

distribution of arable land; third, a general report, which, m -

synthetical manner, shall describe the history of the formation* o

that portion of the Cordillera, its original deposition in the pnm

val ocean, the evolution of continental features and mountains, tW

minute lithological structure of each family of rocks, and cjiapt^^

upon the volcanic and glacial 'ages ; and an attempt to explain

present physical conditions, and an account of a considerable

matic change now going on. , „ ,^, ^.,,!

As appendices to this, the second, third, fouri;h, and fiftb

J"
umes will treat of technical geology, zoology, and mining iDd«*^ •'

Among
y:) kjiAiuvys uiiu jM:cunnaissances oj rrest^/n j.v<,w^'^- .

the great variety of enterprises of this character with w".'^"

Engineer Corps are charged, the following, which were m P

gress during tbe year 1870-71, seem to us as of most genenu

interest. . ,f

1. A survey of tbe Cumberiand river under the direction
•

Major G. Weitzel, Corps of Engineers, which was made t)}

S. T. Abert and a party of twenty-one men. The reconnai^-



extended from Nashville first to the river's mouth ; afterwards

from Nashville to the falls of the Cumberland.

The length of the river from the falls to the mouth is 595

miles. The following altitudes are of interest

:

Foot of Falls, 770-70 above mean tide at Mobile.

Laurel River, 685-70

Smith's Shoals—
(Head), 651-70

(Foot), 597-00

Point Bm-nside, 597
State Line, 502-50

Nashville, 365
River Mouth, 286

A mhiute report of the character of the river, and of the

resources of the region, is given.
2. A preliminary survey, under the same officer of Engineers,

has been made of the Wabash river, from Wabash to its mouth,
by Mr. F. Stien of Tipton, Ind.

o. An examination has also been made of the French Broad
river, by Lieut M. B. Adams, U. S. Eng.

4. A route has been surveyed for a ship-canal between
Hennepin on the Illinois river, and Rock Island on the Mis-

sissippi, via Geneseo, showing a length for such a canal of 05
miles, with a navigable feeder from Dixon of 38 miles. The
estimated cost of a ship-canal 160 feet wide and 7 feet deep is

$12,500,000 ; and for a commercial canal 60 feet wide and 6

feet deep $3,900,000.
0. A series of examinations carried on under the direction of

Lieut Col W. F. Raynolds, U. S. Eng., having reference to the

improvement of the Mississippi river and its tributaries,—
among them a survey of the Mississippi from Alton, III, to

Jur
"^°^^^ ^^ ^^® Maramec river, examinations of the Ouachita

(Washita) and the little Missouri one of its tributaries; and of
the White, Black, Red and other rivers in Arkansas. These
reports of surveys largely relate to the removal of obstacles to

navigation; but they also contain much other information
respecting the water courses and the adjacent territory. There
IS also a very interesting report on the vicinity of Vicksburg,
the key of the Mississippi Valley," called out by the appre-

hension, " too well founded," that the river will there seek a
new channel, leaving Vicksburg an inland town.

,
6. On the Pacific Coast, river surveys more or less in detail

have been made in various regions ;
including the Willamette,

above Oregon City, by Mai. R. S. Williamson and Lieut W.
^- tleuer; the Umpqua; and portions of the Sacramento.



B. The Yellowstone Getsees.

The remarkable geysers which have been found in the valley

of the Upper Yellowstone; the proposition which has been

adopted in Congress to reserve a considerable portion of the

valley most interesting for its natural characteristics as a

public park, belonging to the nation ; and the possibility that

the Yellowstone Valley will be adopted by the Northern Pacific

Eailroad as their route for approaching the Eocky Mountains

divide,—have recently attracted very general attention.

The most valuable sources of information which have come

under our notice are as follows :

1. A picturesque description of the Geyser region, based

upon the observations of the Wasbburne - Langford party,

which was printed in Scribner's Monthly in 1871.

An account by Walter Trumbull of the Washburn Yel-

lowstone expedition, was printed in the Overland Monthly for

May, 1871.

2. The Keports of Dr. Hayden's visit in 1871, printed in

this volume, pp. 161 and 294, with two illustrative maps, which

are also prepared for publication on a larger scale.

3. The narrative of a reconnaissance by Capt. John W. Barlow

of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., likewise made in the

summer of 1871, published, by permission of Gen. Sheriden, m
several of the daily newspapers of January and February, 18(2.

4 The report of a railroad r
" ' " -^--''-^^•

_-„. Wm. Milnor Roberts, Chief Engineer of the Northern

Pacific R. R, made in the summer of 1871,—a report which

has been printed, but is not yet published, by the corporation

just named.

C. Route of the Northeri^ Pacific Railroad.

The prosecution of a second railroad route across the con-

tinent, by way of the Upper Missouri and the Columbia V allej.

has added much to our knowledge of that country. This is the

region which was first made known by the journey of bewis

and Clark in 1804-5 and 6 ; was surveyed bv Gen. I. I. Stevens

in 1853-4-5 (whose report was published as vol. xii, pt- 1-
j'l

the U. S. Pacific Railroad Report), and was again caretiUn

examined bv Capt. John Mullan, U. S. A., who constriictefl.

from 1858 to 1862, a military road from Fort Walla ^^a^^i,?"

the Columbia river to Fort Benton on the Missoun. Af
report of Capt. Mullan was printed by the Government m l»oj>-

1. The Northern Pacific Railroad published last year tue

report of a reconnaissance of the route made in 1869, by we •

W. Milnor Roberts. The same engineer has been engaged dur-

ng the summer of 1871 in an examination of the^^Vl
Mountain Divide, between Lewis and Clark's Pass on the non
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and Deer Lodge Pass on the south, a distance of nearly 100 miles,

covering all the passes of the main chain available for the

Northern Pacific Road. He subsequently M^ent down the Yel-

lowstone, as mentioned before.

2. At the same time, Gen. Thos. L. Rosser has made a sur-

vey of a route between the Missouri at Fort Rice and the Yel-

lowstone.

3. Mr. Frank Wilkeson also made last summer an examma-

tion of the geology of the region between Cadotte's Pass and

Deer Lodge Pass, with reference to the occurrence of coal

4. Mr.' Charles A. White has been across the Great Plain of

the Columbia and through the Grand Ooul6e.

(These four reports have been printed, but are not yet pub-

lished.)

D. Map of Transportation Routes m Minnesota and Dakota.

A map of transportation routes in Minnesota and Dakota,

including railroads, mail and express routes, has just been pre-

pared by Gen. S. R. Holabird, Chief Quartermaster of the De-

partment of Dakota, and published on a scale of ten miles to

one inch. The water courses, lakes, and routes of transit are

carefully indicated, and the sites of settlements and villages;

the heights of land are of course less accurately delineated.

This vast region is now attracting so much attention and is so

rapidly developing, that this preliminary map, prepared under

circumstances of very considerable difSculty, is of special inter-

est. The lakes which are so characteristic of Minnesota and

Eastern Dakota, the line of the divide between the waters run-

ning to the Gulf of Mexico and those running to Hudson s Bay,

the outlines of the Coteau des Prairies and of the Coteau du

Missouri, and the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad, are

among the interesting features which the map exhibits.

A RECENT review of a portion of the ground theoretically

surveyed in my papers on Molecular and Cosmical Physics,

published at intervals during the last eight yeai-s, has led to

new results, which I now propose succinctly to present
:

ana

at the same time, for the proper understanding and apprecia-

tion of these, to sketch the outline of the general theory, and

gl^:e a connected view of the results obtained. The theoretical

deductions obtained in the papers alluded to have received

many striking confirmations, which wUl first be briefly noticed.
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One of the most conspicuous of the theoretical positions

reached, was that of the incessant operation of a repulsive

force, exerted at all distances beyond the minute sphere of

molecular attraction, upon individual molecules. Evidence of

the operation of such a force at small distances, in the contact

of bodies whether by pressure or impact, has often been recog-

nized, and it has generally been conceived to be the j)hysical

cause of the elastic outward pressure of gases ;* but in both

cometary and solar physics we have striking evidence of the

operation of a force of repulsion upon the atoms of highly

attenuated gases, at great distances. It is at present the gene-

ral belief among astronomers that the tails of comets are com-

posed of attenuated matter urged away to indefinite distances
X- xi

1
1 energetic solar repulsion,f I think I may

comet, have served materially to strengthen
long since entertained by such eminent astronomers as Olbers

and Bessel.

The outstreaming of luminous vapors from the sun's photo-

sphere, recognized by spectroscopists in the solar protuberances,

and in the indefinite extension of the solar corona,;}: give inti-

mation of a highly energetic repulsion of subtile vapors from

the sun's luminous surface.

Another position taken was that the contiguous molecules of

a liquid mutually repel each other; the equilibrium being

maintained by a compressive force exerted inward at the sur-

face—that to which the phenomena of capillarity are ascribed.

Several striking experimental discoveries have recently been

made, which furnish a strong support to this view. These are,
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e discovery made by M. Tresca, that solids may be made
• througli orifices, like liquids, by subjecting them, when

within a strong enclosure, to a great pressure ; 2d, tlie

cry that if water be confined in a strong vessel, so that

idency to expansion is restrained, the freezing point

lowered 28° F. ; 3d; that of Dr. Andrews, of the con-

.)f the gaseous and liquid states of matter, under cer-

.
I

»crimental conditions,

theoretical notion formed of a solid was also peculiar,

: been sustained by the results of my own experiments
' " " is din

-1- -

xal t

thf (M-diniiry formula for deflection, and to show the necessity

ot introducing a new term, which proved to be in accordance

with the conception adopted of the mechanical condition of a

solid, and at variance with that generally entertained. The
same notion of the solid state, also led to the apparent detection

of the actual play and mode of propagation of the molecular

forces called into efiective action by the bending force. The

importance of these new views and results is fully recognized

hy Prof. De Volson \Yood, in his recent treatise on the Kesist-

ance of Materials.

The special theory given of electro-magnetic and electro-

dynamic phenomena, has derived support from the results of

recent ingenious and delicate experiments made by Professor

Alfred M. Mayer.f
It nutv be added that the fundamental hypothesis

-inenxs nave been made in the hope that they

I've to secure from the candid reader a closer and more

I attention to the brief exposition that is to follow.

ter exists certainly under two, and probably under

ieties : viz.. ordinary ov gross matter, directly recognizea

-
; " n iversal OY'luDuniferous ether, filling all space,

'-- interstitial spaces of all bodies of ordinary

iice of which is inferred from optical pheno-

the electro-tonic state, makes the tou.

appeared to me that the explanation o

Norton (in this Jour., Jan., 1866) in his

pier and m..re satisfactory explanatioi
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mena
;
and electric ether, associated with all bodies of ordinurj

matter, whose existence is inferred from electrical phenomena.
These varieties of material substance may possibly not differm their essential nature. It is at least conceivable that the

atoms, so called, of ordinary matter, and of electric ether, are

condensed groups of atoms of the universal ether ; and hence
that there is, essentially, but one form of matter in existence,
viz., that which, as made up of single atoms homogeneoasly
aggregated, fonns the ether of space.

It may be that the electric ether, the supposed agent of elec-

trical phenomena, may ultimately be shown to be identical with
the luminiferous ether; but in the present state of physical

science, they cannot be so regarded.
It is supposed by some physicists that electrical phenomena

may consist in some mode or modes of motion of the atoms of

ordinary matter, and that the forces of electric attraction and

repulsion may originate in such motions. But this notion can-

not be regarded as anything more than a conjecture : since no

conception has hitherto been formed of possible atomic move-

ments capable of originating the electric forces, and producing
even the simplest of the electrical phenomena.
The existence of an electric ether has not been as conclu-

sively estabhshed as that of the luminiferous, but all the pheno-

mena give decided intimations of the operation of such an

agent, and thus serve to confer upon the hypothesis of an elec-

tric ether a high probabilitv.
Now that the ethereal is known to be one of the forms in

which matter exists, and as we perceive that ordinary matter

presents a great variety of substances differing in density, and

other conditions, we may certainly j ust as reasonably refer elec-

tric phenomena to a special ethereal agent, as to hypothetical

atomic movements of ordinary bodies of matter. The com-

parative availability of the twa hypotheses in adequately repre-

senting the entire series of electrical phenomena, both formally

and m their precise laws, is the only proper ground upon which

we can decide to which the preference should be given.
II All atoms of matter, when within a certain range of dis-

tance, attract or repel each other, either actually or virtually-

In the normal condition of things, in the instance of each dis-

tinct body of matter, each of its constituent atoms is iB »

state of equilibrium, relatively to the rest, under the opera-

tion of all the forces, attractive or repulsive, exerted upon it

by all other atoms within the range of sensible action, ^hi^

IS true of the universal ether, each atom of which is <^^^'

ceived to be at rest, so far as the natural action of other ethereal
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atoms upon it is concerned; and this action is supposed to con-

sist in a force of repulsion. It is also true of bodies of ordin-

ary matter ; but each integrant atom is under the operation of

attractive as well as repulsive forces, exerted by other contigu-

ous atoms—or at least of forces which tend to urge it from or

toward the atoms acting on it. It is by virtue of this statical

condition, and the change in the intensities of the eflective

forces when the relative distance of the atoms is altered, that

all existing collections of matter are media^ through which ex-

traneous forces applied to them at any point are propagated to

other points.

III. All atomic forces, whether operating at small or great

distances, are of the nature of incessant forces ; that is, are made
up of impulses which are renewed every instant. In the case,

certainly, of the forces propagated in the waves of radiant heat

and light, and taking effect upon the atoms of bodies, the

number of impulses received per second is not infinitely great,

but capable of determination though enormously great. It is

conceivable that all the other incessant forces in operation

(gravitation, molecular forces, electric forces) are of the same
essential character ; that is, consist of, or result from actual re-

curring impulses propagated in ethereal waves. Upon this

hypothesis these forces should conform to the law of inverse

squares, like the radiations of heat and light ; as they in fact

do, m every instance in which the law of variation of intensity

with the distance has been determined. The effective molecular
forces may furnish an exception, but we have no reason to sup-

pose that the law does not hold good for the actual attractive

and repulsive forces from the antagonistic operation of which
these effective forces result.

IV. In the light of these fundamental principles we may
assume as the basis of an entire scheme of Nature, the hypothe-
^1^ that all matter has but the one fundamental property of

'•''pulsion : and that the three great varieties of matter, and all

tiie various substances known to us, differ essentially only in the
iiyiss, size, or perhaps in certain cases also the specific intensity
of repulsion, of their atoms. We may reach a still deeper,

underlying principle, by conceiving that all the atoms, so

called, of ordinary matter, and of electric ether, consist of
groups of atoms of the one primary universal ether, condensed
by reason of a diminished repulsive action of their constituent
atoms. This conception brines us to the simplest possible basis

upon which a phvsical theo^ry of inanimate Nature can be
erected

; viz., that of the existence of but one primordial form
ot matter and but one primary form of force.

ibe general inquiry now "before us is whether the diverse
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Lon, in tiiei]

3 physical c

bodies, and the different classes of physical phenomena, can be

shown to be legitimately deducible from it. Certain topics

comprised in this general inquiry will now be briefly discussed

;

in as far as this may be deemed necessary, to supplement the

discussions given in former papers,

y. Universal Gravitation.—Let ni, fig, 1, represent a single

atom of ordinary matter, posited at any point in the sea of

ether, and and a slightly divergent cone, extending from
j

it in any direction ; and let us consider the force that
^

should take effect upon m resulting from the propaga-

tion of repulsive impulses from all the ethereal atoms

lying within this cone. These propagated impulses may
be regarded as superadded to the force of repulsion,

which'^gives to the ether the essentially statical condition

by virtue of which waves are propagated— thovigh it

does not appear to be absolutely essential that this latter

force should be strictly a statical repulsion. Let ah and

cd be portions of spherical surfaces, lying within the

cone. Every atom in ab and cd will originate impulses

of equal intensity ; and hence the entire amount of force

propagated to m from ah will be equal to that transmit-
^

ted from cd. The same will be true for every other such

spherical layer of atoms comprised within the cone. The entire

wave-force conveyed to m will be the sum of the individual

impulses proceeding from all the indefioitely thin layers of ethe-

real atoms, ah, cd, etc., of which the conical mass cmd is made

up. The result is the same as if each layer cd was replaced by

another of the extent ah, posited at the distance ma; and thus

one immeasurably dense force-radiating mass obtained, at a cer-

tain assumed distance ma. The entire wave-force propagated

to TO should then be enormously great, even if the impulses

emanating from the individual ethereal atoms be very feeble.

Now, for every wave transmitted to m, a certain minute trac-

tion of the impulsive force conveyed in it, in the extent of tjie

atom m, will take effect as an impulse against this atom, f ^

equal reaction to this will originate a reflected ethereal WiU e,

that will be propagated backward in all directions. If the cone

cmd be extended indefinitely in the opposite direction, it will

seen that an equal impulsive force will take effect on
^'f.''^

the waves transmitted from the ether lying within c'md . ^.^
equal impulsive actions upon opposite sides of the atom wi

neutralize each other, and no motion can ensue. Every ato,

m, then receives a certain impulsive action from the etnered
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passes back into the ethereal medium as a reflected ^

Let us now take two atoms m and w, Fig. 2, and let

c'nd' be a conical surface circumscribing n. It is plain,

from what has just been stated, that a certain portion

of the impulsive wave-force propagated to n, from the

ether included within this conical surface, will be
"

cepted bv w, and thus prevented from passing on

The impulsive action upon m received from the ethe
in the cone cmd, will then be in excess over that re

from the ether posited within the cone c'md\ by the a:

thus intercepted by n. The atom w should then gravitate
^

toward w, by this differential force. Let a denote the

amount of wave-force that falls upon m, from the cone cma;
o! the amount that falls upon «, from the conical frustum c'nd'

;

- the amount of impulsive action on m due to the wave-force

0/ — that which takes effect on w, from the wave-force a'. The

impulsive forces, — and — , will be intercepted by m and w, re-

spectively. Let— =&/ and the wave-force from c'md' that is

propagated to m will be represented by a -5, and the impulsive

action it exerts on m, by ^^. Then - - ^-^^j or -, will be

the effective force by which m will gravitate toward n ; for the

entire gravitating force -will be due to the conical portions of

ether considered, provided all the points of m are taken into

account. It is obvious that n will gravitate toward m with an
equal force, if the two atoms are exact counterparts of each

It may be imagined that the deficiency, — , in the impulsive

action received from c'md\ mav be made up by the wave-force

reflected back from n toward m, but this initial wave-force is

diffused over the whole extent of the outspreading wave, and
proportionally weakened at any one point, as m, which it

reaches
; and hence the portion that falls on m is but a minute frac-

tion of the initial impulse, —-, reflected at n toward m, and

It is only the ~ part of this minute fraction that can take effect

impulsively on m. Suppose - of —- is propagated to vi,
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then the impulse on to, from the reflected wave
, will be

—^, whereas the gravitating force of m toward n is — , or -j

;

or, owing to the indefinite extent of the conical frustrtrm, c'nd\

not sensibly different from — (for all the points of m). It is to

be observed that — will always be an exceedingly minute frac-

tion, and therefore ~-^ excess! v^ely small, as compared with -.

It will be evident, on considering the varying size of the

cones cmd, c'm.d\ as the distance m n is supposed to vary, that

the effective force of gravity, —, will conform to the law of

inverse squares. It may also be shown, by means of the fun-

damental ideas just presented, that if we regard every atom of

ordinary matter as made up of ethereal or other atoms of equal

size (in accordance with our fundamental conception, p. '6'dX\

the entire force of gravitation of one body of matter toward

another, will be proportional to the product of the masses of

the two bodies, and inversely proportional to the square of the

distance between their centers.* If we adopt the other possi-

ble conception, that an atom of ordinary matter is one continu-

ous homogeneous mass, impenetrable at all points to the ethereal

wave-force, then the force of gravitation of one atom, w, toward

another, w, will be proportional to the surface of each ;
instead

of the quantity of matter, or number of equal atoms m eacti.

Upon this idea the atomic weights of substances would re-

present the comparative superficial dimensions of the atoms.

Let us now inquire what considerations can be urged in favor

of adopting the theory thus briefly set forth of the possible

origin of universal gravitation. ,

1. It is deduced from the simplest possible conception tuai

can be formed of the essential elements of the material univeTse,

viz., that they consist of one primary form of matter—the ether-

eal, and one form of force—repulsion ; the actual existence o

each of which is a well established fact. It is not, however a

variance with the notion that the atoms of ordinary matter

are not made up of ethereal atoms ; as we have just seen.

2. The hypothesis that the ethereal repulsion from wmc

the force of gravity is derived is made up of definite impulses,

leads to the law of inverse squares, as the law of propagation

of the wave-force originated by it.
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3. The effective force theoretically deduced, conforms to the

estabHshed laws of universal gravitation.

4. The high improbability that the force of gravitation can

take ettect on cosmical bodies, and be transmitted through

them without being in any sensible degree diminished, or inter-

cepted, cannot be urged as an objection to the pre " " '
"

since it is the very interception of a portion of the

t give

. The^he conclusion reached by Lapla
,

the gravitating fluid, if such there be, must be immeasurably

greater than the velocity of light, does not militate against the

present theory. For when we consider that the gravitation

waves are supposed to proceed from all the atoms of the sea

of ether to an indefinite distance, it will be seen that the num-
ber of impulses that take effect on any atom, to, of ordinary

matter, must be regarded as infinitely great in any finite time

;

and hence, that if we represent the action of these waves in

any line of direction, by the progressive motion of a line of

atoms impinging upon m, the velocity of this motion must be

conceived to be infinite. The velocities of the earth and moon
in their orbits must be wholly insensible in comparison with
this representative velocity of an impinging fluid ; and no
augmentation of ethereal impulses can result from these veloci-

ties, that will be any sensible fraction of the entire impulsive

action, or indeed of the difl'erential action that constitutes the

effective force of gravity.
6. If these be legitimate conclusions, then it would appear

that the necessity does not exist of supposing the medium of

gravitation to be a distinct ether, immeasureably more subtile

than the luminiferous ether. It may be imagined, however,
that the ready transmission of the force of gravitation through

bodies necessitates this supposition. But, when we reflect that

there are certain substances through which the waves of heat

pass with facility, and that when absorption of any of the solar

radiations occurs it is chiefly by reason of certain accordant

rates of vibratory movement induced within the absorbing

medium, it does not seem unreasonable to suppose that the

mechanical conditions required for a similar absorption of the

gravitation-waves may be wholly wanting in all substances.

The only intercepting action would then be that already con-

sidered, from which the gravitating tendency results
.

Let it not be supposed, however, that there is any theoretical

objection to the notion of a separate gravitation-ether ;
farther

than that we have no independent evidence of the existence ol

an ether more subtile than the luminiferous, and that the arbi-

trary hypothesis of such a medium does not seem to be de-

manded by the phenomena If the hypothesis were adopted,
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the hypothetical ether would simply play the part here assigned

to the luminiferous ether.

VI. Physical Constitution ofa Primitive Molecule.—A primitive

molecale is here regarded as the physical equivalent of a

"chemical atom," or simple "integrant atom," as these terms

are ordinarily understood. The prevalent notion has been that

a simple atom is inherently endued with the property of attrac-

tion or repulsion, which it manifests under different circum-

stances ; but against this hypothesis rests the objection that it

is highly improbable that a homogeneous atom can, of its

own nature, exert a force of repulsion at one distance and of

attraction at another. This fact, together with a careful study

of physical phenomena, has led certain able physicists to re-

gard an atom, so called, as made up of dissimilar parts. Now

molecule)
universal force of repulsioa

The impulsive " waves of translation " that are propagated

any atom of ordinary matter, from the universal sea of ether,

should condense the surrounding ether upon its surface, and

thus form a permanent ethereal atmosphere around it. This

theoretical result, it should be observed, is in accordance with

one of the inductions of Physical Optics.

Again, the electric ether, the supposed agent in electrical phe-

nomena, cannot be very much less subtile 3.

than the luminiferous ; if so, a portion of

it posited in the vicinity of an ordinary'

atom, should be condensed around it by
the ethereal waves, and form an electric

envelope, immersed in the ethereal atmos-
phere, as roughly indicated in fig. 3.

The electric etlier, in this movement,
should be borne forward, in a good degree,

as if it were a portion of the ethereal

medium of the wave propagation, but
partly also by a gravitating tendency to-

ward the atom, originated in the same way as mai ui ^^^^

of ordinary matter toward another. ,

Now it is to be observed that both the ethereal atmosptier-

and electric envelope of the atom are in a condition of dy°*°^

equilibrium. The forces urging the atoms of the envelope

toward the central atom a-re made up of actual recurnng i^j

pulses ; and the same is true of those condensing the
^'^^Jf.

atmosphere. Every such momentary condensation ot t

atmosphere must originate increased repulsive impulses ^^^
.

by this atmosphere upon the portion of the envelope exte"

to it Also, by our fundamental hvpothesis, the ettiereii
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atmosphere and the central atom must act directly by recur-

ring impulses upon the electric envelope. Every atom of this

envelope must then be incessantly urged inward by oae set of

impulses, which virtually constitute an attractive force exerted

by the central atom ; and incessantly urged outward by another

set of impulses which constitute a repulsiveforce exerted by the

ethereal atmosphere and ihe central atom.

The center of the virtual attraction of the atom for its en-

velope is at the center of the atom. But, with respect to the

action on any radial line, as rs, fig. 3, the center of the repul-

sion exerted by the ethereal atmosphere upon the envelope is

not coincident with the center of the atom, but lies at some dif-

ferent point 0, on the side considered. This results from the

fact that the atom intercepts a part of the repulsive force pro-

pagated from the portion of this atmosphere posited on the

opposite side of it. It follows from this relative position

of the two centers of action, that the envelope can have no

definite outer limit, but must extend with diminishing density

indefinitely outward. Still, from most points of view, a virtual

hmit may be said to exist
This is the state of the case for a single isolated molecule.

If we consider two contiguous primitive molecules of a solid,

or liquid, their actions on the electric ether in the interstitial

space between them, do not in general neutralize each other,

and determine an electric vacuum there; for their obhque

actions on the ether lying on either side of the line of their

centers will obviously tend to condense it upon this line. At
the surface of every body there must also be more or less ot

condensing action that will occasion a certain density of the

electric ether, at those special interstitial points of the body at

which the attractive actions of surrounding molecules upon the

ether neutralize each other.
VII. Molecular Forces.—T}ie impulses of the virtual attrac-

tive force which, we have just seen, will be exerted by an

atom upon its envelope, must originate at every point of the

envelope a series of attractive waves that will be propagated

indefinitely outward, by the interstitial electric ether, to sur-

rounding atoms of the body. The resultant wave-system that

naay be taken to represent the entire system of waves thus

originating on any one radial line, rs, fig. 3, will obviously

proceed from a point lying much nearer the inner than the

outer surface of the envelope; as at n. The action of these

attractive impulses upon the envelope will also be attended by

momentary condensations of the ethereal atmosphere below it

;

and therefore will originate waves in this atmosphere that will

be propagated indefinitely outward by the interstitial Inmini-

terous ether. These waves will be repulsive in their character.

Am. Jotm. Scl-Thikd Series, Vol. Ill, No. 17.-Mat, 1872.
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The force thus originating I designate as the molecular force

of heat-repulsion; but it should not be confounded with the

heat energy in the body, derived from extraneous sources, or

from work of condensation previously expended in the interior

of the body. Again, the repulsive impulses exerted, as we have

seen, by the ethereal atmosphere upon the envelope, must take

effect upon every point of it, and the outward pressures thus

originating at the various points of any radial line, rs^ will

combine to produce a greater and greater outward condensing

action at points more and more remote from the lower surface

of the envelope, within a certain limit. From each of these

points of varying condensation will proceed indefinitely out-

ward, through the interstitial electric ether, a series of repul-

sive waves. These may be represented by a resultant wave-

system, which must obviously be regarded as proceeding from

a center nearer the outer then the inner surface of the en-

velope, as at m, fig. 3. This resultant system of repulsive

waves, as it originates in the electric envelope, and is propa-

gated by the interstitial electric ether, is termed the molecular

force of electric repulsion.

The result then is, that the molecular forces consist of one attr(K-

)_repw?sibns; all originating in the primary force ot

and hence
square of the distance.

From these fundamental results I have deduced in my former

paper on Molecular Physics, the following general analytical

expression for the intensity of the effective action of one pn-

mitive molecule on another, in terms of the distance, x, between

the envelopes of the two molecules
;

n{Sr^-\-2n

In this expression n denotes the coefiicient of the attrao

tive force, and also of that termed the heat-repulsion m tn

coeflScient of the electric repulsion, and r the distance betwec

the two centers from which the resultant systems of way

proceed (fig. 3). The molecules of different substances ma)

differ in respect to the values of m and r, and of the ran

^. Various supposed values of - were taken, and the effec-

tive molecalar action calculated in terms of ^. The genera

character of the results was graphically represented by a <^''^

of effective molecular action (fig. 4). ^t
VIII. Special Results.—The following are some of the m

important results of the discussion ; a few of which have

obtained since the publication of my former paper.
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distances to an attraction at greater distances, and another to

a repulsion beginning at the outer limit of the attraction, and

extending to an indefinite distance. This is shown in the

figure, in which the distances laid off from represent the

assumed values of the distance, x, between the theoretical

envelopes, in terms of r, and the ordinates the effective action
;

a and c are the points at which the alternations occur. At the

distance Ob the maximum attractive action occurs, and at Od

the maximum repulsive action, a is the position of stable

equilibrium
; that is, Oa is the distance between the molecular

envelopes when the two molecules are in equilibrium under

their natural action.

2. For some distance above and below a the curve is very

nearlv a right line, showing that the efiective actions are tor

small" displacements very nearly proportional to the distance

from the point of rest It is to be observed that r, the thicK-

ness of the theoretical envelope, is doubtless very small in com-

parison with the radius of the outer surface of this envelope,

and hence that any displacement a» is a much smaller traction

of the distance between the centers of the molecules than oi

the distance Oa between the envelopes.
^

3. The calculations were made for various values of -,

from 4-938 to 12410. The former value gives a curve lying

entirely below the axis of x, and touching it at the distance
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2-85 r. For this and every less value of — the effective action

is repulsive at all distances between the molecules. In proportion

as the value of — is greater than 4-938, the maximum attrac-

tion, hm, is greater, the range ac of attractive action greater, the

distance Oa smaller, and the distance Od greater. Oa ranges

from 2-85r to 0-5r ; ac from to 19 "Sr, and Od from 1r to 30r.

The value of ah is nearly 0-5r, for all the values of - consid-

0-73 —
; and that of the maximum repulsive ordinate, dn, from

0-0042^ to 0-00032^ ; the latter value of dn answering to

the greatest assumed value of — At the distance 80r the re-

pulsion becomes very nearly the same for all the assumed val-

ues of -
; viz, 0-00013^.

(To be concluded.)

Art. XLIY.—J. New Sensitive Singing Flame; by W. E.

Geyer, of the Stevens Institute of Technology.

Philip Barry has recently described* a very sensitive flame

produced by placing a piece of ordinary wire-gauze on the

ring of a retort stand, about four inches above a Sugg's steatite

pin-hole burner, and lighting the gas above the gauze. " ^be

flame is a slender cone about four inches high, the upper por-

tion giving a bright yellow light, the base being a non-lumm-

ous blue flame. At the least noise this flame roars, sinkmg

down to the surface of the gauze, becoming at the same time

almost invisible. It is very active in its responses,- and being

rather a noisy flame, its sympathy is apparent to the ear as well

as to the eye."

A simple addition to this apparatus has given me a flaine»

which, by slight regulation, may be made either : (1) a sensitive

flame merely ; that is, a flame which is depressed and renderea

non-luminous by external noises, but which does not smg.

tinuously singing flame, not disturbed by outward

Nature, v, 30, Nov. 2, 1871. [This form of apparatus would seem ^fJZ.
ongmal with Mr. Barry, since identically the same thing, apparently, was descn

months earlier by Professor Goyi, of Tirin, and noticed in the September number

of the Mmitmr ScienUfique—Em.-]
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noises
; (3) a sensitive flame, which only sounds while disturbed

;

or (4) a flame that sings continuously except when agitated by

external sounds. The last two results, so far as known to me,

To produce them it is only necessary to cover Barry's flame

with a moderately large tube, resting it loosely on the gauze.

A luminous flame six to eight inches long is thus obtamed,

which is very sensitive, especiallv to high and sharp sounds.

If now the gauze and tube be raised, the flame gradually

shortens and appears less luminous, until at last it becomes

violently agitated, and sings with a loud uniform tone, which

may be maintained for any length of time. Under these con-

ditions, external sounds have no eflPect upon it. The sensitive

musical flame is produced by lowering the gauze, until the

singing just ceases. It is in this position that the flame is

most remarkable. At the slightest sharp sound, it instantly

sings, continuing to do so as long as the disturbing cause exists,

but stopping at once with it. So quick are the responses, that

by rapping the time of a tune, or whistling or playing it, pro-

vided the tones are high enough, the flame faithfully sounds at

every note. By slightly raising or lowering the jet, the flame

can be made less or more sensitive, so that a hiss m any part

of the room, the rattling of keys, even in the pocket, turning

on the water at the hydrant, folding up a piece of paper, or

even moving the hand over the table, will excite the sound.

On pronouncing the word "sensitive," it sings twice ;Ma in

general, it will interrupt the speaker at almost every "s or

other hissing sound.
The several parts of the apparatus need not be particularly

refined. By the kindness of Pres. Morton, I have used several

sensitive jets of the ordinary kind made of brass ;
they all give

excellent results. Glass tubes, however, drawn out until the

internal diameter is between one sixteenth and one thirty-

second of an inch, will do almost equally well For producmg

merely the singing flame, even the inner jet of a good Bunsen

burner will answer. The kind of gauze too is not imwrtant:

I have generally used a piece which had been rounded tor

heating flasks ; it contained about 28 meshes to the inch.

The tube chiefly determines the pitch of the note, shorter or

longer ones producing, of course, higher or lower tones respec-

tively. I have most frequently used either a glass tube twelve

mches long and one and a quarter inches in diameter, or a brass

one of the same dimensions. Out of several rough pieces ot

common gas-pipe, no one failed to give a more or less agreeable

sound. Amon^ these gas-pipes was one as short as seven

inches, with a diameter of one inch ; while another was two

feet long, and one and a quarter inches in diameter. A third
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pipe, fifteen inches long and three quarters of an inch in

neter, gave, when set for a continuous sound, quite a low

and mellow tone. If the jet be moved slightly aside, so that

the flame just grazes the side of the tube, a note somewhat
lower than the fundamental one of the tube is produced. This

sound is stopped by external noises, but it goes on again when
left undisturbed. All these experiments can be made under

the ordinary pressure of street gas, three-fourths of an inch of

water being sufficient

the Physical Laboratory of

of Liquids

separated by Membranes ; by John Teowbeidge.

It is well known that two liquids, of a dissimilar chemical

composition, separated by a porous partition, give rise to a gal-

vanic current. This fact has an important bearing upon the

subject of animal electricity. Desiring to prove certain theories

in regard to muscular currents, I undertook the following line

of investigation.

The apparatus which I used was identical with that descnbed

by DuBois Eeyraond in his researches upon the muscular car-

rents (Untersuchungen uber Thierische Elektricitat, Bd. I, p-

213, et seq. Beschreibung, &c.) It consists essentially of the tol-

lowing parts : a sensitive galvanometer with mirror and scale

;

two vessels filled with a saturated solution of sulphate of zinc,

in which the amalgamated zinc terminals of the galvanometer

are immersed
; and connecting pads formed of many layers ot

fine filtering paper, which are laid over the edges of the vessels,

forming the cushions upon which the muscle or nerve rests.

This apparatus obviates the difficulties arising from the un-

equal chemical composition of the two electrodes which e^en-

"., 'itiates c ' ' ^

touchir ^
galvanometer.

The muscle or nerve is further protected from the saline

solution in which the filtering paper is saturated by claygwaras

or by pieces of bladder soaked in the white of an e^g- , .
,

In place of the muscle, I made u^e of a series of artincKj

muscles, consisting of glass tubes with the openings prote-;;'
'

by porous partitions, and filled with the following hq'^J'^;

;

undistilled water ; weak solution of salt in distilled ^vatt. •

solution of various salts of iron; blood; acidulated v.^^^.

Havmg carefully placed the artificial muscle in position w
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the proper opeaings placed upon the protecting guards, I found

that each liquid produced a deflection of the needle of the gal-

vanometer. The currents undoubtedly arose from the action of

tlie liquids in the tubes upon the saline solutions with which

the cushions and the protecting guards were saturated ; for

upon tilling the artificial muscle with distilled water, no appre-

ciable deflection was produced, whereas when it was filled with

a solution of ordinary salt, or with the other liquids mentioned

above, a decided swing of the needle resulted, throwing in

many cases the spot of light reflected from the mirror of the

galvanometer off the scale. The same precautions must be

adopted as are advised by the electro-physiologists in obtaining

the muscular currents. It will be seen that when we experi-

ment with the muscle itself, we have a vessel containing fresh

blood, with all its chemical properties active, separated by the

sheath of the muscle from the clay guards placed upon the

cushions of the galvanometer. An action must take place

between the fluids of the muscle and the saline solutions of the

connecting apparatus, which is extremly difficult to distinguish

from the muscular current, when we consider that the fluids in

their natural state in the muscle must exert a more definite

chemical action than when thev are removed and put in an

artificial test muscle.
When membranes are used instead of clay partitions, endos-

motic action may arise. Grraham has shown, however, that the

membrane must be chemically affected by the separated liquids

m order that an appreciable action mav tak^ place. This

source of error can be shunned by using unbaked sculptor's clay

kneaded in sulphate of zinc. We cannot affii'm conclusively,

however, even in this case, that the membranous sheath of the

muscle is not acted upon by the blood and the sulphate of zmc
m the clay partition.

%--(OuB_> /or

-() :^ EB>
<''1_ CI

In the following experiments I placed the terminals of the gal-

vanometer in an obhmg vessel filled with sulphate of zmc ;
and

hUmg a U tube with^^the liquid to be experimented with, i

closed the ends with pieces of bladder prepared with the white

of an egg, and dipped them in the bath of sulphate of zinc.
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In fig. (1) T and T' represent terminals of the galvanometer
in plan. I found that when the extremities of the U tube

were placed along the line A C, a current went from C to A
through the U tube, arising probably from the resultant electro-

motive action at A and C, between the fluid enclosed in the

tube and the sulphate of zinc in the connecting vessel. The

current passed through the IT tube, not, as it might be supposed,

flowing merely from the point C to the point A along the sur-

face of the bath. This was shown by contracting the bend of

the tube ; the deflection of the needle being greatly lessened

thereby. Upon turning the U tube around a vertical axis pass-

ing through into the position B D, the needle of the galvan-

ometer returned to zero, and oscillated over a few degrees.

This may be explained by supposing that the current

divides at B into nearly equal portions, one part taking the

direction to the right and the other to the left, and counteract-

ing each other in their action upon the galvanometar. On

turning the tube into the position a' d', the current is immedi-

ately reversed, the current which before passed in the direction

A through the galvanometer, now passing m the direction

C. The same phenomena are repeated at D, when the tube has

been turned 270° from the point A ; the current running again

in the direction O A on a very slight movement of the tube

from D toward A.
Care must be taken to eliminate the errors which arise from

the mere disturbance of the bath of sulphate of zinc by the

introduction Of the tube. A rise of level of the bath is suffi-

cient of itself* to produce a current, owing probably to an im-

mersion of a fresh portion of the surfaces of the zinc electrodes.

This current, however, can be readily distinguished from that

arising from the electromotive action between two fluids.

The experiments of Tomlinson on the cohesive figures pro

duced by different liquids readily occurs to one in making

these experiments. But there is not a close analogy between

the two classes of phenomena ; for, upon touching the surface

of the bath with a drop of colored liquid, the needle in most

cases is deflected before the colored fluid reaches the terminali

These experiments bear upon certain facts stated by writers o

electro-physiology. BuBois Eeymond having connected tne

vessels containing the terminals of the galvanometer m a

j

phon tube containing the same liquid as was contained mj^
separate vessels, the ends of the tube having been covered wu

a porous preparation, placed a fore-finger in each vessel ncc

the opening of the connecting siphon tube. Upon contracri%

one arm violently, he found that the needle was deflected i

one direction, and upon contracting the other, the direction ja^

reversed. This action is attributed by DuBois Eeymond w
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the electrical currents supposed to be circulating in the arms.

By the contraction of one arm the muscular current becomes
enfeebled, and the current of the other arm predominates. It

occurred to me that experiments with the U tube might throw
some light upon this celebrated 2.

experiment. I therefore arranged
the vessels in the manner of Du
Bois Keymond, but used instead
of the human fingers, a vessel
(fig. 2) with two limbs, which were
connected with each other at the
top. At a and h are pieces of
flexible tubing, and the extremi-
ties c and d were covered with
prepared membrane

; A was
filled with a weak solution of
salt

The resistance of the circuit was nearly that of the hu
body from the forefinger of one hand to that of the next, and
equal to seven or eight times that of the Atlantic cable. The
extremities of the tube were then immersed in the liquid of the
connecting vessels, the same precautions being observed as
are advised by DuBois Reymond. Upon the first contact with
the hquid, the spot of light from the galvanometer was deflect-
ed over 200 divisions of the scale, and upon the reversal of the
limbs the direction of the deflection was also changed. By
pmchmg the flexible tube of one of the limbs, this deflection
could be greatly lessened.
When a slight chemical difference was made between the

liquids in the two limbs of the tube, and one limb was tightly
contracted, a deflection of the needle resulted in a contrary
airectiou from its first indication. This experiment may per-

'^'{P^ oe regarded as a mere exemplification of the manner in
Which the supposed electrical currents circulating in the arms

^m7 .

^^® muscles of one arm are violently contracted.
-I he difiiculty, however, in conceiving of a distinct electrical

current existing in the arras, and coexistent with the individual
currents claimed by the electro-phvsiolodsts ; and the further
dithculty of conceiving how muscular contraction can effect
t.)i.- (Mirrent, lead me to believe that the deflection of the needle
'"''"

'";:r from the contraction of the muscle of the arms is

d either by the perspiration or by the change
the blood. It may be mentioned in this con

' ''lectromotive force between arterial and venous blood

,

' il^^e represent that of a Daniell's cell by 76-42.

'^^-"Utetteu. Experiences nouvelles pour consiater lelectrmte
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du sang et en mesurer la force electromotrice. C. R., Ivii, 791-

79o.)_

It is well known that muscular contractions can alter the

character of the blood ; and we have shown that a very slight

chemical difference between two fluids separated by a mem-

brane of the same nature as the cutaneous covering of the

fingers, will be shown by the galvanometer.

11.—Demagnetization of Electro-magnets ; by Robeet W. Will-

SON, Junior Class, Harv. Coll.

Wiedemann has shown Pogg. Ann. C. 235, Ann. de Min.

(3), 1, 189, that the intensity of the current necessary to de-

magnetize a steel magnet is much less than that of the current

by which the bar was originally magnetized.
It has occurred to me to experiment, with a view to ascer-

taining how far this principle can be applied to electro-magnets.

The apparatus used consisted of a cylindrical bar of soft iron

8 cm. in length and 1 cm. in diameter, slightly rounded at

the end. The armature was a piece of soft iron, of the same

diameter and 2 cm. in length, ,

Around this core were placed two concentric helices, wound

in opposite directions, through each of which could be passed

the current of a single Grove's cell.

The method of experimenting was as follows. A current

was first passed through the inner helix, which, for convenience,

I shall call A, and the weight supported bv the bar was not^

This current being broken, the outer helix, B, was introduced

into the circuit, and the corresponding weight noted. Ihe cu

rent through B being then broken, and that through A c^osea,

after a short time, the current was again passed through ^ an

the weight noted. The following table shows the results.

Wt. supported by

—

. . , j v^ b

A B A diminished by B

490 grms. 250 130

460 230 130

410 200 110

Mean 452 227 125

Taking the mean result, we see that while the helix ^ can

only develop sufficient magnetism in the bar to render it cajj

^^
of sustaining 227 gr., yet, if it act in opposition Jo

A,
_

dimmish the weight which the latter supports ^v ^^'
^^j. to

that is, its power to demagnetize is greater than its po

magnetize.
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If then we suppose the coercive force of the steel bar -used in

Wiedemann's experiments to be represented by the helix A,
and the demagnetizing current of feeble intensity to be repre-

sented by the helix B, of less magnetizing power, we have here

an interesting confirmation of Wiedemann's results, while we
may also extend the application of the principle to electro-mag-

nets, and may assert, in general, that a current ofgiven intensity,

or a helix of given dimensions, traversed by a constant current,

has greater power to demagnetize than to magnetize. It is

evident that the case of demagnetizing an electro-magnet by a

current is more difficult than the process of demagnetizing a
steel bar ; for whereas in a steel magnet the resistance is sim])ly

the coercive force of the steel, so that the bar when partially de-

prived of its magnetism has no tendency to return to its original

state, even if the demagnetizing current be broken, in the case

of electro-magnets the helix, by which the bar was originally

magnetized, is still acting with its full power when the demag-
netizing helix in introduced into the circuit.

A natural inquiry was this : if the bar were magnetized by
the weaker helix B, and then demagnetized by the helix A,
what additional amount of magnetism could A impart to the
bar? It is evident that this case, though somewhat similar to

the former, is not identical with it: here the helix B acts as

resistance to the magnetiz;ttion of the bar, while in the former
case it acted to deprive the bar of a portion of the magnetism
which it already possessed.
Accordingly 'the bar, being magnetized by B, was submitti^d

to the action of A, and the weight supported being noted, the
reverse operation was performed, and the weights supported
compared as follows :

ft will be noticed that the results in the left ban*
h;in those in the right hand column, that is, when
''''i':^jinetized by B, it can support a greater weight
t i> employed to magnetize the bar against the resi>

''i ^liort, the result of my experinients has been t(

' helix, traversed by a <rivcii <-iirrent. h:i- m"
'tize than to magnetize, w!iih' it.- power to pi

'!! is greater than cither.
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Art. XLYL—Canons of ><

Several years ago, the American Association for the

Advancement of Science appointed a committee to reconsider
the canons of biological nomenclature, and to report whether,
with the growth of science, thej required anv additions or alter-

ations. JNo report has yet been made, nor, so far as we are

aware IS any likely to be presented, until the subject is again

brought prominently forward and new instructions given. Pro-

fessor A. _E. Verrill has since republished * the Eevised Eules

of Zoological Nomenclature adopted by the British Association
for the Advancement of Science in 1865, and has accompanied
them by a few apt comments ; in England, Mr. W. F. Kirby,in
a paper read before the Linnean Society of London, has called

attention to the extensive changes which a strict adherence to

the laws of priority would cause in the generic nomenclatui«
of butterflies

; and quite recently has put the same into practice

m his catalogue of these insects.
But hitherto very little has been said concerning the special

application of definite rules to groups higher than genera, and

It IS to this division of the subject that we desire to call atten-

tion.

In attempting to legislate upon this branch of zoological no-

menclature, two principles must be kept in view : first, so far

as possible, the canons already in general acceptance for generic

nomenclature should be applied to all the monomial groups.

Unity of principle lies at the foundation of acceptable legisla-

tion
;
second, retrospective laws should be avoided.

One difficulty meets us at the outset,- what some are pleased

to term the unstable nature of the higher groups, but whicti

we should prefer to call the disagreement of naturahsts as to

the limits and value of these groups
;
yet as this diversity ^i

view is a nearly equal hindrance ^--^ ^"^^ ^-^^^ ^^ rules, it needs

^'^F rT
^^ "^^^tj^^'^fcl in passing

ated,

follov

of zoologists.

Canons.~l. The name originallv given by the founder ot a

group should be permanently retained, to the exclusion ot au

subsequent synonyms.
"

,

This rule, recognizing the law of priority, which lies at t

foundation of all systematic nomenclature, is the same as ii

* This Journal. July, 1869.
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first and prime rule of the code accepted by the British Associ-

ation, with the exception of certain references made exclusively

to species; and, since this canon meets universal acceptance,

there is no need of discussing it, aside from the following limit-

1. This law of priority should not extend to works published
before 1758.

The same reasons for such a limitation do not exist in the
present instance as in the case of specific nomenclature; but sim-
ilar objections can be made to an earlier limitation. Only three

ivasotiable courses are open to the naturalist: to accept (a) no
Iniiifution whatever, in which case "our zoological studies would
1)0 Jrittered away amid the refinements of classical learning; {b)

the limitation here formulated, in which case all our systematic

nomenclature takes its common origin in the tenth edition of
Linn^'s Systema Naturae ;* or (c) to apply the laws of nomen-
clature to each kind of group (subfamily, family, class, etc.),

from the time when such group was first brought into use

—

which would engender such confusion as speedily to bring all

nomenclature into deserved disrepute.
2. Plural or collective substantives (or adjectives used as

substantives) are alone admissible.
As the higher groups are all collective—in idea, if not in

fact—it is essential that the names applied to them should be at
least capable of a collective sense ; and names which are not so
formed should be dropped. The retrospective action of such a
law would be very slight.

3. A name which has been previously proposed for some
genus or higher group in zoology should be expunged.

This accords too well with accepted rules to require any dis-

cussion.

4. When two authors define and name (differently) the same
.^roup. both making it of the same or very nearly the same ex-
t'^nt. the later name (or if synchronous, the least known name)
should be cancelled, and never again brought into use.

.

y^ ith the exception of certain verbal modifications, this law
1^ I'lentical with the sixth section of the British Association
'"'h's, where it is applied to genera only.

.

•• In any subsequent alterations of the limits of a group,
f/^ name should never be cancelled; but should be retained

" m^ '" ^ restricted or an enlarged sense.
The necessity for such a limitation is obvious; otherwise a

different name would {or, could) be given by every author who

edlti?'*
^"^"«^—t^e strongest upholders of the plan of dating from the twelfth

'J ^J."
!he starting point for zoologic '

'

"

**"*
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differed from preceding ones in his ideas of the precise limita-

tion of any group in question. This indeed has aheady been

done, and, if continued, will create lamentable confusion; but

this limitation should itself be subject to one exception, whicli

may be formulated thus :

6. But any assemblage so defined by an author as harshly

to violate the groupings of nature (as known to naturalists of

his time), should be cancelled.
Such a rule would prevent the injury which might accrue to

science by too close an application of the preceding law. The

parenthetical limitation seems, however, to be necessary.

II. Changes in the name of one group should not affect the

names of other groups.
This follows as a corollary of the first canon, but it has been

not infrequently violated, and it is easy to perceive the cause.

The nomenclature of higher groups, notably of famihes and

subfamilies, has, to a considerable degree, been founded upon

generic names, with the addition of special collective endings

to the root (see recommendation 1). Now, when a generic name

which has formed the basis of a family designation has been

found to be pre-occupied, it has been thought necessary by some

to recast the nomenclature of the higher group. But why? After

a name has been long applied to a group, it ceases to have any

intrinsic meaning, and is simply associated with the group itself,

recalling it without reference to any particular member of the

same. It certainly would be agreeable if we had a nomenclature

in which each group should by the very association of ideas re-

call its members ; but since that is utterly impossible, and we

have to deal with a mass of synonyms already tangled and in-

tricate, our problem is—how best to make our way out of the

difficulty without a continual wrangling over names and entail-

ing endless disputes upon future generations. .

To this canon no exception whatever should be made; lor »

would be difficult to draw the line anywhere and gain genen^

consent. Anyone who considers the subject, will see that one

apparently reasonable exception will lead to another scarcei

less desirable, until the whole value and force of the propobea

canon is destroyed. ;,

HL The mere enumeration of its members, when known,
^

sufficient definition of the limits of a group,
unquestionable claim to recognition. ^.
Although it is certainly most desirable that every °^°^f^Lv

posed for a group should, when first propounded (or.sn '

after), be accompanied by a full description of its fsentiaKu
^^

acters, it is evident that no one acquainted with the subjecj^^^

which an author treats can fail to understand his meanio^ ^,

defines his groups by mere enumeration of their memt)ers.
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nstance, he designates the known genera to he embraced in

oposed family, he actually defines his group much better

I he could do by a specification of its characters, since we
: |)j-obably not yet been favored with any description of a

i.il family which gives everything which is characteristic

ii its all that is not.

ntmertdations.—1. "That assemblages of genera, termed
.':^, should be uniformly named by adding the termination

I'l the name of the earliest known or most typically char-

iized genus in them ; and that their subdivision, termed
ainilies, should be similarly constructed with the termina-

recommendation, formulated by the

subfamily groups,—assemblages of ver>' diverse natures hav
received this designation at the haAds of different writers

;

indeed, up to the issue of Professor Agassiz's Essay on Classifi-

cation, no one had ever attempted to give definite shape to cur-

rent opinions upon the subject; and it will be long before we
shall see a general concurrence in either the views put forward
in that work, or in any modification of them. Such being the
case, it is evident that this recommendation cannot have the force

of a law, nor be allowed any retrospective action. Otherwise
these rules, or any other reasonable ones (however generally
they may be accepted), are powerless to assign to any higher
natural group a fixed and unalterable name ; but the group in

question would receive a diffeient name from different authors,

according as they considered it a subfamily or an assemblage
of still another nature.

2. All monomial collective names should be derived from
the Greek, and have a plural form.

3. Only the surname of the author who first proposed a group
need follow its name, whether the group be used in its original

or in a modified sense ; but when it is desirable to indicate at

the same time its recognized, altered limits, the surname of the

writer who first proposed the accepted circumscription may
follow in a parenthesis.

In systematic nomenclature, the object is to register titles, not
tr. -ratify pride, and the names of authors are appended forcon-
'"

•••. not fame; the question of justice or injustice has no

n- and vet the above recommendation ought to be sat-

to those who view this matter in a different light
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Art. XLYIL—On

Grenus Hyolithes EichwaM.

In the following description of new species of EyoUthes, I

shall call the side of the fossil which is most flattened, or from

which there is a projection in front of the aperture, "the ven-

tral side." Directly opposite is the "dorsum." The lateral

walls, whether consisting of two sloping planes, as in fig. 2, or

rounded as in the other figures, I shall designate simply "the

sides." The "width" of the aperture is the greatest distance

between the two most projecting points of the sides. This is

© ^9)d2y

3 close to the ventral side, as in fig. 2. The '-depth

is the distance between the median line of the ventral side anu

the dorsum, and is at right angles to the width. That part ^i

the ventral side which projects beyond the aperture is jn

"lower lip." The "ventral limb" of the operculum is t^a

side which is in contact with the lower lip, when t\6„^F''L
lum is in place, in the aperture. The " dorsal limb is i"

opposite side of the operculum, in contact with the dorsu •

In some of the opercula there is a point around which thes „

face markings are arranged concentrically ; this is the "jf^\c\
The following species occur in the pebbles and boulders oi

* Extracted from the Canadian Naturalist of December, 1871.
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important formation on the

, below Quebec. The age of

the rock in which these pebbles are found, is not yet certainly

determined, but it is, at all events, near that of the Potsdam.
//. communis.—This species attains a length of about eigh-

!''n lines, although the majority of the specimens are from ten
tn lilteen lines in length. The ventral side is flat (or only
siiLdiily convex) for about two-thirds the width, and then
rDUuded up to the sides. The latter are uniformly convex.
The dorsum, although depressed convex, is never distinctly

flattened, as is the ventral side. The lower lip projects for-

ward for a distance equal to about one-fourth or one-third the
depth of the shell. In a specimen whose width is three lines,

the depth is two lines and a half
The operculum is nearly circular, gently but irregularly con-

vex externally, and concave within. The ventral limb is seen
on the outside as an obscurely triangular, slightly elevated
space, the apex of the triangle being situated nearly in the cen-
ter of the operculum. The base of the triangle forms the ven-
tral margin. This limb occupies about one-third of the whole
;^n])erticies of the external surface. The remaiuder, constitut-
ing the dorsal limb, is nearly flat, slightly elevated from the
margin toward the center. On each side of the apex of the ven
tral hmb there is a slight depression, running from the nucleus
out to the edge. On the inside there is an obscure ridge, cor-

responding to each one of the external depressions. It is most
promment where it reaches the edge. These two ridges meet
at the center, and divide the whole of the inner surface of the
operculum into two nearly equal portions.
The surface of the operculum is concentrically striated. The

-holl itself in some of the specimens is covered with fine longi-

-1 .striae, from five to ten in the width of a line. The nliell

iu thickness in different individuals. In sonio it is tliiii

Miposed of a single layer, but in others it in mucli r}ii<k-

y concentric laminae, and thus approaches the stnutiiiv

^^n^ella. There are also fine engirdling stri*, an-l some
^>scure sub-imbricating rings of growth.

^ s{)ecies has been found at Bic and St. Simon.
1 h, representing the transverse section, is not s'l Mi-

'li^ttened on the ventral side as it is in most sjxviiiHiis.

"ted by T. C. Weston.
\mericanus.—Length from twelve to eighteen lines,

^
at the rate of about four lines to the inch. Section

ar, the three sides flat, slightly convex or slightly con-

^i"' dorsal and lateral edges either quite sharp or acute v

- '''i. Lr.wer lip rounded, proiecting about two lines in full-
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grown individuals. Surface finely striated, the striae curviiig

forward on the ventral sides, and passing upward on the sides

at nearly a right angle, curve slightly backward on the dorsum.

In a specimen eighteen lines in length, the width of the aper-

ture is about six lines and the depth about four, the propor-

tions being slightly variable.

The operculum has a very well-defined conical ventral limb,

the apex of which is situated above the center, or nearer the

dorsal than the ventral side. The dorsal limb forms a flat mar-

gin, and is so situated that when the operculum is in place, the

plane of this fiat border must be nearly at right angles to tbe

longitudinal axis of the shell. In an operculum six lines wide,

the height of the lower limb to the apex of the cone is two and

a half lines, and the width of the flat border, which constitutes

the dorsal limb, about one line.

This species occurs at Bic and St Simon ; also at Troy, %
Y., where it has been found abundantly by Mr. S. W. Ford of

that city. It is Theca triangularis of Hall, Pal. K Y., vol. l,

p. 213, 1847. As that name was preoccupied by a species pre-

viously described by Col. Portlock, Geol. Rep. on Londonderrr,

p. 375, pi. 28 A, figs. 3a, 35, 3c, 1843, it must be changed. It

is a very abundant species, and varies a good deal.

The Canadian specimens were collected by T. C. Weston.

H. micans.—This is a long, slender, cylindrical species, wtb

a nearly circular section. The rate of tapering is so small, thai

it amounts to scarcely half a line in length of eighteen lines.

where the width of the tube is from one to two lines. The larg-

est specimen collected is two and a half lines wide at the la^r

extremity, and if perfect would be four or five inches m lengtn.

The operculum does not show distinctlv a division into a doj^

sal and ventral limb. It is of an ovate form, depth somewns

greater than the width, the nucleus about one-third thedepi

from the dorsal margin. Externally it is gently concave id tn^

ventral two-thirds of the surface ; a space around the nucleus

convex, and finely striated concentrically. On the ^^^^^^
face there is a small pit at the dorsal third of the depth, inOK

ting the position of the nucleus. From this point radiat'

elongate ovate scars, arranged in the form of a star, the

toward the ventral side being the longest. None of these

quite reach the margin.
,

The shell and operculum are thin and of a finely lam-^-'

structure, smooth and shining.

Occurs at Bic and St Simon ; also at Troy, N. Y.

Collectors, T. C. Weston and S. W. Ford. ^j^^ee

Sometimes numerous small specimens, from half a Imet

lines in length, are found with the operculum on the ^'
This shell appears to me at present to constitute a new g
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differing from the majority of the species of Hyolitlies m its cir-

cular section, the operculum not divided into dorsal and ventral

limbs, and in the remarkable system of muscular impressions on

the interior. Barrande has figured an operculum of the same

type, differing from this in having only three instead of five

pairs of impressions. They are, however, arranged on the same

plan in both the Canadian and Bohemian species.* It is possi-

ble that our species may be a Salterella.

II. prmceps.—Shell large, sometimes attaining a length ol

three or four inches, tapering at the rate of about three lines to

the inch. In perfectly symmetrical specimens, the transverse

section is nearly a semicircle, the ventral side being ahnost flat,

usually with a slight convexity, and the sides and the dorsum

uniformly rounded. In many of the individuals, however, one

side is more abruptly rounded than the other, in consequence of

which the median line of the dorsum is not directly over that ot

the ventral side, and the specimen seems distorted. This is not

the result of pressure, but is the original form of the shell.

Sometimes, also, there is a rounded groove along the median line

of the dorsum. The latter is somewhat more narrowly rounded

than the sides. Lower lip uniformly convex, and projecting

about three lines in a large specimen. Surface with fine stnse

and small sub-imbricating ridges of growth. These curve for-

ward on the ventral side. In passing upward on the sides, they

at first slope backward from the ventral edge, and then turn

upward and pass over the dorsum at a right angle to the length.

When the width of the aperture is seven lines, the depth is

about five. The operculum has not been identified.

Collected by T. C. Weston at Bic and St Simon.

Genus Obolella Billings.

Systeme Silurian, &c., vol. iii, pi. 9, fig. 16 H, and fig. H.
BrighWD.
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Generic Characters.—Shell unarticulated, ovate or sub-orbic-

ular, lenticular, smooth, concentrically or radiately striated,

sometimes reticulated by both radiate and concentric stria.

Ventral valve with a solid beak and a small more or less dis-

tinctly grooved area. In the interior of the ventral valve there

are two elongated sub-linear or petaloid muscular impressions,

which extend from near the hinge line forward, sometimes to

points in front of the mid-length of the shell. These are either

straight or curved, parallel with each other or diverging toward

the front. Between these, about the middle of the shell, is a

pair of small impressions, and close to the hinge line a third

pair, likewise small, and often indistinct. There is also, at least

in some species, a small pit near the hinge line, into which the

groove of the area seems to terminate. In the dorsal valve

there are six impressions corresponding to those of the ventral

valve, and sometimes an obscure rounded ridge along the

median line.

If we compare the interior of the ventral valve of an Ohleh

with that of Oholus ApolBn's, we see that there are six muscu-

lar impressions in each, but not arranged in the same manner.

The two small scars aa, at the hinge line, are most probably the

same in both genera. The two lateral scars bb of Obelus have

no homologue in Obolella, unless they be represented by the

two large ones dd. Should this be the' case, however, the great

difference in their position would no doubt be of generic value

I think it more probable that the large scars dd of ObokUa rep-

resent the central pair cc of Oholus. Again, Eichwald says that

in the interior of the ventral valve of 0. ApolUnis there is a

longitudinal septum (shown in the above fig. 7 at s\ which sep-

arates the two adductors cc, and extends to the cardinal groove

(I suppose he means the groove g on the area).* No such sep-

tum occurs in any species of ^Obolella. I have not seen ;

description of tbe dorsal valve of the 0. ApolUnis suffix =-

perfect to afiPord a means of comparison with that of 0'"

but the differences in the ventral valve alone are so great

the two genera can scarcely be identical They are, how

closely related, and occur in nearly the same geological hor

In the rocks below Quebec and at the Straits of Belle I>:

find the following species of Obohlla

:

—
^"*

0. desquamata Hall, = Avicula ? desquamata, PaL -

"'^",
pi. 80, fig. 2. Occurs at Troy, N. Y-

a Hall, = Orhicuh f crassa, op. cit. p. 299, ]

fig. 8. Occurs at Troy.

* Speaking of the adductors, he says: "Une crete longitudinal o««P^ ''j

ies dernieres impressions et arrive jusqu'au sillon cardinal" (Letbea ao^

,p.925).
^

/^•J
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3. 0. ccelata Hall, = Orhicula coelata, op. cit. p. 290, pi. 79, fig.

9. Occurs at Troy.

4 0. gemma, n. sp.

5. 0. circe, n. sp.

(5. 0. chromatica Billings ; has been found as yet only at the

Straits of Belle Isle.

Till' Ibllowiug are new species:
<>. gemma.—Shell very small, about two or three lines in

liMigth, ovate, both valves moderately convex and nearly
smooth. Ventral valve ovate, the anterior margin broadly
rounded, with sometimes a portion in the middle nearly straight

;

greatest width at about one-third the length from the front,

thence tapering with gently convex or nearly straight sides to

tho beak, which is acutely rounded. The area is about one-
lilt h or oiic-sivtli the whole length of the shell, with a compar-
.i|i\il,\ <li'('i> -roovc, which extends to the apex of the beak.
Til. (|ui->.,| \.ilu> ih nearly circular, obscurely angular at the
i">iK. dUi\ r.ither more broadly rounded at the front margin

!i' the interior of the ventral valve there are two small mus-
' I 1- impressions of a lunate form, close to the cardinal margin,
"I"' "II each side of the median line. A second pair consists of
i\.u thjugute sub-linear scars, which extend from the posterior

tliu-d of the length of the shell to points situated at about one-
fourth the length from the front margin. These scare are nearly
straight, parallel or slightly diverging forward, and divide the
^holl h)ngitudinally into three nearly equal portions. Between
th.Mii. about the 'middle of the shell, are two other small
" ^' 'iifly defined impressions. There is also a small pit close
*" t'n hinge line and m the median line of the shell. In the

* "oi-of the dorsal valve there is an obscure rounded ridge

'•'ins from the beak along the median line almost to the

tiLnn. Close to the hinge line there is a pair of small

' on each side of the ridge. The other impressions m
" iiavc not been made out.

~ iflaec of both valves is in general nearly sino'.th. hut
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lesa The rostral portion of the shell is much thickened for

about one-fifth the length, and in this part there is a deep and

wide groove. In front of the thickened portion the muscular

impressions are indistinctly seen, but appear to be formed on

the same plan as those of the ventral valve of the genus.

The above description is drawn up on one exterior, and sev-

eral interiors of the same valve, apparently the ventral valve.

The exterior is very like that of 0. desquamata, and is of the

same size, but the interior shows it to be an entirely distinct

Length of the largest specimen seen, seven lines ; width about

the same, or slightly less.

Occurs at Trois Pistoles. Collected by T. C. Weston.

Platyceras primoevum.—Shell minute, consisting of about two

whorls, which as seen from above are ventricose, but most nar-

rowly rounded at the suture : the inner whorl scarcely elevated

above the outer. The under side is not seen in the specimen.

Diameter, measured from the outer lip across to the opposite

side, one line ; width of last whorl at the aperture, about one-

third of a line.

Collected at Bic by T. C. Weston.

Proposed new genus of Brachiopoda.

Genus Monomerella, gen. nov.

Generic characters.—Shell unarticulated, ovate or orbicular;

ventral valve with a large area and with muscular impressions

like those of Trimerella. Dorsal valve with muscular impres-

sions in the central and posterior portion of the shell, nearly

like those of Obolus. In the ventral valve there is only a sin-

gle septum, which extends from the cardinal line a greater or

less distance forward. There are two cavities in the shell

beneath the area. In the dorsal valve there are no cavities m

the shell. The main difference between this genus and irime-

rella are, thus, as follows :

—

Trimerella.—Cavities in both valvea . ,i

Mmiomo'ella.—Cavities in the ventral valve, but none m

The above description is intended to be merely introductory.

As Mr. Davidson will soon fully describe and illustrate tne

genus from both Canadian and Swedish specimens, no ni

need be said about it here. _. i„-

This genus was discovered in the spring of 1871, at Heg^cw ,

Ontario, in the Guelph limestone, by T. C. Weston, i^eio^^

venturing to describe it, I sent a specimen to Mr. ^'^^iclson, ^

on returning it he stated that he considered it to be a new gei '

" very closely allied to Trimerella " Lately I received a le^^

from him in which he states that he has obtained the same ge
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from "Wisby, Island of G-othknd, and he requested me to name
it, as he was about to publish the Swedish species.

We have two distinct species, both occurring in the Guelph
limestone. This formation I consider to be about the age of

the Aymestrv limestone of the English geologists. I shall char-

acterize our species briefly as follows. Full descriptions and
figures will be given hereafter.

M. prisca,—Ventral valve ovate, greatest width at about the

anterior third of the length, thence tapering with gently convex
sides to the narrowly rounded beak; front margin broadly
rounded ; septum about one-third the length of the shell. Dor-
sal valve about one-fourth shorter than the ventral, and more
broadly rounded at the anterior extremity. On a side view the

outUne of the ventral valve would be, so far as we can judge
from a cast of the interior, somewhat straight, or only gently
arched from the beak to the front margin. The dorsal valve,

on the other hand, is rather strongly convex, most prominent
in the anterior half It is evident that the general cavity of
the shell of the dorsal valve extends a short distance under the
area.

Length of ventral valve, eighteen lines
;
greatest width, thir-

teen or fourteen lines ; length of dorsal valve about fourteen
Imes. There are some fragments in the collection which indi-

cate a larger size.

Occurs in the Guelph limestone at Hespelar, Ontario. Col-

lected by T. C. Weston.
Al orbicularis.—Broadly ovate, nearly circular, lenticular,

both valves moderately convex ; septum about one-third the

length. The casts seem to show that a thin plate extends for-

ward a short distance from the cardinal edge, supported by the

septum. The length and width appear to be about twelve or

titteen lines.

Occurs with M. prisca. T. C. Weston, collector.
Both Trimerella and Monomerella are sub-genera of Obelus.

There is, beside the above, a third group which diflfers from
the other two in having no cavities in either valve.* It includes
the species I have called Obolas Canadetisis and 0. Qaltensis.

Jor this group I would propose the name ObolellWA. It

differs from Obolus Apollinis in the form of the area of the ven-
tral valve, and in having a small pair of muscular impressions
iQ the dorsal valve, in front of the large central pair. In all

specific value. But when v

are onlv slizhtly developed,

large, they may be of sub-
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three of these sub-genera there are species which have thelai^e
muscular impressions of the ventral valve obliquely striated or

grooved. This seems to show that the muscles were not single,

but composed of several bands. The three genera pass gradu-

ally into each other, and yet I think some sort of a subdivision

is required. It seems almost absurd to place such shells as T.

grandis and 0. Canadensis in the same generic group.

Proposed new gemis of Pieropoda.

Genus Hyolithellus, gen. nov.

Since the sheet containing the description oi Hyoliihes mimns
was printed off, I have arrived at the conclusion that a new

genus for its reception should be instituted. I propose to call

It HyolitJielhis. It differs from Hyolithes, in its long slender

form and in the peculiar structure of its operculum.

Aet. XLYlll.—Preliminary Description of Hespekoenis RE-

GALis, with Notices offour other new iSpecies of Cretaceous Birds;

by O. C. Maesh.

The few remains of birds hitherto described from the Creta-

ceous deposits of this country, although of much interest, all

pertained to comparatively small species, and belonged, appar-

ently, to families still existing.* It is fortunate, therefore, that

the existence of a fossil bird, so large and remarkable as the

one that forms 'the subject of the present description, should

first be made known bv the discovery of such important parts

of a skeleton, as to afford ample material for the determination

of Its afanities. This interesting discovery has already been

announced in this Journal, and the name, Hesperomis rega^^^.

proposed by the writer for the species thus represented.f i'l*^

present paper is preliminary to a full description, with illustra-

tions, now in course of preparation. The other species brief]}

described in this article are likewise of interest, as they aiia

some new forms to the limited avian fauna heretofore found lu

the Cretaceous beds of the Atlantic coast.

The remains of this species at present known consist ot
p^ _

tions of one skeleton, including the nearly entire V^^j\(t
hmbs, from the femur to the terminal phalanges, parts ot

pelvis, several cer\dcal and caudal vertebrae, and numerous n =»
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I excellent preser\ ation. Fragments of four other indi-

il- were also ioiind by the writer, which agree essentially

tlic corresponding paits of the more perfect skeleton. An
iination of these various remains soon makes it evident that

lopresent a gigantic swimming bird, having its nearest

^ .lilies probably m the Colyynbidce, but differing widely in

ie-j)ects troni that group, and from all other known birds,

II' lemur is unusually short and stout, much flattened
n posteriori \, and tlie shaft curved forward. It some-
it ^embles m form the femur of Colymhus torquatus Briin.,

IK -reat trochanter is proportionally much less developed in

y ind-aft direction, and the shaft is much more flattened.

11 1)1.1. or tibia-tarsus, is straight and elongated. Its proxi-

ud has a moderately developed cnemial process, with an
I apex. The epi cncmial ridge is prominent, and con-

'1 di^tally about one-half the length of the shaft. The
1 end ot the tibia has on its anterior face no ossified supra-

iial bridge, differing in this respect from all known aquatic

The fibula is well developed, and resembles that of the

' tarso-metatarhal bone is much compressed transversely,

(t-embles m its mam features that of Colymhus.
_
On its

K'l face there is a deep groove between the third and
n tiietatarsal elements, bounded on its outer margin by a
incut rounded ridge, which expands distally into the free

liar end ot the fourth metatarsal. This extremity projects

\«>nd iho othcn- two, and is double the size of either, thus
iiu a uiaiki'd dilleience from any known recent or fossil

Th<>ro 1- .1 shallo\\ groove, also, between the second and
nutatar-aU. ^\hlch taken in connection with the dec})er

"' lo the ^pcdmeu appear, while still in tlie rock. it< if its

' n.Mit. \\ ere .separate. The second mrtatai-.il i^ much
'l-an the third or fourth, and \i^ XmAAvM- -i./i n-'inhles

aiul Mze that of the former. The .-xi^ti n^r ..f a hallux

n..l b\ an elongated oval indcntariMii ..n t!,r inner
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vated. The first, second and third have, at their distal ends, a

single, oblique, articular face on the inner half of the extremity,

and the outer portion is produced into an elongated, obtuse

process, which fits into a corresponding cavity in the adjoining

phalanx. This peculiar articulation prevents flexion except in

one direction, and greatly increases the strength of the joints.

The terminal phalanx of this toe was much compressed. The
' middle, toe was greatly inferior to the fourth in size,

The phalanges of the first and second toes of the present speci-

men are wanting.

Portions of the pelvis, found with the posterior limbs in

three of the specimens, indicate that the illia were separated

from each other, and not very firmly ossified to the sacral ver-

tebrae. The acetabulum was covered with a thick cushion of

cartilage, as in Apteryx, and, at its upper margin, the anterior

and posterior extensions of the illia, if both existed, were dis-

connected, or unossified at their union.

deserving of special menti
The latter are numerous, but apparently not much in excess of

those in some modern birds. Unfortunately, no portions of the

skull were recovered. The femur and tibia have very thick,

compact walls, and do not appear to have been pneumatic.

The tarso-metatarsals and the phalanges were nearly or quite

solid.

Mea»ureme7its.

Length of right femur, ^^"
"""'

Transverse diameter of proximal end,
^"^'

Diameter of articular head, ^
^"^

Transverse diameter of shaft, at middle,
22'

Antero-posterior diameter, ^
^'

Transverse diameter of distal end,
^^'^

Length of right tibia,
316-

Transverse diameter of proximal articulation, ^^'

Length of cnemial process, --- ^^'

Transverse diameter of shaft, at middle, ^^,

Transverse diameter of distal end, '^^".

Antero-posterior extent of outer condyle, -

^'

Antero-posterior extent of inner condyle, " .
07'

Length of right tarso-metatarsal,
J'^

J.

Length to distal end of third metatarsal,
J'^"Length to distal end of second metatarsal, ^^:.

Transverse diameter of proximal articulation, ^,.
Least transverse diameter of shaft, - - -

J^.
Transverse diameter of distal end of fourth metatarsal,-- 10

^

Transverse diameter of third metatarsal,
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Transverse diameter of second metatarsal, 8* ""°*

Length of proximal phalanx of fourth toe, - 45 •

Length of second phalanx, 39-5

Length of third phalanx, 40*

Length of proximal phalanx of third toe, 41*

The various remains of the present species already discovered

belonged to five individuals, whicli differed but little in size, or

in any important particulars. Taking the great Northern Diver
{Colymbus torquatus Briin.) as a standard of comparison for the
portions that are wanting, the skeleton of Hesperomis regalis

would measure about five feet and nine inches from the apex
of the bill to the extremities of the toes.

The affinities of Hesperomis have already been mentioned.
The characters given in the above description show plainly that,

although a comprehensive type, it belongs in the Palmipedes

;

and while most nearly allied to the Colymhidat, it still difiers so

widely from that group in the structure of the pelvis and pos-

terior limbs as to demand a place in at least a separate family,

which may be called Hesperoriiidce.

All the remains of the species now known were found by the
writer, last summer, in the gray shale of the upper Cretaceous,
near the Smoky Hill River, in Western Kansas.

Graculavits velox, gen. et sp. nov.

Among the vertebrate remains in the Yale Museum, from the

Cretaceous green-sand of New Jersey, are fragments of the

skeletons of two aquatic birds, which apparently belong to the
same genus, although to quite distinct species. Both of these
differ essentially from any recent birds, but are evidently most
^earlv allied to the Cormorants. The largest of these birds, to

which the above specific name may be given, is mainly repre-

sented, at present, by the proximal half of a left humerus, in

perfect preservation, and hence a very characteristic specimen.
In ite general features this humerus resembles that of the

common Cormorant {Graculus carho Linn.), although indicating
a somewhat smaller species. The articular head is much more
compressed transversely, its apex is more prominent, and its

anconal margin is strongly deflected. The median ridge, on
the anconal side below the head, is rounded instead of angular,

and the ulnar crest is much less produced distally.

greatest diameter of proximal end of humerus,
V ertical diameter of articular head,
1 ransverge diameter, - - -

Proximal extension of head beyond ulnar crest,
l-i"ast diameter of shaft below proximal extremity,-
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The specimens on which this species is based were found by

John Gr. Meirs. Esq., at Hornerstown, New Jersey, in tte green-

sand of the upper Cretaceous, and by him presented to tk

Museum of Yale College.

Graculavus pumilus^ sp. nov.

The present species, which is hardly more than one-third the

size of the preceding, is likewise represented by the proximal

end of a humerus, as well as by some other characteristic remains.

The articular head in this specimen is equally compressed, and

shows the same prominent apex, but is without the anconal

deflection, which distinguishes the larger species. The lower

half of the head is narrower transversely, and separated from

the internal trochanter by a wider notch. The median lil-

!r, on the anconal face is much more acute.

Greatest diameter of proximal end of humerus,... ^^'^-^

Vertical diameter of articular head,
8'

Transverse diameter, ^•

Least diameter of shaft below proximal end, '^'\

Greatest diameter of metacarpal, at distal end, »"5

Least diameter,
'^'"^

The known remains of this species are from the same lo;aV

and geological horizon as the preceding, and were also di-'

ered by John G. Meirs, Esq.

Graculavus anceps^ sp. nov.

The only fossil bird remains secured during the exploi'iJi<>"j

of the Yale College party of 1870 in the Cretaceous bed^^w

Kansas, although special search for them was made, ^^'1'

^

distal extremity of a left metacarpal, which is so well pre--^'^

and so characteristic a part of the skeleton, that it nv

with considerable certainty the affinities of tlie biid to 's\'

belonged. A careful comparison of this spcciinPTi \M'

corresponding bone in recent birds has made it an t"'

the species was a near ally of the CoimoiMut-
therefore be referred provisionally to the g(i

until further discoveries determine' its po-.ition n

The specimen implies a species about the «i/'

green Cormorant {Graculus violaceus Gray) of the 1
^u i ^

and one somewhat larger than Graculavm te^^'J
y^^^\]^

above. From the metacarpal of the former it diilei-s *^"'^^"
'^^.j

in having the articular face for the external digit bro ly

nearly flat, the face for the small inner digit ^^n-'^'^
'^Jjj

smaller and oval in outline, and the intervening tubcidt

more prominent.
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anieter of distal end,
rse diameter of outer articular face,

.

1 specimen was found by the writer in tlie gray, upper
>ous shale, on the North^Fork of the Smoky Hill Eiver,

>tcrn Kansas,

PaltEotringa vagans, sp. nov.

existence of a new wading bird in the Cretaceous green-

r New Jersey is plainly shown by an interesting fossil

y presented to tlie Yale Museum. The specimen is the

portion of the shaft and distal end of a left tibia, some-
njured, but with its more characteristic portions still

<;d. It indicates a bird somewhat smaller than Pakeo-

^'lloralis, described by the writer from the same locality,*

!
'i-obably a closely allied form. From the tibia of that

. the present specimen may readily be distinguished by
'portionally more narrow and shallow tendinal canal, on
"i-ior face of the distal end, and by the more depressed

•ndinal bridge. The trochlear surface, also, on the pos-

-ile contracts more rapidly, and at its superior margin
lirectly, and not abruptly, into the shaft.

i of portion preserved,
"xiniate width of condyles in front,

.

leter of lower outlet,

nique specimen was discovered at lb

bout ten feet below the surface f)f tl

I to the Yale Museum by John G. M*'

liTX.

—

On a proposed method of estimating I?

present in MeOiylic Alcohol; by M. Cabky

tLE engaged in the study of some methyl en

ith a method, \vhich has recently been p
i'l. for effecting the above object with anpn^
- As any simple means of accomplij«hing

This Journal, vol. xlii, p. 208. March, 1870.
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-would be useful, I have made an examination of the proposed

method, which is as follows :

Methylic oxalate is first to be prepared from the specimen of

methjlic alcohol to be examined, bj distilling it with sulphuric

and oxalic acids. After separating the methylic oxalate from

the distillate, its melting point is to be determined, and this

melting point is affirmed to fix approximately the quantity of

ethylic alcohol present, the melting point being lower in pro-

portion to the ethylic alcohol contained in the methylic*

This was tested as follows

:

1. Some good wood-spirit, which I had distilled over caustic soda,

was heated with oxalic and sulphuric acids, and the crystals of

methylic oxalate separated from the distillate. It was not

stated whether the melting point of the crystals was to be taken

while they were still wet, or after drying. Apparently the first

was intended ; I tried, however, in both ways.
2. The adhering liquid was squeezed out as completely as possible

with a spatula, the mass was liquified by heat, and a thenno-

metric bulb placed in it.

Crystals first appeared at 102° F.

The liquid became thick with crystals at . . . 100° F.

3. The crystals were next taken out and dried on blotting paper;

as soon as dry were tried again. Result

:

Crystals first appeared at 128° F.

The liquid became thick with crystals at 127° F.

4. Nine volumes of the same wood-spirit were next mixed with

one volume of 95 pr. ct (by vol.) alcohol, and the expenment

5. The crystals of methylic oxalate were freed from adhering

liquid as far as could be done by pressure, the mass was hqm-

fied, and as it cooled,
^

Crystals first appeared at 98 F-

The liquid became thick with crystals at ^V '

i ^
6. These crystals were dried as before, and then fused and cooiea.

Crystals began to form at --- ^^^op
" became thick " 127 *•

It thus appears that the melting point of the crystals, if thej

have been dried on blotting paper, is precisely the sam

whether prepared from methylic alcohol nearly pure, or con-

taining about ten per cent of ethylic alcohol. So that no mier-

ences can be drawn from this.
jWhen the crystals have been simply squeezed, the conge

ing point appears to be lower when ethylic alcohol has ^

Per cent of ethyUc alcohol, Methylic oxalate soUdifies at or about IJ^,
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present, and when, consequently, the liquid which moistens the

crystals contains ethylic oxalate. But it seems evident that the

congealing point will depend quite as much on the amount of

liquid which chances to be left with the crystals, as upon the

purity of the wood-spirit, so that two operators working with
the same materials would be apt to get quite different results.

Accordingly, the congealing point attained at (5) compared
with the table would indicate the presence of 3-4 per cent of
ethylic alcohol, whereas there was present about ten per cent.

This conclusion is to be regretted, as the method, if reliable,

would have been valuable.

Art. lu—Discovery of a New Planet; by Prof James C. Wat-
son. From a letter to one of the editors, dated Ann Arbor,
April 4, 1872.

I discovERED last night, in the constellation Virgo, a planet
hitherto unknown, of which I have observed the following
places

:

Ann Arbor M. T. a 6

1872. April 3, 12*' 20" 0» IS*" 23°' 43-13

3, 13 51 30 13 23 40*42 —9° 28' 20"'l

3. 15 13 43 13 23 37-59 —9 27 42 '8

Hourly motion, Aa= — 2*'0 a5= -j-27"-0.

The planet shines like a star of the eleventh magnitude.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L Chemistry and Physics.

Z^- On the aromatic phosphines.—A. W. Hofmann has obtained
the first known members of the series of aromatic phosphines cor-
r* i^pniuling to the aromatic ammonias. When two molecules of
cliiornle of benzyl, two molecules of iodide of phosphonium, and
one nioiecule of oxide of zinc are heated together in a closed tube,
a white crystalline mass is formed, from which the author obtained
a colorless liquid boiling at 180° C, and having the formula,

P
j
H \ which is that of benzyl-phosphine. The liquid is in-

The

•^spending chlorhydrate and bromhydraie appear not to crys-
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tallize; the platinum salt forms a yellow insoluble precipitate,

Benzyl-phosphine is formed according to the equation

:

2€,H,Cl+2PHJ+Zne = 2P€,H, .Hgl+ZnCl. + eHl
Dibenzyl-phosphine remains in the retort after distilling off the

volatile products. When pure, it forms brilliant crystalline need-

les, which are perfectly free from taste and smell, and insoluble in

water. Dibenzyl-phosphine, P -| "GyH,, does not unite with acids

or even with platinic chloride : oxygen exerts no action upon it

even at a high temperature. Its formation is expressed by the

2€,H,C1+PHJ+Zn0 = P(£),H,)2H3H-ZnCl8+OHj.

Besides these products, the mother-liquor of dibenzyl-p

obtaining in a state of purity.

chen Gesellschaft, Jahrgang v, p. 100. w. g.

2. On the products of the oxidation of the methyl- and^
ethyl-

phosphines,—When a slow current of methyl-phosphine is con-

ducted into fuming nitric acid, oxidation takes place, accompanied

by the formation of a new acid, which HoFJiAJfif terms mono

methyl-phosphinic acid. The acid may be obtained pure by decom-

posing the lead salt by sulphydric acid. It is a white crystalline

mass resembling spermaceti, which is hygroscopic but not deu-

quescent. It dissolves readily in water ; the solution reddens lit-

mus paper, and has a pleasant acid taste. The stability ot the

acid is remarkable, as it may be repeatedly evaporated with aqiii

regia without the slightest change. The acid melts at lOo t-

and may be, in great measure at least, distilled without change-

Its constitution is expressed by the formula P(€H3)H203: it i^

bibasic or diatomic, and forms two series of salts, which iw^^

respectively the formulas P(CH3)HM03 and PlCHsPlzr'r

Many of the metallic salts are insoluble or soluble with dithculty.

Hofmann describes the salts of silver, lead and barium. By the ac-

tion of nitric acid upon dimethyl-phosphine, the author obtainea,

second acid, which he terms dimethyl-phosphinic acid, and wwc

has the formula ¥{011^)^11^^. It is a white crystallme mf^^

resembling paraffin, very soluble in water, alcohol and ether,

crystals melt at 76° C, and volatilize at a higher ^f^V^lfZ
without decomposition. The silver salt of this acid has tiie

,

mula P(€H,)„Age2; it presents fine felted needles extreme)

soluble m water. The barium and lead salts are unorystaiun^

and dry to clear masses like varnish. Hofmann also D"en>
^^^

scribes the two corresponding ethyl-acids, the first b^^"?/^;
g^

line, the second fluid even at -25°. The constitution ot tne^^^^^

acids becomes intelligible if we regard them as derivatives
^^

orthophosphoric acid, in which methyl replaces hydroxyi,
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Thus we have for the phosphorus and corresponding arsenic series

the following formulas

:

(OH (OH
Orthophosphoric acid, PO \ OH, Orthoarsenic acid, AsO \ OH,

(oh (oh
(€H, , r€H,

PO I €H3, Kakodylic acid, AsO \ CHg

—Berichteder Deutschen chem. Gesellschaft, Jahrgang v, p. 104.

3. On the compounds of T/mf/sten.—Roscoi: has communicated
the results of an elaborate and most successful study of the com-
pounds of tungsten with chlorine and bromine. The author began
by preparing pure metallic tungsten by the reduction of pure
tunjrstic oxide, WO3. The density of the metal at 12° C. was
found to be 19-261. Hexachloride of tungsten is prepared l)y
hearing the metal in a current of dry chlorine perfectly free from
air. The metal takes fire in the gas at a moderate heat, and forms
•i siiljlimate of dark violet ciystals, which may be purified by
rqcated distillations in an atmosphere of chlorine, and finally by
distillation in a current of hydrogen. Pure hexachloride, WClg,
IS very slowly attacked by cold water ; but if traces of the oxy-
chloride, WOCl^, are present, it is immediately decomposed into
a green oxygen compound. It is easily soluble in bisulphide of
^arbon, and crystallizes from the solution in hexagonal scales.
Its melting point is 275° C, and its point of solidification 270°.
Its vapor-density at 440''C. was found to be 168-8; at ;?50°, 100-0.
A his pomts clearly to a dissociation, which experiment shr)«-.<l

actually to take place; the hexachloride t-ives iKi.ta.hluri.K',
VVCI5, and free chlorine.
Ry reducing the hexachloride in a current of hydrogc;!, and

rf^reate.lly distilling the product in the same gas, long, M.-ick,

'"•liiiant needles of pure pentachloride, WCI5, are obtairu'.!, uhi.h,
^^Ihii rubbed to powder, have a dark green color like that of
!" '^'-sif manganate. The crystals are very hygroscopic ; they fuse

y -'.t^C, solidify at 242° C, and boil at 275°-6 C. The vap-r-
'''t^ity at 440° was found to be 186-2, the computed density being

{^!!'' ('f=l). Hence the chloride contains one atom of mct.-il.

*\it!, wat.r it yields the blue oxide, WgO^, and chlorhydnc acid.

Ivtraciiluridi- of tungsten, WCl^, remains as a loose, gray-
>n.\vn, crystalline powder when the hexachloride, or a mixture of
nexat-hloride and pentachloride, is distilled in a current of hydro-
Ax. Jour. Scl-Third Series, Vol. Ill, No. 17.-Mat, 1872.
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gen or carbonic acid. It is not volatile, and does not melt under

ordinary pressures, but is decomposed by heat into pentachloride

and di chloride. At the melting point of zinc, hydrogen reduces

it to metal. Water gives a brown oxide (WOg ?) and chlorhy-

dric acid. The dichloride, WCI2, is prepared by moderately

heating the tetrachloride, or by reducing the hexachloride at very

high temperatures. It is a gray uncrystalline powder, which is

decomposed by water, with evolution of hydrogen and formation

of a brown oxide. The author did not succeed in obtaining the

chlorides WCl and WCI3.
The two oxychlorides, WOCl^ and WO2CI2, are well known.

The monoxychloride, WOCl^, forms ruby-red needles, which melt

210°-4, solidify at 206°-'7, and boil at 22V°'5C. Its vapor-

mRit.v r-nrrpsnnnfls with thporv (^'^^\. The dioxvchloride is best

apidly upon heated tungsten, forming evea

when excess of bromine is present only the pentabroraide, WBrj.

The crystals of this compound have a dark color and metallic

luster; melt at 276°, solidify at 273°, and boU at 333° C. Water

decomposes it into the blue oxide and bromhydri

heated to 350° in hydrogen it yields a body which is probablv

WBra, but which is very readily decomposed, giving a bkick

powder, which is the dibromide. The two oxybromides, }\ ^v,x,

and WOgBr^, are formed simultaneously by heating a

two parts of the dioxide and one part of the metal in biui^iM-,;-

may easily be separated by sublimation, the monoxybromide being

much the more volatile, fusing at 277°, and boiling at 327-5 •

j;

is readily decomposed by water, while the dioxybromide si^bme^

only at a red heat, and is not decomposed by water. '^^^.
•^

found for the atomic weight of tungsten the number 184 04, wtnt

agrees with that generally Tece\\edi.—Beriehte der Deuuc

chem. Gesellschaft, Jahrgang v, p. 118, ^\
'

4. On the BecomposUion of Potassium Chl&rate.—}ii'^\^^^

MONT has investigated the conditions under which P^*'^^^^^ ^
ith

rate is decomposed, when heated both alone and when mixea

other substances. He finds that this salt melts at 370 ^.,
^^^

begins to evolve oxygen at 400° ; that, heated more strongly,
y^

gen is explosively disengaged, and the temperature rises sp^
^^

neously to incandescence, thus proving potassium ^^{^^^ / .pric

endothermic. When mixed with a fifth of its weight ot^-
j^^.

oxide, prepared by precipitation, its oxygen is evolved _
-

(160° lower than before) rapidly but uniformly, the sole sohd^J^^^

duct being potassium chloride. No perchlorate is P^^"'^''^ rj.jii(ff.

these circumstances, nor does the cupric oxide undergo any ' -j^

The nature of the substance employed was also iu^estigate^j^^

appears that certain substances, such as platinum ^Pi'^^f' .„''the

tic oxide, and mercuric oxide, do not in the least facii»»^^pric

decomposition; while others, as manganese dioxide an
3.

oxide, and, in a less degree, ferric oxide, cobaltic oxide, ^ r
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e the evolution of

» 360°. The author

facilitated the action, precipitated

^ of the oxide is the most efficient quantity ; that with these mia
tuns the rapidity of the decomposition is proportional to the tem-
]iiT;itiire; and that no chlorine is evolved below 300°. Moreover,
rntiiiii substances, which act chemically on the chlorate, decom-
]'OM' it at even lower temperatures. Thus chromic oxide causes
the lihenition from it of chlorine and oxygen even below 200°;

;inil ;i complete transformation into potassium chromate is

rti; cUmI below 290°. Stannic, tungstic, silicic and boric oxides
art siinilarly. Baudrimont attributes the result, in the case of
'u|.ric oxide and allied bodies, solely to the action of presence or
'"iit.ut; the point of fusion of the mixture being ten degrees
I'wcr tlian that of the unmixed chlorate.

—

Moniteur Scientifique,
viii. 7.^;$, Nov., 1871. g. f. b.

'>. .1 (Mimte Test for Phenol.—Landolt, wishing to detect
til'' ]in-sence of phenol (carbolic acid) in a well-water from the
vicinity of a gas-works, and finding that the ferric chloride test is

"Illy uf moderate delicacy, and is interfered with even by normal
>^alt s, as sodium sulphate, made use of bromine-water. \V hen used
HI excess, this reagent gives, even with a solution of phenol in

'^i,7iiO parts of water, an immediate bulky precipitate of tribro-
hk 'phenol. The odor of phenol cannot be recognized when the

than 1 of phenol to 2100 of i

phenol may be shown in 500
quantitatively.—^er. Berl. chem. Ges., iv, 770, Oct., 1871.

6. On the Physiological Action of Tobacco.—Yoni. and Eulen-
BERG have investigated the narcotic action of tobacco, especially

examining the action of the constituents of tobacco-smoke. Find-
ing that the amount of nicotine in snuff is only from -0392 to -062

per fent, and in the strongest chewing tobacco only a mere trace
<Jr none at all, they conclude that the use of such tobacco cannot
'"'^ult m nicotine-poisoning. They examined a smoking tobacco—
whirh contained four per cent of nicotine—by burning it, one part

'" -i I'ipe, the other made up into cigars, and drawing the smoke-—
•'} means of an aspirator—first through potash-solution to retam
Jl't' acids, and then through dilute sulphuric acid to collect the
»ipes. The gaseous products were found to consist of oxygen,
nitrogen, carbonic oxide and marsh gas. An oily semi-solid sub-

stance collected on the surface of the potash-solution, which
attnrdod, when djstiUed, an oily liquid of sp. gr. 08, apparently a
iin V t.,.^ ^f hydrocarbons of the benzol series, and a solid, in pearly

*' Jiving the composition C
, « H ,

«. The potash-solution was

1, and the distillate was added to the sulphuric acid solu-
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tion. The residue, when acidified, gave oif a large amount of gas,

consisting of carbonic dioxide, hydrogen cyanide and hydrogen

sulphide. On distilling the acidified potash-solution, formic, ace-

tic, propionic, butyric, valeric, and carbolic acids, and doubtfully

caproic, caprylic, and succinic acids, were detected. The sulphu-

ric acid through which the smoke had passed, which was thick

and of a dark brown color, was filtered, partially evaporated, and

neutralized with caustic potash ; ammoniacal vapors escaped, and

a brown oil rose to the surface. On re-distilling, after saturation

with potash, ammonia and ethylamine were found in the most vol-

ether ; the etherial solutic

mitted to fractional distillation. The bases were still further puri-

fied by re-crystallization of their platinum salts. In this way the

whole series of the so-called pyridine bases was obtained, as fol-

lows: Pyridine C,H,N, Picoline CeH,N, LutidineQ,^^^^, Col-

lidineC.E.^^^, FarvoKne C^H.^N, Coridine C,,IL,,^, R'^hl-

<?me C
, JH J

yN, and probably Viridine C
,
gH

^
^N. No trace ot

. . . lof (l)tho^

bases volatile below 160° and (2) of those volatile between 160

and 250°. Both portions act like nicotine, producing contraction

of the pupil, difficult respiration, general convulsions and deatti.

They act more quickly by the stomach than when sub-cutaneousiy

injected, but even then are not as prompt as nicotine. On post-

highly congested. They think that the disagreeable fl'^V^^
produced in the incipient smoker, and the chronic affections wni

excessive smoking produces, as well as the poisonous enects

tobacco-juice when swallowed, are due to the pyridine and pifo-

line bases, and not to nicotine. They explain the fact t^^*
^^^^'Jll

tobacco can be smoked in cigars than in a pipe, by finding t

more of the volatile bases are present in the smoke of a pipe •

more especially of the very volatile and stupefying pynji»i*^-

while in a cigar, little pyridine and much collidine are lormed.

The authors compared this action with that of the na*^

obtained from other plants used for smoking; with those
^^.^^^

dandelion, willow wood and stramonium, and with pure pit"

^^^

from Boghead coal. The action was entirely similar, but ^^
^^^^.

exception of the willow wood bases, they produced no co

tion of the pupil. Picoline in vapor is extremely poi^'^^^^^'^Jth.

ducing great irritation of the air-passages, convulsions ana '

^^^

From these results, the authors believe that the difierent enec^^^^

smoking opium are due simply to a difference in the P^^E^ jyu

the bases produced by its combustion.—^rcA. Pharm., ^^

130 ; J. Ch. Soc, II, ix, 1075, Nov., 18V1.
.

*^'
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II. Geology and Natueal History.

fully to his statement in a former letter, that among these animals

we "may expect to find " genera reminding us of some Amphipods,
una Isopods aping still more closely the Trilobites than Serolis:'

This crustacean, which Prof. Agassiz names Tomocaris Peircei,

wirs dredged in 45 fathoms about 40 miles east of Cape Frio. It

is described as very like Serolis, with the marked difference, that

the thoracic rings are much more numerous, and the abdomen
much smaller ; and it is said that its resemblance to Trilobites is

unmistakable and very striking, and that it can be referred to no
one of the orders or families in Milne Edwards' or Dana's classifi-

From the details of Professor Agassiz's description, the ani-

mal is evidently one of the SerolidfB, apparently congeneric,

perhaps specifically identical, with the Brongnhirtia trilohitoldes

"f Eights (Trans. Albany Institute, vol. ii, p. 53, pi. 1,2, ]833),

which is referred to the genus Serolis by Audouin and Milne

ti-r. 11, 1839), and retained in the same genus by Mibie Edwards
i'l his great work (Hist. nat. des Crust., tome "iii, p. 232, 1840).

i "i;ike this apparent it is necessary to observe that what Prof.

"iz calls the head includes the first thoracic segment, which
' Serolidmis anchylosed with the head; that what he con-

- tlie three posterior segments of the thorax, have been

- I'U'd by carcinologists as belonging to the abdomen; and

.
IS a result of this first homology, what have been regarded

anterior legs are called maxillipeds. The only point m the

' description w^hich can militate against the view here c\-

;- l is in the description of the nine pairs of legs which art-

legs of 'the ordinary Serolida'. Tlir ptj;

ugh the name /?ro//;/,/
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rado. It so happened that I was in Golden within a hw days after

Capt. Berthoud discovered this tusk, went with him to the spot
and dug it up with my own hands. It was broken considererably
in getting it down the canon, but the pieces, which Capt. Berthoud
presented to the Institute of Technology, are now in our collection.

Capt. Berthoud has anticipated me in the sendino- to von the

otice of the discovery.^ I will only add that the^graVel w,i>

"rmly beddec

norizontai layers, and had not been disturbed sTnee its oriuiua!

deposition. It was a small patch preserved in a pecnliiir'^wiiy

between two projecting points of rock and was evidently but tiic

remnant of what must have once filled the canon to that heioht.

The width of the canon at that point may have been 200 to 300

feet. I saw no beds of gravel lower down the canon.
The gravel bed was covered by about 6 feet of " slide" (.r

debris from the mountain. It was easy to mark the dividiiiii line

between it and the gravel. No other bones were found near this

tusk. The exact elevation of the spot where the tusk was fomi 1

is 5675 feet above the level of the sea, as determined by the rail-

road survey. This is nearly 1000 feet above Denver.
Higher up the valley, at Idaho city, are considerable deposits if

gravel similarly arranged in horizontal layers. Still higher wy

the valley are other deposits of gravel, but whether they areiu

layers, I cannot say. The general course of the valley is that given

by Capt. Berthoud.
3. On the Elephant in Colorado ; by Alfbed A. Woodhuu,

Assist. Surgeon, U. S. A. (From a letter to one of the editors

dated Fort Lyon, Colorado, March 15th, 1872.)—About a year ago

two teeth of the Elepha^ Americanns were discovered (and are yet

preserved) near this post, and another bone, which I judged to be

the fibula, was exposed but quickly crumbled.
I am perfectly satisfied as to the identity of the animal. The

question is as to the geological character of the bed. It is withm

a few yards of the Arkansas river and is composed exclusively ot

coarse sand and small, water-worn, quartzose pebbles. This region

is underlaid with sandstone, barren of fossils, that is exposed on

the higher ground, and this water-worn debris, deeper toward the

river, covers it for various depths up to twelve or more feet, being

itself mingled in its superficial parts with ordinary soil as it reeede-

from the river. How far back from the river this gravelly forwv

tion extends, I am not certain, but I think at least several niikN

It is imperfectly terraced, especially on the north side of the stn^nn

.

one level reaches from 20 to 1500 yards from the river, and at'ou

this a second terrace is irregularly discernible. ^
4. On two new Omithosauriansfrom Kansas ; by Ed'«'abp •

Cope. (Read before the American Philosophical Society,
31aren

Ist, 1872.)—In this paper two species of Pterodactyls are
^

scribed, which are identical with two of those described by ^x^

fessor Marsh in the last number of this Journal, pp. 241-247, vi •
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nithochirus imihrosns Cope = Pterodactylus ingens Marsh and

nifhochirm harpyia Qo^e = Pterodactylus occidentahs Marsh

separate copies of Prof. Marsh's article were distributed March

1, wliile the paper of Prof. Cope was not issued before March 12th,

'names given by Prof. Marsh have priority.

-.. Preliminary Report of the U. S. Geological Surmy of

I midportions of adjacent Territory, being afifth Annual

. . ofFrogress] by F. V. Hoyden, U. S". Geolcigist. Conducted

• the authority of the Secretary of the Interior. Washington,

-This Report hj Dr. Hayden is one of unusual interest.

account of the explorations in the remarkable Tel-

le Geyser region, a part of which has appeared under his

1 this volume, besides notes on the geology along the route

g.len, Utah, to Fort Hall in Idaho, Fort Ellis in Montana,

' Yellowstone ; and thence from Fort Ellis to Snake Riyer

Fort Hall, Bear River valley, and Evanston, on the Union

railroad ; and the text is illustrated by many sketches and

den's special report is followed by a preliminary report

nerals, thermal waters, etc., by Dr. A. C. Peale. We
that the siliceous deposit of the springs (geyserite, a

magnesium 4-uu=y»-oo ; uie Bpetm^ ^i".-j

bardness 5. The coal bed, about a mile from Evanston

> Utah, is stated to be from 22 to 32 feet in thickness bemg
ufkest to the north : it is one of the largest and best coal mmes
> the west. Dr. Peale's brief report is followed by other reports

On the Agricultural Resources of the Territories^ by Prof,

yrus Thomas; on the fossil Flora, Cretaceous and Tertiary, by

Lvsquereux; on the Geology and Paleontology ot the C.reta-

' us Strata of Kansas, by E. D. Cope ; on the Vertebrate Fossils

' the Wahsatch Group, by E. D. Cope; on the Fossil Verte-

''tis „f the Early Tertiary of Wyoming, by J. Leidy
;
a pre-

'"iuuv list of the fossils collected by Dr. Hayden s Exploring

^xp-litmn of KsTi, with descriptions of a few new species, by

Ix -Meek; besides zoological reports, on some worms by i^r.

-J

i'ly, o„ Tokoptera, by Dr. G. H. Horn, on Hemiptera, by V. K.

!'1«'"-. on ()rtlK,)>terk, by Prof. C. Thomas, on Butterflies, by

V II. Kdwanls, on Reptiles and Fishes, by E.J).^

be physical tLUiurt.s .i

jr, of a considerable pai

the Fifth Edition 2

pon.lix to tne last edition of Dana

,ued 1>v the publishers, J.
J^

"^^^^'^'^

n nrepared by Professor G. J- ^Rt mi-
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during the past four years since the Mineralogy was puhlished, and
also notices of some important facts regarding a few old species.

} he place of each new species in the system is shown by giving
it a number corresponding to the position in the series. 19 of the
so-called new species belong to the group of sulphides, arsenicks,
etc.

; 4 to that of chlorides and fluorides ; 8 are oxides ; 8 anhydrmh
silicates; 23 hydrous silicates; 2 tantalates and columbates; 14

phosphates, arsenates, etc. ; 3 borates ; 4 tungstates, molybdatts,
vanadates

; 5 sulphates, chromates ; 1 carbonate; 1 oxalate; 7 cur-

bohydrogen compounds.

7. Bentham, Mevision of the genus Cassia. (From Trans. Linn,

boc, xxvii). Read March, 1869. Printed May-July, 1871. 4to,

pp. 503-591, with 4 plates.—The earlier pages of this monograph
are devoted to a survey of the genus, its systematic histoiy,

schemes of arrangement, and geographical distribution of the spe-

cies. The latter topic is considered under the light which botan-

ical affinity and geographical habitation mutually throw iipn
each other. Like many large tropical genera. Cassia exhibits

'phenomena which may be shortly summed up as a general diffu-

sion of uniform primary types, with more or less of divergence
into secondary types in different directions in different countries,

the smaller groups becoming, generally speaking, more and more

local, diverging in different directions and with different combina-

tions of characters in different countries, and the number of iden-

tical species over the whole range very few, beyond those which, as

weeds of cultivation, are liable to frequent interchange by existing

means of transport." It is premised that in the treatment of all

such questions, " it seems necessary to consider, as an estabhshed

fact, the great principle that natural affinity results from com-

munity of descent." To anyone who would see with what good

account this principle may be recognized and employed in the

hands of a naturalist who is completely familiar with the known

facts, we commend the present brief discussion.
Three sub-genera are admitted, and these are recognizable by tiie

flower as well as by the fi-uit. The first, Fistula, has only twenty

admitted species; the second, Seniia, over 160; the third, Z."^;'"

rhegma, about the same number. After vast reduction, .^''

Bentham has still to recognize '338 species. One from Arix' ?^

C. Covesii Gray, in Proceed. Am. Acad., vii, p. 399, has been -
looked, naturally enough, as it was out of place in a supplei^

to the paper it appeared in. It is most probably Cassia crot"'

otdes Kunth, which Bentham describes as having sometinn-

few as two pairs of leaflets.
. ,

Determinations of some of the principal collections distnbuteu

under numbers are appended, a great help to the possessorb oi

large herbaria.
We may here enumerate synoptically the species inhabiting the

IJmted States-all of them on the Atlantic side, or along tne

Mexican frontier. One or two of them have not actually ^"^

found within our territorial limita
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Of the Benna sub-genus,—known by the pods never opening
histically, the seeds on slender stalks, and the sutural lines of the
lit hers glabrous—we have at most fourteen species, viz :

, With short and turgid pod, no gland on base of petiole (all

Texano-Mexican species), and

(1.) A single pair of leaflets.

C. pumilio Gray : very dwarf; leaflets linear, and peduncle one-
owered.

(J. lioemeriana Scheele: less dwarf; leaflets lanceolate, smooth-

and ovate-oblong,

(2.) Two or more pairs of oval-oblong leaflets : soft-downy plants,

2 feet high or more.
C. Covesii Gray (omitted by Bentham, but almost certainly G.

crotalariodes Kunth) : with 2 or 3 pairs of leaflets, and pubescent
pod hardly an inch long.

<". Lhulheimeriana Scheele : with 5 or 6 pairs of leaflets, and

II. With long and narrow or flat pod, and
(1.) A gland on the base of the petiole, none between the leaflets.

C. leptocarjm Benth., from New Mexico and Arizona: has nu-
merous, lanceolate, very acuminate leaflets, and very slender curved
pod, 6 to 1 inches long.

(7. occidentalis L., naturalized on our southern borders : has 4 or
5 pairs of ovate or ovate-lanceolate acuminate leaflets, and thickish-
margmed slightly curved pod, 3 to 5 inches long.

'
.
Murilandica L., the only species of Senna found wild as far

ii"ith as New England: has 6 to 9 pairs of lanceolate-oblong
=i''i^i-h leaflets, flowers crowded in short-peduncled or ahnost

h)('h

^^'^^^^^^ clusters, and a broadish linear flat pod, 3 or 4

(6'. li<iu><trina L., a West-Indian species of this group, with
numerous oblong-lanceolate acute leaflets, larger flowers than those
<>i the preceding, in a more terminal corymb or panicle, and a
smooth pod, 3 or 4 inches long, we still suppose is wrongly credited
i'>. the United States. We have, however, cultivated specimens,

''.^ IS known, in flower, by the fewer leaflets, with inland- 1m t\ve:ii

'-'•' ^o gland on the petiole, one between each j^air "f Icatl.rs or

'•" L., to which is joined <'. ohh!.^{r'"!>" L.. the y'lmuon

U'uflets, and the seeds U-nuthwisf in tiie very h'liu' ana
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+1, ^'PJ^9^^ ^-^ a tropical American species, which barelv rpa^IiP.

(3^) No gland either between the leaflets or on petiole

.rnn 11

^'^^^'^^' ^^^J' Of Arizona
: shrub, with 4 to 7 pairs of very

cal^ fn'rlfh''f'''''f'^?? ^"H'"'^^-*^^ P^^« of ^hi«h open Plasti-cally, and the sutural lines of the anthers are mostly woolly-pubes-

Sub ^..V'PT^*"'7'^ "^^ ^^1 °f ^^^ CA«...^orJa section

striate mZ ^^'^^"Z^^-^' f r" '^^^^^^ ^y it« ^-^ther rigid and

found'nS'^'f'
pc: which is No. 2036 of Berlandier's collection,tound on the banks of the Rio Medina

following^
°'' ^^^^^^^y^^ with thin sepals not striata, affords the

(1;) Leaflets only 4 to 6 pairs : flowers rather large.

^a<:^ly ?''''^' ^'•'°' Arizona: wholly glabrous, low, from a

Zl^^lT^^T T-''^'^^''''^
'' ^^^"« of ^^^ nar?owly-oblong leaflets

nearly simple and inconspicuous.
^ ^

m^cdZT?'""^ ^^""^"^^^ "^^^^ I°dia° species, of which we find

the S.l •"' ^7 ^^'^- ^^ff'^^^' soft-pubescent throughout;

coH... r
"lequilateral-oblong or cuneate-oblong and rather

conaceous leaflets lineate with the strong pinnate veins.

«n,!;k Jf^'^^''^^' from Tamaulipas province, at some distance

7TJ1 ?1 li^ -

Grande: a rigid, shrubby species, with reticulate
veins to the conaceous leaflets.

^ ., ^ (2.) Leaflets 8 to 20 pairs.

NewS ^' ^- •' ^ widely-diff-used annual, extending north into

only 5 (of ariosHr" ^^ '*^ '™^^^ """^^ subsessile flowers, ^rith

and\Zi'T''''''*''^l^^ ^^''^ the same geographical distribution,
and even more variable, is an annual, or in some southern fonns

lual SI ^^'^'"'"'f- ,¥« la^ge flowers on slender pedicels, 10 une

centrn ?'' ^°^ ^^^^^^^^ 1^^^^*^ ^it^ "midrib either not far from

ciwITt'' '^'^ndpi«"ately-veined on both sides. There are

ofx^h\nhr-lT-^^' ^'^*^ t^^ veining inconspicuous or obscure,

r^ Lmdheimer's 232 (coll. 2) is the most remarkable,

onlv i^^'T^T ^- (Herbarium; and of the Spec. PI. in f^
suZitl!. ; ''^'''P<^<^^'^foides of Colladon), a low perennial or

suttrutescen species, of tropical America, and, if rightly identi-

tham rl. w?'™ ^^^^^ I" his list of de'terminations, Ben-

e ^.f '.^^^^2427 and 2479 of Beriandier's collections to

C ZT f""''
'° ^'^ monograph he mentions the former under

srinufrr^'r
^' «^«™i"gly a rlther larger variety, with larger

stipules and flowers, and longer pedicels, aSd cites the latter under
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C. cinerea Cham, and Schlecht., in the dimidiate division. Xow
our specimens under the two numbers are both alike, and, in the

lack of authentic specimens of the species they have been referred

to, we cannot now decide to which they belong. But our Texan

plant should be known by its leaflets, whicli are linear, rigid, and

3-4-nerved from the base, the nerves of about equal strength, one

of them near the upper margin, but often sending oft' one or two

very short veinlets on that side, and a marginal nerve is more or

less apparent. A synonym of the Texan species, whatever it be,

is ('. Texana Buckley, in Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., Dec,
IHJI. (We now learn that Mr. Bentham regards the whole as a

• Iniil.tful variety of C. procumbens, and that the reference to 0.

ruK-red. was an oversight.) -*••<'•

8. Belpino, on the Fertilization of Goniferce, and on the Gene-

alogy of the Artemiaiaceous tribe of Compositce as deducedfrom
their mode offertilization.—Prol Delpino, of Florence, now Pro-

fessor in the State Forest School established at Vallombro<*a, is

best known in the country for his able annotations upon a paper of

E. .Mailer's, which he translated into Italian, upon the " Applica-

tion of the Darwinian Theory to Flowers and to the Insects ^\hlch

\ iMt them," the whole paper having been reproduced in Enn^lish,

" " ,'m the American Naturalist, last year. Delpir-

been paying much attention to dichogan flowers, and t

I fertilized by the wind {<n,emophilous\

<>i' by insects {entomophilous), or by animals of whatevei sort

znulntphilous, as he terms them. Coniftr'^, as is well known, are

'intiauphilous, that is, their fecundation is entrusted to the Mind;

tla-ir light and most abundant pollen is correlated to this, and

the structure of the fertile inflorescence is such that the pollen

rearhes the very orifice of the ovule. In Yew and C\i)iess, and

ill other if not all other genera of the sub-orders the\ repri^eiit,

Delpino finds that, at the time when the ovule is read\ for fet un-

'l:»tion, a minute clear drop of liquid appears at the oiifice(>f tiie

"\ul.-; irrains <>f pollen fallin<r upon this are retained, aie incited

''} it to .ie\(l.)p the pollen-tube into the liquid first, theiKe into

t>"' "\ ulc, :um1 1 he drop is then re-absorbed or dries up '\Ip»-
^f'

'l"lh-. in u n.cent number of the Arch. de>^ Sci. nc> de l<> li'bl.

' •-//'•, cilU attention to the fact that this droplet Ava>. kno\^n,
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iect agency, one group only is anemophilovs,n2imQ\YihQ Artemm.teem t^kenm the extended sense as above indicated. From ,itudy of the floral structure and arrangement in referent.4- A ^- T\ ^ •
"'iaiijicujeui; m reierenfe tofecundation, Delpmo proposes a new classification of the memhe,.

of his sub-family Artordsiaee^, which need not here be detailed
It calls for the re-establishment of the genera into which h-Umism has been divided, and for an equivalent disruption of Fmn-
seria, &c., which our systematists will not be disposed to adont
let characters of this sort, standing as they must in iutin,;Ite
relation with the well being and continuance of the species will
doubtless prove to be of real classificatory value, and be tunuMl to

Prof. Delpino closes this last paper with a brief gencalo<nral
c^ommentary, in which, by the application of principles .d,irl,
there is not mr^m U^-^^ 1-;^ ^,,„1„4.^ l,_ ....!_. .^^ ^^ut^ie IS uoi room nere to expk
hardy attempt to trace the filig

makes the
1 of this-, ^. ---' --- -^" ^^ .x..^ group in question —

,trom Campanulaceoi through Loheliacece to CompositeM
which the Senecionidem offset Artemisice, and one set of tlitse

produced Iva; this, the Ambrosineous genera, andiromAtitbrosuJ
through Franseria to X<mthium, our troublesome cockle-bur.

9. J. Mailer, on the Cyathium of mphorhia.—ThQ mono-
grapher of Euphorhiacem [Euphorbia excepted) in JDe CandoUe's
Prodromus, has discussed this question in the Flora for Feb. U,
ajyi-opos to Warming's paper, of which we gave some account in

our February number. Dr. Mtiller confirms the Brownian view

ughout, and gives new arguments for regarding the sta
mn below the articulation as a pedicel, and'the sta:

isition, in oppo

uly "apical"

"appendicular," notwithstanding its terminal positio
tion to Warming, who thought it might

^ ^ '

''cauline." Analogies are brought from my oLiu^tu.^ ^^
E>iphorUacem, with which Dr. Mtiller is so famiUar. Species are

mentioned oi Euphorbia in which the calyx of the female flower is

unequivocally developed, our^ hexagona Nutt. being one. a. g.

16. Action offoreign Pollen, on the Fruit of the fertilized Phv>t
—In the Bulletin of the St. Petersburg Academy for November,
1^71, Maximowicz has collected the observations and a few cxjkti-

nients upon this subject, and recorded one experiment of his owii.

i^|e mutually crossed Liliimx Davuricum and L. hdhifer'nn.
iNow these have been taken for one and the same by late writers,

but are neatly characterized, according to Maximowicz, by tlie

form of their capsule and bulb-scales. In the sinok- t-xperinunt

the pistil of L. bulbiferum, fertilized by the pollen of X. J)nv>n'}''U'n.

set fruit, but failed to mature it. That of L. Damirmtm fertilized

by tbe pollen of L. bulbiferum matured well, but to the sur})ri>e

ot the observer, it formed the long capsule of L. bxdhrfenw in-

stead of the short one of the species. The experiment shoiiM bf

repeated, as it doubtless will be in the ensuing season. \- '

11. A. Grisebach, Die Vegetation der Erde nach ihrer Ic^'

schen Anordnung: Ein Abriss der vergleichenden Genf/rapi
±yt<inzen. Leipsic, W. Engelmaiin, 1872. 2 vols. 8vo.—Thi^
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sketch of the earth's Vegetation in its relations to Climate or

Comparative Geography of Plants, upon which Prof. Grisebach
of Gottingen has long been occupied, has just reached us, and may-
hereafter receive the further report which this elaborate treatise

deserves, especially if the English translation which has been
lallrd for should appear. The work is strictly a geography of
jilaiits, and it treats of the climates and vegetations of the twenty-
four regions into which the author divides the earth, so that it is

upon u plan wholly different from Alphonse DeCandolle's work.

!-'. Mr. Ravenel's interesting not
Morphology of the Leaves of liaptii
tlu' ].resent writer in the December number of this Journal, is

icjuinted here, as well as in the Annals and Magazine of Natural
History; and the perusal brings to our view an abominable mis-
print, which makes utter nonsense of the last sentence of the
juiuiltiinate paragraph, to be corrected as follows : a. g.

''r.rrection.—In vol. ii, No. 12, p. 463, in line 11, for "fusion"
\-vAi\ torsion; line 12, for " adopting " read adapting ; so that the
s(iit(iioe will read: " in the torsion of the axis and the distrilm-
tiou of the stomata, adapting the foliage to its vertical position."

1 3. Catalogue of the Phmnogamous Plants of the United States,
L.ist of the Mississippi, and of the Vascular Cryptogamous Plants
of Xorth America, North of Mexico.—^Qcondi edition, revised and
corrected. Cambridge, 1872. Published by B. Pickman Mann.—
Tliis is merely a reprint, with corrections and a few additions,
of the Catalogue known familiarly as " Mann's Exchange List,"
which has been of great service to all collectors of American
plants Since the running numbers have not been changed, it will
be possible to use the old and the new editions interchangeably.
The " typographical and other errors," which have been found and
corrected, are over one hundred and fifty, and Mr. Mann, in his

pr^^iuce, renews his brother's request that persons using the Cata-
logn*' would seiul him notice of all errors discovered. d. c. e._

1 \. I/Ju.ifrated Catalogue of the 3fuseum of Gomparatit

t to the OphiuridcB and Astrophytidm ; by

—(Concluded from page 225.) The part of

on which I have most * " '"'' "^'>*"

itc," which is in fact a c

a note to the third part of

inent place given to Mr.
ing it at greater length

'I

terse " Uin^uage—to use the expression of
American Naturalist"—might otherwise I

do
; and if it needs any apology that I am c

-*li'- Kymun's work on which I have most to say is his
'

'»' Nomenclature, etc.," which is in fact a direct reply to sor

r< iiuirks of mine in a note to the third part of my '^ Additamenti
'1'- ""O- The prominent place given to Mr. Lyman's reply mi

«'x<nj;e my answering it at greater length than its soniewh
*'-'--"' -

5sion of the reviewer III t

pie truth has not been appreciated !

, there is no other method of getting
_

trying if a repeated exposition c

"

'
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TnTe I cT ? w"^l^
acknowledging its |reat scientific imort^ance 1 cannot but blame the unreasonable manner in which heupholds the (fictitious) rights of priority of authors before lL'Thus Astrophyton muricatum (Lmk.) is named A costommbecause it is thus named bjr Seba (!) ; OpMothHxfrfgm^^^^^^^

gives way to O. romla (Llnck) ; Ophioderma lacitoVltm^^^„^ ^^ ^^luujs.^ lyjmioaerma lacerto

quite another
rTmtT/ViA 7 7 T'^^>> (Kondelet);
(Lmk.) to Ophioglypha lacertosa (Linck)

—

thing If you will, with Mr. Norman; recur to renn;

(Linck). Certainly it ought now to be known, that a specificname can not seek its priority in the time before Linn6, when the
binominal prmciple was not yet invented; when there, for thl^
very reason, existed no true specific names, but only diagnoses or

^th^^^l
caracteristiques' as means of designating the species,

although those diagnoses or short descriptions did sometimes con-
sist ot a single word. As to ^. costosum, the application of this
name to A. muricatum (Lmk.) is the more useless, because the
^w7-ya/6C05«05a of Lamarck is, as pointed out by Mr. Lyman him-
self, a

J\
est Indian species, different from A. mnricatum and from

the other two species known from this archipelago."
To this Mr. Lyman gives the following answer : " As to the first

ol these propositions '^ (" that names prior to Linna-us have no
place in present nomenclature "—after all not a very correct com-
prehension of my proposition) «I may say, that Linnaeus first con-
trived what 18 called binomial noTnpnr.lnfnro \r. ^r\.\n^ «a^i, pnn.wl

-^ v...„ ..^., ^jriuau gives i,ue loiiowing an;
of these propositions'^ ("that names prior
place in present nomenclature "—after all n
prehension of my proposition) «I may say, t
tnved what is called binomial nomenclature, in which each aniniai
has two names-the generic and the specific. Consistency is tht

first duty of a naturalist, therefore it was the first duty of the fol

lowers of Linnaeus to respect and to adopt such binomial names a.

naay be found in ante-Linnaean authors, of whom some were among
the most celebrated of zoologists. When, then, I find the name
Astrophyton costomm distinctly used by Seba (iii, pi ix, f. 1,

p. 16, 1758), and moreover an excellent figure given, I shall cer-

tainly apply that name to the West Indian species to which it

belongs. Did not Seba, more than a century ago, publish a fine

foho with figures that are better than some of those we see wm-
a-days and shall we ignore his names, when they are such as may
properly be taken ?" But this splendid edifice Mr. Lyman himself

destroys m adding: "In putting such a name as OphiophoUs
helhs for a amleata I think I have gone too far, because the

name bellis of Linck is used as part of a diagnosis, and not as a

name. In fact, the use of '' Ophiopholis bellis'' is in no way
ditterent from all the others, against whose substitution for namo^
given alter the introduction of the binominal system of nomencia
ture I have made a protest.

Let us consult, e. g., "The Revised Rules of Zoological Nomen-
clature, adopted by the British Association in 1865 "(with notes

by A. E. Verrill, 1869), p. 6:* "As our subject-matter is strictly

* This Journal, II, vol. ilviii.
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confined to the binomial system of nomenclature, or that which

indicates species by means of two Latin words, the one generic,

the other specific, and as this invaluable method originated solely

with Linnaeus, it is clear that, as far as species are concerned, we

ought not to attempt to carry back the principle of priority

heyond the date of the twelfth edition of the ' Systema JVatime,

1766.' " [As pointed out in the note, this should have been cor-

rected to the tenth edition of 1758 ; in a few instances one is com-

pelled to go a little further back, i. e. to the ''Museum Tessinia-

num;' 1753, when the binominal system was already fairly estab-

lished.] " Previous to that period naturalists were wont to mdicate

species not by a name comprised in one word, but by a definition

which occupied a sentence, the extreme verbosity of which method
was ]iroductive of great inconvenience. It is true that one word
-oiiutinies sufficed for the definition of {

glancTatt

not, therefore, in any instance to supersede the binomial

lations imposed by Linnaeus." Nothing can be more true,

i"cid, more decisive, than this argumentation, and Mr.

i eloquence falls completely to the ground before it. A
t the works of Linck, Kondelet, Seba, etc., will convince

every unbiased naturalist who knows something of the history of

science, that these authors had only "definitions" or "phrases

caracteristiques," and never meant to give anything else, though
they, of course, often, for the sake of convenience, restricted their

diagnostic descriptions to one or two words if these appeared

sufficient for the purpose. Such designations as ''Stella lacer-

tosa;' ''Eomla scolopendroides^' ''BeUis scolopendrica,'' ''Astro-

phyton costomm,'' are evidently only accidentally binominal,

scattered as they are among polynominal ones of this charax-ter

:

"" Stella lumhricalis corpore pentagono laterilms lunatis^'' ''renta-^

cerm gibhus et reticulatus,'' ''Stella coriacea acutangula hispida,"

'' Artocrem minimum ex insula St. Thomce^' ^^ Artocreos mariMcm
minusculum iJurassaricum;' etc., and therefore have no right of

priority. Moreover, if Mr. Lyman—in open rebellion against one

of the universally adopted, simple and sound rules of science,

followed noio-a-days, if 1 am not mistaken, by all other zoologists—

will persevere in upholding the *mom«y^a/character of the 6/y«r6^/J_

phrases cited above, he will—" consistency being the first *J"ty
ot

a naturalist "—be obliged to maintain their first i^art {Stella, Ko-

"ught i

•ificj part of the biverbal description writ

rosula, Ophiopholis beUis. This is perhaps t

\ of the practice advocated by Mr. Lym*?'

,

. that
-ight, nevertheless, t
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The rule is very simple : the priority of a specific name can not h
sought in works m which the binominal syatem of nomenclature is

not get adopted. A definite year, of course, cannot be pointed out
as a line of demarkation, as it took some time before the Linnsan
pnnciple was generally known and universally adopted. The
character of the work must decide if its author ranks amoncr t!,e

Ophioderma to Ophiura, Ophiura to Ophiogh/pha, etc.^-oru^
insinuate that I belong to a party who "insist on considtiiiii
credit or ho7ior the real reason for using names of authors." This

is a gross and unfounded misunderstanding. I never said iiiiv-

thing so absurd or narrow-minded; if others have, I am uk
responsible for them. The rights of an author (A) are iint

violated by omitting his name altogether, but they certainly are

binominal or the polynominal authors, and consequently, iV lii>

specific designations have a claim on priority or not. To be sure,

Linck and Seba are not among the number

!

In the second part of the note alluded to I uttered the follow-

ing
:
" There is written so much against the bad practice, that tlit

author of a new genus or generic denomination puts his own n;une

after the specific names previously invented by other authors, that

it cannot but excite astonishment to see this practice not only iren-

erally adopted by most American authors, but also in a work

published under the auspices of a scientific celebrity. This i? si*

evident a violation of the rights of the author, and so conspicu-

ously dangerous to the sound development of science, that I am at

a loss to conceive how this bad practice can still find folloAm^.

and that not all naturalists have adopted the simple practice to

put the name of the original author of the specific name into

parenthesis when the generic denomination has been altered, thus

avoiding every ambiguity,"
lean perhaps admire the adroitness of Mr. Lyman's reply to

this remark, but am sorry that I ^annot fully acknowledge Us

correctness. Mr. Lyman has no right to impute to me any

anxiousness for my " reputation "—owing, I think, to the loss ot

the species to which my name would cease to be attached, m

consequence of some unnecessary changes of generic names,* i- ^

by substituting another (B) in its place, giving it the appearance

as if the principal part of the work done respecting the discover}.

description and systematic registration of the species was <lii'
*

B and consequently not to A. But I am very willing to a li

* Respecting these substitutions I wrote as foUows (Addit. iii. p. 69): "T

(1. c. p 31) ou the application of the name Ophiura, I am now not sure that it v-

nght thing to be done. \Vhen Forbes and MiiUer and Troschel divided tlR' -

Ophiura (Ag.), they ought certainly to have left this name with the ' OphuxJ-

but as they did no such thing, and Forbes limited and defined his genus '

.

in a perfectly correct manner, as did MuUer and Troschel their Ophiodermi.^ ^

not see^that we are now justified in altering ihem again, not to speak ot tJi

"
1 many important works. If zoologists -s^'-^
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iolation of rights" is only a matter of secondary

nd if anybody will argue that it is of no importance
1 not dispute the point further. But the principle

\\y. Lyman, and, I believe, by all American authors,*

turalists not the least—to create -<

ra or generic denominations, with the evident or

make an easy harvest of species, to which their

liority might henceforward be attached, giving in

ntific reader a false impres-

3p

3 only efficient means to stop this tatal

ticc is clinging to the w^ell-established rule, that the name of
;uitli()r who first established and published a species shall

lin with it, may the generic appellation be changed or not—

a

adopted, I believe, by most of the European authors who

without exception by all Scandinavian naturalists.f The
!i.c. against which I thought it proper to r

1- only capable of causing confusion and
-•ly enough, Mr. Lyman and his allies defend their caust

'filing that "nomenclature is a system of exact registra
" very true, but for the very cause of '•'exact registration " il

-'Ititely necessary that the student is referred at once to tht

: \\\\o first published the species, and not to him who after
'' firred it to another genus, subdivided the old one, rebap
'. or perhaps only reformed its orthography, knowing him-

rhaps, nothing of the species, or having sometimes quite a

It thing in view. I shall give an example that will, I hope,

til '' argumentum ad hominemP If I am right (as I think

Hi reducing the new genera, Ophiomaz(t, Ophiomitra anc

^"immis, the species wow referred to them ought hence
/"•I to be written thus: Ophiocnimis rac<iof!ra (Lyni.)

"'r.inthn vlcrria (Lym.), valida (Lym.) nn-l .?^/•^/'"
i
Lym. i

reieiTino; the reader to consult the woiks of ^ir. Lyman to

animals; if, according to Mr. Lyman, thev an uriit.i,

"<:>uis cacaotica\.l\i., Ophiacantho /•/>./;•/./ I'

'

^a Cru.,tace,i of the U. S. Exploriug Expedition. 1846-185:;; numerous F.p..ife

»r. Stimpson; most of the zoological publications of the Smithsonian In-t,tntic

eto. In Prof. Dana's works, the name of the original describer of the ni^eces
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species
; and if, accidentally, he is acquainted with the fact, that

Mr, Lyman established years ago some species with the same
specific, but with different generic names, he will, nevertheless,
know nothing about their relations to the species he did find

enumerated, e. g. in some faunistic, systematic, anatomical, etc.,

work under mt/ authority ; whereas, he will be on the right'track

instantly if that of Mr, Lyman be used instead of mine—the name
of this gentleman being of course put in parenthesis, to indicate

that his original generic denomination has been changed. The

"rules of zoological nomenclature," therefore, are very correct in

stating that, "in giving the authority for the specijtc name in

prefererice to all others, the inquirer is referred directly to tlie

original description, habitat, etc., of the species, and is at the

same time reminded of its discovery." "Therefore it is recom-

mended that the authority for a specific name, when not applyiiiir

to the generic name, should be expressed thus : (Linn.) as Tijpor

nus crinitus (Linn.)."

When Mr. Lyman concludes his remarks with stating that h
had no objection to my " Synopsis " provided it be understood a<

.
a movement toward a true classification, or as a really conveniint

tabulation of genera," I must say, that I do not know what 1

should have expected more, and that my own words amply show

that I did not expect more. But when he adds : " Inasmuch as it

uth-parts, it c

mollusks on the character of their
have been more just in C(

ridm, based (reluctantly) c„ ^. ,

classifications established in Mammalia, Ophidia, Gasteropoda,

Arthropoda, etc., on the teeth or other '' organa cibana"—c\m-
fications which are, to say the least, generally esteemed as tolera-

ble approximations to an "exposition of nature." The tn«

system—some naturalists will tell us that such a thing doesm
exist—will only be finally found when all genera (recent m
fossil) are known, i. e., it will never be found ! Every contribution

that leads us nearer to this ideal is, however, a step in the desired

direction ; and we shall be very glad, therefore, to welcome a'l}

future communications from Mr. Lyman about the results <'t

researches on the Ophiuridoe in the European museums

!

Copenhagen, Dec, 1871. ChR. Li'Tlv)
'

15. Additional Note on the Rules of Nomenclature; by A

Vekrill.—Although agreeing in most respects with the view

-^^

Dr. Ltitken, and especially in"regard to the extension oi ^ht^ >
_

of priority to the ante-Linnean authors, the writer acknowlea^

that he is one of those "American authors" who ^^^l^^^'^, Lt
practice the custom of writing the name of the author who --^

gave the correct binomial name to a species, as the authority
^^

that particular name. It seems fitting, therefore, to gi^'^^ffj to
the arguments in favor of this practice (by no means conun

Americam authors), as briefly as possible :
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1st. The name of a species is ^.,„^,...^., «

as important an element as the second. Is

man less important than his Christian name r

2nd. The matter of " credit" or " honor," by some supposed to

he connected with the attachment of a man's name to a species, is

of little or no account; but if it were of more importance, Jms^^'cc

would demand that we should write as authority the name of the

author who has done the most work on the species, or who has
triveii US its complete anatomy and history. Certainly the writers

who have, like Linne, Lamarck, Fabricicus, and many others,

'h sciihi.l v.ist numbers of species under useless or artificial general
ill l'"is(', indftinite, Latin diagnoses of two or three lines, costing
tli'iii perliii]>H half an hour of time, but costing subsequent natural-

i-ts, ill the aggregate, many montlia or years of labor to unravel
:iii.l understand, are not deserving of more consideration than
latrr systematists, who by a prolonged and careful study of the
itiiatomy have shown their true structure, and have thus arraiig -d

ups, and so brought them properly into the

saving of time, it f^eeius

lU' that the argument is opposed to the system advocated by
Liitken. Is it not customary, in looking up unfamiliar

i-'s, to consult the index of a book? But if the generic name
l)een changed, how can we expect to find in an author's index

! falsely attributed to him, which he never used, and would

, the Genera of Kei
' -. he constantly finds scores of names
iL- new, or unfamiliar, or perhaps ant

.

'-- unlike that in which the same name
"i Hk* species have the name of the origin
'""t even in parenthesis, though that would
'- ^-eks for the species in the'works refem

' -'nat amount of time to no purpose. W
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scurity of erroneous synomyms ? What can be more nuou
to one of that class of persons than the certainty tint if lie ii im

and describes a species, no matter how poorly, or in a^ li it i

relations, or under what w-rong genus, his name must n(\(itl

always remain attached to it ? The eifect of the " Amoiu m
tom is certainly to induce naturalists to attach more inipoit m r

the study of the structure and true relations of spedes in 1 / t

mere descriptions of new species. And in this countrj, \\\\a

naturalist can easily obtain at least 50 new specits m an f\(i r

of a single day, this is of much consequence for the future pi .i

of the science.

16. Xew Zoological Periodicals*—^o less than tin eezool

periodicals have lately made their appearance, and ]udj:iti_

their first numbers they are of great promise. The one \i

de Zoologie Experimentale et Generale, issued byPiofi
caze Duthiers, will take a high place among scientific p* i

and is likely, in French zoological literature, to take th

which Siebold and Kolliker's Zeitschrift takes in German
fessor Lacaze Duthiers, so well known for his thorough u-
upon the Invertebrates of the Mediterranean, contribute ^ m
duction to the first number, stating the aims of the pnli'i

and concludes the number by an elaborate article on tlu i

capsules of Gasteropoda. The oth^r original article eif thi^ m
is written by Mr. Perrier, who has given us an excellent iii}Mr i

the Natural History of a fi-esh-water worm (Deto) ilhed to Nii*

This periodical, as well as the other "Journal de Zoole)gie," puli-

lished under the auspices of Professor Gervais, both ha^e notej

and reviews on scientific works published in counti los ouM<ie oi

France, a feature which thus far has received but little attenton

from French scientific journals. Holland, which alreaelj publi-n^

so many scientific memoirs and periodicals of great t\ceIUiH'^

adds a purely zoological archive to its list, edited by Prot.-
'

Selenka. The first number contains a tolerably complete *" '

J o^thi^ naked Gasteropods by Selenka, ind 1
1

i

'"
' anatomy of KchiiiodoiHi'^ '

papers are excellently illustrated. Professor Sclenki

issue his Niederlandische Archiv fur Zoolo<>:io wliei i \ci

material is at hand ; he solicits articles either in (.mii

or English.

17. East India Crustaceans. On Indian andM '^ "/

sidm. Part I, by James Wood-Masox, Ksei.—Mi ^f '"

lishing excellent papers on Indian Criistaooan>^ in th.
_

Society of Bengal.

ogy of one c

J C. K. Ho

I species, which are admirabl

appears in vol. xl of this Journal,

18. Greenland Meteorite.
oflSce for the sale of rocks, minerals and fossils, oi I'l'

K. Y., as follows: I have been commissioned by Piofe-'^o'

Mr. E

s de Zoologie Experimentile (
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2. mte on the Zodiacal Light.—The Comtes Rendus for Jan
22, 1872 contains an abstract from a note of Mr. E. Liais, ijivb.'
the results ot observations of the zodiacal licrht at Rio Jam-iro
and at various places upon the high plateaul of the interior of
Brazil. Mr. Liais finds that the liglit is visible as fiir as the anti-
solar point of the heavens. Polariscopic observations have not
enabled him to discover any trace of polarization. He has also
at various times within the last four years studied the light by the
«,r1 ni tJ,e spectToscope, and has found that it gives a spectrum

pola
.._ or renecr

gaseous, but made up of solid
properties of specular reflection, but scatterhig the light irn-u-

larly. With regard to the connection between the base of the

zodiacal light and the corona, he remarks that although the light

m the latter is polarized, while that of the former is not so, a tint

indicating that the latter is gaseous, and the former composed <'i

sobd particles, the corona may possibly be the base of the zodi-

acal light, Its gaseous condition being a result of its proximity t

'

the sun, in consequence of which the solid particles are volatilized

by the intense heat.
The observations of Janssen during the recent solar eclipse are

''^'""I'est here, as confirming the polarization of the corona, an 1

g that it emits light giving a continuous spectrum withshowin;^

the solar dark lines.

Angstrom on one occasion observed the bright line of the aur.'-

ral spectrum in that of the zodiacal light; but that it beloiii:^ t'>

the spectrum of the latter is rendered doubtful by the fact tliat it

has been observed in the light from all portions of the skv on

nights in which the whole heavens were feebly luminous with a

diffuse light. The essentially monochromatic character of tins

hght would render the line visible even when super])0s d upon

the spectrum of the zodiacal light, as, if the latter is really contin-

uous, it would be extremely feeble when observed with an nistni-

ment of high dispersive power.
Polariscopic observations upon the zodiacal light Mere made

at Agosta in December, 1869, by the members of the eclipse exw-

dition, and are reported by Mr. A. C. llanvard in the MonflH.v

Notices of the Royal Ast. Soc, for March 10, 1^70. On tlu^;^^

mug of the 19th,* the light being especially brilliant, 31r "'',"

yard observed it with a Savart's polarisco{)e,'and thought tda
'

detected dark bands indicating polarization in a i)hme p;-
through the sun. This observation was confirmed by ^^^- ^'

the dark band;
was visible bu
det(^cted faint bands on
sure oi nis observation. These results are in oi)poMti.
of M. Liais, and indicate that the light is reflected, eithe
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h such a condition that its particles are small compared with

\v;ive-leiigth of light, hence possibly in the form of gas, or

iimtter capable of giving specular reflection. It is not im-

il.li' indeed that the'light consisted of portions reflected in

modrs. the relative proportions of polarized and mipolarizod

\,ir\ iiiLT ill different times of the year and in different parts

li. earth's orbit, and further observations are needed in order

"I. IJi'obachtern Professor :\Jav('i-, Kcnd:ill,

Vlalionev, deiien sich dcr als uvwan.lici

r. C. A.'Voiiii.r, Professor am Dartmoiitli

Dr. n. A. (ln>,U far <n, phoU.jraphl
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aurora of a very unusual splendor for the latitude was seen here
on bunday evening, February 4, 18'72. The sky, extending in
azimuth over 197° from N. E. to nearly W. S. W, was generally
illuminated. The brilliance of the glow varied considerably iu
different directions from time to time during the nisht. On the
south horizon there was a bright bluish segment of light who^e
position in azimuth and brilliance varied slightly from time to

time The streamers were well seen, and their convergence to-

ward the point to which the south pole of a mac^net is direete.l

could be most distinctly traced. The streamers extended at alx.ut

nine o'clock to the constellation Orion, and Sirius was well witliiii

the auroral glow. With a spectroscope I saw one brioht line in

the spectrum of the auroral light, but the spectrum was too ftiint

to allow of any successful attempt to determine the refraiigibilitv

of the Hght. Unfortunately our magnetical equipment is m\\
that I can give no information respecting the extent of the nin.-

netical disturbance at the time. The aurora was seen as far \\v\\\\

as Bloemfontein, latitude 29° 8' south. A faint aurora was <.vn

here m October, 1870, but no such aurora as that of February 4.

1872, appears to have been visible for at least fifty years. The

aurora was well seen over a large portion of the colony, and con-

siderably frightened the natives.
5. A New Planet (lis).—Dr. R. Luthke has discovered a minor

planet (118), Peitho, at Bilk.

3Iarch 15, 14 18 o9-6 R.A. = 12 7* 26-73 N.P.D. rr 79 42 3

An observation made by Dr. Tietjen, at Berlin, is as follows:

M. T. at Berlin.
1872. h. m. s. h m s

o
' '

31arch 21, 9 38 23 R.A. = 12 1 36-36 N.P.D. = 78 20 4

The daily motion obtained from these obser\ ations is in R.

-603-6, and in N.P.D. -3' 45". The planet if, of the ele\ei

magnitude.—^l^Aewtewm, March 30, 1872.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

^ \. Topogrciphyofthe Punjab Oil Begumj by Blxjaaio '^^yj

--x..x^.,, xuiumg^ iLiigineer. 14 pp. 4to. (rrom
Phil. Soc, vol. XV, p. 1.)—The oil of this region,
Lyman, comes mainly from rocks of the Eocene 1

of which are nummulitic. The following obbcr'
on the oil.

"^

The oil has been bored upon at Gunda, and
Ions of it a day were pumped from the well

;

course, grew quickly less (like the ordinales of
after the whole amount had reached two thousaii
five months), the daily yield w-as less than ten
region, oil flow-s also at five other places from
from a gill to three quarts a day, and there are ti
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1I.1114 ci-ht 1.1 ill Asph
: f(.ui ol tlRse 1

ompktch .iway fioin

(l.stiMt This oil IS a!

Ttitnry rock^ luyw

iinnulitu lirnc i

^ lit Range

,

L bouth ot th'



oal bolicf tha:

any ditferetit rocks from those i

to show that it has been formed by any othoj- met hod th;in ih

oriranic matter, ilepositod along with the other materials of the

rock. Neither is there anytliiug to show tliat the oil lia^ l-ron

driven by tlie upward pressure of water, from the lower pait- o(

a bed of rock through its pores to a higher part of tlie same IkJ;

on the eontrarj-, as the rocks near most of the oil spriugx 'lip

pretty steeply, if such an action of water were possible, ull t't

oil would long ago have been altogether force<l out of the rotk .it

the outcrop. Indeed, such an idea is quite inconsistent with tlif

fact that even a slight amount of oiliness in the pores of a '-.hIv

is a complete bar to the entrance of water ; much less could w;it. r

(without soap) scour the oil from one mass of rock and miikt- it

flow into another mass filled witli moisture. If oil wells are more

numerous in some regions along the top-- of rock saddles, the

reason is clear, that the oil-bearing bed lies too deep for boring

Wild hopes have sometimes been entertained that a large amount

of oil might, by boring near the oil springs, be struck in s.mic

cavity below the oil-bearing bed; but it is safe to say tliat ihiv

are iu)t justified by anything whatever, either in the Punjab i-r in

any other part of the world, either in the practical experience 'jt
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>ate of Boston. From a recen t mctcni..!... liral

Paine, of Boston.—The three wannt-t ..1 th.-

,0 in 1823, 1825 and U
three oohl'ost were 1836 ', 1837' and 1m;s ( 11. t.

I 47-12°); the extreme ^ n in the annual

.refore here 5-70 degrees.

nii-e of the thermometer a1 ninthe47v(ars,

,
from 100' on July 11th, 1825, to 14 belo^n zero

18(51. The greatest .sw^rIm elm
^^^';iiris::l' lo

iriTofMh; hut tii'ivr <l!r iriin'jL.,

•li.i". U-V\. \\TX'\y'!vy^'k[ s.i
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['ople of that land. Ma.'iv

X. In Ilirp>rx \V,rk},i.
. -.

.^

(>. iJruiiit of SchooUhip ^' Merrvrt/'' hi the Trot>ioil MhU";
Ocean, 1870-1871. 34 pp. 8vo, Avith a map ot the cruii^c.-Thi^

School-ship was sent out from New York by tlic Depaitimnt

«

Public Clmrilics and Correction of the city as a means of uiMHiJ

nautical instruction to vagrant boys. It sailed from New "i ork b|

way of Madeira to the Canaries and Sierra Leone; thenco throiigli

the tropics to liarbadoes ; tlience through the Caribl'can Soa to tjie

north of Cuba, and back to New York. The vessel was un^ler tne

command of Capt. Giraud, and, in accordance with the orlti^

received, he made lines of soundings, observations on the tcmi'r-

ture of the air and water, and on currents. The result> w^i'
;

mitted to Prof. Ilenr) Drai.er, of the Fniversitv -f tl"" ''''tv '

Y^ork, and are recorded in this namnhlet. The
" Professor Drai

bli^he<lbythes<m.Hi.'.,^yi;,ep.

is ..nail the<llu•sr,on^<.f ;j
of a.dmal life whu-h ^v^_%^^
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r Draper to Dr. Carpenter. Ho reports that tin

lary forms of dcop-sea forarninifera. With iho s

ct to them Dr. Carpenter remarks, ' tliat tliey arc

uiseofthexMeivurynu
lof of the correctness o:

ruises of the English c

lovement of the lowe

tor, and a correspond

.ns vvilh h

riu in, to he opened to 1

v-four rooms for hil

ing rooms for thre.

11 the lower storv,

Jdand-U^I'ee p, another, .M'. feet 1-

feet. The iksthnH.zlioutaivf.

tcr ri.vfMii-, tl,c!i

'id 2^000 vol umev 'Vhr prill. •!-

^TLi^ Juunul, HI, i
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personal equation had inadvertently been applied to the longitude

results, with the wrong algebraic sign. The following longitude

results are therefore printed

:

Difference of Personal Corrected Probable

Stations. longitude. equation. difference of errors.

Camb. to Omaha, 1 39 is'iso --180 i 39 15-029 ' ±-008

" to Salt Lake, 2 43 4-257 --110 2 43 4-147 ±008

Omaha to " 1 3 49-081 +-020 1 3 49-101 ±008
Camb. to S.Fr'ncisco, 3 25 7-260 -{--^1^ 3 25 7-330 ±'007

Omaha to "
1 45 52-094 +'200 1 45 5-2-294 ±-010

Salt Lake to " 42 3-024 -\--l%Q 42 3-204 ±'008

9. A Contorted Halo ; by H. W. Parkee. (Communicated.)—

A remarkable prismatic eiFect in a cloud, was visible at Amherst,

Mass., 11 A. M., March 1st. A large, white sheet of cirro-stratus,

at its doubly-lobed end near the sun, exhibited bright spectrum

colors in bands of very irregular breadth, several times repeated,

and flexed in zig-zag curves, accordant with the structure and

outline of the mass. The beautiful iridescence covered nearly a

third of the cloud, and the bands were bent far back on them-

selves, some of them even twice, with nothing of the figure of cir-

cular halos.

10. Logan Chair of Geology in JSP Gill University, Montreal-

Sir William E. Logan has recently given $18,000, in addition to the

sum of S2,000 before contributed by him, toward endowing the

chair of geology in M'Gill College. Principal Dawson, uudt-r

whose charge the department of geology has been for many yeai>.

will be the first occupant of the chair.
. __

11. American Association for the Advancement of Science.

"" "'
, meeting is appointed to be held at San Francisco, un-

nee August 6t' ^^ " ''- '' ^""—
fornia, to commence August 6th. Details of the i

which are not yet perfected, will be announced in the uka^ "

of this Journal. . .

12. British Association.—The next meeting of this Association,

the forty-second, will be held at Brighton, and will commei

Wednesday, the 1 4th of August. Dr. Wm. B. Carpenter is pies

dent for the year. . •

13. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Snnthsonw

Institution for 1870. 494 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1 87
1.—

J

^^"^

p
port contains in its valuable Appendix memoirs of rrot. a •

Bache, Arago, Magnus, Prof. C. Dewey, besides papers-on^

nature and origin of Force, by AV. B. Taylor ; on a Phy^^"'
^'^,

oratory, by Pro£ Henry ; on the relation of Food to >\f*'. -,

Rev. S. Haughton, of Dublin ; on the Diamond and other ifnc^

Stones, by Babinet; and various papers on ethnological, pli}^>^' •

and meteorological subjects.

14. Annals ofti
"

Nos. 4-5 of vol. %

dentition of Helix turhin.. ^ „, „, _. ^ , « ,

on the Ascidea Manhattensis and Mammaria Manhatten,'

subiects. „ ,^ t >•/

-

; Lyceum of Natural History of^w 1^-^

contain the following papers: on Jne
-

urUniformis, by T. Bland and ^ (^ i^".
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I in the Museum of

uithsonian Institution, by Wm, Stimpso!

[r. .^lovse, growing chiefly out of his succes

iiio^ the system of electric telegraphy wli

lorse was born in Charlestown, Mass., April 27, 1791.

niduated at Yale College in 1810. His scientitic tastes had
first development and stimulus while he was an under-

late student of Prof. Silliman the elder, a warm personal

Imient growing; up between teacher and pupil, which endured

niiiislied to the end of two lives prolonged far beyond the

term of human experience. But the first choice of Mr.

f after <:r:iduatioii was for the fine arts, which he pursued

'iidon in 1811 under Benjamin West the painter, in company
time with Washington Allston. He was also successful in

ture, his "Dying Hercules," which was crowned by tlii^ g<>l«l

i! of the Adelphi Society of Arts of London, beiiiLr tsreciiKd

surpassed by any American artist to this day. Tlie Xatioiul

emy of Design of Kew York had its origin ni l.s2t; cIik fly

his efforts, and he was its first president, an ofK<'e wliu li 1m-

l)y successive elections until 1842. His early scicntilu- \^U'^

Dana in New York, where the two were colleagues in llic

n:eum. It was in Dana's hands that he saw ii)V the lir-t tiin*-.

inunediately after its discovery by Sturgeon of Kn-lami, a

lid realizing his conceptions 1

•atus. In 1835 he complete,

iment, which he produced in

this Journal for January, 1^

the Morse system of telegr;

e electrical record as then in

n the iuA^entors rooms in tl
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York, in the autumn of 1837. Failing to seen

ment from the national government of his own c

construction of an experimental line, in 1838 he

France ; and it was only after several 3-cars of d

poverty that he was gratified by the appropriat

the U. S. Congress (March 4th, 1843), ' ^

mpt to construct a line of teleirraijh

nd B ^
•

, ,., .a work which, after in;.

culties, h3 completed in 1844.

From that time to this the system of Morse has si.iv:

great rapidity, until it now reaches the remotest hmiiK 1-

North American continent, covering the whole laiul witii

regions of the globe, in most of which his system is the oik

Honors were showered upon the inventor by most of the 1

governments of Europe, either by decorations or by nn i

stantial grants of money, in acknowledgment of his great >.

His Alma Mater in !848 gave him the degree of LL.D.

Prof. Morse was distinguished by great amenity of m.in!

kindliness of heart, which" endeared him to a large circle of ;

He never claimed for himself the honors of a scientific f/r

nor did he seek to enlarge the boundaries of human kiiow!<

original investigations. He was emphatically an invent' >.

the discoveries of science to carry out and perfect his im

Gifted with a far-reaching mind, and indomitable energy.

ferred in this way a great blessing on the human race.

Pjctet de la Kive, the eminent Swiss physicist, died at <

on the loth of March, at the age of sixty-two.

Die Elbthalgebirge in Sachsen, von Dr. H. B. Geiniti

De^
Hist. ;

^^ ,

illaarsterne.

f Limulus polyphemus, 1

Note sur les Tremblements de Terre en 1868, avec Supplen

anterieurs de 1843 a 1867, par Alexis Perrey, Prof. Hon. a 1;

Dijon. (Bull. Ac. Roy. de Belgique, Febr. 1870.)

Les Oscillations des Cotes de France, by A. Delesse. :

paper- many facts with regard to modern chanues of level or

It is published in the Bulletin of the Societe de Geographic f<

Report of the Chief C -.,-._.-
88 pp. 8vo. Halifax, 1872.

3 of fossils, from the slialcs of the Hr,

group in the vicinity of Cincinnati: by James HaU. Published Octui

in advance of tlie Twenty-fourth Report of the State Cabinet.
^^^

James Hall. Published March, 1871; reprinted with explanation of C:^

March, 1872.
.

>
f

^^

Catalogue of the Pythonomorpha found in the Cretaceous strata ot Ji

E. D. Cope. (Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, December. 1871.) ,Prot

On the Families of Fishes of the Cretaceous of Kansas, by E. V. tope, i

^oStgisShS^W of the Lesser Antilles, by E. D. Cope. (Tr-^

Description o/°the''g'^ius Protostega, a form of extinct Testudi^ata, and of^g

cies from Kansas and New Jersey, by E. D. Cope. (Proc. Am. Fhil. bw-
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Art. IjI.—Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of

Tale Colhge. No. XXL— TT^e Early Stages of the American

Lobster (Homarus Ameeicanus Edwards) ; by S. I. Smith.

The majority of the published observations on the develop-

ment of the higher Crustacea have been confined to the changes

taking place in the embryo within the egg, or immediately after

leaving it. Of the later stages, which connect the newly hatched
young with the adult, little is known. So far as the published

accounts are known to me, this is the case in the history of the

common lobster of Europe. On the development of the lobster

of our own coast nothing has been published. The investiga-

^"j of which this article is a short notice, was undertaken to

)ly this deficiency in the history of the later development

be lobster, and is one of the results obtained through the

facilities for collecting and studying our marine animals, offered

last summer by the U. S. Commissioner of the Fisheries, Pro-

fessor Baird.

The specimens were all obtained in Vineyard Sound, or the

adjacent waters, during July, and were mostly taken at the

surface in the dav-time, either with the towing or hand net

They present three quite different stages in the true larval con-

dition, besides a later stage approaching closely the adult Ihe
exact age of the larvae of the first stage was not ascertamed,

but was probably only a few days, and they had, most likely,

moulted not more than once, perhaps not at alL Between the

third stage, here described, and the last, there is probably an

intermediate form wanting. The descriptions and figures have
Am. .Jocb. Sol-Third Sbbies, Vol. IH, No. 18.-Jcse, 1872.

supply

of the ]
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all been drawn from specimens preserved in alcohol, as there

was no opportunity for studying them while alive.

First Stage.—The larvae of the first stage observed were fre-

quently taken at the surface, and were obtained from the well

of a lobster smack, where they were swimming in great abund-

ance near the surface of the w^ater. In this stage (pi. IX, figs.

A, B, G, D) they are free-swimming Schizopods, about a third

of an inch (7-8 to S-O™™) in length, without abdominal appen-

dages, and with six pairs of pediform cephalothoracic appen-

dages, each with the exopodus* developed into a powerful

swimming organ. The general appearance is represented in the

figures. The eyes are bright blue : the anterior portion and

the lower margin of the carapax and the bases of the legs are

speckled with orange ; the lower margin, the whole of the

penultimate, and the basal portion of the ultimate segment of

the abdomen, are brilliant reddish orange. They are very

active, swimming about very much like the species of Jlysu

and Thysanopoda.

The antennulse (fig. C) are short and sack-like, with a smgle

articulation at the base and three setae at the tip. The antennae

have large well-developed scales, furnished along the inner

margin with long plumose hairs, but the Aagellumjs^shorter

than the scale, not divided

setse at tip. The mandibles

sides ; the inferior edges are armed with acute teeth, except a

the posterior angle, where there is a small molar area
;
J^nepaipi

are very small and the three segments just indicated. The^og-

nathus in both pairs of maxillae is composed of only one article,

and is furnished with several setse at tip. In the first maxim-

peds, the exognathus is an unarticulated process, furnished witn

short plumose hairs on the outer side. The second maxUnpea^

have the principal branch cylindrical, not flattened and appresseu

to the inner mouth organs as in the adult; the exognathus is

short and as yet scarcely flabelliform ; and the epignathus is

simple process, with not even the rudiment of a branctnaj a

external maxillipeds are pediform, the endognathus as long as

and much resembling the endopodi of the posterior legs, wn

the exognathus is like the exopodi of all the legs, "^emg
^^

as long as the endognathus, and the terminal portion l^J'^^^ j

along the edges with long plumose hairs. The epgf^biis ^u

the branchiae are very rudimentary, represented by mui

sack-like processes. The anterior thoracic legs, whicti in

^^
adult develop into the big claws, are exactly alike, an

y Milne Ed-
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longer than the external maxillipeds. The pediform branch is,

however, somewhat stouter than in the outer legs, and subcheli-

form. The legs of the second and third pairs (fig. D) are simi-

lar to the first but not as stout. The legs of the fourth and

fifth pairs are still more slender, and styliform at the extremity

as in the adult
The exopodal branches of all the legs and of the external max-

illipeds are quite similar, and differ very little in size. In life,

while the animal is poised at rest in the water, they are carried

horizontally, as represented in figure B, or are curved up over the

; almost to cover it. The blood circu-

lates rapidly in these appendages, and they undoubtedly serve,

to a certain extent, as respiratory organs, as well as for locomo-

tion. By careful examination, small processes were found rep-

resenting the normal number of branchise to each leg.* These
rudimentary branchiae, however, difller somewhat in different

specimens, being very small, and scarcely distinguishable, in

what appear to be younger individuals, from the rudimentary

epipodi, while in others, apparently older, they are farther

developed, being larger, more cellular in structure than the

epipodi, and even showing an approach to crenulation in the

margins, as in figure D.
The abdomen is slender, the second to the fifth segments

each armed with a large dorsal spine curved backward, and with

the lateral angles produced into long spines, and the sixth

segment with two dorsal spines. The proportional size and the

outline of the last segment is shown in figure B; its posterior

margin is armed with a long and stout central spine, and each

side with fourteen or fifteen plumose spines or setae, which are

articulated to the margin.
Second Stage.—In the next stage the larvae have increased

somewhat in size, and the abdominal legs of the second to the

fifth segments have appeared. The rostrum is much broader,

and there are several teeth along the edges. The basal segments

of the antennulae have become defined, and the secondary fl^el-

lum has appeared but is not subdivided into segments. The
antennae and mouth organs have undergone but slight el

fhe first thoracic less are Droportionately larger and j
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than in the first stage, and have become %xM\y cheliform. The

succeeding legs have changed little. The epidodi of all the

legs and of the external maxillipeds have increased in size, and

the branchial processes are distinctly lobed along the edges, and

have begun to assume the form of true branchiae. The seg-

ments of the abdomen have the same number of spines but they

are relatively somewhat smaller, and the last segment is rela-

tively smaller and broader at base. The appendages of the

second to the fifth segments differ considerably in size in differ-

ent specimens, bat are nearly as long as the segments them-

selves ; their terminal lamellae, however, are represented only

by simple sack-like appendages, without sign of segmentation,

or clothing of hairs or setae. The penultimate segment is still

without appendages.
Third >Stage.—In the third stage (pi. IX, figs. U, F, G) the

larvae are about half an inch (12 to IS™"') in length, and the

integument is of a much firmer consistency than in the earlier

stages. The antennul^e are still rudimentary, and considerably

shorter than the rostrum, although the secondary flagellum has

increased in length, and begins to show division into numer-

ous segments. The antennae retain the most marked feature of

the early stages—the large size of the scale—but the flagellum

is much longer than the scale, and begins to show division

into segments. The mandibles, maxillae, and first and second

maxillipeds have changed very little, although in the second

maxillipeds, the extremity of the exognathus begins to assume

a flagelliform character, and the branchia is represented by a

small process upon the side of the epignathus. The maxilli-

peds have begun to lose their pediform character. The antenor

legs have increased enormously in size, and those of the secona

and third pairs have become truly chelate, while the swunmmg

exopodal branches of all the legs, as well as of the external

maxillipeds, are relatively much smaller and more unimportant

The epipodi (fig. D) are furnished with hairs along the edges,

and begin to assume the characters of these appendages m
adult. The branchi* (fig. D) have developed rapidly, ana

have a single series of well-marked lobes along each siae.

The abdomen still has the spines characteristic of the eariie

stages, though all of them are much reduced in size. -1°^

appendages of the second to the fifth segments have become

conspicuous, their lamellae have more than doubled m Jf^^^

and the margins of the terminal half are furnished with ve^

short ciliated setae. The appendages of the penultimate^g
ment (fig. F) are well developed, although quite different iroi"

those in the adult The outer lamella wants wholly the tw^

verse articulation near its extremity, and both are ^^^^^ '

except the outer edge of the outer lamella, with long plumose
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hairs. The last segment is relatively smaller and more quad-

rangular in outline, and the spines of the posterior margin are

much smaller.

Fourth Stage.—In the next stage observed, the animal, about

three fifths of an inch (14 to 17"*°*) long, has lost all its schizo-

podal characters, and has assumed the more important features

of the adult lobster. It still retains, however, the free-swimming

habit of the true larval forms, and was frequently taken at the

surface, both in the towing and hand net. Although resembling

the adult in many features, it differs so much that, were it an

adult form, it would undoubtedly be regarded as a distmct

genus. The rostrum is bifid at tip, and armed with three or

four teeth on each side toward the base, and in some specimens

with a minute additional spine, on one or both sides, close to the

tip. The flagella of the antennulse extend scarcely beyond the

tip of the rostrum. The antennal scale is very much reduced

in size, but is still conspicuous and furnished with long plumose

hairs along the inner margin, while the flagellum is as long as

the carapax. The palpi of the mandibles have assumed the

adult character, but the mandibles themselves have not acquired

the massive molar character which they have in the older ani-

mal The other mouth organs have nearly the adult form.

The anterior legs, although quite large, are still slender and

just alike on the two sides, while all the thoracic legs retain a

distinct process in place of the swimming exopodi of the larva.

The lateral angles of the second to the fifth abdominal seg-

ments are prolonged downward into long spiniform teeth, the

appendages of these segments are proportionately much longer

than in the adult, and the margins of their terminal lamellae are

furnished with very long plumose hairs. The lamellae of the

appendages of the penultimate segment are oval, and margined

with long plumose hairs. The terminal segment is nearly

quadrangular, as wide at the extremity as at the base, the pos-

tenor margin arcuate, but not extending beyond the prominent

lateral angles, and furnished with hairs like those on the

margins of the lamellse of the appendages of the penultimate

segment
In this last stage, the young lobsters swim very rapirtly/Y

means of the abdominal lees, and dart backward, when disturbed^

with the caudal appendag^, frequently jumping out of the water

m this way like shrimp, which their movements m the water

much resemble. They appear to be truly surface animals as m
the earlier stages. ,

...

From the dates at which the different forms were taken, u is

probable that they pass through all the stages here descriDeci in

the course of a single season. How late the young, after reach-

'
" '•' -^ •

I their free-swimming habit was
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„.F Pl.\te IX.

"^7 ^- nits " "" '-"" '-"^
" *' ^- ""^ °^-4 «*«^ •

"
A The same in a dorsal view, the abdomen held horizontaUv
G. Antenuula, enlarged 20 diameters.
B. One of the thoracic legs of the sJcond pair, enlarged 20 diamfterv «

^^

eiopodus; 6, epipodus; c. branchiae.
' '^

A Lateral view of the larval young in the third stage, enlarged 8 diameten^ ^^"^-°^.P°'*'°° °r*^« abdomen seen from above, enlarged 15 diame-

Art. LTL—Bemarks on the Nomenclature of Achromatic Vhjec-

,
lives for the Compound Microscope; by Dr. J. J. Woodwaed,
U. S. Army.

For some years past, while most of the Continental opticians
have contmued to give arbitrary designations to their achro-
matic object glasses, such as No. 1, No. 2, &c., or System A,
bysteni B, &c., the English and American manufacturers, affect-

ing a higher degree of accuracy, have undertaken to name the

objectives they construct bv their real or supposed agreementm magnifying power, with single lenses of specified focal

lengths We hear accordingly of inch, half-inch and quarter-

mch objectives, &c., by which we are expected to understand
combinations agreeing in magnifying- power with sinde convex
lenses of the focal lengths named.
At first sight nothing could appear simpler or more exact

than such nomenclature ; nevertheless recent articles i

journals would seem to indicate that the general plan is capable

ot considerable modification in its practical application, and

that grave misunderstandings have hence arisen.
Under these circumstances, it appears desirable to give some

account of the principles involved, and of the practical difficul-

ties to be considered in their application, particularly as the

microscopical text-books contain little or no information on the

subject In fact, the only scientific discussion of the matter

with which I am acquainted is the paper of Mr. Charles Ji

Oross On the focal length of microscopic objectives." (Jour-

nal of the Franklin Institute, June, 1870, p. 401). This paper

gives a reasonable formula for the approximate computation ot

equivalent focal lengths, and furnishes some other valuable in-

formation, but does not discuss all the points at issue. I shall

have occasion to refer more than once to this excellent pai)er,

which the reader would do weU to examine in connection witb

the following remarks.
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We learn from the elementary treatises on optics that when an

ohject is placed in front of a single convex lens at a distance

somewhat greater than its focus for parallel rays, a real image

is formed on the other side of the lens, which may be received

on a screen. This image will be larger, and formed at a point

more distant from the lens, the nearer the object approaches to

the focus for parallel rays ; and two equations are given which

express the relationship of the distances to each other and to

the magnifying power, viz :

i = - + ^ , and ^ =TO, in which /is the length of the focus

for parallel rays, p the distance of the lens from the object, p'

its distance from the image, and m the true magnifying power,

that is, the size of the image divided by the size of the object

;

p and p' are termed the conjugate foci and are variable quan-

tities; /is termed the principle focus, and has an unchangeable

value for each single lens.
. ,

If now we combine the above equations, representing p + p
or the sum of the conjugate foci by I, we may deduce the formula

f=T~^2 ^^^^^ represents in the case of any single convex

lens the relationship existing between the length of the pnnci-

pil focus, the magnifying power, and the distance from the ob-

ject to the screen. This formula, which I think rather more

convenient than that of Mr. Cross, differs from it only in using

m = the magnifying power, instead of n = the reciprocal of the

magnifying power ; it may be deduced from his by substituting

for n its value ^ and reducing, or it may be derived directly

from the primitive equations. In either shape the formula

yields the same numerical results, and if for any single convex

lens m and I are given, the accuracy of the value of/ resulting,

will be limited only by the degree of precision with which

m and I have been measured.
If now there were any such actual equivalence between

achromatic objectives and single lenses as the nomenclature as-

sumes, it would only be necessary to set up the objective to be

i^ted, in such a manner that the image of a micrometer should

be focussed upon a white screen, using of course no eye-piece,

to measure the distance from the micrometer to the screen, to

determine the magnifying power by measuring the image ot

the micrometer, and substituting these values of I and m in the

working formula to calculate the value of / Unfortunately,

however, if with any compound objective we repeat this opera-

tion several times, merely varying the distances, we obtain as

many different values for /as 'there are distances used, instead

of obtaining but one value for all distances as we do with a
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Mr. Cross (loc. cit. p. 409) has already pointed out this cir-

cumstance which results from the fact that the modem achro-

matic objective has considerable thickness, from its anterior to

its posterior surfaces, and that it has properly speaking no true

optical center. He gives two examples, in one of which a

change of 5-24 inches in distance corresponded to a change of

•0067 inch in calculated focal length ; in the other a change of

6-10 inches in distance corresponded to a change of -0029 inch

in calculated focal length, the objectives used in the experi-

ment being uncorrected ^ths, so called. If, however, Mr. Cross

had used for this purpose lower powers, or had made greate

greats

fving

I the distances employed, he would have found much

discrepancies. For example, by measuring the magni-

fying power first at 25 and then at 50 inches, and deducing the

value of / by the formula of Mr. Cross, I obtained in two cases

the following equivalent focal lengths. For a so-called 11 inch,

at 50 inches distance, 1-2187 inches; at 25 inches distance,

1-2468 inches ; difference -0271 inch. For a so-called jth, at 50

inches distance, -1982 inch; at 25 inches distance, -1893 inch;

difference '0089 inch.

Moreover, since the achromatic objectives of different makers

are constructed on different series of curves, and the component

lenses placed at different distances apart, it will be found that

if two achromatic objectives magnify the same at any given

distance, they will no longer do so if the distance is materially

changed.

Hence I am compelled to agree fully with the observations

of Mr. Cross (loc. cit p. 401), that the nominal focal length as-

signed to an achromatic objective can only serve in any case as

" a general appellation serving to group together objectives ot

approximately the same magnifying power," and must conclude,

therefore, that the English and American nomenclature posses-

ses no real claim to strict scientific accuracy, and especiallT

that the comparison made by some with the case of the celestial

telescope is not vahd. ,
•

But besides the inevitable inaccuracv resulting from tbis

source, there are in the case of the higher powers of modem

makers two other sources of much more considerable error.

The first of these involves the case of all those objectives wbico

are provided with a screw collar to correct for thickness o

cover; the second involves the case of objectives witbtw

fronts, one for wet and the other for dry, or those with but o

front which can be used wet or dry by merely changing tn-^

correction given by the screw collar. . ^gj]

The correction for thickness of cover is made, as is

known, by changing the distance between the front com^n^

tion of the triplet and the posterior two combinations.
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, the magnifying power of the objective at any given

with any given eye-piece, is least when the objec-

^e is corrected for uncovered, and greatest when it is corrected

r the thickest cover through which it will work. The ratio

'

this change is very different in different objectives. I select

few from my note book in illustration, purposely omittmg to

ime the makers.
, _.

These values were obtained by throwing the image of a

micrometer on a card board screen, using the objective without

an eye-piece, and the distance from micrometer to screen in each

case remained the same, the screw collar and the focal adjust-

ment of the objective being modified. Of course, for all inter-

mediate positions of the screw collar intermediate values result.

The distance used was 48 inches in some of the cases, 50 in the

others. With shorter distances, the amount of the difference is

diminished, but its ratio to the magnifying power at uncovered

is not materially changed, as any one can convince li^^jself by

comparing a stage micrometer, as seen by any corrected objec-

tive, with an eye-piece micrometer, first at uncovered and then

with the full correction for cover.

Now it is evident that even if, by the formula of Mr. Cross,

or otherwise, we could obtain accurate equivalent focal lengths

for any one position of the cover correction, the result woulfl

not be true for any other position of the cover correction.

We are told by a recent writer that the practice of the

Clans is to name the combination at its performance unco \.

that is, at precisely the adjustment least used. If, how .

scientific accuracy in the matter is desirable for any })nrp(.H-

whatever, it is evident from the above that at least tlic maxi-

mum and minimum should be furnished by the maker.

It is also evident that the considerations here ofierecl asi<ie

from their bearing on the nomenclature of objectives, have a

high practical value to all those who attempt to make mieio-

riietric measurements with modem high power objectives ;
tor

the practice recommended in the text-books, and too generally

pursued, is to give values to an eye-piece micrometer hv com-

paring it with a stage micrometef at a fixed position ot tne

<lraw tube, and to use these values in subsequent measurements.
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Now as these values vary considerably with the cover correc-

tion, it is to be feared that the majority of the measurements,
made with high powers during the last twenty years are sadly

The difficulties in the way of a nomenclature based upon
equivalent focal lengths have been still further increased since

the introduction of immersion objectives. The compound ob-

jective is usually furnished with two fronts, one for wet and

one for dry use. Of these the wet usually gives the greatest

magnifying power at any given distance. I have also meas-

ured an objective which, when corrected for the thickest cover

through which it will work dry, is just corrected for uncovered

wet, and by approximating the posterior pair of combinations

still nearer to the anterior, corrects for cover wet, thus increas-

ing the magnifying power when the objective is in use wet

precisely as if two fronts were used.
The difference in magnifying power resulting from the modi-

fications given to make the objective perform wet is quite con-

siderable, as may be seen by the following extracts from my

Magnifying
)

Of these objectives No. 1 had but one front, the correction

for wet being made by the cover correction; the others had two

separate fronts, one for wet, the other for dry.

Now it is just in connection with these complex objectives,

with double fronts or other devices to correct for wet and dry,

that the greatest diversity of nomenclature exists. In one quar-

ter it is claimed that the system should have two names, one

based on its magnifying power at uncovered wet, the other on

its magnifying power at uncovered dry ; in other quarters tlie

practice has been to give the system but a single name denvea

from the magnifying power af uncovered dry alone. It is ^^^

dent, however, that neither of these plans has any P^^^^^^^^i'VVt

scientific accuracy, and that if the makers will not give at leas

the maximum and minimum for both dry and wet, the ^^

chaser must learn to measure for himself. ^A similar remark applies to the angle of aperture as sta

by the makers, for each objective sold. As a rule they
g^^^

the greatest angle attainable by the combination, which i^g

rally,_not always,-the angle at the correction for thicJcesi
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cover, their usual practice in

usual practice with regard to magnifying power,

seen objectives with an angle of 170° and upward at full cover

correction, which did not exceed 140° at uncovered. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that the maker should furnish with each glass

both the maximum and minimum angle, or the microscopist

After a full consideration of all the circumstances, I am dis-

posed to think that the best interests of both makers and pur-

chasers would be consulted if the present nomenclature were
abandoned altogether, and objectives named instead by their pre-

cise magnifying power without eyepiece at some selected dis-

tance. It would be well if all the makers could be brought to

agree on some fixed distance ; but until we obtain this happy
uniformity, which perhaps is not to be anticipated, it is only
necessary for each maker to state the distance he selects. By
this plan objectives without correction for cover would be named
by one number, objectives with correction by two, and those

with two or more fronts or backs by two or more pairs of num-
bers.

Thus we should have objectives without cover corrections

named precisely 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and so on up to 100 or more,
the number indicating the exact magnifying power, say at twelve
and a half inches from micrometer to screen. Objectives with
cover corrections would be named 30 to 40, 36 to 46, 75 to 89,

125 to 140, &a, the numbers representing the minimum and
maximum magnifying powers at the selected distance. Objec-^

tives with wet and dry fronts would require a separate name for

each
; thus 78 to 95 dry, 98 to 130 wet, &c.

By this plan the real magnifying power of the glass and its

limits of variation would be accurately stated, whereas at present
even those makers who are most careful about their nomencla-
ture do not hesitate to call a glass an ith provided its power at

uncovered approximates that of a single lens of jth of an inch
focus more nearly than it does a jth or a tV t^- Hence glasses

^hich difter materially in magnifying power at uncovered, re-

ceive the same name, and the changes in power produced by the
cover correction, are invariably ignored.

it the plan I here recommend be adopted, the precise distance

""om micrometer to screen which may be chosen does not appear
to me to be of very great importance. Maov persons would I

suppose prefer 10 inches to 12^. I have selected the latter

number because many of our larger stands have tubes too long

.
P^J*mit the convenient measurement of low powers with eye-

piece and stage micrometers, in the manner I shall presently
aescnbe, if the distance be taken at 10 inches, whereas on most
stands, with the help of the draw tube, 12^ inches can be used
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conveniently with all powers from the three inch upward. I

do not, however, insist on any particular distance, but only that

the distance selected shall be stated in each case until some uni-

form plan shall be generally agreed upon.
In this connection I may add that the actual plan of the Con-

tinental opticians is also unsatisfactory. In the matter of angle

of aperture, when they give it at all, tliej also, as a rule, give only

the maximum. In the matter of magnifying power, when they

give any information, they attempt, as a rule, to give the mag-

nifying power of the objective with each eye-piece as actually

looked through when in use. But as the magnifying power of

the combination under these circumstances involves the dis-

tance of distinct vision for each observer, it is evident that the

figures thus furnished cannot have any practical value.

Pending the adoption of some such system as I have sug-

gested above, it will be necessary for the microscopist to meas-

ure for himself the magnifying power of the objectives he uses,

whenever he desires to be possessed of the real information con-

cealed behind all the several systems of nomenclature at present

in use. Mr. Cross in his paper gives two modes of doing this.

I myself have been in the habit of using a dark room, and

throwing the image of the micrometer on a white screen, by the

direct rays of the sun. Very nearly equal accuracy may be

attained, however, by any microscopist who possesses an ordi-

nary glass eye-piece micrometer and a stage micrometer. The

glass eye-piece micrometer, it will be recollected, is slipped

.through the eye-piece in such a manner as to be just in the fo-

cus of its eye-glass, that is, in the plane which is occupied hy

the image formed by the objective when it is seen most dis-

tinctly. If now the field glass of such an eye-piece be removed,

and the stage micrometer carefully brought into focus, a com-

parison of the divisions of the eye-piece and stage micrometers

will give the magnifying power of the objective alone at the

distance actually existing between the two micrometers. Thus,

for example, if the stage micrometer is in yoVotts and the eye-

piece micrometer in ai^ths of an inch, five times the number ot

eye-piece divisions corresponding to one division of the stage

micrometer will be the magnifying power of the objective at the

cover correction employed, for the distance selected. We may

then apply the following simple rule, derived from the formoia

of Mr. Cross.

Multiply the distance between the two micrometers ^^ '"^ /*

and decimals, by the magnifying power, and divide bv tn

square of the magnifying power plus one ; the result yui

the equivalent focal length (for the given conditions) m aec

-

mals of an inch.
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It will, moreover, be found in practice that for powers equiva-

lent to those of a ^ih. or shorter focal lengths a still simpler

rule may be adopted, and that the distance between the two

micrometers, divided by the magnifying power, will give very

nearly the same results as are obtained by the more complex

rule, but this of course is not true for lower powers.

It must, however, be constantly borne in mind that the re-

sults obtained in any case are true only for the cover correction

and distance used.

For the convenience of those who may undertake such com-

parisons, I append a table in which the real magnifying powers

of single convex lenses are given for three different distances.

In the treatises on optics the magnifying powers of single lenses

are sometimes stated at some given distance from the lens to

the screen, but I know of no table which shows their powers at

given distances between image and object.

This table is calculated by substituting the numerical values

of/ and I in the equation /= . ^^p ,
when m= the magnify-

power remains as the only unknown quantity and is easily

nputed. I have carried out the values of m to two decimal

ces only ; but in practice the nearest whole number i

found sufficiently accurate.

places '

Table of the magnifying powers of
Focal length for Magnifying power

- 47-99 97-98 197-99

60-48 122-99 247-99

- 72-98 147-99 297-99

97-98 197-99 397-99

122-99 247-99 497-99

147-99 297-99 697-99

185-49 372-99 747-99

197-99 397-99 797-99

222-99 447-99 897-99

247-99 497-99 997-99

310-49 622-99 1247-99

622-99 1247-99 2497-99

/^fe. -Since writing the foregoing article, I have read with

pleasure a paper on the same subject by Dr. R H. Ward
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("Eemarks on uniformity of nomenclature in regard to micro-

scopical objectives and oculars," American Naturalist, March,

1872, p. 136). This paper contains much valuable matter, and

should be read by all who are interested in this subject I learn

from it for the first time that the method of determining the

magnifying power of objectives by removing the field glass of

the eye-piece and using eye-piece and stage micrometer as de-

scribed above, has already been used by Dr. J. J. Higgins of

New York (American Naturalist, Dec, 1870, p. 628), to whom I

hasten to give the credit due.

I am very glad to find Dr. Ward indicates the feasibility of

the substitution of magnifying powers at a fixed distance as

names for objectives instead of alleged equivalent focal lengths.

I must, however, differ from him when he recommends that the

distance should be measured from some part of the objective to

the screen, instead of from the micrometer to the screen ; for

however desirable this may be made to appear, it is not feasible.

Nor can I agree with him in regarding ten inches distance as

having anything special to recommend it. To the question he

asks at the conclusion of his paper, " at what point of the screw

collar adjustment shall the objective be placed for rating its an-

gular aperture and amplifying power?" I reply without hesi-

tation that for each purpose accuracy demands that the maxi-

mum should be given as well as the minimum; that the maker

should state not merely one limit, but both.

Dr. Ward's paper also contains some interesting suggestions

on the subject of the nomenclature of eye-pieces, a matter which

will, however, I think, particularly in the case of the ordmaiy

eve-piece, require further discussion. I agree fully with Doctor

Ward that eye-pieces should be named- by their magnifying

power: but the question at once arises, how shall this be accu-

rately measured? To this subject I may recur at some future

Art. LIII— On a new form of Lanietm-Galvanomekr; by

Alfred M. Mayer, Ph.D., Professor of Physics m tne

Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J.

On the 21st of December, 1871, I delivered a lecture on

Magnetism before the American Institute, at the Academy o

Music, in the city of New York. It was necessary tor in«

experimental discussion I then made of the earth's magnetis

to use a galvanometer, so constructed that the least Reflection

its needle would be visible to a very large audience; at

same time the astatic condition of this needle had to oe bu
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magnets had to be such as allowed me instantly to bring the

needle into the magnetic meridian when disturbed therelrom,

whenever I set in action the huge electro-magnet used on that

occasion. Indeed, one of the principal uses to which this

galvanometer was applied, in the lecture, was the exploration

of the magnetic condition of the space surrounding this electro-

magnet. This I accomplished by rotating, around the line of

"the dip," as an axis, wire coils at various distances and posi-

tions, and leading the induced magneto-electric currents through

The lantern-galvanometer, which I will now proceed to de-

scribe, I devised on the 13th of last November, and as subse-

quent work with it has convinced me of its value in the lecture-

room, I have decided to give it this formal publication.

Referring to the figure ; M is a plane mirror inclined 45° to

the vertical. In front of this are the back condensing lenses of

an oxyhydrogen lanteni ; while the front lens of the condenser

is placed in a horizontal position at c, above the mirror. The
back condensing lenses are of such curvatures that when the

calcium light is placed about two inches from the one nearest

it, a nearly parallel beam issues from them to fall upon M,
thence to be reflected to the upper condensing lens at c* on

which rests a disc of glass on whose border is photographed a

divided circle. In the center of this disc is a short needle point

on which freely rotates a magnetic needle. Above the needle

is the projecting lens L, the pencils from which are reflected m
any desired direction by means of the plane mirror B, which

revolves on a horizontal axis and has also a motion in azimuth
around the axis of the lens-f
The horizontal condensing lens is five inches in diameter,

and the magnetic needle is four inches long. With this arrange-

ment I have obtained sharp and bright images of the graduated

circle 16 feet in diameter.

•This arrangement of lenses, which is due to President Morton, gives a bright

Ma uniformly iUuminated Held free from coloration. „,.,_. , „„

oint of ^T^^ '^^"^ °^ ^""^^ ^*'*- '^''"- '" ^ '^^'*
Sefore the^Ameri^

Institute, aaloUows:'"" Tlie'jTri^S wL^a" d genlVdpkn o^ the i^frument
shown^

was as the speaker stated, due to Professor J. P. Cooke, of Cambndge ;
hiH own

ork m connection with it being confined to the devising of a convenient me-
chanical arrangement of parts, the improvement of the combination of condensing

•Einate*
*^^ reflecting lenses [mirror?] so as to secure a

'^^'g^J^JJ^^^^Jf^Jj

suvered by Foucaulfs plan, which are so difficult to obtain and keep m order.
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To deflect this needle by means of an electric current I place

as close to the condensing lens as possible the two vertical wire

spirals S, S, formed of ^V inch copper wire of square section, so

as to bring the convolutions as close together as possible. The

turns of the spirals are separated with very thin vulcanite rib-

bon, coated with paraffine, and are wrapped on the faces of vul-

canite discs. The spirals have an internal diameter of four

inches and an external diameter of ten inches, and each contains

49 feet of wire in 26 turns. The four terminals of the spirals

are connecting screws, two of which serve to connect
'

so that a current will circulate in the same directic

The spirals are so placed that a line joining their centers will

pass through the center of the magnetic needle.

The vertical-lantern rests on a base three feet and a half

long, with guides on its sides, between which slide boards

carrying two bar-magnets, A and B, 15 inches long and one

inch in diameter, as shown in the figure. These magnets can-

le spirals

1 in both.

of the magni
and by slidir

^.^ and recede from the lantern, and tb^

; from the galvanometer-needle, but theycf"

heir centeil on vertical axes. The hke poles

ets and of the needle point in the same direciao"'

to or from the lantem-needJe
we
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render the latter more or less astatic. Also, in case the needle

should not hold to the meridian as you approach the magnets,

it can be made tp do so by rotating one or both of them in the

horizontal plane ; and thus, also, can be neutralized any exterior

disturbance which may tend to deflect the needle from the

magnetic meridian.

the needle may be also rendered astatic, in the usual way,
by suspending it by a silk fiber and attaching to this needle a

wire which passes through a hole in the condenser and in the

incHned mirror and carries beneath the latter another needle

with poles reversed.

In working with thermal currents we use a smaller needle

and condenser which allows the spirals to approach nearer ; but
i'or thermal currents it is better to wind close around the needle
a flat coil of only one wire in breadth, and to use a suspended
astatic system of which the lower needle is the stronger and is

under the control of the damping magnets.* The breadth of

the coil used in this last device need not exceed ^'^ith of aia inch,

and its image on the screen can answer for a rough zero point
I will now give a few experiments in which this galvanome-

ter has been used ; and they will serve to show its usefulness.

Experiment 1. A coil of 2^ feet in diameter, containing 40
turns of 300 feet of ^'^th inch wire, was placed, with its plane, at

nght angles to "the dip.' Its terminals were connected with
the galvanometer whose needle was rendered astatic by means
of the the damping magnets. T now quickly rotated the coil

180° around an axis at right angles to the direction of dipping-
needle. The galvanometer needle was deflected about 12° by
the magneto-electric current induced by the earth's magnetism.

Exp. 2. I placed the coil, used in Exp. 1, on a wooden wheel
provided with a commutator and rotated it around an axis at

right angles to the dip. The galvanometer-needle went steadily

«p to a deflection of %z>° and was held there as long as the coil

revolved.

Exp. 3. The two cores of the large electro-magnet of the
^tevens Institute of Technology were placed end to end, thus
iormmg one iron bar, seven feet long and six inches in diam-

^if^oA
'^^^^ ^^^ surrounded by its eight bobbins containing \n

''111 2000 feet of i inch copper wire ; and through them was
f^^nt the electricity developed by the most advantageous com-
hmation of 60 plates of zinc and carbon, 10x8 inches.

[ have placed this lower needle aiove th«

s of a magnet placed above the reflector R.

iRD Series, Vol, III, No. 18.—June, 1872
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A coil of 20 inches in diameter formed of one turn of ^V mch
wire was rotated ISO"" around a vertical axis 3^ feet from the

end of the magnet The needle was deflected 3°.

Uxp. 4. A coil of 20 inches in diameter having 5 turns of

Uxp. 6. A coil of 20 inches in diameter formed of 10 turns,

2*0 inch wire was revolved 180° around a vertical axis 6^ feet

from end of magnet. Deflection of 22°.

Exp, 7. The coil used in Exp. 6, was placed three feet eight

inches above center of axis of the magnet and revolved 180°

around a vertical axis ; the needle was deflected 80°,

Exp. 8. A coil of 2^ feet in diameter, formed of 40 turns of

300 feet of j\ inch wire, was placed 28 feet distant from the

center of the magnet, and with its plane coinciding with the

plane of the magnet's equator. On rotating it around a verti-

cal axis the needle was deflected 20°.

The following experiments will show the excellent propor-

tions (arrived at by a long series of experiments) of the cml

used in Exps. 1, 2 and 8, for the evolution and study of the

electric currents induced by the earth's magnetism.
Mrp. 9. The coil used in Exps. 1, 2 and 8 was laid on a table

and its terminals connected with a galvanometer, which is used

in connection with Nobili's thermo-electric pile. The needles

of this instrument made one oscillation in nine seconds, i

lifted the east side of the coil only six inches ; the needle was

deflected 10°. Lifting the same side nine inches, the needle

went to 22°. I now placed the coil in a north and south verti-

cal plane and suddenly tilting its top six inches to the east or

to the west the needles went to 60°. Tilting the coil^tnnc

inches sent the needles with a blow against the stop at 90 .

The advantages of the new galvanometer may be summed up

in a few words. It gives on the screen a bright clear ^^^fP^^
only the graduated circle and of the needle. It can readily ^e

rendered more or less astatic to adapt it to the character ot tne

electric currents worked with. The direction of its needle is

under the control of the damping magnets; ana,

- -

nple construction and can be rapidly adjusted

to the requirements of any special experiment

completely i

rinally, it is
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Art. IIY.—Descriptions of some new species of Primordial

Fossils; bjS. W. FoED.

Hyolithes impar, n. sp.

The shells of this species are plump, elongate bodies, taper-

ing to an acute point. The largest specimen obtained would,

if perfect, be one and three-fourths inches in length. The

usual length, however, is about one and one-fourth inches. The
section is generally broadly and regularly oval, but in some

specimens is rather more flattened on the ventral side than in

the diagram of the one below given. Some specimens show a

tendency to become keeled along the dorsum, but this feature

is rare and not well defined in any casa In an imperfect speci-

men 1-14 inches in length, the rate of tapering on the ventral

side is lO of an inch in a distance of "60 of an mch. The
width of the tube at the aperture is -32, and the depth '26 of

an inch. In this specimen the lower lip projects beyond the

limit of the dorsum -14 of an inch. The surface is ornamented

with line engirdling lines, which upon the ventral side curve

gently forward, thence more sharply backward upon the sides

until they reach a point at about the middle of the depth,

where they are again deflected, and flow across the dorsum m
uninterrupted, slightly forward-bending curves. There are also

prominent sub-imbricating lines of growth, which give to some

of the specimens an exceedingly rugose aspect.

The operculum is of an oval form, irregularly convex exter-

nally, and for the most part concave within. The nucleus is

situated at the center, and in perfect specimens is vertical and

acute. On either side of the nucleus, in the line of the longer

diameter, there exists a conspicuous groove, which gradually

widens in passing from the center out , s
to the edga With the exception of
the nucleus, which barely separates
them, these grooves divide the opercu-
lum externally into two equal parts.

These are respectively the dorsal and
ventral limbs. The ventral limb is

smooth on the outside, or broken only

;. Its convexity is

3 degree of convexity, but may be
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readily distinguished from the ventral by the presence of two ob-
scure ndges radiating from the nucleus to the margin and en-
closing a triangular space along the central portion of the limb
Ihe two limbs are so situated relatively to each other as to
give to the base of the operculum a curvature equal to that
indicated by the form of the aperture of the shell In the in-

terior of the operculum there is a little pit directly beneath the
nucleus. From this point radiate two strong wedge-shaped
ndges corresponding to the exterior grooves. There are also

two ndges of similar form running from the same point to the
margin of the dorsal Hmb, lying beneath, and included within,
the limits of the tnangular space seen on the outside of that

hmb. All of these ridges are widest at their junction with the

margin. They severally terminate in the central pit, and
divide the interior into four unequal parts.
The surface of the operculum is covered with fine concentric

striae, from 8 to 10 in the space of -06 of an inch. Along with

these there sometimes occur coarser lines of growth. The in-

terior is both radiately and concentrically striated. The con-

centric lines are mostly coarser, fewer in number, and far less

regularly disposed than those on the outside. The radiating

lines are very numerous, and with the concentric hnes give to

the interior a singularly reticulated appearance under the mag-

mfier. They are barely visible to the naked eye.

_
This is a well marked species, and offers but little varia-

tion of form. It is closely related to Hyolii
lings,* but is nevertheless quite distinct therefrom, m n. cum-

munis, according to Mr. Billings, the shell is sometimes longi-

tudinally striated, which is not the case, so far as observed, in

the shells of this species. The opercula are also different In

the operculum of K communis there are but two ridges in the

interior. These correspond to the longitudinal ridges of our

species as shown in figure 2 K There is also a slight variation

in the rate of tapering of the two species. They are, therefore,

entirely different. A species of about the same size and form

occurs in the Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin (16th Eeg. Bep.,

p. 135, pi. 6, figs. 30 and 31).
This species occurs abundantly in one of the thin deposits of

even-bedded limestone, and one of the bands of limestone con-

glomerate included among the primordial slates east oi Troy,

N. Y., commonlv associated with Hyolithes Americanus, Oboklla

desquamata, Olenellus asaphoides and Conocephalites trilineahis.

The true character of its operculum was first detected by Mr.

Billings.
^

The specimens were collected by the writer.
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Agnostics nohilis, n. sp.

Head and pygidium of nearly the same size and form, botli

exceedingly convex. The head is broadly semi-elliptical, wider
than long, the length to the breadth about as 5 to 6. Con-
vexity greatest along the median line, reaching its maximum
on a straight line joining the posterior angles. From thence
the slope is nearly equal to the front and sides. The sides, an-

terior margin, and part of the posterior margin, abruptly con-

cave, rounded, and slightly incurved. Posterior angles rounded.
The posterior outline is slightly concave for a short distance on
either side of the middle, leaving a strong, tapering, median
projection. The extremity of this projection is truncate, and
appears to form a nearly flat articulating face. The head is

surrounded by a narrow convex border directed a little down-
ward, of uniform width, or but slightly attenuated on the pos-

terior outline. On either side of the head this border is set off

with a row of prominent tubercles from seven to eight in each
row. No tubercles have been observed on the extreme front

and posterior portions of the border. The surface of the head,

including the border, is transversely crossed by numerous faintly

impressed lines, curving backward, for the most part invisible

to the naked eye.
The pygidium is of equal length and width with the head.

The convexity, however, is a trifle greater along the middle,
and the anterior angles rather less i * ->.

rounded than the corresponding
angles of the head. The greatest
corjvexity occurs at the anterior
third of the pygidium. The ante-
rior outline is slightly concave at the
middle, and is then feebly rounded
m passing outward and backward
to the angles. The contour of the sides and posterior margin
the same as that of the sides and anterior margin of the head.
A narrow marginal border similar to that of the head, though
not tuberculated, surrounds the pygidium, terminating on either
side of the concave portion of the anterior outline. The sur-
face is covered with delicate lines similar in character and
direction to those of the head.

.

-i^he two extremities are connected by a single thick thoracic
"ng- This ring is partlv shown in fig. 1. From the appear-
ance of the figure, howeVer, there would seem to be room for

K* I'^-}- ^ ^^^'ly perfect specimen of Agnostus twUUs. The posterior limit of

sp^ciS %r^ ^^^ ^^^'^^ '° ^^"^ figure, but may be made out clearly^mjhe

on the border arp. wpnf,-,,™ ;„ +k;„ b „: *„ +k„.v ™mni.al on the side of the
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a second ring, but this appearance is due to the damaged condi-
tion ot the head. °

Two specimens only of this species have been obtained, one

l}2i A-
^-rf Pmf^^", °^ '^^ PJgidium

;
the other a nearly

perfect individual. The dimensions of the latter are as fol-
lows

: Length of entire animal -64 of an inch. Length of head
along the median line '30, width at posterior angl^ -36 of an
inch. Median length of pvgidium -80, width at anterior angles
36 of an inch Width of head and pygidium, at one-third the
length ot each from their smaller extremities, each -28 of an
inch. Width of thoracic ring '10 of an inch. This is likewise
the width of the concave portion of the pygidium with which
it lies m contact. Greatest depth of pygidium -14 of an inch.
Greatest depth of head -12 of an inch.
The proportions of the other head are slightly different, the

length being -34, the width -39, and the greatest depth 14 of
an inch. The specimens were found lying close to each otherm the same hand fragment of limestone. Occurs in even-bed-
ded limestone east of Troy, N. Y., in the same layer with
Olenellus asaphoides, Agnostus hbatus, Oholella coelata, and 0.

aesquamata.

Collected by the writer.
This is a remarkably beautiful species of Agnostus, its large

size symmetrical form, extreme convexity, and prominently
^'"^^'^'^'^ ^'^'^''"- -n rendering it a most interesting and con-

e apparent differences between the opposite

extremities of the body are so slight, it is difficult to determine
certainly which is the head, and we do not feel quite sure that

the part thus referred is really such. Prof Hall has described

under the name of Agnostus 'pariUs a species of the same type

trom the Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin (16th Reg. Eep.. }>•

179, pi. X, figs. 23 and 24), but that species is vastly smaller than

this one. It differs also in having a small elongated node uj'oti

the pygidium along the middle, a plain instead of tuberculated

border around the head, and in having the marginal rim of both

the head and pygidium proportionally broader at their smaller

ends. It lacks, too, the fine surface lines of our species. The

proportional depth of the two species is very likely about the

same No entire specimens of A. parilis have been" illustrated,

the two extremities having been referred to each other, and no

doubt rightly, from their similarity of form. The species is

stated to occur near the middle of the formation.
Troy, March 30th, 1872.
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Art. LV.—Descriptions of New Species of Fossils from the Cin-

cinnati Group of Ohio ; by F. B. Meek.*

AnOMALOCYSTITES (AtELEOCYSTITES ?) BALANOIDES M.

The only specimens of this fossil that I have seen are in a

bad state of preservation, being distorted by pressure, and con-

sisting only of the lower portions of the body, and some of the

extremely thin segments of the thickened part of the column
connecting with the base of the same. One side of the body
was evidently flat, or a little concave, and the other convex

;

and the entire outline, as seen on either of these sides, was prob-

ably oblong-suboval ; while the lateral margins are distinctly

carinated, at least toward the lower part.

Although this species is evidently closely allied to the genera

Anomalocysiites and Ateleocystites, I "am not positively sure that

it would be found to fall strictly into either, if we had the

means of comparing its entire structure. It certainly differs

conspicuously, at least in its specific characters, from the typical

and only known forms of both of these groups. In the first

place, it is much larger than Anomalocysiites comutus, and has
the middle two pieces of its lower range on the flat side pro-

portionally longer; that is, longer than the marginal pieces,

mstead of the reverse. Its base is also more deeply sinuous on
this side than in the New York species. On comparing its con-

vex side with that of A. comutus, we observe still more marked
difl"erences, the three principal plates of the lower range in our
type being all decidedly longer than wide, instead of the reverse,

and the middle plate considerably longer than that on each side

of it
; while the carinate marginal pieces, which are quite dis-

tmctly seen in this view of our species, are scarcely visible

on this side of the New York species. There are doubtless also

equally great differences in the arrangement and structure of
the parts farther up, on both sides, if we had the means of

making comparisons of this part of the body.
In size, our species corresponds more nearly with A. dispan Iis

trom the N. Y. Oriskany sandstone : but from what ha-^ alroa.Iv

been stated, it will be seen to differ too widely in the lorni and

proportions of its lower range of plates to render a .•..inpari.-nii

necessary.

Compared with Ateleocystites Huxhyi of Billings, the tync
and only known species of that genus, our species wdl be

Jound not only to differ in its mucb greater size, but al-o m
oaving Us base greatly more widely and deeply sinuous dh tlie

Hat side, for the reception- of the column ; while its central two

J!^^ ^^^^^ ^""e to be fully iUustrated in the final report of the Ohio Geolo^-
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pieces taper more rapidly upward, and are longer in prooortionto the latera ones. Its lateral pieces, on the contrfr^^w
TrvedTntrd^ %T^^''^^

and dW m having thelSS
parts of our type bemg unknown, we have no means of carrymg the comparison further

; but enough can be seen to show

Sa% ^'^^ ''^ '"^'^^-"^^ arf at least clfa^ltt
Whether these several forms belong to one two or thrPP

ftudTlhl^^l ^ '^^ru''
^^''^i"^' *^W one accustomed

T%t? ^^?^'n^ '^^ ^chinodermata, that in a systematic
classification of the Cystoidea they will have to stand together

«nJo. ?'° •^' ^^^^««^^^y^^^'^«, occupying a somewhat
analogous posUion among the various types of that group to
that of the family including Fucheirocrums {=^ Cheirocrinm Hall,
1860

:
not of Eichwald, 1856), among the typical Crimidea.

in iZo^ <^ndposition.-V^^ev part of the hills at Cincinnati,m the Uncmnati group of the Lower Silurian. The best speci-men I have seen belongs to the collection of C. B. Dyer, Esq.,
or v^mcinnati. I am also under obligations to Prof 0. C. Marsh
01 jNew Haven, for the use of another more crushed specimen
o the same or an allied species. Both of the specimens were

cSr """^ informed, by G. W. Harper, Esq., of Cin-

Dalmanites Caeleyi M.

«.^i!°r^'\-^^*,^^®,
outline unknown, but probably subovate;

cephalic shield about twice as wide as long, rounaed in front,
ana more or less nearly straight across behind, thus presenting
a somewhat serai-circular outline, exclusive of the produced
posterior lateral extremities, which are about as long as the
glabella, rather broad at their connection with the cheeks, and
tapering rapidly to their posterior ends; glabeUa wide in front,
and rapidly narrowing behind, defined by a moderately dis-

iinct furrow on each side, and not veiy prominent at any point;
anterior lobe large, transversely subrhombic in outline ;

lateral
lobes small, and separated by furrows that extend

trigonal, and about Twice "thrsIzeTrthorrolfThe'midl^^^^^

very narrow central space ; anterior pair each sub-

hich are each transversely ovate, while those of the third or

posterior pair are smallest; neck furrow moderately well
aenned, and continued as posterior marginal furrows of the
cneeks, and curving backward a little on the posterior lateral

,
occiputal segment

posterior diametei ' "

and rounded convex in the posterior outline
;
palpebn

ascenaing and narrowing rapidly outward to the summi
eye

,
cheeks narrow, and sloping abruptly from
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shallow marginal groove; eyes comparatively large, situated

full half their antero-posterior diameter from the posterior

margins of the cheeks, and elevated somewhat above the

height of the glabella, truncato-subconical in form, the visual

surface curving around so as to form about three-fourths of

a circle at its base; lenses of comparatively moderate size,

showing about seven in a vertical row at the middle, and twelve

or fourteen in the longest oblique rows. Surface of anterior

lobe of glabella showing small, obscur egranulations ; other

parts of the cephalic shield nearly smooth, or less distinctly

granular.

Thorax unknown. A pygidium found in the same associa-

tion may be described as follows : subtrigonal, rather depressed,

as wide as long, or a little wider, very nearly rounded or almost

subangular behind, the posterior extremity being a little carved
upward ; mesial lobe depressed, but a little more convex than
the lateral, and of about the same breadth or slightly narrower
at the anterior end, and narrowing to the posterior end, which
does not reach the margin, composed of about thirteen distinct

segments, and two or three other very small obscure ones be-

hind these ; lateral lobes separated from the mesial lobe by
moderately distinct furrows, and sloping off" gently, with slight

convexity of outline, to the lateral and posterior margins, show-
ing each about thirteen segments which are not furrowed, and
extend very nearly, but not quite, to the margin, the smaller

posterior ones bemg directed very obliquely backward, surface

showing rather fine irregular scattering granulations.
Length of cephalic shield, exclusive of the posterior lateral

spmes, 0-35 inch ; including them, about 0-60 inch ;
breadth,

0-67 mch
; antero-posterior diameter of eyes, 012 inch ;

height
of same on outer side, 0-08 inch. Length of an associated but
detached pygidium of about the corresponding size, 042 inch ;

breadth of do., about 048 inch.
1 am not positively sure that the pygidium found associated

with the cephalic shield here described belongs to the same
species

; but as several specimens of each have been found in

the same bed, and they correspond well in size and surface

characters, there is very little reason to doubt that they belong
to the same trilobite.

In size and general appearance this species resembles D. col-

i^c^phalm Hall, from the New York Trenton group; but it

winters materially in having the posterior lateral angles ot the

^q'hahc shield produced into hmg spines, instead of merely
Jerminating in broad, rounded, wing-like expansions. It also

JJ^
the eyes proportionally shorter, and more remote from the

Postenor margins of the cheeks, as well as much more curved
around, than represented in the figures of the New York species.
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Again, the surface of its cephalic shield is less strongly granu-

lated. There are likewise equally well marked differences in

the pygidium found associated with our species, which shows

in each lateral lobe thirteen well defined segments, without

sulcation ; while in D. caUicephalus these lobes are described

as having each only nirie segments, that are marked with strong

furrows.

Although fully satisfied that the species here described is dis-

tinct from D. caUicephalus, I was in doubt whether

quently i

fossils 'tt

ithdrew the description from
it I had submitted for publication^ ^I observed some

important differences in our specimens from the character given

in the description of D. hreviceps ; but fearing that these might

possibly be due rather to some accidental condition of the

specimens of that species, I preferred to wait until a figure

of that form should be published. As that has recently

been done, and I find, on comparison with this figure, that our

specimens show well marked and constant differences, there is

no longer any reason for hesitation in regarding them as

belonging to distinct species. The differences distinguishing

the two forms are the following : in the first place, the anterior

lobe of the glabella of our species has a more nearly rhombic

form, being much more narrowly rounded at each end ;
again,

it differs in having three well defined pairs of lateral lobes to the

glabella, instead of only two, the anterior of these three pai«

being as large as both of the others, and each triangular in

form. The neck segment of our species likewise differs in being

fully twice as thick as that of D. hreviceps, while its palpebral

lobes have an entirely different form, and its eyes are decidedly

ved and farther removed from the posterior
: strongly cu
:in of the ch™.^... ^. .^e cheeks.

^
The specific name of this trilobite is given in honor ot b. r.

Carley, Esq., formerly of Cincinnati, one of the earliest and most

successful collectors and students of the Cincinnati fossils.

Locality and position.—Three hundred feet above low-w:

mark, at Cincinnati, Ohio, in the Cincinnati group of the L

Silurian. The specimens studied and figured belong t-

collection of U. P. James, Esq.

Froetus Spurlocki M.

General form, exclusive of the spines of the cephalic -

ovate-subelliptic, with moderate convexity. Cephalic ~

* The name Dahnania having been pre-occupied for a genus of ^^^^^I^'u' ,. , .

not to be retained for these trUobites. I theref-re prefer to follow Prot- i^ar
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having the form of half of an ellipse divided through its shorter

diameter, its posterior margin being straight, and its anterior

narrowly rounded
;
posterior lateral angles produced into long

sharp spines, that extend back nearly or quite the entire length

of the thorax
;
glabella a little less than one-third the breadth

of the posterior part of the head, separated from the cheeks on
each side by a well defined furrow, but without having the

neck furrow behind distinctly marked ; other characters of the

glabella unknown ; eyes sublunate, nearly their own length in

advance of the posterior margins of the cheeks.

Thorax apparently shorter than the head, showing in the

^p'<iiiion examined only seven segments (one or two being
piolKibly concealed by the slipping backward of the cephalic

siiK'ltl); mesial lobe moderately prominent, scarcely equaling
the lircadth of the lateral lobes anteriorly, and tapering more
Japi'lly backward, with its segments not arching forward.

LuTcial lobes less convex than the middle one; pleurae nearly
<tr;uo]it and transverse, and furrowed for a little more than half

way out, with their outer extremities merely rounded in front,

and nearly rectangular behind, without any distinct backward
curvature.

. the

mesial lobe moderately prominent, narrower than the lateral,

tapering posteriorlv, where it terminates rather abruptly, with-

out passing quite upon the flattened margin, showing only very

obscure traces of five or six segments on its anterior half.

Lateral lobes more depressed than the mesial one, and with

flattened margins rather more than one-third the breadth at the

anterior end of each, and each showing obscure traces of six or

seven furrowed segments.
Entire surface smooth.
Length of a specimen apparently very slightly shortened by

^JK- sli[)ping of the cephalic shield a little back upon the thorax,

,' "til I saw the published figure of Proetus parviusculus Hal
,

^ ''|!'l thought it possible that this might be the same, although
't 'ii<l not seem to agree in several characters with those men-

^'""''l in the previously issued description of that species. (M
com paring it with the 'figure of that form, however, it will at

once be seen to present well marked differences. In the hr^t

pace Its cephalic shield is decidedly longer in proportion to its

oreadth, and more narrowly rounded in front ; while the pos-

tenor lateral spines of its cheeks are nearly or quite twice the

proportional length of those in P. parviusculus. Its eyes are
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also placed decidedly farther forward, and its neck segment is

much, less distinctly defined. When we come to its thorax, we

also see equally well marked differences, its pleurae not being

curved backward and falcate as in that species, nor having their

furrows extending so far outward. It almost certainly has one

or two segments less, though the slight slipping backward of

the cephalic shield leaves some little room for doubt on this

point I have, however, also an inferior specimen before me,

belonging to the collection of Dr. H. H. Hill of Cincinnati,

believed to belong to this species, and this certainly has only

eight thoracic segments. Again, the pygidium of our species

differs in having distinctly flattened, smooth, and very obscure

furrowed segments on the lateral lobes, that do not extend out-

ward upon this border, while on that of P. parvimcuhs the

segments are strongly defined, without furrows, and extend very

nearly or quite to the border, so as scarcely to leave any flat-

tened margin.

The specific name is given in honor of T. W. Spurlock, Esq.,

of Cincinnati, who discovered some of the new fossils loaned

to the Ohio Survey, and is well known in that city for his long

devotion to the study of the natural sciences.

Locolity and ^osiViow.—Cincinnati group of the Lower Silu-

rian, at a horizon of about 100 feet below the tops of the hills,

at Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Dyer's collection.

Art. lNl.~On the Age of the Copper-hearing Rocks of lah

Superior; by T. B. Bkooks and R PuMPELLY.

Some observations made by us in the southwestern part of

the Upper Peninsula of Michigan demonstrate a wide difference

in age between the Cupriferous series of sandstones, conglom-

erates and melaphyres on the one hand, and the Lower Silunan

sandstone, with which they have generally been considered as

nearly identical in age, oii the other. Both series have been

referred by Foster and Whitnev to the Potsdam, by Sir Wil-

liam Logan to the Chazv, while' Mr. Bell of the Canadian Cor^

considers the Cupriferous series to be Triassic, the latter argee-

ing herein with Jackson and with the view afterwards aban-

doned by Owen.
The principal facts on the south shore of Lake Superior are

as follows: A series of red sandstone and shales, Ij^^l ^^^"^^

where nearly horizontally, borders the Michigan shore bewee

the Saulte St. Mary and B^te Oris Bay on Keweenaw 1"'-

From the former place to west of Grand Island, this t^ai'
'

is overlaid on the south by other Silurian rocks, and
•
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Grand Island and Marquette the whole series sweeps around to

the southwest, on its way to form the western, as it had hitherto

formed the northern, rim of the great Michigan basin. Where
this southwesterly bend begins, the outcrop-line of the sandstone
divides, and from Marquette westward we find, with short in-

terruptions, the sandstone beds flanking the northern foot of
the Huron mountains, and dipping gently, 5° to 15°, toward
the trough of Lake Superior.
In this part of its course, where it may be said to belong to

the Lake Superior basin proper, it forms a marginal band along
the lake shore, varying in breadth from a few rods to one or two
miles. But west of the Huron Islands it widens with the south-
westerly curving of the topographical axis of the Huron moun-
tains, and fills with its horizontal strata the broad trough lying
between these hills B.nd the range of copper-bearing rocks of
Keweenaw Point. In this depression there still remain one or
two hills formed by remnants of the younger Trenton limestone.

The trough, partly occupied by the waters of Keweenaw Bay,
has for its western slope the beds of this Lower Silurian sand-
stone, which rise, at what seems to be the original angle of

deposition, from the waters of the bay to form the broad belt of
nearly level sandstone country which makes up the eastern^half
of Keweenaw Point
At the western edge of this belt, its nearly horozontal strata

abut against the steep face of a wall formed by the upturned
edge of beds of the Cupriferous series of melaphyre and eon-
glomerate, which dip away from the sandstone at angles of 40°-
60° according to geographical position. This sharply defined
and often nearly vertical plane of contact, having been seen by
the earlier geologists at several points along a distance of many
piles, and having been found to be often occupied by a thick
bed of chloritic fluccan, which was looked upon as the product
oi faulting motion, was considered as a dislocation.

I his idea seemed to gain corroboration in the fact that, on the
western side of Keweenaw Point, sandstones bearing consider-
able resemblance to those of the eastern horizontal beds occur,

apparently conformably overlying the Cupriferous series.* Both
sandstones came to be considered as identical in age, and as

lorming the upper member ofthe group.
1 here were many circumstances which made it difficult for

lis to accept this conclusion. One obstacle lay in the enormous
amount of dislocation required ; for instance, at Portage Lake,
^here the strata of the Cupriferous series, with an actual thick-
ness of several miles, dip away from the supposed longitudinal
fault at an angle of about 60°.-^

Point are uppe'r membera of the^CnpriferoS seSrorbelong to the Lower Silurian-
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Again, there are at least two patches of sandstone lying on

the upturned melaphyre beds near Houghton, though it was

not easy to prove that they were not brought thither by glacial

action. Mr. Alexander Agassiz informs me that he has found

in the horizontal sandstones near this so-called "fault," abun-

dant pebbles of the melaphyre and conglomerate of the Cuprif-

Sir William Logan hints at a similar doubt as to the proxi-

mate equivalence in age of these two series of rocks.* During

last autumn, traveling sometimes together and sometimes apart,

we made a reconnaissance of the country between Bad river in

Wisconsin and the middle branch of the Ontonagon, east of

Lake Grogebic f in Michigan. Our route was chiefly confined

to the surface of the upper member of the Michigan Azoic,

which we have provisionally considered to be the equivalent of

the Huronian.
From Penokie Gap, on Bad river, to near Lake Gogebic-a

distance of nearly sixty miles—the quartzites and schists of this

formation are tilted at high angles and form a belt one-fourth

to one-half mile in width, bordered on the south by Laureutian

gneiss and schists. On the north, it is everywhere overlaid by

the bedded melaphyre (containing interstratified sandstones) of

the t^upriferous series. These form ridges and peaks which

rise 200 to 300 feet above the surface of the Huronian belt.

These ridges, forming the " South Mineral Eange," unite at

their western end with the Mineral Eange proper, which forms

really through its whole length the tongue of land known as

Keweenaw Point. Between these two ranges lies the south-

western part of the Silurian trough, which has been mentioned

before as extending inland from Keweenaw Bay.
Here, as there, it is tilled with the horizontally stratified

Silurian sandstone, forming a generally level country. For a

distance of nearly thirty miles, between the Montreal river m

Town 47 and Lake Gogebic, we found the Cupriferous senes

apparently conforming in strike and dip with the Huronian

schists, and both uniformly '
•

^ "" -' —'^"^ "'

o0°-70°.:{: But in approach ^
find that erosion of Silurian ^. ^. o- . .v

deep indentation entirely across the Cupriferous series and the

Huronian, and into the Laurentian, so that at a short distance

* Geol. of Canada, page 85. And again in GeoL Survey of Canada, Bep. o

Pro-r. 1866-69, pp. 4'724'I5. In the last mentioned place, he protests stroogl

against the idea that the copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior are Tnassic.

f
Wrongly written Agogebic on many maps.

., . .. .„„,

^
_t We observed several dips in the Huronian of 25°-40°, ^^'^^yj" *y poL

toward non-conforraabmty, *^ *•— -^=" -" *^" «^.,u^'r„r h^rls would make i«

probable that the lower dip!

in strike and dip with the Huronmu

ily dipping to the north at angles ot

ching Lake Gogebic from the west, we

irian or ore-Silurian age has made a
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west of the lake these rocks end in steep and high declivities,

at the base of which lies the level country of the Silurian sand-

stone, in which is cut the basin of the lake. From this point

eastward, this ancient erosion had made great inroads upon the
continuity of the Cupriferous and older rocks before the deposi-

tion of the Silurian sandstone. The melaphyre ridges are broken
into knobs, or are wanting, and no Huronian was found as far

as the Ontonagon river, seven miles away, and the limit of our
observations.

On this river, in the center of the northwest quarter of Sec.

13, Town 46, Eange 41, the Silurian sandstone was found
exposed in cliffs 50-60 feet high. The strata are horizontal,

or at most have a barely perceptible tendency to a northerly
dip. About 150 steps from the base of this cliff, there are

outcrops of Laurentian schists whose bedding trends N.E.
toward the cliff of horizontal sandstone, and dips 45°-60'' S.E.
The nearest observed outcrop of the Cupriferous series is in the
S.E. corner of Sec. 5, about four miles distant. It is a charac-
teristic amygdaloidal melaphyre, whose bedding planes strike

nearly E. and W., and dip 50° to N. In general terms, the con-

clusions we are drawn to are these :

I. The Cupriferous series was formed before the tilting of the

Huronian beds upon which it rests conformably, and conse-

quently before the ^elevation of the great Azoic area,* whose
existence during the Potsdam period pre-determined the Silu-

nan basins of Michigan and Lake Superior.
n. After the elevation of these rocks, and after they had

assumed their essential lithological characteristics, came the
deposition of the sandstone, and its accompanying shales, as

products of the erosion of these older rocks, and containing fos-

sils which show them to belong to the Lower Silurian, though
It IS still uncertain whether they should be referred to the Pots-
dam, Calciferous or Chazy. The question would still seem to
be an open one, whether the Cupriferous series is not more
nearly related in point of time to the Huronian than to the
oilunan.

Our observations have detected a lack of conformability
between the Laurentian and Huronian at several points on the
l^pper Peninsula. On the other hand, in the region we have
oeen discussing, which is the only one where the Huronian and
Cupriferous are seen in contact, there seems to be a well-marked
concordance between these two. There is abundant evidence
on the Upper Peninsula that the Silurian sandstone was not
deposited until after the Huronian beds had assumed both their

present structural position and lithological characteristics, and
after they had undergon- -• "^ -f pro«inn.
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Some of the most salient topograpliical features of the Upper

Menomonee had been sculptured to the depth of two hundred

feet or more before that time, and were afterward buried and

wholly obliterated by the Lower Silurian deposits, and have been

partially restored by the subsequent erosion to which that valley

now owes its features. We now find ridges, consisting of the

nearly vertical beds of Huronian quartzite and iron ores, capped

with the horizontal sandstone, of which last patches still r '

'

place on the end and side declivities. "Where the s

deposited at the base of these cliffs, we find it consisimg largeiy

of a breccia of the debris of quartzite and iron ore, identical in

character with these substances in the unbroken ledge. It

would probably be perfectly safe to apply the same remark to the

Cupriferous series. . Its members were formed, as we have seen

in the previous pages, before the elevation of the Huronian

rocks. The deposition of the Silurian rocks bordering on Lake

Superior should seem to have taken place during the progress

of a gradual depression, which caused the coast line of that

part of the Silurian sea to be represented by the bold cliffs of

the interior of the Azoic land. In the eastern declivity of the

minei-al range of Keweenaw Point, we may see, then, one of

these shore cliffs instead of the exposed side of a gigantic fault

It is probably to this process of deposition of the Silunan

sandstone over an area, which after having undergone an enor-

mous amount of erosion was being gradually submerged, that we

owe the absence of outcrops of the Cupriferous series beneath the

sandstone at so many points on the south shore. It would be

difficult indeed to account for their total absence at LAnse,

for instance, by supposing them to have thinned out, when at a

distance of 18 miles they have a thickness measured by miles,

a thickness they exhibit wherever they are known, at points

hundreds of miles apart on the north and south shores.

Aet. 'LYU.—Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum oj

Tale College. No. XXII.— On Badiatafrom ike Coast of MrUi

Carolina; by A. E. Vereill.

Polyps; Alcyonaeia.

Leptogorgia Carolinmsis, sp. nov.

Corallum somewhat flabelliform, branching nearly in one

plane, but the branches are not normally coalescent. The lar^

branches are irregularly dichotoraous, but the smaller on

are irregularly pinnate and sometimes partially ^^P^^"^ „'

the branchlets are alternate and diverge at a wide angle, som.

times nearly at right angles, and are usually from '25 to
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of an inch apart, and generally not more than -5 to 1 inch

long before dividing. The branches are rather stout, terete or

subcompressed, usually but little crooked. The branchlets are

terete, slender, but not elongated, rather rigid when dry, slightly

tapering to the end. The axis is dark, dull wood-brown in the

larger branches ;
translucent amber-yellow in the branchlets

;

light yellowish wood-color at the base. The polyp-cells are

small and usually very little raised, arranged in four to six

irregular alternating rows on the sides of the large branches,

and in two to four rows on the smaller ones, leaving only a

narrow naked median space, along which there is generally a

distinct line corresponding to the large longitudinal ducts.

Color of the coenenchyma bright brick-red. Height 12

inches, breadth about the same ;
diameter of the larger branches,

•15 to -20 of an inch ; of the branchlets, -05 to -07.

The spicula of the coenenchyma are light red, and consist of

minute " double-spindles " of several degrees of stoutness, but

mostly rather short, thick, and blunt. The largest and stoutest

ones are -096'"™ by -042, "096 by -036, "090 by '048
;
they have

a very narrow naked median zone, and two close whorls and a

terminal cluster of rough warts on each end; many other

smaller and shorter ones have but one whorl and a terminal

cluster of warts. The most slender ones are small and acute

at the ends, with a wide naked zone and with two or three more

distinct whorls of few warts on each end ; they measure •132'"'"

by •030, to ^120 by -036. There are also many forms of more
minate spicula. The polyp-spicula are bright red, slightly

spinulose, and vary in size from •096'""° by •018 to ^072 by "010.

Near Fort Macon, K C.,—Lieut. C. S. Smith, U. S. A.
;
Dr.

A. S. Packard; Dr. H. C. Yarrow, U. S. A.

.
In the largest specimen four main branches of nearly equal

size spring directly from the base.

Leptognrgia setacea Yerrill.

(^gonia setacea PaUas, Elenchus Zooph., p. 182, 1756 (mn Dana).
^ogorgia simplex Val., Comptes-rendus, xli, p. 13.
Axphtgorgia setacea Edw. and Haime, Coralliaires, vol. i, p. 172, 1857.

Corallum long, slender, flexible, usually undivided, if not

always so, of nearly uniform size throughout, slightly flattened,

owing to a thickening of the coenenchyma on the polypiferous

margins, the middle of the broad sides being smooth. Cells

V ? ^"^^^1 oblong, raised on broad, low, rounded verruca,
which form either a single row or two alternating rows on each
margin. Axis black, slender, flexible, terete, of nearly uniform
size throughout. Color light yellow and purple, the smooth
median bands yellow centrally; the vemicse deep purple, with
a yellow area around the cells.
Am. Jodr. Sci.-Thikd Series, Vol. Ill, No. 18.-Junb, 1873.
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Lengtli 56 inches
;
greatest diameter •

The spicula of the coenenchyma are

yellow, and consist of comparatively large, mostly rather s

blunt, closely warted donble-spindles, with a smaller number

of slender, acute ones and some small, rough, glomerate forms.

The larger and stouter spicula have a narrow naked zone,

with two or three close whorls of spinulose warts, and a

rounded terminal cluster on each end ; they measure 144"™ by

•048, -132 by -060, 120 by "060, 114 by -048, 108 by -OSe.

The longest slender spicula are thin, tapering regularly to the

acute ends, and have a rather wide naked zone, with three and

sometimes four whorls of minute warts on each end ; the largest

are 144""^ by '036, 132 bv '048, 132 by '036, 132 by -042.

The polyp-spicula are bright yellow, minute, slightly spmulose,

oblong or slender, simple spindles, mostly varying in size from

This species is of great interest both on account of its sm-

gular form, and because it has always been an imperfectly

known species, without a definite location, either geographically

or systematically. Pallas stated that his specimens were at-

tached to American shells, but with one exception the axis^one

remained, and no additional information has been publisbed m

regard to its habitat since his time, so far as known to me.

The species described by Prof. Dana, under the samespecitic

name, has a calcareous axis and belongs to Juncella.

Anthopodium, gen. nov.

Corallum with an encrusting, firm coenenchyma, from wbich

arise prominent, tubular verrucse, with rather large polyps a

the summit. The surface of the coenenchyma and verrucse is

minutely granulous with rough irregular spicula, closely unit

together. The spicula are of many forms and sizes, and are

remarkable for their irregularity and roughness ;
the most pro-

minent kinds are very roughly warted and spinulose oblonj

forms, and rougher lacerate club-shaped ones, many ot wm

are flattened at the large end. Besides these there are numer

ous rudely spinulose spindles, and an abundance ot tbe m^
short, glomerate kinds. ^ „. ,• „, v

This genus is alHed to Tehsto on one side and Calhpodim^^

on the other. It resembles the latter somewhat m S^^^. J.

pearance and mode of growth, but has very different spio '

to the former it is somewhat allied in the structure Wj_

coenenchyma and polyp-tubes, and especially m *"^.'J„^tin
ing of the rough spicula, but the spicula are very

^^f^^ j^^
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Anihopodium rubens V., sp. nov.

Corallum encrusting, creeping over the dead axis of Lepto-

gorgia and forming a continuous, thin, firm, finely granulous

crust, from which the elongated verrucaj arise nearly at right

angles, though usually inclined upward. The polyp-cells are

large, at the summit of the tubular and nearly cylindrical ver-

ruca, which are variable in height and are much crowded in

, some parts and irregularly scattered in others ;
their surface is

finely granulous, with minute rough spicula. Height of the

longest verrucae '28 of an inch ; diameter -06. Color, uniform

hght red.

The spicula of the coenenchyma and verruciE are light but

bright red ; the larger ones are irregularly oblong, blunt at the

ends, and covered throughout with rough, often lacerate, spinu-

lose warts ; some of these were •288'"'^ by "084, '264 by -072,

•228 by -096, -216 by -084. With these there are many irregu-

lar, rudely spinulose, acute spindles of about the same length,

but more slender, measuring "204 by "048, 192 by "060. There

are many smaller obtuse, fusiform, oblong and glomerate spi-

cula, of various sizes, covered with rough spinulose warts, like

the larger ones. The club-shaped spicula are less numerous,

and usually smaller than the largest oblong ones, but are simi-

larly covered with rude spihules. There are also many snaall

oblong spicula, with a smooth naked median zone, and bearing

a few small acute spinules on each end, and other similar ones

with small distant spinules on all parts; some of these are

irregularly branched, either with three, four, five, or more points,

but regular crosses are rare. The polyp-spicula are deep red,

simple, fusiform, or club-shaped spicula, with a few irregular

minute spinules, or with the surface merely uneven ;
they are

about -156 long and -036 in diameter.
Fort Macon, N. C.,—Prof. E. S. Morse.
In addition to the preceding the following species of Alcyo-

naria were collected at Fort Macon by Dr. H. C. Yarrow.

Renilh reniformis Cuvier (Ellis sp.).

Lepiogorgia virgulata Edw. and Haime (Larak. sp.).

Titamdeum suberosum V. (Ellis sp.)

Teksto fruticulosa Dana.

ACTINARIA.
Calliadis sol Yerrill.

Cereu^sol (pars) Verrill, Bulletin Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 58, 1804; Memoirs

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., i, p. 24, 1864.

Dr. Yarrow has sent numerous specimens of this species

trom Fort Macon, and also a colored drawing, showing the ap-

pearance while living. The base, as in the other species ot tbe

genus, is dilated, with a thin border, often expanding into lobes
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and radiately lined
;
just above the base there are two circles

of conspicuous pores. The tentacles are numerous, crowded

together toward the margin, in length more than half the dia-

meter of the disk (about '5 of an inch in the figured specimen),

moderately slender and scarcely acute. The lobes of the

mouth are bright yellow ; a broad circle of purple surroimds

the mouth ; the rest of the disk is light blue with darker radii;

the tentacles are bright orange-red ; the body is hght purplish-

red, with dark red blotches and longitudinal streaks, especially

near the base. Other varieties of coloration occur.

It lives like the other species of the genus, adhering to dead

shells inhabited by hermit-crabs. A variety of this, or an allied

species, is abundant on the eel-grass and algse.

Paracth rapiformis Edw. and Haime.

Adinia rapiformis Lesueur, Jour. Acad. Nat Sci. Phfla., i, p. 171, ISH ;
Terrill,

Mem. Boston See. Nat. Hist., i, p. 35, 1864

This species, still very imperfectly known, was collected in

considerable numbers by Dr. Yarrow, who found them thrown

on the beach after south-west storms, resembling, when in that

condition, a boiled onion, or something of that sort Accord-

ing to Dr. Yarrow's notes and drawing, when expanded the

body is elongated and very changeable in form, up to three

inches or more long and 1-5 in diameter; the surface in expan-

sion is vertically sulcated or fluted, nearly smooth. The body

is pinkish flesh-color and translucent when adult, darker and

transparent in the young. The tentacles are numerous, rather

short, tapering, sub-equal, pale greenish olive, with a pale orange

line along their insertion, and a blackish band around the base,

connected with a dark line radiating from the mouth. The

mouth was frequently everted, but no acontia were observed.

Toward the summit the surface of the body is minutely wrmK-

led and capable of attaching sand to itself; close to the tentacl^

thinner and smooth. This species has once been

n the shore of Long Island Sound, near New Haven Light

The following species were also collected by Dr. Yarrow

:

Sagartia leucokna V., Proc. Bost Soc. Nat Hist, x, p. o6^

865.

Aulactinia capiiata V., (Ag. MSS.) Mem. Bost Soc, N. H.,

^ 20, 1864. ^ ^ « ^

Cmm^tis cavernata V., (Bosc) Trans. Conn. Acad., i, p- fl'
Paranihea pallida V., (Ag. sp.) Proc. Essex Inst,

Cerianthus Americanus V., Mer " ^ ""
"^

Bost Soc,

Madrepobaeia.

Astrangia Dance Ag., 1847.

The Astrangia asiroeiformis Edw. and Haime (1848) is a form

of this species with the cells crowded together, which occurs
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some New England specimens, as well as in southern

although less frequently than in the latter. I have hi

considered the two forms distinct species, but am now i

session of specimens from Vineyard Sound, Mass., which i

Oculina arhuscula V,, Mem. Bost. Soc, N. H., i, p. 40.

0. implicata V., op. cit, p. 41.

ACALEPHS.*
Physalia Areihusa Til.

Parypha cristata Ag. (McCrady sp.) Piles of wharf.

Hydractinia polyclina Ag. Common.
Aglaophmia trifida Ag. Very common.
Dynamena corniciiia McCrady.
Diphasia sp.

Sertularia CaroUnensis V., sp. nov.

Stem long and slender, very flexible, giving off ]

slender, falcate branches, one to three inches long, arranged

spirally. The branches are mostly simply pinnate, but some of

the lower ones are bipinnate, with the branchlets falcate. The
hydroid cells are small, unequally alterate, rather closely ap-

pressed, with an oblique, slightly bilobed aperture. The cap-

sules are stout elliptical, about four times as long as the hydroid
cells, and with the breadth about one third of the length, swollen
in the middle, narrowed toward the aperture, which is nearly

simple, with the margin slightly uneven. Height about one foot.

ECHINODERMS.
Thymie Briareus Sel. (Lesueur sp.) Abundant
Pentamera pulcherrima Ayres. Four specimens.
Thyonella gemraata V., gen. nov. (Pourt sp.)

Golochirm gemmatus Pourtales, Proc. Am. Assoc, 1851, p. 11.
..

itiyomdium gemmatum Selenka, Zeitschrift fur WissenschaftL ZooL, xvii, 1867,

P- ^45, tab. xix, figs. 100, 101.

This species differs so much in structure from the typical

species of Thyonidium that it should form the type of a distinct

genus. It has but ten tentacles, of which the two inferior ones
are smaller, while in Thyonidium there are twenty tentacles, two
small ones alternating with two large ones. The test in the

present species is thicker and filled with an usually large

amount of calcareous plates. Other differences are to be found
m the oral plates, the genital organs, etc.

Mcera Atropos Mich., 1855. Common.
ihe name Mcera is preoccupied for a genus of Crustacea

j^ach, 1813) ; the name of the present genus must, therefore,

Mellita pentapora Liitk. Brazil to Vineyard Sound, Mass.

bvV"w^^'
Acalephs and Echiaoderms, unless otherwise stated, were coUected
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Lytechinus vanegalus A. Ag. (Lamk, sp.) Common.
This species is widely distributed, occurring from Bahia,

Brazil and the West Indies to Bermuda and the coast of New
Jersey, at Great Egg Harbor.

Echinocidaris punctulata Desml. Common.
Gulf of Mexico to Long I. Sound and Vineyard Sound.
Asterias arenicola Stimp. Common.
Florida to Massachusetts Bay.
Astropecten artimlatus Liitk. (Say sp.) Not common.
Luidia chthrata Liitk. (Say sp.) Common.
Ophiura oUvacea Lym. (Ayres sp.) Common.
South Carolina to Vineyard Sound.
Ophiophragmus Wurdemanni Lym. Common, Dr. E. Coues.

Ophix)ihrix angula.ta Ayres. Common in cavities of sponges.

Art. LVIII—On a Meteoric Iron lately found in El Dorado

county, California ; by Charles Upham Shepard, Sr., Mas-

sachusetts Professor of Natural History in Amherst College.

For my knowledge of the meteoric iron of El Dorado Co.,

I am indebted to Mr. Alfred Stebbins, librarian of the Mercan-

tile Library Association of San Francisco. A letter from him,

dated April 26th, inclosed a few grams of turnings obtained dur-

ing the separation of a slice of the mass destined for the collec-

tion of the geological survey now in progress under the direc-

tion of Prof. Whitney.
The mass is described by Mr. Stebbins as having the size and

shape of a man's head. It was found in a field, and, as usual,

was first taken to a blacksmith's shop, where it was soon found

to be an unmanageable subject for working, and hence, fortu-

nately, found its way into scientific hands. Its surface possesses

the indentations common to these bodies—the crust or coating

being partially oxidized. It weighs eighty-five pounds.

I find the turnings to have a specific gravity of 7-80, which

may perhaps be a trifle above what the mass possesses, as it is

presumable that the turnings have suffered a slight condensa-

tion in the process of separation. .

The fragments sent are free from all traces of sulphur. A

single analysis upon one gram has afforded me,

Sd;":::::::::::::::::::::::::":::::::::::::::::::::;.- s-ss

Insoluble, consisting of a mixture of J'e and Fe, with minute sil- \ 3.50

] 00-40

The amount of material at command was too small to search

or the other metals commonly found in meteoric irons.

Amherst, May 6, 1812.



Art. LIX.—On a Solar Halo; by Prof. William Woolsey
Johnson, of Kenyon College, Gambler, Ohio.

The accompanying diagram represents a combination of solar

hales witnessed by myself and others at Gambier on the morn-
ing of March 2nd, the sun having an altitude of about 40°,

The double circles represent prismatic halos, the single cir-

cles white ones. The halo of 22° and its contact arcs were red

on their inner edges. The short arc above and the lateral arcs

were blue on the inner edge. The points of contact on the

halo of 22° were intensely bright The upper contact arc was
plainly elliptical in form, the lower too short to exhibit decided

nonzon to a height equal to | of its radius, leaving the cem^r

depressed about | of a radius below the horizon. The diagram

being first constructed upon a globe, it appeared probable that

the centres were situated upon the great circle of which the sun

|s the pole, and at distances of 120° from each other and trom

the culminating point of this circle.
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[Continued from page 340.]

4. The electric envelopes of the two molecules effectively at-

tract eacli other at all distances greater than Oa, or thereabouts.

Beyond Oc, or within the sphere of the outer repulsion, this

effective attraction becomes very feeble, and the repulsion is

chiefly heat-repulsion.

Tt is assumed, throughout the investigation, that the value of

r is the same for the receptive as for the active molecule;

whereas it is undoubtedly greater ; but the only general result,

worthy of note, that can follow from any error committed in

making this assumption is, that the intensity of the molecular

heat-repulsion will be less, as compared with that of the effect-

ive attraction exerted by the one envelope upon the other, and

hence that the amount of derived heat-pulses required, in coop-

eration with the natural heat-repulsion, to neutralize this attrac-

tion, will be greater.

5. The extraneous heat that is received by the molecules of

the body, constitutes a series of repulsive impulses over and

above those naturally exerted by the molecules. They have a

direct tendency to lower the curve of molecular action at all

points—thus increasing Oa, diminishing Oc, ac, and bm, and

increasing dn.

6. The extraneous heat-impulses received have also a certain

indirect effect They urge each molecular envelope farther

from the central nucleus, and thus alter the ratio — ;
that is, a

certain portion of the living force of the heat-pulses is ex-

pended in this act, to be afterward given out as the tempera-

ture falls. The direct tendency of this recess of the envelope

is to diminish the values of both n and m, since its distance

from both the center of attraction and center of repulsion is in-

creased. But inasmuch, as we have seen (p. 337), that the latter

center lies nearest the envelope, the proportional decrease will

be greater for ?n than for n, and thus the value of ^ should be

augmented, and the curve of molecular action will tend to nse

at all points, and expand—Oa diminishing, and Oc increasing.

The curve then tends to fall from the direct action of the leai-

' pulses, and rise from their indirect action in raising the moiecu^

lar envelopes
; and the actual result should be the difference o

these two tendencies. We may accordingly expect that neai

-"" '

' 3 augment the effective attraction of cone-
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sion between molecules. It in reality lias this effect upon iron

and india-rubber, at ordinary temperatures, and upon water at

temperatures below that of maximum density (39° R).

7. The distance of a molecular envelope from the atom with

which it is associated may be increased by augmented attractive

iiuinilses exerted upon it from another molecule, as well as by

repulsive heat-impulses taking effect from below. The effect of

such recess of the envelope from the atom upon the molecular

forces, and upon the curve of effective molecular action will, in

general, be the sanie in either case.

8. The effective attraction which the electnc envelopes of two

contiguous molecules exercise upon each other, at all distances

greater than Oa, or thereabouts (p. 339), increases in proportion

as the distance becomes less and approximates more nearly to

Oa, It follows from this that the molecular envelopes should

be more expanded, that is, be farther from the atoms which

they surround, in the solid and liquid than in the gaseous state

of bodies ; also more expanded in the interior of bodies than at

their surfaces.

9. We have seen (p. 440) that the direct tendency of an expan-

sion of a molecular envelope, from whichever of the two causes

signed it may arise, is to augment the range of eftective

^ ^ traction, and increase the maximum value ot the

3ut an opposite tendency to this is at the same time

in operation, which results from an increase in the quantity ol

luminiferous ether lying below the envelope, by reason ol the

mere fact of the recess of the envelope from the central atom,

and also, when this recess is effected by heat-waves, because ot

the momentary condensation of the ether that attends the retlec-

tion of a portion of the wave-force from the central atom. W e

cannot decide, in a given case, which of these two tendencies

will prevail over the other ; but it may be seen that the former

tendency is most likely to prevail in the more condensed state

of the envelope that occurs in the gaseous condition, and at

the surfaces of bodies, and the latter in the more expanded state

that occurs within solids and liquids. Upon this idea we will

term the corresponding molecular conditions primary ana

secondary. We are then to look for the secondary condition m
solids and liquids : and for a tendency toward the other as tne

molecular envelopes contract with falling temperature. We
should at the same time observe that the secondary tendency is

reinforced by the direct repulsive action exerted by the heat-

pulses upon the molecules, while the primary is antagonistic to

this repulsive action. It is, therefore, to be expected that the

primary molecular condition in which a rise of temperature amu

be attended with an augmentation of tenacity, and a possiDie

contractile action, will be much less likely to occur than tne
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opposite condition. Now, as a matter of fact, the tenacity of

the great majority of solids and liquids decreases as their tem-

perature rises ; which shows that they are in the secondary

molecular state. But wrought iron and india-rubber are

exceptions among solids, and water below the temperature of

39° F. among liquids. For heat contracts india-rubber and

water (below 39° F.) ; and the tensile strength of bar-iron aug-

ments as the temperature rises, until it reaches about 500° F.

Beyond this a farther rise of temperature has the opposite effect

From this we may infer that bar iron in cooling, from a high

temperature, passes back from the secondary into the primary

condition at about 500°. Water does the same at 39^ The

tem}>erature at which the change occurs in india-rubber is not

10. We have now distinctly recognized the important theo-

retical principle, that primitive molecules are subject to a change of

physical condition, with varying circumstances; and that this

change consists in a recess of the molecular envelope from the cen-

tral atom, or an approach toward it, and is attended with a change

in the intensities of the several molecular forces exerted by the mole-

cule at a given distance, and in that of the effective molecular action

at any supposed distance. This principle furnishes the key to

the explanation of a multitude of general and special phenom-

ena, which have hitherto remained inexplicable, on the preva-

lent notion that the atoms of bodies have certain inherent,

unvarying forces—repulsive at one distance and attractive at

another, or indeed upon any supposition of vibratory or other

modes of atomic motion as sources of special forces.
.

It is important to observe here, that this change of the physi-

cal and mechanical condition of molecules, may, in special

cases, be either transitory or permanent; and that any change

effected may either wholly or only partially pass off when the

inciting cause has ceased to act. This may be seen on atten-

tively considering the change in the condition and extent ol

the portion of the ethereal atmosphere of a molecule lying

below the envelope, that attends the expansion or contraction

of the envelope from either of the causes that have been

assigned. It may be seen that the disturbed envelope may

return to its original position, or more probably may stop snori

of it more or less.

11. These principles serve to explain the distinction between

perfect and imperfect elasticity. It has been conclusively estao-

lished by the experiments of Hodgkinson, Chevandier ana

Wertheim, and others, that many, and probably the gr^^

majority of solids, when relieved ofany strain to which they may

have been exposed, do not entirely recover themselves, du

have a certain set; which, from being very minute when it nis*
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becomes measurable, may be made to increase bj exceedingly

small amounts, by giving small increments to the force by
which the strain is produced. Now it is plainly impossible

that any mass of molecules, simple or compound, constituting

a soUd body, can be made to assume an indefinite series of posi-

tions of equilibrium, differing very slightly from each other,

unless the effective forces exerted by the molecules at a given
distance experience some change ; and such changes cannot
take place, in the mutual actions of compound molecules, except
as the result of minute changes in the mutual actions, at a given
'iisiaiice, of their constituent primitive molecules. The defect
''I elasticity noted must then be attributable to some change in
tli«> {)hysical and mechanical condition of the primitive mole-
cules, induced by the strain. Also, if any solid is perfectly
elastic, for the particular degree of strain to which it may be
exposed, it must be because its primitive molecules do not
undergo any permanent change attended with a diminution in
the molecular actions that are opposed to the extraneous force.

In accordance with the general theoretical principles stated
above, solid bodies are not perfectly elastic, except for small
forces of distortion, and consequent small displacerfients in the
relative positions of the molecules, because their molecular
envelopes expand, or contract, with the displacements produced,
jnd the molecular reactions are diminished in consequence.
ib.'-rhly elastic substances (glass, ivory, &c.) should then be such
'i> do not undergo any marked change of molecular condition
when considerable displacements are produced. Now it

appears, as a result of calculation, that when the molecular ratio

- (p. 338) has the value 6-9,* the effective attraction exerted

'.v f^ne envelope upon another remains very nearly the same
i-^iderable augmentations or diminutions in the distance

I tiiem, about the natural position of equilibrium (the

m the curve of molecular action, p. 339) ; also that when

'" ~ is greater than 6-9, the corresponding effective

-n increases, from any distance less than Oa, fig. 4,

• ^ain distance greater tlian Oa ; and that when the same

^ le^>sthan 6'9, the attraction in question increases, from

-tance greater than Oa, to a certain distance less ttian

"'' Thus the maximum value of this attraction is at the dis-

tence Oa when -=6-9, at a greater distance when ,^>^'^' '^"'^

'•^t a less distance when ^<6'9. This will appear on con-

^n\um^ the following table, giving the results of the calculations.

The more accurate value is 67, in this and the foUowing cases.
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Eff^ective attractions between coMiguoiis molecular envelopes.

n=51437n «=«-^-
,

^6-9m
,

n=1m «= -3m [n=7-576m n=8w 7^
^

1 / -
!

/' U /' U
1

/' -^77^1—/- ^
1

/'

~7~io^ 'T~'o^'o^0^ o^'oisi ^-p-|::^77lrv-irT77

l-l"r !0-648'0-9r 0-677;0-8r jo-598 0-8r 0-69l|o-77-
J0581

0-6r 0-51

l-2r*i0-649! r 0-725 0-9r 0-704 0-9r 0-7r 0-72^

l-3r 0-637|l-lr* 0-738 ^rj'o-750 0-95r 0-8r 0-9U.

l-7r !0-360 0-825,0 95r* 0-884 0-85;-*|O-954

l-8r :o-347 i-5r oSeiS 2-^12 liro^m 0-829 r 0-894 0-7r :2253

l-2r 0-814'l-lr 0-897 0-8r
i'2-26

2-27- 0-295 Mr SSJ l-5r 2-660 I'S 'S'Jsl l-3r 0-788 l-2r iO-865 0-9rt2-203

2 5rf 0-252 l-Sr 0-5201-6r 0-631 l-4r 0-705 0-757a-3r l0-832 r 2-100

itr

0-032

2r 0-472 2r 0-516,l-5r 0-676 J-5r
1

3-724:i-4i-t 0-805

SHi
1-lr 1-988

lOr 0-044 lOr 0-047 l-6r |0-645 l-6r 690jl-5r 0-768 lOr 0092

20r iO-009 20r I0012I 20r |o-013 lOr |0-048 lOr •050! lOr 0-052 20r l0-026

The values of /' are ii

It appears, therefore, that substances for which the ratio -

is near the value 6-9, should be highly elastic, since their molec-

ular envelopes, and therefore the mutual effective action of the

molecules, are but slightly affected by considerable changes in

the distance between the molecules.

We are accordingly not only able to see in what elasticity

essentially consists, but are enabled to assign to elastic substan-

ces their rank on the scale of effective molecular action. It should

be added, that a high degree of elasticity is also theoretically

possible for ratios — materially greater than 6-9, provided the

molecules are in the primary condition noticed on p. 441 ;
and

also for ratios less than 6-9, provided the molecules are m the

secondary condition. Liquids, and solids of feeble tenacity,

less than that of india-rubber, may be elastic from the latter

physical characteristics. Iron is the only substance whose elas-

ticity is to be attributed to the former 'characteristics. Of all

simple substances, iron has the greatest tenacity ; its molecules

should therefore have the maximum value of —

.

:, either be those for which

3 secondary

Inelastic substances, so called,

e ratio - is greater than 6-9, and which i

molecular condition, or those for which the same ratio is less

„ _ „ the primary condition.

In both of these cases the molecular envelopes will either ex-

than 6-9, and are
In b<

pand or contract when the distance between them
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diminution of the molecule

to the force of distortion.

Since reaching this conclusion, with regard to the physical

cause of imperfect elasticity, and the precise molecular state of

inelastic substances, I have met with a striking confirmation of it

in the results of the recent experiments of Dr. Warburg on heat

developed by sound. On referring to the table on page 444, it

will be observed that for all substances for which the value of —

is greater than 6 '9 (that is, for all the harder and more ten-

acious substances), the maximum attraction between their mo-
lecular envelopes occurs at distances greater than that of quies-

ence, Oa, and that in consequence the diminution of this attrac-

tion will be greater for small diminutions of the distance between
the molecules than the increase of the same for small incre-

ments of the distance. Now a diminution of this attraction

will be attended with a contraction of the molecular envelopes
and a consequent evolution of heat, while an augmentation of
the attraction will be attended with an expansion of the enve-
lopes and a consequent absorption of heat-pulses from without.

Since the vibrating body is not perfectly elastic, each momen-
tarv expansion will be succeeded by a small residual expansion,
and each contraction by a small residual contraction ;

but since,

as we have just seen, in each vibration the contraction will

exceed the expansion, the amount of the residual contraction

should exceed that of the residual expansion. The result, after

any number of vibrations, should then be that there will be a

permanent contraction of the molecular envelopes, and therefore

a certain amount of heat given out. The gradual subsidence
of the vibrations, after the inciting cause has ceased to act,

results from the process of contraction of the envelopes, attend-

ant upon each vibration, and the consequent evolution of heat-

energy.

India-rubber must belong to that class of substances for

which the ratio — is less than 6-9, for the heat given out by it

It has a high degree of elasticity, its ratio £ cannot be very

much below 6-9. Again, the fact that heat applied to india-

nibber mduces a contractile action, shows that its molecules are
in the primary condition. These conclusions with regard to the

molecular condition of india-rubber, are confirmed by its great

extensibility
; for as when it is stretched the molecukr enve-

lopes contract, and their attractive action diminishes in conse-
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quence (p. 442), the ratio — will decrease, the curve of molec-

ular action (fig. 4) become depressed, and the distances Oa and

Oh increase. The effective attraction between the molecules that

puts itself in equilibrium with the stretching force, as this

increases, must then obtain at a distance that' augments with

Oa, as well as in the ordinary way. Its moderate tenacity also

assigns to it a comparatively low value of the ratio —

.

The explanation here given of the peculiar properties of india-

rubber is strikingly sustained by the results of recent experi-

ments by Prof. E. Villari, published in the Philosophical Maga-

zine (Feb., 1872). He finds that while india-rubber gives out

heat on being stretched, it also loses sensible heat on suffering

contraction, and the loss in the second case is less than the

increase in the first. Now we have seen that according to the

position assigned to india-rubber on the molecular scale, its

molecular envelopes will contract when the rubber is stretched,

and heat consequently be given out ; a contraction of the rub-

ber should, of course, have the opposite effect on the envelopes,

and heat therefore be absorbed from without Also, as it is

not perfectly elastic, the envelopes contracted by the stretching

should not expand to their original dimensions when the force

is withdrawn, and hence the fall of temperature during the

contraction of the rubber should be less than the rise during

the stretching. In fact that it was imperfectly elastic, or did

not recover itself after the stretching weight was removed, was

directly established by the experiments of Prof. Yillari.

12. The principle of the varying physical condition and

mechanical action of molecules with varying circumstances

(p. 442) also appears to be the originating cause of crystaliza-

tion and solidification in general, chemical combinations, ana

in fact all those classes of phenomena which have hitherto been

ascribed by most physicists to an inherent polarity of atoms.

According to this principle, if upon any side of a primitive

molecule the amount of heat received varies, or the attractive

action exerted by a contiguous molecule upon its envelope

varies, this envelope, at the point considered, will either co^

lapse or expand, and in consequence the effective action exertea

by the molecule upon the contiguous one, on the side supposea,

will either vary in its intensity or its character. Let us see,

in the light of this general conception, how chemical attractm

may spring up. Two primitive molecules of different su -

stances, when brought into contiguity, will at first come under

the operation of their mutual exterior repulson (p. 3^^^' ^"
.j

is plain that unless this repulsive action be in some way changeu

mto an attractive one, no union of the two molecules can taK
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place. Now we have seen that contiguous molecular envelopes

attract each other ; and that the molecules at the surface of

bodies, and of gases are, in all probability, in that '' primary

condition " in which any expansion of an envelope enhances

its attractive action. The tendency of the mutual actions of

the two molecules supposed, is, therefore, to augment the range

of the effective attraction of each (that is, to increase the dis-

tance Oc, fig. 4), and diminish the exterior repulsion. It is

conceivable that the relations of the two molecules, and favor-

ing thermal or other circumstances, may be such that the range

Oc of the effective attraction may be caused to extend beyond
the distance that separates the molecules, and so their union

supervene under the operation of this attraction. But it is to

be observed that the attractive action exerted by each molecule

on the envelope of the other induces an excess of electric ether,

or a positive electric polarity on the contiguous sides of the two
molecules, and so originates an electric repulsion of each en-

velope for the other, and each molecule for the other. In the

instance of two similar molecules these positive polarities should

be of equal intensity, and such electric repulsion of necessity

be in operation, to a certain extent ; but if the molecules are

dissimilar the induced polarity of the one may predominate over
that of the other sufficiently to superinduce by its action a

deficiency of electric ether, or a negative polarity, on the contigu-

ous side of the other, and so an electric attraction be developed.

If this should suffice to bring them within the range, Oc, of their

natural effective attraction, their union will take place under the

operation of this attraction. That this result may be brought
about it is necessary that tbe molecules should have certain

special relations to each other ; and it is these natural relations

that constitute what is called chemical affinity.

These relations are liable to modification, by heat, distur-

bances of electric equilibrium, and other causes that may tend

to disturb the molecular envelopes. Thus heat promotes com-
bustion, and oxidation generally ; for it tends to expand mole-

cular envelopes, and so, in that ''primary condition" which

appears to prevail at surfaces of contact, and in the interior of

gases, to augment the attraction subsisting between the enve-

lopes, which we have seen to be the originating cause of

chemical union. This tendency may prevail over the direct

repulsive action of the beat. On the other hand, heat may
operate to dissociate molecules, for it is a repulsive energy, and
tends directly t« separate them ; and we have seen (p. 441) that

It IS apparently only in a few exceptional cases that the mterior

molecules of a liquid or solid are in the primary condition in

which heat tends indirectly to induce an attraction. In fact the
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It will be seen, in view of what has been stated, that two

primitive molecules of the same substance should seldom, if

ever, unite unless their envelopes are brought by heat, or a dis-

turbance of electric or mechanical equilibrium, into different

conditions of expansion or electric accumulation. In fact, soli-

dification appears in all cases to begin at certain points of the

liquid mass, as the result of thermal or other changes, and pro-

ceed outward from these points, from molecule to molecule,

along certain lines of direction.

(To be coacluded.)

Art. LXL—On the Structu

An examination of the very extensive series of Pythommor-

pha remains recently acquired by the Yale College Museum,

through contributions from the late expeditions to the Becky

Mountains, has enabled the writer to make out several new

points in the structure of these reptiles, in addition to those

already announced,* and also to correct some errors of previous

observers who have written on the subject. These new results,

here briefly recorded, will be more fully discussed in a future

communication.
1. Position of the Quadrate bone. The great importance of the

quadrate bone in this group, in affording generic and specific

characters, was first recognized by Prof. E. D. Cope, to whom

science is so largely indebted for its present knowledge of this

most interesting order of reptiles. In his valuable Synopsis ot

Extinct Batrachia, etc., p. 183, Prof. Cope pointed out the pnu-

cipal features of this bone in the Pythonomorpha, and proposed

a number of terms to designate its most characteristic parts,

which were well illustrated by figures in diflerent portions ol

the work, and in some of his more recent publications.f w
the position there assigned to the quadrates in the skull,

appeared to the writer, at the time, that Prof. Cope had reversea

these bones, placing the right quadrate upon the left side, ana

vice versa, although retaiuinff their true antero-posterior position.

at the time, that Prof. Cope had reversed

„ e right quadrate upon the left side, ana

igh retaining their true antero-posterior position.

A careful examination of the quadrates in several genera oi

recent lizards, and especially in the genus Trw^hydosaurus,

strongly confirmed this view"; and its correctness was finally

placed beyond a doubt, during the past summer, by Mr. ^

* This Journal, vol. i, p. 44. June, ISU, and vol. iii, p. 290, April, 1872.

_ t Synopsis, plate xn, and Proceedings American Association of Science,
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; latifrons Marsh, in place, and firmly united

to the snspensorium. Another specimen in the Yale Museum
is equally conclusive. The natural position of the quadrate,

therefore, in the Pythonomorpha is with the great ala external.

This clears up, at once, several difiiculties in regard to the mo-
tion of the jaws, which could not be satisfactorily explained

when the quadrates were reversed. This discovery of its

t change of terms used in describing

this bone, and those proposed by Prof. Cope may be
as follows:—The "external angle " may be called the internal

angle; the "external ridge," the internal ridge ; and the "distal-

external longitudinal ridge " may be termed the internal longi-

tudinal ridge.

2. Discovery of the Stapes. This element of the cranium,

which had not previously been observed in the Pythonomor-
pha, was first detected by the writer in the skull of a species of

Lesiosaurus. In this specimen the proximal third of the stapes

was attached to the exoccipital, lying in place, in the groove on
its lower posterior surface. In another specimen of the same
genus {L. felix Marsh), the entire stapes, apparently, was
found adhering to the base of the skull. In each case the bone
was a slender rod, nearly round, expanded proximally, and to

some extent also at its distal extremity. The natural position

of the stapes was evidently in the groove on the postero-inferior

fiice of the suspensorium. Its proximal extremity was proba-

bly in the fenestra ovale, and its distal end in the meatal pit of

the quadrate.

3. Discovery of the Columella. No evidence of the existence

of this bone in the skull of any Mosasauroid reptile has hitherto

been adduced, and Prof Cope asserts that it does not exist m
the group.* In removing the rock from the remarkably perfect

skull of Lesfosaurus felix, which had the stapes preserved, the

writer found a slender cylindrical bone adhering to the basi-

sphenoid, which is evidently the Columella. The bone is some-
what compressed throughout, slightly sigmoid, and has both ends

moderately expanded. The lower, or larger, extremity has a

deep broad groove in the direction of its greatest diameter,

apparently for union with the pterygoid. The opposite end is

also excavated, probably for an attachment of cartilage.

4. Quadraio-parietal arch. Evidence of the existence of this

arch was first observed bv the writer during the explorations of
the Yale party in Kansas in the autumn of 1870, and on the

expedition of the following summer its presence was fully

proved for the genera Edestosaurus, Clidastes, Lestosaurus and
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Bhinosaurm. This arch, portions of which have recently been

observed also by Prof. Cope, is not formed in most of the genera

by a posterior extension of the parietal to the suspensorium,

as in many recent lizards, but mainly by an intervening bone

which is apparently the squamosal. This unites in front by

suture with one of the posterior prolongations of the parietal,

and at its distal end is joined to a flat uncinate process of the

opisthotic, which is sent off forward and inward to meet it

5. Discovery of the Malar arch. The existence of this arcli,

hitherto unknown in this group, was conclusively demonstrated

by the same remarkably perfect cranium of Lestosaurus felix,

which retained the stapes and columella ; and it is also shown

in a specimen of Edestosaurus. In the former skull, the jugal

is a stout bone, somewhat flattened, and bent at an obtuse angle.

It unites by suture with an external process of the post-frontal,

the joint being strengthened by a short hook at the extremity

of the jugal, which fits into a corresponding pit. Its anterior

extremity is united wi1;h the maxillary. In all the species of

this genus in which this bone has been observed there is a

pointed tubercle at the posterior external angle. In Mestosau-

ncs, the jugal has a less complicated union with the post-frontal,

and is throughout a more slender bone. This arch is apparently

well developed also in Bhinosaums.
6. Pterotic hone. Among other new points brought to light

during the present investigation of the cranium of the Pythono-

1 end of the suspensorium, which

3 evidently the element called the pterotic by Huxley. It is a

small oval bone, which is attached to the opisthotic, and rests

on the superior surface of the quadrate. In several of tb^

genera of this group, the cartilaginous wall which extended

from the quadrate to the base of the skull was so much ossmed

that large sheets of this membrane are frequently found pre-

served, adhering to the quadrate, or the lower part of the skulL

7. Anterior Limbs. Until very recently the nature ol tue

limbs of Mosasauroid reptiles was almost unknown, and in <^'^^

latest and best Manual on the Anatomy of Vertebrates :

deficiency is still acknowledged.* The Cretaceous depose

this country, however, have of late yielded ample mater 1;^

prove that these limbs were paddles, and in the present ]';

several new facts in regard to their structure are adduci".

Plate X contains an illustration of the right anterior paddle 0.

Lestosaurus simus Marsh, which shows at a glance the structure

of the scapular arch and the corresponding limb. This unique

specimen, with other important parts of the same skeleton, was

found, by the writer, with the various bones almost in the esaci
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position given in the plate, tlie only exception being tiiat a few
of the distal phalanges which were somewhat displaced have
been restored to their natural position. The carpal bones,

which are given as found, were considerably disarranged, and
some of the series had probably disappeared. With this ex-

ception, the plate admirably represents the natural position of
all the bones of the anterior limb in the genus Lestosaurm, and
this position may be regarded as typical of the entire group.

This specimen clearly establishes the fact, hitherto unknown,
that the number of digits in the manus was five, and that the
longest digits had six phalanges and the shortest but four.

Moreover, that the paddle was expanded as in some of the
Cetaceans, and not contracted as in Ichthyosaurus, Pksiosaurus,
and other Enaliosaurs. Another point of interest ,is, that, in
the genus Lestosaurus, the coracoid has a deep emargination,
as in many recent lizards, a feature not before observed in any
Mosasauroid, and probably existing only in a few genera of the
order. There is certainly no emargination in the coracoid of
^tdastes, JEdestosaurus and Baptosaurus, as specimens in the
Yale Museum conclusively prove. The larger bones, as well
as the phalanges, had their articular faces covered with a thick
cap of cartilage. The terminal phalanges were evidently in-

closed in the paddle, and not furnished with nails. The entire
manus in Lestosaurm is remarkable for its large size, and also
lor its breadth. In Edestosaurus, it had an equally powerful
development The humerus was even shorter and stouter, and
the whole paddle apparently broader in proportion. In Rhino-
saurm, the anterior limbs were proportionally much smaller,
and more slender. ^ "^

8. Posterior Limbs. The absence of these extremities in the
Pythonomorpha was considered satisfactorily established, when
tue discovery of an unusually well-preserved specimen of Fdes-
^saurus revealed to the writer the pelvic arch represented on
J^late XL* Equally conclusive evidence of the existence of
tbese hmbs in nearly all the other genera was soon after ob-
lamed while investigating the subject, and at the present time
there can be no reasonable doubt that they are common to the
entire order. In general structure, the hinder extremities cor-

[espond essentially with the anterior paddles already described,
out m most of the known genera they are of smaller size. The
pelvic arch, however, presents some peculiar features, and its

eiements, which are here figured for the first time, deserve a

deUUed description.
The acetabulum was formed by the coadapted ends of the

"lum, ischium and pubis, which contributed nearly equal por-

tions to its articular surfaces. The direction of the cup is out-
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ward, downward and backward. The ilium, which is usually

the longest of the three pelvic bones, has, in Edestosaurm, a

nearly round shaft, slightly sigmoid, and tapering gradually to

its distal end. This is truncated nearly at right angles to

the axis of the shaft, and covered with an articular fac&

There was evidently a cartilaginous union with a vertebra of

the sacral region, although there was no true sacrum in any of

the group. This vertebra was probably the last without chev-

rons, as in a specimen of Lestosaums, with the pelvic arch com-

plete, the right ilium was found by the writer adhering to the

right diapophysis of this particular vertebra.

The inferior end of the ilium is in JEdesiosaurus much di-

lated, with a sub-rhombic transverse outline, and three terminal

facets, the largest of which forms part of the acetabulum. The

direction of the ilium in this genus, and probably in all the

other genera, was oblique, the superior end being turned for-

ward, and the shaft nearly on a line with that of the ischium,

as shown in Plate XI, fig. 2, In Lestosaurus and Bhinosaunis,

the shaft of the ilium appears to have been more or less com-

pressed, and the articular face at the upper end somewhat

oblique. The bone called "ilium" by Prof. Cope, in his de-

scription of Liodon dyspel(yr* is evidently the ischium, and via

versa, as is clearly shown by several very perfect pelvic arch^

in the Yale Museum, some of which were found not only with

the elements in position, but, what is much more conclusive,

actually united. Moreover, a careful comparison of these bones

with the corresponding parts of the pelvic arch in recent li^^rds,

as well as in the extinct swimming Saurians, strongly confirms

the interpretation here given.

The ischium in Edestosaurus (Plates Xl-Xli) has the acetabu-

lar end expanded and thickened, and just below, on the post^

rior margin, the tuberositas ischu is well developed. The shatt

is constricted in the middle, and the distal end has a subtnan-

gular articular face for union with its fellow, although rrol

Cope, in the article above quoted, states that " the pubes are

the only elements united below." In Lestosaurus (Plate lH)

tig. 2, b) the ischium is a broad flat bone with a posterior pro-

jection on its proximal third. The distal end is expanded, witn

the anterior angle especially produced. This extremity has an

articular face along its fore-and-aft extent, showing clearly tna

it was united below to the opposite ischium. In the gen

Rhinosaurus, the ischia were also flattened, and the poste"or

process well developed. Their distal ends were moderately

landed, and closely united on the median line.

Phe pubis is longer than the ischium in all the genera inv«'

tigated. In Edestosaurus, its extremities are about the same
't:,

» Proceedings American Philosophical Society, Dec, 1871.
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size as those of the ischia, but the distal end is more compressed.

There is a prominent anterior process just below the articular

end, and the usual foramen is present near the anterior margin.

The pubis of Rhinosaurus has the acetabular end dilated, the

shaft straight and slender, and but little expanded. In all the

known genera of the group, the pubes are united on the median
Hne below.

The femur in Edestosaurus is slightly shorter than the hu-

merus, and much more slender, being scarcely more than one
half as wide. It is moderately expanded at its proximal end,

and has a distinct trochanter at the postero-internal margin,

which is separated from the head by a shallow groove. The
distal end is more expanded, and has the outer posterior angle

thickened into a stout obtuse tubercle. In Lestosaurus, the

femur is very small compared with the humerus, and of much
more slender proportions. The articular head is small and
convex, and broadly oval in outline. The trochanter is an ob-

tuse ridge, with a rounded articular summit. It is situated

some distance below the head, on the outer surface of the bone.

The shaft is subtriangular in transverse section, and the distal

merus in size, and has its general proport
extremities are moderately expanded, the distal one being the

" quite (

rtions s

extremities are moderately expanded, the distal one beii

largest. The trochanter has a position similar to that i

last genus.

The tibia in Lestosaurus is a very short, stout bone, with the

shaft nearly round, and the proximal articular face flat, and
broadly oval in outline. The distal end is more expanded,
with the articular face narrow, and curving upward at the inner
angle to meet the fibula. The latter is a broad discoidal bone,
much larger than the tibia. In Rhinosaurus the tibia and fibula

are both flattened, the latter being as usual the broader bone.
In all the known genera, the phalanges of the posterior lunbs
resemble m their general character those of the manus.

In view of the extensive material now available for compari-
son, it will not be difficult to identify with tolerable certainty
the hmb-bones of Mosasaurm originally figured by Camper and
J^uvier, which have so lono- been a puzzle to anatomists. The
bone called " pubis " bv Cuvier, in Ossemens Fossiks (Fourth Ed.,
J^late 247, fig. 10), and since regarded bv Prof. Cope as a scapula

pjnopsis, p. 219), is evidently an ischium. The two represented
in hgures 9 and 14 of the same plate are apparently both cora-
coids, and that in figure 15, a scapula. On Plate 248, the speci-
men m figure 4 appears to be a radius, and that in figure 6 a
pnalanx The bone represented in figure 24, which was thought

doubt'' ""J?^'^^
^y ^^^P^^, and an ulna by Cuvier, is without
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Nurhber of Cervical Vertebrce. In all the genera examined

during the present investigation, the skull was supported on a

very short neck, much shorter, in fact, than any species of the

group has been supposed to possess. Prof. Huxley, in the work

already cited (p. 224), places the Mosasauria with the Reptilia

having more than nine cervical vertebrae ; and Prof. Cope states

(Synopsis, p. 218) that in Clidasies propython there are ten cer-

vical vertebrse with articulated hypapophyses. In the Yale

Museum are numerous series of cervical vertebrae of Lestosanrus,

all apparently complete, and several of them known to be so,

as they were found in position. None of these series have over

four vertebrse with articular faces for hypapophyses behind the

axis, and following these one, or sometimes two, with a tubercle

more or less developed. In Edestosaurus, judging from several

series of cervicals apparently complete, there were probably l>ut

five vertebras with free hypapophyses, in addition to the atlas

and axis, and, posterior to these, two or three with small rugose

tubercles. The same number was observed in a specimen of

Wiinosaurus. It is evident, therefore, that the neck in this

group was unusually short, resembling very nearly, among

swimming Saurians, that of Ichthyosaurus.

New Genera and Species.

In a catalogue, recently published. Prof. Cope has given a

complete and instructive list of the species of Pythonomoiyha

now known from the Cretaceous deposits of Kansas.* .'T"^®

species are arranged under various generic
"'^'" "

not, in all cases, meet the requirements of our present Knoi

edge of these reptiles, especially in view of the light thrown

the subject by the very large collections made in that region -..

the two expeditions from Yale College. An attempt is there-

fore made below to define more closely the generic relations ot

the groups best represented in the West. The material tor a

similar definition of some of the rarer forms, as well as those

from the Eastern Cretaceous beds, has not yet been brougui

together.

L€stosaurus,-f gen. nov.

United premaxillaries small, forming a very short obtuse

muzzle, that extends little if any in front of the premaiil^^

teeth: posteriorly they contract rapidly into a narrow weflg^-

Parietal foramen large. Teeth slender, curved and iacete

Palatines flattened, with palatine teeth more or less P^eurodoBj.

Quadrate large, with very large posterior hook. Coracoia

deep emargination. Humerus short and broad. Manus m

* Proceedings American Philosophical Society, vol. lii, Dec, IS'^l-

f AyoT^, pirate, and aavpog, lizard.

hich do
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larger than pes. Vertebrae with rudimentary zygosphenal articu-

lation. Cervical vertebrae with articulated hypapophyses six.

Chevrons articulated.

Several species with the above generic characters have been
referred to Liodon and to Holcodus by Prof. Cope. From the

former they are widely separated by the teeth, which in Liodon

anceps Owen, the type species, are compressed, and smooth, as

the name implies. The Holcodus of Gibbes was based on teeth

of Hyposaurus^ and a single dental crown, which indeed some-
what resembles the teeth of Leslosaurus in surface characters,

but evidently indicates a different type, as an examination of
the original specimen clearly shows. In form, it corresponds

essentially to the teeth of Mosasaurus, rather than to the slen-

der, pointed, and curved teeth of the present genus, and it ap-

proaches more nearly those of Mosasaurvs Copeanus Marsh, from
K'ew Jersey, although there is good evidence to show that the

latter species is quite distinct generically from Lestosaurus.

There is, moreover, no satisfactory proof that the typical species

of either Holcodus or Liodon possesses any of the more important
characters adduced for Lestosaurus, and there is considerablecharacters adduced for Lestosaurus, and there
probability against it It was certainly very proper to place

provisionally in those genera allied species based on frag'

vidence of identity, is to retard rather than to advance
science. From Bapfosaurus, which in some respects appears to

be a near ally, the genus Lestosaurus may be distinguished by
the articular hypapophyses, and emarginate coracoid. It is

widely separated, also, from Mosasaurus, Flatecarpus, Clidastes,

and Edestosaurus, by the articular chevrons, as well as by other

marked characters.

Lestosaurus simus, sp. nov.

This species is established on the complete anterior portion
pt a skeleton, including skull, paddles and vertebrae, of one
individual, and portions of several others which fully supple-
ment the parts wanting in the first specimen. This was found
not only in perfect preservation, but with nearly every bone in
Its natural position, so that the characters of all were readily

"oterpreted. The right paddle with its corresponding half of
the- scapular arch is so well represented in Plate X, that this

part of the skeleton needs little or no description beyond that

'^ir^^^^given. The plate was made directly from a photograph

Jt the bones themselves, placed almost exactly as they were
loiind by the writer, in the yellow shale of Western Kansas, in
^uiy last. A sketch of the paddle was taken before it was
removed from the rock, and every bone numbered, so there
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can be no doubt that the illustration given truly represents the

natural position of the entire limb, and of its various elements.

In Plate xil, fig. 2, the right half of the pelvic arch and femur

of another individual of this species is represented, althougli

without placing the bones together in position, except merely to

indicate their mutual relations.

The skull in this species is of moderate length, the i

very short and depressed. The premaxillary suture is ohlique

and quite steep in front, and the anterior nareal expanse is op-

posite the third maxillary tooth. There are eleven teeth in the

maxillary, and thirteen in the mandible. The suspensoria a

much depressed, the transverse exceeding the vertical diameter.

The basisphenoid is grooved on the median line below, at the

junction of the posterior processes. The teeth have their ex-

ternal faces faceted, and marked with irregular striae, and the

inner side strongly striate. The dermal scutes preserved are

smooth, and imbricate in arrangement.

The quadrate is large, with a stout elongated hook. The

internal angle is nearly a right angle. The distal articular face

is prominently convex, with its anterior margin but slightly

inflected. There is a large tubercle on the inner margin of the

hook opposite the meatal pit, but no articular button. The

cervical and dorsal vertebrae have transverse broadly oval ar-

ticular faces, slightly emarginated above for the neural canal.

The articular faces for attachment of the free hyj)apophyses are

sub-trilateral in outline, the smallest angle being in front. Ibe

rudimentary zygosphenal articulation is well marked.

Distance from end of snout to premaxillary 5

Depth of maxillary at anterior nareal expans
Length of alveolar portion of dentary,

Width of basiocei^ital on condyle,
Depth of basioccipital,

Length of quadrate,

Greatest diameter of distal articular face,

Least diameter,

Length of posterior hook,
Length of axis, with odontoid process,

Length of axis alone,

Vertical diameter of articular ball of axis,.

Transverse diameter,.
Length of centrum of first dorsal vertebra,.

.

Vertical diameter of ball,..

Transverse diameter,
Length of humerus,
Greatest diameter at proximal end,
Greatest diameter at distal end,
Length of radius,
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Length of ulna,

Length of ilium,

Length of ischium, -

Length of pubis,

Length of femur,

Length of tibia,

Greatest diameter of proximal end,

Least diameter,

This species may be distinguished from Liodon (

Cope, perhaps its nearest known ally, but a smaller species, by
the number of teeth in the maxillary, which are eleven instead

of ten ; by the more anterior nareal expanse ; and by the supra-

occipital keel, which is inclined obliquely forward. The two
latter characters separate it also from Holcodus coryphoeus Cope,

from which it differs likewise in its large quadrate. From the

other allied species, the description given above will readily

separate it.

The remains of this species here described were found last

summer by Mr. F. Mead, Jr., of the Yale College party, and the

writer, in the upper Cretaceous shale, near the Smoky Hill

Eiver, in Western Kansas.

Lestosaurus felix, sp. nov.

This well-marked species is considerably smaller than the one

just described. It is represented in the Yale Museum by the

specimen, already mentioned, with the skull and numerous ver-

tebrae so remarkably well preserved ; and by portions of several

other skeletons. The muzzle in this species appears to have
been much less depressed than in the other known species of this

genus, although this character may have been increased '" ^"^"^

type specimen by pressure. The nareal expanse is opposite the

interspace between the second and third teeth behind the inter-

maxillary suture. The frontal region was narrow, and the

skull was of rather slender proportions. The basioccipi-

".. ^y.A is inclined obliquely backward, projecting beyond the

basioccipital condyle. The suspensoria have a greater vertical

diameter than in the last ' species, and the basioccipital has its

posterior margin deflected. The basisphenoid is deeply exca-

vated below on the median line in front, and its anterior lateral

processes are slightly deflected. The stapes and columella
iound with this skull have already been described. The teeth

are slender, faceted and incurved, with stri« on the inner face.

Ltiere are eleven in the maxillary, and twelve in the mandible.
Adhermg to the jugal bone, is a single dermal scute, which is

thick and pitted extemallv-
/ioth quadrates are perfect, and the left is represented on

^^ate xm, fig. 4 The great ala is nearly in the same plane as
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the external margin of the hook, and hence the inner an^le

is much greater than a right angle. There is a broad, shallow

depression on the front face of the ala near the middle, and

below this a deep pit on the inner face above the internal angle

of the distal end. The anterior margin of the distal articular

face is strongly reflected near the middle.
The cervical vertebrae are short, with broad transversely oval

faces, faintly emarginated for the neural canal. The axis has a

short spine, much elongated fore and aft, and with caps of car-

tilage at its anterior and posterior angles, connected by an ob-

tuse ridge. The hypapophysis of the axis stands on the middle

of the centrum, and the articular faces for these processes are

nearly round, and rest on a prominent ridge, as in Edesix)sauras,

mainly produced by the deep excavation of the infero-lateral

surfaces of the centra. The dorsal vertebrae have nearal spines

much extended antero-posteriorly, and abruptly truncated

Depth of maxillary at anterior nareal €

Width of frontals at posterior margin,
Width in front of orbit,

Distance from center of occipital condy]

Length of stapes,

.

Length of columella, _._
Length of quadrate,
Transverse diameter of distal articulation,

.

Antero-posterior diameter,
Length of posterior hook,
Length of axis without odontoid process,.
Vertical diameter of ball,

Transverse diameter,
Length of anterior dorsal vertebra,
Transverse diameter of ball,

The remains on which this species is established were ob-

tamed by the Yale party last summer in the upper Cretaceous

yellow shale, near the Smoky Hill River in Kansas.

Lestosaurus latifrons, sp. nov.

The present species, which was similar to the preceding m
size, IS mainly based on portions of two skeletons, one of whica

contains nearly all the more important portions of the cranium,

and vertebral column ; and the other consists of numerous verte-

brae, with parts of the skull, including a quadrate attached to

the suspensorium, to which reference has already been made.

The frontals in this species are broad, especially antenor to

the orbits, where there is a lateral expansion. On the median
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line near the middle there is a sharp crest. The supra-occipital

keel projects obliquely backward, and its posterior edge is sharp.

The basisphenoid has the anterior lateral processes expanded,

and strongly decurved, thus showing a marked difference from

the last described species. There are eleven maxillary and
twelve mandibular teeth, which have unequal facets externally,

and irregular strise on the inner face. The palatines are alate,

sigmoid in fore-and-aft outline, with the pointed anterior ends

converging. There are ten palatine teeth, all more or less pleu-

rodont, the anterior four being entirely so. The quadrate has

an elongated depression on the back of the ala near the middle

;

and a deep semi-circular excavation under the hook, and behind

the meatus. There is also a prominent smooth knob on the

inner face, between the meatus and the large rugose knob at the

end of the hook. The distal articular face has its anterior

margin reflected. Its inner angle is acute, and connected supe-

riorly with a sharp vertical ridge. The internal angle of the

proximal end is greater than a right angle, and the hook has no
articular button. The cervical vertebrae are small, their articu-

lar ends transversely elliptical, with no superior emargination.

The articular faces for the hypapophyses are round, and that of

the axis meets the anterior margin of the ball. The dorsals are

elongated, and slightly excavated above. A rudimentary zy-

gosphene is represented by short processes projecting from bases

of anterior zygapophyses. The spine of the axis is keeled

behind.

J^idth of frontals between posterior angles,. .

VV idth in front of orbits,.
i>epth of maxillary at anterior nareal expanse
Iransverse diameter of basi-occipital on cond;
V ertical diameter, .'

Length of quadrate,
Length of posterior hook,
Transverse diameter of distal articular face,.
Antero-posterior diameter,
Ungth of axis with odontoid process,

This species may be distinguished from Liodon curt^

^ope, and Hokodus coryphoeus Cope, by the number of te

1 the palatines, as well as by other characters
tioned above, whict also separate it widely from more distantly

related species. The known remains now representing it were

lound last summer, in the upper Cretaceous shale, by Mr. U.

Jiarger, of the Yale party, Mr. E. S. Lane, guide, and the writer,

during our explorations, near the Smoky Hill River, in ^^ estera
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Lestosaurus gracilis, sp. nov.

This species, the smallest of the genus so far as known, differs

widely from those already described, both in the skull, quadrate

and vertebrae. It is at present represented in the Yale Museum
by an only single specimen with characteristic remains, and

probably by several others with the less important parts pre-

served. A marked feature in the skull of this species is the

superior surface of the parietals, which is small and subtriangu-

lar in outline, with the sides incurved. The parietal foramen

is nearly round, and larger than in any known species of the

genus. The quadrate is likewise very characteristic. The in-

ternal angle of the proximal end is much less than a right angle,

although the great ala is nearly in the same plane as the outer

margin of the hook. This leaves a deep broad notch between

the alar process and the internal angle. There is a deep groove

below the meatal pit. The distal articular face is convex in its

longer direction, but concave antero -posteriorly, owing to a

shallow depression which divides the inner third from the outer

portion. The lower margin of the ala extends inward nearly

horizontally, and is produced into a compressed process, which

meets the free end of the hook. The borders of the articular

surfaces are strongly striated.

The articular ends of the cervical and dorsal vertebrae are

transversely oval, with a distinct excavation on the supenor

margin. The axis has a low compressed spine, marked with

deep stride. Its anterior margin is oblique and sharp ;
the ar-

ticular face for the free hypapophysis is on the middle of the

vertebra, and on the other cervicals further back. There is a

broad shallow groove around the articular ball in the cervicals

and dorsals, and the anterior projection of the diapophyses re-

ceives a cap of cartilage from the cup. A rudimentary zygos-

phene exists in the form of a roof, extending forward over the

neural canal, between the anterior zygapophyses, as in several

species, but there is no groove between these and the sides oi

the roof The zygantral excavations are well marked.

Measurements,
^ ^ ^^^

Length of parietal on median line,

Width in front,

Antero-posterior diameter of parietal foramen,
Transverse diameter,
Length of quadrate,
Length of posterior hook,
Transverse diameter of distal articular face,

Antero-posterior diameter,
Length of centrum of axis, •

'

Height of neural spine of axis above floor of neural canal,-

Antero-posterior diameter at base,
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The type specimen of tlie present species was discovered last

summer by Mr. G. G-. Lobdell, Jr., and vertebrae of a second
individual by Mr. J. F. Quigley, of the Yale party, in the same
formation, in Kansas, as the fossils already described.

The additional species, previously described from the West,
that can now be referred with certainty to the genus Lestosau-

rus, are as follows:

—

Lestosaurus curiirostris, — Liodon curtiros-

tris Cope, Lestosaurus ictericus, — Holcodus ictericus Cope, and
Lestosaurus coryphceus^ = Holcodus coryphceus Cope.

United premaxillaries large, forming anteriorly an elongated

cylindrical muzzle, that projects some distance in front of the

teeth
;
posteriorly they contract gradually, and coalesce with a

broad nasal element. Mandibles closely in contact at distal ends,

and projecting beyond the dental series. Parietal foramen of

moderate size. Teeth stout, and more or less compressed and
faceted. Palatines narrow, with bases of teeth unequally ex-

posed. Quadrate small, with short posterior hook. Humerus
small and slender. Manus and pes of nearly equal size. Cau-
dal extremity comparatively short, with articulated chevrons.

Rhinosaurus micromus, sp. nov.

The present species is established on the greater portion of
one skeleton, in good preservation, and fragmentary remains of
several others. In the former skeleton, the skull is nearly en-

tire, and shows well the more important characters of the genus.
The muzzle is much produced (Plate xiii, fig. 2), and has a

rounded obtuse extremity. The premaxillary suture is elon-

gated, and the anterior nareal expanse is opposite the interspace

between the fourth and fifth maxillary teeth. The frontals are

short, and have a low median crest on the anterior two thirds.

There were thirteen teeth in the maxillary, and the same num-
ber m the mandible. The teeth are oval at base, compressed
above, with their faces marked by facets, and irregular strise.

Both cutting edges are well developed. The mandibles project
m front of the teeth, and their inner faces were distally in con-

tact The articular faces of the joint in the lower jaw are large,

and mclined from a vertical. The palatines are narrow in front,

rounded above, and have the bases of the teeth unequally ex-

posed, the outer side being protected by a very low parapet of
bone. The quadrate is very small, the hook short, and its ex-

tremity pointed. The internal angle is very prominent, and
continued as a ridge to the antero-internal angle of the distal

end. The meatal pit is large, sigmoid in outline, and oblique

Jo the vertical axis of the quadrate. There is a prominent knob
oelow the end of the hook. The distal end has its articular
tace twisted, and an oblique depression on the inner half.
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The humerus is very small and slender, and moderately con-

stricted in the middle. The deltoid crest is represented by a

round articular tubercle, separated from the head by a deep

groove. The distal end is somewhat broader than the head, and

has, on the inner margin of the ulnar side, an oblique groove,

which is much larger than in the other species where it has

been observed. The ilium and pubis are slender. The ischium

has a well-developed posterior process, and is expanded distally.

The cervical vertebrae have the articular faces but shghtly

transverse, with a faint superior emargination. The anterior

dorsals are subcordate at their extremities, and the posterior

dorsals have their articulations still more depressed. The cau-

dals are elevated, and have the chevrons

Length of dentigerous border of maxillary, 320- °'"^'

Depth of maxillary at anterior nareal expanse, 44"

Space occupied by twelve anterior teeth in mandible, 295'

Anterior extent of mandible beyond center of first tooth,. 32'

Depth of mandible under first tooth, 30*

Extent of seven anterior palatine teeth, 98-»

Transverse diameter of basioccipital on condyle, 54-

Vertical diameter, 25'

Length of basioccipital, •

69*

Length of quadrate, 81'

Transverse diameter of distal end, 44-

Antero-posterior diameter, 19'

Length of posterior hook, 43*

Length of humerus, 96'

Greatest diameter of articular head, 44'

Greatest diameter of distal end, 57"

Length of ischium, 106-

Length of axis with odontoid process, SB-

Length of centrum of axis,
44*

Vertical diameter of articular ball,
34-

Transverse diameter, 37'

Length of proximal caudal, 3^'

Vertical diameter of ball,
49'

Transverse diameter, 47'

necessary to compare this species with Liodon crass-

iodon proriger, both described by Prof. Cope. Fiona

the former it is widely separated by the humerus, which in that

species is remarkably short and stout In the latter, which is

three or four times as large as the present species, the cervical

vertebra have vertically ovate articular faces. ,

The type specimen, on which the above description is basea,

was found, by the writer, in July last, on the south side oi tne

Smoky Hill Eiver, in Kansas. The geological horizon is the

gray shale of the upper Cretaceous.

rtus and Lt
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The remaining known species which clearly belong to the

gemis Rhinosaurus are the following:

—

Ehinosaurus proriger, =
Macrosaurus {Liodon) proriger Cope ; Rhinosaurus dyspehr^ =
Liodon dyspelor Cope ; and Rhinosaurus Mudgei^ = Liodon {Hoi

codus) MwJgei Cope.

Edestosaurus, Marsh.

This Journal, vol. i, p. 447, June, 1871.

United premaxillaries moderately developed, forming ante-

riorly a short, obtusely pointed muzzle ; and posteriorly taper-

ing gradually. Parietal foramen small. Palatines horizontal

m front, but nearly vertical at posterior extremity. Palatine

teeth more or less pleurodont. Quadrate small, with internal

angle produced. Humerus very short and stout. Manus larger

attenuated. Chevrons coossified with (

Edestosauru^ rex^ sp. nov.

This species, one of the largest of the genus at present known,
is well represented in the Yale Museum by one very perfect

specimen, and the more important portions of several others.

The skull is elongated, the frontals converging very regularly

in front, and supporting a low median crest, which becomes
more prominent anteriorly. The parietal foramen is small and
round. The parietals are elongated posteriorly, and the quad-

rato-parietal arch is proximally lamelliform. The suspensona

are slender. The pterotic bone is oval in transverse outline,

and flattened below where it meets the quadrate. The teeth

are nearly smooth and compressed, with strong cutting edges.

The palatines have fourteen teeth, apparently all with antero-

extemal and posterior cutting edges.
The right side of the pelvic arch and the correspondmg

femur are represented in Plate Xll, fig. 1. The relative posi-

tion only of the pelvic elements is given. All the specimens

have suffered somewhat from pressure, the femur least so.

The shaft of the ilium is less sigmoid than in^. dispar, and the

ischium more expanded distally. The pubis appears to have

had a more prominent anterior process. The femur is slender,

with its shaft moderately constricted. It is peculiar in having

the trochanter at the inner posterior angle. The dermal scutes,

hke those in E. dispar, are smooth externally, and have a com-

plicated imbricate arrangement
The cervical vertebrse have very broad transversely oval faces,

with indication of emargination. The dorsals are elongated,

with transverse faces, and distinct superior excavation for neural

canal The articular ends of the anterior caudals are vertically

oval.
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Width of frontals between posterior angles, , . , .124' ""'•

Distance from parietal foramen to end of suspensorium,. .170-

Length of dentigerous portion of palatine, 1
64-

Length of ilium, * 124-

Length of ischium,
1 02'

Length of pubis, \,,\ 108-

Length of femur, 84-

Transverse diameter of proximal end, 42-

Transverse diameter of distal end, 47-

Length of a posterior cervical vertebra, 44-

Vertical diameter of ball, 24-

Transverse diameter, 29-5

Length of a dorsal vertebra, 62-

Length of anterior caudal, 38-

Vertical diameter of ball, 38-

Transverse diameter, 36-

This species differs from Clidastes cineriarum Cope, in the

transverse articular faces of the dorsal vertebrae ; from Mesto-

saurus tortor Cope, and K dispar Marsh, in the less number of

palatine teeth, and in other characters. E. stenops Cope, the

only other large species, has the teeth faceted. The known
specimens representing the present species were discovered last

summer by Mr. G. G. Lobdell, Jr., Mr. G. M. Keasbey, Mr. T.

G. Peck, and the writer. The localities were in the upper Cre-

taceous, on the Smoky Hill Eiver, in Western Kansas.
The remaining species of the genus Mestosaurus, that have

now been fully identified as such, are the followmg :—£Jdesto-

saurus dispar Marsh, the type species, Edestosaurus velox Marsh,

Edestosaurus Vymani Marsh, = Clidastes Vymani Marsh, Edes-

tosaurus tortor Cope, and Edestosaurus stenops Cope.
Tale CoUege, New Haven, Ct., May ISth, 1872.

Explanation of Plates.
Plate X Right anterior paddle, with corresponding part of scapular arch of

Lestosmrus simus (pp. 450 and 455). a, coracoid; h, scapula^J,

carpal of first digit,' h, first 'phalanx of fifth digit. Side view. (}

Plate XI. Right half of scapular and pelvic arches, and the quadrates of Edesio-^

saurus dispar (p. 451). Figure 1, a, coracoid; 6, scapula, tip^

2. a, ihum; b, ischium; c, pubis. Figure 3, right quadrate, front

view. Figure 4, left quadrate, posterior view, (i natural size.)

Plate XII. Figure 1. Right side of pelvic arch and right femur of Edestosaurw

rex (p. 463). a, Uium; h, ischium; c, pubis; d, femur. ^P'^ ^^
Right side of pelvic arch and right f

~ '
'

453).
-•

Plate XIII. Y^n
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Chemistry and Physics.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGEIs^CE.
I Chemistry and Physics.

]. On the Reversal of the Spectrum-lines of Metallic Vapors.—
While engaged in photographing the most actinic ray in the mag-
nesium spectrum,—a triple band situated between H and L in the
ultra-violet—CoRNu observed that on increasing the intensity of
the induction-spark, not only was a longer exposure reqiiired, but
the band became a quintuple one, the two least refrangible rays
being doubled. The experiment was repeated twenty-five times,
with the same result. The author having obtained this effect in
the visible spectrum also, attributes it to a reversal of these
doubled lines, produced by an atmosphere of incandescent metal-
lic vapor surrounding the path of the spark. Indeed, by covering
one-half the slit of the spectroscope with the metallic spark from
a weak coil, and the other with the spark from a powerful coil, it

IS possible to see the rays superposed, the bright and the reversed
line being continuous. For the positive pole, Cornu uses a car-
bon disk 6 to 8 centimeters in diameter, in which are cavities for
the reception of the metal. The negative carbon is lowered until
the spark passes, and then raised till the arc is four or five milli-
meters long. An image of this spark is formed on the slit by
means of a lens, the spectrum, in the case of magnesium, showing
the triple green ray b with great sharpness. On lowering now
the upper carbon, the bands widen, become ill-defined, and soon a
hne black line appears on the least refrangible of them. If the
lowering of the carbon be continued, the second, and at last the
third, are reversed also. In this way the author has succeeded in
reversmg rays in the spectra of sodium, thallium, lead, silver,
aluminum, magnesium, cadmium, zinc and copper ; the facility of
reversal being in the order given. The result was also obtained
with sodium and lithium chlorides. Applying this discovery to
the sun, the author concludes : (1) that an exceedingly thin "stra-

li*^
^'^por suffices for the reversal ; one, the thickness of which

could not possibly be seen from the earth; and (2) that it is by
no means necessary to suppose a continuous atmosphere, even of
this thinness, around the sun ; the absorption may be purely local,
produced spontaneously by exterior cooling around each' incan-
descent point.—a i?., Ixxiii, 332, July, 1871. g. f. b.

-«• A new and poicerful Thermo-Battery.— In this battery,
invented by Noe of Vienna, the negative metal is an alloy like
^erman silver, in the form of a wire ; the positive, also a secret
iJOy, IS in cylinders, cast round the wire. The wire is protected

' T/t* flame by a copper cylinder, insulated from the positive
metal by a piece of mica. One of these elements equals in electro-
motive power 1-24 to 1-36 Jacobi-Siemens' units; therefore 9 to 10

Tl s elements equal one Daniell cell, and 20, one of Bunsen's.A battery of 72 elem
' ^ " ' - -

-

^^- JouK. Sci.-TmRD S
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ses water rapidly ; in two series of 36, puts in complete action a
moderate sized Kuhmkorff coil ; and in four series of 18, produces
powerful electro-magnets.

—

Pogg. Ann., cxliii, 113, g. f. b,

3. Anomalous Production of Ozone ; by Henky H. Ceoft,
Professor of Chemistry, University College, Toronto (Canadian
Journal, vol. xiii, No. 3). About six years ago, when evaporating
some syrupy iodic acid, prepared according to MUIon's process,

over sulphuric acid, I noticed that when the acid began to crystal-

lize, the air in the jar (covering the drying dish) had a strong

smell of ozone, or active oxygen, A couple of years afterward,

on again making iodic acid, this observation recurred to my mind,

and I carefully tested the air in the jar during the evaporation

;

no trace of ozone could be detected until the acid began to crystal-

lize, when the smell of ozone became immediately perceptible, and
all the usual tests for that body succeeded perfectly.

During the last month I have had occasion to convert two
ounces of iodine into iodic acid, and exactly the same result has

been observed.

The acid usually solidifies to opaque verrucose masses ; but on

this occasion, the crystals formed were clear and brilliant. The
solution had in this, as in all the former cases, been boiled down
to thin syrup, so that no trace of chlorine, or nitric acid, could

bly have remained to act on the ozone paper. The air in the

was tested from day to day, both by the smell, and the action

of iodized starch paper. Even when a few crystals began to form

no change was noticed, but when the crystallization set in fully

the evolution of ozone was most remarkable, the strong smell

being quite characteristic, entu-ely different from that of cblorme

I am quite unable to account for this ozonification of the air (or

oxygen) over crystallizing iodic acid. My friend, Mr. Sterry

Hunt, has suggested that it may arise from a partial deoxidation

similar to that which produces ozone when hypermanganat^es are

decomposed, as observed by him and other chemists. As the cry-

stallizing acid remains" perfectly white, either opaque or trans-

parent, and as the lower oxides of iodine are of a yellow, or even

brown color, according to Millon, I cannot accept this explanation,

and even if it were true, the phenomenon would be equally unin-

telligible—a redaction taking place during crystallization. 1 can

offer no explanation of the simplefact that air over crystallizing

pure iodic acid, becomes ozonized, but I think that the observation

seems to offer a wide field for further experiments, which 1 have

unfortunately not the time to carry out.

II, Geology and Natural Histoby,

xrhs on
From the Cana(
appens that a sciei

"
I aristocracy, consisting

BemarJcs on the Taconic Controversy; by E. BatiNGs,

an Naturalist, vol, vi, No, 3.)-It frequently

such fo'r instance as that of geology,

stocracy, consisting of the most talentea.
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this body of men on any difficult problem that may present

itself are usually regarded as conclusive, and are quietly adopted

by the less distinguished members. Indeed, the opinion of any

one of these latter would be scarcely listened to, provided it should

happen to be contrary to the established creed of the dominant

party. As a general rule, the leading men are right, and yet it

will sometimes happen that they are wrong. One of the most
remarkable instances on record is that of the great question in

American geology, relating to the age of the rocks which Dr.

Emmons called"" The Taconic System." Upon this question

nearly all of the leading geologists of North America arranged

themselves upon one side, and, as it turned out after more than

twenty years discussion, on the wrong side. Although they were

wrong, yet so overwhelming was the weight of their authority,

that for nearly a quarter of a century Dr. Emmons stood almost

alone. He had a few followers, but they were not men who had

made themselves sufficiently <?onspicuous and influential to contend

successfully against an opinion that was supported by all the great

geologists of the continent in one compact body. In consequence

of this powerful opposition, the Taconic theory gradually sank so

low in reputation, that it was at length considered to be scarcely

worthy of the notice of a scientific man.
During the last thirteen years, a great revolution of opinion has

occurred with regard to the views of Dr. Emmons. Although not

entirely adopted, thev are now considered to be, in a general way,

well founded. The opposite theory, that all of those rocks which

he placed in the Taconic system are above the Potsdam sandstone,

instead of below it, as he maintained, is completely exploded. It

is at this moment dead, more so than was the Taconic theory in

1859, the year in which the subject was reopened. As I under-

stand it at present, some of the Taconic rocks are certamly more

ancient than the Potsdam, others may be of the same age, and

perhaps some of them more recent. The details are not yet

worked out, and judging from the manner in which the strata are

folded, broken up and thrown out of their original position by

almost every kind of geological disarrangement, I venture to say

that no man, at present living, will ever eee a perfect map of the

Taconic region.
^ ^^ ,

The theory that the Taconic rocks belonged to the Hudson

"ver group, was an enormous error, that originated in the

<^eological Survey of New York, and thence found its way into

the Canadian Survey. No doubt the mistake was due, in the hrst

instance, to the extraordinary arrangement of the rocks, the more

ancient strata being elevated and often shoved over the more

recent. Thus, without the aid of paleontology, H was impossible

to assert positively that they were not, what they appeared to be,

of the age of the Hudson river formation. The attitude of the

strata, together with their numerous disturbances niight be ex-

plained physically so as to meet either thpory. If, for instance

tbe trilobites of Vermont and Point Levis had turned out to be ot



( age of the fauna of the Hudson river group, the rocks would
'

) this day called Hudson river. There is no apparent physi-

iontradict this view, but rather 1

first, when a geologist finds one rock overlying another, he is

obliged to accept that as the natural arrangement. Then as to

the fossils, with all our increased knowledge, I doubt that any
good paleontologist of the present day would feel himself justified
in deciding against physical appearances, on the few imperfect

specimens figured in 1847, on pi. 67, Pal. N. Y., vol. i. Be this as

it may, the object of this note is to show that Avhile tlie error

Association in August last, Indirectly associates Prof. Hall

with me in the rectification of the mistake, whereas neither Prof.

Hall nor Dr. Hunt contributed any aid whatever, but, on the con-

trary, opposed the change that has been made to the utmost,

[These remarks are followed by a history of the observations on

the Yermont trilobites, and on the determination of the age of the

Black Slate and Red Sandrock of Vermont, substantiating Mr.

Billings' claims to having first ascertained the primordial character

of the fossils and rocks.

—

Eds.]
2. On the True Taeonie; by James D. Dana.—The following,

with the exception of some sentences since added, is from a

friendly letter to Mr. Billings, addressed to him by the writer on

receiving a copy of the paper from which the preceding article is

extracted.

You see by the enclosed* that we differ about the Taconic.

And yet we do not differ materially. For, viewing the Taconic

as you do—the system developed by Professor Emmons through

successive interpolations, year after year—you are essentially right.

But if you will take his final Geological Report, of 1842, and there

see what the Taconic system is as first fully announced, you will

find that I am right too. In that repoi-t the system is based on a

section, fifteen miles long, made across the Taconic range through

Williamstown and Graylock to North Adams on the east, and to

Petersburg or Berlin (places now on the Hariera railroad) on the

westf It was worked out in that part of Berkshire Co. after

* A copy of a brief article from the May number of the American Naturalist

t Professor Emm
Report (:

of Berkshire County, :

founded. On plate xi four figures
region are givea The only Yermon
section on the same plate representii

4 ofplate XI representing a section through Graylock, 1
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there; and it was named from the Taconic
range because the rocks of this range constitute much the larger
part of the section. It was pronounced unfossiliferous, and was
stated on conjecture, not from ascertained facts, to range from tlie

"Lower Cambrian" to the lower part of the Silurian.

The dip being throughout to the eastward,* Mr. Emmons very
reasonably made the beds to the west the older, only suggesting,
and this also very reasonably, and no doubt rightly, that faults

might have occasioned some repetitions among the rocks. With
regard to this point—the relative age of the beds of the Taconic

—

he says, in the report of 1842, on p. 145,—after giving a section

with the dips to the eastward,—that the view which he adopts is,

contrary to that of others, as far removed from complexity as

possible, namely that the dip is an indication of age and super-

position. Again, on page 147, after having spoken of the three

limestones and discussed the question whether they might not be

repetitions of the same formation, he decides this question ad-

vei-sely as regards the western bed, and says :
" There seems to be

no valid reason against the opinion that the most western belt of

limestone is, after all, the oldest of the Taconic limestones. All

being destitute of fossils, we must judge of age by their relative

position, or by superposition ; and so long as the most western

belt is the inferior limestone, I can see no necessity in the case to

a series of complicated changes in order to make it coincide

r conjectures." Accordingly he makes the Stockbridge or

North Adams limestone, the most eastern rock in his section, the

most recent. He concludes his chapter on the Taconic by the

statement that " the Taconic rocks appear to be equivalent to the

Lower Cambrian, and are alone entitled to the consideration of

belonging to this system, the upper portion being the lower part

of the Silurian system :" which obviously means that the slates of

the Taconic range, wath the western limestone (before called the

•ue Tacoi

, 1 rocks (see section, p. 159), or else

the North Adams or eastern limestone, with or without the

quartzite, was, or might be. the lower part of the Silurian system.

But durincr the year following the publication of the Geological

Report of f842, Prof. Emmons met with a new discovery, and in

consequence made most desperate blundering in American

geology. He found a "Black Slate" at Bald Mountain, in Co-

lumbia Co., N. Y. (west of Berkshire), to contain fossils. As the

locality lay to the west of the Taconic, it seemed to prove, on the

71Z

Petersburs:, north of Berlin, and, on pa
le Taconic from the Hudson river shales
I of the Champlain group ") is particular

a result of monoclini
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principle adopted in 1842, that all his Tuconic system, announced
before as unfossiliferous, was newer than this Black Slate, that is,

newer than, a fossiliferous rock. This, to his mitid,was impossible;

and he was thence led to think out a way by which rocks might
dip eastward and still be newer to the westward ; and, without a

fact, or even an argument, to sustain it, he announced, in his

Agricultural Report published in 1843, this as the true order.

He thus, by a stroke of his pen, tipped over the Taconic system,

and got the Black Slate to the top, with all other Taconic rocks

beneath it; and so, in his mind, it ever remained.* This Black

Slate, interpolated in 1843, thus brought mischief to the Taconic

and to
'

'

' ^
. , .system and to much American geology.

an error, and a source of greater errors, and it nas Deen an occa-

sion of confusion in the science ever since. It soon followed that

these black slates, including that of northern Vermont, so far

usurped attention as " Taconic " beds, that the determination of

their age was regarded as fixing the age of the Taconic system.

Tlianks to yourself, the science has escaped from part of the

entanglement ; and an appreciation of the fact that the addition

of the Black Slates to the system was an error at the start, will

liberate the science from the rest of it.

The quartzite was not put at the bottom of the Taconic in 184;'>

because, in the Williarastown section, the only quartzite, that of

i the middle of the sec-Stone Hill in Williamstown, occurs toward the r

tion, between Graylock (the highest summit of western Massa-

chusetts) and the' Taconic ridge, and the order of superposition

seemed therefore to be against it. [The " Oak Hill " quartzite,

which has a corresponding position in a second section in the same

report (1842), on page 159, has no right there, as it lies wholly to

the north of the line of the sectionj But in 1843, the quartzite

w^as placed at the bottom of the Taconic series. Hence, in the

perfected Taconic of that date and later, the rocks which you have

shown to be nearest to the pre-silurian of all the Taconic beds

were those which were, by his determination, at the remote ends

of the system, the black slate of the top and the quartzite o^ ^"^

bottom ; and the former, of primordial age, is the only rock ot

the series which is yet proved to he pre-potsdam.
The only way for geology to get out of the Taconic perplexity

is to go back to Emmons's Report of 1842, where the original

basis of the system is presented by its author. The Williamstown

section, figured on plate xi of this report, is, as I have said, fifteen

miles long; and the quartzite with the associated slate in Stone
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Hill do not make a thirtieth of its length. The true typical Ta-

conic is therefore not the quartzite portion, but the slates and lime-

Btones of the Taconic range, as he has directly declared. In fact,

there is some reason for believing that this quartzite portiofi un-

derlies the rest of the Taconic rocks of the section unconformahly,

and hence never was rightly a part of the Taconic series. Whether

this last be true or not, the name Taconic belongs only to the era

represented by the rocks of Taconic mountain, about which and

out of which the system was engendered.

Professor Emmons is deservedly honored for combating the

old idea, which prevailed among prominent geologists and paleonto-

logists before and after 1843, that the Taconic slates were slates

of the " Hudson river" period. Yet while doing this good work

he blundered in everything else, determining nothing correctly as

regards the age or order of succession of the rocks of his system;

his assumptions after 1842 were so great as to order of stratihoa-

tion and faults, and his way of sweeping distant rocks mto his

system so unscientific, that his opponents had abundant reason

for their doubts. No one knows even now what is the precise

age of the slates of Taconic mountain, or, with small exceptions,

of the slates over the wide region west to the Hudson (added to

the Taconic system by him in 1843), although Logan's view that

these rocks belong to the Quebec group is that which appears to

be nearest the truth ; and no one has sufficient grounds yet for

asserting that the " Hudson river beds" (those above the Tren-

ton) may not be included among the beds of the Taconic forma-

tion overlying the Stockbridge limestone.
* o -n

3. The Development of Limidm Polyphemus; by A. b. Fack-

ARD, Jr., M.D. 48 pp. 4to, with 3 plates. Memoirs Bost. hoc

Nat. Hist. (Printed without date.)-In this memoir. Dr. Packard

makes an interesting and very important addition to our knowl-

edge of the embryology of the Crustacea, in tracing the develop-

ment of the horseshoe, or king-crab, of our coast. Ihe changes

from the impregnation of the egg to near the adult stage are tully

described and illustrated. The account of the development ol

Limulus occupies only a part of the memoir, and is i^'y>;y^*\*y

discussions of the homologies of the Merostomata and t'lj'iy*^ »'

tion to the Trilobites, the classification of the hranchiopoaa ^wiui

which Dr. Packard unites the Merostomata and Inlobite

^al succession and probable, ancesti^. ^AUl.ough

homologies and classification taken by the authc

fully apprcfatfngThe value of these investigations as a contribu^

tion f/ embryology, we cannot quite agree with the Me«s ot

Dr. f-ackard regards Limulus and all the Merostomata as

zoeseform, homologizing the anterior portion ot th^,^;'7 '"'„_
cephalothorax of the zoea stage of Decapods and the poster or
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Liniulus as alone representing the abdomen, long ago stated the

objection to this view. He says, in speaking of Limulus,* " It is

an objection to viewing this segment [the middle portion which
bears the branchial plates] as abdominal, that in no Entomostracan
is the abdomen provided with branchial appendages. Moreover,
the close relation to the Caligidffi,—the resemblance as regards the

general form and subdivision of the shell, supposing the two seg-

ments to be cephalothoracic,—and the near resemblance between
the foliaceous appendages and the cephalothoracic appendages, in

certain Caligi as well as in Apus and the allied, are believed to he

good reasons for adopting the opinion which we have here broufjht

forward." Dr. Packard has apparently been led to his conclusions

from seeking for a common embryonic prototype of all the Crus-

tacea, but he seems to us to have gone too far when he is obliged

to disregard the more direct relations of Limulus with the Ento-

mostraca (to which he as well as Dana refers the Merostoraata) in

order to compare it with the young of the Decapods. Professor

Dana's views are fully sustained by Owen in a recent paper on the

anatomy of Limulus read before the Linnean Society of London.f
Dr. Packard makes four orders of Branchiopoda, which he re-

gards as a subclass, as follows: 1st, Cladocera, 2d, Merostomata,

including the suborders, Xiphosura and Eurypterida, 3d, Trilo-

bita, and 4th, Phyllopoda. The fact that the Merostomata have
" branchial feet comparable to those of the Phyllopoda," does not

seem to us sufficient reason for uniting these groups so closely.

The office of respiration in Crustacea is performed by such different

organs, even in forms acknowledged to be closely allied, that no

great taxonomic value can be attached to the presence of those of

a peculiar character. Moreover, branchial feet of peculiar struc-

ture are found, among the higher crustaceans, in groups differing

widely in other characters, as for example, in the Squilloidea and

the Anomobranchiate Thalassinidea.
Under the head of geological succession and probable ancestry

of the Branchiopoda, a convenient review of what is at present

known of the geological distribution of the principal groups of the

lower crustaceans is given, and their derivation from ^Haeckel s

" Archicaris "—an hypothetical crustacean prototype—is discussed.

Although we may criticise Dr. Packard's views of homology

and taxonomy, we cannot too highly commend the memoir which

records his investigations. These investigations, however, seem

to throw little light upon the affinities of the Limuloids, for, withm

a few months, we have had the most diverse views upon the sul>ieet

from European naturalists, some regarding them, united with t lie

Eurypterida and Trilobites, as one of the primary groups of C rus-

tacea, while others would separate them entirely from the Crusta-

cea and place them near the Arachnida. ^- ^-
"^^

4. Absorption of Water by Leaves under certain circumstancis.

—The investigations of Duchartre and others appeared */?
prj>^^

conclusively that leaves absorb neither water with which tliey
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are wetted nor vapor from surrounding air. M. Cailletet con-

firms this fully, so far as respects the foliage of plants estahhshed

in the soil and supplied with moisture by the roots. But the

revival of wilting leaves when sprinkled or enclosed in a moist

atmosphere, however ingeniously explained away, always seemed

to hear testimony to absorption. And M. Cailletet's experiments

go to show, incontestably, that foliage does absorb liquid water

(but not watery vapor) when supply by the root fails or is arrested.

His experiments were made by introducing a leafy branch into a

glass vessel with a double tubulure, tilled with water, the increase

or diminution of which was accurately and delicately measured

by a manometer. A Bromeliaceous epiphyte, which grew under

his care for six years, suspended by a fine wire without root, he

found, was able to absorb and fix more than a hundredth part of

its weight of water upon a short immersion. His note upon the

subject was presented to the French Academy Sept. 11, 1871, and

is printed in Ann. Sci. Nat., V, xiv, p. 243. a. «.

5, Vhange of Hahit.—Loranthus macranthus of New Zealand,

parasitic there upon trees of Rutaeeoe and Violacece, is deserting

these in favor of trees introduced by the European settlers, such

as hawthorn, plum, peach, and especially laburnum, which was

introduced as lately as 1859. Its flowers are abundantly visited

by the European honey-bee. ( Garden, i, p. 453.) a. g.

6. Beport OH Botany read before the Albany Institute, Feh. 6,

1872, by Charles H. Peck, A.31., notices additions to the bot-

any of the State of New York, the herbarium of which is under

hook ofBri
the author (

interesting of the New mn
'ritish Fungi; but omits all mention of the i

• or publisher (which we will supply)
;
gives illustra-

^-e importance of insects in the fertilization of blossoms

from an economical point of view, and notes the history and mode
pf growth of the new Arceiithobium parasite on black spruces

in the northeastern part of his State, of which Mr. Feck was one

of the discoverers, and through whom it first canie to the know-

ledge of botanists. He names it A. pusilhtm, which name benig

accompanied by a detailed account, will take precedence ot the

earlier printed A. minutum of Engelmann in the new edition ot

Mann's Catalogue, issued in February, and also recorded m tne

March No. of the American Naturalist. The P'"'"*'"j^.^^';^,
J^"'!]

«'t^ll to have recorded the name of the other and earlier (lis.<ncn-r

pf this remarkable parasite, especiallv as the honor w'"'"-^^"

l^'fly. But it is duly stated in the Bulletin of the lorrcy ( lub

for November, 1871, and December, 1871: also m Anun'-:ni ?sa-

furalist for March, 1872. Miss MilUngton ol (^cii s 1-alls i> tne

lady who had the good fortune aii<l acutcuess to detect tUc a

P'^'t.^ at two widely separated stations.
1 ir d nb

.
The remainder of the paper is occupied )^'t^""r,, '--•:, ',,„

J«'ts, in which Mr. Feck is a proficient, and especiallv ^^'t»J''«

^story and nature of the black knot oi plum and cherry t.ees

^Wch is so great a pest in the northern part of the countrj. ^V3



bosa of Schweinitz in ultimate development, but in earlier state a

Cladosporium / that it is not at all the work of insects nor an
autonomous malady. The only remedy as yet suggested is the

1. Cooke, Handhooh of British Ftmgi, with full Descriptions

of all the Species and Illustrations of the Genera. London

:

]\lacmillan & Co., 1871, pp. 981, in two volumes, 12mo.—This is

the work mentioned in the preceding article, and the one by which
American students are to acquire a knowledge of our own Fungi
until the wished-for day arrives in which we may have a Mycolo-
gia of our own. No better model than this could be asked for.

By its aid good progress can be made in the study of our own
species ; and it will be interesting to know that the c

any British species in this country, so far as yet recorded, is duly

mentioned in these volumes. Copious and characteristic wood-

cuts are intercalated in the letter press, as well as separate plates

of Agarici, etc. The whole is not only brought up to the latest

matured views in mycology, but these views are most clearly and
tersely presented. a. g.

8. Intelligence.—At the very time in which this welcome aid is

supplied to those who would enter upon the study of our Fungi,

we have to lament the sudden death of our veteran mycologist,

the Mev. Dr. M. A. Curtis, of Hillsborough, North Carolina. He
died on the 10th of April, just before completing the 64th year of

his age. A biographical notice will be given later.

Prof. Hugo von Mohl, the prince of vegetable anatomists

of our day, was found dead in his bed on the morning of the first

Prof A. de Bary is transferred from Halle to the University

of Strasburg, and Dr. Hermann Count Solms-Laubach is appointed

extraordinary Professor of Botany,—a strong botanical professorate

for the new German University.
Dr. McNab, late Professor of Botany at the Agricultural Col-

lege at Cirencester, has been appointed professor at the Royal Col-

lege of Science and Arts, Dublin, in place of Dr. Dyer, who has

taken the professorship at the Royal Horticultural Society, London.

I of the British .Mu-

seum, and Mr. Baker of the Royal Herbarium, Kew, has appa-

rently entered upon a career of assured prosperity. An extremelv

good portrait of the late editor adorns the February number (ami

a biography is given in that for January which we have only now

Dr. McXab contributes some Histological Notes; one of theni

pointing out the fact that Cynara Sco'lymus (the Artichoke) has

the woody bundles of the stem scattered through the cellular

tissue after the manner of Ngmphcmcem and Cucurbita, giving w

an apparently endogenous character. He also describes certain
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elongated thickened cells in Pine-leaves, which resemble bast cells

in general character, but are widely separated from the libro-vas-

cular bundles, and apparently " sub-epidermal."

Dr. Bennett reports from Australia a case of poisoning from the

seeds of Macrozarnia sjMralis, and an analysis, which shows that

they contain binoxalate of potash as the poisonous element.

ih. Baker, in the March number, reproduces from the Refugium

the characters of his new Liliaceous genus i>ymea, with a figure

and further remarks.

Rev. E. O'Meara begins an account of Recent Researches in the

Biatoinacem, principally German, which promises to be interest-

in? and timely. He rather deprecates, but thinks correct, the

proposed change of the name Diatomacem to Baccillariacei^-, on

the ground that Baccillaria. is an older generic name than Dtato-

ma. Where does he find any rule requiring that an order should

bear the name of its oldest genus ?

Dr. Hance contributes a note on Castanea vulgaris Lam. (the

name he adopts for C. vesca L.), as profitably cultivated for its

fruit in the very south of China ; and adds some remarks about

the geographical distribution and systematic
"-^^ -^*^'' -"—•""

which seem to imply that he would include i

our Chinquapin. »

The other leading articles relate to British Botany ;
but one ot

them, viz., Rotes on the British Ramalinas in the Merharium 0/

the British Museum, by the Rev. James M. Crombie, is ot gene-

Among the short notes, extracts, etc.. Prof. Dickson calls atten-

tion to Irmisch's papers in the Linnsea and Botanische Zeitung,

showing that in Delphinium, Anemone, several Unihelbferf^^^ etc.,

the long petioles of the cotyledons in gemimation unite into a

narrow tube, from the base of which the plumule
"^^^'^i^y

/^^^^j*''

giving the appearance of a hypocotyledonary bud, and that tne

case of Delphinium nndicaule mentioned in this Journal, \oi. i
,

is of this sort. The present Avriter had overlooked Innisch s papers.

A reference to them was promptly given in this Journal.

Br. Kurz announces '' dimm-phism " in the Indian speeies ot

Eranthemun. From his account it is clear that the case is iine

that of Ruellia, so long familiar.
, ,^ -^^

Dr. Carruthers contributes to the February number a Kt lew

of the Contributions to Fossil Botany, pubhshed m liiitam,

18^1, with critical remarks. „ . ,,

Notices of other articles will be given hereafter
J'''^^

,
10. Fossil Flora of Great Britain.—^^^^^^ m"F»' ^^^

:!][. „.,„.„
learn that Dr. Carruthers is editing a re-issue i.| inon t>u l>.'^^^ •

,

of Lindley & Hutton's Fossil Flora, to which he is t
. . >

'^^^^ J^^

Plementary volume, to contain exact delineations. r)\ ,,.,
^ood-cuts and not less than 40 plates, of the discoveries >•' -

Botany since 18-37, together with descnptions and
''^^)'^J^'^l

^hich will bring the wlTole work up to the state ot the Kit
^

tne present day." This will be a most important woik, sur
^

ably and faithfully done.
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11. Tlie Garden, a "Weekly Illustrated Journal of Gardening
in all its branches," is of about the size and extent of the Athen-
aeum, i. e., smaller than the Gardeners' Chronicle, but of about the

same number of pages, is published in London, and conducted by
Mr. Wm. Robinson, who is so -svell and favorably known in his

Parks and Gardens of Paris, his Alpine Flowers, Wild Garden, etc.,

as well as personally to those who had the pleasure of making his

acquaintance during a recent visit he made to this country. The
publication began toward the close of the last year, so that it is

now in its first volume ; No. 17, the number for March 16, extends

to p. 388. It covers a somewhat diiferent ground from that of

the excellent and long established Gardeners' Chronicle, is more
devoted to landscape gardening and ornamental cultivation, and
seems admirably adapted to the wants and tastes of gentlemen
who are interested in rural affairs. J3y such we hear it highly

spoken of; and we think we do a favor to those of that class who
know it not as yet, by calling attention to it. We shall proba-

bly have occasion to make some extracts, or at least should do so

if we could find room. a. g.

III. Astronomy.

1 . ZoLLXER on the Nature of Comets."^—Among a number of other

matters relating to the history and progress of human knowledge,

the volume whose title is given below contains some contributions

to the theory of comets, which are so novel and remarkable as to

merit more than a passing notice, and we give a brief abstract of

the more prominent points of the discussion. As important to

the history of the subject, the author has caused to be reprinted

the two celebrated memoirs of Olbers and Bessel on comets.

These are followed by his own memoir, entitled, " On the Stabilitjr

of Cosraical Masses and the Physical Constitution of the Comets,"

in which it is his purpose to explain the observed phenomena by

the application of well established principles of physical science,

and these only.

Starting from the well known fact that water, mercury, and

many other substances, even in the solid state, give off vapor, of a

certain amount, though of very low tension, and inferring from the

characteristic odors of the metals, that they also, even at very low

temperatures, are constantly giving off vapor, though of an

amount too small to be recognized by any of the tests yet cm-

ployed in science, it follows that a mass of matter in space will

ultimately surround itself with its own vapor, and the tension ot

the latter will depend upon the mass of the body, that is, upon its

gravitative energy, and the temperature. If the mass of the body

is so small that its attractive force is insufficient to give to tn

enveloping vapor its maximum tension, for the existing tempera-

* Ueber die Natur rler Cometen Beitnige zur Geschichte und Theorie |ler

Erkenntniss
; von Johann Carl Friedrich Zolln.T. Professor au der

'-^I?'^'^

'

Leipzig. MitxTafeln. Leipzig, A'erlag von WUhelm EDglemann. l»'^-
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ture, the evolution of vapor will be continuous until the whole

mass is converted into it.

Then comes the question whether a mass of gas or vapor under

these circumstances would be in a condition of stable equilibrium.

The analytical discussion of this point leads to the result that, in

empty and unlimited space, a finite mass of gas is in a condition

of unstable equilibrium, and must become dissipated by continual

expansion and consequent decrease of density. A necessary conse-

quence of this result is that the celestial spaces, at least within the

limits of the stellar universe, must be filled with matter in the

form of gas, preeminently that of the terrestrial atmosphere.

The author then proceeds to discuss the density of atmospheric

air upon the surfaces of the celestial bodies and in space. Assum-

ing for the purposes of calculation, and in accordance with the

above-mentioned considerations, that the space occupied by the

stellar system is everywhere filled with atmospheric air, and tak-

ing the temperature as that of melting ice, he finds that the lower

limit of density for a portion of gas in space is
:^^^^^

of that of

the air at the earth's surface, a value so small that a mass of air

which, at its ordinary density upon the earth's surface would

occupy a volume of one cubic decimeter, when reduced to the den-

sity expressed by this fraction, would fill a sphere whose radms

would not be traversed by a ray of light in less than lO^s years.

Such a medium could have no appreciable efiect, either upon the

rays of light or upon the motion of bodies in space The value

becomes still smaller if the temperature of space is taken at -bu

C. with Fourier or at —142° C. with Pouillet.
^ .

Any solid body in space must, by virtue of its gravit^tive

energy, condense the gas to form an atmosphere upon its surface

and the density of this gaseous envelope can readily be calculated

when the size and mass of the body are known. For the moon

the value is found to be —J-^ of that of the air at the earth's sur-

face, a vanishing quantity, and one completely in accord with

the fact that no trace of a lunar atmosphere has ever been

detected. For the larger planets, on the otber hand, the ^alue

becomes very great, so great in fact, that tbe high density of

their atmospheres must occasion perceptible effects, by absorption^

upon the light reflected from them, and the result lenas a new

interest to the peculiar spectra of Uranus and Neptune as ^ ^U as

of Jupiter, which appear to exhibit lines resultmg from atmo-

'^fT S'mass, a meteoroid for instance, should exist at a dis^

tance from the sun or any body capable of radiating heat to t ts

temperature would be that of the surroundmg space, aim, n «

mass were not too great, a slow evaporation ^ould con^ eri u

after the lapse of sufficient time into a sphere ot ^apor ^

the fluid mass, on the contrary, approach the sun, the so ai^ heat

would occasion a continuous development ot vapor
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ward side of it, until the whole were vaporized in a time incom-
parably short with reference to the interval necessary in the

former case, and the smaller the amount of matter the shorter this

time would be. The smaller comets, which often have the appear-

nature. Prof. Zollner thinks there is no improbability of tlie

existence of such fluid masses in space, consisting of water or of

liquid hydro-carbons,* and the spectra of some of the nebulje and
smaller comets confirm the idea very strongly.

The peculiarities already mentioned are readily explained by
reference to the general properties of fluid substances. The
comets, however, offer others which are the result of other causes,

namely, their self-luminosity, and the formation of a train, with a

special relation ' of the latter, in its position and direction, to the

As to the origin of the former of these phenomena, the question

arises, under what circumstances can a vaporous or gaseous mass

become self-luminous ? and only two causes are known through the

operation of which this can happen. These are, first, elevation of

temperature, as by combustion, and second, electrical excitement.

The former of these causes the author sets aside, on account of its

insufliciency and the theoretical difliculties and contradictions

which it involves. The second, therefore, must be assumed to be

the efiicient cause, unless recourse is had to uiiknown agencies,

and this the purpose of the investigation excludes. Granting that

electricity may be developed by the action of solar heat, if not in

the process of evaporation, at least in the mechanical and molecu-

lar disturbances resulting from it, we have a cause suflicient to

account both for the self-luminosity of the comets and the forma-

tion of their trains. It is shown, moreover, by numerous experi-

ments, that the production of electricity by similar processes

within the limits of our experience is a well established fact.

The spectrum of the vaporous envelope of a comet illumir

in this manner must necessarily be that produced bj^ the passage

of an electrical discharge through vapor identical in substance

with a portion at least of the cometic nucleus, from which the

envelope is derived. As, according to the supposition, water and

liquid hydro-carbons are important constitiients of these bodies,

the spectra of the comets should be such as belong to the vapors

of these substances, and in this manner the resemblance and par-

tial coincidence of the observed cometic spectra with those ot

gaseous hydro-carbons is explained.
The author next proceeds to consider the formation of the tr.iin.

The form and direction of this appendage to the comet indicate

the action of a repulsive force. Olbers in 1812 had found the

existence of a repulsive force necessary to the explanation of the

direction and form of the train, and though in his memoir upon

the great comet of 1811 he carefully abstains from the expression

of a decided opinion upon its nature, he remarks that one can
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scarcely fail to think of something analogous to electrical attrac-

tion and repulsion. Bessel also, in his memoir upon Halley'

comet, published in 1836, shows a like caution, hut clearly recog-

nizes the similarity of the phenomena to those produced by elec-

tricity and magnetism, and feels compelled to admit the action of

, polar force.* After citing these opinions, and remarking that

ihe phenomena point to an action of the sun at a distance differ-

ent from the force of gravitation, Prof. Zollner asserts that the

assumption of an electrical action of the sun upon the bodies of the

solar system is necessary and sufficient to account for all the essen-

tial and characteristic phenomena of the vaporous envelope and

the train.

He then discusses the quantitative difference in the effect of

gravitative and electrical forces upon ponderable masses at a dis-

tance, and shows that, when a body is at the same time under the

influence of both these agencies, with an increase of the mass

there results a preponderance of gravitation over electricity, and

with a sufficient decrease in the mass the contrary. Hence the

nuclei of the comets, as masses, are subject to gravitation, while

the vapors developed from them, as consisting of very small par-

ticles or riiolecules, yield to the action of the free electricity of

the sun. An analytical investigation of the motion of a small

sphere under the action of gravitation and atmospheric electncity,

based upon Hankel's numerous and very careful researches upon

the determination of atmospheric electricity according to an abso-

lute standard {>mch absolutem Masse), leads to the remarkable

result that, supposing the free electricity of the sun to be no

greater than that which has repeatedly been observed on the

earth's surface, and to be uniformly distributed, it would commu-

nicate to a sphere having a diameter of 11 millimeters and a

weight of^i/of a milligram, and starting from the sun by the

time it had moved as far away as the mean distance of Mercury,

a velocity of 3,027,000 meters, or 408-4 geographical miles per

second, or such that in two days it would pass over a space ot

70,540,000 geographical miles. The comet of 1680 developed m
two days, when near its perihelion, a tram of 60,000,000 miles.

*M. Faye assumed, for explanation of the Peculiar appearances of a comet's

us central mass is probably._altogether wan m

iischarges
*

B the particles of aqu(
[ay, 1869, p. 100.-
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Tli^e are magnitudes ofthe same order, and show that it is sufficient

to attribute to the sun electrical enei-gy not greater than that

wliich is observed at the earth's surface, to account satisfactorily

for the appearances presented by cometic trains, and that it is quite

unnecessary to assume the existence of some otherwise unknown

Furthermore, comets have appeared with trains directed toward
the sun, and such a direction is easily explained by the supposition

of opposite instead of like electrical characters, which accords

perfectly with the phenomena observed in the development of elec-

tricity by vapor-streams in the hydro-electric machine, where, as

is well known, the sign of the electricity depends upon the pres-

ence or absence of various substances in the boiler or the tubes.

The theory acquires an additional interest, and a strong confir-

mation, from Schiaparelli's remarkable discovery of the identity

of the paths of certain comets with great meteor-streams, since

the meteoric masses must inevitably be converted into vapor on

approaching the sun, even at great distances if composed of

liquid matter, but only on a comparatively near approach if solid,

with the exhibition of the characteristic appearances of the comets.

The author applies the results of these investigations to various

details of the peculiarities observed in different comets, and to the

related questions of cosmical physics in their bearing upon the

moon's atmosphere, the corona, zodiacal light, polar auroras, and

the phosphorescence of the nocturnal sky, and other phenomena.

A later portion of the volume contains a lively discussion of Tyn-

dall's theory of comets. a, w. av.

2. New Flanets.—The planet (119), the discovery of which, by

Prof Watson, on the 4th of April, was announced in the May
number of this Journal, was discovered independently, at a later

date, April 9th, by Mr. Paul Henry, at Paris.

The planet (120) was discovered by Mr. Borelly, at Marseilles,

on the evening of the 10th of April. On the evening of the lltb

of April, this planet was also independently discovered by Prot.

Peters, at the Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College. The

clouds prevented a second observation until April 16th. The lol-

lowing observations were made by Prof. Peters:

1872 April 11, U'' m.t. R. A. 12^^ O'^S' Dec. -4° 59'

" 16, 13^ 37'° 29^ U^ 56"^ 528'42 -4° 44' 39"-l

" 17, 11'' 7™ 16« ll'' 56"^ 20*-96 -4^ 42' 15'^'-8

" 19, 11'152'n 8* ll'' 55"M3^-69 --4° 37' 1 *o

3. Discovery of a new Planet; by James C. Watsox.—I have

discovered another planet belonging to the group between Mars

and Jupiter. It shines like a star of the eleventh magnitude.

The following are the only complete observations of it, wmcn

have yet made.
Ana Arbor M.T. (121) a (121) (5

1872, May 12, 14^ IS'" 42* 16" 20"' 37-^58 -18° 53 9"' 4
o

13, 11 13 22 16 19 59-35 -18 52 46' 2

DaUy motion, Aa=--44s a5=+ 0'26"
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

L On the occurrence of Petroleum in the Island of Santo
Domingo ; by W. M. Gabb. (Editorial correspondence, dated
Sto. Domingo, April 20, 1872).—We must add to the known
localities of bituminous products in the West Indies a single local-
ity in the Dominican Republic. This is a spot about three miles
north of the town of Azua, on a stream called "el Agua hediondo,"

• stinking water. The spot reminded me strikingly of the Cali-

artesian well tools lying scattered around. The spring makes its

appearance as a stagnant, torpid pool, exuding slowly through a
heavy gravel deposit, A very small area in the vicinity is cov-
ered by deposits of pitch ; for half a mile down the now dry bed
of a rain-water stream the gravel or sand, as the case may be, is

oftener hardened to asphaltum. The pools of the spr ^
neighboring excavations contain a dirty water rendered brown
contact with the oil, and on the surface is a thin pellicle of liquu
petroleum, dark brownish-green to reflected light, and a reddisl
orown bv transmitted lio-bt. On rubbint? a dron in the nalm o

pure pitch, i

The pools c
. ^,

th the oil, and on the surface is a thin pellicle of liquid

.
dark brownish-green to reflected

by transmitted light. On rubbing ;

tue nand it does not disappear as readily as the oil ol (Jalilomia

;

and the odor is not so much like kerosene, but rather fetid.

io£°
attempt was made during the "oil excitement" of 1865 or

The usual tools were taken to the spot and

small accumulation of c, „_ , ^
inodorous and is not inflammable. At the distance of a few yards
18 a depression where there are several gas jets, and where, over
'be whole area, there is not a single blade of grass or any other
vegetation.

I consider this locality especially interesting, because it is the
*>nly spot in the whole Republic of Santo Domingo where bitumin-
ous products are found, and because of its resemblance in so many
respects to the localities I have seen in California. It also agrees
^th the springs of Trinidad in its appearance and mode of occur-
rence. See report of the Colonial Geologists, London, 1860, pp.
134 et seq. See also Schomburgh, Hist, of Barbadoes, pp. 553
and 569.

^-Terrestrial magnetism, a measure ofthe sun^s rate ofrotation ;
'^H. HoRifsTEm.—The chano-es in the three elements of terrestrial

magnetism, viz, the declinatTon, inclination, and horizontal inten-

®%, appear to run in a cycle of 26-33 days. In 1870, the penodic

Jhange in the declination at Prague was equal to 0':705 sin

^ -f 190°20'), X equaling on January, 1870, and 360° on January,

J.Sn. This oscillation fs a little greater at Vienna. The osciUa-

"On m the inclination in 1870 was a third that of the decimation,
^na that of the intensity about 24 units in the fourth place of

^- JouB, Sci.-Thib» Sbkibs, Vol. HI, No. 18,-Jumi, 1872.
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decimals. The cycle corresponds therefore with the time of the

sun's rotation, the mean of which is 26-33 days. The magnetic

needle thus aifords a new method of determining the period for

synodic rotation. By it we arrive at the true period of rotation

f 24-55 days, which is almost identical in value with that deduced

3. The Metric System of Weights and Measures ; An address

delivered before the convocation of the University of the State of

New York, at Albany, August, 1871 ; by Frederick A. P. Bar-

nard, S.T.D., LL.D., President of Columbia College, New York,

1872. 8vo. pp. 194.—President Barnard's address on the Metric

System was delivered in obedience to a resolution of the Board of

Trustees of Columbia College, requesting him to attend the convo-

cation of the University of New York, at Albany, in August,

1871, and explain to that body how far the views of the Faculty

of Columbia College, in respect to the Metric System of Weights

and Measures, are in accordance with those of a committee made

to the convocation on that subject the previous year. From this

statement it is obvious that the discussion must partake some-

what of a controversial character ; but it is managed with excel-

lent taste and fairness in this particular. The singularly illogical

positions of the eminent reporter of the former year, adverse to

the adoption of the metric system, are controverted without the

least acrimony and with a n
But the scientific interest of Dr. Barnard's

ture of real and permanent value. Like all his writings this ad-

dress is characterized by completeness, exactness and clearness of

statement. He divides his subject under the following heads,

"Origin and Nature of the Metric System ; Recent progress of

Metiological Reform ; Objection to the Metric System considered

;

and in a series of Appendices and Notes he adds important data

" On the Unification of Moneys ; Effect upon existing contracts ot

a change in the legal weight of coins ; The New System of Coin-

age of the Japanese Empire ; On Capacity Measures and the

Weight of a given volume of water ; On Kater's determination ot

the weight of a cubic inch of water ; On the Legislation oi

Great Britain and of British India in regard to the Metric bjs;

tem ; On the extent to which the Metric System has been adopted

This address must remain a classic in our language for its aDie

and impartial discussion of the important subject of weights ana

measures, and cannot fail to exercise an important influence m

advancing and strengthening the public appreciation of the wor

wide importance of this subject, leading, it is to be hoped, at

late day to the adoption of the only system which has any cna

of success as a universal standard, viz., the Metric System.
^

4. Die Naturgesetzs der Fatterung der UndwirthschaftUhm

NiXtzthiere, von Dr. Phil. Theodok von Gohben, 637 pp. »^ •'

with 36 wood cuts, Leipzig, 1872. C. L. Hirschfeld.—This
^or ,
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so far as we have had time to examine it, appears to be an admir-
able digest of the vast mass of materials which has accumulated
—within the last 20 years very rapidly—bearing on the subject
of animal nutrition, considered both as a branch of physiologi-
cal science and as an art. After an introductory chapter on
*' Matter and Force," the parts of the animal body are described,
in respect to their structure and functions ; then the Chemistry
of the Tissues, Juices and Secretions; and thirdly the Processes of
Life and Growth—Respiration, Metamorphosis of Tissues, Diges-
tion and Resorption—are discussed. The titles of the other chapters
are Individual Kinds of Cattle Food : the preparation of Fodder and
Feeding: The availability (Ausnutzung) of Cattle Food: History
of Doctrines of Nutrition: Present State of the Doctrines of Nu-
trition: The Production of Work: The Production of Fat: The
Production of Flesh: The Production of Milk: The Production of
Wool : Reproduction and Nutrition : The Practical Farmer and
the Doctrines of Feeding. Appendices, Tables, and a copious In-

dex complete the book.
The author, Professor at the Royal Bohemian Agricultural

Academy at Liebwerd, gives equal justice to fundamental investi-

gations like those of Pettenkofer and Voit, and to the many em-
pirical trials which have been conducted with such patience and
skill at the various experiment stations in Germany and elsewhere.
He combines the hitherto too isolated results of physiologists,

chemists and agriculturists, of philosophers and practicians, in
a manner that cannot fail to be advantageous to all who have
occasion to occupy themselves with the subjects of his treatise,

whether for elementary or advanced study. The contrast
between this masterly work and anything under a similar title

which English literature has yet produced, is humiliating to the

5. Pocket-book of Mechanics atid Engineering, containing a
memorandum of facts and connection of Practice and Theory ;
by John W. Nystbom, C.E., 11th ed., revised and greatly enlarged
with original matter, 512 pp., 12mo. Philadelphia, 1872 (J. B.

Lippincott & Co.).—This "Pocket-book" is an exceedingly con-

venient companion for people of all trades and professions, far

more so than is implied in the title. It meets the necessities not
only of practical engineers and mechanics in the calculations which
their work requires, but, also of all who have anything to do with
figares beyond casting up ordinary accounts, and is especially a
desirable hand-book for the scientific and even the ordinary

traveler. Besides containing the many tables and formulas of
ase to the engineer and mechanic in all branches of work, it gives

others for the use of the barometer in determining heights, tables of

logarithms, and of logarithmic and natural sines, tangents, etc. ; of

squares, cubes, square roots and cube roots for numbers from 1 to

1,600; of the circumference and area of circles for diameters from
1 to 1,000; of the coins, weights and measures of the world ; of
the flags of nations; of the areas of the continents; o*'+»^-'^-*""--'-
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19th century;

bet, etc.

6. An Elementary Manual of Chemistry, abridged from Eliot

and Storer's Manual, with the cooperation of the authors, by Mr.

Ripley Nichols, Assistant Professor of General Chemistry in the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 370 pp. New York,

1872, Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.—This is an abridgement

and revision of the Manual of Inorganic Chemistry, with which is

incorporated, under carbon, the elements of organic chemistry in

some 70 pages. It retains the excellencies of the Manual, by its

dimensions, is better adapted to most of our colleges, academies,

and schools, is much improved for the class-room by judicious

paragraphing, and is unquestionably one of the best text-books in

the language.

7. The Popular Science Monthly, conducted by E. L. Youmans.
Each number 12ff pp. 8vo. Published by D. Appleton & Co.,

New York.—The first number of this important monthly appeared

in May. The two issued treat, as the title implies, of subjects

that are now especially occupying the popular mind. The largest

topic is man in his various relations, zoological, geological, social,

political, educational, religious, etc. ; and the widest range of opin-

ion is presented on some of these subjects, in the different papers.

Herbert Spencer commences in these numbers a series of able

papers on Social Science or Sociology. Other articles treat of the

eclipse of the sun ; the sun's spots : Vesuvius ; the superstitions oi

medicine ; the artificial production of stupidity in schools ;
the

physiological position of alcohol, and various miscellaneous topics

of interest. The June No. has as a frontispiece an excellent por-

trait of Sir Charles Lyell.

OBirUAEY.

Dr. William Stimpsost.—As these last pages are going to

press, we learn that Dr. Stimpson died on the evening of the 26tli

of May. He had recently returned from a dredging expedition

across the Gulf of Mexico, and had been very ill since his return.

He has for many years been well known as one of the leading

zoologists of this country, and has devoted himself chiefly to ma-

rine invertebrata. A more extended notice is deferred to the

next number.

A Catalogue of the Birds of Kansas, by Frank H. Snow, Prof. Nat. Hist, and

Meteorology in the University of Kansas, at Lawrence.
^''°*"^'i|? ,• fp^n

Kansas Academy of Science. 8 pp. 8vo, Topeka, Kansas, 1872. This list co -

tains the names of 239 species, with brief notes on many of them.

,
note, for p. 44, read p. 447. . -.^ 1

1

, 14 lines from bottom, for basioccipital keel, read supraoccipitai k
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